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This book recites lessons I have learned from my teachers: the students, 
staff, and faculty at the Graduate School of Public Policy of the University 
of California at Berkeley. Two chapters have been coauthored with stu-
dents at the school: David Good on “A Tax by Any Other Name,” and Bob 
Gamble, Presley Pang, Fritzie Reisner, and Glen Shor on “Coordination 
without a Coordinator.” Presley Pang used his incisive understand-
ing to help me tease out the craft aspects of policy analysis. The chapter 
“Distribution of Urban Services” originally appeared, in slightly differ-
ent form, in Urban Outcomes: Schools, Streets, and Libraries, with Frank 
S. Levy, and Arnold J. Meltsner, co-authors who are also colleagues. My 
collaborators on two other chapters—Jack Knott on “Jimmy Carters 
Theory of Governing,” and Bruce Wallen on “Opportunity Costs and 
Merit Wants”—were then students in the Political Science Department. 
No one knows enough about the broad sweep of public policy to do it 
alone and I have not tried.

Like everyone else I have benefitted by reading classics in the field—
Yehezkel Dror Public Policy Making Reexamined (San Francisco:  
Chandler, 1968), Charles Hitch and Rowland McKean’s The Economics 
of Defense in the Nuclear Age (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1960 for the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California), E. S. Quade  
Analysis for Military Decisions (New York: Elsevier, 1970), Sir Geoffrey 
Vickers’ The Art of Judgment: A Study of Policy Making (New York: 
Basic Books, 1965). Critical commentary has proved invaluable. Robert 
Merton has provided the best (and toughest) comments it has ever been 
my good fortune to receive. Gordon Wasserman helped me cut out as well 
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For me, and I think also for many other students of public policy, there are 
two seminal figures in this field of inquiry. One is Harold Lasswell, and the 
other is Aaron Wildavsky. It is therefore a great honor for me to be able 
to contribute this introduction to the new edition of The Art and Craft 
of Policy Analysis, and to have the opportunity to reflect on the role that 
this book, and Aaron’s work more generally, has had on the development 
of public policy studies. While a great honor, this is also a great challenge. 
This one book contains numerous insights into policy and policymaking, 
and this is but one of a number of books and articles that, although pub-
lished separately, amount to a more or less integrated conception of what 
policy is, and what policy should be.

The individual chapters in The Art and Craft of Policy Analysis rep-
resent something of the breadth of Aaron Wildavsky’s contributions to 
the study of public policy. These chapters range from considerations of 
governing under President Jimmy Carter and the nature of American fed-
eralism to insights into the roles of planning and information systems in 
public policy. These chapters also include discussions of a range of specific 
policy issues such as health,1 education and the environment. But perhaps 
most importantly these chapters are fundamentally asking question about 
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how we should think about public policy and how governments (and citi-
zens) can marshal resources to make and implement good policy.

Attempting to capture this rich array of ideas and insights in this one 
introductory essay is essentially impossible, and I am sure that I will not do 
justice to many of the ideas in the book. This necessary selectivity is almost 
certain to offend the many friends and students of this great maven in the 
field. To attempt to cover these essays, and the many other contributions 
made during his long career, I will put forward a series of propositions that 
to me help to characterize these essays. These ideas also can inform our 
contemporary thinking about public policy just as they did when this book 
was first published over 40  years ago, but unfortunately some of these 
ideas about policy appear to have been lost in contemporary political life.

i. Policy AnAlysis is An Art or A crAft As much As it 
is A science

Much of our contemporary thinking about policy analysis, and about the 
social sciences more generally, characterizes these activities as science, and 
as a particular type of science. The discipline2 tends to emphasize develop-
ing testable theories and having hard, quantitative analysis of the hypoth-
eses derived from those theories. This style of policy analysis is dominant 
in many, if not most, schools of public policy in the United States and 
we are producing numerous well-trained policy analysts who can crunch 
numbers with great precision.3

That “scientific”, or at least technocratic, approach to policy analy-
sis certainly has its merits and can provide very useful insights for poli-
cymakers, but if we read Aaron Wildavsky’s work on policy we can see 
that the quantitative aspects of social science are not all there is in policy. 
Public policy is about ideas as much or more than it is about equations. 
In Wildavsky’s version of policy analysis equations would be welcome—
as indeed they were in his analysis of federal budgeting in the United 
States—but only if they were anchored in ideas, and particularly in ideas 
that were connected to, and feasible in, the real world of politics.

In some aspects of his work Wildavsky approaches a constructivist posi-
tion on understanding policy (see Béland, 2009). That is, rather than 
being some objective reality policy is constructed through the interac-
tions of actors and through developed a common framework for thinking 
about the policy issues. Thus, policy problems and the design of solution 
to those problems may not be objective but rather reflect the political and 
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social process through which they are defined and prepared for resolution. 
A good deal of politics and policymaking, therefore, is about how we con-
ceptualize the problems confronting us.

The importance of ideas and the need to construct understandings of 
policy leads naturally on to the title of this book, and its principal focus—
art and craft in policy analysis. This characterization of policy analysis can 
be related to a classic argument about decision-making in organizations. 
Perrow (1970; see also Thompson and Tuden, 1959) discussed decision -
making in organizations as a craft when the outcomes of a process are 
uncertain although there may be relatively few exceptions in the inputs. 
While that definition is not as precisely on target for policymaking as we 
might like, it does point to the need for judgment on the part of the poli-
cymaker, and that this is not just a mechanical process of cranking out an 
answer to a predetermined problem.

ii. Policy AnAlysis is PoliticAl

While this point should be blindingly obvious, it is important to remem-
ber that public policy and policy analysis are inherently political. There 
is some tendency, as implied above, to make policy analysis technocratic 
and divorced from the push and pull of politics. While good information 
and good analysis is important for making good policy, all that analysis is 
useless if the proposals formulated are infeasible and cannot be adopted. 
Therefore, the successful analyst will have his or her feet firmly planted 
in the shifting sands of politics. Accepting the uncertainty and seeming 
irrationality of the political process is merely a necessity for policymakers 
and analysts.

Aaron Wildavsky never forgot that policymaking and implementation 
are political; rather he always put this fundamental point at the center of 
his thinking. That understanding of politics was not necessarily partisan, 
but may be organizational or even personal. For example, the budgetary 
process (see below) is very much about defending the interests of public 
organizations, and the individual actors involved also are attempting to 
maintain their own interests and the trust of their associates. Likewise, his 
classic study of implementation (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1974) involved 
actors at all levels of government making decisions to protect their inter-
ests or perhaps simply to support or oppose a specific policy agenda.

The essay on planning and politics contained in this volume is an excel-
lent explication of the role of politics, as opposed to more (presumably) 
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xx  INTRODUCTION

rational methods of policy analysis. This essay is not one of his more 
frequently cited contributions, but it describes rather well the contrast 
between “puzzling” and “powering” (Heclo, 1974; Hoppe, 2010) in 
policy analysis. This distinction reflects the difference between important 
forms of policymaking and policy analysis based on cogitation and those 
based merely on political interests and power. While he rejects the claims 
of rationality in both politics and planning, and hence in models based on 
interactions and intellect, he does demonstrate clearly the uses and abuses 
of each.

Wildavsky’s work on public policy also involves the third element of 
the triad discussed by Robert Hoppe—Participation. In this essay on the 
“Citizen as Analyst” contained in this book he points to the importance of 
an informed body of citizens considering possible policies and doing their 
own analysis. And that analysis would inevitably lead on to their participa-
tion in the policy process, in whatever manner was available for them to do 
so. Likewise, in the other chapters contained here there is a pervasive sense 
that in a democratic political system attempting to do policy without the 
involvement of the public is a mistake, and likely to increase the already 
high risk of mistakes.

iii. Policy AnAlysis is normAtive

Alan Meltsner, a policy scholar who was a rough contemporary of Aaron 
Wildavsky, once argued (1975) that policy analysts who did not have their 
own ideas about what they wanted in a policy were only “baby analysts”. 
That is, they might be able to perform high quality technical analyses but 
without a normative foundation, and some understanding of what “good 
policy” was other than in a technical sense they were not really contrib-
uting much to the debates over policy. While that characterization may 
appear harsh, it does argue for the importance of political values in making 
and assessing policies. Saying a policy will “work” may beg the question of 
for whom it works and for what purpose.

Evaluation is the stage of the policy process where values become most 
important (see Wildavsky’s chapter on evaluation in this volume). If we 
are to evaluate a policy we compare the results of the programs involved 
with the goals of the program, to see to what extent those goals were 
achieved. An evaluation must also consider the unintended consequences 
of the programs being considered, and the opportunity costs of the use of 
scarce resources for this policy rather than for others. But policy evaluation 
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should go beyond those assessments, as important as they are. Evaluation 
of policies involves considering the goals of policy, and the appropriateness 
of those goals

As well as specific policy goals, policy analysis also involves broader social 
goals. Late in his career Aaron Wildavsky became interested in  cultural 
theory, especially the work of the anthropologist Mary Douglas (see 
Wildavsky, 1987). In particular he was interested in how people developed 
preferences for policies. Rather than assuming that preferences developed 
from rational calculations of self-interest, he sought the roots of prefer-
ences in political culture. While political culture has become extremely 
unfashionable in comparative politics Aaron Wildavsky demonstrated the 
relevance of broad cultural patterns to the study of public policy.4

In summary, ideas and culture are central to policy, but these are per-
haps more difficult to include in objective analysis of policy than are “hard” 
economic facts. But the difficulties in measurement does not undermine 
the utility of the concepts for understanding how governments work and 
how policy is made and implemented.

iv. PolicymAking is institutionAl

Institutions are another factor that is central to Aaron Wildavsky’s under-
standing of public policy. As well as being a student of policy, he was a 
student of at least two important institutions in American government-the 
bureaucracy and the presidency. And several of the chapters contained in 
this volume demonstrate that concern with the influence of those insti-
tutions on policy, perhaps most clearly the chapter on the Carter presi-
dency and the discussion of the self-evaluating organization in public 
administration.

But Aaron Wildavsky’s appreciation of the role of institutions in policy 
analysis is not confined to the bureaucracy and the presidency. His large 
corpus of scholarly work on policy is filled with insights into institutions 
and the way in which the individual institutions (or organizations) and 
their interaction. And the logic of his thinking about policy can be seen 
clearly through an institutionalist lens. For example, the notion of clear-
ance points in the implementation book is a precursor to the idea of veto 
points and veto players that has been important in rational choice perspec-
tives on institutions (Tsebelis, 2002).

In this view of governing all the actions associated with policymaking 
are embedded in institutions, including social institutions broadly defined. 
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Individuals are important actors but they gain much of their importance 
for policy through interacting with other individuals within institutions. 
In these interactions values such as trust among individuals and the pre-
dictability of their behavior, enable decision-making to occur in ways that 
might be impossible with more atomistic individuals.

The importance of institutions can be seen in Wildavsky’s compara-
tive work. While clearly deeply involved in thinking about politics and 
policy in the United States, Aaron Wildavsky also accepted and promoted 
the importance of context in understanding government and policy (see 
Pollitt, 2013). His comparative discussions of budgeting in the United 
States and the United Kingdom, while demonstrating some important 
similarities, also demonstrated the importance of institutional differences. 
And his work on budgeting and planning in poor countries, mostly done 
with Naomi Caiden, emphasized the role of context and the folly of impos-
ing models developed for more affluent countries in these situations.

v. Problems Are not solved, only AmeliorAted 
(At best)

A good deal of the literature on policymaking is directed toward designing 
interventions into the economy and society that will “solve” a problem 
(see Howlett and Lejano, 2013). Coming up with a solution is a logic goal, 
seemingly, for making public policy. Further, in the real world of making 
policies in the political process, advocates of a policy must promise that 
they will solve the problem, and indeed often must promise benefits that 
even they are aware are unlikely to be achieved. The political process is not 
kind to those who promise only to maybe make things a little better. And 
perhaps this conviction about the capacity of a policy to alter in a predict-
able way its target is crucial for building enthusiasm about the program.

But most policies do not solve the problem for once and for all. And 
if they do then the problem addressed probably was not really a major 
problem for the society. Even an intervention that appears relatively easy 
to make, such as building a road from point A to point B will not solve the 
underlying problem of traffic congestion, and many studies have demon-
strated that building a new road simply provides more space for more cars 
and congestion is largely unchanged. Given the complexity of social and 
economic problems, and the rather inadequate knowledge about how to 
intervene and with which instruments, policymaking is an ongoing strug-
gle to make the world a better place.
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This struggle for amelioration is highlighted in Wildavsky’s essay on 
health policy contained in this volume. The challenge facing health policy-
makers is that the demand for health, although in reality what is delivered 
are medical interventions rather than health per se, is largely insatiable. 
For health policymakers the problem is exacerbated because marginal 
improvements in health become more costly the healthier an individual, 
or a population, becomes. Given the longevity and generally good health 
status of populations in the industrialized world, adding a single month to 
life expectancy may be difficult and costly. And therefore, since few new 
apparent benefits are delivered, health policy can appear to be a failure.

Any number of scholars and practitioners have recognized that poli-
cymaking is more continuous than discreet, but Wildavsky went one step 
further and argued that policy was its own cause (Chapter x, this volume). 
His” Law of Large Solutions” was that any large-scale intervention would 
transform the environment and create the need for additional policies, 
which may also produce more policies, ad infinitum. This is a recognition 
of the problem of unintended consequences of most human interventions 
into society (see Merton, 1936), because of inadequate understandings 
of the dynamics in those systems. It is also a recognition of the “tireless 
tinkering” that governments are engaged in attempting to get policy right 
(Carter, 2012), and in attempting to satisfy the demands of citizens.

This essay on policy as its own cause also addresses one of the other 
persistent problems in public policy—the segmentation of government 
and the need for coordination (see Peters, 2015). Not only does the cre-
ation of a new policy upset existing conditions in one policy domain, it can 
have consequences for the relationships among policies, requiring further 
adjustment and attempts to get programs to work together effectively. 
This is especially true given the organizational foundations of govern-
ment, and the political and policy arrangements that exist among these 
actors.

Unalike many students of coordination within the public sector, how-
ever, Wildavsky does not assume that the coordination required among 
public organizations and programs will necessarily come about through 
hierarchy.5 If we examine attempts of the public sectors in various coun-
tries around the world to create more “joined up” government (Pollitt, 
2003) they usually rely upon the creation of more authoritative institu-
tions or procedures. But coordination can also be achieved through more 
collaborative and cooperative means, beginning at the bottom rather than 
at the top of government.
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Finally, the emphasis on amelioration and the continuous need to make 
and revise policies is manifested in the discussion of learning, and espe-
cially learning from failures. If we conceptualize most policymaking as in 
essence a set of experiments made by governments with often inadequate 
information (Campbell, 1998), then learning from failures is perhaps one 
of the most important tools in the tool chest of policy analysts. While 
politically it is difficult to accept failure, for the analyst it may only be one 
more step along the road to making a better policy.

vi. the Policy AnAlyst must be A skePtic

The world of public policy is filled with enthusiasts. Every politician or inter-
est group will have a pet project that they will save the world, or at least a 
large part of it. As already noted this tendency to oversell policies is a struc-
tural consequence of the need to persuade other actors or the public. But 
it is also a product of genuine commitment on the part of individuals who 
believe very deeply about an issue and also believe very deeply that they have 
a solution, or more precisely the solution, for that issue.6 These commitments 
may drive good policies forward, but they can also propel less worthy policies 
onto the agendas of the public sector and eventually into actual operation.

Into this world of enthusiasm the task of the policy analyst is to bring 
some skepticism and some restraint. This is not just skepticism for its own 
sake, but an attempt to force those enthusiasts to consider carefully the 
effects, intended and unintended of their policy ideas, and also to con-
sider the costs. The task of the policy analyst is to “speak truth to power”, 
which was the title of the American version of this book. This commit-
ment to using the tools of policy analysis to bring a greater sense of reality, 
and an understanding of risk, is central to the contributions that Aaron 
Wildavsky made to the study of public policy.

The notion of policy as its own cause, and his numerous writings 
on budget reform attempts in the United States (see Wildavsky, 1978), 
demonstrate some skepticism about the capacity of reformers to reform 
effectively. This perspective can be related not only to his observations of 
numerous reforms that were less than fully successful, but also to his insti-
tutionalist perspective. That is, there is an argument, often more implicit 
than explicit, that institutions—meaning also formalized procedures such 
as in budgeting—that have grown up over time are more capable of pro-
ducing effective outcomes that are mechanisms that are less clearly defined 
and developed on an ad hoc or presumably more objectively rational basis.
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The commitment to realism, and skepticism, when discussing possible 
policy interventions can be seen clearly in the several chapters on spe-
cific policy areas contained in this volume. As already noted the  chapter 
on health policy demonstrates the many conundrums which health policy 
analysts confront—something that is all too evident in the United States 
in 2017. Likewise, the chapters on education and on urban services point 
to the need for clear, analytic thinking in policy areas that are often domi-
nated by ideology and unexamined commitments to particular dogmas. 
And the chapter of alternative ways of funding charities builds on his skep-
ticism about the common use of tax expenditures as an alternative to pub-
lic spending (Wildavsky, 1985).

It is important to understand that the skepticism and caution about 
policy expressed in Aaron Wildavsky’s work is by no means nihilism or 
simply being negative about the attempts of others to improve the perfor-
mance of the public sector. To some extent it appears to be the opposite. 
The concern with public policy expressed in this book, and in Wildavsky’s 
other work, demonstrates the interest in making the world in general and 
the United States in particular a better place through public action. But 
those goals of improvement cannot be reached simply by accepting every 
idea that is advanced. Rather, those goals will only be reached by delib-
erate action and careful design of policies, while understanding that the 
probabilities of success are far from one hundred percent.

vi. budgeting is cruciAl for Policy, And Politics

Although not as evident in the Art and Craft of Policy Analysis as in much 
of his other work, the public budget is central to Aaron Wildavsky’s con-
tributions to public policy analysis, and especially to thinking about the 
politics of policy. This is also one of the relatively few areas of his work that 
would fit into the contemporary emphasis on quantitative analysis. His 
work on budget models (Davis et al., 1966; Wildavsky, 1984) provided 
insights into the incremental nature of public budgeting and sparked a 
large number of elaborations7 and attempted refutations of the approach.

But his quantitative work on the budget was perhaps overshadowed 
by his qualitative work. His Politics of the Budgetary Process (1964 and a 
number of later editions) provided an institutional and political explana-
tion of why the outcomes of the process were incremental, and seemingly 
irrational. But when the magnitude of the task in making a national bud-
get involved is considered, then using shortcuts and rules of thumb that 
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minimize decision-making costs may indeed be the most rational way to 
proceed. Further, the repetitive nature of the process enables any errors 
made in one year to be corrected in following years. This  understanding 
of budgeting also emphasized the institutional nature of the process, 
and especially the institutionalized patterns of interactions among the 
participants.

His other major qualitative work on budgeting—The Private 
Government of Public Money (1974), with Hugh Heclo—further elaborated 
his approach to budgets and the politics involved in making the thousands 
of decisions contained within any budget (Heclo and Wildavsky, 1974). 
This book remains probably the best single exposition of the politics of 
public spending in the United Kingdom, even after decades of change and 
apparent revolution in Whitehall (see Parry, 2003). And although func-
tioning within a significantly different set of institutions the budgetary 
process in London demonstrated some of the same characteristics found 
in the earlier study of budgeting in Washington.

It is extremely unfortunate that contemporary political science and policy 
analysis has largely abandoned this interest in the budgetary process.8 Some 
of Wildavsky’s numerous students followed in his footsteps and focused on 
the budget, but many of these scholars have retired or moved on to other 
interests. The budget remains the best single statement of government pri-
orities available, and has the virtue of being providing a ready-made ratio 
level dependent variable, but yet we look at it all too infrequently. While it 
is difficult to argue against the proposition that appropriations and public 
expenditures are only the beginning of a process to produce policy out-
comes for citizens, they remain crucial starting points.

summAry And conclusions

As I said at the beginning of this essay Aaron Wildavsky is, in my esti-
mation, one of the two most important figures in public policy studies. 
Unfortunately those contributions do not appear to be recognized ade-
quately by newer generations of policy scholars who may now simply take 
his contributions as givens, and as part of the general knowledge about 
public policy that we all share. I do hope that the republication of this 
book, and this introductory essay, can help return Wildavsky’s immense 
contributions to the mainstream of thinking about public policy.

The hope is that reissuing this book will not just to honor the man, 
but also help to bring his way of thinking about public policy more clearly 
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into focus as we think about contemporary policy issues. The several 
dimensions of his contributions outlined above all have great relevance for 
policymaking in the present time, but also may have to be reconsidered 
in light of the nature of contemporary politics and policymaking. Aaron 
Wildavsky was writing in a very different political climate, with different 
types of policy challenges, so perhaps we should think about what has 
changed as well as what persists.

First, much of Wildavsky’s career was during a period of greater opti-
mism about the capacity of government to govern and to make effective 
interventions into the society. That optimism has waned almost every-
where, and largely vanished in some quarters. Behind his advice of caution 
for policy enthusiasts there was always a strong sense of hope about the 
capacity of the public sector to make the lives of citizens better. Despite 
the evidence of success of some even highly controversial programs, that 
hope would be seen as hopelessly naive by many on government in the 
twenty-first Century.

Second, during that time politics was seen at times as the counterpoint 
to technical analysis, and that the technical might dominate. Politics has 
become dominant, and indeed excessively dominant, in policymaking in 
the United States and to a lesser extent elsewhere. It is dominant to the 
extent that rather than worrying about the dominance of technical solu-
tions there is a real need to ensure that there is some attention to the 
available evidence in policy areas such as climate change and health care 
(Rogowski, 2013; Graham, 2017). In an era in which policy scientists are 
talking about evidence-based policymaking, the reality of policymaking 
appears to be “policy-based evidence making”.

A third point that distinguishes Aaron Wildavsky’s work from contem-
porary policymaking, especially in the United States, is the commitment 
to institutions and institutional processes. The contemporary demeaning 
of institutions, whether public or private, goes hand in hand with the 
demeaning of expertise, For Aaron Wildavsky institutions were crucial 
for creating some predictability in the midst of what might otherwise be 
extreme uncertainty. And, as he has demonstrated with the work on the 
budgetary process, those institutionalized patterns of behavior may enable 
decision-making when faced with seemingly overwhelming tasks.9

Despite the apparent differences of Aaron Wildavsky’s work from the 
contemporary Zeitgeist of politics, his approach to policy remains rel-
evant and perhaps needed more than ever. His emphasis on the values 
involved in public policies, and his concern with the need to build political 
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understandings about the nature of policy, are all important for making pol-
icy in the twenty-first century, just as they were at the time he was writing. 
And perhaps more than anything the underlying notion that public policy 
can work and can make the lives of citizens is crucial for the current age.
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notes

 1. His essay on health policy remains useful and insightful even after decades of 
change in health policy in the United States. I still include it in the first week 
of readings for my undergraduate class in health policy.

 2. I am referring to policy analysis, or policy science, as a discipline here. It 
could, however, be understood equally well as the intersection of a number 
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of more conventional disciplines—economics, political science, law, and 
numerous substantive areas such as environmental science—all working on 
policy problems.

 3. The Washington Monthly published an article recounting two exercises in 
policy analysis of the same program. One utilized the full armamentarium of 
the social sciences and concluded that the program was a failure. The other, 
conducted by the School of Public Policy at Berkeley, Wildavsky’s own insti-
tution, and focusing more on perceptions and “softer” criteria declared the 
program a success.

 4. In the terms of the New Institutionalism preferences were argued to be a 
function of a logic of appropriateness rather than a logic of consequentiality 
(March and Olsen, 1989).

 5. Donald Chisholm’s book on non-hierarchical coordination (1989) came 
out of the same Oakland project that the implementation book did, and was 
directly influenced by Wildavsky and this conceptions of policy and 
policymaking.

 6. Although for those of us who have been doing public policy for some 
decades this phrase is associated with Aaron Wildavsky, the original use was 
by the Society of Friends (Quakers) in the Seventeenth Century.

 7. As a graduate student I regularly trooped through the snow in East Lansing, 
Michigan carrying boxes of IBM cards to the computer center, all to test the 
Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky models for the state budget. Trying to 
explain to my current graduate students the idea of using cards, and that one 
could only get one run of the data each day, is somewhat like telling one’s 
grandchildren stories of the good, or not so good, old days.

 8. This statement may be somewhat hyperbolic, but it is notable the extent to 
which political science and public policy analysis grounded in political sci-
ence, invest little time and energy in understanding and explicating this cru-
cial political document. But also consult The OECD Journal of Budgeting, 
and the work of Jon Blondal.

 9. As well as the extreme partisanship, the deinstitutionalization of the US 
Congress helps to account for the continuing inabilities to pass a budget in 
a timely manner.
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introduction: AnAlysis As Art

Aaron Wildavsky

“What is Policy Analysis?
Why do you ask?”

Anonymous

It would be a disservice to suggest that my images of policy analysis sprang 
full blown from imagination, or with the exact order into which these 
ideas have been pressed here. These conceptions are shaped by what was 
happening to me—devising a curriculum for a school of public policy, 
as much in an effort to understand analysis as to teach it—and to the 
country—the social programs of the sixties, filtered through one to two 
hundred analyses a year done by students and colleagues. That I came to 
analysis via the study of budgeting, in which politics and economics are 
intertwined, may account for my refusal to dissolve one into the other 
and my preference for trying to keep them together as political economy. 
Though now I think of myself as a political economist, I was first a political 
scientist. The capacity to make decisions in the future, to mobilize sup-
port for substance—that is, political rationality—is as least as important as 
generating economic growth so that there will be resources to allocate.  

A. Wildavsky (*) 
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA
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Since policy analysis is about people, a category in which I am forced to 
include myself, my experiences matter.

Having begun with modest expectations (politics discourages heroics) 
I have not been disillusioned by the difficulty of finding programs that 
work well. There was little reason to believe that speaking truth to power 
(if only we had either!) would be more successful now than in the past. 
Problem-solving may, however, give way to problem succession (cut one 
off and another sprouts). Instead of attending only to trouble (how far 
have we fallen short?), I have learned also to ask whether our current dif-
ficulties are better or worse for people than the ones we used to have. On 
this score, as I will try to show, modest optimism is justified. It is no mean 
accomplishment that the federal government has put its money where its 
mouth is by increasing both absolutely and proportionately the amounts 
devoted to social-welfare programs. It helps to learn what government is 
worse at doing (changing citizens’ behavior) and what it is better at doing 
(moving money). Then we would be less surprised that citizens are better 
able to get government to change what it does than they are at getting 
government to change the way their fellow citizens behave.

In the beginning, however, were the words—attractive, elusive, frus-
trating. How can you teach (or write a book about) a subject if you can’t 
say what it is?

At the Graduate School of Public Policy in Berkeley, I discouraged dis-
cussions on the meaning of policy analysis. Hundreds of conversations on 
this slippery subject had proven futile, even exasperating, possibly dan-
gerous. For whenever my colleagues and I began our courses by asking 
“What is a policy analysis?” or, a choice that proved to be worse, “What 
is a problem?” student anxiety rose alarmingly. The classroom crackled 
with tension. It was as if students felt the faculty were withholding some-
thing vital—the strange and simple secret of analysis (which we must have 
known because students couldn’t learn it). Perhaps analysis was like one of 
T.S. Eliot’s creatures in Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats.

When you notice a cat in profound meditation,
     The reason, I tell you, is always the same:
His mind is engaged in rapt contemplation
     Of the thought, of the thought, of the thought of his name:
          His ineffable effable
          Effanineffable
Deep and inscrutable singular Name.
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Yet our promise of pie in the sky by-and-by, though designed of course, 
to soothe the raging beast, was proved by experience. Students did learn 
to do analysis; and if our observation and their job experience were any 
guide, students not only felt but were more competent. What was it, then, 
that could be learned but not explained, that all of us could sometimes 
do but that none of us could ever define (at least to anybody else’s satis-
faction)? Our inscrutable ineffable friend, policy analysis. Cold comfort; 
those who can’t say what it is, teach, and those who can do policy analysis, 
still can’t say how it was possible to do it.

A first clue came from an unusual aspect of our teaching experience: 
policy analysis is better taught backward. Instead of beginning by for-
mulating a problem, considering alternative solutions, developing criteria, 
applying criteria to data, and so on, students’ work improved when exer-
cises went the other way around. The best way to begin learning was to 
apply strong criteria to good data, go on to create criteria and discover 
alternatives, and, after numerous trials, formulate problem at the very end. 
Why did anxiety decline and confidence rise when entering through the 
back door? Possibly, formulating the problem was more like the end than 
the beginning of analysis.

Reflection, accompanied by observation of research in public policy, 
revealed that creativity consists of finding a problem about which some-
thing can and ought to be done. In a word, the solution is part of defining 
the problem. Mike Teitz tells about a soldier in New Zealand who was 
ordered to build a bridge across a river without enough men or mate-
rial. He stared along the bank looking glum when a Maori woman came 
along asking, “Why so sad, soldier?” He explained that he had been given 
a problem for which there was no solution. Immediately she brightened, 
saying, “Cheer up! No solution, no problem.”

Problem-finding is analogous to inventing or theorizing. In invention 
the task is not to compile a list of all unfulfilled human needs (or even the 
shorter list of those which deserve fulfillment), but to connect what might 
be wanted with what can be provided. The prizes in science go to those 
who choose problems that turn out to be interesting and solvable. So, too, 
in policy analysis, the most creative calculations concern finding problems 
for which solutions might be attempted. No wonder, then, that students 
go into shock the first week if they are (in effect) asked to create original 
social inventions. Even their teachers usually can’t do that on demand. 
Because policy analysis presumes creativity, a subject on which much is 
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written but little is known, our inability to teach analysis directly is easy 
to understand. (The injunction “Be Creative!” is notoriously unhelpful.)

Problems of Implementation
What tools does the policy analyst use? Qualitative political theory, for 

refining our picture of where we want to go; quantitative modeling, for 
systematizing guesswork on how to get there; microeconomics, for dis-
ciplining desire with limited resources, and macro-organization theory, 
for instilling the will to correct errors: each has its place. Policy analysis, 
however is one activity for which there can be no fixed program, for policy 
analysis is synonymous with creativity, which may be stimulated by theory 
and sharpened by practice, which can be learned but not taught.

Creativity in policy analysis may have social roots. History is food for 
thought. All who have lived through the exalted promises and disap-
pointed hopes fed by the social programs of the sixties, to come to our 
times, are seared by that experience. Much of the scholarship of the seven-
ties, my own included, has been an effort to understand what went wrong 
and to learn how things might be made to work better, or whether gov-
ernment should take some actions at all. The more government attempts 
to do, the larger its difficulties. For in that greater attempt it must inter-
vene further in personal behavior or extract more of personal income. 
Diogenes notwithstanding, it appeared easier to find an honest man than 
an effective program. Why?

Visiting Washington, I heard the plaintive cry that prospects which 
looked rosy there would dissipate in the hinterlands of this vast continent. 
In response I started an action-research project in Oakland, California. 
When Jeff Pressman told me that a program designed to create minor-
ity employment there was credited with stopping riots. I asked him to 
investigate. It turned out that little had happened. As simple as the project 
appeared, it had run into numerous detours, delays, and blind alleys. To 
discover why something that seemed simple actually was so convoluted, 
we wrote a book on Implementation1 to show how the complexity of joint 
action—multitudes of agencies, innumerable regulations, stacked-up lev-
els of government—made it difficult to move. The reforms of the past 
lay like benign booby traps, which could make one stumble even if they 
did not explode. Yet all this had been set up for reasons that once seemed 
good.

The more the nation attempted to control public policy, the less con-
trol there seemed to be. A troublesome parallel aspect of this expand-
ing public sector was the feeling that unintended consequences were  
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over-whelming the ability to cope. Vast changes were taking place amid 
suspicion that here was change for change’s sake alone. Immobility and 
change appeared to be different sides of the same coin. Increasingly poli-
cies led lives of their own, independent of human volition. I wondered if 
policy could possibly be its own cause.

Indeed, it was possible. The larger each policy grows in its own sec-
tor, the more it insinuates itself into the man-made environment with 
which we must contend. More and more public policy is about coping 
with consequences of past policies—years of controversy over spending a 
billion dollars of federal money in New York City on highways or subways 
go on without a word about responding to its transportation needs but a 
million words about using other people’s money—and less and less about 
events in society. The more we do, therefore, the more there is for us to 
do, as each program bumps into others and sets off consequences all down 
the line. In this way past solutions, if they are large enough, turn into 
future problems. And who is to deal with such problems? Naturally, those 
people paid to work at it full time, namely, the bureaucracy. That is how 
the bureaucratic sectors of policy become at once the strongest stokers 
and the most determined dampers of change. In the growing bureaucra-
tization of public policy, we experience direct consequences of the good 
things we have done—in alleviating poverty, improving medicine, increas-
ing safety, purifying the environment, and all the rest. Why then do we feel 
so bad about the good we have tried to do?

The title of Chap. 2, “Doing Better and Feeling Worse,” expresses the 
contradiction: health rates for all sectors of the population have improved; 
access to medical facilities for the poor and elderly are more nearly equal; 
yet the feeling of crisis in health care grows. Unwilling to try either a 
market solution, abolishing insurance and subsidy, or a bureaucratic solu-
tion, abolishing private medicine, we keep funneling in more money and 
complaining about the inflation that comes out. Where does the fault lie, 
then—with policies that have undesirable side effects, or with people who 
want the policies, but not the resulting perils?

Comparing the social state of the nation before and after these social 
policies, however, I wonder if we would be willing to trade current prob-
lems for those we used to have. I would not. I don’t consider the sixties a 
disastrous decade nor would I go back willingly to a time when race, pov-
erty, environment, and a host of other difficulties were ignored. Perhaps, 
instead, we need to ask if present standards for judging public policies are 
appropriate.
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Thinking that social ills are puzzles that can be solved (once and for all, 
as President Carter might say) instead of problems that may be alleviated 
or eventually superseded, can make us despondent when they do not yield 
to our ministrations. A good comparison is to do something, as opposed 
to nothing, and then evaluate the result. The rub there is that you don’t 
know whether some other action might have been better or worse. A bet-
ter comparison is to contrast the problems we have now with those we 
had before. Instead of thinking of permanent solutions we should think of 
permanent problems in the sense that one problem always succeeds and 
replaces another. Then we might ask whether today’s answers are more 
moral or more effective than the solutions they succeeded or which they 
might replace. Are today’s inflated medical costs preferable to yesterday’s 
restricted access to medical care? The capacity of policies to generate more 
interesting successors and our ability better to learn from them what we 
ought to prefer, may be their most important quality.

But why don’t public agencies seem to profit from mistakes? Is it because 
these institutions don’t want to (the worse conditions get the higher their 
budget), or don’t know how? Study of budgeting in federal recreation 
agencies pointed me in the right direction.2 The traditional budget was 
attuned to its political environment but did not produce an evaluation 
that questioned fundamental assumptions behind programs. The new 
program budget, which was out of tune with politics but designed to do 
analysis, also failed to use evaluation that would challenge current pro-
grams. The important question, therefore, is why agencies, regardless of 
their techniques, do not use evaluation.

The easy answer is that organizations don’t want to rock the boat; they 
establish interests—benefits, careers, clientele—apart from any supposedly 
desirable objectives. The hard answer is that, in order to do good things, 
organizations need sources of support that encourage stability as well as 
change. Resistance to evaluation is part of self-protection. Skepticism 
clashes with dogma in organizations as well as in thought. Getting orga-
nizations to act is the hardest part of policy analysis. Unless it is designed 
to be still born, analysis includes action. That is why efforts to make orga-
nizational considerations an integral part of policy analysis (rather than an 
afterthought) are essential.

My experience as an administrator reinforced a passion for correcting 
errors. Trying to avoid error stultifies; besides no application of care will 
avoid all mistakes. Expecting to make errors and pick up after oneself is 
much more satisfactory. John Wheeler wrote, “our whole problem is to 
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make errors fast enough.” Yet, in a university where every colleague is king 
and rationalization is high art, it is hard to convince people who think they 
know better to recognize mistakes and persuade them (orders are out of 
the question) to take corrective action. In teaching, if errors are nobody’s 
business except the instructors’, other colleagues will pay no attention and 
there will be no external and independent corrective. You will and that in 
the Appendix to this book on “Principles for a Graduate School of Public 
Policy” I suggest a collective interest in correcting the required courses. 
By making it clear that error was expected, correction was considered 
commonplace and those corrected did not feel threatened. Finding a new 
mistake became the thing to do. Unless recognition of errors is rewarded, 
they will not be corrected.

To recognize error is one thing: to become a side-show example of 
error that cannot be corrected is quite another. If governmental agencies 
are asked to change people’s behavior (health habits, reading scores, crim-
inal activities) that no one can (or is willing to) control, agencies will be 
guilty of failure even before being so charged. No one likes to be dubbed 
a failure, so public agencies try to escape by transforming what they can 
do into what they are supposed to do. If the change is within the agency, 
controllable resources may become the agency’s objectives; what agency 
would fail to seek salvation by spending? Or if the change is in the client, 
an agency can find clientele (reading-ready children, employable adults, 
healthy elderly) who will be able to achieve those objectives.

Making what one can do into what one is supposed to accomplish, or 
choosing capable clients who are already accomplished, are means of con-
structing a benevolent environment. But escaping external censure is not 
the same as an internal desire for self-correction.

The good organization evaluates its own activities, correcting error as it 
goes along, and acknowledging mistakes as a way of improving performance. 
Because it goes against organizational nature, however, self- evaluation 
must be reinforced by studies that are external, multiple, independent, and 
continuous. Evaluation should he independent (and therefore external) to 
avoid self-serving behavior. Because more than one political perspective is 
involved, evaluation should be multiple. Multiplicity also facilitates gen-
eration of alternatives without which choice cannot be genuine. Because 
there is no one truth—indeed, because correcting error rather than estab-
lishing truth is the norm—evaluation should be continuous so that com-
mon understandings (not mere assertions) can grow. Evaluation fares well 
when a variety of organizations are motivated to conduct and use studies. 
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Evaluation, therefore, is conceived best as a social procedure that is the 
cumulative result of many efforts rather than just one.

If evaluation is social, correction of errors depends on how society 
is organized. The relative objectivity of analysis depends on people liv-
ing together in reasonable trust within a common culture. The cultural 
conditions within which analysis takes place—the sort of social structure 
thought desirable, the values to he obtained—guide and shape what is 
done. If trust declines, the framework of facts that can be taken for granted 
declines with it. Without agreement on a starting place, there is no end 
to debate. Theories harden into dogma, and assertion replaces evidence. 
Policies then are judged not by their merits but by the motives of their 
proposers.

Evaluation of programs, to be sure, is not necessarily analysis of policy. 
Telling people they have not achieved intended objectives does not neces-
sarily help them what should be done. Unfortunate program managers 
who need to know which activity deserves priority in the budget are not 
helped by blanket condemnation or the kind of proposals that only the 
president, Congress, the United Nations—anybody but someone at their 
level—can act upon.

Looking back at what we want from evaluation in political arenas—rec-
ognition and correction of errors, encouraged by social processes rich with 
varied reactions—we see something similar to decision-making in eco-
nomic markets. For a market to qualify as relatively fair and functioning, 
it might have many buyers and sellers (not just one), repeatedly making 
independent bids (not just once), evaluating results compared to opportu-
nities elsewhere (not just in this market). In a word, markets should be rife 
with redundancy. Each bid builds upon and succeeds the one before, and 
errors are corrected by historical comparison with the last previous inter-
action. Prices that reflect current conditions are retained and those which 
do not are rejected. Markets that function so as to recognize and correct 
error, therefore, fulfill norms for interaction (independence, multiplicity, 
continuity) that aid bureaucracies in evaluation.

Just as no man necessarily is good for all seasons, no institution’s struc-
ture is equally appropriate under any and all conditions. Private markets 
have well-known imperfections, such as failing to take account of inequali-
ties in distribution of income. Markets make dollars (not people) equal. 
The external effects of individual actions, when what one does imposes 
direct burdens on, others who cannot be compensated, may demand non-
market mechanisms. If markets were perfect, after all, there would be no 
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need for governmental intervention. Suppose, however, we remove the 
distinction between economic markets and political arenas, by considering 
a problem—inflation of medical costs—for which contemporary history 
has ruled out a market solution. Is it better for government to exert cost 
control by monitoring every transaction in hospitals at the cost of being 
overwhelmed or should government give lump sums, not to be exceeded, 
leaving to hospitals the detailed allocation of resources? Even within a 
governmental structure, then, planning and politics—cogitation versus 
interaction—compete for our loyalties. It is not politics and economics 
that are at loggerheads, because both are forms of interaction, but rather 
orders that tell people what to do versus helping them figure things out 
for themselves.

If planning were judged by results, that is, by whether life followed 
the dictates of the plan, then planning has failed everywhere it has been 
tried. Nowhere are plans fulfilled. No one, it turns out, has the knowledge 
to predict sequences of actions and reactions across the realm of public 
policy, and no one has the power to compel obedience. So far so bad. Why, 
then, is planning so popular? Why, facing universally negative experience, 
is planning still pursued? Has mankind’s desire to control its fate—on 
paper with a plan, if nowhere else—led to justification not by deeds but by 
faith? If so, planning is not so much an answer to a question about public 
policy (what should be done about polluted water or bad health or what-
ever?) but a question in the form of an answer: provide a plan.

Thinking about planning in poor countries,3 I wondered whether fol-
lowing the forms of planning (specifying and ranking objectives, selecting 
alternatives, choosing the best one) was valued not for what planning did 
but for what it was—comprehensive, coordinated, consistent, above all, 
rational. Thus, planning led me to rationality. How could it be rational 
to fail? If planning led to failure, if it led to bad behavior instead of right 
action, then planning must be irrational, i.e., known to produce wrong 
results.

The method called the “rational paradigm” (order objectives, compare 
alternatives, choose the highest ranking) is mistaken as describing either 
how decisions are or ought to be made. This paradigm conveys the wrong -
headed impression that all one has to do to answer a question is to ask it. 
Just how thoroughly available answers determine the kinds of questions 
asked (as solutions often search for problems4 and resources affect objec-
tives) remains unrecognized. Creativity is compromised by squeezing the 
peregrinations of the mind into one sequence.5 The derivation of the word 
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analysis itself, which comes from a Greek root meaning subdivide, is dero-
gated by implying that everything was understood at once, not, as is far 
more likely, in steps through which, darting back and forth, difficulties are 
divided and decomposed until they are made manageable or abandoned. 
The hypothetical Journal of Negative Results is a nonstarter. Intellectual 
cogitation is treated as if all were done by a single mind while the contri-
butions of countless others, whose social support is indispensable for past 
ideas and future criticism, is neglected. Meanwhile a passion for gaining 
power over nature by acting as if there had always been (and, therefore, 
always will be) an orderly universe overwhelms everyday observation to 
the contrary.

What could be rationally wrong with collectively considering where we 
want to go and what might be the best way of getting there? So much is 
wrong it is hard to know where to begin. The question itself is confusing. 
Does destination know no limitation? Do we first decide where and then 
how? This priority is perverse; it is no better than the reverse, as if the 
journey always mattered more than the destination. No, where one wishes 
to go depends on whether one is able to get there. Life is larger than our 
categories. When my grandfather lost the family fortune, comprised of 
fifty rubles, he went to see the local miracle Rabbi, Joseph of Slutsk, who 
consulted mystical works, and told him to collect ten kopecs apiece from 
his friends and relatives and take it to the train. “But where shall I go?” 
Grandpa cried. “As far as your money will take you,” replied the Rabbi, 
who knew more about the relationship of resources to objectives than his 
seemingly scientific successors.

Error manifests itself as confusion between a mode of presenting results 
and a method of making choices. Having finished a study or made a deci-
sion, we find it economical of time and effort to present not the historical 
evolution, the short cuts, the blind alleys, the trial and error that led to a 
recommendation, but, by way of summary, the alternatives adopted with 
the evidence in favor of the winning one. Alas, the form has come to be 
identified as the substance of rationality. And so departures from this facile 
form of presentation are now labeled irrational both as description (“the 
crazy-quilt patterns of politics”) or prescription (“man has been made into 
a machine by soulless market forces”).

Here again interest in budgeting proved helpful. Originally I had seen 
that budgetary procedures based on comprehensive planning failed from the 
usual lack of knowledge and power. No one knew how to do program bud-
geting (comparing consequences horizontally across all major programs) or 
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zero-base budgeting (comparing results vertically within each program by 
starting from scratch each year) because the required calculations boggled 
the mind. Both budgeting methods threatened to burden operating agen-
cies with greater central control without enabling them to offer compen-
sating gains; agencies thus lacked incentives to co-operate. The purpose of 
analysis is to connect knowledge with power, not ignorance with weakness.

When time and attention are scarce it cannot be rational to revive 
all past conflicts or reconsider all past solutions (those which work and 
those which don’t). Simplification is essential to avoid being swamped. 
Sensitivity studies, the effort to determine which variables might (or, 
almost as important, might not) affect policy recommendations, are part 
and parcel of analysis. Only in this way can one learn which variables may 
be left out safely so that analysis can be converted into action. The analysis 
of analysis, so to speak—relating resources to objectives in the act of analy-
sis, the knowledge, time, and assistance available to the analyst—demon-
strates the need for simplification. Analyst, study thyself! One must decide 
how much intellectual as well as material resources are worth expending 
on each program. Feasibility is studied in order to learn whether and at 
what cost obstacles may be overcome. To sum up, because analysis of 
policy is supposed to be an applied discipline, it includes not only thinking 
up ideas but also facilitating their application.

There is a difference between including expected difficulties of imple-
mentation in analysis, which is part of good craftsmanship, and acting to 
implement the analysis, which is salesmanship. In my book, craftsmanship 
is mandatory but salesmanship is voluntary. The unarmed analyst rarely 
conquers. I appreciate the value of those analysts who have done their bit 
by doing good work. My personal preference, having gone that far, is to 
supplement knowledge with persuasion by actively helping policy ideas 
make their way in this world.

If analysis is about accomplishment, it should be useful to study that 
element in organizations which specializes in information about results. 
When I taught courses on information systems designed to improve 
decision-making (management by objectives, social indicators, the criti-
cal path method, PPBS, ZBB, national planning), a common pattern 
appeared: rationality was thought to inhere in objectives. Objectives are to 
be ranked, compared, discussed, imposed, accepted—everything, it seems, 
except realized. A moment’s thought should convince anyone that objec-
tives depend on resources, for what one might do depends in part on the 
resources one has for achieving goals. But, if the point is obvious, why is it 
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so often missed? Just as every newly married couple hopes to avoid what-
ever led to the previous divorce, so a fixation on objectives is a reaction 
against a prior romance with resources. Where older modes of justification 
concentrated on resource inputs (effort, monies, personnel), new modes 
concentrate on objectives (reading scores, health rates, return to prison). 
Analysis of policy, by contrast, always considers resources and objectives, 
means and ends together, never separately. The proper comparison for 
the policy analyst is always between alternative programs, which combine 
resources and objectives, in different ways, but not the one or the other in 
isolation. By making it appear that rationality resided in the activity of rank-
ing objectives, planning had become ineffective and therefore irrational.

Yet my own argument that rationality resides in results evidently was 
not convincing enough to planners, nor did it go deep enough. Why were 
planners so dead set against spontaneity and so insistent on control? I had 
missed the war of opposites close to the heart of disputes over planning. 
Two images began to grow in my mind. One was of social interaction, as 
in political arenas or economic markets, where people pursue their own 
interests, and the results of their reactions are summed up in decisions 
about office holders or prices without anyone necessarily controlling the 
sequences of individual actions or intending an outcome. The trouble-
some aspects of social interaction are its willfulness, messiness, and appar-
ent disorder. Selfishness and chaos Jack appeal as organizing principles. To 
remedy these defects, I drew from Lindblom the opposing image of intel-
lectual cogitation6 that orders social relations through mental processes 
as if they were taking place in one mind. Control is exercised by anticipa-
tion. Social actors are assigned positions, given motivations, and guided 
through the mind of the planner to that destination determined to be in 
the best interest of all. Intellectual cogitation imposes severe strains on 
cognitive capacities; central command is in danger of becoming remote or 
oppressive. The conflict between social interaction and intellectual cogi-
tation involves different psychologies (expression versus control), cogni-
tive styles (adaptation versus anticipation), political processes (bargaining 
versus hierarchy), and moral calculus (the individual versus the collective). 
With differences so fundamental that their full extent is often unrecog-
nized, it is not surprising that apparent agreement on one direction breaks 
down on others, or that there is difficulty agreeing on facts—which in any 
event rarely appear decisive in designing or evaluating policies.

Comparing interaction among a multiplicity of units with plan-
ning by hierarchy in just one leads to renewed interest in centralization  
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versus decentralization. Principles of federalism apply not merely to rela-
tions between central and state governments but also to relations within 
agencies and programs. Evidence is accumulating that in public policy 
economies of scale are illusory. For the most part, increasing size coupled 
with central direction is accompanied by declining performance in con-
solidated school districts, police forces, and a host of other services. My 
federal bias—when in doubt, a large number of small units are preferable 
to a small number of large ones—inclines to interaction so as to make 
government more accessible to citizens. Analysis is needed not to elimi-
nate interaction by consolidation but to liberate it by different designs for 
decentralization.

Evidently, people interested in analyzing policy do not want to do away 
with intellect or to do without interaction. Analysts want to anticipate 
difficulties as well as to react to them. As much as they enjoy solving prob-
lems, analysts would like to have most difficulties dealt with by the rel-
evant parties. Yet analysts also want to be able to suggest that ways other 
than those voiced may be preferable. Policy analysis, therefore, is about 
combining social interaction with intellectual cogitation.

My preference for interaction rather than cogitation, for more “asking” 
and less “telling,” for politics over planning, is not meant to protect inter-
action from scrutiny as if it were a dogma. On the contrary, skepticism 
should extend especially to interaction—how it develops, what sustains it, 
why it produces outcomes, its class and ideological biases, when it should 
be changed—precisely because we begin by intending to rely on it. In a 
word, the main task of responsible intellectual cogitation is to monitor, 
appraise, modify, and otherwise strengthen social interaction.

And this requirement (a responsibility, really, for a democracy in which 
popular preferences should matter) holds true if one is an analyst acting 
as a citizen or a citizen doing analysis. Analysts act as citizens (see Chap. 
15 on urban services) when they bring to light deviations of actual policy 
outcomes from accepted norms. Seek and ye shall find! Choice determines 
which discrepancies to bring to light. Citizens act as analysts when they 
take responsibility for policy performance by comparing what they receive 
for what they put in, by learning to refine their preferences, and by devel-
oping morally in connecting what they do to what other people want.

Morality in Policy Analysis
Whatever the combination, speaking truth to power remains the ideal 

of analysts who hope they have truth, but realize they have not (and, in 
a democracy, should not have) power. No one can do analysis without 
becoming aware that moral considerations are integral to the enterprise. 
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After all, analysis is about what ought to be done, about making things 
better, not worse. I have never been sympathetic to the view that facts 
and values, except as intellectual constructs, either are or ought to be kept 
separate in action.

In what, then, does the morality of the analyst consist? Are policy 
analysts “hired guns” paid to do the bidding of their clients, whatever 
that might be? Should they subvert their superiors for a higher cause? 
Discovering that a required course on moral dimensions of policy analysis 
in Berkeley (When do you resign? Who do you serve? How can moral 
implications be made more explicit in analysis?) did not satisfy a long-
ing to be proved virtuous, I made our students a standing offer: when in 
doubt, the “Dean of Morality” would provide instant replies about which 
actions under what conditions were moral.7 Some questions are easy to 
answer. Analysts should not abuse a client’s trust by working sub rosa for 
others who are believed to be more deserving. Other questions are more 
difficult. If a study shows that a program supported by a worthy group 
with whom the analyst identifies lacks positive results, should that conclu-
sion be made known? Yes, of course, though if the personal discomfort 
is excessive, the analyst may wish to move to other subjects. Suppose, 
however, the program as a whole appears desirable but contains flaws. Is 
the analyst duty-bound to reveal faults not only to clients, but, when chal-
lenged, to adversaries as well? Analysis, which is in part rhetoric, should 
be persuasive. Presenting a preferred policy in the most persuasive man-
ner, by finding arguments that will appeal to others, is not only personally 
permissible but also socially desirable. One promise of policy analysis is 
that through repeated interactions, common understandings (though not 
necessarily, of course, common positions) will grow, so that action will be 
better informed.

Still greater difficulties arise. What the analyst does in one situation 
often is connected with opportunities to exercise influence in others. 
Should analysis be moderated or even withheld if action taken in this 
instance would damage future prospects? Clearly, careful balancing is re    -
required. Here, however, the “Dean of Morality’s” offer to decide the 
matter was rejected. “Who set you up as our Grand Inquisitor?” students 
asked. “After all, we have our own moral sensibilities and are able to take 
our own risks.” And so you have and so you are.

Suppose you are working in the White House in order to be persuasive 
in recommending billions for inner-city urban areas. When within strik-
ing distance, should you oppose the president on Israel or condemn his 
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proposals on civil service reform, rendering suspect your advice on urban 
aid? Analysts must not lie but they may be silent.

Still, there must be and there are, limits: everything is not allowed. Just 
as science cannot tolerate mob rule, in which claims are settled by force, 
or nihilism, in which every claim is as good (or bad) as every other just 
because it is made, so policy analysis, without being self-defeating, cannot 
be based on violence or fraud. The more violence, the less information, as 
coercion displaces cogitation and intimidation replaces interaction. Action 
that appears to be individual is actually mass manipulation. Unfortunately, 
the absence of force does not guarantee the presence of authentic expres-
sion. That depends on, among other things, self-awareness and social 
trust. Interaction cannot operate if social actors withhold their true prefer-
ences and cogitation cannot calculate on false data. Although these norms 
rejecting force and fraud may appear overly dramatic when baldly stated, 
they are, in fact, quietly included under accepted modes of craftsmanship.

Designing problems is an art but justifying solutions is a craft amenable 
to various conventions: some distinguish work of quality and others select 
forums for securing agreement on what counts as evidence. The detailed 
biblical directions for building the temple, specifying quality of material 
and workmanship, as well as the endlessly elaborated procedures for pre-
paring whales in Melville’s Moby Dick, are reminders that the morality of 
ordinary people like us (but not like Moses or Ahab) consists of maintain-
ing the quality of everyday activity that is craftsmanship. High standards 
and healthy habits are protection against the demonic. To be sure, there 
can be no guarantee that truth will be discovered or, if it is, that it will 
make mankind free or even increase agreement rather than conflict. But 
maintaining acceptable standards for convincing others (including not 
lying to oneself) is surely superior to doing the opposite.

What about me? Will I make good my promise to tell the truth about 
analysis of policy? Maybe. It depends not only on what I have to say but 
also on what you are looking for. Suppose I summarize: Analysis is descrip-
tive in that it is designed to explain how a difficulty has come about. 
Analysis is prescriptive in that it aims to give advice on what should be 
done. Analysis must be selective, therefore, in that it is oriented to particular 
people (in specific slots within locatable levels of an organization) who have 
the authority, money, and other resources required to do what is recom-
mended. Analysis may be objective by getting people to agree on the conse-
quences of a variety of alternatives. Insofar as it is relevant to future choices, 
however, analysis inevitably is argumentative, leaning toward this view and 
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rejecting that other one. The ability to rationalize is not to be rejected once 
it is recognized that the capacity to convince is essential for social support. 
Analysis is retrospective because it involves establishing a view of the past 
(this is why we need change) that will justify a desired future.

But, I have said also that analysis is inventive, representing a creative 
juxtaposition between resources and objectives. Analysis is prospective, 
seeking its rewards in the future, which is always in doubt. Analysis must 
also be subjective, therefore, in that the choice of problems to be solved, 
as well as the alternatives considered, is not specified but must be worked 
out by particular people with individual interests.

Is analysis, then, a union of opposites—prospective and retrospective, 
objective and subjective, descriptive and prescriptive—or, different things 
under different circumstances? Both.

As philosophers of science say of discovery (origins of ideas and their 
formation into theories, which we call policies), analysis is indeed an art. 
But as we proceed to justification (why we should tentatively accept evi-
dence), rules of craftsmanship become more important. Distinctions may 
be made between work that is better and worse on such grounds as inclu-
sion of variables that can be used by decision-makers, sensitivity of design 
to difficulties of implementation, viability of assumptions, and anticipation 
of counterargument. How policy is created may be a private affair, but 
whether it is justified is part of a public proceeding.

By this time suspicion dawns: there can be no one definition of policy 
analysis. As old-time cooks used to say when asked how much spice a 
recipe required, “as much as it takes.” Policy analysis is an applied subfield 
whose content cannot be determined by disciplinary boundaries but by 
whatever appears appropriate to the circumstances of the time and the 
nature of problem. When confronted by excessive expectations, my father 
would tell the story of how Yoshke answered an advertisement calling for 
a butler who had his own livery, could pilot an airplane, speak French, and 
set table for full service. When the major-domo asked about livery, Yoshke 
said he preferred underwear. Could he fly a plane? Actually, he even got 
sick in cars. Did he speak French? His English wasn’t really that good. 
Could he set table? Maybe one knife and fork. By this time, the major -
domo was getting angry: why had Yoshke come if he evidently lacked 
every qualification? “Well,” Yoshke said, “I came to tell you, on me you 
shouldn’t depend.”

Do not ask from me what you should not want—a definitive definition 
of policy analysis good for all times, places, and circumstances. If you are 
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looking for the secret of analysis, you will not find that here (or any-where 
else, for that matter) but if you want to debate about different ways of 
thinking about public policy, I hope this book is a good place to begin.

The Art of Policy Analysis
Policy analysis is an art. Its subjects are public problems that must be 

solved at least tentatively to be understood. Piet Hein put this thought -
twister,8 “Art is the solving of problems that cannot be expressed until 
they are solved.” Policy analysis must create problems that decision- makers 
are able to handle with the variables under their control and in the time 
available. Only by specifying a desired relationship between manipulable 
means and obtainable objectives can analysts make the essential distinc-
tion—between a puzzle that can be solved definitively, once all the pieces 
are put in place, and a problem for which there may not be a program-
matic solution.

The technical base of policy analysis is weak. In part its limitations 
are those of social science: innumerable discrete propositions, of varying 
validity and uncertain applicability, occasionally touching but not neces-
sarily related, like beads on a string. Its strengths lie in the ability to make 
a little knowledge go a long way by combining an understanding of the 
constraints of the situation with the ability to explore the environment 
constructively. Unlike social science, however, policy analysis must be pre-
scriptive; arguments about correct policy, which deal with the future, can-
not help but be willful and therefore political.

Analysis is imagination. Making believe the future has happened in the 
past, analysts try to examine events as if those actions already had occurred. 
They are strongly committed to “thought experiments,” in which they 
imagine what might have been in order to improve what may come to 
pass. Theories are discarded instead of people. Naturally, this is risky. 
Often we do not know where we have been, let alone where we would like 
to go or how to get there. Retrodiction (“predicting the past”) may be as 
much in dispute as prediction. Because what our past should have been, as 
well as what our future ought to be, is defined by differing values, one per-
son’s analytic meat may be poison to another. Following the practices of 
the analytic craft—norms for disciplining private imagination by making it 
more publicly assessable—can reduce but cannot eliminate disagreement 
over future consequences that no one has yet experienced.

Policies should be considered not as eternal truths but as hypotheses 
subject to modification and replacement by better ones until these in turn 
are discarded. Dogma is deleterious; skepticism is sound. Yet dogma is 
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indispensable; without taking some things for granted some of the time, 
everything is in flux so that nothing comes amenable to examination. 
Drawing the balance is not easy: how much dogma versus how much 
skepticism?

The good organization is devoted to correcting errors, but is subject to 
exhaustion itself if it does not reject a high proportion of the allegations 
against its current practices. Anyone who knows contemporary education 
will acknowledge that. Error correction itself has to be traded off against 
error recognition, for the very visibility of error, which facilitates detec-
tion, is correlated with large size, which makes correction difficult. The 
widely acknowledged error in indexing social security against both wages 
and prices is easy to spot because its cost is huge, but difficult to end 
because so many millions benefit. Whether errors are recognized or elimi-
nated depends on the interests of the people who participate in producing 
policy.

People make problems. How are they to be encouraged to do the right 
thing? How does one individual know what is right for others? What 
gives anyone the right to decide for others? How are preferences shaped 
and expressed? One way of shaping and expressing is to ask people, and 
another is to tell them. “Asking” means setting up institutions, such as 
voting for public office and bargaining over prices, to help people evolve 
preferences. “Telling” means deciding intellectually what is good for peo-
ple and moving them in a predetermined sequence toward a preselected 
destination. Asking (which we will call social interaction or just plain poli-
tics) and telling (intellectual cogitation or just plain planning) both belong 
in policy analysis. When things go wrong, analysts, at least in a democracy, 
play politics. By altering the franchise or by imposing a cost constraint 
or by making monopoly less likely, analysts seek to adjust institutional 
interaction so as to secure better behavior. Planning is preferable when 
interaction is not feasible, because people can’t get together, or when it 
is undesirable, because people might make morally impermissible choices. 
The highest form of analysis is using intellect to aid interaction between 
people.

Policy analysis, then, is about relationships between people. When we 
like the results of interaction between doctors and patients or teachers 
and students, we reinforce our approval of the institutional arrangements 
under which such persons come together. When we don’t approve, we 
try to alter these relationships. Major changes take place when we shift 
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the pattern of relationships (by paying doctors through government, or 
giving parents vouchers enabling them to choose public schools) so that 
outcomes change. Thinking about analysis as relations between people 
much like us—not as strange symbols or desiccated dollar signs—is not 
only more humane but also more accurate.

Policy analysis, to be brief, is an activity creating problems that can 
be solved. Every policy is fashioned of tension between resources and 
objectives, planning and politics, skepticism and dogma. Solving problems 
involves temporarily resolving these tensions.

But, if tensions do not have an end, they must have a beginning: what 
social forces do they reflect? Objectives may be infinite but resources are 
not; scarcity of resources is ubiquitous. Objectives, therefore, must be lim-
ited by resources; what one tries to do depends on what one has to do it 
with. But this does not always mean that resources are always good, so to 
speak, because they exist and objectives are bad, because they exceed what 
is available. On the contrary, objectives may demand too little (see Chap. 
14, “A Tax by Any Other Name” and Chap. 15, “The Distribution of 
Urban Services”) so that resources flow in the wrong direction.

How dogmatic and how skeptical one is about policies and the way 
they are produced—who gets what and why, as Lasswell said—is a measure 
of trust in social relations. What one likes may depend on how one does. 
A record of success in economic markets would naturally increase confi-
dence in that form of encounter. Cogitation may appeal more to groups 
that gain less from interaction. The tensions about which we talk, then, 
are social as well as intellectual; they are about power in society as well as 
analysis of policy.

The list of the goals one is not attempting to reach is necessarily much 
larger than those one does try for. I make no pretense of writing a “how-
to-do-it” book, other than by illustrating forms analysis can take. This 
book is comparative in that I compare a wide range of American domestic 
policies, but it is not exhaustive (by no means does it include all or most 
policies) or international (I do not discuss experiences abroad). My impres-
sion is that west European nations are no more successful than we are in 
most of domestic policy; the big difference is that America publicizes its 
failures and most of these other nations do not. Defense policy is not cov-
ered because the scope of this book is already too broad. My purpose is not 
to cover everything, a task best left to an encyclopedia, but to exemplify 
the main characteristics of the art and craft of analyzing policy. The book 
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is organized so that readers who wish to consider the main lines of policy 
development can go straight through, skipping the last section, which pur-
sues policies in depth, to get to the conclusion on craftsmanship.

Policy Analysis is about the realm of rationality and responsibility where 
resources are related to objectives. Rationality resides in connecting what 
you want with what you can do, and responsibility in being accountable 
for making that connection.

Policy Analysis is also about calculation and culture: What combina-
tion of social interaction and intellectual cogitation, planning and politics, 
leads us to figure out what we should want to do and how to do it? In the 
course or relating resources to objectives culture is created by shifting pat-
terns of social relationships. Analysis, teaches us not only how to get what 
we want, because that may be unobtainable or undesirable, but what we 
ought to want compared to what others are to give us in return for what 
we are prepared to give them. Calculation comes in deciding whether 
and which decisions will be made by bidding and bargaining or by central 
command.

Always there is a tension between dogma and skepticism, where analysis 
embodies skepticism but can’t get along with dogma. When results do not 
live up to our expectations, or we think we can do better, which is most 
of the time, the question of error detection and error correction comes to 
the fore. Nothing is ultimately sacrosanct, of course, but at any given time 
a proper degree of doubt—how much will remain unchallenged if not 
unchallengeable—is essential but difficult to determine.

These, then, are the tasks and tensions of policy analysis: relating 
resources to objectives by balancing social interaction against intellectual 
cogitation so as to learn to draw the line between skepticism and dogma.

My life is spent reading, talking, and writing about public affairs. Yet I 
cannot keep up. And, though I have more time than most people, I cannot 
satisfy the endless demands for participation. Somehow we must be able to 
make sense out of public affairs without being consumed by them. How to 
help ourselves gain access to public life without becoming politicians is the 
challenge, for it means not only sporadic influence over policy but contin-
uous participation as part of policy (as patients, postal patrons, donators to 
charities) as it is played out. Analysts are paid to spend full time on public 
affairs; citizens must relate time spent on their public activities to their pri-
vate interests. I argue that citizens can act as analysts by becoming part of 
public policies through which they can determine what they are getting for 
what they give, by learning to perfect their preferences, and by exercising 
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their autonomy so as to enhance reciprocity by taking others into account. 
Above all, policy analysis is about improvement, about improving citizen 
preferences for the policies they—the people—ought to prefer.
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PART I

Resources Versus Objectives

The mainstreams of social science analysis and of the political consensus 
of the 1960s were the products of two converging currents of American 
history. The first of these currents, flowing from the Depression and the 
Second World War, was the conviction, unusual in American history, that 
the federal government was a beneficent and uniquely competent force for 
effecting social and economic change. The Depression carried the message 
that a market economy could be saved from economic catastrophe only by 
informed governmental management of the economy. The Second World 
War was a bloody titanic morality play in which the U.S. government suc-
cessfully led the struggle to suppress totalitarian evil and following which 
the U.S. government aided war stricken countries around the world. The 
War was viewed as a triumph of governmental coordination and leadership.

The second current was the stream of civil rights activities that produced 
landmark legislation of the 1960s assuring legal equality to Blacks and other 
minorities. The issues of poverty and civil rights, of course, are logically and 
factually distinct. But they became joined because Blacks suffered more pov-
erty and unemployment than did Whites for reasons that could be traced 
to legal and political discrimination. Whether one favored greater general 
equality or not, one could agree with Theodore Lowi’s assertion that “the 
real task of our time was to attack injustice and to change social rules of 
conduct in order that poverty become and remain a random thing.…”

Together these currents led to the outpouring of social legislation that 
followed President Kennedy’s assassination, and they shaped the research 
agenda and conclusions of the swelling cohorts of social scientists then 
emerging from graduate schools.
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Moods changed in the late 1960s and early 1970s for three distinct 
reasons. The first was the collapse of that bubble of faith that government 
action is a force for good. Between the War in Vietnam and the revela-
tions that led to the resignation of Vice President Agnew and President 
Nixon, the vague residual presumption that governmental actions could 
be guided to benign purposes by dedicated leaders was utterly obliterated.

The second cause of the changed mood was the formal success of the 
civil rights revolution that exposed a latent ambiguity in the goals of sup-
porters of the War on Poverty and the Great Society. Many who had sup-
ported equal rights as a final objective had allied with others whose ultimate 
objective was equality of results. The coalition that united around the civil 
rights revolution had embraced both those who sought a fair process and 
those who wanted what they perceived as fair outcomes. When formal 
victory in the civil rights revolution removed it from the agenda of salient 
political issues, the coalition that had been organized around it dissolved.

A third reason for the change in the political mood in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s was the collapse of the intellectual consensus about the 
nature of and solution to the problems of poverty and unemployment, 
about how to improve education and training, about how to control infla-
tion, and about many other objectives of social legislation.

How serviceable remain the faiths that motivated the reformers of the 
1960s for the 1970s and beyond? The twin spectres of the Second World 
War and the Great Depression, both banished by governmental action, 
recede into the fog of past history, replaced in contemporary conscious-
ness by another war without valid purpose or tangible success, by eco-
nomic and social dilemmas still poorly understood, and by a recognition 
that modes of government action suitable to the past may be inadequate 
today. Fear of nuclear catastrophe, initially a source of shared responsi-
bility, has turned to dull awareness. The moods of the post-war, post- 
depression years, the sense that humanity must act to improve the world 
and secure it from disaster while time remains, have ended. The almost 
mad sense of urgency will not be missed. But sober attempts rationally to 
solve increasingly complex problems may be advanced if we retain a bit 
of that sense of mutual obligation and community that flowed from eco-
nomic catastrophe and the holocaust.

From a speech by Henry Aaron,
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
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The last words of this policy tale of our times return us to our task: how 
to retain a sense of mutual obligation in our political community amid the 
ruin of failed hopes without the deathly prod of war or the human waste of 
depression. The generation of the sixties has grown more wary about the 
fallibility of human design, but will it also become more wise? Pretending 
something that won’t work, will, is of no use; we are too sophisticated 
for that and, besides, the institutionalization of these errors has already 
caught up with us. A self-conscious society has no choice except to think. 
Knowing what we know, that is, knowing more about what to avoid than 
what to do, we must nevertheless act. Looking life in the eye, knowing 
now that there are no permanent solutions, but only permanent problems, 
the question for us is how to make our failures more instructive and our 
dilemmas more expressive of our moral selves.

My aim is to alter the prevailing conception of policy analysis from 
problem solving to problem succession. The supposed sequence by which 
solutions are found for preexisting problems, as if they were fixed in quick- 
setting concrete, should give way to the notion that man-made solutions 
also create man-made problems. Policies don’t succeed so much as they 
are succeeded. It is not resolution of policies but evolution that should 
interest us. How well, we should ask, have we detected and corrected our 
errors? More to the point, are we better able to learn from today’s errors 
than we were from yesterday’s? Do the problems we cannot solve today 
help us understand better what we ought to attempt to solve tomorrow? 
And will our future failures make better people of us than our past dif-
ficulties have?

The surveys and appraisals of American social policy that make up this 
section can be simply summarized: when citizens, acting through gov-
ernment, have tried to alter basic patterns of individual behavior involv-
ing large numbers of people, this effort has failed; but when citizens 
have sought to get government to reallocate resources, they have often 
succeeded. When the change lies within millions of people, their behav-
ior remains the same, but when it is within government, basic changes 
do take place. Here is the evidence: although reading, crime, and health 
rates remain sticky, expenditures on social welfare have doubled and 
defense expenditures have remained the same, reversing their respective 
positions in 1960.

Why failure in “micro” social policy and success in “macro” move-
ment of expenditures? Because we know how to do the latter and we 
don’t know how to do the former. Because we find it easier to command 
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government to change itself than to change ourselves. Why, for individual 
policies, has there been “The Strategic Retreat on Objectives in American 
Public Policy”? Because most people, including those in governmental 
agencies, seek to construct an intelligible universe within which they can 
lead lives they can justify to themselves. Building in failures from the 
beginning by seeking objectives that can’t be met is not justifiable. Unless 
pious words are a substitute for good deeds, feasibility is part of morality. 
Reconsidering objectives, rethinking where we want to go, as well as how 
to get there, helps construct meaning, and revamp the values and beliefs 
we call culture.

But why, with all our experience at “standing on the shoulders of 
giants,”1 even if they are only giant failures, do solutions become prob-
lems faster than we can cope with these new difficulties? When we speak 
of the welfare state or of growing government, one thing we mean is that 
there are many more large programs than there used to be, with many 
more unanticipated consequences, about which we are slow to learn, 
because these programs and those consequences influence each other 
faster than we have been able to catch up with them. We may be smart, 
but life is smarter.

In attempting to deal with social difficulties, public agencies propose 
programs that themselves act on the environment, thus becoming part 
of the problem with which they are supposed to cope. Of course, policies 
don’t act, only people do. But once policies are no longer intentions but 
become actual programs, they implicate many people—those who oper-
ate them as well as those served by them. It is the people behind or, more 
accurately, within the policies who act, but that which they act upon, like 
any other idea embodied in action, has an independent existence. If it 
had not, programs (the specific embodiment in action of general policy 
ideas) would be mere shadows, puppets without will. Yet, we know no 
one will turn off social security or food stamps as easily as one cancels a 
performance, or turns up sick at work, or just decides to try a new idea. 
The solution for stabilizing policy—a new or bigger organization—is also 
part of the problem; namely, resistance to change.

There is tension between the organizational clients of policy analysis, 
who stress stability, and analysts, who champion change. Analysts may also 
welcome constraints because, by limiting feasible action, restrictions help 
make calculations manageable. If everything is possible, nothing or every-
thing (which amounts to the same thing) need be done. Too many con-
straints, however, convert calculability into immobility. The bureaucratic 
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response is to retain intelligibility by maintaining boundaries; if conse-
quences of policies cannot be predicted, they can at least be contained by 
monopolizing the means of response within the boundaries circumscrib-
ing each substantive sector (health, highways, energy). Thus the force of 
the external world is blunted by restricting the variety of internal response. 
If Mr. Outside becomes Mr. Inside, we can also better understand bureau-
cratic responses that appear divorced from environmental stimuli.

If the organized sectors of society restrict responses to particular prob-
lems, how is it that the direction of total spending has been so responsive 
to popular preferences? One part of the answer is evident: they expand 
into the private sector. Because no sector gets smaller and most grow 
larger, why should they protest? The other part is so utterly obvious it has 
escaped attention: social-welfare expenditures have gone way up because, 
in effect, we the people want it that way. It is our communal conviction 
that has led us along this path. It is true, as everyone knows, that opposi-
tion to skyrocketing welfare and medical costs is widespread; it is just that 
whenever access to medicine or welfare has to be sacrificed to cost, it is 
always access that wins.

The moral meaning of public policy becomes clear in considering how 
there can be “Coordination without a Coordinator.” What gives social- 
welfare policies as a whole, from medicare to aid for dependent children 
to unemployment compensation, their coherence and consistency is their 
adherence to moral norms, which affirm that need is more important than 
cost, that to include the deserving is more important than excluding the 
undeserving, to protect the elderly against inflation is more important 
than to protect workers against increased payment, and so on. When tax 
money is taken from some people and transferred to others, moral judg-
ments are being made. Even when no moral declarations are made, we can 
see citizens’ opinion influencing policy because now much more goes for 
welfare than for warfare.

Before we can turn to trends in public policy, however, we must first 
exorcize the ghost of rationality, which haunts the house of public policy. 
If all that matters is means, how hard you try, not what good you do, is all 
that counts. If all virtue is attached to ends, accomplishments are every-
thing and aspirations nothing. Thinking of rationality as all effort or all 
ideal, as only resources or only objectives, is immoral as well as ineffective. 
It is immoral because people who depend on policies require results, not 
only remedies. It is hard to warm the home with promises. It is ineffec-
tive because this does not connect what we want with what we can get. 
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My purpose in “Policy Analysis Is What Information Systems Are Not” is 
to rehabilitate rationality, not as either resources or objectives, but as the 
relationship between them.

 Note

 1. Robert K. Merton, On the Shoulders of Giants: A Shandean Postscript (New 
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1965).
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CHAPTER 1

Policy Analysis Is What Information Systems 
Are Not

The task of analysis is to create problems, preferences tempered by pos-
sibilities, which are worth solving. A difficulty is not necessarily a problem; 
that depends on what I can do about it, including whether it is worth my 
while to try. My inability to go to Mars, a famous gap between aspirations 
and actuality, is not a problem but a longing to overcome my limitations. 
My inability to explain the influence of the tides on the rise and fall of the 
stock market is not a problem unless I have a hypothesis suggesting how 
I might influence factors by which the two events might be linked. Only 
by suggesting solutions, such as programs linking governmental resources 
with social objectives, can we understand what might be done. Policy anal-
ysis involves creating problems that are solvable by specific organizations 
in a particular arena of action. A problem in policy analysis, then, cannot 
exist apart from a proposed solution, and its solution is part of an organi-
zation, a structure of incentives without which there can be no will to act.

The perfect organization would have no problems. Mechanisms whose 
parts fit perfectly create no friction, make no noise, allow no error. Where 
there is no error there can be no analysis. Policy analysis serves organiza-
tions of people who want to correct their mistakes. These self-evaluating 
organizations1 are the opposite of bureaucracy, which Michael Crozier 
defines as “an organization that cannot correct its behavior by learning 
from its errors.”2 How are organizations supposed to learn? By using the 
internal mechanisms specialized for the purpose, their own management- 
information systems (MIS).



Modern ManageMent InforMatIon SySteMS

Where traditional modes of decision-making were anti-analytical because 
they suffered arrested development at the stage of inputs (comparing 
effort instead of accomplishment), modern management information sys-
tems, by dwelling excessively on goals, have become fixated on objectives. 
Policy analysis, by contrast, compares programs. Only programs combine 
the compromises between resources and objectives that make for viable 
alternatives. Resources change objectives—a million dollars should make 
one think of things to do that would differ from the things a thousand 
would inspire—as much as the other way around. Each analytic iteration, 
as well as every practical application, should teach us as much about what 
we prefer as about how much we put in. We learn to choose by knowing 
what we cannot do as well as what we might wish to try. Ends and means 
are chosen simultaneously, and what life has joined, policy analysis must 
not rend asunder.

Yet information theory, as discussed in the literature, clearly refers to 
inputs and outputs of data, to data storage and data retrieval, but not nec-
essarily to any external referent in the world of action. Information theory 
handles quantities (not quality) of data. For policy analysis, however, when 
analysis is part of organized action, information is any communication by 
which organizations detect and correct error. Thus management informa-
tion systems are misnamed. They are really made up of dumb data, which 
assume the very intelligence that must be proved: that data, in fact, will be 
converted into information for public agencies to use in overcoming error. 
To no great surprise, this is the very same feat (turning data into informa-
tion) that policy analysis is supposed to accomplish. By seeing what has 
gone wrong with MIS, perhaps we can discern by contrast what is sup-
posed to go right with policy analysis.

I shall begin by discussing why major modern information systems—
PERT, MBO, SI, PPBS—cannot convert data into information, and end 
by suggesting that policy analysis is an attempt to learn from these failures. 
I will criticize information systems as untheoretical, nonorganizational 
and ahistorical. And what is policy analysis? The reverse.3

The Longest Path

The system named PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique) or, 
more specifically, the Critical Path Method (CPM), is supposed to help 
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us manage a complex task by discovering what has to be the critical path, 
the longest, most difficult path, and planning everything else around it. 
Inherently, this seems plausible. Yet the few published studies suggest that 
outside of construction, where one activity usually follows another, PERT 
is rarely successful.4 Why?

PERT depends on interrogating engineers. That is, you say, “Charlie, 
how long do you think this is going to take? You’re the expert in the 
field.” The question leads to problems: discount and motivation. The 
discount problem is, does Charlie know? How expert is his expertise? 
The motivation problem is that companies soon learn it is in their 
interest at times to estimate slower or faster. If they want the contract, 
they may say faster; if they want to get more money, they may say 
slower. Because employees are often rewarded for their ability to meet 
or exceed targets, they have a further interest in biasing their estimates 
toward the higher rather than the lower side. How can we be sure, 
then, whether these people really know, and whether they are moti-
vated to tell the truth as they see it? A deeper puzzle: why is there only 
one critical path? After all, the larger the project, the more separate 
paths are needed, and the lower the absolute probability that any path 
will be the critical one.

Using a mathematical function to calculate the critical path lends PERT 
a spurious specificity, but Harvey Sapolsky’s splendid book on the Polaris 
missile contains the true story.5 Construction of Polaris is an example of 
brilliant management, and one feature of this brilliance was to be known 
as an organization with such inspired management that external agencies 
would leave it alone. When asked if they would use PERT, Polaris’s man-
agers said they would not use a formula for anything so important. Rather 
they told somebody to develop a method that would “look scientific,” 
so that innovative management could be cited as a rationale for escaping 
outside control.

Nonetheless PERT spread, not only in governments but to indus-
trial firms all over the world. This rapid expansion raises an intriguing 
question: what are all those wise men thinking when they adopt it? 
One  possibility is simply that PERT is fashionable and they go along, 
as so many do, with fads. A better answer, however, is that PERT serves 
functions not anticipated by its creators. Following Robert K. Merton, 
I impute latent functions—hidden purposes—when patterns of behav-
ior persist though the manifest function or purpose is not achieved. 
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After all, PERT was designed to figure out the probability distribution 
of paths to achieving a target; now it has been adapted to do just the 
reverse—to decide what the original target should be. The PERT sys-
tem gives managers a brush with which to smooth a scientific patina 
over their activities. PERT also provides a vehicle for negotiation over 
scheduling and a plausible answer to another disturbing question: why 
are we here? The answer often is, because the flow chart shows that we 
are on the critical path.

From this experience we should learn that the function of informa-
tion systems need not be the manifest conveyance of information to the 
sponsoring organization but rather the latent rationalization of the orga-
nization to a world that (it is hoped) will be less critical. The lesson of 
Management by Objectives (MBO), on the other hand, is that a technique 
which may begin as deception—look what wonderful objectives our orga-
nization has!—often winds up as self-deception, as if ranking objectives 
equals analyzing problems.

Management by Objectives

The idea behind Management by Objectives (MBO) is that goals should 
he specified and that management and workers should agree on the results 
by which workers are to be judged in accordance with these objectives. 
What could possibly be wrong with so appealing an idea? Managers should 
have objectives for their organizations, and workers should be held to 
account for achieving results. In a word, MBO is but a restatement of 
good management based on rational choice for effective decision- making. 
The trouble is that the attempt to formalize procedures for choosing 
objectives without considering an organization’s dynamics leads to the 
opposite of the intended goal: bad management, irrational choice, and 
ineffective decision-making. It is not that sophisticated analysts do not 
realize the pitfalls but that, having dug the pits themselves by semantically 
separating objectives from resources, they are surprised when client orga-
nizations fall into them.

The main product of MBO, as experience in the United States fed-
eral government suggests, is literally a series of objectives. Aside from the 
unnecessary paperwork, such exercises are self-defeating because they 
become mechanisms for avoiding rather than making choices. Long lists 
of objectives are useless because it is rare that resources are adequate for 
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carrying out more than the first three or four. If choosing objectives means 
having to abandon choice, choosing objectives is a bad idea.

The more numerous the objectives, the more likely it is that an orga-
nization’s activity will somehow contribute to one of them and the less 
will be the need to give up one thing for another. Public agencies pre-
fer many objectives rather than few because the consequences of their 
actions, whatever they may be, are more likely to fit into one of the goals. 
Everyone knows that objectives of many public agencies are multiple, 
conflicting, and vague—multiple and conflicting because different people 
want different things with varying intensities, and vague because often 
people will be unable to agree about exactly what they do agree on, espe-
cially if they are forced to agree beforehand. Reconciling conflicts is not 
made easier by telling bureaucrats that their strategic behavior, staking out 
their own objectives as a prelude to bargaining, has become an object of 
virtue, indeed, the essence of rationality itself.

In sum, a rational manager does not manage by objectives alone. To 
this the evident riposte is that MBO is just another way of smuggling 
analysis into government. Obviously, its proponents say, MBO must deal 
with allocation of resources, personnel systems, planning for the future, 
incentives for performance, adaptation to trends—that is, with practically 
everything. By the time Peter R. drucker (a founding father of MBO) gets 
to the end of an article in which he effectively challenges every tenet of 
this movement, he winds up with the one conclusion on which everyone 
can agree about every information system: “However, its success depends 
upon the administrator: in applying MBO he or she must obtain the right 
results, both with respect to objectives and to management.”6 This, of 
course, is not a particular answer but a general restatement of all the ques-
tions. Listing objectives is the operational part of MBO, which is why it 
keeps happening, and the hortatory part tells managers to achieve “right 
results.” Amen!

The other side of MBO is the assumed community of interests between 
a manager who wishes to exert control and a worker who wishes to be 
judged fairly. Supposedly, they will concur on criteria against which the 
worker’s efforts are to be measured. Leaving aside the knotty problem of 
what these objectives are supposed to be, and how one can tell whether a 
particular kind of effort contributes to them, a substantial literature warns 
about unanticipated consequences of inappropriate criteria.7 If there is only 
one criterion, chances are it will not encompass the multifaceted activities. 
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Rewards based only on the quantity produced may lead to deterioration 
in quality, just as incentives based on minimizing costs of operation may 
lead to deferred maintenance. With many criteria it becomes difficult to 
establish the contribution of each worker or unit.

Instead of assuming a compatibility of interests, it is wiser to realize 
that it is in the nature of things for different individuals and units to have 
somewhat opposed desires; thus it is more productive to concentrate on 
devising mechanisms that will either make it worthwhile to cooperate or 
compensate them for expected losses. When agreement about objectives 
is emphasized, critical problems of organizational design—how to relate 
people and activities so that mistakes become evident and get corrected—
are hidden under the surface sentimentality of human-relations jargon.

Social Indicators

Similarly, the lack of theory to predict where we are heading is submerged 
under slogans about social indicators (SI). Their purpose is to find mea-
sures, usually a numerical time series, showing the health or welfare of 
sectors in the population. Social indicators sometimes are supposed to 
have normative force in that they not only tell us where we are but suggest 
where we ought to go.

Social indicators are modeled on economic indicators. If one can esti-
mate freight-car loadings or know how many corrugated boxes are sold, 
such trends might give an indirect measure of economic activity. But their 
usefulness depends on how the economist conceives the economic system, 
a conception more substantial than the sociologist’s (non-existent) view 
of the social system.8

Social theory is supposed to be broad, to show how one change in soci-
ety affects another. If we do not care about interaction effects, however, 
dealing with only one indicator (separating “social” from “indicator”) is 
surprisingly simple. Hence Wildavsky’s Law: movement on any indicator 
can be maximized provided society is willing to ignore all other indicators. 
Here is a suitably simple-minded solution to the problem of dope: catch 
addicts, not pushers. The error (the government then would say) is to 
believe that pushers create addicts, whereas the truth is just the other way 
around; without addicts there wouldn’t be pushers. The solution would 
be first to warn and second to shoot addicts. The pain of addiction would 
then exceed the pleasure. It would be easy to stop addiction, evidently, 
so long as we didn’t care about life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
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Social indicators supposedly measure outputs of social processes. Yet, 
without being anchored in theory that is part of practice, social indica-
tors can be neither “social” (i.e., partake of social relations) nor “indi-
cators” (i.e., point to anything that is likely to occur). Social indicators 
are meaningful only when knowledge and power meet, which is only 
when they indicate right action. What is the matter, then, with seeing 
indicators as attention-getting devices that suggest inquiry leading to 
remedial action? Nothing and everything; nothing, in that by capturing 
public attention, critical numbers or trend lines have been known to 
serve as catalysts for action. Everything, in that because knowledge is 
lacking, time and money are likely to be wasted in action, likely to have 
unforeseen and unfortunate consequences, including preemption of bet-
ter programs in the future. A fast train is worse than a slow one if it takes 
you in the wrong direction.

Program Budgeting

Planning Programming, Budgeting Systems (PPBS or program budget-
ing) require a structure in which all policies related to common objectives 
are compared for cost and effectiveness. Not just one theory for an area 
of policy is called for, but a series of related theories for all policies. If we 
can barely sense the relation between inputs and outputs in any one area 
of policy, how likely are we to know what these relationships are across the 
widest realm of policy? As one area of ignorance interacts with other areas, 
we get not an arithmetic but a geometric increase in ignorance.

Program budgeting has not succeeded anywhere in the world it was 
tried.9 The reason for this failure can be deduced backward. What would it 
be like if it worked? Program budgeting is like the simultaneous equation 
of society in the sky. If every major program were connected to every other 
with full knowledge of their consequences, then all social problems would 
be solved simultaneously. Program budgeting fails because its cognitive 
requirements—relating causes to consequences in all important areas of 
policy—are beyond individual or collective human capacity.

But wouldn’t program budgeting be desirable even if it is not feasible? 
Who can deny the desirability, not to say the rationality, of establishing pri-
orities among objectives and allocating resources according to the amount 
that programs contribute to them? I do, for economic and organizational 
rationality are not the same. By sacrificing organizational incentives in the 
name of economic efficiency, program budgeting serves neither.
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The good organization wants to discover and correct its own mistakes. 
The higher the cost of righting errors—not only in money but also in 
personnel, programs, and prerogatives—the slighter the chance anything 
will be done about them. Organizations should be designed, therefore, 
to make errors visible and correctable, that is, noticeable and reversible, 
which in turn means cheap and affordable.

Error recognition and error correction, alas, are not always compat-
ible. Without recognition, to be sure, there is unlikely to be correction. 
The trouble is that something that facilitates recognition often inhibits 
correction. To be readily recognized, error should be conspicuous and 
clear. The larger the error, and the more it contrasts with its background, 
the easier it is to identify. Easy correction, however, depends on mistakes 
that are small in both size and cost and are necessarily close to what has 
gone on before. Small errors, therefore, are likely to lack sharp resolution, 
blending imperceptibly into their backgrounds. Because they are likely 
to be cheap and reversible, these errors would be correctable if only they 
were detectable. Alternatively, giant policies generate big mistakes which 
makes them simple to spot, but difficult to reverse, because the sunk cost 
of change—throwing good money after bad—soars. If only big mistakes 
can be recognized, we will be able to detect only those errors we cannot 
correct.

Program budgeting increases the cost of correcting error. The great 
complaint about bureaucracies is their rigidity. As things stand, the object 
of organizational affection is the bureau as serviced by the usual catego-
ries of expenditure from which people, money, and facilities flow. From 
the standpoint of bureau interests, programs are somewhat negotiable; 
some can be increased and others decreased while the agency stays on 
an even keel or, if necessary, adjusts to less happy times, without having 
its very existence called into question. Line-item budgeting, where each 
line covers a special activity, such as operation and maintenance, rather 
than a general program, is easier to change precisely because its catego-
ries (personnel, maintenance, supplies) do not relate directly to programs. 
Budgeting by programs makes it difficult to abandon objectives precisely 
because money flows to objectives without abandoning the organization 
that gets its money for them.

Notice I do not say that analysis should not take place at the level of 
programs and policies. On the contrary, there is every reason to  encourage 
analyses from different directions and aspects of policy, provided only that 
no one is encased in concrete and considered final. It is better to use 
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nonprogrammatic categories in formal budgets permitting a diversity of 
analytic perspectives through which money is funneled.

Error should be relatively easy to correct; but PPBS makes it hard. The 
“systems” in PPBS are characterized by their proponents as highly differ-
entiated and tightly linked. The rationale for program budgeting lies in its 
connectedness—like programs are grouped together. Program structures 
are meant to replace the confused concatenations of line items with clearly 
differentiated, non-overlapping boundaries; only one set of programs to 
a structure.

This linkage means that a change in one element must send change 
reverberating throughout the system. Instead of alerting only neighboring 
units or central control units, which would make change feasible, all are, 
so to speak, wired together, so that choice is total or there is none. The 
more tightly linked the elements, and the more highly differentiated, the 
greater the probability of error (because tolerances are so small), and the 
smaller the likelihood that error will be reported (because with change, 
every element has to be recalibrated with every other one that was previ-
ously adjusted). Why idealize an information system such as PPBS that 
causes many more mistakes than it can correct? Being caught between 
revolution (change in everything) and resignation (change in nothing) has 
little to recommend it.

At one time I knew only that program budgeting data were not used; 
now, I believe I know why PPBS did not provide information relevant to 
the user at any level. At bureau level the question addressed had to do with 
whether programs should be abolished or replaced. This, to be sure, was 
a question bureaus not only did not want to answer positively but could 
not even respond to negatively because it was beyond their jurisdiction. To 
take programs from one bureau and place them in another is reserved for 
higher authorities—the department, the president, and Congress. Because 
the advice was for “them” and not for “us,” it was either doctored to appear 
impressive or ignored because nothing could be done about it. Secretaries 
needed information on how they might allocate resources better within 
their departments. Instead they got rationalizations of bureau enterprises.10

In the past it was said that PPBS might have succeeded if it had pro-
duced better analysis. This, as structuralists say, is no accident. It is hard 
to do useful work for clients who are nonexistent or uninterested. PPBS 
produced bad analysis because it ignored organizational imperatives, as if 
analysis could be considered apart from the structure of incentives under 
which it is done.

 MOdERN MANAgEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 



Not a plain solution, PPBS is a fancy way of restating difficulties: if we 
could agree on what we wanted, if people would cooperate, if resources 
were available, if knowledge were adequate, if power were sufficient, if.… 
If PPBS is a question in the form of an answer, what is policy analysis? An 
answer in the form of a question.

Comparison

There is no denying the attractive aspects of information systems. Why 
accept a crazy quilt if we have a critical path that leads through the maze? 
Isn’t it better to manage by objectives rather than by procedures for which 
managers can hardly be held accountable? Shouldn’t budgeting be done 
by programmatic outputs instead of administrative inputs? Why should 
society suffer later if social indicators of future problems are available now? 
Who, indeed, would not want to be able to plan today for a better society 
tomorrow?

Although some have scrutinized the information systems we have been 
discussing, so far as I know they have never been compared critically as 
modes for solving problems. It is assumed always that their strengths lie 
in assisting rational choice (that is, helping clients to solve problems) and 
their weaknesses in coping with the irrational features that political self- 
interest unfortunately brings to policy-making (because clients measure 
solutions only by self-benefit). My argument will be different. These infor-
mation systems are defective because they are bad advice on what good 
policy analysis is (and how to get it). Analysis is an attempt to get around 
the lack of theory rather than assume a theory’s existence. Analysis works 
toward embedding itself in organizational incentives, holding that infor-
mation is good only if organizations actually use it to do better.

theory

A promise underlies public policy: if the actions we recommend are under-
taken, good (intended) consequences rather than bad (unintended) ones 
actually will come about. Causal connections are strict—if this, then that—
so failure to match promise with performance is likely to be frequent, as is 
reluctance to acknowledge error.11 Objectives are kept vague and multiple 
to expand the range within which observed behavior fits. goal substitu-
tion takes place as the consequences actually caused by programs (say an 
increase in client’s self-esteem) replace the objectives originally sought. 
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displacement of goals becomes the norm as an organization seeks to make 
the variables it can control—its own efforts and processes—the objectives 
against which it is measured. This is how organizations come to justify 
error instead of creating knowledge. On all sides theoretical requirements 
are abandoned, by considering inputs or outputs alone, until there seems 
to be no error (and hence no truth), and it is impossible to learn from 
experience.

Social indicators assume the prior existence of a model of society with-
out which SI’s are meaningless. Managing by objectives alone (MBO) is 
better seen as a misguided effort to violate an analytic theorem—treating 
objectives apart from resources—than as a mode of analysis. The trouble 
with experts is not only that they may not know what they ought to know, 
but that they may pretend to know things that are actually unknown. 
Routines and rote formulas, such as PERT, risk becoming the problem for 
which they were supposed to be the solution. Instead of discovering criti-
cal paths, they assume them, becoming the chief obstacle to undertaking a 
quest everyone now believes is over. Swallowing one’s own entrails is not 
a recommended method of nourishment.

The question never is whether a theory is there (it always is), but 
whether it is only a veneer to mask error or an actual hypothesis whose 
testing uncovers error. Economists call this a production function, specify-
ing the mix of instruments or inputs that is expected (within some range 
of probability) to lead to the desired output. Let us suppose the problem 
is to improve the reading ability of deprived children. It is not enough 
to think of this as a great idea. Without a production function (an idea 
of what result can be produced at what cost), school systems can spend 
three or four times as much as others without showing marked differences 
in the reading or mathematical achievement of their pupils; examples of 
this kind—inability to convert government action into desired changes in 
personal behavior—abound throughout public policy.

If our society lacks production functions (which is to say, theories con-
necting what government does to the changes we desire, that is, policy- 
relevant theory in most areas we wish to affect) how much more profound 
must be our ignorance about the consequences of alternative programs for 
whole areas of policy across spans of time. Program budgeting and multi-
sectoral planning make huge demands on theory that cannot be met. Who 
is most misled, the proponents who sell these information systems or the 
politicians who buy them? The answer is debatable. But if these systems 
are the best in rational analysis, as many believe, and if this  presumptuous 
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rationality is doomed to failure, as it certainly is, then the sure loser is 
policy analysis, with its idea of applying intelligence to policy problems.

does policy analysis have anything positive to say about relating avail-
able knowledge to today’s problems? Though analysis has yet to be codi-
fied as a craft, its practitioners have developed devices to compensate for 
ignorance. In one, analysts test their faith that the variables omitted from 
consideration (always far more numerous than those which complexity 
permits to be included) are less important than the few they can include. 
Sensitivity studies may bolster their own intuition by showing that their 
recommendations are unaffected by large variations in excluded vari-
ables. A variety of redundant schemes may insure against uncertainty if 
the recommended solution turns out to be wrong.12 Work may proceed 
in parallel until events reveal what prediction cannot. The dependence of 
recommendations on assumptions may lead to critical reexamination of 
these newly discovered basic premises. Where analysis does not consist of 
applying tested theory to clearly defined contexts, which is most of the 
time, its major aim is overcoming limited knowledge.

Furthermore, analysis welcomes constraints.13 If everything is seen as 
possible, nothing can be done. To a point, constraints usefully limit the 
Reid of inquiry or range of alternatives. By focusing consideration on 
those instruments available to the organizational level that must act, and 
by dealing only with variables relevant to policy, analysts restrict them-
selves to things that can matter.14 The art of analysis consists in finding 
problems—relating resources and objectives—worth solving at the level of 
action where they occur, within the time available, using instruments that 
interested organizations can control.

organIzatIon

The tension between analysis, which seeks out error and promotes change, 
and organization, which seeks stability and promotes its current activities, 
is inevitable. If analysis were natural there would be no need to impose it, 
and if it were powerful it would not so often be defeated. Analysis must 
win support from bureaucracies while pursuing antibureaucratic policies. 
That is why most analysis is rejected by the organizations for which it is 
intended.15 Better information alone will not matter without  worthwhile 
incentives for organizations to use it. Struggling with organizational 
incentives, therefore, is a perennial (perhaps the paramount) problem of 
policy analysis.
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Evaluation, for example, is an organizational problem. Suppose one 
asks why the multitude of evaluations of governmental programs now car-
ried on is so seldom used to improve them? An important part of the 
answer is that merely asking whether a program is accomplishing its objec-
tives does not necessarily tell anyone what to do about achieving these 
objectives—no variables relevant to policy, no possibility of intelligent 
action.16 Learning that a program is terrible might be relevant to a body 
with the authority and the desire to abolish it, but it is useless to a pro-
gram manager who needs to know which of his present (or alternative) 
activities might be less terrible, in order for improvement to take place. If 
evaluation does not communicate desirable new alternatives to managers, 
moreover, they can use evaluation as their own message to the outside 
world: leave us alone (remember the Polaris managers and PERT) because 
we have been tried and tested and proven truly efficacious.

Ignoring organizational levels, and the proper approaches to each, is 
the original sin of modern information systems. Thus PERT is perverted 
because the organization that has to supply the data is not interested in 
(on the contrary, hostile to) attempts at accuracy. PPBS is pulverized 
because no organizational level can get information that it is willing to 
use and that is relevant to the resources at its disposal. MBO either obfus-
cates objectives, so that higher levels will be unable to understand them, 
or drowns the upper echelons in objectives, so that they cannot figure 
out which ones apply. After participating in a lengthy MBO exercise, as a 
result of which it was decided that the status quo was splendid, a business 
participant reported: “I suggest this is a conspiracy by the Board to prove 
the fruitlessness of deviation from established group practices.”17

The most elaborate evaluation of an MBO operation, “The Case of 
the Social and Rehabilitation Service,”18 shows that its chief effects are 
to increase paperwork and discussion of objectives, and to decrease time 
spent in programmatic activity. When asked what they would recommend 
as improvements beyond MBO, “Both regional and central administra-
tors mention management accountability and responsibility … better 
teamwork … coordination … a need for clear mission goals and priorities 
… and the development of management information systems”; in other 
words, exactly what MBO was supposed to accomplish in the first place. 
Interviews with 159 top administrators reveal that MBO “is generally 
perceived by managers and supervisors as a system which reinforces such 
bureaucratic norms as centralized organizational control and decision- 
making, paperwork, efficiency emphasis and lack of participation.”
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Oftentimes MBO, like other information systems, is valued less for its 
formal apparatus than for the impetus it allegedly gives to policy analysis. 
If so, the first task of analysts introduced into an organization under the 
guise of MBO must be to abolish it as an impediment to achieving that 
rational behavior which must connect thought and action.

hIStory

To say that contemporary information systems are ahistorical is to con-
clude that they increase the sources of error while decreasing the chances 
of correcting mistakes. If history is abolished, nothing is settled. Old quar-
rels become new conflicts. Both calculation and conflict increase exponen-
tially, the former worsening detection and the latter impeding correction 
of errors. As the number of independent variables grows, because the past 
is assumed not to limit the future, ability to control the future declines. 
As mistrust grows with conflict, willingness to admit and hence correct  
errors diminishes. doing without history is a little like abolishing mem-
ory—momentarily convenient, perhaps—but ultimately embarrassing.

The ideal specimen of an ahistorical information system is zero-base 
budgeting. The past, as reflected in the budgetary base (common expec-
tations as to amounts and types of funding), is explicitly rejected. There 
is no yesterday. Nothing is to be taken for granted. Everything at every 
period is subject to scrutiny. As a result, calculations become unmanage-
able. At last report, the state of georgia—in which zero-base budgeting 
became most famous—was trying to budget by somehow surveying some 
10,000 elements. Conflict might be catastrophic if state governments did 
not, in fact, end up doing business very much as it was done before.19

By comparison, traditional budgeting is extensively historical. Base is 
to budgetary systems as habits are to organisms. A budgetary base is the 
routinized retention of old solutions. Clinging to last year’s agreements is 
enormously economical of such critical resources as time and good inter-
personal relations, which would be greatly impaired if all or most past 
agreements were reexamined yearly. If there is a mechanism for holding 
on to adequate solutions and proceeding sequentially to solve remaining 
problems (which focus on increases and decreases to the base (see endnote 
2)), knowledge is more likely to result. Similarly, an agreement-producing 
system is more likely to work if past agreements can be retained selectively 
while the system works on unresolved issues.

Only poor countries come close to zero-base budgeting, not because 
they wish to do so but because their uncertain financial position  continually 
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causes them to go back on old commitments. Because past disputes are 
part of present conflicts, their budgets lack predictive value; little stated 
in them is likely to occur.20 Ahistorical practices, which are a dire conse-
quence of extreme instability and from which all who experience them 
devoutly desire to escape, should not be considered normative.

Analysis aims to bring information to bear on current decisions that 
do have future consequences. Taking these consequences into account 
(acting now to do better later) is the soul of all analysis. Because pre-
diction comes at a premium, however, analysis uses history—what has 
been tried in the past, how past patterns have led to present problems, 
where past obligations limit future commitments—as a source of both 
limits and possibilities. And what could be more historical than time 
series of social indicators? But, at any time, what did they indicate? If 
there were models of social systems into which these indicators fit, so 
that their relationships were known, one year’s indicators could indeed 
be related to another’s. But there weren’t and aren’t so they can’t. 
Time alone is not history. Retrodiction, not prediction, is the first task 
of social indicators.

Policy analysis may be viewed as a reaction against major modern 
information systems. The pretension of theory is replaced by continual 
efforts to reformulate hypotheses through action. It is more impor-
tant to create organizations that want to learn than to tell them what 
they ought to learn. Structure becomes strategy; an organization that 
expects to self- destruct when it has outlived its usefulness will use anal-
ysis because its self- interest demands self-evaluation of errors. Analysis 
uses the legacy of the past to make manageable the present, for creat-
ing a future is immensely more difficult when one must invent a past 
simultaneously.

Policy analysis means transforming the inevitable weaknesses in the for-
mulation of public policy—theoretical aridity, organizational rigidity, his-
torical passivity—into sources of strength. Policy analysis is not so much in 
being as in a state of becoming. Becoming what? What information systems 
are not, correctors not protectors of error, changers not maintainers of 
preferences.

How are preferences changed? When they are hammered on the anvil 
of incompatibility between objectives and resources. Changing our con-
ception of what we ought to prefer under the discipline of our limitations 
as well as the spur of our aspirations is the highest form of learning. If 
attempting to learn from failure in social policy is the ideal, then we should 
have had plenty of practice.
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CHAPTER 2

Strategic Retreat on Objectives: Learning 
from Failure in American Public Policy

Mistakes are, after all, the foundations of truth.…
Knowledge rests not upon truth alone but on error also.

Carl Jung

How does one group of preferences (say for governmental provision of 
medical care) succeed another (such as for fees for service by private doc-
tors)? Do people observe what is happening and adjust their preferences 
accordingly? Preferences, then, would be determined by individual cogita-
tion. Or do people relate to others, modifying their values and beliefs in 
these engagements? Preferences thus would be a product of social interac-
tion. If preferences result from thinking, our interest should turn to the 
individual mind; if preferences are molded by interaction, then it is social 
relations that deserve our attention.

Where do preferences come from? An economist will tell you simply 
that they exist and therefore can be revealed.1 For some sociologists and 
anthropologists, preferences are caused by culture, but culture itself has 
no cause, it just is.2 Political scientists disagree about whether people really 
have chosen their preferences, so that these can be taken as genuine, or 
whether the so-called preferences are manipulated—caused by capitalist 
culture—and may, therefore, be demystified as forming a false conscious-
ness. Psychoanalysts, with exceptions, think of preferences as passed on 
to the child at an early age: the rest of life seemingly is spent in figuring 
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out how to fulfill these preferences. Policy analysis would then consist of 
replacing irrational, ineffective behavior with efficient means to the same 
ends. This is not my conception of policy analysis. People like us are not 
purely passive; we try to learn from our experience. Learn what? Learn to 
know what we should prefer until we again change our preferences.

If culture may be conceived as values and beliefs that support a social 
structure, policy analysis is part of creating culture. Culture is created by the 
continuous confrontation between objectives and the resources—knowl-
edge, power, money, talent, trust, and others—necessary to achieve the 
objectives. Culture is creative if it makes use of the effective intelligence, 
which we call policy analysis—simultaneously recombining resources and 
objectives, means and ends, instruments wielded by government with 
public preferences so that they, together, form an improvement.

Analysis has the task of creating problems (defined earlier as preferences 
tempered by possibilities) that are worth working out. Remember that a 
difficulty is a problem only if something can be done about it. A problem 
can be distinguished from a puzzle, moreover, only by hypothesizing what 
might be done, by suggesting a solution. Other people, to be sure, define 
problems as puzzles whose parts do not yet (or may never) fit together. 
But analysts, who are supposed to be helpful, understand problems only 
through tentative solutions that take on the character of programs linking 
governmental resources with social objectives. Policy’s prescriptive ques-
tions do not have to imply answers but, for analysts, problems do imply 
the real possibility of solution, for there would be no policy analysis if 
there were no action to recommend.

Analysis, in which solutions tell us whether we have problems, involves 
learning what we collectively are constrained to prefer by finding out what 
we cannot get. If there were no obstacles to realization of desires, no 
analysis would be necessary; everything could be had at once. With no 
need to allocate statuses through a social structure, not only analysis but 
also government and possibly society would be eliminated.

Analysis also helps us discover what we might prefer by suggesting 
problems that call for new solutions. Expanding the range of the accept-
able may push against constraints—available finance, social norms, politi-
cal power, time limits—hitherto considered inviolable. Constraints, then, 
become part of the implicit objectives to which policies, whatever else 
they are designed to accomplish, must conform.3 Constraints are not 
always accepted. Occasionally they are tested; either they give way, or we 
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must. By attempting to transcend past limits, we may learn about future 
possibilities.

Usually analysis involves small adjustments to the status quo. Solutions 
are sought in existing problems.4 Search is incremental, remedial, and 
serial.5 Feedback from error leads the governor to make repeated small 
corrections (the incremental or cybernetic school)—both normal and 
desirable under most but, of course, not all conditions. For present pur-
poses, however, the very virtues of incrementalism (limited aspirations, 
mini-moves) become scientific vices; inability to discern changes because 
they are so many and so small, or to relate changes to learning about 
preferences (because the effects are too tiny and too close to their causes 
to be separated from each other). To see that analysis does contribute to 
changing culture by altering preferences we need big (costly) policy and 
large (conspicuous) changes. A medical museum, after all, is not there to 
display “normal” pathology; on the contrary, it stresses the very abnor-
mal—organs not slightly swollen, but enlarged several times over—so that 
disease can be detected unmistakeably.

Because we are living through it, we do not recognize the extraordi-
nariness of our public experience with social programs. During the period 
starting in the mid-sixties, one social program after another (to make things 
manageable, I shall write mostly about education, crime, and health) failed 
as measured by ostensible objectives—and the failure was common knowl-
edge. The remarkable thing was that the very professionals who ran these 
programs, their clients, and interested publics all acknowledged to them-
selves (and to others who were relevant) that these programs were unsuc-
cessful. Moreover, this was going on in public, remarked on in the mass 
media as well as professional publications. The main difference between 
the United States and other Western nations is not that these other coun-
tries succeed but that—unlike us—they do not publicize failure. America 
is larger than life. Because Americans have hung their dilemmas out on 
public display, we have an opportunity to watch what happens not only 
when programs fail, but when everyone knows they are failing.

By concentrating on examples of failure to achieve objectives in major 
American public policies, I hope to show more clearly how government 
agencies in charge of making them work try to change not only means to 
ends, but the objectives themselves. We shall see how agencies negotiate 
between what they would have liked and what they can get, by finding 
either new objectives they can achieve for former clients or a new clientele 
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that can use old objectives, or, as a last resort, by transferring responsibility 
to other levels of government. Policy analysis then should stand revealed 
as central to culture: how we reconstruct our values, beliefs, and social 
relations.

RetReat on objectives

Constellations in the American public policy universe seem to be moving 
in remarkably similar directions, from concentrating on aggressive design 
(the war on X, the crusade against Y), through the current quagmire of 
implementation, and into the strategic retreat on objectives. The age of 
design is over; the era of implementation is passing; the time to modify 
objectives has come. A brief comparison of trends in public policy will 
show a headlong retreat from objectives; the paths taken while in flight 
have much to tell us about how preferences change.

Crime

In the recent past, prison reform aimed for rehabilitation as measured by 
reduced rates of recidivism. Rehabilitation, however, is rare. What goes 
on inside prisons apparently has little to do with what happens outside. 
Old inmates don’t just fade away; they keep going back into the same 
society that sent them away. Has anything changed in their environment 
or personalities that would lead a reasonable person to expect that a differ-
ent prison routine—vocational training, group therapy, more leniency—
would affect behavior outside the walls?

So far no approach has appreciably lowered the rate of recidivism. 
Prison administrators understandably are on the defensive; they spend 
too much and accomplish too little, if nonaccomplishment is measured 
by the propensity of released prisoners to go on committing crimes for 
which they are again caught and returned to prison. (A wag has it that a 
high recidivism rate is good because it shows that the right people are in 
prison.) In fact, all connected with the prison system are on the defensive: 
inmates who balk at forced therapy; guards caught between conflicting 
philosophies of strictness and leniency who find it hard to exercise control; 
and wardens and public officials who cannot point to results in reduced 
recidivism and end their terms feeling like failures.

I can project a different future. Though organizational behavior may 
not change, there will be radical transformations in the objectives by which 
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it is judged. Soon enough, the effects that programs have been discovered 
to cause will become the objectives they have been designed to achieve.

If prison officials have their way, recidivism as a measuring rod will soon 
recede into the distance. Normative theory will replace empirical evidence. 
At worst, our punitive impulses will prevail and prisons will be expected to 
punish. Retribution will be its own reward. If nobler feelings dominate, pris-
ons will be seen as reflections of American moral values. On one side, we say 
some citizens must be removed from society to protect its members; on the 
other, that they ought to be treated humanely because, while incarcerated, 
they are easy objects of oppression. Decent standards should be maintained, 
not for them alone, but for us as well, for prisons are a test case of our 
humanity. If one accepts as a leading objective maintenance of decent expen-
ditures, then spending money almost guarantees that goal will be achieved.

Other elements of criminal justice also may produce desirable objec-
tives. If crime rates by chance should go down, policemen, judges, and 
probation officers—without understanding what they might have done—
will take the credit, even as they take the blame when crime rates rise 
for reasons also beyond their comprehension. The criminal justice system 
cannot change family structure, mobility patterns, distribution of income, 
social mores, age cohorts, or whatever it is that affects crime. Though it 
may be possible to mitigate the consequences of crime—shift its targets, 
make criminal justice more fair or more efficient—policemen, judges, or 
probation officers cannot decrease its incidence. If these people want sup-
port for what they can do, they must shift attention from crime itself and 
toward criminals and what happens to them.

Until recently it would have been considered counterproductive 
(though courageous) for the Director of the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice in the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration of the Department of Justice to tell anyone, much less 
Congress that, after seven years of research, he had discovered “knowledge 
about controlling our worst impulses has grown but little over the last few 
thousand years.… Crime control is not one of those fields of study where 
the word ‘breakthrough’ is applicable [if one wishes] to avoid the disen-
chantment that inevitably follows grandiose promises….”6 To be blunt, let 
me paraphrase: we have never understood crime, we do not understand it 
now, and there is little chance we will do so in the future, or maybe ever.

What, then, can be done? Though in truth no one knows how to 
increase efficiency, there are “fixes.” The size of jury pools can be reduced 
and police patrols redirected. Improved information might facilitate more 
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nearly equal sentences for similar offenses. Decisions about parole may 
be rendered less arbitrary. Inequities in charging and plea bargaining can 
be reduced. Individuals can make their homes harder to enter unlawfully 
and thus less attractive to burglars by installing better locks and alarm 
systems, and by burning identification numbers on valuables. Bus drivers 
are less open to attack if they carry no money and the fares are deposited 
in locked receptacles. Better insurance and more appropriate medical care 
can lighten the consequences of crime for its innocent victims. Court wit-
nesses can be better treated and not forced to sacrifice so much time.

All this and more can be done, “If,” as Director Caplan delicately 
observes, “these advances are not eclipsed by the quarterly release of crime 
statistics.…”7 Emphasis may well shift from the causes of crimes to the con-
sequences for victims, if only because we can do something about the latter 
but not about the former. We will hear less about safety and more about 
equality because we can learn more about comparable treatment of crimi-
nals than we can about how to limit their propensity to commit crimes.

Health

Similarly, it is much easier to equalize access to medicine than to improve 
health. The small truth is that a modest amount of medical care is essential 
for health. The large truth is that, at the all-important margin where addi-
tional costs must be justified, expenditures on medicine bring almost no 
improvement in health. Until new knowledge suggests efficacious medical 
intervention, then, health rates measured by morbidity or mortality are 
not likely to improve.8

By now we should have learned to ask not only what government can 
promise but what, in fact, it can do. Government, with programs such as 
medicaid for the poor and medicare for the elderly, can help equalize the 
number of times each person—rich or poor, black or white—visits the 
doctor each year. In this way equality of access to medicine has come to 
replace improvement in health as the operational objective of government 
medical programs. The shift to an attainable objective means that at long 
last progress can be reported.

Education

Educators also used to think they could report progress. The idea was 
that parents should be able to understand how well their children were 
doing in school by having access to figures that would tell them about 
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achievement. The way to do this was to test students at regular periods 
and compare achievement levels with those of other children in the same 
school and with pupils in schools across the United States. Parents could 
then hold educators accountable for variations in students’ achievement.

Unfortunately, the idea of making measurement public preceded the 
ability of educators to show students’ accomplishment. No matter what 
schools have done—spend three or four times as much on each student 
as other schools, reduce class size, try different methods and structures of 
teaching—performance, especially of students who are poor or judged to 
be deprived, appears little affected. Whatever students bring with them 
to school seems more important than whatever they get at school. These 
findings are continually challenged but they keep reemerging. Perhaps our 
measures are bad or the underlying theories wrong, but for the time being 
no school district can feel sure that its teaching will lead to appreciable 
and demonstrable improvement in cognitive skills. No known technology 
or production function will turn teaching inputs into cognitive student 
outputs. No one should be surprised, therefore, when educators seek to 
substitute objectives they can achieve for those which appear unattainable.

Unobtainable Objectives

Why this headlong retreat, this separation of resources from objectives? 
Because the objectives originally chosen are beyond the ability of any dem-
ocratic government to achieve at this time. The qualifying “democratic” 
is inserted to cover considerations on the consent of the governed. As a 
general rule, progress can be made on a social indicator providing people 
are not worried about or are unable to prevent deterioration on other 
indicators. Dope addiction will illustrate. Because addicts love the stuff 
and the dope traffic is so lucrative, the incentive for buyers and sellers to 
get together is far stronger than governmental ability to keep them apart. 
Government might fractionally limit the traffic by making it harder for the 
parties to find each other and complete their business, but it cannot impose 
penalties stringent enough to deter most of these tempting transactions.

But why, you ask, do governments set objectives they cannot achieve? 
For many reasons. For one thing, society’s capacity for measuring results 
has outstripped its ability to cause consequences. We know that programs 
have failed but we have been unable to bring about the changes in behav-
ior that would have labeled them successful. A while back I wondered out 
loud why, in retrospect, the social programs under the New Deal in the 
thirties seemed so much more successful than those of the sixties. “That” 
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someone rapidly retorted, “is because they didn’t have evaluation then.” 
Indeed, evaluation itself embodies this gap between measurement and 
power because it is devoted to telling agencies whether they have achieved 
their programmatic objectives (not likely!) rather than telling them how to 
show results that might be judged superior.

For another, these objectives (improve health, reduce crime, increase 
cognitive capacity) seem terribly attractive and politically seductive. 
(President Ford promised to reduce crime, though his Justice Department 
knew better, and his Democratic Party challengers in 1976 pledged bet-
ter health, though their advisors knew better.) Perhaps, with effort, new 
methods can overcome old problems: you can’t tell until you try; or, 
failure can be blamed on conditions (group antagonisms, vested inter-
ests, bureaucratic bickering, personal selfishness, class conflict) other than 
defects in the instruments available for pursuing policy objectives.

All these rationalizations have in common the inability to appreciate or 
reluctance to admit that some of the social objectives of the sixties require 
drastic changes in deeply rooted aspects of human behavior. Even worse, 
this behavioral change must be in the client, not in the resources govern-
ment has at its command. Let us turn, as before, to crime and health for 
evidence.

Some kinds of crime actually seem to be a way of life for many. We 
know that perpetrators of violent crimes for gain often decrease their rate 
of activity after their middle and late thirties, but we don’t know why. 
White-collar criminals, on the other hand, apparently improve their skills 
with age and continue a life of crime well past retirement. While they are 
at it, criminals of all kinds hold onto their preferred life tenaciously. They 
must do so because they resist both blandishment and punishment. To 
go straight they would have to work regular hours, accept reduced pay, 
lead duller lives, postpone gratification, associate with regular people—in 
other words, give up not just isolated criminal acts but their way of life. 
Whatever the causes of large national variations in amounts and types of 
violent crimes, no government has been able to substantially reduce the 
rates. Criminals will no more abandon crime because it is bad for soci-
ety than you and I will change unattractive but seductive habits merely 
because they are bad for us.

Delivering medicine (doctors, hospitals, drugs) is supposedly as 
simple—and quite as futile—as giving lectures to criminals. Except for 
the classic public-health measures of sanitation and inoculation, and a 
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few major medical procedures, only people themselves can maintain 
and help improve their own health. In a word, Mother was right. You 
should eat a good breakfast every day; you shouldn’t smoke and you 
shouldn’t drink; you should sleep seven or eight hours a day and not 
four or fourteen; and you shouldn’t worry because worry is bad for 
you. The rich person who does all these things is likely to be slightly 
healthier than the poor person who does them all, but the poor one 
who does all or most will be much healthier than the rich one who does 
half or less.

The system euphemistically called delivery of health services is a misno-
mer. The service delivered is access to medicine, which is far from health. 
Only when one focuses, clear-eyed and in literal detail, on the centrality 
and depth of the behavioral changes necessary to improve health does 
the immensity of the task become apparent. We are not talking about 
peripheral or infrequent aspects of human behavior but about some of the 
most basic and often experienced aspects of life: what one eats, how often 
and how much; how long, how regularly, and how peacefully one sleeps; 
whether one smokes or drinks and how much; even the whole question 
of personality. Health, then, until a technological breakthrough comes 
(the famous pill that’s good for all that ails you and has to be taken only 
once), is a product of innumerable decisions made every day by millions 
of people. To oversee these decisions would call for a larger bureaucracy 
than anyone has yet conceived and methods of surveillance bigger than 
big brother. The seat-belt buzzer that screeches at us if we do not modify 
one small bit of behavior would be but a mild harbinger of the restraints 
necessary to change bad health habits. When the magnitude of the task is 
understood—that it means a revolution in human conduct—it is no won-
der that health is not delivered.

Let us learn by looking at programs that have shown at least some suc-
cess—Alcoholics Anonymous, Weight Watchers, and Synanon (for drug 
addicts). They share the enormous exertion and concentration of com-
mon social pressure, surrounding the sinner with recovered abusers who 
are on call day and night (all of which today would be widely regarded as 
impermissible for government to do). Government could not afford to 
do this task. Besides, the populations are preselected—made up of people 
who want to change and are willing to accept some sacrifice. Government 
must deal with whom it can get unless, as we shall see, it decides to change 
the kinds of people it will take.
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the seaRch foR attainable objectives

Were we to study transfer programs, such as food stamps or social security 
supplements, we would discover that government has been successful in 
delivering money and food. Why? Because it has what it needs to attain 
the objectives—the capacity to supply food and money to people who 
need and want them. When government writes checks or supplies food 
stamps, it has done its job. Difficulties arise, to be sure, in getting the cor-
rect amount to the right people, but government does not have to interest 
itself in what people do with the money or food.

In concentrating on social programs, by contrast, we have discov-
ered that other objectives of major American social policies are not being 
achieved because “Human Beings Are Not Very Easy to Change after All.”9 
We also have reconfirmed, according to well-known theory on the sociol-
ogy of organizations, that agencies unable to achieve some objectives will 
replace them with others that can be reached.10 The usual explanation—
goals are displaced from external effects on people to internal organizational 
processes—though correct as far as it goes, is too narrow and needs to be 
expanded. The principle remains the same but it may be helpful to express 
it more broadly: because organizations wish to be regarded as successful, 
they try to replace objectives whose achievement depends on variables either 
unknown or outside their control with objectives that can be attained by 
manipulating the instruments that those groups do control. Organizations 
may either choose new objectives they can achieve with their clientele, or 
organizations may retain their old objectives and concentrate on substituting 
clientele with whom they can achieve these objectives. Alternatively, organi-
zations can dismiss both objectives and clientele by passing on responsibility 
to some other agency. Sometimes this is called decentralization.

Let us suppose that an organization cannot come close to accomplish-
ing its desired objectives. If it cannot control the behavior of people in 
society, what can this organization control? Its own efforts. If success 
in welfare or education policy is judged not by effects on recipients or 
students but by efforts of welfare agencies and schools—money spent, 
time devoted, compassion offered—there is a fighting chance of success. 
Compared to their control over employers in private sectors of society, to 
use another example, public agencies are in a better position to control 
the makeup of their own work force. A government employment agency 
is supposed to find lasting jobs for the hard-core unemployed at modest 
cost. By experience the agency discovers either that this clientele cannot 
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hold jobs or the training required is so expensive it would be cheaper to 
pay them not to work. What can the agency do? The usual tactic is called 
creaming, finding jobs for the best of the worst, who are closest to being 
successful in the job market. Can anything be done, however, for the real 
hard-core unemployed? Yes; hire them in the employment agency itself, 
thus manipulating the variable closest to its own control.11

Suppose clientele prove perverse; “these people,” as they are then 
called, do not want to do what’s good for them and the agency does not 
know how to induce or impel them to change; agency achievement calls 
for cooperation from clients who either cannot or do not wish to change. 
But though people are hard to change, agencies may be able to create 
programs that (1) require no change in clientele, as in a prison, or (2) alter 
the clientele, as in denying work incentives (the famous WIN program—
“Whip Inflation Now”) to people unlikely to hold jobs and offering them 
only to people likely to work anyway.12 Having trouble altering the behav-
ior of present clientele? Find a new clientele that you can change or, better 
still, that needs no changing.

Now we know how any organization can succeed even though aspi-
rations outrun achievements. Our Ordinary Organization (the organi-
zational Everyman) can stress adherence to internal techniques, such as 
standardizing employee work loads and client pathways; it can equalize 
the amount of resources devoted to its clientele; and it can improve the 
caliber of, or metamorphose (literally, turn into different people) its cli-
entele. Standardizing techniques results in the action Merton called dis-
placement of objectives from external clientele to internal procedures.13 
Behavioral change among clients is replaced by manipulation of organi-
zational processes. Equalizing output makes success depend on organiza-
tional effort rather than outcomes for people. Metamorphosing clientele 
leads to a shifting of objectives, that is, retaining the old goals but for new 
clients. So what? Now we can interpret the strategic retreat on objectives 
in American social policy as movement by Ordinary Organizations from 
clients for whom objectives were unattainable either to objectives that fit 
clients or clients that fit objectives.

Which of these modes are likely to be tried and in what order? That 
depends. Every lawyer knows circumstances alter cases. A rule that is 
safe (because it invokes the principle of least effort) for the Ordinary 
Organization to follow is this: when in doubt, standardize; if that fails, 
equalize; under real pressure, metamorphose; and, if nothing else works, 
decentralize.
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Equalizing Organizational Outputs

Why do organizations representing the broadest span of public policies 
stress equality of outputs? The major reason, no doubt, is that equality is 
a value widely recognized in American society. But though equality has 
been popular for a long time, organizations, based on hierarchy, have not 
rushed to embrace it. Organizations now seek to equalize, with force and 
fervor I suggest, mainly because they can. If true organizational objectives 
are to deliver health, prevent crime, decrease recidivism in prisons, and 
improve cognitive performance in school, soon failure darkens the hori-
zon. But, beginning with medicine, if organizations interpret their task as 
equalizing the financial capacity of different income groups to see doctors 
every year, it is an objective more likely to be achieved. Of course, visit-
ing doctors is viewed as a means of improving health. In time, however, 
medical programs come to operate as if equalizing the number of visits, 
which can be sustained by subsidizing poor people, were the end, not the 
means, of medical care. This trend is more advanced in medicine but has 
become visible also in education: in many states equalizing the tax dol-
lar behind every child has become the focal point of educational policy. 
Nor are goals in crime and prisons far behind. Prison reformers today 
are vitally engaged in equalizing the length of sentences for comparable 
crimes. Police activities are influenced not only by efforts to make minori-
ties on the force equal to their proportion in the population but also (if 
I may bring in the wider criminal justice system) to bring equity in grand 
jury pools, waiting time for juries, length of time before trial, and even, 
by insurance schemes, the consequences to victims of burglaries. Equality 
is good not only because it is desirable—so too is improving health and 
reducing crime—but because it is achievable.

If equalizing organizational outputs were accepted as equivalent to accom-
plishing social objectives, success would be ensured. Consequently, the goal 
of improved results in education, health, and crime has been mocked by the 
release of rates, which fail to indicate the desired results. Rather than face 
failure, program professionals have turned to the search for a new clientele 
capable of (and interested in) achieving those original objectives.

Metamorphosing Clientele: The Five De’s

“De old gray mare she ain’t what she used to … ” and neither is any 
clientele of major American public policies. If at first you don’t succeed 
(in recalling an example of either improving the caliber of clientele or 
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 returning responsibility for them to the localities whence they came), 
try again, after calling to mind “the five de’s”—deinstitutionalization, 
demedicalization, deeducation, decriminalization and (our old friend) 
decentralization.

The first of the five de’s—reinvented in recent times, as far as I know—
was deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill. The rationale, as usual, was 
part repulsion and part attraction: repulsion against scenes of gross neglect 
that appeared inseparable from (and all too susceptible to) shocking pub-
licity about large mental institutions; attraction to the ideal of shared 
responsibility for the mentally ill by the human, personal, caring commu-
nities whence they came. There was reason to believe in this possibility, 
to be sure—the doctrine of deinstitutionalization does remain plausible. 
But there was no evidence it would work when, in little less than a decade, 
large mental institutions are beginning to exude patients from all their 
pores. The price for violating a perfectly obvious principle of policy analy-
sis—no instrument is good for every purpose—is high, but how high no 
one can say, because the connecting of communities with their own obli-
gations already has collapsed.

Now decriminalization is in dispute. Making possession of marijuana a 
misdemeanor either will release police to catch real criminals or drag soft- 
headed youths along the path to hard drugs. Prostitution is either crime 
without victims, if you’re not one, or victims without crimes, if soliciting 
occurs in your neighborhood. For our purposes, however, it is clear that 
the trend is to reduce overload in the criminal justice system by redefining 
what is enforced or prosecuted as a crime. It is clear also that unclogging 
the courts cuts both ways: it can move in a civil libertarian direction, as 
in legalizing sexual relations between consenting adults, or appear as a 
restriction on access to federal courts in cases “in which public or pri-
vate projects are delayed pending challenge … on environmental grounds, 
medical malpractice … and procedural rules used in civil cases.”14

Deeducation and demedicalization are just beginning to be mentioned 
as harbingers of trends dimly discernible on the horizon of public policy. 
Deeducation is being tried out in California (and for all I know, elsewhere) 
in that students who wish to leave school may do so early upon passing a 
proficiency examination testing basic skills. Whether students who most 
want (or need) to leave can pass this exam remains to be seen. Whether the 
cure might not be worse than the disease—leaving public schools with the 
best and worst but nothing in between, much as active parole programs 
leave prisons holding hard-core criminals—will be interesting to observe.
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Deschooling now is a matter of public policy because the state has made 
education (through high school at ages 16–18) compulsory. Until now, 
demedicalization has lacked institutional embodiment because presumably 
there is no legal way to force citizens to consult doctors. Demedicalization 
is the ultimate in decentralization because it demands that people take 
responsibility for following healthy habits, reducing the load on doc-
tors, whose help can be reserved for times when people need, and can be 
helped, by medicine.

Decentralization may represent an effort to alleviate overburden at the 
center by delegating some decisions to the periphery. Decentralization 
even may be a method of devolving power upon (or even constituting) 
local authorities so that an additional capacity for decision-making can be 
encouraged. By the same token, decentralization can be a device to shift 
responsibility from central to local authorities so as to reduce political 
pressures on the national government. Has it not, indeed, been com-
monly held that the American federal system manages conflict by dis-
persing disagreement throughout many localities? The reluctant gain in 
responsibility by local levels may turn out to be the central government’s 
welcome loss.

The question of which level of government will take responsibility (and 
hence blame) for failing to achieve objectives is, as always in the United 
States, changing with the times—the major difference between past and 
present being that state and nation used to fight to keep functions where 
now they fight to give them away. The Model Cities program—exem-
plifying devolution as an organizational response to unattainable objec-
tives—was designed to give responsibility to local authorities for a host 
of objectives (urban redevelopment, housing, hard-core unemployment) 
that the federal government was tired of failing to achieve. The right to 
choose priorities among these objectives, including disagreements over 
them, was passed along to community-action agencies. If those agen-
cies were no more successful than Washington in figuring out how to 
reconcile economic growth with social services, at least the federal gov-
ernment wasn’t blamed. Everyone sees Model Cities as failing because it 
was so woefully underfunded. Look at revenue-sharing, and the proposed 
mini-bloc grants to consolidate a variety of social programs, which sup-
ply appropriations on the same premise: by moving money to states and 
localities, without tying funds to specific categories of expenditures, not 
only responsibility for success but blame for failure was deflected in their 
direction.
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The National Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 
1974 was to lead to establishment of 231 Health System Agencies (HSA) 
charged with providing better care at lower cost to more people. Because 
the federal government has been unable to reconcile these irreconcilables, 
now it will allow these decentralized Health System Agencies to fail in a 
decentralized way, that is, on nonfederal turf.

The “five de’s” have their defects. Although being good is almost 
impossible, doing good is even harder. Schooling, bad as it is, may be bet-
ter than the alternatives now available. People may prefer medicalization to 
mending their ways. (Health takes time, time is money, and because money 
can buy medicine, why not medicine instead of exercise?) In short, we 
should be prepared to discover that public policy ultimately will be left with 
the task of providing schooling and medicine for both the classes and the 
masses, whether it is good for them or not. What, then, would we like gov-
ernment to do to keep the retreat from objectives from becoming a rout?

RetReat oR Rout?
The strategic retreat from objectives in American social policy, as we have 
been discussing it, may be inevitable but the forms certainly are not pre-
determined. There are better and worse ways of retreating, which need to 
be discussed according to criteria meant to do them justice. Let us start, 
appropriately I believe, by trying to match the kind of perceived problem 
with the type of organizational retreat.

The common view that displacement (followed by replacement) of 
objectives is bad in itself must be rejected in favor of the position that 
it depends on circumstances. To recapitulate briefly, standardization dis-
places objectives from results in society to procedures in the organiza-
tion. Equalization replaces objectives from those which come from clients 
(requiring behavioral change) to goals set for government (amenable to its 
own ministrations). To what kind of problems, then, might standardiza-
tion or equalization be appropriate solutions?

Standardization of internal procedures is most appropriate when a crisis 
of confidence has to do with the main activities of governmental agen-
cies. Do they hire the right people? Are they fair to employees and in let-
ting contracts? If these are the questions—as they were during the era of 
Civil Service reform in the late nineteenth century—then standardization 
(when the way government does what it does may be more important 
than the action taken) can be a reasonable response.

RETREAT OR ROUT? 
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Equalization of agency outputs fits best into recognized needs for achiev-
ing equality of opportunity, groups that feel left out may be assured that 
they are getting as much as everyone else. The National Labor Relations 
Board, established in the midst of the severe labor-management conflict 
of the thirties, succeeded in providing this assurance to trade unions, and 
eventually, to most managements as well. This approach has also been fol-
lowed with mixed results, as observed earlier, in education, medicine, and 
criminal justice. For our purposes, it will prove most interesting to take 
the sector that has gone furthest in achieving equality of outputs, namely 
medicine, and examine the causes of dissatisfaction.

The number of times a year that rich and poor, black and white visit 
a doctor has just about been equalized nationally. Moreover, health rates 
for all groups in the population, except for upper-middle and upper-class 
white males, have improved over the last few decades. Why, then, has 
there been no acclaim that equalization of outputs has been achieved by 
the medical system—at least for the poor and elderly whose utilization 
has vastly increased? Many explanations are possible. Nationwide equaliza-
tion in a large and diverse country may hide substantial local inequalities. 
In addition, to say that a person has visited a doctor does not necessar-
ily mean that the quality of care has been equal. If high-priced private 
medicine in the whole society is seen as the epitome of excellence, then 
publicly provided medicine, the main vehicle of equalization, must ipso 
facto be judged inferior. And the shortage of physicians willing to practice 
in inner-city areas means that minorities may have to travel farther or use 
crowded hospital facilities, further diminishing apparent equality. In the 
end, evidence of inequality may be deduced from health rates: those of the 
poor are absolutely worse than those of the better off. That the difference 
may not be caused by differences in medical care is not generally enter-
tained. Why? Because the poor and minorities want all the good things 
going including good health, and some believe government  programs are 
the way to get it. In other, more familiar words, after demands changed 
from equality of opportunity to equality of results—equalizing outputs 
of government rather than access to these outputs by its people—accom-
plishments that would have been acceptable in the past are no longer 
acceptable today.

If displacing and replacing objectives won’t work, goals can be aban-
doned by giving responsibility to another level of government, or shifted 
by being attached to another client. The justification for erasing objec-
tives by yielding responsibility depends on which principles are best, under 
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what conditions and at what government level, for handling what sort of 
problem for which sort of people. Such considerations come under the 
heading of federalism or (in a unitary state) decentralization. But there 
are few firm principles. Economies of scale, though often proclaimed, are 
rarely seen in practice.15 My own preferred principle is the federal bias: a 
larger number of smaller units is, if we lack compelling contrary evidence, 
superior to a smaller number of larger units. The federal bias is attractive 
from the vantage point of error correction but is just beginning to get 
empirical support.16 Besides, the curvilinear relationship—there must be a 
size below which it is unwise to go for various purposes—remains unspeci-
fied and unexplored.

Within a purely private medical system, complete decentralization 
by market mechanisms may work best by limiting use through prices. 
Under the mixed public and private system America has now, however, 
decentralization to Health System Agencies will be more apparent than 
real. From the standpoint of medical providers this decentralization will 
decrease the number of decision-makers by forming barriers to entry of 
new participants who might offer better ways to supply services. From the 
standpoint of offering a decentralized alternative to a nationalized health 
system, again HSA will fail because neither providers nor patients need 
confront the consequences of their actions so long as private policyholders 
and public taxpayers pay all costs. Only when all expenditures are incurred 
at the federal level will there be an incentive to limit use (and hence cost) 
of medical facilities.

Why Retreat?

Under some limited circumstances, one can see a point in cutting every-
one’s use of services, for improving “clientele,” or even for cracking down 
on the worst off. Persuading people to depend less on the medical system 
and more on themselves would bring resources (health habits) into closer 
correspondence with objectives (better health). The nearly poor may be 
better candidates for education and employment than are the extremely 
or permanently poor. An obvious objection is that such a policy would 
violate Rawls’s principle of justice: no action for the better off can be 
justified unless it helps the worse off.17 Following Harsanyi’s convincing 
critique,18 however, one could argue against expanding resources to no 
(or little) good purpose when other clients could benefit greatly. If it were 
true that most violent crime is committed by people in their teens and 
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twenties, it might make sense to crack down on that age group, even 
though older criminals who had committed more crimes might deserve 
more punishment.

Unless retribution is its own reward, however, it might be better if we 
asked less who is to blame (or even to praise) and looked harder at those 
whose interest and competence lie in producing results we would like. 
This is the spirit in which Calabresi and Gilmore approach the question of 
how damages for accidents should be assessed:

Who can seriously assert that the most effective way of preventing behavior 
that we have collectively decided to prohibit is to charge the actors insurance 
company for the damages that behavior happens to cause?…

Assuming the goal is “optimal deterrence”—the minimization of the 
sum of accident costs and accident prevention costs—we are very likely to 
do better if (a) when we are certain that prevention is worthwhile, we coerce 
prevention, and (b) when we are uncertain, we attach incentives to decide 
whether prevention is worthwhile to that class which is best suited to decide 
the question.19

Instead of focusing on who has done harm it might profit us more to make 
a collective judgment on who could do most good.

In no way do I mean to suggest that retreating from objectives is nec-
essarily good. On the contrary, it is easier to cite examples—denigrating 
cognitive skills in education, placing organizational procedure above the 
people it is supposed to serve—where retreat is ruinous. My main purpose 
is to suggest that retreating from objectives that cannot be achieved at all, 
or only at prohibitive political, social, or economic cost, is not always or 
necessarily bad. It can be good if the retreat leads to individual, group, 
or governmental decisions in which more desirable problems replace less 
desirable problems.

For analysis is done not only in the mind of the analyst but also in 
activities of social interaction, as public agencies move from one batch of 
programs to others until they find one that is temporarily supportable. 
In this way new preferences grow out of old tensions. Prisoners’ prefer-
ences turn out to be widely shared, and victims of crime, as well as citizens 
on juries, receive overdue consideration. When rehabilitation of criminals 
receives a lower priority, the connection between what is good for the 
law-abiding and what is bad for law breakers comes to the fore. Vouchers 
can open new vistas in education as choice becomes more attractive than 
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compulsion. And health habits receive overdue attention along with medi-
cal practices. None of these shifts in operations or perspectives would be 
likely to have occurred without a social scene in which public agencies had 
to face up to failure. Out of this desire to escape being branded as failures, 
out of the retreat on objectives in American social policy, new policy pref-
erences are beginning to come in sight.

Redefining the PRoblem

You’re not solving the problem, comes the inevitable response, you’re just 
redefining it. That’s right. The assumption behind this criticism is that 
problems force themselves upon us as though untouched by human hands. 
My view, for which I shall summon distinguished support, is that problems 
are man-made. There are always multiple conceptions. What, for instance, 
is the problem in health: too much or too little doctoring, the failure of 
individuals to follow healthy habits, or the failure of the medical system to 
deliver health services? Does the problem of education lie in the inability 
of some students to learn, or in the incapacity of teachers to teach? Or 
would it be better for student and teacher to be relieved of the pressure to 
serve outmoded instrumental values in order to concentrate on developing 
their innate capacity for self-expression? Actually, the objectives implied by 
answers to these questions, however one answers them, are all being pur-
sued. The universal tendency for the grab bag of objectives to be multiple, 
conflicting, and vague should be evidence enough that problems are not 
uniquely determined. A pithy formulation is that of Charles Hersch:

The conservative viewpoint sees the problem as residing in the individual 
and tries to change him; the reform viewpoint sees the problem as residing 
in the environment and tries to change it. A conservative viewpoint sees a 
troubled environment and blames it on individuals; a reform viewpoint sees 
troubled individuals and blames that on the environment.20

Even so, the conservative who would rather change people may despair 
of success and turn to altering the environment. The liberal reformer may 
discover the environment is elusive or resistant and end up seeking indi-
vidual change instead. Indeed, conservative and liberal alike may proceed 
seriatim from one formulation to another until they find some configura-
tion of ends and instruments that seems to cohere or until their attention 
shifts to another formulation of a different problem.
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It could be argued that most problems are solved by redefinition—
substituting a puzzle that can be solved for a problem that cannot. Sir 
Geoffrey Vickers writes that changing the appreciative framework within 
which problems are perceived may do more than any other act to affect 
future events.21 If one can alter conceptions of what is problematical (not 
inevitable), as happened with mass unemployment, an entire series of 
actions may be affected. Community action on the poverty programs of 
the sixties had a quintessential characteristic: altering the view not only 
of the problem—personal deficit versus systemic failure—but also of the 
power to decide who should define it.22

I do not usually recommend the argument from authority, but here it 
may be useful to show that others in diverse fields—policy analysts, soci-
ologists, philosophers of science—consider definition of problems as the 
critical and creative part of solution. Otherwise my insistence that objec-
tives ought not to be conceived apart from resources may be considered as 
abandoning rather than abating problems. “Learning about objectives,” 
Charles Hitch tells us, “is one of the chief objects of … analysis”23 and 
E. S. Quade adds that the “honors go to people who … find out what 
the problem is.”24 In formulating problems, Albert Wohlstetter continues, 
“we are always in the process of choosing and modifying both means and 
ends.”25 According to Melvin Webber and Horst Rittle, “The information 
needed to understand the problem depends upon one’s idea for solving 
it.… The problem can’t be defined until the solution has been found.”26

Although policy problems may be man-made, it is easy to imagine that 
they are not in natural science. Untrue J. R. Ravetz tells us;

only when there is some specification of the new conclusion to be drawn can 
we say that a problem exists.

… It is insufficient to characterize a scientific problem simply as “a ques-
tion put to Nature,” or “an hypothesis to be tested.” Judging such questions 
on purely internal features, as their surprise, improbability, or organizing 
and unifying power, can lead to utterly unrealistic accounts of the evalu-
ation of scientific problems. The question must contain, in addition to its 
implied answer, some plan (implicit or explicit) for the attainment of the 
answer. For the solution of genuine scientific problems is not merely hav-
ing bright or even brilliant ideas; these are empty unless they are developed 
and enriched by the hard, complex and sophisticated craft work of scientific 
inquiry. Unless there is some idea of how the work will be done, there is 
no way of knowing whether the solution can even be achieved; and in gen-
eral the form that the tentative solution takes will depend on the projected 
means of its accomplishment.27
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Solving one set of problems, moreover, leads to creating others.

For I am arguing that whatever a scientist does, it is best conceived as the 
investigation (including both the creation and the solution) of problems. We 
shall see that problems can vary in depth from the trivial to the profound, 
and that when genuine scientific knowledge comes to be, it is achieved 
through a complex social endeavour, where the materials embodied in the 
solution of one problem are tested and transformed through their use in the 
investigation of subsequent problems.28

Robert Merton says that a problem’s importance depends on the 
knowledge produced that can help to formulate new and more interesting 
problems. He quotes a biologist to the effect that the “difficulty in most 
scientific work lies in framing the questions rather than in finding the 
answers,” and comments:

This scientific opinion is paradoxical in the sense that it runs against popular 
opinion. But the discord can be resolved by recognizing that, in science, the 
questions that matter are of a particular kind. They are questions so formu-
lated that the answers to them will confirm, amplify, or variously revise some 
part of what is currently taken as knowledge in the field. In short, although 
every problem in a science involves a question, or series of questions, not 
every question qualifies as a scientific problem.29

What qualifies for us? A problem that will change the way we define the 
problem. For, in creating problems, beliefs and values are related to each 
other by testing environmental constraints. What we would like to do is 
tested against what we can do, clarifying our preferences.

If problems are man-made, so is culture. Mary Douglas argues against 
the position found in cultural theory that “the individual himself was 
very much downgraded. The human person was made into an automa-
ton whose choices are controlled, whose thoughts and values are passively 
received from the ambient culture.”30 Her own position is that:

Among all living beings, humans are the only ones who actively make their 
own environment, the only ones whose environment is a cultural construct. 
Culture is no passive object of negotiation; it is not a solid deep-storage sys-
tem, nor a fixed set of logical pigeonholes for retrieving embedded memo-
ries. A living thing, with some pliability and some toughness of its own, 
there are limits to its negotiability.31
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How might we discover these limits? If we take our preferences for 
granted, we need only keep asking how they might be achieved. Experience 
would be confined to means and not to ends. Long ago, Frank Knight 
insisted:

We cannot accept want … satisfaction as a final criterion of value because 
we do not in fact regard our wants as final; instead of resting in the view 
that there is no disputing about tastes, we dispute about them more than 
anything else; our most difficult problem in valuation is the evaluation of 
our wants themselves and our most troublesome want is the desire for wants 
of the “right” kind.32

I could not agree more “that life is fundamentally an exploration in the 
field of values itself and not a mere matter of producing given values.”33 
Creativity, then, consists in conceptualizing new problems. Though it is, 
Karl Popper writes,

possible to formulate all universal laws … as prohibitions [constraints, we 
call them] … these are prohibitions intended only for the technicians and 
not for the scientist. They tell the former how to proceed if he does not want 
to squander his energies. But to the scientist they are a challenge to test and 
to falsify; they stimulate him to try to discover those states of affairs whose 
existence they prohibit, or deny.34

For the policy analyst, then, constraints are not mere obstacles but are 
opportunities asking (daring, pleading) to be shown how they can be 
overcome.

Always we must be prepared to learn that we are wrong. For, as 
Popper tells us, “It is through the falsification of our suppositions that we 
actually get in touch with ‘reality.’ It is the discovery and elimination 
of our errors [read, policy failures] which alone constitute that ‘posi-
tive’ experience which we gain from reality.”35 Reduction of error con-
sists of formulating new hypotheses that we may think of as new policy 
problems. When we discard worse hypotheses in favor of better ones 
we refine our preferences, which is to say, we learn to formulate more 
interesting problems. Perhaps we should judge policies not by whether 
they promise final solutions—no interesting problem can be solved once 
and for all—but by the greater interest of the new problems to which 
they lead.
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CHAPTER 3

Policy as Its Own Cause

The foremost of all illusions is that anything can ever satisfy anybody. 
That illusion stands behind all that is unendurable in life and in front 
of all progress, and it is one of the most difficult things to overcome.…

Only that which can destroy itself is truly alive.

Carl Jung

We forget the solution that generally comes to pass and is also favorable: 
we do not succeed in changing things according to our desire, but 

gradually our desire changes. The situation that we hope to change 
because it was intolerable becomes unimportant. We have not managed 

to surmount the obstacle, as we were absolutely determined to do, but 
life has taken us round it, led us past it, and then if we turn round to 
gaze at the remote past, we can barely catch sight of it, so imperceptible 

has it become.

Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past: The Sweet Cheat 
Gone



Why do we feel that public policy problems never seem to be solved? As 
knowledge and skill grow in society, why do efforts to control public poli-
cies lag behind their ability to surprise us? Why don’t organizations that 
promote public policies seem to learn from experience? If they do try, why 
do their actions lead to ever larger numbers of unanticipated  consequences? 
One answer, I will argue, lies in the growing autonomy of the policy envi-
ronment. Because policy is evermore its own cause, programs depend less 
on the external environment than on events inside the sectors from which 
they come. The rich inner life of public agencies helps explain why there 
appears to be so much change for its own sake. If bureaucracies are the 
principal opponents of change, as is often alleged, however, how can they 
also be its chief sponsors? How, if major sectors of public policy can con-
trol their internal response to external events, does the world outside spe-
cifically affect organizational behavior in government? If external forces 
matter, why do organizational responses often appear to have so little rela-
tion to what actually goes on out there in society? Why, in a word, do 
supposed solutions turn into perplexing problems? Because the Law of 
Large Solutions in Public Policy—when the solution dwarfs the problem 
as a source of worry—is inexorable.

The Law of Large SoLuTionS in PubLic PoLicy

The way to solve large social problems is to keep them small, because as 
problems grow, solutions create their own effects, which gradually displace 
the original difficulty. I do not say that large problems have no solutions 
or that small solutions are always preferable but only that big problems 
usually generate solutions so large that they become the dominant cause 
of the consequences with which public policy must contend.

The larger the problem the less that can be done about it. Moreover, 
because so many people are implicated in large problems, counteraction 
demands support from those who think they gain from the status quo. 
The Law of Large Solutions implies that the greater the proportion of the 
population involved in a policy problem, and the greater the proportion of 
the policy space occupied by a supposed solution, the harder it is to find a 
solution that will not become its own worst problem.

Big enough solutions transform their own problems. It may not be 
possible to make an accurate cost-benefit study of a large project in a small 
country; if the project is large enough in relation to the economy, it will 
distort the relative prices on which the appraisal of its own economic desir-
ability depends.1 American experience with medical policy, a deceptively 
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different matter, shows that medicaid for the poor and medicare for the 
elderly were supposed to increase access to the medical system for people 
whose rate of utilization we thought to be low. And just as they were sup-
posed to, these programs increased use of medical resources. Consumption 
increased without corresponding growth in production, however, so that 
access to doctors became more difficult for most people and costs rose 
astronomically. The evils that worry us now spring directly from the good 
things we tried to do before; prime public interest has shifted from the 
poor and elderly to the cost of (and access to) the medical system for 
almost everyone else.

The business of economic regulation (the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, say, or the Civil Aeronautics Board) teems with examples of 
the solution (regulation of prices and conditions by government) becom-
ing the problem—higher prices, barriers to entry, shortages. Fixing natural 
gas prices led to all three difficulties. The same is true as efforts to reduce 
court congestion lead to fewer convictions, or diverting criminals from 
jail produces a tougher prison population or increases the number and 
proportion of youthful offenders under governmental control. In the past 
when they came to sentence youths, judges had to choose between jail and 
home. Today a third choice is available—a juvenile home—increasing the 
probability that more youths will end up somewhere in the criminal justice 
system without the safeguards available to ordinary criminals. Wherever 
they go, which takes us to the next point, these youthful offenders are 
more likely to come into contact with a criminal subculture because, when 
we say that crime has become a major social problem, one of the things we 
mean is that there are many more criminals than there used to be.

A large problem implies subgroup support for those who produce its 
behavioral effects. Criminals must have friends; they can count on subgroup 
solace. Don’t laugh; so can heavy drinkers, eaters, and smokers whose hab-
its harm their health. Even low achievers in school, when there are enough 
of them, may band together to create or reinforce group norms holding 
cognitive skills in low repute. Should these deviants become dominant, they 
undoubtedly would pass laws penalizing people for intellectual progress.

The enervating effects of increasing the ratio between size of solution 
and size of problem become obvious when we look at tax assessment and 
collection. Where only a slight percentage of the people knowingly and 
blatantly try to cheat, efforts to improve the tax take (by more accurate 
assessment or careful collection) usually succeed. If 72 per cent or 92 per 
cent of the population don’t want to pay, nothing works. Where would 
one find a jury pool that did not contain a majority of tax evaders? Where 
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would there be enough judges and courts to try them? If one proposes 
amnesty to reduce the number of those subject to criminal  sanction, 
amnesty will then become the norm and most people will refuse to pay. 
The government is caught between two unhappy alternatives. It must 
choose between ridicule, in accommodating to the prevailing practice of 
paying a small proportion of the assessment, or incapacity, in being over-
whelmed by the deluge of cases that clog administrative machinery.2 In 
addition to replacing the presenting problem, then, what is it that makes 
large solutions generate new problems?

Large Solutions and Policy Interdependence

The force of the Law of Large Solutions increases when there are so many 
big programs that the policy space—if we can think of public policies as 
divided into sectors—is densely rather than lightly packed. For as large pro-
grams proliferate, they begin to exert strong effects on each other, increas-
ing reciprocal relations and mutual causation; policy A affects B, B has its 
effect on C, and C back on A and B. An immediate effect of new large pro-
grams amid this increased interdependence is that their consequences are 
more numerous, varied, and indirect, and thereby more difficult to predict.

The double indexing of social security against both wages and prices has 
the immediate effect of substantially increasing payments to the elderly, 
and the more lasting effect of threatening the financial stability of the 
social security trust fund. It also affects consumption patterns among the 
elderly (who can spend more) and among younger people (who can spend 
less) as social security payments increase to meet the expected shortfall. 
Indexing unexpectedly affects different industries and their employees. As 
social security payments increase, moreover, billions are taken out of sav-
ings, where they were a source of capital. The current controversy over 
an alleged shortage of capital thus becomes entwined with social security. 
The concurrent financial difficulties of cities and states are involved also, 
though no one, so far as I know, anticipated it, because they are com-
ing to look on social security as a burden from which they might escape. 
Should many cities, or even private employers, decide it would be more 
economical to go it alone on pensions, the stability of the social security 
system would suffer, and there is more. Lower rates of population growth 
combined with higher rates of social security mean that current classes of 
workers, in effect, are paying for past participants who did not contribute 
enough to make future payments. Generational conflict is in the mak-
ing. One could go on, but perhaps you will agree that these samples are 
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enough to show how far-reaching and unexpected the consequences of 
policy moves may be in a sector.

To sum up, interdependence among polities increases faster than 
knowledge grows. For each additional program that interacts with every 
other, an exponential increase in consequence follows. These conse-
quences, moreover, affect a broader range of different programs, which, in 
turn, affect others, so that the connection between original cause and later 
effect is attenuated. One program affects so many others that prediction 
becomes more important and its prospects more perilous, because effects 
spread to entire realms of policy.

Looking back at the original new program, now a cause of complica-
tion in many others, we see that the advantages of specializing in one 
area, with its attendant concentration of resources, are rapidly lost. Why? 
Because with so many large programs around, attention must focus on 
external consequences and resources must be diverted to other purposes 
now endangered. This preemption of attention happened to Daniel 
P. Moynihan’s family assistance proposal, a form of negative income tax, 
when its intersection with food stamps, medical care for the poor, and 
other kinds of income transfers made it extraordinarily difficult to serve 
the original objectives of income maintenance combined with work incen-
tives.3 As a result, programs may be in peril long before they have had a 
chance to work. They may be aborted in mid-flight or compelled to land 
at another destination because, in a dense policy space, they keep colliding 
with bigger craft or menacing the safety of smaller ones.

Understanding the relative density of policy spaces enables us to add 
to incrementalism as an explanation for the favored position of old pro-
grams. The desirability of being early comes partly from the usual practice 
of awarding incremental increases. The older a program is, the more time 
it has had to accumulate add-ons; as its base grows larger, each increment 
is worth more. Early occupants of a policy space are fortunate also because 
newcomers will be forced to adjust to these existing programs. As the pol-
icy space gets crowded, no reduction of benefits (the usual “hold harm-
less” provision) is allowed for older programs; hence, benefits may actually 
increase for all (“upgrading,” it is called) every time newcomers do better. 
New programs must be designed to get around old obstacles; preexist-
ing programs therefore may be misshapen or contorted (if not aborted) 
unless the total policy space is increased so that all can breathe easier. This 
diaphragmatic activity, needless to say, puts pressure on the policy spaces 
that are threatened, including, of course, taxation. All  expansionary forces 
may win (potential conflict in the public sector is mitigated by expansion 
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at the expense of the private sector), but if they do not, the older and 
better established—say social security for the aged in America, and family 
allowances in France—which started at the bottom will be sure to come 
out on top.

This progression, by which late arrivals endanger early ones, may be 
what Hugh Heclo had in mind when, ruminating on the consequences of 
“a crowded policy environment,” he observed that:

Our difficulties have developed out of the successive logic of policy devel-
opment itself; well before generally accepted aims in one policy area are 
achieved, serious difficulties are generated for the achievement of other, 
widely supported aims in proximate policy areas.… As policy effects accu-
mulate and interact, the explosion of costs becomes less important than the 
implosion of spillovers.…4

It is not only that everything depends increasingly on everything 
else, but that ever larger proportions of the population are living off one 
another. Actually, it is not only the rich who subsidize the poor but also 
the poor, the rich, and one kind of rich subsidizes another kind: the flow 
increases but its sense of direction is lost. We follow Heclo again:

The modern welfare state intermingles benefits, dispensations and transfers 
to such an extent that it is practically impossible to separate dependents and 
nondependents. Virtually all citizens are involved in paying and receiving 
or are in some other way tied into the family of social policies. The dif-
ference in degree of dependence is hardly self-evident between the single 
mother receiving public assistance, free medical care and welfare milk, and 
the rugged individualist dependent only on the tax law for subsidizing inter-
est payments on his otherwise too-costly home, state-enforced credit regu-
lations to multiply his purchasing power, tax indulgences for his lucrative 
retirement plan and expense account, and government agencies planning to 
make others bear the social costs of urban renewal, private transportation 
and fighting inflation. Considering only cash transfer payments of the U.S. 
government, in 1970 approximately 40% of U.S. families benefited and 22% 
of families with over $25,000 annual income received some type of transfer 
grant via the government.5

Make a program big enough and it will generate its own support, as 
proven by accelerating increases in social security. Because social security 
payments lagged behind inflation, the Nixon administration proposed, 
and Congress passed, a bill indexing payments to inflation. This was done, 
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however, without considering the proclivity of congressmen to gain con-
stituents’ credit by voting increases. There we have automatic increases by 
indexing on top of payment increases voted by Congress.

inTernaLizing exTernaL effecTS

Often the task in policy analysis is not to convince people that a policy 
is bad, which they already know or suspect, but to find a substitute for 
their dependence on a relationship. Let us move the discussion closer to 
the cutting edge (analysis begins at home) by previewing our later discus-
sion of the reliance of private universities on governmental support by the 
income tax write-off as a way of subsidizing charitable contributions. It 
is easy to show that the tax write-off gives rich people 70 to 2000 times 
more power than poor people to direct government money to selected 
charities. It would be fairer for government to subsidize each dollar con-
tributed equally, whether or not the giver pays taxes or is in a high tax 
bracket. As a rule, however, the poor give mainly to churches and the 
rich to universities. Reducing the subsidy to the rich, therefore, means 
universities would suffer a decline in income they cannot afford. To make 
progress, consequently, ways must be found to cushion the influence on 
private universities of a transition to more equitable arrangements.

But “buying out” beneficiaries can be expensive. The usual rule when 
changing welfare programs is that no person should suffer financial loss. 
This may mean that all classes of beneficiaries will have to be upgraded 
to the highest current level. Where different classes of beneficiaries and 
types of subsidies intersect, as often happens, securing equity in one class 
may lead to inequity in others. The subsequent readjustment looks much 
like a policy game of musical chairs, except that no one is allowed to lose. 
Small wonder, then, that those unaware of the convolutions and contor-
tions introduced by the powerful internal relations among programs may 
view them as divorced from reality. They are not. It is just that the external 
world increasingly is filtered through the internal lenses of the agencies. If 
change appears divorced from cause, it is because the causes, being inter-
nal, are clearer to the organizations than to external observers.

“We need a theory of the environment,” James March and Johan 
Olson write, “where the actions and events … sometimes have little to do 
with what the organization does.”6 Indeed, the internal adaptations being 
made by public agencies do not appear strongly related to the external 
environment. Decentralization—via revenue-sharing—comes along when 
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state and local units have markedly increased their share of governmental 
expenditures. Deeducation at the secondary level is seen now that far fewer 
students enter schools, leaving much capacity unused. Youth unemploy-
ment is so high that it is doubtful those who leave early can get jobs. The 
proportion of youths in judicial custody increases as the criminal-justice 
system staggers under its heavy load. And proposals already implemented 
(Health System Agencies, for example) and receiving strong backing (such 
as vastly increased federal subsidies recommended in the 1976 Democratic 
Party platform) promise to further flood the medical system with finan-
cial inputs just when medical inflation is running two to three times the 
national average.

Now we can explain this seemingly deliberate defiance of environmen-
tal evidence: because the environment in each major policy sector is more 
internal than external, it reacts more to internal needs than to external 
events. That is, each sector creates the environment to which, in turn, it 
best responds. Can this be? Unless this report of policy development is 
wholly false, the ability of agencies to respond to the environments they 
create only sums up what I have written before. Why, after all, does policy 
become its own cause? It has to do with both the absolute growth of the 
public sector and the increasing density of the sectoral spaces within it. 
Large problems, I recapitulate, beget large solutions, which become their 
own problems, further enlarging the scope for action. (Such a sequence is 
equivalent to historical explanations in which past effects become future 
causes.) As more of the policy space is occupied, its organized occupants 
necessarily exert most of the force in their sectors. As each sector enlarges, 
the surplus resources available for innovation grow also. A $100 mil-
lion agency may have difficulty spending 10 per cent or $10 million on 
research, but a $1 billion agency will have little trouble in getting a small 
percentage (say $30 to $60 million) for the same purpose. There are even 
more people whose task is (or whose continued existence requires) new 
departures. Division of labor and specialization have done their work. 
Because most interested experts as well as occupants of powerful positions 
are within the policy sectors, so also are most initiatives from which conse-
quences flow. All that has happened within a policy space determines most 
of what will happen in that space.

Few would challenge James Q.  Wilson’s list of the most significant 
new social legislation of the sixties: amendments to social security, civil-
rights acts, medicare, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the 
Safe Streets Act, various consumer and ecology laws, the Model Cities 
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 program, and the Economic Opportunity Act. Others may disagree, but 
I find that Wilson’s conclusion about the power behind this legislation—
“the great, almost overpowering, importance of the existing government 
and professional groups in shaping policy”—fits the facts:

School administrators demanded ESEA [Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act]; social workers fought for the 1962 welfare amendments; 
HEW [Department of Health, Education and Welfare] bureaucrats and 
certain hospital administrators, together with the AFL-CIO [American 
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations], created 
Medicare; Justice Department lawyers drafted the Safe Streets Act; sena-
torial staffs and their allied activists, together with sympathetic “advocacy 
journalists,” were the determinative influence behind the consumer and 
ecology laws; the representatives of the Labor Department, HEW, the 
Budget Bureau, and President Johnson were the architects of the poverty 
program, with each person struggling to see that his agency’s interests were 
protected.

In short, I am impressed by the extent to which policy making is domi-
nated by the representatives of those bureaucracies and professions having 
a material stake in the management and funding of the intended policy and 
by those political staffs who see in a new program a chance for publicity, 
advancement, and a good reputation for their superiors.7

Unanticipated Consequences

For a moment, forget the relative weakness of external forces and ask why, 
if internal forces are so firmly in control, there are so many unanticipated 
consequences? Because large solutions become problems for neighboring 
sectors a lot faster than they can be predicted and controlled. If large pro-
grams increase the variety and number of consequences, many more are 
likely to be unanticipated than in the past.

The latest example of unanticipated consequences to come to my atten-
tion is the California high school proficiency certificate.8 By passing an 
examination after tenth grade or age sixteen, students can get a certifi-
cate and need no longer continue in school. As usual, the rationales are 
many, from a desire to liberate students from compulsory attendance to 
letting troublemakers leave. An early study reveals numerous and unan-
ticipated (though not always undesirable) consequences. White students 
do  considerably better than blacks, raising the question of discrimina-
tion. Higher educational aspirations in the home are strongly related to 
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passing the exam, removing the more—rather than the less—motivated 
from school. Though encouraging students to take the test may relieve 
behavioral problems, districts also lose students and state money, there-
fore teaching jobs and school income. A sizable student minority, in addi-
tion, uses the test to get school, with its mandatory course requirements, 
off their back. A program designed to reduce pressure in the schools in 
one direction may unhappily end up increasing it in another. And if the 
program is successful in encouraging many students to get out of school, 
pressure on the job market and juvenile justice may well increase, thereby 
transferring the difficulties to new sectors.

This transformation of solutions back into bigger problems is a way 
public agencies create conditions under which successor agencies become 
better able to survive. American medicine appears headed in such a direc-
tion. Its mixed private and public sectors pour ever larger amounts of 
money into the medical system, vastly increasing both individual costs and 
government spending. Costs are diffused over millions of insurance poli-
cyholders and citizen taxpayers, meaning that no one has enough incen-
tive to limit use of medical facilities. Increases in expenditure are so huge 
that government risks seeing all other efforts swamped by tides of medical 
deficits. Eventually, government either will divest itself of the expense, by 
setting up universal medical insurance, or will take over all expenditures so 
that it can at least set a total. Both solutions—mandating insurance and a 
national health service—dwarf their predecessor programs and both will 
create huge problems of their own, from excessive costs in the private sec-
tor to immense bureaucracy in the public. Again old answers become their 
own new problems; why then, are large solutions still pursued?

The sectors deal with the external environment, not by anticipation but 
by absorption. They do not (because they cannot) predict what will hap-
pen out there that might affect them. Instead, the sectors try to internalize 
these external effects, so that whatever happens, they remain in charge. Size 
buffers adversity; the bigger they are the better they can absorb flaws. The 
wider their scope, the more objectives they legitimate, the more they can 
accommodate unforeseen events. The greater their autonomy, the fewer 
their rivals and the more likely it is that any new solution will have to come 
from the sector in their charge. Size and autonomy working together can 
make internal, controlled operations into solutions for external problems.

Unanticipated consequences, moreover, lead a life of their own. Not all 
unpredicted results are necessarily bad for everyone who experiences them. 
Some satisfy. Consider the Interstate Commerce Commission. Originally 
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created as a response to discontent among small farmers and business-
men stemming from discrimination in favor of larger users, it began as a 
vehicle of equalization. But almost from the beginning the transportation 
industry saw that at the minor cost of subsidizing some politically popular 
activities, they could achieve the greater goal of government regulation 
of competition. Why worry about the outside world if government can 
smooth out the sector for business? Thus it happens that programs initi-
ated for one purpose end up serving others.

Again we see that policy problems rarely appear to be solved because 
past solutions create future problems faster than present troubles can be 
left behind. When policy spaces were lightly filled, programs could be pur-
sued on their own merits. They could be judged satisfactory until new 
external conditions made small adjustments inadequate. Today, however, 
policy spaces are dense; any major move sets off series of changes, many of 
which—because they are large and connected—inevitably transform any 
problem they were originally supposed to solve.

The corPoraTe STaTe?
Is the tendency toward containing conflict within broad functional sectors 
by combining public agencies and private interests part of a movement 
toward corporatism? Philippe Schmitter gives us the most sophisticated 
definition of the ideal type of corporatism:

Corporatism can be defined as a system of interest representation in which 
the constituent units are organized into a limited number of singular, com-
pulsory, noncompetitive, hierarchically ordered and functionally differen-
tiated categories, recognized or licensed (if not created) by the state and 
granted a deliberate representational monopoly within their respective 
 categories in exchange for observing certain controls on their selection of 
leaders and articulation of demands and supports.9

Comparing corporatism with Madisonian pluralism, as he does, helps dis-
tinguish crucial differences in the philosophy that has been and the one 
that is growing.

Practitioners of corporatism and of pluralism would heartily agree with 
James Madison that “among the numerous advantages promised by a well- 
constructed union, none deserves to be more accurately developed than its 
tendency to break and control [my emphasis—PCS] the violence of faction.” 
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They would also agree that “giving to every citizen the same opinions, the 
same passions and the same interests … is as impracticable as [suppressing 
them altogether—PCS] would be unwise.” Where the two practitioners 
would begin to diverge is with Madison’s further assertion that “it is in vain 
to say that enlightened statesmen will be able to adjust these clashing interests 
and render them all subservient to the public good.” Corporatists, basing their 
faith either on the superior wisdom of an authoritarian leader or the enlight-
ened foresight of technocratic planners, believe that such a public unity can be 
found and kept. Their “scheme of representation,” to use Madison’s felicitous 
phrase, instead of extending the “number of citizens” and the “sphere of 
interests” would compress them into a fixed set of verticalized categories each 
representing the inter-dependent functions of an organic whole.10

Here, to close students of American politics, is a real conundrum: How 
can interest groups grow into sectors when prevailing American ideology 
as well as existing institutions militate against it? Federal structure, rein-
forced by the separation of powers, makes centralization and coordination 
of interest groups difficult to achieve, and the suspicion of “special inter-
ests” leads to restrictions on their efforts. This is why there are even anti- 
interests, like Common Cause, that specialize in weakening other interest 
groups, though anti-interests are also handicapped by the need to appease 
state units. “Peak” associations—one interest, one group—have been slow 
to start in the United States. With institutions and ideology unfavorably 
disposed, who will organize these or, more interestingly, how will they be 
organized? By government around programs. If interest groups relate to 
programs through government, they need not belong to the same orga-
nization or even take a similar position on all issues so long as they keep 
conflict within the same sector. This would be a singularly American solu-
tion—channelizing conflict without destroying diversity.

Schmitter’s scheme, combining pluralism with corporatism, may be 
extended by following Harold Wilensky’s effort to understand why there 
has or has not been a severe “tax-welfare backlash” in various western 
countries. Comparing the conditions for dampening protests against rising 
social expenditures, Wilensky finds an important insight in the relation-
ship between well-organized interest groups and governments sufficiently 
centralized to be able to take into account the advice of such groups in 
relating finance to social policy. In this way distinctions between public 
and private are blurred as peak associations of interest groups, such as 
the National Association of Manufacturers, and agencies with power to 
bargain in the same areas are able to commit themselves to the necessary 
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agreements and bring their constituents along. They are able to achieve an 
“effective social contract” because, as Wilensky puts it,

Social policy is in some measure absorbed into general economic policy. One rea-
son for the relative effectiveness of this type of consensus is that the big issues 
are economic growth, prices, wages, taxes, unemployment, and the balance 
of payments; welfare, housing, health and social security are absorbed into 
these broad discussions. This tends toward an important result in a time 
of slow growth and rising aspirations: labor, interested in wages and social 
security, is forced to take account of inflation, productivity, and the need for 
investment; employers, interested in profit, productivity, and investment are 
forced to take account of social policy.…11

A trend toward sectoralization of policy is evident; whether this trend will 
result in the “new corporatism” or stop someplace short no one knows. 
Uneven rates of development not only among nations but within them 
make predictions poor. For the present, to show how policy becomes its 
own cause, it is apparent that the welfare state is becoming a solution to 
its own problems. By expanding public and quasi-public sectors in size 
and scope, the welfare state generates interdependencies that are increas-
ingly difficult to resolve without sectoralizing government by linking it to 
strong centralized interest groups who can speak for members. The more 
governmental taxes and transfers become part of arrangements in other 
sectors, the higher the level at which agreements have to be struck and the 
more inclusive must be the units that do the bargaining.

As the public sector enlarges, it takes an ever higher proportion of 
national income; and expansion in one area increasingly becomes part of 
negotiation in another. Labor relations include bargaining with govern-
ment over the tax take and social benefits, because these have become part 
and parcel of real wages. British Minister for Education Shirley Williams 
believes that in “a marginally balanced economy”—in which actions in 
one place are immediately felt in many others—no program stands alone.12 
The same is true for the policy sectors: how do they cope with interdepen-
dency without giving up autonomy?

governmenT aS a federaTion of SecTorS

If the question (I adapt Lenin) is, who will change whom, the answer 
is that each sector seeks stability at the expense of the others; “it” will 
remain stable so that “they” can be changed.13 The best-organized sectors 
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will try to change the least organized. During the sixties the social sectors 
expanded as society sought to make them solve social problems. When 
they did not (after the strength of the social sectors had increased), they 
attempted to throw back problems that proved intractable onto the least 
well organized governmental units—state and local governments. States 
and localities now are increasing lobbying efforts to decrease their burdens 
by getting the federal government to do such things as assume the whole 
cost of welfare. The one certain outcome of any accommodation they 
reach is that it will lead to a welfare sector that is larger, more centralized, 
and better able to defend itself.

Multisectoral Treaties

With every sector generating consequences for all others with increasing 
frequency, each is tempted to move into the other’s domains; but these 
moves are rebuffed. If departments “made waves,” each would seek to 
limit the discretion of the others until none could act without all; then 
the requirement of all acting together would mean that none could act. 
Whenever departments share the same rules, these are extremely slow to 
change, for either all must be altered or none. Overload would lead to 
stalemate.

There is always the chance that one or the other sector will lose out or 
that both will be subsumed under a larger entity ready to take advantage of 
their weakness. Though agencies have been intervening in private behav-
ior for a long time, they have little knowledge and less hope of ordering 
each other around. To do so would require appeals to central authorities 
with unpredictable outcomes, except for the likelihood that all operat-
ing departments will lose in favor of the center. Why risk a capricious 
and possibly malevolent environment when things can be negotiated in 
advance? Soon it becomes clear that treaties demarcating lines of influence 
are far less dangerous than all-out warfare. The abstract argument is in the 
language of systems; if elements (like departments) are related, so that a 
change in one mandates a corresponding chain of changes in others, the 
interaction costs would be prohibitive and the uncertainty boundless. If 
it were possible, however, to decouple linkages between departments and 
substitute a division of labor involving their respective spheres of respon-
sibility, a minimum of interaction and a maximum of predictability could 
thus be maintained.
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These treaties internalize externalities by creating even larger depart-
ments so that a subject formerly outside of several is now internal to the 
one. As the sectors grow so too does the need for central intervention. But 
the center’s capacity diminishes, for as each sector becomes both larger and 
more unified, it also becomes like the departments of Defense or Health, 
Education and Welfare—more opaque and less penetrable from outside.

Behind the arguments of economics of scale, behind the rationale of 
consolidation to avoid overlap and duplication of a pluralistic administra-
tion, lies an apolitical politics: government as a federation of departments.14 
Decentralization becomes a form of national sectoralism. This—increasing 
size so as to facilitate the division of labor necessary for liaison with sec-
tional specialists (including trade unions)—is what we see in the vast amal-
gamations of local governments in England, Norway, and Sweden (the 
last of which has reduced the units from 2,500 to 300 in a few years). Nor 
should anyone be surprised to discover that the most extensive develop-
ment since World War II in American elementary and secondary education 
has been consolidation of rural schools.15

National sectoralism is what we mean throughout the Western world 
when we speak of the understanding—part informal, part binding regula-
tions—between finance ministries and departments, in which finance gets 
greater control over totals in return for allowing the departments greater 
discretion in allocating internal resources.16 Finance, in other words, has 
become specialized to macroeconomic management and taxation, view-
ing the level (rather than the kind) of spending as instrumental to its 
major purpose. In the chief executive, reorganized into just another grand 
department, public policy-making is more centralized at the department 
level and less so at the governmental level. Hence the contemporary riddle 
of government: as it becomes more centralized, the center disappears.

Why, summarizing our previous questions, does policy-making become 
more segmented just as the relationships among policies grow stronger? 
Why sectoral segmentation rather than any other approach to managing 
complexity? Let us proceed by elimination.

Why Sectoral Segmentation?

Because, reversing a familiar theme, social interaction is too clever and 
intellectual cogitation is too dumb. Interaction opens up the possibil-
ity of unanticipated failure and cognition of planned disaster. Complete 
fragmentation in the form of total decentralization is too threatening. 
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It would place bureaus in competition so that more than one could bid 
to take over new work or replace others whose legislative mandates have 
expired. Departments would resemble holding companies—supporting 
diversity rather than similarity among bureaus—so that they could shift 
resources away from those which fail. Nothing and no one would be sac-
rosanct. This service would not be civil. Centralization of all sectors is 
equally threatening. There is no telling what a central authority would do, 
because it would have too much power and too little brain to deal with all 
the interconnections; it brings to mind the long since vanished dinosaur 
with its huge body and tiny brain. Instead, governmental agencies have 
adapted to greater interdependence by combining the two approaches: 
sectors want greater autonomy, thus disaggregating policy by subject mat-
ter, and, within that, they seek centralization to encompass adverse effects 
within their own ever-larger jurisdictions. Autonomy and centralization 
are traded off in the form of sectoral supremacy.

Individuals choose between alternatives made available by the structure 
of their societies.17 If professionals want to influence policy or just exercise 
their skills, sectors are the place for action. To pull out of the sectors would 
mean losing the chance to participate in policy-making. For whether they 
wish to advance their careers as professionals or to identify with the cli-
enteles who are supposed to be served (usually both), their interest lies 
in expanding the sectors right to the point of threats to their autonomy.

That the professionals who operate them support federation among 
sectors at the center is not strange; it invokes the ordinary experience of 
people in policy sectors as they try to come to grips with everyday dif-
ficulties. The simple appears simple only, however, when placed among 
complex considerations that connect individual interests with institu-
tional incentives. Gudmund Hernes tells us, “social change is mediated 
through individual actors. Hence theories of structural change must show 
how macrovariables effect individual motives and choices, and how these 
choices in turn change the macrovariables.”18 Of course, as Hernes cau-
tions, change or constancy may be motivated “even when actual outcomes 
deviate from the intended.”19 Indeed, even when individual actors believe 
their deeds are efficacious, they may be wrong or they may be thinking 
self-interest, not social service.

This dissociation of perception and outcome may take place for one 
of two reasons; organizational equilibrium is equated with social har-
mony, or organizational growth is mistakenly understood to show desired 
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social behavior. In both instances behavior may be reinforced because it is 
wrongly assumed to be adaptive. According to Campbell:

A process of habit meshing takes place within any organization, in that each 
person’s habits are a part of the environment of others. Encounters which 
are punishing tend to extinguish [the habit].… Rewarding encounters 
increase the strength of behavioral tendencies on the part of both parties. 
Thus any social organization tends to move in the direction of internal com-
patibility, independently of increased adaptiveness [italics added].20

Wieck, who first drew my attention to habit meshing, goes on to explain 
how selection may be adverse:

Whenever the different members of a group contribute portions of a fin-
ished product, and the group is given feedback about performance only 
in terms of the group product (e.g., it is acceptable, it is unacceptable), 
individual members have no way of knowing how adequate their individual 
contributions were. If the outcome is judged acceptable, this could mean 
that individual members will repeat their actions even if they were actually 
irrelevant or detrimental to the outcome. Thus we would have yet another 
instance in which certain behavior was selected (reinforced due to the suc-
cess of the group) without any relation to adaptation.21

Habit meshing, when combined with adverse selection, helps explain how 
individuals and units in an organization can believe they are doing well, 
for others as well as for themselves, when their clienteles or other people 
outside their purview see it quite differently.

But don’t the professionals know how unsatisfactory their sectors are? 
Yes, they do and no, they don’t. The specialization made possible by size 
divorces most professionals from direct contact with clients. By equating 
more effort with better results, by identifying with their clients, profes-
sionals find it easy to believe more is better. As big solutions make for 
larger new problems, more effort (which creates a bigger sector) simul-
taneously enhances professional prospects and acts to meet the present 
problem. This effort in turn leads to other problems that, with the best of 
will, further enlarge the sectors.

Back at the sectors, as we saw in “Strategic Retreat on Objectives,” real-
ization dawns that clients are with them for a long time, while unsatisfactory 
evidence of progress on their behalf is being reported. Sectoral professionals 
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begin to doubt the quality of the programmatic life—for processes are how 
we live—within which clients are trapped, albeit for their own good. Lack 
of results could ultimately end in collapse of the organizations that fail to 
produce. Because no one would let that happen, whatever changes public 
agencies produce in themselves must be their measure of progress. At times 
it is not clear whether the purpose of the organizational changes is survival 
or solution. It is entirely clear, however, that any intellectual rationale for 
this position must be oriented toward inputs and instruments within the 
sectors and not toward people who cannot be controlled.

Here, where bureaucracy and policy meet, lies the preference of public 
agencies for instrumental rather than substantive rationality.22 By identifying 
rationality with instruments rather than results, their procedures become 
their purpose. They can control their procedures but not yet their results, 
making this a wise choice. The rationality of instruments is a self- protecting 
hypothesis: here is a form that cannot be disproved because beauty lies in 
the eyes of the bureaucratic beholder. But what a form! Systems are highly 
differentiated and mutually exclusive; each sector has a single objective and 
for each objective just one organization. The one best organizational form 
is large (including all policy in a sector), and hierarchical (headed by one 
executive). Single executives, single organizations. Instrumental rationality 
rejects dualism—federalism, and separation of powers—because crisscross-
ing jurisdictions sow confusion and create multiple rather than single lines 
of access to power. When this Noah’s Ark called American Government 
(with two of everything), and this Tower of Babel called federalism23 and 
separation of power (with no one knowing who is in charge) are destroyed 
in favor of a monotheistic administrative structure, the sectors of social 
policy will be safe, for then they will control the responses to their own 
revolutions. Whatever happens, there are rewards: if the sectors produce, 
they can build on success, and if they fail, they alone will control the means 
to counter the manifestations of their mistakes.

It is one thing for sectors to control their own actions, quite another 
for them to control the actions of others, on which they must depend. 
Sectors cannot expect to avoid adversity, but they can avoid competi-
tion by monopolizing the means of response in their own spheres. The 
response may be better or worse: the main concern is that it be theirs.

The sectionalization of policy-making explains why public agencies 
are increasingly isolated; autonomy of policy does not mean absence of 
interdependence but the sectors’ success in escaping from it by control-
ling the means of response. Agencies do not appear to learn because the 
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 experiences their critics have in mind are outside their consciousness, not 
inside their sectors.

The worLd ouTSide

Small people and giant bureaucracies alike occupy a world they never 
made and are subject to forces outside society itself, located in the interna-
tional economy and polity. The increased price of oil (fourteen times since 
1970) has profoundly affected cost of living, value of labor, comparative 
advantage of different forms of energy and hence transportation, housing, 
and political power—none of which is controllable by those ostensibly in 
charge of social policy. The same is true for other commodities. Would 
food stamps be feasible in America if food were in such short supply that 
the price to nonrecipients soared? Nor do inflation and unemployment 
respect national boundaries. If competitive deflation (in which each nation 
tries to gain foreign exchange by decreasing the international price for its 
goods) results in de facto devaluation of the designated currencies, for 
example, import and export sectors of the economy will be treated differ-
ently—upsetting labor-management agreements, accepted levels of taxa-
tion, employment policy, kind and extent of welfare services, and much 
else. In addition, the unpredictability of the outside world makes our intel-
lectual devices (other things being equal, under current conditions, for 
the time being) rather lame. Contingency is alive and well in public policy.

The size of the economy limits what can be done. Constraints on 
resources are real. Total government expenditure must bear some relation 
to tax effort. Yet if spending rises because of unemployment or falls as a 
result of inflation or changes its pattern due to more selective efforts to 
combat stagflation, the effects on sectors of social policy may be profound. 
Welfare agencies can no more control the employment consequences of 
reducing the money supply than can the proverbial goatherder in the hills 
of Bavaria.

Yet the ability of the sectors to affect other governmental policies is 
considerably greater than their capacity to control social rates—individual 
decisions that may add up to social problems. Birth rates, marriage and 
divorce rates, crime, drug addiction, and alcoholism rates are, so to speak, 
properties of people conceived of as populations. Unless governments 
have far greater force than the ones we are talking about, these proper-
ties stand as societal resultants rather than as end products of national 
decisions. Still, it would be hard to overemphasize the powerful effects of 
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these rates on schools, demand for housing, size of police forces, and too 
much more to mention.

Just as the international, economic, and social realms constrain the sec-
tors of social policy, so too the sectors constrain each other. Much more 
for one, taken as a whole, has to mean much less for the others. According 
to the Law of Large Solutions, the stronger the recognized need, the 
larger the programmatic response, the greater the effects in other sectors, 
the less the ability to anticipate them. Efforts of the sectors to absorb their 
own effects by growing larger, by unifying their forces, and by demar-
cating their boundaries paradoxically make their actions more important 
(because more massive) and their consequences for others less predict-
able (because more numerous, diverse, and lasting). Even attempts to shift 
responsibility, in a society increasingly organized by sectors, must shift 
consequences from one to the others. Former mental patients and former 
school children—if society is not prepared to accept them—are going to 
end up in welfare or criminal justice or some other sector.

Policy cannot be its only cause. The outside world does intrude. The 
question is not whether policy is connected to society, but how? If the sec-
tors cannot anticipate or direct social change, at least they can mediate the 
responses government makes to what is going on out there. And the two 
phenomena are connected: inability to control social change generates the 
modes of organizational response. The main mode of adaptation used by 
public agencies is their own internal structure, the one variable over which 
they have most complete control.

change for iTS own Sake

What do government agencies do when they cannot control the behavior 
they are expected to change? Change themselves to show that they can. 
The time-honored tactic is called “change for its own sake,” or “if you 
can’t change what you should, change what you can.”

Organizations may change in order to influence people in the manner 
intended by some specific public policy. If this doesn’t work the difficulties 
may be traceable to defects in the organization’s structure or inadequa-
cies of its personnel or inefficiencies in its procedures. Unable to achieve 
desired external effects, organizations may exert influence in the one place 
where their powers are most nearly adequate to their preferences—their 
own internal affairs. Agencies may be reorganized because they are a lot 
easier to change than social structure. It reminds one of the old joke about 
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looking for a missing button, not where it was lost but in the kitchen 
because the light is better there. Nor need this be done cynically; it is only 
natural to take up the instrument closest at hand, namely, one’s very own 
organization.

For instance, no one can accuse local educators of inertia; they 
are always in motion, tinkering with the organization of their schools. 
Teachers teach alone, in twos, and in teams. They are supervised by spe-
cialists in subject matter, by specialists in presentation, by specialists in 
age groups, and by generalists whose virtue is that they are not specialists. 
Students are arranged by ability, by age, and by interest to secure homo-
geneity, and they are regrouped by ages, interests, or disabilities to secure 
homogeneity. School districts are centralized and decentralized; princi-
pals are given and denied hierarchical authority; teachers are assigned in 
almost every conceivable combination, as are the curricula and methods 
they use. No one can accuse schools of being unresponsive. In a manner 
of speaking everyone gets what they want. But innovation may turn into 
obfuscation when the assertion of multiple objectives—the whole child, 
the emotional child, the social child, even the educated child—creates a 
moving target, blurring the achievement of any one. Changing objectives 
and changing organizations becomes the object of change. And the more 
things change.…

The medical system also has generated a cornucopia of organizational 
change. Doctors are reviewed by local medical societies, by hospital review 
boards, by PSRO’s (Professional Service Review Organizations), and 
more, much more. Hospitals are paid by so many formulas, and costs 
are monitored through so many different arrangements—retrospectively, 
prospectively, before, during, and after patients are sick—that it would 
be tedious to list them all. Yet, against this flux, cries of crisis, rise in 
prices, and complaints about access to medical care are the most constant 
element.

The attempt of governmental employment agencies to become perfect 
employers—that is, to hire in their own agencies minorities whom they 
could not get private employers to accept—is a nice illustration of using 
the instrument closest to hand. They meet their objectives in the only 
possible place, their own agency. One hardly need go further to document 
the observation that inability to attain objectives usually is accompanied 
by organizational upheaval.

What can be learned if the same organizations that make errors are also 
those that are supposed to correct them? Our common perception—the 
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more they appear to change, the more they remain the same—is correct, 
but only half the story. Two phenomena occur: as the policy sectors grow 
and the spaces they occupy become more crowded, detection of errors 
becomes more difficult and correction of them less likely. Detection is 
harder because varied and numerous effects get farther from their causes. 
Correction is less likely because as policy increasingly becomes its own 
cause, sectoral size increases the capacity for self-protection.

By this time it appears we have come full circle: policy initiation is 
vested in the same sectors that contain change. How is it possible for 
public agencies to be the main force behind, as well as the main engine 
opposed, to change?

SecTorS of PoLicy aS ProhibiTerS and ProPonenTS 
of change

It is common in current criticisms to blame governmental bureaucracies 
for resisting change. Bureaucracies resist adaptation to new conditions, it 
is alleged, because public agencies, with their huge stake in the status quo, 
stymie any such efforts by activating agency clienteles, who can lobby in 
Congress, drag their feet, distort implementation, and other-wise throw 
up roadblocks to progress. No observer of bureaucratic behavior can 
doubt the truth of these assertions as far as they go. But they do not go 
nearly far enough. For as we have seen, public agencies are also the chief 
motivators of change in public policy—both the pace and extent of which 
have increased markedly in the last ten to fifteen years. Why, then, if public 
agencies are so powerful in resisting change, has there been so much of it? 
Our hope for explanation lies in the simultaneity of these trends.

As policy becomes more and more its own cause, public agencies are 
ever more involved in making adjustments to past programs, creating new 
ones to overcome difficulties, and responding to forces originating in 
other sectors or in society. In their own interest, public agencies change, 
even if only to maintain their current status, and to keep their most tal-
ented people. A large part of this action is negative: unwanted changes 
must be fought off; they must stabilize themselves if only to change oth-
ers. Because the best defense is offense, as folk wisdom has it, they seek to 
preempt the field of action. Their guiding rule, it is clear from Chapter 2, 
is to sponsor changes that strengthen their sectors by making the variables 
they can manipulate (internal procedures, the organization’s structure, the 
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form of their outputs) into the measures of their success (due process, 
unity of command, equalization of expenditures by classes of clientele).

Still it seems strange that so many initiatives can be carried through in 
a decentralized, pluralistic political system famous for its “veto groups” 
and for its devotion to consent as opposed to efficiency. According to 
Clark and Wilson,24 organizations (or, for our purposes, governments) 
characterized by large numbers of independent and heterogenous units 
are likely to bring forth many initiatives very few of which will be adopted 
or become live innovations. Contrariwise, systems composed of a small 
number of unified entities are hypothesized to produce far fewer initiatives 
but a much higher proportion of actual adopted innovations. Nothing 
is said, however, about the presumably powerful effect that the rate and 
number of initiatives can have on the number of real adoptions. The larger 
the number and the faster the rate of increase of new proposals, I suggest, 
the greater the influence of very low propensities to turn initiatives into 
innovations.

Imagine, as an illustration for this proposition, that the United States 
government generates 10,000 initiatives a year and accepts one percent, 
while a unitary West European democracy, Europa, which spawns only 
1,000 initiatives, enacts 10 percent of them into law. Both America and 
Europa, then, would end up with 100 initiatives, though the United States 
goes through many more motions to come out with the same absolute 
number. At the initiation stage, Americans have to work ten times harder 
than Europeans.

Suppose, however, for any number of reasons, that the rate of initia-
tion in America goes up to 100,000 while the acceptance rate remains the 
same. Then America would have 1,000 new programs though its rate of 
acceptance had not changed. To show the potential significance of expo-
nential increases in initiation consider what would happen if, with the 
same number of initiatives, the rate of acceptance doubled in Europa and 
was halved in America. The resulting acceptances would number 200 in 
Europa (1,000 times 20 percent) and 500  in America (100,000 times 
one-half of one percent). Hence the consideration that now Europa has 
40 times as great an acceptance rate (20 percent over one-half of one 
percent) could be overwhelmed by America’s enormous increase in initia-
tion from 10,000 to 100,000. And this is all I wish to show: it is possible 
for policy spaces to become denser at the same time as many, if not most, 
initiatives are doomed to failure.

 SECTORS OF POLICY AS PROHIBITERS AND PROPONENTS OF CHANGE 



What might account for the ever-increasing rate of new initiatives? 
Another way of putting the question is to ask why congressmen now 
find it (1) possible, and (2) desirable to introduce constantly increasing 
quantities of legislation? Why, also, are there so many more administrative 
regulations?

I have been arguing that policies feed on each other; the more there are, 
the more there have to be in order to cope with new circumstances, effects 
on other policies, and unexpected consequences. New legislative amend-
ments and new administrative regulations become a growth industry as 
each makes work for the others. Sectoral symbiosis reigns supreme. The 
policy sectors to which I have been alluding include not only the bureau-
cracies (federal, state, county, and city) that enlarge with the proliferation 
of programs as well as the interest groups and collective “peak” associa-
tions that lobby for whole industries, but also the burgeoning congres-
sional staffs on legislative committees, appropriations committees, and the 
new House and Senate budget committees as well as the Congressional 
Budget Office. Bureaucracies generate corrections to old programs and 
ideas for new ones; lobbyists add their own. Congressional staffs make 
modifications as well as feed in ideas from policy communities outside, 
ensuring a steady stream of initiatives.

Paradoxically, these trends have created countervailing forces—para-
doxically, because the only way to stop changes you don’t like is to initi-
ate new regulations or legislation. If, for some people, change can hardly 
come fast enough, and if for others it is already much too fast, all may push 
to speed up or slow down. The one thing all have in common is the only 
thing we all observe and seek to explain—change. How strange, then, 
that we should think of policy not as a temporary resting place but as a 
permanent cure.

ProbLemS and SoLuTionS

My purpose has not been to say that nothing works or that government is 
more trouble than it is worth. In this chapter I do not analyze the effec-
tiveness of programs. If I did, I would not consider individual programs 
alone or in their infancy, but ask whether, as a whole, the nation is bet-
ter or worse for what has happened in this last quarter century. (I would 
say, “better, but.…”) No, my purpose is to reveal how policy becomes its 
own cause and the conditions under which internal causes may be over-
whelmed or modified by external ones. The moral I wish to draw is not 
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what is wrong but rather how to think right about public policy as a begin-
ning, not an end.

Why do we think of public policies in the language of death? Our words 
(hence our thought) imply that problems have solutions, as if they could 
be solved once and for all, but our experience suggests that, like the poor, 
they are always with us. It is our expectation of closure, of decent burial, 
rather than of regeneration and rebirth (albeit with an occasional muta-
tion), that is misleading.

Policy problems are man-made in that we choose among infinite pos-
sibilities to attack one sort of difficulty rather than another. Problems are 
defined by hypothetical solutions; the problem’s formulation and the pro-
posed solution are part of the same hypothesis in which thought and action 
are fused. Problems, then, are difficulties or dilemmas about which we 
think we might do something so as to create a new problem that is more 
worthy of trying to solve. Problems are not so much solved as superseded.

If we thought of solutions as inverse Chinese boxes, whose successors 
are found each folded outside the other, the idea of a final resolution 
could hardly occur. Instead, we would ask more interesting questions, 
such as whether we would prefer one set of problems to another. I would, 
for instance, still prefer today’s medical inflation to yesterday’s systematic 
exclusion of the poor from medical services or even to improved access 
conditioned only on noblesse oblige. We might also find more helpful 
answers (such as setting up structures like school vouchers) for converting 
errors we know we will make into corrections that will enable us to learn 
about the next generation of problems.

These difficulties, I wish to make clear, do not involve rejection of all 
social policy, nor even of the whole panoply called the welfare state. On 
the contrary, I will next suggest, in some ways, an affirmation, quite pos-
sibly an expansion of past trends in size and scope of the public sector. 
No, these preferences have less to do with how much we try to do and 
more with what we try to do. The strategic retreat is not from conscience 
but from failure. Negative knowledge of what doesn’t work is being put 
to use. The question is whether it will lead to resignation or, as I would 
prefer, redesign of public policies. Our efforts have been substantial; it is 
our results that need correction.

To understand where future policies are likely to lead us, we need to 
know about past policies. For, as policy becomes its own cause, the future 
problems in which we are increasingly interested are a response to our past 
solutions.
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CHAPTER 4

Coordination Without a Coordinator

Should the United States government spend for war or for peace? Crudely 
expressed, that was a major dividing line in the debates over public policy 
in the late fifties through the sixties and seventies. The course followed 
by enlightened liberal opinion was clear: much more for welfare pro-
grams designed to help deserving groups, such as the poor, the aged, 
and minorities; much less for military preparedness or, worse still, for 
actually fighting wars. Less clear but still pronounced was a preference for 
a strategy specifying income over service for transferring money rather 
than goods, so that people could exercise more choice. No specific deci-
sion declared that government would do these things and no announce-
ment came that this reallocation of resources would be governmental 
policy from a chosen day onward. We have no Domestic Welfare Day 
like an Independence Day. That these trends were not summed up and 
announced as deliberate governmental policy one day may account for 
their continued lack of recognition. People are still waiting for this revo-
lution in public policy to come when it has already been. That we may 
not like it as much as we thought (viz. “Strategic Retreat on Objectives”) 
doesn’t mean it didn’t happen.

National defense expenditures accounted for 41 percent of the 1965 
federal budget while social welfare expenditures accounted for less than 
19 percent. Critics of public policy in the mid-sixties attacked the priori-
ties implicit in our heavy defense expenditures. Hence President Johnson 
declared the War on Poverty. As it became apparent that trying to do good 
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was not quite the same as doing good, the Vietnam War began to siphon 
away resources. The optimism of the early sixties disappeared, leaving 
both liberals and conservatives disillusioned, the one because too much 
had been attempted by government, the other because it had not accom-
plished more. Then came the “stagflation” (unemployment and inflation) 
of the early seventies, the energy crisis, Watergate.… While we were occu-
pied by this confusing cacophony of experiences, the priorities implicit 
in the federal budget changed. By 1976, a scant decade later, an almost 
complete reversal had occurred: national defense accounted for less than 
2.5 percent of the budget as social welfare expenditures expanded to more 
than 38 percent. Although defense expenditures have shrunk slightly in 
real dollars, expenditures on welfare have more than doubled. If this dou-
bling in a decade is a revolution, then we have surely had one.

The RevoluTion We ARe WAiTing foR is AlReAdy heRe

The cause of this revolution may be charted among the major programs 
increasing expenditures on social welfare. Social insurance is the federal 
government’s largest category of welfare. Therefore, we have chosen to 
study the growth of social insurance programs: OASDI (“social security”), 
medicare for the elderly, and unemployment insurance (UI). The second 
largest category of welfare programs is public assistance—direct cash pay-
ments to individuals financed by general revenues. From this category we 
include AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children), medicaid for 
the poor, and Supplemental Security Income (SSI). A third category, in 
which goods are given instead of cash, is in-kind transfer programs; within 
this category we look at the growth of housing assistance and food stamps. 
I choose these programs because of their size, growth rate, and political 
salience. I have omitted several programs, such as federal employment 
retirement benefits and nutrition programs, which are large but not aimed 
at helping the poor or other needy segments of the population.

Table 4.1 summarizes, in three ways, the growth of these programs over 
the years between 1965 and 1975. How much these programs have grown 
can be absorbed quickly from column 3, which shows the  percentage of 
increase for each program’s share of federal budget outlays. The small-
est growth was in OASDI, which increased “only” 30 percent; medicare 
increased 10,400 percent. The rest of the programs range between these 
extremes. Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 detail the record of federal expenditures 
on these programs and reveal their rapid and substantial expansion.
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Rules ConTAining The Consensus

Our explanation of the sharp relative and absolute increases in expen-
ditures on welfare is that they have followed changing values. Doing 
more for welfare and less for war is what decision-makers wanted to do. 
Yet these changes were not planned, in the sense that decision-makers 
decided they would do this or agreed on how to do it or necessarily were 
aware that they were actually doing it. I wish to explain how, without 
apparent coordination, there came about a uniform pattern of rapidly 
increasing expenditures on welfare. Our first explanation is moral consen-
sus: when decision-makers were in doubt as to how they should imple-
ment values in which they believed, they adopted several implicit rules 
for resolving uncertainty that invariably led them to choose more costly 
alternatives. Having decided to try harder; policy-makers instituted new 

Table 4.1 Social-welfare expenditures; growth of selected social programs, in 
current dollars, real dollars, and as a percentage of Federal Budget Outlays, 
1965–1975

Program (1) Current 
dollars (factor of 
increase)

(2) Real dollars adjusted 
for price increase (factor 
of increase)

Percentage of increase, 
share of federal budget 
outlay

AFDC 5 2.7 60
SSI 4 2.2 30
UI 4 2.4 120
OASDI 3.6 2.1 30
Housing 
assistance

25 14.8 800

Food stamps 143 84 4,600
Medicare 230 139 10,400
Medicaid 253 146 9,000
Key

AFDC: Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
SSI: Supplemental Security Income.
UI: Unemployment Insurance.
OASDI: Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance.

Sources. AFDC, SSI, UI, and OASDI figures from Statistical Abstract of the U.S., issues 1965–1977, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, and The Social Security Bulletin, vol. 41, no. 5, May 1978, Social Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Housing, medicare, medicaid, and 
food stamps figures from federal budgets prepared by the Executive Office of Management and the 
Budget from 1965 to 1975
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Table 4.2 Social-welfare expenditures, increase in current dollars, 1965–1975 
(in millions of dollars)

Year AFDC SSI UI OASDI Housing Medicare Medicaid Food 
stamps

1965 1,809 2,697 2,283 18,311 81 27 32.5
1966 1,924 2,564 1,852 20,048 391 64 77 64.8
1967 2,280 2,561 2,181 21,407 478 3,400 1,200 105.5
1968 2,851 2,491 2,151 24,396 948 5,300 1,800 173.1
1969 3,565 2,771 2,262 26,751 871 6,598 2,285 228.8
1970 4,857 2,939 4,131 31,863 1,280 7,149 2,607 549.7
1971 5,653 3,108 5,422 37,171 1,243 7,875 3,362 1,523.7
1972 7,020 3,392 5,198 41,595 1,595 8,819 4,601 1,797.3
1973 7,292 3,418 4,415 51,459 1,420 9,479 4,997 2,131.4
1974 7,991 5,246 6,646 58,521 1,819 11,343 5,833 2,718.3
1975 8,639 5,878 12,560 66,923 2,052 14,787 6,840 4,409.9
Total increase 

1965–1975
6,830 3,181 10,277 48,612 1,971 14,787 6,813 4,377.4

Table 4.3 Social-welfare expenditures, increase in real dollars, 1965–1975 (in 
millions of dollars)

Year AFDCa SSIa UIa OASDIa Housingb Medicarec Medicaidc Food 
stampsd

1965 1,914 2,854 2,416 19,377 85 30 34
1966 1,979 2,638 1,905 20,626 402 69 82 65
1967 2,280 2,561 2,181 21,407 478 3,400 1,200 106
1968 2,736 2,391 2,064 23,931 910 4,995 1,697 167
1969 3,247 2,524 2,060 24,363 786 5,818 2,015 210
1970 4,176 2,527 3,552 27,397 1,077 5,928 2,162 478
1971 4,660 2,662 4,470 30,464 1,000 6,133 2,618 1,286
1972 5,603 2,707 4,148 33,196 1,235 6,656 3,472 1,455
1973 5,410 2,568 3,317 38,662 1,052 7,053 3,629 1,507
1974 5,410 3,552 4,500 39,622 1,208 7,540 3,876 1,681
1975 5,359 3,646 7,792 41,516 1,230 8,767 4,057 2,514
Total increase 

1965–1975
3,445 792 5,376 22,139 1,145 8,698 4,027 2,480

aDeflated by consumer price index for all products, 1967 = 100
bDeflated by consumer price index for all housing, 1967 = 100
cDeflated by consumer price index for medical care, 1967 = 100
dDeflated by consumer price index for food, 1967 = 100
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kinds of program characteristics that permitted old welfare programs to 
expand more rapidly than intended. Benefit increases, for instance, were 
set up to occur automatically rather than at the discretion of Congress. 
Sometimes program costs were increased unthinkingly because policy-
makers were distracted by more pressing questions. This phenomenon 
we shall call “the policy eclipse,” because the programs were, in effect, 
hidden from view by other concerns. We find consistency because, when 
program characteristics were changed or their nature was eclipsed, the 
result was always the same—higher expenditures. We are retrospectively 
rationalizing disparate events by finding (inventing) common elements as 
if decision-makers had these interests. In the end, we will consider alter-
native hypotheses for higher expenditures- increased population, pressure 
groups, inflation, and so on.

Can there be coordination without a coordinator? Yes, when interac-
tion over policy takes place within a moral consensus specifying the rules 
for resolving conflicts. And I shall now specify the rules containing that 
consensus. Suppose a rule for making decisions in welfare policy is that no 
one should receive benefits who is not entitled to them. Another is that 
all who are entitled should receive them. Regulations meant to screen out 
all the undeserving will inevitably eliminate some who should be covered, 
and regulations designed to include all the deserving will undoubtedly 

Table 4.4 Social-welfare expenditures, increase as a percentage of the federal 
budget, 1965–1975

Year AFDC SSI UI OASDI Housing Medicare Medicare Food 
stamps

1965 1.5 2.3 1.9 15.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
1966 1.4 1.9 1.4 14.9 .2 0.0 0.0 0.0
1967 1.4 1.6 1.4 13.5 .3 2.1 .7 0.0
1968 1.5 1.4 1.2 13.9 .5 3.0 1.0 0.0
1969 1.9 1.5 1.2 14.5 .5 3.6 1.3 .1
1970 2.9 1.3 2.1 16.2 .7 3.6 1.3 .3
1971 2.7 1.5 2.6 17.6 .6 3.7 1.6 .7
1972 3.0 1.5 2.2 17.9 .7 3.8 2.0 .8
1973 3.0 1.4 2.1 20.8 .6 3.8 2.0 .9
1974 3.0 1.9 3.9 23.7 .7 4.2 2.2 1.0
1975 2.6 1.8 3.9 20.5 .6 4.5 2.1 1.4
Total increase 

1965–1975
24.9 18.9 23.9 178.0 5.4 32.3 14.2 5.2
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catch up some who should be left out. If the injustice of excluding the 
deserving is considered worse than including the undeserving, coverage 
can be broadened (overlapping categories of recipients) without worry-
ing about those who should not qualify but do. So long as the right fish 
are caught, so to speak, the rest of the catch doesn’t matter. Even if such 
a rule is not explicitly formulated, it may be implicit in the actions of 
decision- makers: no law will be passed that values exclusion over inclusion 
of beneficiaries. Thus, whether or not the rule is specifically stated, one 
may speak of these laws and regulations on social welfare “as if” they oper-
ated in conformity with such rules.

What, then, would be a test of the actual operation of these rules for 
resolving uncertainty? Of necessity, our test is historical: do past policies 
conform to the rules we propose? Because we formulated these rules by 
thinking about the past, however, it would be better to test them on 
new data. Prediction is better than retrodiction. Against the view that 
President Carter’s 1977 proposals on welfare reform would be compat-
ible with his previously pronounced ideas, we shall place our hypothesis 
that because these proposals come from the political process, they will 
instead conform to the rules we set down. Because the future is slow 
in corning but eventually arrives, readers will have a better opportunity 
than we do now to test our hypothesis against future developments in 
public policy.

Rules foR Resolving unCeRTAinTy AbouT vAlues

Analysis and explanation are intertwined tasks. The more that can be 
explained, the larger the target for a strategy for intervention based on 
analysis. In a completely random world statistical descriptions are possible 
but causal explanations are not. Analysis is not possible in a world gov-
erned by randomness. But, in a world governed by partially known causal 
chains, where motives are sometimes effective and where intentions are 
occasionally realized, instrumental knowledge is possible. Explanation and 
hence analysis make sense.

Values and Analysis

Analyzing the history of legislation on social welfare, we ascribe values to 
the historical settings as the causal origins. Historical values are like inten-
tions, motives, and objectives. We say that as legislators increasingly valued 
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“consumer sovereignty,” they designed welfare programs to follow mar-
ket techniques, supplementing income, or reimbursing for expenses rather 
than providing services directly. In another example, we say that because 
decision-makers valued equality, they were led to reduce the inequality of 
benefit levels between blacks and whites. These values are read into his-
tory for their explanatory power. There are risks in interpreting history in 
this way.

At one extreme, analysts may mistake effect for intention. Our desire 
to explain may lead us to read values as causes into the images of effects. 
In our example, the fact that welfare programs use existing markets leads 
us to read “consumer sovereignty” as the intention. These imputations, 
however well suited for explanation, may be factually wrong. The value of 
consumer sovereignty may not really have been operating. Unfortunately, 
there is no certain method to identify values held by decision-makers.

Students must settle for incomplete explanatory schemes. Luck, chance, 
and randomness must be given their due. Causal networks are tenuous, 
ruptured by unanticipated results, interaction effects, mixed motives, and 
conflicting values. At the other extreme, too much tenuousness can be 
bad, for as the unexplained portions grow, explanation and therefore anal-
ysis suffers.

We choose a middle ground. Intentions are sometimes realized, but 
room is ample for unintended consequences. Values sometimes exist prior 
to behavior, but often ascribed values are post facto rationalizations of 
current behavior. Values, like goals, are mixed; intentions are not always 
aligned. The direction of causality is not necessarily clear. Do we design 
programs with clear scales of values in mind or do we design programs 
and then modify our values once we see what we have? Once programs are 
devised, they become part of the experience that may modify our behavior.

Values for Designing Means

Programs, in the abstract, are the means for achieving broad end-state 
goals, such as equality of opportunity, protection from loss of income, and 
improved health care. Programs incorporate more instrumental interests 
as well. We can list a number of these instrumental values, that is, values 
for achieving broad end-state goals. Programs should be flexible rather 
than rigid, efficient rather than wasteful, fairly administered rather than 
arbitrary, inexpensive rather than costly, helpful without being paternalis-
tic, and centralized in cost but decentralized in administration.
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Broad End-State Goals

There was a time when the prevailing belief was that individuals were 
responsible for their own problems and government was responsible for 
the rest. Individuals suffer the consequences of their own making; the 
government must remedy natural disasters, situations beyond the control 
of individuals (depressions), and congenital handicaps (blindness). Over 
the last fifty years, our notions of the boundaries of individual fault have 
shifted, placing more responsibility on government. So long as poverty 
was caused by individual traits, such as laziness, public assistance could be 
discretionary. But when poverty was seen as caused by the government in 
a recession, then remedy by a governmental program was seen as a right 
or entitlement. Thus persons “earned” their social security payments by 
lifelong contributions to a trust fund. After much litigation in the six-
ties, welfare benefits were deemed to be “rights” (though the contrast 
was fought over procedural fairness, not justice of the outcomes). The 
more characteristics for which the individual is blameless, the heavier the 
demands upon government to respond. Equality of opportunity applied 
at first between blacks and whites, then between males and females, later 
between physically disabled people and the nonhandicapped, and still later 
between heterosexuals and homosexuals.

Moving from a world view of personal to societal fault suggests that 
values are embedded in policies. There is, we think, a consistency in what 
the government has tried to do about welfare.

Sources of Uncertainty

Rules for designing means and ends are directional but not magnitudinal. 
They tell us to do something but not how much of it to do; to reduce 
inequality, but not by how much; to use private markets more, but not 
how much more. Thus, morality is associated with intensity of effort. If 
reducing inequality is moral, then reducing it even more must be “more 
moral.” Moral considerations therefore leave us uncertain about the  precise 
design for a public policy. Attempts to operationalize several precepts in one 
program, moreover, often demonstrate that they conflict. You can reduce 
interstate inequalities or you can increase flexibility, but you may not be able 
to accomplish both. There is doubt then about which precept to follow as 
well as how extensively it should be implemented. If, as usual, we want to 
include several values, what is the optimal mix among them?
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We believe that the development of welfare policies in the last fifteen 
years shows implicit rules for resolving uncertainties over values. In this 
sense, our welfare policies have developed a moral consistency that we will 
attempt to delineate with these rules.

It is better to give to the undeserving than to withhold from the deserving. It 
seems almost tautological to point out that one of the goals of most welfare 
programs is giving aid where it is needed. Yet this general goal does not tell 
policy-makers exactly who should be eligible for welfare. Nor does it tell 
the policy-maker, after the goal has been converted into a specific income 
level, how to achieve the standard. A standard that covers only a narrowly 
defined class of beneficiaries risks the possibility of missing someone who 
deserves to be covered. The greater this risk, the greater the chance the goal 
will be missed. The program’s moral gravity is correlated with the degree to 
which it is designed to cover every possible beneficiary. Therefore, the rule 
for dealing with uncertainty is to broaden coverage and to overlap coverage 
among welfare programs so that no deserving persons slip through, even if 
this broadness also means that the undeserving will sneak in.

The tendency to continually broaden coverage is clear in the history of 
OASDI (social security). The percentage of the work force covered rose 
steadily from 64.5 percent in 1950 to 90.0 percent in 1974. Similarly, the 
percentage of the work force covered by unemployment insurance rose 
from 60.0 percent in 1950 to 79.8 percent in 1974. Eligibility for food 
stamps was increased in 1970 and 1973 by amendments extending the 
program to all areas of the country. Just prior to 1970, about 55 percent 
of the poverty population lived in counties offering food stamps; by the 
end of 1974, nearly 100 percent of the poor had food stamp programs. 
The history of housing-assistance programs reveals a tendency to extend 
eligibility by creating new programs as well as expanding old ones. New 
programs were created to subsidize rent (Section 236) and low-income 
home ownership (Section 235). Section 8 of the HUD Act of 1974 
expanded eligibility for low-income rent subsidies.

Uncertainty over eligibility for welfare led policy-makers not only to 
broaden but also to overlap the coverage of several programs. One of the 
main ideas behind creation of SSI was that social security and the other 
welfare programs provided inadequate benefits for some beneficiaries and 
therefore should be supplemented. The overlapping coverage of many 
welfare programs has resulted in the “notch effect,” as some observers 
call it: if you’re eligible for AFDC, then you can also get food stamps 
and medicaid, and you’re probably also eligible for housing assistance. If, 
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in addition, you are old or disabled, you can get SSI and social security 
benefits. Thus, government reduces the risk that deserving people will not 
receive some kind of welfare.

Give too much rather than too little. Another goal of welfare policy is 
that the poor should be given enough to survive. But this goal is not eas-
ily put into operation in some times and places. How much is enough? 
Uncertainty has led policy-makers to adopt an implicit rule for setting 
benefits: when in doubt, raise the benefits. The policy’s moral character 
is presumably enhanced by higher benefits, lowering the risk that some-
one will be shortchanged. The rule also increases the likelihood of paying 
some people more, however, so that the rule may be read: when in doubt, 
overpayments are preferable to underpayments.

The average monthly social-security benefit for a retired worker and his 
wife in 1975 dollars increased from $124 in 1960 to $390.30 in 1978; 
for a disabled worker from $89 to $226. As a percentage of weekly wages, 
unemployment benefits rose from 32.9 percent in 1960 to 80.2 percent in 
1977. The maximum duration for unemployment benefits was extended 
from 26 weeks to 39 (1970), then to 52 (1973), and 65 weeks (197 4). 
The average monthly payment to an AFDC family increased from $108 in 
1960 to $240.86 in 1977 (in current dollars), or from $122 in 1960 to 
$144 in 1975 (in constant dollars). The average monthly payment under 
Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled (prior to 1974) and SSI 
(after 1974) increased from $44 in 1950 to $265.53 in 1978 (in current 
dollars), or from $61  in 1950 to $87  in 1975 (in constant dollars). If 
raising benefits enhances the morality of a welfare program, then we have 
reached new moral pinnacles almost every year since 1960.

The need justifies the cost. The goals of raising welfare benefits and 
broadening coverage conflict with a more general governmental goal—
saving the taxpayers’ money. How have policy-makers resolved this poten-
tial conflict? The history of the welfare system reveals that the implicit rule 
for resolving this conflict is to subordinate cost to the goals of broadening 
coverage and raising benefits.

Several pieces of evidence suggest the existence of the “need justifies 
cost” rule. First, despite the ebb and flow of public furor over rising wel-
fare costs, there was little congressional debate over the costs of welfare 
proposals. Cost considerations were completely overridden in debate over 
expanding the services component of AFDC between 1962 and 1967. 
Similarly, Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon all proposed (and 
Congress enacted) expansions of the food stamp program despite projec-
tions of increasing costs. Although it was understood that Nixon’s “per-
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manent extended benefits” unemployment proposal would significantly 
increase costs and federal involvement, Congress overwhelmingly passed 
the provisions.

The importance and pervasiveness of the “need justifies cost” rule is 
particularly evident in the legislation giving open-ended budget autho-
rization (benefits must be given to all who qualify regardless of cost) to 
parts of several programs: food stamps, medicare, medicaid, and the ser-
vices component of AFDC. Congress saw such an overwhelming need for 
these programs that it was willing to relinquish control over their cost.

A number of explanations are possible for the failure of cost criteria to 
receive greater consideration. One is the expectation that revenues will 
grow, and that therefore, costs can always grow. In a sense, supply of rev-
enue creates its own demand for expenditure. A different (but not con-
flicting) explanation is that the optimistic, “can-do” spirit of President 
Kennedy’s New Frontier, the belief that any problem can be solved with 
enough money and brains, led to a nearly complete disregard for cost.1 
To us, however, the best explanation is the belief that some people’s need 
matters more than some people’s money.

We have attempted to explicate some of the moral meaning behind the 
increase in welfare expenditures. We can now examine patterns of program 
characteristics resulting in part from these rules.

PRogRAm ChARACTeRisTiCs As deTeRminAnTs of CosT

Once a program is in being it has a life of its own: as conditions in the 
outside world change, they interact with the preexisting features of the 
program to create new consequences. A program’s characteristics trans-
mit not only decision-makers’ values but also convert external factors, 
such as shifts of population, into program outlays. These characteris-
tics are themselves a cause of expenditures. Most important, program 
characteristics are controllable, and are therefore  appropriate subjects 
for the policy analyst’s inquiry. The patterns of change in program 
characteristics that we describe are partly responsible for the increases 
in welfare spending.

Use of Commercial Markets

Shift social-welfare programs from direct governmental provision of servo 
ices to existing (commercial) markets. Many governmental programs for 
income transfer had their beginnings as services directly provided to the 
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poor. The earliest federal food-assistance programs were distributions of 
surplus commodities. Produce purchased by the government from private 
farmers to support prices was redistributed to low-income persons: little 
choice of food was available to ultimate consumers; they took what they 
were given. Commodity distribution took place alongside of existing com-
mercial outlets for food; whatever was procured through the distribution 
programs therefore suffered reduced commercial demand. Food stamps 
changed this effect at least; under the program recipients increased their 
buying power for food in commercial markets.

The first federal programs to house the poor were initiated during the 
late thirties. Built and administered by local public-housing authorities, 
and supported by federal funds and mortgage insurance, public-housing 
projects offered government-provided housing to eligibles too poor to 
afford standard commercial-market offerings. Public housing was to solve 
the problem of regular markets’ inability to meet the needs of poor ten-
ants. Later, during the sixties, rent supplements and mortgage-interest 
subsidies provided low-income families with the ability to enter private- 
housing markets. When critics claimed that these subsidies discouraged 
private initiative, the programs’ proponents replied that the subsidies were 
less socialistic than public housing.

Before medicaid began, the medical needs of the poor (when they 
were met at all) were served mainly by city, state, and county-run  welfare 
hospitals, Thus, for those unable to afford private hospital care, the local 
governmental unit would directly supply medical services. As early as 
1950, the Social Security Act was amended to allow payments directly to 
providers of medical services for welfare recipients. But these “vendor- 
payment” programs were small because financial participation was limited 
by ceilings on cost. Nevertheless, this amendment signalled a trend away 
from governmental provision of medical services to the indirect payment 
for services provided by others. When the medicare-medicaid legislation 
was passed in 1965, the separation of government from the industry had 
already become quite clear:

Nothing in this title shall be construed to authorize any Federal officer or 
employee to exercise any supervision or control over the practice of medi-
cine or the manner in which medical services are provided.… (Section 1801)

After medicaid became law, many county-hospital patients became eli-
gible for care in private hospitals. Since in some states (California, for 
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one) counties pay a share of the medicaid budget, many have attempted 
to reduce their own costs by closing county hospitals, wiping out the last 
vestige of directly provided governmental care. (Recent attempts to close 
U.S. Public Health Services hospitals, though mostly ineffective, have fol-
lowed a similar trend.)

Social services also fit this model of consumer choice. In 1962, a com-
mittee of welfare professionals recommended to President Kennedy that 
the orientation of public assistance be changed from monetary relief to 
rehabilitation. Whereas, prior to that time, social services were provided 
by the state or local welfare agency alone, the Public Welfare Service 
Amendments of 1962 authorized federal reimbursement for services 
provided by the welfare agency or by another state agency. In 1967, the 
purchase provisions of the amendments were extended to allow reim-
bursement for services purchased not only from other state agencies, but 
from private sources as well.

The extension of all these programs from direct governmental provision 
of services to commercial markets was a necessary condition for growth of 
expenditures. As long as distribution of food was limited to surplus goods, 
an inherent cap on the amount of aid was in place. But when the food 
stamp program was enacted, the cap came off. With commercial markets 
open to recipients of government subsidies, significantly larger numbers 
could and did become involved in the system. Although average monthly 
participation in the commodity-distribution program never exceeded 7 
million (1962), with a maximum yearly cost of $321 million (1971), the 
food stamp program currently services in excess of 18 million people at a 
cost approaching $6 billion.

When assistance with medical care became indirectly provided by fed-
eral reimbursement to private health-care facilities, the growth of the 
program became completely dependent upon how comprehensive the 
individual states decided their programs should be. When state welfare 
agencies were allowed to purchase social services from other agencies and 
outside providers, incentives to increase such use were great. With new 
and nearly unlimited sources of services available to the state agency, the 
use and subsequent cost of the programs mushroomed.

The early systems were two-tiered. The regular market provision of 
services was paralleled by food, housing, medical assistance, and social ser-
vices intended solely for the poor. The present systems allow low-income 
families, subsidized by governmental transfers of in-kind benefits, to use 
the commercial markets. Not limited by how fast government could get 
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its bureaucratic machinery in motion to provide services, benefits could 
expand much faster. Because most of these programs had open-ended 
budget authorizations, their growth was potentially infinite.

Automatic Scale

Social-welfare benefits should increase automatically as conditions change. 
Many benefit increases and expansions require no specific congressional action 
but are triggered by prearranged circumstances. Benefit levels of social- 
welfare programs at one time were changed by specific congressional acts 
mandating an increase. The history of the social security program illus-
trates that such increases came often: 1950, 1952, 1954, 1958, 1965, 
1967, and 1971. In 1972, another increase was coupled with an automatic 
cost-of-living escalator. Whereas previous increases irregularly offset infla-
tion, their cumulative effect greatly exceeded the rise in cost of living. 
With extreme inflationary trends, the “indexing” of benefits was expected 
to regularly offset the effects of inflation (against price changes to keep 
purchasing power constant).

“Indexing” is not peculiar to social security. In 1970, when food costs 
were rising at an annual rate of 3 percent, an amendment to the Food 
Stamp Act indexed benefit levels to the consumer price index (CPI) 
for food. Between 1972 and 1974, when food costs were rising more 
than 14 percent a year, further amendments stipulated that the index-
ing was to occur semiannually. Such action was not intended to provide 
greater benefits to recipients but only to automatically assure them of 
constant purchasing power. The index makes changes nondiscretionary. 
And, unlike the indexing of social security, food stamp benefits can be 
adjusted upward or downward with the CPI (though no decreases have 
yet occurred). Legislators may see such automatic increases as either favor-
able or unfavorable. Some may miss the almost yearly opportunity to show 
their  constituents how much they have contributed to the nation’s wel-
fare. Others may be happy to continue constant benefits without being 
seen as wasteful spenders.

The automatic effects of indexing Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
payments are more complicated but serve the same purposes. Many SSI 
recipients receive state supplements to the federal-income guaranteed 
level, and many (70 percent) receive social security benefits. Because dual 
recipients must pay a 100 percent marginal tax rate on regular increases 
in social security benefits (above the first $20), any cost-of-living increases 
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granted for social security beneficiaries could decrease SSI payments by 
the same amount, leaving recipients relatively worse off in inflationary 
times. A “pass-through” provision for benefit increases specifies that no 
individual component of the overlapping programs can reduce its benefit 
payment because another part is raising theirs.

Expansion in the medicare and medicaid programs occurs automatically 
because third-party reimbursement is used. Inflation in the cost of medi-
cal care is directly passed through as increased charges to the payer (the 
federal government) or the taxpayers.

Another type of expansion in a nondiscretionary program is the auto-
matic triggering of lengthened benefits when the rate of unemployment 
rises above a specified threshold. Prearranged “on” and “off” indicators of 
state and national unemployment rates determine how extended benefits 
will be provided in a way that is expected to adjust quickly in a “crisis,” with-
out requiring legislative discretion. (The proposed Humphrey- Hawkins 
Full Employment bill included a variation of this triggering mechanism.)

The values behind these nondiscretionary changes are a desire for flex-
ibility in the program, which allows quick adaptation to economic trends, 
and an interest in keeping recipients at a predetermined standard of 
income regardless of such trends.

The difficulty with flexibility lies in its interactions. Indexing in response 
to inflation breeds its own inflation. As the price index for food increases, 
and the benefits increase correspondingly, more money is pumped into the 
market for food, raising prices further. Then, as prices rise, the indexing 
mechanism is again triggered. The increased demand for medical care caused 
by the introduction of medicare and medicaid, along with a reimbursement 
scheme having no incentive to keep prices low, has contributed to the very 
high rate of inflation in the medical-care field. Thus, the effect of the flex-
ibility and responsiveness built into the automatic mechanisms of indexing, 
makes the cost of individual programs increase at accelerated rates.

Federal Responsibility

If the state and local governments won’t (can’t) pay for increases in cost 
of welfare, the federal government should. Policy-makers can agree easily 
enough on the general goal of trying harder to alleviate the welfare prob-
lem by spending more money, but agreement on the instrumental ques-
tion of who will pay for increased costs is harder to come by. In recent 
years, however, the federal government has facilitated agreement on the 
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question by assuming the cost of most new welfare programs as well as a 
larger share of the cost of the old ones. In effect the “feds” have become 
the “payer” (as well as employer) of last resort.

As welfare has grown, so too has the volume of complaints from local 
and state governments that they cannot afford increased costs of welfare. 
A sort of moral hazard was created: the federal government’s willingness 
to finance welfare reform was an incentive to ask for, even to demand, 
increasingly expensive reforms. Let us consider several examples of this 
pattern of developing welfare policy.

The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program of 1972 replaced 
more than 1,000 assistance programs for the aged, blind, and disabled, 
which had been jointly funded by federal, state, and local governments. 
In their place, basic monthly cash payments financed from general rev-
enues of the Treasury pay recipients the difference between an individ-
ual’s “countable income” and a federal guaranteed income level. Prior 
to SSI enactment, states had administered the Aid to the Blind, Aid to 
the Permanently and Totally Disabled, and Old Age Assistance programs 
on a federal-state matching formula. The new legislation was expected 
to reduce interstate variations in benefits and lessen the financial burden 
on states. Grandfather clauses were inserted to ensure state supplementa-
tion of federal payments up to the previous state-supplied level. But the 
federalization of the program exempted states from future increases in 
program payments; in any year, states could be charged up to their share 
of assistance only for the aged, blind, and disabled paid during calendar 
year 1972. Extra costs for increased case loads (resulting from more liberal 
eligibility standards) were paid by the federal government.

The Unemployment Insurance program (UI) is administered by the 
states according to minimum federal standards. It is supposed to be a self- 
sustaining insurance plan with all benefits paid out to be covered in full 
by the payroll tax. Originally, the only federal expenditures for UI were 
in grants to the states for administration of the program. Generally, the 
law left to the states determination of the qualification period, waiting 
period, duration of benefits, amount of benefits, and coverage beyond that 
required by federal law. The federal share of UI costs has increased mainly 
when federal policy-makers have chosen to manipulate the length rather 
than the level of benefits. In 1970, this type of extension was financed by 
an increase in the payroll tax rate. Extended benefits (beyond the standard 
twenty-six-week period) were financed half by federal funds and half by 
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state funds. In 1971, another increase in the payroll-tax rate was used to 
cover emergency benefits, financed again under the 50 percent matching 
of funds.

Until 1970, most of the state unemployment trust funds were solvent; 
the Treasury Department recently loaned the Labor Department $10 bil-
lion to shore up dwindling state UI trust funds. In addition to taking over 
a greater share of benefit payments under extended and emergency ben-
efit programs, the federal government is subsidizing the state UI funds. 
Although the recession of the mid-seventies has been a prime reason for a 
federally expanded role in UI, it is unclear whether an end to the recession 
would reverse this expansion.

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program is 
administered by the states with the federal government reimbursing them 
for a percentage of their costs. Program costs have risen dramatically 
because the federal government has increased its own share so often. In 
1935, states could be reimbursed one-third of the 6rst $18 per month for 
the first child and the first $12 for the second child. By 1969, states were 
being reimbursed for five-sixths of the first $18 per recipient, and 50 to 65 
percent of the payments up to $32 times the number of recipients. More 
important, HEW started reimbursing states for costs of services provided: 
at 50 percent of cost in 1956, 75 percent in 1962, and up to 90 percent 
for some services in 1975. In addition, federal reimbursement for services 
to former and potential AFDC recipients were permitted as of 1965. In 
the same year, states were allowed to use medicaid reimbursement for-
mulas when they were more attractive to the state. Most states chose this 
schedule, which allowed for 50 to 83 percent of costs (depending on state 
per capita income), and which specified no maximum amounts.

Counterexamples to this rule are difficult to find. In some areas, indi-
vidual congressmen attempt to reverse the regime of increasing federal 
support, but they usually fail. Throughout the legislative history of the 
food stamp program, efforts were made to have the states assume par-
tial payment for the program beyond their share of administrative costs. 
In 1970, the House Agriculture Committee reported a food-stamp bill 
proposing that participating states help defray an increasing share of 
the bonus value of food coupons. The measure was eventually rejected 
in conference committee on the grounds that many states would drop 
the food stamp program completely rather than participate in its ever-
increasing costs.
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misundeRsTAndings ThAT AlWAys CosT moRe

We do not claim that our hypotheses explain all the variation in welfare 
expenditures. Some of the increase in expenditures is attributable to ran-
dom or isolated phenomena: accidents, misunderstandings, and unin-
tended consequences. Few of these phenomena display much rhyme or 
reason. One of them, however, occurred quite consistently: the policy 
eclipse.

The Policy Eclipse

Social-welfare programs that evolved following larger policy initiatives have 
come to have significant lives of their own, often with unanticipated cost con-
sequences. It is not unusual for Congress to consider several major bills 
simultaneously. In the last half-century it has greatly extended government 
activity in many areas. As the scale of government has grown, Congress 
has been compelled to address a larger number of increasingly complex 
issues and to make policy decisions regardless of whether it has had time 
to fully consider the issues. Seemingly innocuous changes in social-welfare 
programs, adopted without close legislative scrutiny, have later proved 
costly. Consider these examples:

The 1965 legislative debates over a suitable health program for the 
nation focused on medicare, because its social-insurance features were 
“radical” in contrast to medicaid’s “conventional” liberalization of the 
Kerr-Mills program. Medicare, with its compulsory payroll tax, would 
automatically affect larger numbers of people, whereas the influence of 
medicaid was thought to be marginal. If history was any indication, the 
medicaid program would be small because states had spent conservatively 
on its forerunner. The medicaid program itself stole the limelight from an 
amendment to the Social Security Act allowing states to use their medic-
aid formula in figuring reimbursement for AFDC expenses. In the heated 
discussion over the health programs, a friendly amendment was proposed 
that would make planning for public-assistance payments administratively 
easier by combining the two reimbursement formulas. Floor managers 
for medicaid claimed that the amendment would tie up loose ends in 
the health program and suggested passage. Congress did not take time, 
because of the medicaid discussions, to scrutinize the estimate that the 
cost of the amendment would be only $5 million.
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In 1967 the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) proposed 
to extend the purchase provisions of the AFDC amendments to allow 
reimbursement for services purchased not only from other state agencies 
but from private sources as well. The OMB proposal was included in the 
administration’s draft of the 1967 social security amendments. Congress, 
however, focused mainly on the Work Incentive Program, the extension 
of benefits to unemployed fathers, medicaid amendments, and the welfare 
freeze. No one spoke for or against the purchase provision, and it passed 
without notice.

Although President Nixon’s welfare-reform initiative in the early sev-
enties included programs for both adults (aid to the aged, blind, and dis-
abled) and dependent children, legislative debate was concentrated on 
AFDC.  The supplemental security program for adults moved through 
the legislative works in the shadow of Nixon’s Family Assistance Plan 
(“guaranteed income”). Congress focused its debate on FAP because it 
was a complex and radical program aimed at a politically volatile prob-
lem. Pressed for time and sensing that no compromise was possible, the 
House and Senate conferees deleted all provisions relating to FAP. The 
smaller and less-controversial SSI came away intact from the legislative 
procedures.

What have been the fiscal consequences of these program changes that 
were eclipsed by the more controversial programs of the times? Costs 
increased beyond expectation and intention. The fiscal ramifications of an 
open-ended, federal match from general revenues became known as popu-
lous states like New York and California adopted “overly liberal” medicaid 
programs. The sleeping giant was roused. The Kuchel amendment that 
allowed states to use their medicaid formula for AFDC reimbursement 
was also costly. Instead of the estimated $5 million, the federal cost of this 
change rose to $240 million in 1968 (88 percent of this amount occurring 
in New York and California) and $1.1 billion in 1972. The AFDC expenses 
for purchase of services increased fivefold between 1967 and 1972 from 
$280 million to $1.6 billion. The growth was concentrated in the few 
states that learned to exploit the service amendments, notably California, 
New York, and Illinois. The SSI has been plagued by a case error rate of 
nearly 25 percent. Erroneous payments for the first two years of operations 
may have reached $800 million. Where the number of recipients of SSI’s 
predecessor programs had been falling before SSI was passed, the number 
increased substantially with implementation of SSI in 1974.

 MISUNDERSTANDINGS THAT ALWAYS COST MORE 
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We have examined several of the moral rules that rationalize increase in 
welfare spending and some of the patterns in the development of welfare- 
program characteristics that permitted costs to increase rapidly. We have 
found that “accidental” decisions always led to cost increases. In some 
cases, therefore, policy-makers’ intentions to spend more on welfare were 
directly realized; in others, their intentions were realized accidentally on 
purpose. As always, however, alternative hypotheses will explain the same 
pattern of events.

AlTeRnATive hyPoTheses

We believe that examining the individual policy decisions that contributed 
to the revolution in budgetary priorities reveals patterns of development. 
We have attempted to define the logic of this development. We contend 
not that our explanation is complete but that it is correct as far as it goes. 
So far, we have neglected some of the more conventional explanations for 
the turnaround in budgetary priorities. These alternative explanations may 
conflict with or complement our own.

The Civil Rights Movement Caused the Welfare Explosion

Numerous writers have claimed that the growth of federal welfare spend-
ing was a response to organized political pressure from civil rights groups. 
Nick Kotz, a Washington Post journalist, writes: “there was real political 
pressure for change that came from a rapidly evolving civil rights move-
ment that already was engaged in the struggle against poverty as well as 
against segregation and discrimination.”2

Piven and Cloward wrote in Regulating the Poor: “we think that the 
Great Society programs were promulgated by federal leaders in order to 
deal with the political problems created by a new and unstable electoral 
constituency, namely blacks—and to deal with this constituency not sim-
ply by responding to its expressed interests, but by shaping and directing 
its political future.”3

One cannot deny that the civil rights movement influenced the general 
tone of this nation’s politics in the early and mid-sixties. But to argue gen-
erally that the welfare explosion was a response to the civil rights movement 
courts the post hoc fallacy. One must ask very specifically how the civil 
rights movement affected the development of the programs in question.
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Medicare and medicaid Although varied interest groups were impor-
tant in the debate over medicare, civil rights groups had a very minor part. 
Medicaid, a program that would disproportionately benefit blacks, was 
almost ignored by all interest groups.

AFDC The costly Kuchel amendment (1965), which permitted states 
to be reimbursed for money payments according to their medicaid formu-
las rather than their AFDC formulas, was ignored by civil rights propo-
nents. The public-service amendments of 1962, which greatly expanded 
the services component of AFDC, were generally neglected by civil rights 
groups. The services component was further expanded in 1967 with little 
discussion.

In the late sixties, the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO), 
which might be very loosely called a “civil rights” organization, success-
fully sued local welfare agencies for improperly withholding AFDC ben-
efits. The NWRO also encouraged eligible families to apply for AFDC 
benefits. The NWRO was not successful in lobbying for increased benefits 
or increased coverage. Overall, NWRO probably increased AFDC expen-
ditures through existing benefit structures.

Social Security OASDI benefit increases were supported by orga-
nized labor but received little attention from civil rights groups. Because 
social security benefits do not accrue disproportionately to blacks (unlike 
AFDC), there was no reason to view the program racially.

The SSI NWRO spent most of its political resources lobbying for a 
$6,500 minimum income following the Nixon welfare proposals in 1969. 
SSI was generally ignored by interest groups and constituents.

Unemployment Insurance Although blacks benefit disproportionately 
from UI, the program is not viewed as a welfare program whose primary 
purpose is to aid the poor or minorities. Rather, UI is thought primarily 
to benefit the middle class. Therefore, civil rights groups have generally 
ignored UI legislation.

Food Stamps In 1969, NWRO strongly supported the Nixon proposals 
to expand the program to nationwide coverage. Prior to 1969, civil rights 
groups had generally ignored food stamp legislation, perhaps because it 
was considered an agricultural rather than a welfare program.

Housing Inadequate housing is the most visible problem of inner-city 
blacks. Civil rights groups, including the Urban League and the NAACP, 
have provided much of the political impetus behind housing legislation. In 
1961 the NAACP’s support of Kennedy’s housing proposals was couched 
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as advocating an open-housing clause for all federally funded housing pro-
grams. In 1967 the Urban Coalition strongly urged the Senate to approve 
the full administration budget request on rent supplements.

Many observers have suggested that the rioting of inner-city blacks 
in the late sixties was a strong political impetus for housing legislation. 
Indeed, passage of the Housing Act of 1968 during the burning of down-
town Washington after Martin Luther King’s assassination suggests that 
the timing of the legislation was not entirely coincidental. Urban unrest, 
however, is one thing, and specific activities of civil rights organizations 
are another.

At best, the civil rights movement may have had a modest expansion-
ary effect on food stamps, AFDC, and housing assistance; the movement 
had little or no effect on social security, SSI, Unemployment Insurance, 
medicare, and medicaid.

Inflation, Demographic Shifts, and Unemployment Caused 
the Increased Spending on Welfare

The decade from 1965 to 1975 was one of economic instability. The post- 
tax- cut boom of the mid-sixties gave way first to the stagflation of 1970, 
then to the worst recession since the thirties. Inflation, however, was the 
most consistent fact of economic life during this period. Prices increased 
every year, with a total from 1965 to 1975 of more than 70 percent.

Inflation has exerted a strong upward pressure on most social welfare 
expenditures. As prices rise, wages do too. With social security benefits 
based partly on earnings, higher wages result in higher benefits. Moreover, 
social security benefits are also indexed to increase with prices (hence, 
double-indexing). The indexing provisions of the food stamp program 
and SSI translate price increases directly into increased benefits. Since the 
medicare, medicaid, and AFDC programs directly reimburse third parties 
for goods and services, inflation in the price of those goods and services 
increases expenditures on programs. Although the effect of inflation on 
expenditures varies considerably from one program to another, we “guess-
timate” that inflation caused between 35 and 45 percent of the increase in 
expenditures on welfare from 1965 to 1975.4

The rising unemployment of the early seventies explains a large propor-
tion of the increased expenditure of the unemployment insurance pro-
gram. The provisions for extended and emergency benefits of UI, with 
their automatic triggering, made program expenditures particularly sensi-
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tive to fluctuations in the rate of unemployment. Rising unemployment 
explains a relatively small proportion of the increased expenditure in the 
food stamp program; nevertheless, some people who were long unem-
ployed apparently found they could save a little money by getting food 
stamps. The more stringent qualifications of the other categorical and 
social-insurance programs prevented unemployment from substantially 
affecting those program expenditures. We think that the overall effect of 
rising unemployment on the increase in social welfare expenditures was 
about 10 percent.

The continuing rise in proportion of the population over sixty-five is 
significantly affecting the programs that benefit the aged. As the over-65 
segment of the population increases, so too must social security, SSI, and 
medicare expenditures. Another demographic trend, the growing number 
of families headed by females, has caused AFDC expenditures to increase 
somewhat. We estimate that these demographic trends caused about 20 
percent of the increased expenditures on social welfare.

Altogether, demographic trends, inflation, and higher unemployment 
explain about 70 percent of the increase in social welfare expenditures. The 
remaining 30 percent of “unexplained variance” is therefore explicable 
only by the changes in policy that exemplify our hypotheses. Whether we 
have correctly interpreted the patterns in these policy changes is another 
matter.

Some of the changes in characteristics of program, such as automatic 
modifications in scale, have permitted inflation and higher unemploy-
ment to have more influence than they would have otherwise. Without 
the indexing of social security and the other programs, for instance, infla-
tion would have had a considerably smaller effect on welfare expenditures. 
Therefore, it is probably more accurate to say that the changes in policy 
of the last decade explain at least 30 percent of the increase in welfare 
outlays.

It is evident that task forces engage in the kind of thinking about wel-
fare that we have described. They invariably recommended spending more 
rather than less and urged adoption of expensive modifications of pro-
gram characteristics. But the experts were only one of several powerful 
participants, including Congress, the executive, and interest groups, that 
thought about welfare policy in this way. Neither the president nor the 
Congress always accepted the advice of the experts. Nixon and his cabinet, 
for instance, significantly modified the proposals put forth by the 1969 
welfare task force, and Congress eventually rejected most of the proposals. 

 ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 
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In sum, the argument about the influence of professionals is not inconsis-
tent with our own hypotheses. It is, however, pitched at a different level: 
who caused events rather than how they happened. If we had to make a 
judgment on influence, it would be in favor of bureaucrats, the people 
paid to work full time on these programs.5

Evidently, coherence of values, at least among active participants, can 
provide coordination. But why was this vast redistribution of income, 
from these with more to those with less, allowed to occur? To say that 
this was the inevitable price of social peace—that poorer people were 
bought off by richer ones—merely rephrases the question: how were 
people with money and therefore political resources, persuaded to part 
with it? A possibility is that they didn’t look at it that way. Each issue 
came up separately, at different times. Asked, in effect, whether they 
were in favor of helping the elderly with medical care or providing food 
for the hungry, they could well answer positively. Had they been asked 
whether government should spend so many hundreds of billions for 
welfare or that they should pay so much personally, they might have 
responded differently.

Actually, many of the most important choices are not made by direct 
decision—we don’t “decide” the distribution of income or the size of 
families—but are resultants of other forces. Changing the frame of refer-
ence so that resultants do become decisions is an extremely important way 
of changing public policy.

How explicit to make public choices is a great question of public policy. 
Would we, for example, want to decide individual incomes or racial rela-
tions by direct decision? Usually, outcomes in these areas are products of 
social interaction modified at the edges by intellectual guidance. When we 
ask ourselves how much interaction versus how much cogitation is needed 
in policy analysis, we are raising issues that have vast influence on patterns 
of public policy.

 noTes

 1. We are not suggesting that costs were always intentionally ignored; Congress 
sometimes received Inaccurate projections of cost or did not have time to 
consider a proposal adequately.

 2. From A Decade of Federal Antipoverty Programs, reply by Nick Kotz to 
“The Social and Political Context of the War on Poverty,” by Lawrence 
Friedman, p. 49.
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Functions of Public Relief (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971), pp. 248–249.

 4. For a more precise treatment, see Martin Holmer, “The Sensitivity of 
Transfer Payments to Changes in Economic Conditions and Public Policy,” 
Brookings Institution, unpublished.

 5. See statement by James Q. Wilson, p. 69.
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PART II

Social Interaction Versus Intellectual 
Cogitation

The model of the intellectually guided society, Model 1 [or intellec-
tual cogitation], specified that some people in the society are wise and 
informed enough to ameliorate its problems and guide social change with 
a high degree of success.… According to Model 2 [or social interaction], 
however, “every one well knows himself to be fallible,” as John Stuart Mill 
argued in On Liberty.

Since some people know how to organize society, the test of an insti-
tution or policy is that it is correct.… Since, in Model 2, people are not 
competent to know what is correct, they fall back on their own volitions, 
however imperfectly understood, as a test.…

Since it is knowledge rather than volition that guides society in Model 1,  
the intellectual elite is simultaneously a political elite.… In Model 2, there 
exists no such elite.

In Model 1 is postulated an underlying harmony of men’s needs that 
can be known to the guiding elite.… In Model 2, by contrast, it is assumed 
that harmony of needs is not only undiscoverable but nonexistent.…

Suppose a small society of three people wants to decide which restau-
rant to go to for dinner. In the style of Model 1, it would study the ques-
tion on the assumption that there exists one correct solution discoverable 
by diagnosis. In the style of Model 2, it would look for a process of inter-
action to make analysis unnecessary. It might take a vote. Or agree on 
some rule such as choosing the first restaurant they encounter as the three 
set out to walk. Or negotiate a decision, letting each of the three bring 
persuasion or other influence to bear on the others.
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now suppose a large society wants to decide how to allocate its 
resources. In the style of Model 1, an elite would study the question in an 
attempt to find correct decisions. economic planning of the communist 
variety is the obvious example. In the style of Model 2, it would estab-
lish an interaction process that would make the diagnostic study unneces-
sary—the market system is the obvious example.…

Charles e. lindblom, Politics and Markets
(new York: Basic Books,
1977), pp. 249–250, 254–255.

If an idea about social life is any good, it should resonate with reality by 
appearing in daily life. Once we know what to look for, we should be able 
to interrogate experience to test the appropriateness of our conceptions. 
This sort of probe is especially important when the terms of discourse do 
not directly correspond to observable phenomena, like political parties 
or the Super Bowl, but are supposed to represent convenient categories 
of thought like social structure or national culture or even public policy 
imposed by analysts on a recalcitrant world. Although “social interaction” 
and “intellectual cogitation” may be more felicitous expressions than 
some neologisms we know (such as psephology for the study of political 
parties), they are not exactly in common use. What evidence is there that 
these refer to something out there that is more than an item of curiosity 
like the pet name of the family dog? By my lights, the phenomena to which 
these words refer appear any time you read (or just pick up) a newspaper.

On Friday, January 21, 1978, the day I wrote these lines at the airport 
in Denver, Colorado, a fellow passenger offered me his copy of the Rocky 
Mountain News, made up of some 143 pages, of which 38 contained 
domestic news, apart from sports and stock market quotations. That this 
will qualify as a random sample, I doubt, but it should nevertheless be 
interesting to see whether and to what extent appropriate illustrations 
appear. lacking a better rationale, suppose I start at the beginning.

The third page (the first is about the war between Somalia and ethiopia 
and the second has advertising) contains a report of President Carter’s 
press conference in which he says that his energy policy is fair, meaning he 
has the intellectually correct solution, though Congress keeps insisting he 
must interact with it to bargain over an agreed policy. If Congress fails to 
act, Carter says, invoking the inexorable logic of a system beyond our con-
trol, “we may have conservation forced on us by unexpected increases in 
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oil prices in the future.” Apparently, the logic of health is not so determin-
istic, for Carter spoke out in favor of leaving smoking to social interaction, 
saying it was not up to his administration “to tell an individual American 
whether he can smoke or not.” There is evidently no automatic mecha-
nism to decide which behavior shall be proscribed and which permitted.

Similar state and local issues surface on page 5, where officials wrestle 
with the problem of whether or how to comply with federal clean-air stan-
dards. evidently, state officials want to see how far they can rely on social 
interaction, for they are holding hearings “to find out how many changes 
the public is willing to make in its driving habits.” The trouble is that 
even if all drivers joined car pools or rode in buses and trains, air pollu-
tion would be cut back by only a quarter of the amount needed to meet 
federal standards. elsewhere, it is proposed that the state buy ranchlands 
as open space, for fear these lands will be swallowed up in normal com-
mercial activity.

On the next page is discussed efforts by the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) to seek evidence of the causes of head-
aches at a plant so that it could require more stringent preventive efforts. 
everyone is uptight. An OSHA hygienist refused comment “for fear of 
giving the firm ‘legal grounds to do some screaming.’” A company offi-
cial said he was “very, very gun shy” about talking to the News. If you 
can read alphabet soup, you will discover that “OSHA, taking advantage 
of its parallel jurisdiction with COSH (Colorado Occupational Safety 
and Health), got into the act because the COSH suit dragged on, and 
because a nIOSH (national Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) 
regional industrial hygienist … was stopped by [company] officials when 
he attempted to visit the plant last nov. 19.” neither leaving safety up 
to the interaction of workers and management nor mandating measures 
by bureaucratic cogitation seems to be working. The whole matter may 
become moot because workers are leaving in large numbers to take better- 
paying jobs elsewhere. (The article on the same page entitled “Sociologist 
Pleads guilty to Misusing u.S.  Funds” is omitted here because fortu-
nately it is irrelevant.)

On page 16 we learn that “The Civil Aeronautics Board has set 
Aug. 15 for hearing of a consolidated route case that could thoroughly 
reshuffle air service between Denver and Aspen, Vail, Steamboat Springs 
and gunnison.” Rocky Mountain Airways wants to place in service a 
 short- take- off- and-landing (STOl) plane but is facing opposition from 
Aspen Airways. Because other businesses do not need the government’s 
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permission to introduce new products, one wonders why airlines should 
be in that position, or why, in an ostensibly capitalist country, one enter-
prise is trying to use government to block competition by another.

This weariness with competition (understandable as fear of failure) comes 
through nicely on the other side of the page in a story of farmers’ efforts 
to get government to support farm prices at 100 percent of parity, “loosely 
defined as a government guarantee that farm prices will be high enough to 
cover costs.” Companies controlled by the farmers reported their relief in 
knowing that farmers weren’t trying to get (perish the thought) “govern-
ment subsidies, guaranteed profits or a guaranteed income,” distinctions 
without much of a difference. The farmers argued that without this action 
they will be forced to sell their family farms to giant corporations who, they 
allege, farm only as a tax dodge. executives in corporate food chains, on 
the other hand, welcomed parity as a stabilizing force in food prices. Food 
stores “told the farmers they were tired of trying to second-guess the mar-
ket in pricing of food items and would welcome a stabilization of prices.” It 
seems the one certainty is that the presence of stabilization signifies prices 
higher than they would be without stabilization.

lest I be accused of dealing with dead issues, though they do have a way 
of coming back to life, page 26 reveals that an agency whose demise was 
one of the most celebrated successes of Colorado’s Sunset law (requiring 
agencies to expire periodically unless deliberately continued) may be about 
to be resurrected. Responding to suggestions that the State Morticians 
Board be reestablished, governor lamm asked only, if it revives the board, 
that the legislature take a “real look at consumer problems” in the funeral 
industry. In the past, such boards have acted to restrain price competition; 
that is, government intervention in favor of setting standards somehow 
seems to lead to higher prices.

The same story suggests that the governor is in a quandary over pro-
posals to introduce metropolitan government to the Denver area. Would 
it be desirable to have five separate counties and numerous local jurisdic-
tions or just one regional government? Will bargaining among govern-
ments lead to better or worse decisions than choice by one?

A story on page thirty two concerns a 10 cent cigarette tax designed 
to impose a penalty on smoking as well as to bring in revenue. experts 
observed that many states were losing money as high taxes led to  substantial 
illegal sales. A cartoon contained the caption: “Warning: fools in govern-
ment want you to quit smoking while they subsidize tobacco” (page 62), 
a reference to federal price supports.
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The last word goes to columnist nicholas von Hoffman, who (page 61) 
argues against maintaining the monopoly of first-class mail by the post 
office department. The Mcnally cartoon claims this caption: “Come on 
grandma! [who is reading ‘Federal Fairy Tales’] not that dumb one again 
about the post office making a profit!” What would happen if there were 
private post offices?

At first blush it may appear that we are back to the continuing question 
about which activities should be carried on in the public or private sec-
tors. If farmers and food stores are not exactly asking government to set 
food prices, they are asking for a floor below which they cannot descend. 
And someone is suggesting that postal service be opened up to private 
companies. But to be accurate, most of the examples do not involve direct 
governmental operation of an industry or facility. Instead they are about 
regulating the health or safety conditions under which industry may oper-
ate. even if we were to frame the question in terms of which interests in 
society would be harmed or helped by government or private operation, 
however, decision-makers would still have to decide how much cogitation 
or interaction was desirable. There could be far more interaction among 
competing government bureaus than within a private monopoly. A pri-
vate postal monopoly might not differ much from what we have now, 
whereas setting up, say, a half-dozen government corporations to compete 
for customers might be drastically different. And if government decided 
that family farms should be subsidized, this need not be done by limiting 
price competition for food; it could also be done by direct payments to 
farm families. Similarly, there is a wide range of options for regulation. 
Pollution could be taxed, penalties could be applied to accidents, funeral 
parlors could be compelled to advertise their rates, all of which preserve 
competition without replacing interaction by cogitation.

But how can one distinguish between the two modes of choice when 
plainly cogitation is surrounded by interaction and interaction contains 
cogitation? Rule by one individual must be rare. no doubt even elites who 
rule with absolute power negotiate internally over the correct decision to 
impose on others, and bargainers think about their next interaction.

It is easy enough to speak of correcting errors either through cogitation or 
interaction by bringing resources and objectives closer together. It is not so 
simple to specify how this is to be done. Policy analysis proceeds by recom-
mending changes in the structure of social interaction or by advising larger 
doses of direct control by bureaucratic orders under the guidance of intellec-
tual cogitation. How much of each under different conditions is the question?
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CHAPTER 5

Between Planning and Politics: Intellect vs. 
Interaction as Analysis

Professors and policy analysts share one thing at least: they prefer explana-
tions depending on latent rather than manifest functions—theories that 
are not obvious because they can account for action more profound than 
the specific behavior to be explained. After all, if things are just as they 
seem on the surface, who needs theorists? These academic scribblers have 
differed critically, however, in their evaluation, of the mysterious mecha-
nisms that guide society.

Beginning with the two Adams—Ferguson and Smith—the “invisible 
hand” of self-interest was found to guide buyers and sellers to serve each 
other, and hence society at large, without anyone necessarily intending 
this serendipitous outcome. The results before us (increase in national 
income, bread and butter on the table, each without conscious central 
coordination) and the theory (each actor trying to make a better deal) 
are on different levels. A closer look shows that this (in) famous theory is 
based on the superiority of social interaction over intellectual cogitation. 
The interactions in economic markets, where alterations in outcomes go 
on all the time, lead to better results than central direction by one mind 
that decides everything once and for all. Observe that it is not conscious 
intent but actual outcomes, even (perhaps especially) when unintended, 
which provide the criteria of success.

Let me recapitulate: motives may be base; outcomes can be unintended; 
intelligence is interactive. If self-interest is the motive, where (after all, 
Adam Smith was a professor of moral philosophy) does virtue come in? 
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Through exchange! Morality does not depend on what motivates indi-
vidual actions but on the results of social interaction. How are collec-
tive objectives set? They aren’t; collective objectives are by-products of 
individual interactions. No one sets out to make the nation richer or to 
achieve a decent distribution of income. If these come about, they are 
not the results of public objectives but rather the collective consequences 
of private acts. Individuals make decisions; their social exchanges make 
outcomes.1 How is intelligence brought to bear on human activity? By 
many minds interacting. How is coordination of these multitudes accom-
plished? Pretty much as crowds are coordinated when crossing streets; by 
each individual adjusting to the others. Coordination does not require a 
coordinator; coordination takes place so long as there is mutual benefit in 
the individual transaction.

Just as constitutions are written to guard against previous predators, so, 
too, theories react to the past as well as point to the future. Adam Smith 
saw himself as a radical critic of the mercantilist doctrine that justified a 
vast variety of state interventions in economic life.2 As the doctrines of his 
school became the prevailing wisdom, they were in turn challenged by 
succeeding generations who found Smith’s ideas self-centered, reactive, 
and fatalistic. His “hidden hand” had four unappealing aspects: (1) its 
motivation—selfishness over altruism; (2) its passivity—resultants instead 
of decisions; (3) its irrationality—interaction rather than intellect; and (4) 
its unpredictability—the future had become fate.

The secret was out. That hidden hand was a mailed fist. Capitalism was 
a legalized form of robbery, an institutionalized exploitation. Law, gov-
ernment, philosophy, all were rationalizations of capitalist class interests 
who owned the means of production. What else could one expect of a 
corrupt class that made a virtue out of evil by elevating self-interest to a 
moral principle?

Who, then, should be the repository of communal interests? If vir-
tue resided in everyman alone, anarchy was the result. People were good 
but contaminated by a selfish state. They needed liberation not only from 
capitalism but from all forms of state power. Where the people collectively 
exercised their power through the state—for it was the people as a whole 
who represented virtue—the regime was called democratic socialism. 
When the masses did not recognize their own interests—failed, on their 
own, as Lenin said, to develop a revolutionary consciousness but instead 
retained the false consciousness of bourgeois reformism inculcated by the 
capitalist class—virtue resided in a revolutionary fragment. This vanguard 
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of the proletariat, able to cleanse its consciousness of illusion, became the 
Communist Party.

Under socialism men would control their own destiny; fatalism would 
be replaced by conscious collective coordination. The name for this enter-
prise was scientific socialism. It was socialist in that, as the fraternal com-
munity of the dispossessed, it spoke in the name of all. It was scientific in 
professing a historical, developmental theory of society, which explained 
where it had come from and predicted where it would go (or where social-
ists would take it). Scientific socialism fused modern consciousness and 
medieval community. In the name of all, a collective consciousness, acting 
as one mind, would make rationality serve fraternity. And, best of all, the 
end would be known at the beginning because of planning.

Of special importance to students of policy analysis, however, is a differ-
ence among socialist traditions. As the participants themselves were wont 
to say, social democrats were likely to sacrifice socialism to democracy 
but their communist rivals would give up democracy for socialism. Social 
democracy therefore legitimized social interaction as a mode of decision- 
making in politics. Once political forces are allowed free rein, including 
party competition, there cannot be one correct solution apart from the 
consent of the political actors. Politics becomes part of planning. The 
parties must establish and maintain rules (or conventions) for the give- 
and- take, bargaining, and negotiation by which political decisions must 
be made. It is essential also that they accept these decisions, apart from 
whether they wholly approve of the outcome, because they cannot expect 
to prevail on every occasion. Decisions no longer can be correct but can 
only be acceptable in that the criteria for truth are established by agree-
ment through social interaction.

Between capitalism and socialism, then, between choice through social 
interaction and intellectual cogitation, where does policy analysis come in? 
Policy analysis is an effort to combine elements from the two traditions—
infusing social interaction with intellectual direction and vice versa. I shall 
approach this attempt at synthesis by trying to clarify these opposing ten-
dencies in the form of ideal models of pure intellect (called planning), and 
pure interaction (called politics).

If interaction does not demand common objectives, can our actions 
make sense if they are not goal-directed? They can. Do objectives have any 
place in policy analysis? They do. Efforts to modify intellect by interaction 
raise doubts about whether policy can be rational. I argue that it can. But 
can it also be moral? Applying social interaction in analysis of policy leads 
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one to wonder whether one must morally accept whatever comes forth 
from this pulling and hauling. No. Must a collective conscience, then, 
guide all interaction? That depends on how we interpret the conversion of 
individual preferences into collective choices.

Consider the implications of Jung’s wise words: “If a man is capable of 
leading a responsible life himself, then he is also conscious of his duties 
to the community.” The intuitive meaning is clear enough: people who 
meet their immediate obligations to family and friends are those also more 
likely to recognize their implication in wider matters to which they ought 
to contribute. Obligation is learned most readily at home. At the com-
munal level, however, this argument presupposes a compatibility between 
the individual and the collective that is open to challenge. Suppose what is 
good for General Motors (or for you and me) is not necessarily good for 
the country, and that such a clash of interests rends the fabric of society. 
Do citizens, then, have any right to base actions (that is, to do analysis) on 
selfish motives? It is argued that selfishness can serve society; in the clash 
of interests, citizens must give up part of what they have to get part of 
what they want; this exchange moderates their demands and, willy-nilly, 
serves others. If their motives were altruistic, the critical response goes, 
the general interest would have been paramount, and vulgar trades would 
be less necessary. To trade in values is to lose virtue. From this viewpoint, 
analysis would seem to be immoral, either because good motives would 
make it unnecessary to trade or because better motives would forbid it. 
We had better discuss this further, for if individual interests and collective 
exchanges are ruled out, policy analysis will be prohibited.

ExchangE

Analysis is based on exchange: what individuals or groups will give up for 
what they can get. If we can get what we want without ceding anything, 
then we are either in a condition of perfect freedom—no obstacles to the 
realization of desires—or of absolute constraint—no movement can take 
place, because (all desires being absolute) nothing can be given up. Either 
there is no need to think because all desires are compatible, or there is no 
point in thinking because it can lead to no action. Neither thought leading 
to action, nor action influencing thought, makes sense.

The fundamental objection to exchange is that its motivation is seen as 
immoral. By reducing mankind to mere individual wants, citizens become 
sybarites: self-centered, indulgent, materialistic bundles of appetites—
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mouths without morals. Empathy gives way to selfishness. The citizen in 
a democracy, who should be an active contributor, becomes instead an 
apathetic ingestor driven by purely personal desires. Economic man, who 
recognizes no goals transcending himself, makes decisions that affect oth-
ers thinking only of his own private profit. Democratic choice becomes 
perverted into the sum of individual choices based on materialist motiva-
tions. If exchange is dirty, policy analysis is culturally contaminated.

It is not always clear whether the objection is to exchange or to the 
motivation behind it. If the motivation were collective rather than individ-
ual, if its objective were moral and not material, would it then be all right to 
give up one thing for another? If justice for all could not be achieved, could 
more justice for some (as in preferential hiring of minorities) be traded off, 
in the vulgar jargon of the profession, for less to others? If the object of a 
political community were to inculcate virtue in its citizens by establishing 
and enforcing norms of proper conduct, could one consider that some 
means of obtaining virtue might be sacrificed in order to obtain others?

A nice example of this objection to exchange is the requirement that 
proposed federal government programs contain environmental impact 
statements showing absence of significantly adverse consequences before 
action can take place. Protecting the environment becomes a constraint 
around which other interests must work; that is, it becomes part of the 
objectives that must be satisfied in all other policies. We can describe the 
environment with the phrase fashionable in the sixties; it is a nonnegotiable 
demand. A reasonably rich society undoubtedly has room to accommo-
date the environmental consideration. Suppose, however, more than one 
objective becomes a nonnegotiable (nonexchangeable) constraint? There 
is now a requirement for inflationary impact statements, and few would 
argue that reducing inflation is unimportant. Recent proposals also call for 
impact statements on health, safety, education, and employment. Now the 
plot thickens. Where nothing is allowed to vary, everything remains con-
stant. If all or most basic values are untouchable, change becomes impos-
sible. The environment must remain sacrosanct, yet energy must be saved; 
how, then, can auto exhaust devices (which use more gas) be justified? 
If energy must be conserved and nuclear proliferation halted, how can one 
justify abandoning breeder reactors—which increase energy but also the 
opportunity to make nuclear explosives? Evidently, exchanges for good 
causes are being made. Once one escapes this reductio ad absurdum by 
saying that only comparatively few values must remain nonnegotiable, we 
are back again to exchange.

 ExCHANGE 
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Motivation

Perhaps it is not exchange itself but the bad motives that lie behind it that 
are found objectionable. Mandeville’s dictum—private vices, public vir-
tues—may be rejected if we hold that public virtue reduces private vices. 
By acting for community and common interest, it is thought, public life 
may be elevated.

Motives, however, are (almost) always mixed. The question of which 
motive should prevail, therefore, is often crucial to public policy. Suppose 
some doctors make excessive income from medicaid for the poor. Should 
programs be designed to prevent their abuses, programs that make life 
difficult for doctors who behave honorably? Obviously, profiteering can-
not be allowed. Or can it, if our objective is not only to deter the few but 
help the many? The moral of the story may take more palatable form if we 
consider people who are called “welfare cheats” because they deceive the 
government in order to receive payments. Should governmental programs 
be designed to catch cheaters, if this means also (as it does) denying or 
delaying welfare for the honest majority who need it? Just as citizens have 
varying motives, governmental programs that are meant to serve them 
also exhibit multiple motivation.

To suggest that anyone believes justice can be achieved and virtue incul-
cated by fiat (down with self-interest and up with community!) would be 
absurd. Everyone knows that governments that choose public over private 
interests often achieve neither and may even end up elevating a favored 
few in the name of the many. Clearly there is an empirical question about 
which sort of motivation leads to the best ends. The reverse—how can 
justice and virtue be achieved if they are not explicitly recognized as the 
proper wellspring of human motivation?—is more nearly arguable.

This argument has two components that are of the utmost importance 
for analyzing policy. One is that motives must be acceptable, and the other 
that justice must be knowable. Another way of putting it is that results, 
however good, do not count if they lack justification according to motives 
acknowledged to be good. If it is intentions rather than consequences of 
our actions that matter, evaluation of public policy would be about inter-
nal states. We would ask if intentions were good rather than looking to 
external effects and asking if accomplishments have been realized.

Evaluation of intentions would require knowledge of how to achieve 
justice (or other ultimate goals) because it would then be appropriate that 
good motives be distinguished from bad motives just as good results are 
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differentiated from bad results. If intent were equivalent to accomplish-
ment, good motives always would be the harbinger of good deeds.

President Jimmy Carter’s presentation of his energy program illustrates 
the contemporary importance of good motives and conscious intent. 
Conscious emphasis on good motives is evident from his reiteration of 
the theme that the burden of conservation and cost would be shared 
fairly under his programs. After the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) raised the price of oil many times over, the federal 
government, to prevent precipitous price increases in the United States, 
controlled the price of old oil at less than half its price abroad. Now one 
way to encourage conservation is to let the domestic price of crude oil rise 
to the price it would bring if sold abroad. If oil were valued within the 
United States at the international price, motorists, homeowners, industri-
alists, indeed, all consumers of oil would take steps to reduce consump-
tion, or switch to alternatives if that made sense. But the solution has two 
fatal flaws. For one thing, oil companies would profit by selling their old 
oil at new prices, widely considered unfair; for another, unseen hands—
namely, market prices—would be determining what America would do.

On the surface, President Carter’s oil policy appeared anomalous: old 
domestic crude remained price controlled while—on top of this subsidy 
to bring the price down—a substantial tax on oil was recommended, a 
tax that would, in effect, bring the domestic price up to the international 
price. What’s the difference between letting the market set the price and 
setting a similar price by taxes? Nothing and everything: nothing in that 
the economic consequences are equivalent; everything in that when the 
government sets the price it is acting with conscious intent rather than 
appearing to give way to impersonal forces. Instead of letting the oil com-
panies make money and taxing it away afterward, the government gets its 
share first. The important thing for us to understand from this example is 
the two ways in which decisions are made: interaction among people or 
intellectual determination of what would be just and effective.

Here is the distinction we have been seeking between intellectual and 
interactive modes of analysis—between analysis as an intellectual construct 
and analysis as a product of social interaction of which thought is but a 
part. If analysis is a social phenomenon, based on interaction among inter-
ests, then analysis must stem from a variety of motivations, not all of which 
are necessarily good. Nor, without knowledge of means and ends—what is 
good for man and how to achieve it—would it be either desirable or pos-
sible to completely control man’s motives and aspirations or make them 
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equivalent. But contingency is a condition of life. Only if analysis were 
solely a product of the mind and that mind knew the difference between 
good and evil and could therefore integrate motives and aspirations, could 
policy be judged by intention rather than execution.

Planning and Politics

Let us call analysis as an intellectual construct “pure planning” and analy-
sis as social interaction “pure politics” or hereafter, in short, planning and 
politics. Here planning is defined as current action to secure future conse-
quences; the more future consequences planners control, the better they 
have planned.3 Planning, therefore, requires causal knowledge—theories 
of society to predict the paths of the complex sequences of desired actions 
and power to sustain this effort. Once conflict is admitted over whose 
preferences are to prevail (there being ineradicable differences between 
the needs, wants, desires, and hence preferences of people), comprehen-
sive national economic and social planning fails either from intellectual 
presumption or political persuasion. Planners do not have adequate knowl-
edge or power. The more planning fails to secure intended results, the 
more it tries to become relevant by accommodating itself to social forces. 
Consequently, by shortening time horizons (annual plans), by reducing 
the need for prediction (adaptive planning), and by limiting coercion 
(indicative plans, which merely point the way), planning becomes indis-
tinguishable from whatever means of decision it was meant to supplant.

Planning

Suppose, however, to sharpen the contrast, we say planning does 
have perfect knowledge and power in a context without conflict and 
thus deserves its new nametag, “pure planning.” With compatible 
(indeed,  mutually  supportive) desires and preferences, there could be right 
or wrong  solutions to all problems. Reason would reign supreme. Decisions 
would be made as if a single mind were supporting a single set of prefer-
ences. Nor would there be need for error correction because, with knowl-
edge, there would be no error. Dissent would either be unnecessary, in 
the absence of conflict, or uncalled for, because the Grand Planners would 
know what is right; acting in the common interest, their motives are above 
suspicion. Hence, also, there would be no need to hedge them about with 
restrictions on term of office or extent of authority. Centralization and 
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comprehensiveness would be valued because they are possible and desir-
able. Attributes that might lead to further differentiation, such as race, 
religion, class, ethnicity, sex, and language, would be discouraged; after 
all, why worry about diverse viewpoints or alternative hypotheses when 
there is only one right way and that is discoverable by reason? Ends do 
justify means. If ends are in harmony, and means are always appropriate to 
them, what else would justify means if not ends? To get an answer to that 
question, we must leave planning and turn to politics.

Politics

Politics is about preferences. The point about preferences is that they are 
not ultimately knowable, either by those who profess them or by those 
who propose to act for those who prefer them. Because there is no one 
source of ultimate wisdom, no one knows people’s preferences better than 
they, themselves, do. And, hoping to learn, people reserve the right to 
change preferences frequently to suit their experience. Ends or objectives, 
therefore, are held to be provisional—to be modified by experience or to 
accommodate others.

Political choice is never purely a matter of being for this program or against 
that policy. It is always partly a matter of being willing to compromise and 
adjust desires to various conflicting factions. Therefore, as soon as any 
groups wishes are revealed everyone else’s wishes may, and indeed normally 
do, shift.... Priorities, that is, depend upon estimates of preference distribu-
tions. They may change whenever any particular set of preferences becomes 
known, and they never exist as entities separate and apart from their strate-
gic possibility of enactment. Political options must always be understood to 
include some commitment to the decision-making process itself and to the 
value of agreement.4

The criterion of choice in planning is obvious—the one policy known 
to be right—but what is the correct criterion for politics? That there is no 
correct criterion. Does this mean that whatever is done is right? Hardly. 
It does mean that short of agreement no one is authoritatively able to say 
another alternative is better.

What takes the place of the correct criterion? An incorrect one? Not 
quite. Correction of error. All politicians and political institutions are con-
sidered, Martin Landau said, risky actors.5 Power in American politics, for 
example, is limited in time and tenure, so that no one can impose a truth 
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without opposition. Power is divided through the separation of powers, 
subdivided through federalism, and checks and balances are multiplied at 
every level. Conflict is desired (both to use the self-interest of one group 
or institution to counter the others and to refine preferences under pres-
sure) and feared (because it may undermine the understanding that deci-
sions will be considered acceptable, providing they get through corrective 
procedures giving everyone a chance to be heard, allowing parties to alter-
nate in office, specifying due process, and so on).

The political equivalent of original sin is that men and the institutions 
they create are fallible if not fallacious and error-prone if not erroneous. 
They must be hedged with restraints, especially when they are sure they are 
right. It is hard to say whether criticism is valued more for its constructive 
aspects—making improvements—than for its destructive ones—exposing 
error. In practice, however, if there must be a choice, destructive criticism 
is preferable; procedures must be pursued in the realization that no one 
knows ultimate ends. All the more reason, then, to protect criticism politi-
cally. A decentralization of authority, the very untidiness of politics that 
contrasts with the neatness of planning, allows for alternatives rejected at 
one time and place to be available at others, should they have been passed 
over by mistake.

Politics does not consider preferences to be finally formed, as in plan-
ning, but to be undergoing continual reformulation. Personal preferences 
are not infallible, coming ex cathedra, as it were, from homo politicus, but 
they must be presentable, regarded as coming from a person who is enti-
tled to them.

Political preferences are personal. They belong to a person (group or 
organization) until that person changes them. If the charge of “false con-
sciousness” (propaganda, advertising, and indoctrination that make peo-
ple mistake their true interests) merely meant that people did not realize 
they should have other preferences, it might be seen as just another effort 
at suasion. Surely, if we knew better, we might feel differently. But if false 
consciousness means that there are others with “true consciousness,” who 
know what is better for us than we do, then we have been stripped of our 
political persona. Politics declines and planning takes over.

Comparison

Both politics and planning, at least in their modern manifestations, claim 
as their territory the general welfare of citizens. One shows this through 
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interaction, the other through cogitation. The choice would seem to lie in 
whether one expects better or worse outcomes from intellectual or from 
interactive modes of decision-making.

Wait a minute! Haven’t I turned the usual understanding upside down? 
Isn’t it governmental planning that is commonly considered to be social, 
and economic markets and pluralistic politics that are said to be individual-
istic? Yes, of course, but no, not necessarily. An important distinction is to 
be made between the locus of decision and the mode of calculation. As larger 
proportions of the national product are redistributed through the govern-
ment, or as government owns and operates more of industry, no doubt gov-
ernment is an increasingly important locus of decision. Because individual 
citizens are not directly deciding for themselves, but through government, 
such decisions commonly are called collective. The locus or site or arena of 
decision is collective. My interest, however, is policy analysis—recognition, 
reformulation, and resolution of problems. Looked at as modes of calcu-
lation, markets and politics are social because they are based on interac-
tion among many minds. Planning, by contrast, is pursued as if there were 
but one collective mind whose intellectual operations posed and solved 
problems. As suggested in Table 5.1, politics and markets share the same 
analytic style: decisions are made through social mechanisms—exchange 
and bargaining by many minds—aimed at correcting error and securing 
agreement (rather than avoidance of error and a single proper choice) and 
administered by reacting to the other participants rather than by sending 
down orders and expecting obedience. As for the style of policy analysis, 
appearances are deceiving: politics appears to be individual but is in fact 
social, whereas planning seems to be social but actually is single-minded.

If we accept this socially interactive view of markets and politics, what 
is one to make of common criticism that these institutions prejudice 

Table 5.1 Alternative styles of policy analysis

Social interaction Intellectual cogitation

Institutions Markets and politics Planning
Calculations Partial Comprehensive
Calculators Many minds interacting Single-minded decision
Decision-making Exchange and bargaining Comprehending and deciding
Error Correction Avoidance
Criteria Agreement Right
Administration Reactions Orders
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decision- making? Markets accept the prevailing distribution of income 
when some say public policy should be designed to make it more egali-
tarian. Politics, others say, leads those who have less to use government 
as a lever for redistributing income to themselves, in effect expropriating 
property that doesn’t belong to them. Monopolies let manipulators of 
markets administer prices for their own benefit, and political parties mobi-
lize masses to monopolize government, denying minorities the medium to 
express their own message. Where there is agreement that these conditions 
(and their subsequent consequences) break the rules for decent decision- 
making, they are regarded as imperfections in the respective arenas and 
institutions. Rules for regulating interaction (such as conditions for allow-
ing monopoly or of specifying who may vote) are subject to change, both 
through evaluation and intervention, so as to improve interaction. Social 
interaction may be preferred to intellectual cogitation as a style of analysis 
without the need to accept only current modes. Indeed, the stress on cor-
recting error suggests that alteration in interaction is desirable.

Of course, I do not pretend that planning or politics exist in pure 
essence; they are ideal types, designed to display differences when they are 
pushed to extremes. What happens, however, if they are merged? If the 
reader will allow me my preference for two-thirds politics and one-third 
planning, this hybrid of social interaction and intellectual cogitation may 
be called policy analysis.

analysis

If analysis were purely intellectual, analysts would be everything, or if anal-
ysis were purely interactive, analysts would be nothing. Are we faced, then, 
with a choice between mind without matter or force without foresight? 
No. Our task is to develop a hybrid, called policy analysis, which uses 
intellect to help guide rather than replace social interaction. This peculiar 
amalgam called policy analysis may be better understood if we ask why 
either pure planning or pure politics alone are unsatisfactory as modes of 
making collective choices.

The effects of interaction may not be visible to participants. They may 
have to be identified mainly through intellectual constructs, for direct 
observation has severe limits. When many agencies are operating numer-
ous programs in any area of policy, which they are most of the time nowa-
days, it may be hard to connect acts with consequences. Efforts of agencies 
to act and observe what happens may be unsuccessful without theories 
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to tell them how things are connected. Agencies can hope, of course, 
that if other agencies are adversely affected by these consequences, they 
will act to correct them. This sort of defensive action, which Lindblom 
calls mutual partisan adjustment, is a major rationale in favor of social 
interaction as a mode of decision-making. Unfortunate consequences for 
other actors need not be predicted if those who already have suffered 
can take effective corrective action. Instead of having to figure out what 
various groups want, or will accept—as if it all had to be done in and by 
a single mind—policy preferences are registered directly through interac-
tion on actual programs. Aside from whether, without analysis, anyone 
knows what is happening and what might be done about it, turning con-
sequences over to others raises fundamental questions about the basis for 
social interaction.

A political system in which all interests are fairly represented would 
work differently from one in which important ones are left out or occupy 
a weak position. The outcomes of political processes cannot be considered 
apart from their design, which is an intellectual construct as well as a social 
fact. Outcomes may be altered not only by seeking them directly but also 
indirectly by redesigning interaction (who participates under what rules).

Action outside the rules (monopoly, for instance) may not be socially 
desirable. The classical conditions of the marketplace—competition, infor-
mation, internalization of costs—must be satisfied for prices to represent 
optimal choices. If not, governmental intervention may be justified to 
restore competition, to provide as public information that which is not in 
the interest of any firm to supply privately, and to arrange compensation 
when the behavior of one party imposes burdens on another that, like 
pollution, cannot be alleviated through the marketplace. All these market 
imperfections depend upon theoretical schemes for recognition and for 
correction.

Dependence upon social interaction is inappropriate, moreover, when 
the acknowledged objective is that nothing should happen. The purpose 
of analysis of nuclear warfare is precisely to ensure that the main hypoth-
esis need never be tested.6 The trouble with experience is that one needs 
so much of it. The attraction of analysis is that one need not live through 
everything.

At first glance, the purely intellectual mode seems ideally suited to pol-
icy analysis, which seeks to bring intelligence to bear on policy. But this 
identity is achieved at the cost of triviality. Instead of innumerable minds, 
each with somewhat different perspectives, there is really only one. Instead 
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of conflict there is consensus. Instead of problem solving, in short, there 
is suppression of problems. Everyone either gets what he wants, or has to 
want what he gets. Thought is made supreme at the expense of having 
anything worth thinking about.

When planning is infused with politics, however, social forces guide 
intelligence. The danger, of course, is that interest will overwhelm intel-
lect. By being tied to power, intellect becomes the handmaiden of power, 
the excuse for inexcusable behavior. Autonomy is exalted above reciproc-
ity. The alternative, however, is worse: when intellect alone is powerful, 
there can be neither autonomy, because the Great Planner is always right, 
nor reciprocity, because the good of all has been determined by intellect, 
not by interaction. My conclusion is that policy analysis makes more sense 
as an aid to (rather than substitute for) the politics of social interaction.

The way things stand, however, the world does not appear to be suf-
fering from a surfeit of intelligence. Usually things work the other way 
around: social forces use analysis to advance as well as to understand their 
own interests. The task of policy analysis, therefore, is the weighty and 
ancient one of speaking truth to power.

For policy analysis to modify pure politics (if social interaction auto-
matically produced social welfare there would be no need for intelligence), 
it must expect to lose more often than it wins. And this is as it should be. 
Who said analysts possess wisdom? False prophets abound now as before. 
Who said analysts exemplify virtue? They have interests of their own, and 
they are also part of social life that is suspect. And who expects social 
forces to give way without much travail? There is a place for the voice of 
experience, which says “show me!” to self-deluded theorists.

Yet there is something to be said for invoking intelligence. Aside from 
the small victories and larger number of defeats, analysis, not in one 
instance but in many, not at one time but over decades, performs a  critical 
function. Citizens must be able to decide what is in their interest, to inter-
pret their own experience in some way they can explain to themselves. 
This requires thought. When that thought leads them to reinterpret their 
experience so as to shift their notion of what is problematic, policy analy-
sis, accepted as a body of thought about public policy, may be more influ-
ential than is apparent from isolated acts.

Practitioners of policy analysis seek to have it neither absorbed into 
social interaction nor substituted for it. Analysis supplements social inter-
action by using the theoretical mode to formulate and test hypotheses that 
can help bring precision to the judgment of decision-makers. Analysis uses 
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social interaction both to understand what is happening and to suggest 
how it might be altered. Studies of political feasibility, for instance, may 
help with the allocation of analytic time: which programs are most worth 
pursuing because change is possible. The purpose of studying feasibility, 
however, is not to equate the feasible with the desirable but may also be 
to make the desirable do-able. Merely to say that something should be 
done—without saying anything about how—is an abdication of respon-
sibility.7 But it is one thing to notice organizational resistance to change, 
still another to use this understanding to help bring out necessary changes. 
The purpose of analysis is improvement—how to get from a worse to a 
better place—not to curse the fates.

If analysis is to aid judgment, it must simplify calculations. The world in 
the analyst’s models must abstract from the overwhelming complexity of 
experience. Otherwise, experience itself would be a better guide. Analysis 
makes use of social forces to simplify calculations about preferences. The 
alternative would be to invent preferences and imagine interaction. To do so 
would be morally wrong—the people already involved are the best experts 
on how they feel—and intellectually obtuse—that is, to reinvent the wheel.

A difficulty with health policy—how we should seek to restrain explod-
ing medical costs—illustrates the question of calculation because there is 
now no alternative to governmental regulation. One approach is to apply 
controls to each doctor, patient, and hospital for each service and capi-
tal cost. This form of direct regulation, covering hundreds of millions 
of transactions, would involve almost every person in the United States. 
Implementation would become intolerable. Obviously, if anyone is to 
understand what they are doing, the social relationships among doctors, 
patients and hospitals (rather than their individual transactions) have to 
be regulated. One alternative is to set much higher deductibles for  private 
insurance and governmental subsidies, forcing cost consciousness on 
 consumers. But this alternative is politically unfeasible today because most 
people are not willing to pay much more in direct costs for a service they 
believe is their due. In the long run, one might hope to persuade people 
to take greater responsibility for their own health. Right now, however, 
private solutions are not possible, nor will Americans accept a wholly gov-
ernmental system by abolishing private medicine. If these interpretations 
are reasonable, government must move in with regulations that create 
incentives for the actors to consider cost as part of their everyday transac-
tions. Hospitals might be given fixed budgets,8 depending on the number 
and kinds of patients, and left to decide what mix of services should be 
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offered. Regulating social interaction appears to be a better way of doing 
analysis than is minute control of mass behavior.

Here I am again appearing to accept miserable motives by founding 
analysis on manipulating self-interest rather than on expanding altruism. 
Surely, a critic would say, giving rein to brute empiricism—nudging inter-
actions this way or that—is no substitute for a more rational and humane 
health policy. Have I, then, by emphasizing interaction, subordinated 
intellect? Is there a larger role for rationality than I have been prepared to 
admit? That depends on what rationality is about—intelligence, interac-
tion, or both.

Rationality

In the world of action we know that politics and planning—social interac-
tion and intellectual design—coexist. Problems are discovered, solved, and 
reformulated both by interchange among organized actors and by their 
efforts to guide events along paths they anticipate in their minds. Not 
only our thoughts but our institutions may be conceived of as attempts to 
increase the probability of some desired outcomes and decreases the prob-
ability of others. Once we abandon pure planning, which occurs only in 
the mind, or pure politics, in which action carries its own (and only) inter-
pretation, intention commingles with interaction. What are we to make of 
the rationality, of the conscious design, in policy analysis?

 1. Rationality is real.
 2. Rationality is relative.
 3. Rationality is retrospective as well as prospective.
 4. Rationality is a property of politics as well as of planning.

I shall begin by arguing that politics follow the same form as planning; 
any differences do not reflect commonly considered components of ratio-
nal choice. The substantial difference is that the norms of planning: effi-
ciency, comprehensiveness, and others have no content, and the norms of 
politics: agreement, bargaining, and so on, do. Because of their inherent 
ambiguity, I shall argue further, objectives absent in the present are retro-
spectively rationalized into the past. We then act as if we once knew what 
we were doing and, therefore, can be trusted to know what to do next. 
Nor is retrospective rationalization (we act, review the effects of what we 
have done, and then decide what our objectives really were) necessarily a 
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bad thing because it enables us to (re)create a past as we make a future. If 
rationality can be retrospective as well as prospective, then it follows that 
planning and politics, as they are practiced, do not differ with respect to 
reason.

Politics and Planning aRE Equally (iR) Rational9

Once human ignorance and recalcitrance are reintroduced into planning 
and unlimited knowledge and power are taken away, so that planning has 
to cope with politics, planners must revise what they do in order to take 
account of events they can neither predict nor control. When planning is 
placed amid continual adjustment to a changing world, it becomes hard 
to distinguish from any other method of decision. By making planning 
reasonable we render it inseparable from the techniques of decision it was 
designed to supplant. One plans the way one governs; one does the best 
possible at the time hoping that future information will make for improve-
ment as circumstances change. Some call this adaptive planning; others 
call it muddling through. Under the criteria of adaptation, almost any way 
of making decisions in a social context can be considered to be planning.10 
One cannot, for instance, discuss democracy for long without using the 
words goal, alternative, appraisal, objective, which are at the heart of 
almost any contemporary definition of planning.

May electoral democracy then be considered a mode of planning? The 
United States does not seek to achieve goals stated in a national plan. 
Yet that does not mean the country has no goals for its decision-makers 
to aim at. There are institutions—the Federal Reserve Board, Council 
of Economic Advisers, Office of Management and Budget, congressio-
nal committees, among many—whose task is to find goals and policies 
that embody these goals. Specific pieces of legislation are dedicated to 
full employment, ending or mitigating the effects of pollution, building 
highways, expanding recreational opportunities, improving agricultural 
productivity, on and on. When goals conflict, new decisions must be 
made on how much of each to try to achieve. Moreover, these goals are 
related to ultimate objectives. The Preamble to the Constitution states 
national goals, and the body presents an institutional plan for achieving 
them. The government of the United States seeks to achieve domestic 
prosperity and to protect its interest overseas; while these broad objec-
tives remain constant the intermediate goals change in response to forces 
in society.
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West Churchman (in The Systems Approach)11 postulates that planning 
has to do with muti-stage decision-making and “hence it must study (1) 
a decisionmaker who (2) chooses among alternative courses of action in 
order to reach (3) certain first-stage goals, which lead to (4) other-stage 
objectives.” It is easy to parallel this model for electoral democracy as the 
operation of (1) the electorate which (2) chooses from a group of candi-
dates in order to reach (3) certain first-stage goals, which lead to (4) the 
implicit goals of the society at large. Table 5.2 illustrates more thoroughly 
the parallels between models of the planning system and the electoral sys-
tem. Please notice the close correspondence not only between the broad 
outlines of the two systems, but also between the components that com-
prise the system.

Similar comparisons could be made between the system of planning 
and that of legislation and administration. Consider a recent description 
of how public policy is made: “Genetically, one can identify at least six 
different steps in the process of making government policy—publicizing 
a problem, initiating a search for a solution, evaluating alternative solu-
tions, choosing a solution or a combination of solutions, implementing 
the measures decided upon, and finally, evaluating the consequences of a 
measure.”13 At this level of description there appears to be no significant 
difference between the United States (and almost any other government, 
for that matter) and societies that engage in planning.

In reality, planning is not defended for what it accomplishes but for 
what it symbolizes—rationality. Planning is conceived to be the way in 
which intelligence is applied to social problems. The efforts of planners 
are presumably better than other people’s because they result in policy 
proposals that are systematic, efficient, coordinated, and consistent. Words 
like these convey the superiority of planning, and the virtue of planning is 
that it embodies universal criteria of rational choice.

thE iMPERativEs

Key words appear over and over: planning is good because it is systematic 
rather than random, efficient rather than wasteful, coordinated rather than 
helter-skelter, consistent rather than contradictory, and above all, ratio-
nal rather than unreasonable. For deeper understanding of why planning 
is preferred, consider these norms as instructions to decision-makers, 
observing what they do.
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Table 5.2 Table adapted from student paper by Owen McShane12

The planning system (PS) The electoral democratic system

Program 1: Legitimacy Program 1: Legitimacy
Relationship between the planning 
system (PS) and the decision-makers.

Relationship between the constitution, etc. and 
the electorate.

  (a)  Justification (why the PS should 
exist and its role).

  (b)  Staffing the PS and establishing 
responsibility and authority.

  (c)  The communication subsystem
      (1)  Persuasion (selling the PS).
      (2)  Mutual education.
      (3)  Politics identifying and 

changing the power structure 
of the organization.

  (d)  Implementation (installing the 
plan).

  (a)  Justification (why democracy should exist 
and its role).

  (b)  Designing the institutions of democracy 
and establishing responsibility and 
authority.

  (c) The communication subsystem
      (1) Persuasion (e.g., the Federalist, etc.).
      (2) Public schools and media.
      (3)  Politics (constitutional amendments, 

judiciary).
  (d)  Implementation (setting up the 

institutions and operating them).

Program 2: Analysis Program 2: Analysis
Measurement (identification, 
classification, prediction, etc.)
  (a)  Identifying the decision- makers, 

and customers of the larger 
system.

  (b)  Discovering and inventing the 
alternatives.

  (c)  Identifying the first-stage goals.
  (d)  Identifying the ultimate 

objectives.
  (e)  Measuring the effectiveness of 

each alternative for each 
first-stage goal.

  (f)  Measuring the effectiveness of 
each first-stage goal for the 
ultimate objectives.

  (g)  Estimating the optimal 
alternative.

Measurement (identification, classification, 
prediction, etc.)
  (a)  Identifying interest groups, setting the 

franchise, etc.
  (b) Selecting candidates for office.
  (c)  Identifying and lobbying for first-stage 

goals and policies.
  (d)  Identifying the ultimate aims of society (e.g., 

Goal for Americans, Bill of Rights, etc.)
  (e)  Assessing the candidate and his policy 

platform.
  (f)  Assessing the effectiveness of policies for 

ultimate objectives (e.g., the vietnam war 
as protecting democracy).

  (g) voting for the candidates of one’s choice.

Program 3: Testing (verifying the plan) Program 3: Testing (does the democracy work?)
  (a)  Simulation and parallel testing.
  (b)  Controlling the plan once 

implemented.

  (a)  Comparison with other nations, self-
appraisal by the citizenry.

  (b)  Checks and balances, news media, public 
debate, the opposition.
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System

What does it mean to say that decisions should be made in a systematic 
manner? A word like “careful” will not do because planners cannot be 
presumed to be more careful than other people. Perhaps “orderly” is bet-
ter; it implies a checklist of items to be taken into account, but anyone can 
make a list. “Systematic” as a designation implies further that one knows 
the right variables in the correct order to put into the list, and can specify 
their relationships. The essential meaning of systematic, therefore, is hav-
ing qualities of a system—that is, a series of variables whose interactions 
are known and whose outputs can be predicted from knowledge of their 
inputs. System is another word for theory or model, a device explaining 
and predicting events in the real world in a way that permits manipula-
tion.14 To say that one is being systematic, consequently, implies that one 
has causal knowledge, whether one does or does not.

Efficiency

Modern man has a deeply rooted belief that objectives should be attained 
at the lowest cost. Who can quarrel with that? But technical efficiency 
should never be considered in a vacuum. It does not tell you where to go, 
but only that you should arrive there (or go part of the way) with the least 
effort. The great questions are: efficiency for whom and for what? Some 
goals (destroying other nations in nuclear war, decreasing the living stan-
dards of the poverty-stricken in order to benefit the wealthy) one does not 
wish achieved at all, let alone efficiently. Efficiency, therefore, raises once 
more the prior question of objectives.

Stress on efficiency assumes agreed-upon objectives. Knowledge of the 
general welfare, to which the plan is supposed to contribute, turns out to 
be one of its major assumptions. Without this knowledge, planners would 
have no legitimacy to tell others what part they should play in this grand 
scheme.

Coordination

Coordination is one of the golden words of our time. Offhand, I can think 
of no way in which the word is used that implies disapproval. Policies 
should be coordinated; they should not run every which way. No one 
wants his child described as uncoordinated. Many of the world’s ills are 
attributed to lack of coordination in government.
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But what does it mean? Policies should be mutually supportive rather 
than contradictory. People should not work at cross-purposes. Participants 
in any activity should contribute to a common purpose at the appropriate 
time and in the right amount to achieve coordination. A should facilitate 
B in order to achieve C. From this intuitive sense of coordination four 
important (and possibly contradictory) meanings can be derived.

If there is a common objective, then efficiency requires that it be 
achieved with the smallest input of resources. When these resources are 
supplied by a number of actors (hence the need for coordination), they 
must all contribute their proper share at the correct time. If their actions 
turn out to be efficient, it means they contributed just what they should 
have, no more, no less.

Coordination then equals efficiency, which is highly prized because 
achieving it means avoiding bad things: duplication, overlapping, and 
redundancy. These are bad because they result in unnecessary effort, 
expending resources that might be used more effectively for other pur-
poses. But now we complicate matters by introducing another criterion 
that is (for good reason) much less talked about when planning is dis-
cussed. I refer to reliability, the probability that a function will be per-
formed. Heretofore we have assumed that reliability was subsumed in 
the definition of efficiency. It has been discussed as if the policy in mind 
had to work only once. Yet we all know that major problems of designing 
policies can depend on the need to have them go on working at a set level 
of reliability. For this reason, as Martin Landau brilliantly demonstrates, 
redundancy is built into most human enterprises.15 We ensure against fail-
ure by having adequate reserves and by creating several mechanisms to 
perform a task in the event one should fail. Telling us simply to avoid 
duplication, therefore, gives us no useful instruction. We need to know 
how much and what kind of redundancy to build into our programs. 
To coordinate one must be able to get others to do things they do not 
want to do. Participants in a common enterprise may act in a contradic-
tory fashion because of ignorance. But when shown how they fit into the 
scheme of things, they can generally be expected to behave properly. If we 
moderate the assumption that a common purpose is involved, however, 
and admit the possibility (indeed the likelihood) of conflict over goals, 
then coordination becomes another word for coercion. Because actors A 
and B disagree with goal C, they can be coordinated only by being told 
what to do, and then doing it. Coordination then becomes a form of 
coercion.
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When bureaucrats tell one another to coordinate a policy, they mean 
that it should be cleared with other official participants who have some 
stake in the matter. This is a way of sharing the blame if things go wrong 
(each initial on the documents being another hostage against retribu-
tion). Because they cannot be coerced, their consent must be obtained. 
Bargaining has to take place to reconcile the differences; thus the policy 
may be modified, even at the cost of compromising its original purpose. 
In this sense coordination is another word for consent.

Coordination means achieving efficiency and reliability, consent and 
coercion. Telling other people to achieve coordination, therefore, does 
not tell them whether to coerce or bargain or stipulate what mixture of 
efficiency and reliability to attempt. An apt illustration is “consistency.”

Consistency

Do not run in all directions at once. Consistency may be conceived of as 
vertical (over a series of periods extending into the future) or horizontal 
(at a moment in time). vertical consistency requires that the same policy 
be pursued for a time, horizontal consistency that it mesh with others at 
the same time. The former requires continuity of a powerful regime able 
to enforce its preferences; the latter, tremendous knowledge of how poli-
cies affect one another. These are demanding prerequisites. One requires 
rigidity to ensure continuity, the other, flexibility to achieve accommoda-
tion with other policies. Be firm, be pliant, are hard directions to follow 
simultaneously.

The divergent directions implied suggest that the virtue of consis-
tency should not be taken for granted. It may well be desirable to pur-
sue one task with energy and devotion but it may also prove valuable to 
hedge one’s bets. Consistency secures a higher payoff for success but 
also imposes a steeper penalty for failure. If several divergent policies are 
being pursued in the same area they may interfere with each other but the 
chance may be greater that one will succeed. Like other admonitions, this 
one, “Be consistent” has its opposing proverb “Don’t put all your eggs 
in one basket.”

Consistency is not wholly compatible with adaptation. Although it may 
be desirable to pursue a steady course, it is also prudent to adapt to chang-
ing circumstances. There is the model of the unchanging objective pur-
sued along numerous detours and tactical retreats but never abandoned 
and ultimately achieved. There is also the model of learning in which expe-
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rience leads men to alter their objectives as well as the means of attaining 
them. They may come to believe the cost is too high or they may learn 
they prefer a different outcome. Apparent inconsistency may turn out to 
be a change in objectives. If both means and ends, policies and objectives, 
are changing simultaneously, consistency may turn out to be a will o’ the 
wisp that eludes one’s grasp.16

The resulting inconsistency may not matter so much, however, as long 
as alternative courses of action are thoroughly examined at each point of 
decision from this follows the usual advice to consider alternatives. Which 
ones? How many? Answers here depend on the inventiveness of planners, 
the acknowledged constraints, and the resources (in time, talent, and 
money) that can be spent on each. Though it used to be popular to say 
that all alternatives should be compared systematically, it has become evi-
dent that this method will not work. Knowledge is lacking and the cost is 
too high. The more diverse the society, by religion, race, class, region, the 
broader the span of alternatives likely to be considered and the more dif-
ficult it will be to secure agreement about their desirability. The number of 
alternatives considered should be infinite if the dimensions of the problem 
(such as time, money, skill, and size) are continuous.

Let us suppose that only a small number of alternatives will be consid-
ered. Which among the many should receive attention? Unfortunately no 
rules are written to tell us when to intervene in which possible decisions 
and how much time to devote to each.

We have gone a long way from the simple advice to consider alterna-
tives. Now we know that this command does not tell anyone which deci-
sions should interest him, how many alternatives he should consider, how 
much time and attention to devote to them, or whether he knows enough 
to make the whole enterprise worthwhile. To say that alternatives should 
be considered is to suggest that something better must exist without being 
able to isolate it.

Rationality

If rationality means achieving one’s goals in the optimal way, it refers here 
to technical efficiency, the principle of least effort. Paul Diesing argues,17 
however, that one can conceive of several levels of rationality for different 
aspects of society: the rationality of legal norms and of social structures; 
political rationality, which affects the maintenance of structures for deci-
sion; and economic rationality, devoted to increasing national wealth.
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Strict economic rationality means getting the most national income 
out of an investment. The end is to increase real gross national product 
(GNP), no matter who receives it; the means is an investment expendi-
ture, no matter who pays for it. To be economically rational is to increase 
growth to its maximum. What is good for the political system, however, 
may not be good for the economy and vice versa. The political effects 
of raising national income may differ according to who gets the increase 
or whether this increase strengthens or weakens governmental institu-
tions. An analysis of public policy that does not consider incompatibili-
ties among the different realms of rationality is bound to be partial and 
misleading.

Rationality is used also in the broader sense of reason. The rational man 
has goals that he tries to achieve by being systematic, efficient, consistent, and 
so on. Because rationality in the sense of reason has no independent mean-
ing, it can have only such validity as imparted by the criteria that tell us what 
reasonable action is about. The injunction to plan (Think!) is empty. The key 
terms associated with it are proverbs or platitudes. Pursue goals! Consider 
alternatives! Obtain knowledge! Exercise power! Obtain consent! Or be flex-
ible but do not alter your course. These imperatives have a noncontroversial 
ring to them, in part because they contain no operational guidance.

“REtRosPEction”
By “rational,” it should now be clear, we mean something like intended, 
designed, or purposeful. Something happens because it is supposed to. 
Rational behavior is action appropriately calculated to achieve a desired 
state of affairs. Yet we have seen that this definition is so broad it readily 
fits the disjunctive and disorderly world of politics. So-called norms of 
rationality, moreover, are devoid of content in that they do not tell any-
one what to choose. No doubt the difficulty lies in confusing the wrongly 
reasonable—specifying alternatives, comparing them, and so on—with 
the really rational—securing intended results, with all that is implied of 
 knowledge and power. Instead of analysis connecting instruments of 
policy to its objectives, we are offered criteria of what would constitute 
rationality on the supposition that actions embodying them will prove 
efficacious. Instead of devices for correcting errors, we get norms alleged 
to be errorless. In a way, this self-protective behavior is not surprising: why 
risk failure—which lies in comparing intentions with results—when one 
cannot ever fail if the success of a norm lies in its form?
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Herbert Simon has made a valiant effort to save rationality.18 By intro-
ducing “bounded rationality,” Simon argues that people are intendedly 
rational, their behavior is goal-directed but, because their ability to cal-
culate is limited and the world is complex, they do less well than they 
would like. Human rationality being bounded, people who would like to 
maximize end up “satisficing,” that is, being satisfied with a solution suf-
ficient to get them past the present decision. With this, I have no quarrel. 
Rationality is treated as a relationship between means and ends, which, 
because of human limitations, is necessarily circumscribed. There is, in a 
word, a little rationality, though not a whole lot.

Intention and Inference

For present purposes, however, I would like to open up the question of 
intention: what do rational actors intend to do? Move toward their goals. 
But in what direction? How can we be goal-directed if we don’t know 
what our goal is until we get there?

We are able to choose as we go along, so that we have the opportunity 
to choose objectives not only before we act but afterward, too. Actions 
are undertaken; along the way they intersect others, which together cause 
consequences—some of which may be attributed to what has just been 
done, others which belong to external causes, still others which are unex-
plained. This multiplicity and ambiguity may be used selectively to make 
the objectives we attribute to the past serve our aims for the future.

Any action can be related to a number of possible objectives. When the 
number of hospital beds is curtailed it may be related to reducing costs, 
decreasing unnecessary surgery, increasing income for doctors and hospi-
tals, increasing control over the mix of surgical procedures, or improving 
the quality of care. The meaning of an act does not necessarily inhere in 
it like a sign naming a railway station; it must be inferred. This inference 
can take place only after the act—and numerous others related to it—are 
safely in the past. At that time there is no single self-evident “there there” 
for goal direction. It is possible always to invoke a number of possible 
goals as connected to the action. No one need be surprised, therefore, at 
retrospective rationalization, which is done to increase the coherence of 
past actions. We make sense of our past by considering future needs. The 
multiple potential in each act gives us opportunities, not only before we 
act but also after, when we know more about how to present ourselves 
and our objectives.
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Karl Weick, whose theorizing has helped me make sense of organiza-
tional objectives, holds:

Rationality seems better understood as a postdecision rather than a predeci-
sion occurrence. Rationality makes sense of what has been, not what will be. 
It is a process of justification in which past deeds are made to appear sensible 
to the actor himself and to those other persons to whom he feels accountable. 
It is difficult for a person to be rational if he does not know precisely what it 
is that he must be rational about. He can create rationality only when he has 
available some set of actions which can be viewed in several ways. It is possible 
for actors to make elaborate, detailed statements of their plans. However, the 
error comes if we assume that these plans then control their behavior. If we 
watch closely, it will become clear that the behavior is under the control of 
more determinants than just the vocally stated plan. And at the conclusion of 
actions, it will never be true that the plan as first stated will have been exactly 
accomplished. But something will have been accomplished, and it is this some-
thing, and the making sense of this something, that constitute rationality.19

All is not lost. Once we recognize that rationality has much in common 
with “rationalization,” it may yet be saved. Rationality is like a rocker that 
goes both forward and back; it tries by intention and is saved by rational-
ization. One acts first and makes sense of it later. We rewrite history from 
present motives. By attributing new motivational meaning to what we 
have done, we try to learn what we ought to be doing. We get three strikes 
before we’re out, the first by acting in the present, the second by inter-
preting the past into the present, and the third by imagining the future 
as if it had occurred already so that we can correct and control it before 
it happens. Is this, one wonders, an example of creativity or of hypocrisy?

Retrospective Rationalization

The word “rationalize” or “rationalization” has at least two distinct mean-
ings. One, according to Webster, is “to make conformable to principles 
satisfactory to reason.” Here the question is whether reason resides in 
form or in function, in procedures or in consequences. The other meaning 
is deceitful: “To attribute (ones actions) to rational and creditable motives 
without adequate analysis of the true motives.” Obviously, if I  meant 
deceit, I should have said so. A word is needed that expresses our ability 
to make what we have done conform to reason as we understand it after 
we have acted. “Rationalization” has that meaning.
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The word “rationalization” is often modified by “mere” as if it were 
only a poor excuse disconnected from real motivations. To rationalize, 
however, carries also the connotation of relating apparently disparate ele-
ments of behavior so as to make sense of them after, as well as before, we 
act. In this way, retrospective rationalization (hereinafter called “retro-
spection”) is essential in policy analysis.

Retrospection is a method of incorporating the past into the present 
that we wish to become our future. For as the times change so also do the 
values we wish to turn into future objectives. Why, it is these very objec-
tives, retrospection tells us, that we have been pursuing all along—dor-
mant, asleep but still alive, immanent in our acts, ready for resurrection. 
Retrospection links what we now think we should do with what we ought 
to have done. Rationalization allows us to reformulate our problems with-
out rejecting our past. If we want to act as analysts in prospect, we must 
also be able to make sense of our public lives in retrospect.

When social scientists speak of goal-directed behavior they mean that 
they try to understand and predict behavior as if it were geared to securing 
this or that objective. This is the origin of maximization models. Thus one 
speaks of maximizing sales or profits or budgets or survival or whatever. 
A successful prediction or explanation, however success is defined, does 
not mean that the true motive was discerned but only that the behavior 
produced in the model was similar to that observed in the world. Without 
a good fit between the model and observed behavior, that model must 
be reformulated (retrofitted, engineers say) to do better. Other objectives 
must now be introduced to produce a better fit. What is this but a retro-
spection of results?

Two stories, one far away in Nepal and the other near in the United 
States will show the potential of retrospection. Years ago in Nepal, 
I observed that bureaucrats in the field were reluctant to spend govern-
mental funds allotted to them. Underspending authorized amounts was a 
major difficulty. Because studies of budgeting follow the desire of agencies 
to spend (often they are called spending agencies), I thought the difficulty 
could not lie with bad bureaucrats who, engaged in repetitive activities, 
must know what they are about, but with simple social scientists who 
assumed the wrong motivation. Investigation revealed that in the old 
regime of the Rana Prime Ministers, budgetary authorizations required 
numerous rules for proper accounting, which, if not punctiliously met, 
resulted in a fine of seven times the amount in question. Caution in spend-
ing was plainly advisable. Often, in the ordinary course of events, it is 
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difficult to determine what is or is not correct accounting. Suppose a trac-
tor was called from its home station to a farm and broke down there. Who 
was responsible for the repair, the station or the farm? Only if officials 
had connections, with the protection this implies, would they risk taking 
responsibility for the expenditure. Hence the tractor would remain unre-
paired for months or years until higher authorities removed the risk by 
assigning accounting responsibility for repair.20

Was spending a bureaucratic objective or wasn’t it? Yes, it was—but 
not the only one. Spending was an objective until it ran afoul of risk. 
It became possible to reformulate the problem from irrationality among 
field bureaucrats to inappropriate incentives applied by the government. 
It turned out further that the king and his advisors did not want to solve 
the problem as formulated, because their spending was tied to an even 
stronger objective—preventing unauthorized expenditure. How did they 
resolve this duality? In the usual way: they pressed alternatively on each 
front (one year spending and the next, accounting) without ever resolving 
the tension. Was their behavior rational? It depends on which motive you 
are willing to assign them at what time. Whenever the powers that be want 
to change, they will be able to choose what their objectives were as well 
as what they will be.

President Carter said the nation had a physical shortage of oil and that, 
therefore, the American people must support policies requiring sacrifice. 
Informed opinion was not agreed about the truth of such a shortage nor 
will we decide that here. Let us, instead, ask about the consequences of 
deciding after the fact that there had or had not been a shortage. If there 
was no oil shortage, there was little rationale for asking people to conserve 
or to pay higher taxes. If there is no shortage, why are prices so high? 
Either American oil companies are profiteering, which calls for attacks on 
them, or the foreign oil cartel, OPEC, is price gouging, which calls for an 
attack on it. Both approaches are unsatisfactory for a president who wishes 
to show that he is peaceful abroad and a protector of private enterprise 
at home. If, however, it could be argued that the world would run out 
of petroleum, the preferences of ecologists (who want less use for the 
environment’s sake) and of business (which wants less use for cost’s sake) 
could be reconciled under a motif of national unity. By making the one 
essential to the other, President Carter was trying retrospectively to ratio-
nalize the conflict between conservation and consumption. Amid massive 
change “Retrospection” is a bridge between experiences and future poli-
cies to maintain meaning within a recognizable universe.
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REPRisE

Policy analysis, as I conceive it, is about change in patterns of social inter-
action. How does change happen? By joining planning to politics, social 
interaction gives analysis a historical outlook made up of the past pattern 
of agreements, including agreements to disagree until next time. From the 
organized actors, the constituent elements of this interaction, analysis gets 
its abiding interest in incentives to alter their behavior. And planning helps 
analysis bring intelligence to interaction, by rationalizing movement to a 
different pattern that may lead to improved future outcomes.

The trouble with social interaction is that you don’t know how it will 
turn out in advance. People can’t be trusted to be predictable. Lord knows 
what they’ll do next, as the saying goes, for we surely don’t. Accepting the 
consequences of social interaction is not only hard on the nerves but may 
be disquieting to a sense of justice. Who ever said that the way things turn 
out when we bid and bargain is how they ought to be? Not I. If the decks 
are stacked, the dealer always wins. Enter intellect to guide behavior and 
motivate morality. Intellect, however, can also be imperious; it can make 
things turn out right by rigging the rules. By limiting aspirations to inter-
nal consistency, intellect can always plead itself innocent of contamination 
with consequences. So long as reason is about right rules rather than right 
results, it remains internally consistent and externally vacuous. How can 
principles of rationality be reasonable if they are not operational?

If rationality is about results, however, how are results to be judged? 
By relating outcomes to objectives. Yet objectives are as much produced 
by social interaction as by intellectual postulation. There may be disagree-
ments about what the original objectives were. In any event, we know 
objectives are likely to be multiple, conflicting, and vague. A way is needed 
to try out objectives posthumously, so to speak, after the act or, at least, 
as we go along. Rationality, therefore, is as much (or more) retrospec-
tive as it is prospective. Retrospection is a species of policy midwifery 
through which objectives are revamped to fit new conceptions of what 
is  problematic and hence worthy of attempted solution. Retrospection is 
how we change without saying so.

Of what, then, does rationality consist? If reason is reduced to inten-
tion—the launching of glorious objectives and breathtaking procedures—
then the reasonable becomes irrational, productive of cruel (and possibly 
unusual) consequences. Rationality is a reflexive relationship between acts 
and consequences, either one being used to justify the other. Sometimes 
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we seek and subsequently achieve objectives postulated in advance; at 
other times we learn to change objectives as we act; occasionally we exam-
ine consequences and decide these were the results we should have wanted 
to achieve. Thus, if rationality can be retrospective as well as prospective, 
it can also be interactive as well as intellectual.

Where does one find social interaction and intellectual cogitation? 
Everywhere and nowhere: everywhere in that they are important compo-
nents of choice in designing policies; nowhere in that they do not come 
labeled as such like the products of a sausage machine. With or without 
brand labels, they are independent of us. Because these categories do not 
force themselves upon us, however, we see them only where we choose. 
Therefore, it is important to view cogitation and interaction as general 
phenomena, operating at different levels, which can be made manifest 
when convenient. Our interest extends to the institutions through which 
policies are made and the doctrines (ideologies, if you prefer) on which 
they are based as well as the policies themselves. That is why I will illus-
trate here the tension between interaction and cogitation within insti-
tutions (the “Bias Toward Federalism” is, in fact, a rule for resolving 
this tension), among doctrines (opportunity costs are calculated interac-
tively and merit wants by cogitation), and among policies as the environ-
mentalist drama is played out in “Ritual and Rationality, Economy and 
Environment.”
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CHAPTER 6

A Bias Toward Federalism

To govern this nation do we want an operative federal structure? If so, 
where do we want the balance between national and state power to be 
drawn and on which issues? Under a national regime, states and locali-
ties carry out national instructions; the problem is how to improve their 
obedience. In a federal regime, states and localities are disobedient. The 
operational meaning of federalism is found in the degree to which the con-
stituent units disagree about what should be done, who should do it, and 
how it should be done. In a word, federalism is about conflict. It is also 
about cooperation, that is, the terms and conditions under which conflict 
is limited. A federal regime, therefore, cannot be coordinated from the 
center any more than it can be controlled or coerced. Coordination, as we 
have seen, does not necessarily imply a coordinator. Under an operative 
federalism, coordination occurs by interaction among many governments, 
not by intellectual cogitation by a single one. Federalism means mutual-
ity, not hierarchy, multiple rather than single causation, a sharing instead 
of a monopoly of power. One can determine if the federal beast is alive 
only by whether it kicks—and then whom it kicks and who kicks it back. 
The rationality, responsiveness, and responsibility of a regime, its overall 
decency and effectiveness, should not depend on its appearance (it may 
appear untidy) but on results. Self-government need not come from one 
center, but from interaction among many, which leaves room for plenty 
of participation.



If there is a federal principle, it cannot be limited to relations between 
national and state governments. If it is good for power to be divided and 
shared, that principle must prevail also in relationships among states, and 
their cities, counties, and special districts. Let us call this principle—that 
under most conditions a larger number of smaller units will deliver services 
better than a smaller number of larger units—the federal bias. It is alter-
able bias (circumstances do alter cases). It is, however, a bias in that, with 
no evidence to the contrary, it is assumed that interaction among a larger 
number of smaller units produces better service to citizens than cogitation 
by a smaller number of larger ones.

The promotion of economic development is a “classic” function of gov-
ernment, long acceptable in many quarters and antedating contemporary 
conventional wisdom about the planning and organization of government 
for serving the public. In the past generation, the federal government has 
experimented with several ways to promote economic growth, particularly 
in the country’s less-developed areas.

Most relevant research on economic development falls within two 
opposing traditions in the study of planning and federalism. On one side, 
long-range comprehensive planning is ranged against short-term, piece-
meal adjustment; on the other side, concentration of power is posed 
against its dispersal. One uses a metaphor of bureaucratic planning—
hierarchy, coordination, consistency—and the other makes use of politi-
cal interaction—competition, conflict, bargaining, markets. To make an 
interactive analogy good in the political arena calls for many participants 
to bargain for increased mutual advantage. The cogitational image neces-
sitates as few bureaucratic units with as little conflict as possible. Although 
political interaction is designed to clear any number of antagonistic inter-
ests, bureaucratic planning depends on a few agencies operating among 
agreed objectives. The normative prescriptions of the two models can be 
summarized: Because units should cooperate, when they conflict they 
ought to be coerced. When units ought to differ, they can resolve their 
differences only by consent. To simplify exposition, I shall refer to one as 
the cooperative-coercive and to the other as the conflict-consent model. 
The characteristics of these are summarized in Table 6.1.

The CooperaTive-CoerCive Model

A good statement of the cooperative-coercive model comes from William 
I. Goodman, whose major contention is, “Modem administrative require-
ments for area development cannot be met by the old order, in which each 
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plane of government either fights its battles in a sovereign and isolated 
way or is frustrated in attempting to carry out a program in conjunction 
with other units. Cities and states have for too long engaged in a profitless 
conflict which neither side can expect to win … because of the rigid system 
in which they are caught up.”1 The assumptions are clear: the old order of 
innumerable sovereign units of government engaged in profitless conflict 
is counterproductive and must go. How? By coordination.

Goodman’s discussion of that elusive term is sharp and to the point: 
“Coordination … requires a hierarchy of units wherein the coordinator 
exercises supremacy and, at least, tacit coercion against units lower in the 
hierarchy. The power to coordinate places a club over the head of those 
who are to be coordinated. The dilemma therefore is this: coordination is 
likely to founder when exercised by the planning agency against operat-
ing departments, if planning itself is set up as an operating department.”2 
If coordination is a synonym for coercion, how will planners acquire the 
necessary power to impose their will? By comprehensive planning.

One might be accused of creating a straw man of comprehensive-
ness in planning if Carlisle P. Runge and W. L. Church had not  written: 
“Our review has led us to conclude that there is an unfortunate lack 
of coordination of efforts [on] all [planes] of government and that the 
programs involved would be more effective if governmental procedures 
required a higher degree of interagency and intergovernmental coop-
eration.”3 Further coordination, Runge and Church believe, will not be 
fully achieved unless a local planning unit “has some minimal capacity to 
enforce its recommended priorities within the guidelines of comprehen-

Table 6.1 Two models of economic development

Element Cooperative-coercive Conflict-consent

Time span Long-range Short-term
Planning span Comprehensive Piecemeal
Power Concentrated Dispersed
Decision Cogitation Interaction
Rank or degree Hierarchy Equality
Operational values Coordination, consistency Competition, conflict 

Bargaining, markets
Number of participants Few Many
Intensity of goal 
variation in environment

Low, agencies with agreed 
objective

High, many antagonistic 
interests

Normative Norm: Cooperation∴ coercion 
permitted to eliminate conflict

Norm: Conflict∴ differences 
resolved by consent

 THE COOPERATIVE-COERCIVE MODEL 



sive plans.”4 What role would there be, then, for states or for the federal 
government? How, then, will conflicts be resolved among levels of gov-
ernment? Will federal and state agencies provide funds to areas that thwart 
their own plans?

“One can only hope,” Runge and Church say, “that … elected rep-
resentatives would be willing to forego their traditional direct influences 
over federal programs in their home states in recognition of the breadth 
and complexity of administering shared federalism.”5 Here we have.it 
all: faith, that interests and objectives are similar; hope, for a voluntary 
renunciation of power; charity, toward other levels of government, with-
out expecting a return in the form of change in policy. If there is too little 
consent, according to this model, there must be more coercion.

In an important modern work on federalism, James L. Sundquist and 
David W. Davis state that efforts to make the federal system work better 
by providing “planners, coordinators, expediters, facilitators, communica-
tors” have given us “a more complicated federal system—one with five, six, 
or even seven levels of government where three or four sufficed before.”6 
How, they ask, should the federal system be organized to accommodate 
the new neighborhood structures and multi-county organizations? They 
believe “A coordinated approach to intergovernmental relations requires 
the introduction of a new force [on] the regional [plane]—a supradepart-
mental official with responsibility and authority to speak for the federal 
government as a whole in matters of intergovernmental relations. In the 
absence of such a spokesman, there will not be a satisfactory channel of 
central communication between the federal government as a whole and 
state and local governments.”7 These coordinators would not control sub-
stantive programs, but would be in charge of managing, overseeing, and 
coordinating, which may or may not be the same thing.

What role are the states supposed to have in this picture? Sundquist 
and Davis suggest “a differential approach to federal-state relations,”8 by 
which they mean taking into account the considerable variation in the 
competence of state governments. To make such an approach possible, 
federal-state relations have to be converted from a legal concept, in which 
the states collectively negotiate in the legislative and administrative process 
for rights and powers that all possess, to an administrative concept, in 
which the federal government exercises judgment as to how much reliance 
can be placed on each state and reaches “an individual understanding with 
that state governing federal-state administrative relationships.”9 American 
states thereby would be reduced to European prefectures.
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The authors feel that there is a place for coercive action by state gov-
ernments, which should compel local jurisdictions to comply with com-
prehensive Model Cities plans. “If the model cities coordination process 
is to succeed,” the authors assert, “state agencies will have to be directed 
by their governors and their legislatures to enter without reservation into 
that process and to conform their programs to the model cities plans, and 
it will require state leadership—and perhaps coercion at times—to bring 
counties, school districts, and other independent governmental bodies 
into that process also.”10 The role of the states, apparently, is to enforce 
federal programs on recalcitrant localities.

And the localities? It is all for them. “The central premise,” the authors 
state, “is that the effectiveness of the execution of federal programs 
depends crucially upon the competence of community institutions to plan, 
initiate, and coordinate. The federal contribution of money and ideas and 
leadership to community programs is indispensable, but it is still only a 
contribution…. No amount of review by, and coordination among, fed-
eral agencies is a satisfactory substitute for what must be done properly in 
the first place within the community itself.”11 Communities, apparently, 
must be forced to be free.

“Somewhere in the Executive Office must be centered a concern for 
the structure of federalism—a responsibility for guiding the evolution of 
the whole system of federal-state-local relations, viewed for the first time 
as a single system.”12 Only from the standpoint of intellectual cogitation 
would the inherent dualism of federalism turn into a single system. The 
authors’ unitary bias is clear: “federal agencies cannot be bound abso-
lutely by whatever the local planning process comes up with. They must 
guard not only against waste and extravagance but against proposals that 
may distribute the benefits of federal programs unfairly or in other ways 
inconsistent with the national purpose.”13 The feds, in their view, must 
be a bulwark against proposals by one community which might adversely 
affect others, or which might cost more than the federal government felt 
it could afford.

Yet [they continue], it is one thing for federal officials to draw the line 
against a local proposal on grounds of illegality, waste, inequity, discrimina-
tion, spillover effects, or unavailability of funds and quite another for them 
to substitute their judgment for that of local communities on matters that 
do not involve these considerations. Our field interview notes are filled with 
assertions by local officials that federal decisions are being made on matters 
that should be wholly within the competence of the communities.14
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Naturally, no federal agency would ever substitute its judgment for that 
of a locality; it just happens that all these other reasons (illegality, waste, 
and others) are good ones for turning down or altering what the localities 
wish to do.

After this, it is some surprise to read that: “Yet the principle of decen-
tralization is sound.” Local decisions “are potentially better than those 
made [on] the national [plane], because only [on] the community [plane] 
can the community be seen as a whole, only there can all the community 
programs be interrelated, only there can the systems of comprehensive 
planning and program coordination be established and operated, and 
only there can widespread citizen participation be organized and the con-
tributions of the citizens blended with those of the professionals in the 
decision-making process.”15 Only there, apparently, does perfect liberty 
consist of the right to agree with the Grand Federal Coordinator.

On the national plane, according to Robert Warren, despite lip service 
to the contrary, “elected Federal decision-makers have, on numerous occa-
sions, clearly rejected a policy of granting subnational entities the power 
needed to control the range of socio-economic phenomena necessary for 
economic development programs or for effectively coordinating the activi-
ties of Federal agencies within a specified territorial area. An agency can be 
charged with the responsibility for coordination of planning or develop-
ment without being delegated the requisite authority or resources to per-
form these functions. Consequently, officials of regional bodies tend to be 
in the position of claiming to achieve goals for which they are statutorily 
responsible but for which they have no formal power to accomplish.”16 
Why is there so large a gap between objectives and resources, rhetoric and 
responsibility?

One answer appears in a splendid study by Robert Warren and Geoffrey 
Wandesford-Smith. The Federal Field Committee (FFC) was created in 
October 1964 to develop “coordinated plans for Federal programs which 
contribute to economic and resources development in Alaska.”17 But the 
FFC failed. Why?

The difficulty was that Congress wanted coercion in the abstract but 
conflict in the concrete. It wanted to give new powers to an area-wide 
body so long as it didn’t have to take old ones away from the functional 
federal departments. The FFC resulted in contradiction but, more signifi-
cant, embodied these opposing impulses—let rival camps contend. The 
substantive theory of Congress was based on the cooperative-coercive 
model, but its procedural theory depended on conflict and consent.
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The ConfliCT-ConsenT Model

A division of power normally would not be thought of as good in itself 
but as a means to desired ends—peace, prosperity, domestic tranquil-
ity. Sharing powers geographically has been defended as aiding national 
defense,18 diffusing by dividing domestic conflict,19 and facilitating inno-
vation (the states as laboratories).20 The test of federal theory is federal 
action—superior delivery of services.

Evidently two measures are required, one of excellence in delivery 
of services (the dependent variable) and the other of governmental 
structure (the independent variable). A seemingly insuperable obsta-
cle comes from inability to get agreement on the definition of federal 
structure. What kind of division or sharing of powers, on paper or in 
practice, to what degree, in regard to which objects, must a govern-
ment have to qualify as federal in structure. No answer will be forth-
coming here.21 Instead, keeping delivery of services firmly in mind as 
the end in view, I shall concentrate on two structural attributes—size 
and number—without which no claim of federal superiority in delivery 
could be made.

If it were true that the fewer the units and the larger each was, the more 
effective the delivery of services, it would be hard to conceive of an effec-
tive argument for a federal structure. The more unitary the state, the more 
effective it would be. Field offices might be feasible but state and local 
governments would be gratuitous. Within loose limits, the pro-federal 
argument must be that the more numerous the units, and the smaller they 
are, the more effectively they will deliver services. To argue the reverse—
bigger and fewer is better—is to reject federalism.

According to Sperlich’s law (all interesting relationships are curvilinear) 
there must be sizes so small or so large as to render the units ineffec-
tive. The federal argument must be that beyond minimum size—a few 
thousand or tens of thousands of people—all useful division of labor and 
specialization can be achieved. Naturally, there are trade-offs between size 
and number. From the federal viewpoint, numbers take the curse off size: 
the more units involved, the larger each unit can be without decreasing 
effective delivery of services. The value of size, then, depends on number; 
the smaller the number of units, the more large size contributes to inef-
fective delivery of services.

The division and sharing of powers among one federal and various 
state governments is only one (and not necessarily the best) test of the 
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federal principle’s efficacy. It is difficult to arrange tests of federal prin-
ciples; states are usually just a handful, rarely exceeding the fifty of the 
United States of America. Fortunately, there are hundreds of counties, 
thousands of cities and even more special-purpose districts (water, sewer, 
school, fire, irrigation, and others), whose operations involve variations 
in both number and size in the delivery of services. These endlessly pro-
liferating units live by conflict and cooperation. Districts conflict because 
each is out to make the best deal for itself. Districts cooperate so long as 
arrangements suit each other better than any available alternative. How, 
then, if there is no central command, is economic development to be 
achieved?

Coordination, although frequently proposed, is not a real answer. But 
the suggestion of coordination does pose a great question, not only of 
economics but also of politics: who will coordinate whom toward what 
ends? By this time it should be apparent, as Robert Warren states, “that 
organizational and political theory are as central to area development as 
economic theory.”22 More than 800 counties are designated Economic 
Development Administration redevelopment areas, 75 multicounty dis-
tricts, 5 multistate regional planning commissions with three to six states 
in each, and some additional structures in Alaska and the Delaware River 
Basin. “However,” he observes, “the numerous subnational experiments 
in multijurisdictional organizations … have been designed in the absence 
of systematically developed generalizations or a set of testable propositions 
about the interrelationship of organizational structure to behavior and 
performance.”23 Few efforts have been made to relate experience on one 
level to that of another or to relate these general problems to organization 
theory.

Warren’s thesis is that there are alternative ways of organizing agen-
cies for area development and that these have political consequences. 
Extending the size, for instance, biases the result. Moving beyond one 
county to many makes a difference in who will exercise power over what. 
This is not merely a matter of efficiency, or of increasing the size of plan-
ning staffs, but of who will rule.

By increasing the scale of the organization it is far more likely that the result 
will be an [economic development] committee composed of the representa-
tives of a number of independent county-based politico-economic systems 
rather than a “community.…”24 A high percentage of the counties in the 
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districts are rural and it is assumed that actors with the high levels of eco-
nomic resources will dominate decisions in both the public and private sec-
tors.…25 Organizations upon which the poor and minorities might rely for 
support within a city or even a county area, such as the union, church, the 
NAACP … are unlikely to be able to amplify whatever local influence they 
have to the district scale.26

Not everyone, then, can expect to gain from district or regional 
government.

It would be foolish to alter decision-making institutions without having 
a defensible notion of more desirable arrangements. Eugene Smolensky 
and others set out to determine how many problems in metropolitan areas 
are caused by defects in governmental structures.27 In doing so, they hoped 
to learn whether action should be undertaken within current structures, 
or should be “designed to compensate for the awkward federal structure 
of the government.” They chose to proceed theoretically by setting down 
general conditions for the design of a spatially dimensioned federal system. 
In that way, public servants could tell whether the boundaries of the policy 
are congruent with those of the problem.

It may be fairly said that the present areal jurisdiction of our multi-level gov-
ernmental units have been established by tradition and modified by expe-
dience, rather than by the guidelines issuing from any widely recognized 
theory of governmental boundaries. In consequence, governments and their 
citizenry come together under circumstances in which the legally defined 
spatial boundaries are increasingly out of alignment with the boundaries of 
the substantive public issues on which they interact.28

This, at least, is the understanding supporting the conventional wisdom 
of reform.

If the optimal production level for a public good is to be achieved (the 
guiding theorem goes), the spatial extent of the political domain in which 
the output decision is to be made must embrace all those upon whom taxes 
or other non-user costs are to be levied, as well as all those who will ben-
efit from that output. Thus, one (remedial) solution to inefficiency in the 
provision of public goods caused by geographical spillovers is to create a 
new [plane] of government which, in effect, forces congruency between the 
boundaries of a political unit and the boundaries of a spatial area affected by 
that political unit.29
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A competitive solution, the authors observe, could not guarantee that dis-
tricts would fill their uniform plain completely because it would take time 
for districts to reshuffle themselves when the gaps appeared.

But in the meantime, there would be investment in the wrong places, which 
would have to be written off before the shifts could take place. In order to 
avoid this misplaced investment, a solution that considered the whole plain 
in the first step would be needed. That is, a planner would be needed to 
carve up the plain into equal-sized adjoining districts of the optimal size 
for the provision of the good. Then the households in each district would 
provide themselves with a facility of the optimal size, in a location consistent 
with a pattern in the plain, and no investment would be wasted. Thus the 
price of efficiency in our uniform plain is a greater concentration of power.30

The hierarchic bias is evident. Achieving efficiency within the boundaries 
of the plan demands that the planner (the federal government) decide who 
will perform what functions in which geographic locations. Whatever else 
besides the assumed efficiency of a hierarchic system recommends per-
suading local units to abolish themselves, the result will not look like the 
federal system we have come to know if not to revere.

“There seem to be more ideologies channeling the attention of multi- 
county agencies to state and federal levels,” Pierre Clavel observes, “than 
there are ideologies directing their attention locally.”31 The cooperation- 
coercion model, assuming congruence of interests within a framework of 
comprehensive planning, allows only one correct answer, not many.

size vs. nuMber or inTeraCTion vs. CogiTaTion 
revisiTed

The most deeply ingrained assumption in all the literature on the rela-
tionship between governmental structure and policy outcomes is that 
rural and urban problems can be traced to the large number of overlap-
ping jurisdictions, governments, and special authorities in America. In 
my opinion, the most critical issue in organization theory for area devel-
opment is conflict-consent versus cooperative-coercive models of organi-
zation. Are externalities to be taken into account by  internalizing them 
in ever-larger organizations so as to coerce cooperation? Or will those 
adversely affected give consent through a crazy-quilt pattern of interac-
tion as a multitude of conflicting interests bargain out their differences? 
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Which of these alternatives generates more information on preferences, 
imposes fewer costs, inculcates more dynamism, and leads to more inte-
grative solutions?

Warren and Wandesford-Smith state this issue: “The assumption that 
the efficiency and responsiveness of government in an urban area decreases 
as the number of jurisdictions increases is open to serious question in 
relation to metropolitan areas.” On the contrary, they argue that a large 
number of special districts “has frequently played a major role in the estab-
lishment of the infrastructure necessary for economic development. They 
provide tax and debt capacities, some degree of functional professional-
ization, and officials whose record for reelection or career advancement 
depends upon the production of public goods and services.”32 A growing 
literature is aimed at attempting to create a political economy of gov-
ernmental jurisdictions in which competition (compared to bureaucratic 
alternatives) improves services.33

A normative theory of federalism should deal with the size and number 
of organizational units, and the areas within which they ought to operate 
so as to enhance the quality of public services. If it were in fact true that 
better education, or police, or welfare services are provided through larger 
units, states would be better than counties, which would overwhelm cities; 
all would lose out entirely to the central government. In fact (although the 
details are beyond the scope of this volume), there do not appear to be any 
economies of scale whatsoever for most services. “In summary,” according 
to Niskanen and Levy, “the evidence developed by all the major studies 
in the last twenty years—by numerous scholars using different techniques 
and different data sources—is consistent and, in total, overwhelming: 
There do not appear to be any significant economies of scale in the provi-
sion of local government services (other than water and sewage services) 
above the level of the smaller cities.”34

On the contrary, bits of positive evidence now show that the quality of 
service (below a minimum) declines with increasing size. Using a variety 
of measures of student performance in California, for example, Niskanen 
and Levy find that “school district size has a consistent negative relation to 
student performance.”35 And Elinor Ostrom has shown that smaller police 
departments either perform better, or do no worse, than larger ones on a 
variety of measures connected with crime.36

Now the type of the governmental service to be performed is clearly 
important. Defense and foreign policy are not readily made at the state 
level and constitutional provisions prohibit it. Besides, six good defense 
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policies, all going in different directions, may be worse than one. But wait 
a minute. We are talking about the federal principle on size and number 
and not about division of authority. The need for an ultimate arbiter in 
defense policy, for instance, does not automatically dispose of the argu-
ment over several armed services departments possibly being better than 
one. Unification of the armed forces after World War II was proposed 
with the usual aim of securing extra efficiency by increasing economies 
of scale, and by central control to avoid overlap and duplication. When a 
public organization such as the Department of Defense (DOD) is several 
times larger than the largest corporation, the argument of efficiency has to 
grow from self-delusion. Who can understand what actually goes on in so 
overwhelming an organization?

Achieving efficiency (which is always problematical) ought not to have 
been the main issue—at least not to me. The question is always “efficiency 
for what?” Achieving creativity in concepts of defense and maintaining 
civilian control over the armed forces should have been the main inten-
tion. Here diversity was far better than uniformity, pluralism preferable to 
unity.

Suppose, instead of the three old services, a new hexagonal armed 
forces was formed—the old army, navy, air force, and marines, together 
with a new agency for procurement and one for producing weapon 
systems. The question of control by civilian outsiders would have been 
more readily answered because the quarrel among the six services 
would have revealed the most interesting secrets. Creativity, I think, 
would have been better served because of the incentive for each ser-
vice to compete with the others to show that it could do whatever was 
worth doing in a better way. The separation between procurement and 
production, moreover, would have reduced collusion between armed 
forces and industry because designer and producer would have been 
different. At the same time, competition would have increased, both 
for creating the best design and for producing the best weapon accord-
ing to that design. Coercing the services under the guise of a coop-
erative DOD may satisfy the appearance of neatness. The actuality of 
control and creativity that could have come from the consent supplied 
by conflict would have served our country better.

Advocates of federalism should start with the supposition that smaller 
is better. At least, they should consider that as a leading hypothesis. 
Under some conditions, the hypothesis may be invalid. But reliance on 
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the  structure of social interaction—more units interacting with greater 
frequency—should always be the leading hypothesis (a bias, I called it 
earlier) of people who profess to prefer federalism.

For present purposes, the important thing is recognizing that argu-
ments over the structure of institutions are often disagreements about 
degrees of social interaction and intellectual cogitation. Cogitation implies 
coercion while interaction requires consent. The same is true, we shall see, 
over doctrinal disputes. Who cares about such arcane subjects as opportu-
nity costs? Only those who understand that it provides the main underpin-
ning for the economic theory that guides the economy and justifies public 
intervention.
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CHAPTER 7

Opportunity Costs and Merit Wants

The notion that the cost of any action can only be measured by the value 
of the opportunities foregone by taking the action is at the same time 

trivial and profound.

Walter Nicholson, in
Microeconomic Theory

If opportunity costs are about cabbages, merit wants are about philoso-
pher kings. These rival doctrines may speak in the language of economics 
but the guiding hand behind them is that of politics. The great questions 
are there: Who should rule? How should they rule? Who will govern the 
governors? How might subjective preferences be converted into collective 
rationality? In short, the question of whether decisions should be made 
by social interaction, with many minds contributing, or by intellectual 
cogitation, with an elite acting, in effect, as a single intelligence, will reap-
pear here in different doctrinal form. The better to get to know them, 
we shall approach opportunity costs analytically, by decomposition, and 
historically, by evolution, for from these seemingly simple garden-variety 
notions of cost and merit, we shall peel off layers of ideology. If our eco-
nomic onion causes more than a few tears, we can say only that it’s better 



to be sad theoretically than actually sorry for absentmindedly eliminating 
economics from public policy.

What happens when cogitation replaces interaction? By itself, econom-
ics, which is exemplified by opportunity costs, is composed of doctrine 
and folklore whose rationale is limited but real. Merit wants takes away 
both the reality and the rationale of economics without replacing it with 
an intelligible politics. This is the moral of our tale: better a flawed eco-
nomics than a bogus politics.

Two DocTrines

Can a doctrine be so embedded in discipline, so integral to its essence, that 
practitioners rarely recognize it explicitly? So it would seem for the doc-
trine of opportunity cost, defined as the notion that the cost of an action 
can be measured only by the value of the best alternative that must be 
foregone to undertake such action. Perhaps analysis of this term has been 
neglected precisely because opportunity costs are ubiquitous. Possibly 
analysis of opportunity costs has been avoided because the doctrine comes 
close to that core of values that a body of theory is designed to protect, 
the nonrational (unexamined) heart of its rational periphery. Maybe, in 
exposing the deep-seated presumption in favor of interaction versus cogi-
tation, opportunity costs are vulnerable to attack by the opposing doctrine 
of merit wants.

Although costs of opportunity appear as crucial to economics as that 
of party competition is to proper functioning of a democracy, a review 
of recent economic literature reveals very little exclusively on the sub-
ject (with the exception of a book by James Buchanan). Practitioners may 
respond that understanding of opportunity cost has become internal-
ized, assumed present in all economic analysis, and unnecessary to dis-
cuss among the initiated. Yet, in doing so, the discipline risks treating the 
doctrine of opportunity costs as profound (good for everything) or, when 
we return to merit wants, trivial (good for nothing), limiting its potential 
contribution to policy analysis in broader areas of political economy.

Reviewing the history of opportunity-cost doctrine, we seek to reem-
phasize its centrality to economics, for without it we believe almost any-
body else—moral philosophers, politicians, citizens, even astrologers (who 
would have the virtue of appearing, as well as being, ridiculous)—would 
be worth more to consult than economists. If merit resides in will, it is the 
willful who ought to prevail.
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cosT Versus MeriT, or inTeracTion anD cogiTaTion 
in a new guise

In considering opportunity costs, the difficulty arises, for good reason, 
of distinguishing among merit, utility, price, and cost. When a person is 
asked how much a thing is worth, it makes a difference whether he argues 
an individual or social view (its worth to him alone or to all others), a sub-
jective or objective view (the value he places, or what others will give him), 
or a unique versus a comparative view (intrinsic or alternative worth).

Consider the isolated individual. His notion of worth may result from 
feelings of intrinsic merit attached to some object. He may even go so far 
as to rank objects by their importance to him (he generally likes having 
birds around more than turtles). Yet there are obviously practical consid-
erations: the individual may come to embrace usefulness (utility, to the 
economist) as more reflective of worth, and this perspective may result 
in rankings sharply divergent from the previous ones. If, for example, his 
food supply were to run out, he might be forced to forage for meat, and 
he’d rather try to hunt turtles than birds, which are harder to catch and 
tougher to eat, especially if he’d rather not pull off the feathers.

Opportunity Costs

Make way for market man. Surrounded by social relations, our formerly 
isolated individual finds a market where objects similar to his are traded. 
The exchange rate (or price, in everyday parlance) displaces his previous 
notions of worth: learning that one bird brings ten turtles is cause for 
reevaluation. The valuation of goods by others in society has become a 
part of his own calculus. As his evaluations become more social, then, they 
become more comparative, and hence at least somewhat more objective 
(in the sense of widely agreed upon).

Valuing goods by their intrinsic merit is purely personal; when subjec-
tivity is supreme, whatever value the individual applies is right. Exchange 
value can be wrong only in a trivial sense, as when it is said, “the price is 
wrong,” meaning something like an incorrect tag has been put on the gar-
ment. Socially speaking, “the price is right” because that is whatever other 
people are willing to give up in exchange when they interact in markets.

Prices are palpable, but systems are slippery. Prices are made (and seen) 
by people, but opportunity costs are made up by economists. Just as physi-
cists once believed in ether (and some now commend quarks) though 
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these entities cannot be seen, but only deduced from the traces they leave 
on other substances, so too economists have created a relationship whose 
only evidence lies in the indirect effects it has on the economy. Its name 
is opportunity cost.

To economists, the worth of a commodity is equal to the value placed 
on the best alternative good necessarily foregone in its production (its 
cost, they call it). If the economic system works well, goods will be given 
their highest use no matter who does the valuing. Resources will be bid 
away from inferior uses. Success means increasing the total national prod-
uct, and failure lies in decreasing it. It is, hypothetically, a tidy world in 
which signals are loud, clear, and unambiguous.

Decision-makers, without some notion of error, are unable to learn 
from their action. When intellectuals impose a systemic notion, like “best 
alternative use” (defined by increasing national income, operated by rede-
ploying resources toward higher returns), error becomes meaningful and 
failure possible. Failure, as Linus in Peanuts might say, is when resources 
run away. Opportunity-cost doctrine allows economics its chief contribu-
tion to public policy: estimating the value of a good or service by alterna-
tive use of resources.

Just as there is no free lunch, no doctrine (or discipline for that mat-
ter) is invulnerable under all conditions. Opportunity costs are tinged 
with subjectivity, cannot entirely overcome historicity, and depend upon 
comparability in their domain of applicability. They say something about 
the never-never land of what might have been, namely, alternative valua-
tions either of what is or what might be. Yet history rules out more than 
one alternative at one time, place, and circumstance. The objectivity of 
opportunity costs, therefore, depends on the somewhat subjective capac-
ity to estimate intellectually the consequences of alternatives that have not, 
and, in the nature of things, cannot historically have been tried. What is 
done, moreover, as with the establishment of governmental monopolies, 
may not be possible to undo, influencing all future choices by eliminating 
alternatives that might otherwise have proven viable. Now, no historical 
interpretation of how things came to be as they are can avoid a tacit sup-
position about how they would have been in other circumstances. The 
logic of experiment is assumed—unavoidably assumed—even when noth-
ing is expressly said about the counter-to-historical-fact alternatives. We 
accept the use of thought-experiments (mental or imaginary exercises) but 
we also accept the weaknesses of their use.
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The more markets there are, the broader their scope and the wider 
the experience included in their transactions, the greater their capacity 
to overcome the limitations inherent in opportunity-cost analysis. The 
fewer alternatives have to be made up, the more their costs can be esti-
mated (because they have been experienced), the more educated guess-
work about relative worth becomes. Should it be decided that medicine 
or education ought to lie outside the applicability of markets, comparison 
may still be made to private suppliers in other countries or to various cost 
elements in one’s own. The fewer markets there are, however, the less 
comparability among prices, the greater their subjectivity until, in the end, 
administration replaces economics. If opportunity costs are rejected, not 
only in a few areas, but in most or all, if it is wrong to think of alternatives 
foregone, there is no place for economics. What is worse, without alterna-
tives there is no place for policy analysis.

Merit Wants

Yet, in one field after another—environment, safety, health—thinking of 
opportunity costs has been rejected as vicious, disgusting, and just plain 
immoral. What sort of person would put a price tag on human life, or fail 
to use medical resources because the prognosis was poor, while the cost 
was high, or think that a million dollars for each accident prevented was 
too much? But there are, after all, alternatives that should be foregone and 
prices that should never be paid. It’s not always clear whether evil inheres 
in monetarizing these considerations or just in thinking of alternatives. 
Whatever the rationale, economists have not unexpectedly been caught 
up in the desire to affirm morality by denying its cost. The trouble with 
social interaction is that it can lead to almost anything. From a time dur-
ing which the normal values underlying economic action were neglected, 
these have now been raised to become the cornerstone of a new econom-
ics featuring mirabile dictu wants that are made meritorious.

We doubt that an ersatz economics will lead to pure politics. The only 
guarantee that intellectual cogitation will be judged moral is if cogitators 
do the judging. After studying the history of opportunity costs as the crux 
(some would say cross) of economic analysis, we review the economic 
manifestation of imposed solutions, merit wants, noticing how we stray 
from the main idea of alternatives foregone. In discussions of merit wants, 
some economists go beyond the traditional public-policy impasse of 
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 competing claims, allowing their not-so-invisible hands to offer  scratchless 
solutions to thorny questions. After all, if some wants are meritorious and 
others are not, the problem of choice is solved without recourse to the 
old-fashioned notion that what you want has something to do with what 
you have to give up to get it.

cosT in econoMics

The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences defines economics 
as “the study of the allocation of scarce resources among unlimited and 
competing uses.”1 This interest in scarcity has lent economics its charac-
terization as “the dismal science,” and is reflected in definitions found in 
introductory textbooks. Paul Samuelson writes:

Economics is the study of how men and society choose, with or without 
the use of money, to employ scarce productive resources which could have 
alternative uses, to produce various commodities over time and distribute 
them for consumption, now and in the future, among various people and 
groups in society.2

And Walter Nicholson stresses the normative position inherent in eco-
nomics: “Because resources are scarce, we must be judicious in allocating 
them among alternative (‘competing’) uses.”3

Thus, economics is most broadly involved with use of the resources 
available to society—resources that potentially have alternative uses in sat-
isfying wide-ranging demands. Efficient production in any sector of soci-
ety requires combining resources in such a way as to minimize the cost of 
the output. A specified output should be produced with the least input. A 
broader view of efficiency is called Pareto Optimality: efficiency is achieved 
when no move can make one better off without simultaneously making 
another worse off. But if, as Samuelson says, economic decisions are some-
times made without money, what exactly is “cost”?

The concept of cost lies at the core of economics. Armen Alchian wrote:

For some purposes the cost of an input is adequately represented by its mar-
ket price. For others, one must turn to the more fundamental concept of 
opportunity cost, or alternative cost, which states that the cost of employing a 
unit of a factor of production in any activity is the output lost by the failure 
to employ that unit in its best alternative use.4
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As every action has a reaction, any decision involving the use of resources 
has a cost—the ability to use those resources in another capacity. The pure 
economist hopes, from his perspective on efficiency, that the value of the 
action undertaken is greater than that of the forsaken alternative, that, 
with the objective of economic growth, no matter how it is distributed, 
the contribution to the economy outweighs its opportunity cost.

Alchian offers as an example the cost to the economy of changing the 
use to which a tract is put on the outskirts of a city from farming to 
residences, remarking that the cost of such a change is represented by 
the land’s value as farmland, which in turn depends on its contribution 
to overall farm output. But “if there were several residential or industrial 
development plans in each of which the value of the land was higher than 
in farming, the cost of using it in any one plan would be its highest value in 
any of the others.”5 The doctrine of opportunity cost demands enumera-
tion and evaluation of cost as the best available alternative necessarily fore-
gone, the best being the most productive. Frank Knight turns the whole 
proposition around, perfectly emphasizing the crucial role of opportunity 
cost in economics: “Where there is no alternative to a given experience, no 
choice, there is no economic problem, and cost has no meaning.”6

This notion of cost is different from that of “expense,” “outlay,” or 
“cost of acquisition” as they are normally understood.7 These terms refer 
to putting out a specific amount of money. In effect, the opportunity-
cost doctrine emphasizes the cost to society of using resources—the social 
cost. Alchian suggests, “If resources are used in less than their most valu-
able ways, their cost will not be covered, and the difference will be an 
economic loss”8; Schumpeter speaks of opportunity cost as “an expla-
nation of the fundamental social meaning of costs”9; and Alchian and 
Allen say that the “cost of an action is the associated reduction in total 
wealth.”10 All reaffirm the observation that the cost perspective of the 
economist is societal rather than personal. The loss of business from an 
old restaurant to a new one, for example, does not involve any economic 
cost, because no formerly available alternatives are forsaken by society; 
wealth has merely been transferred. There is a loss of opportunity for the 
individual, but not to the society as a whole. Opportunity costs, then, 
are measured, when possible, by contribution to net social product, and 
as such are considered objective.11 But, we may ask, to set the stage for 
later discussion, can something be objective for society (which is, after 
all, a reification as if it were a person or thing), but not for any of the 
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individuals in it, who may be affected differentially, and feel differently 
about what happens to national income?

Removed from its societal context, the notion of opportunity cost is 
intuitively easy to grasp, perhaps having been first presented in the form of 
the warning, “You can’t have your cake and eat it, too.” If we choose to 
see a movie, the cost to us is not just the three-dollar price of admission, 
but the value of three dollars in some alternative use, plus the time spent 
at the theater—a leisurely lunch, perhaps. The depth of actual analysis by 
an individual varies from situation to situation, but in choosing to do any 
one thing, whether we realize it or not, we are rejecting alternative activi-
ties, at least at the same time, usually making at least implicit decisions 
on how we personally value things by actually giving up some for others. 
To those interested in economic rationality—the growth rather than the 
distribution of economic values—the effect on society’s productive output 
as a whole is what counts.

HisTory

Although the expression “opportunity cost” itself is relatively recent, hav-
ing first appeared in 1894,12 the fundamental idea has been evident in and 
essential to the writings of economic thinkers from Adam Smith on.13 The 
question of worth has been the chief interest of economic theory from the 
start, and Smith was the first of many to hold it to be a function of the 
cost of production, moving away from more philosophic discussions of 
merit. In so doing, Smith implicitly embraced the idea of opportunity cost 
in 1776: “If among a nation of hunters … it usually costs twice the labor 
to kill a beaver which it costs to kill a deer, one beaver should naturally 
exchange for or be worth two deer.”14 A hunter could allocate his time to 
killing deer, which would cost him the opportunity to kill beaver.

This worth as a function of cost-of-production approach, with its 
implicit opportunity-cost basis, was further accepted by Ricardo (1814) 
in dealing with questions of rent and capital stock (valued as a product 
of previous labor),15 and even Marx, whose theories relied on a cost-
of-labor view of valuation.16 Although this cost-of-production approach 
never could handle problems of fixed supply (because its users did not 
consider that demand would make a difference), or the famous water-
diamond paradox (the differing value of the two obviously not being a 
function of cost of production), it held forth in economic thinking until 
roughly 1870.
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Here enter Jevons, Menger, and Walras, among others, and the “mar-
ginalist revolution” (1850–1880) begins. The value or utility of a com-
modity was what anyone was willing to pay for the last unit, hence the 
marginal theory of value. In consumer preferences, value is set by demand 
at the margin. Because diamonds were scarce, a few extra diamonds were 
very valuable, whereas a little more water, with its relative abundance, had 
little worth. The notion of worth shifted radically from the initial idea of 
intrinsic value, to cost of production, to a market-determined phenome-
non, emphasizing value-in-exchange. What is a commodity worth? Not its  
essentiality or its cost of production, but what others will give you for it.

Because it emphasized the importance of demand as well as supply in 
economic analysis, marginalism necessitated a clarification and broadening 
of the concept of cost, and the Austrian school took up the task.17 Joseph 
Schumpeter records that by relating the substitutability of factors of pro-
duction to marginal utilities,

the Austrian school arrived at what has been called the alternative-use or 
opportunity theory of cost—the philosophy of the cost phenomenon that 
may be expressed by the adage: What a thing really costs us is the sacrifice of 
the utility of those other things which we could have had from the resource 
that went into the one we did produce.18

As Blaug reemphasized, the Austrian alternative-cost theory “made both 
demand and supply dependent upon utility by tracing all costs back to 
utilities foregone.”19 Cost of production depended on value foregone just 
as demand for one thing meant that another could not simultaneously be 
acquired with the same resources. If the factors or resources that went 
into production could be viewed as alternatives, so too could demand for 
goods and services.

Although the idea of cost as benefits foregone was inherent in Adam 
Smith’s model, it was the explicit analysis of the Austrian school that led to 
the theory that Roll characterizes as one “of great elegance which seemed 
to make the whole marginal-utility analysis … comprehensive and self- 
consistent.”20 Schumpeter goes so far as to suggest “the great contribu-
tion to the period to 1914 was indeed the theory of opportunity cost.…”21

Previously focused on either supply or demand, economic theory 
progressed with Marshall’s synthesis in which demand and supply simul-
taneously determine price, leading to a more dynamic formulation of 
market exchange.22 Two variables interacted instead of one being posited. 
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Although Marshall’s analysis never clearly contradicted the principle of 
opportunity cost, because he was primarily interested in explaining price 
formation, American economist Frank Knight sensed ambiguities in the 
neoclassical treatment and sought to reaffirm the standard Austrian posi-
tion.23 In doing so, he emphasized that the notion of opportunity cost is 
the only objective one, measured in units of alternate or displaced prod-
uct, and further that it is not to be confused with “pain” or other unde-
sirable attributes of production experienced by individuals. As the bulk 
of theoretical economics moved on to other matters, this basic under-
standing of cost remained intact. From Smith’s capitalist interests through 
Marx’s theories of socialism and the Austrians’ socialist drift, the idea of 
opportunity cost had claimed for itself a validity independent of political 
distinctions.

TexTs in THe PriVaTe secTor

How do modern texts treat opportunity cost? Outside of cost-benefit anal-
ysis, which will be discussed below, the treatment of opportunity cost in 
the private sector texts is (at first) surprisingly small.24 In Paul Samuelson’s 
introduction to Economics, perhaps the most widely used text, he first dis-
cusses opportunity cost on page 443, in a chapter (23) amazingly entitled 
“Implicit- and Opportunity-Cost Elements: A Digression”!25 His brief 
discussion is fairly representative of textbooks, correctly conveying the 
notion that cost of doing one thing is really sacrifice of doing some other 
thing. Most of these definitions are presented as part of the discussion of 
the theory of the firm, which is an attempt to explain and predict produc-
tion and pricing decisions, and therefore to distinguish cost as opportunity 
cost from “expenses” or the accountant’s notion of cost as outlays. Texts 
then customarily proceed to (or, as in Samuelson’s, are preceded by) anal-
ysis of such issues as fixed versus variable costs, short-run versus long-run 
costs, sunk and marginal costs, and others, most often using exactly what 
the accountant would name “expenses” or “outlays” to represent cost 
(in resources acquired or price paid). Buchanan has also mentioned this 
trend in texts: “Opportunity cost tends to be defined acceptably, but the 
logic of the concept is not normally allowed to enter into and inform the 
subsequent analytical applications.”26 An exception in some of the works 
is the discussion of theories of rent and capital, where the alternate use 
doctrine (owners must consider use of capital or rent elsewhere as part of 
their costs) is more fully considered.
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How is it, then, that economists feel comfortable in presenting mate-
rial in this less-than-complete way? Two hypotheses appear plausible. 
One is that the idea of cost as opportunity cost in the private sector is 
never challenged (it has not drastically changed over the past century) 
and the economist may feel that one definition of the doctrine will suf-
fice throughout the entire presentation. The second reason, however, may 
be the more fundamental: just as markets are supposed to do the work 
of allocating scarce resources for society, so they appear to substitute for 
thought by economists. As Alchian and Allen write: “Cost of a specified 
output is defined as the highest valued of the alternative forsaken oppor-
tunities. The measure of that cost is the market-exchange value of the 
forsaken output.”27 Thus the market is assumed to do the work for the 
economist and for us: prices of resources used in production are assumed 
or argued to adequately reflect their opportunity cost. This explanation 
is worthy of further discussion, for if markets did not reflect opportunity 
costs, the inner sanctum of economics might turn out to be empty, or, 
even worse, contradictory. That is why we must delve deeper, first into 
what is meant by “cost” and second into what economists might have in 
mind by “opportunity.”

Four concePTs oF worTH

Four notions are commonly confused when people speak of worth: merit, 
as intrinsic value; usefulness, as value-in-use, or utility; exchange rate, as 
price or value-in-exchange; and best alternative, as opportunity cost. Any 
of these four may be reflected in an answer to the question, “what’s that 
worth?” Because most economics texts deal with these notions at different 
parts of their presentations, an explicit and direct comparison here appears 
useful. Without delving deeply into the exact theoretical history of each 
concept, what distinctions can we make among them?

Merit (Value)

The idea of merit or intrinsic value is probably the oldest notion of value, and 
yet is currently the most ignored by economists. It involves a totally indi-
vidual and subjective evaluation. Based on a notion of worth that is exclusive 
of a good’s usefulness by itself or in exchange, personal valuations of similar 
objects may vary widely. One’s feeling about a family portrait or other heir-
loom is an easy example, like the classic bronzed pair of baby shoes.
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Utility (Usefulness)

For the economist utility has come to mean “the quality of an object 
which causes it to be viewed as necessary or desirable.”28 The utility of any 
event, activity, purchase, and so on is determined by an individual weigh-
ing its good and bad consequences, its desirable and undesirable charac-
teristics. This, then, too is a subjective notion of value, taking an individual 
perspective, not the social view of exchange, of what others are willing to 
give. The difference we seek to stress between this social understanding of 
utility and our previous discussion of merit is that in utility the situation is 
somewhat more comparative—the likelihood of individual estimations of 
worth falling within a specific range is higher, because they are based on 
more than individual sentiment.

Trying to determine why individuals value things is like trying to 
explain why some people like vanilla and others eat only chocolate ice 
cream. Because of this seemingly irreducible element of personal prefer-
ence (apparently a throwback to intrinsic worth), economists, Nicholson 
writes, early “turned their attention to value-in-exchange, leaving value-in- 
use for philosophers.”29 No doubt this desertion of the philosophical field 
of battle—as if preferences revealed in action answered anyone’s questions 
about where preferences came from or how they were changed—has been 
detrimental to economics. One windmill to a customer, however, and ours 
is now worth its relationship to price.

Price (Exchange Rate)

Exchange rate implies social interaction, involving explicit comparisons 
between alternatives, presenting itself as somewhat objective (objective in 
the sense of measurement—widely agreed-upon estimations falling within 
a range). Price reflects the collectivization of subjective evaluations of any 
good. It results from exchange, or, as George Stigler says, “The price of 
a product is simply the terms on which it can be acquired.”30 Of course, 
nothing so profound as price can be that simple.

Prices are related to marginal utility—the value to the consumer of 
an additional unit of some commodity. In distinguishing between price 
(marginal utility) versus total utility (value-in-use), the concept of scar-
city is most important. A loaf of bread has a low price because bread 
is abundant, whereas jade is expensive because it is relatively scarce. 
Obviously this price says little about the total utility of the two items; 
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if one had to choose between a life of no bread or no jade, a continued 
supply of the staple would surely win out.

Cost as Best Alternative

If economic man exists, he will act on the notion of best alternative or 
opportunity cost: “the cost of employing a unit of a factor of production 
in any activity is the output lost by the failure to employ that unit in its 
best alternative use.”

I reemphasize that opportunity cost, as understood here, embodies a 
notion very different from that of utility or value. Turning to the decision 
on whether to install a swimming pool, Alchian and Allen say:

[It] yields the pleasure of swimming and keeping cool, but it also involves 
the undesirable consequences of neighbors’ children splashing up the yard. 
The desirable and undesirable are taken into account in assigning a personal 
valuation, but not the costs, of having a pool.31

Opportunity costs are not defined as the undesirable or painful conse-
quences of some act, because the latter do not affect alternative oppor-
tunities (the highest-valued forsaken option remains the same). Such 
consequences may reduce the value of the pool, but they do not raise its 
opportunity costs. “This distinction between (1) undesirable attributes 
inherent in some event and (2) the highest-valued forsaken option neces-
sary to realize that event is fundamental, for only the latter is cost as the 
term is used in economics.”32

Yet, this notion of the highest-valued or best alternative forsaken is 
troublesome, as we said, because it is impalpable. Limited by one past and 
multiple futures, can individual decision-makers determine their oppor-
tunity costs anything but subjectively? Let us see what opportunity costs 
would look like if they were merely a matter of opinion.

Elements of Opportunity Cost Because estimation of alternatives lies 
in the future, which will never be realized for a particular person, James 
Buchanan, for one, argues that individual opportunity costs are purely 
subjective, reflecting only that person’s evaluation of satisfaction he will 
forego by any action. To see how well his approach holds up, we deem it 
desirable to disaggregate opportunity cost into its constituent elements: 
alternatives, competition, standards of evaluation, possibility of failure, 
determination of best, repetition, and prediction. First we approach these 
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seven elements of opportunity cost from the perspective of the individual 
decision-maker, taking a subjective (individually determined) versus an 
objective (widely agreed-upon) view. Consider, for illustration, the deci-
sion faced by X as to which among a number of items to purchase with an 
inheritance.

The first and most essential element in determining opportunity cost 
is recognition of alternatives, the notion of substitutability of one action 
for another. If there are no alternatives, there is no choice to be made, and 
hence no opportunity cost to action. The individual must first identify the 
alternatives available to him. Because the number of alternatives may be 
infinite, and the pain of acquiring information on their existence therefore 
high, the individual is likely to select some small number for immediate 
consideration: building a swimming pool, buying a car, or taking a trip 
around the world. The second element of opportunity cost consists of 
competition among alternatives, instead of, say, selecting the first to come 
into the decision-maker’s mind. To be able to judge such a competition, 
we need to consider the third element of opportunity cost, the presence 
of a standard, or standards, of evaluation, which allow for a meaningful 
comparison on some scale, say, how long an individual will enjoy the cho-
sen alternative.

The existence of standards by which to judge competing alternatives 
leads to a fourth element of opportunity cost, the possibility of failure. If 
some of the alternatives under consideration measure up poorly against 
others, they may be rejected; for this inheritor, the voyage is rejected as 
too brief.

The existence of standards also allows the fifth element of opportu-
nity cost to appear, a best alternative, that which most strongly meets the 
standard applied. This individual may finally select the pool as the longest- 
lasting investment. In determining both worst and best, the evaluation 
here is totally subjective, and the individual may have difficulty stating 
operationally how this evaluation was made (some would consider memo-
ries of a trip as most lasting). The sixth element of opportunity-cost analy-
sis, repetition, applies to the possibility that an individual’s evaluation and 
decision takes place not once or twice but continuously, with outcomes 
often changing. Finally, the difficulty of evaluation is emphasized by the 
seventh element of opportunity cost, prediction. The alternatives forsaken, 
because they have been rejected (or just ignored) may not materialize. 
Their evaluation as well as that of the chosen option is based on the indi-
vidual’s experience with pools, cars, and trips, involving a prediction about 
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how lasting each would be. In the end, only the consequences of the act 
actually chosen are experienced.

Applying these elements of opportunity costs is plainly a subjective 
exercise of little use to anyone but the decision-maker himself. Different 
people might apply different standards to the same alternatives, such as 
ability to share the item with others. Further, the individual is liable to 
ignore other available alternatives, perhaps purchase of a cottage in the 
mountains. Is the doctrine of opportunity cost doomed to such limited 
relevance?

oPPorTuniTy cosT anD MarkeTs

Economics texts, we said, though ignoring intrinsic merit altogether, 
plainly and freely substitute price for the notion of costs. Utility, too, it 
seems, gets replaced by exchange, as evidenced by one text’s dictum: “For 
our purposes, the value of a good to a person is the exchange rate.…” The 
substitution is not new; Von Wieser wrote in 1914:

In daily intercourse economic exchange value has completely overshadowed 
both personal exchange-value and utility-value. It is this to which men refer 
when they speak of value pure and simple. When one asks what certain 
goods are worth, he expects and is given the figure for their market value.33

The mechanism that provides the magic for this substitution of cost for 
value and value for price in economic analysis is, of course, the market. 
And a market is a mechanism by which offers to purchase or sell different 
quantities of a good at various terms are known. Is the market’s magic real 
or sleight of hand?

Market Price as an Indicator of Opportunity Cost

Most economists use price, the market’s reflection of exchange, in their 
general discussions of economic analysis for several reasons. The first was 
offered as early as 1888 by Von Wieser: “Exchange value is … without 
doubt the most important form of value, inasmuch as it governs the larg-
est sphere—that of industrial economy generally.”34 Von Wieser wrote 
elsewhere that as societies became increasingly productive, the number of 
exchanges made drastically increased, with the consequent manifestation 
of value in exchange as true economic value.35 Certainly it was obvious 
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that the market represented the largest sphere of economic activity, and its 
valuation was therefore difficult to ignore.

Another reason for using the market price of goods or factors of pro-
duction is its ease of calculation. Witness Von Wieser’s analysis of markets:

It is easy to understand that this value, uniformly the same for all persons 
interested, should obscure in common parlance all personal valuations. 
There is a social accord in regard to this value and its numerical expression 
which is clear and unequivocal. Compared with it, all other expressions of 
value are matters of sentiment, having standards which are personally expe-
rienced but are not readily susceptible to accurate interpretation.36

In a world of mixed motives and haphazard action, clarity and accord are 
two values readily embraced. But to say that there is no better mechanism 
is not to say that we can accept price as the private sector’s reflection of 
value. There is a more appropriate question: is the market’s substitution of 
price for cost correct, or at least appropriate?

Why should we accept price as indicative of opportunity cost? The 
underlying reasoning, according to Alchian:

If some productive resources are used in ways that yield less than their high-
est achievable alternative, or “opportunity” values, these uses will not cover 
cost. The incentive to increase one’s wealth induces shifts of resources to 
their higher-valued use until their cost is at least matched by the value of 
their currently yielded product.37

Why, a whole theology is there—a theory of human motivation (the 
incentive to increase wealth) and a vision of the promised land (the high-
est achievable alternative). All that is missing is divine guidance, which is 
supplied by Blaug in the name of the eternal equilibrium.

The costs of producing a commodity reflect nothing but the competing 
offers of other producers for the services of the factors to produce it; they 
represent the payments needed to attract the factors from their next most 
remunerative employment. In equilibrium, the marginal productivity of 
resources in all uses and the alternative opportunities foregone from pro-
ducing an increment of any commodity will be equalized.38

In other words, if the standard conditions for competition are operational, 
the market tends to equilibrate price and cost; if the price of a good falls 
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below cost, the factors of its production will be shifted (bid away) to a 
more productive use, and if price rises above costs, profits provide capi-
tal for subsequent use of these resources. Market price, in equilibrium, 
untouched, as it were, by human hands, seems to adequately represent 
opportunity cost, the best (read “most productive”) alternative use.

The Market and the Elements of Opportunity Cost

Applying the seven elements of opportunity-cost analysis to the market 
offers a more mundane explanation. The existence of a market implies 
the presence of alternatives; if there were no alternatives, there could be 
no exchange, and if there is no possibility for exchange, there is no need 
for a market. A large number of individuals are able to derive multiple 
and often ingenious (alternative) uses of resources. And because a wide 
range of (alternative) resources may be able to satisfy any production idea, 
the number of options available in a market is extremely large, and con-
stantly changing. Resources, however, are limited, introducing the second 
element of opportunity costs, competition, into the market setting. The 
offers for resources, representing alternative uses, must compete with each 
other, which means that property rights must not be monopolized.

Although we assume individuals in the market make their offers con-
sidering the value to them of having an extra unit of the resource desired, 
the market as a system holds firmly to one standard in judging alterna-
tives: the highest bid or offer is the one to be accepted. Failure is thus 
experienced by those alternatives whose bids fall below the highest, the 
latter, of course, representing the fifth element of opportunity cost, or best 
alternative. Yet this analysis seems to leave us once again with a subjective 
prediction—made by competing individuals as to the use and subsequent 
value of the resources in question—which is not very different from our 
previous example. The only wider or more social aspect of opportunity- 
cost calculation seen so far is that more alternatives may become known in 
a market setting than by individual deliberation.

To analyze the market in this way, however, is to ignore the fact that 
markets are supposed to work their will in time. Whereas evaluation of 
alternatives and decisions by an individual customarily occurs within a 
limited time, evaluation in the market is repetitive as participants adjust 
and readjust their bids in response to the offers of others. Although the 
standard never changes, the best offer clearly may. Consider the individual 
who made the best offer for a resource. If he has overestimated the value 
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of that resource to him, and consequently the good he produces with the 
acquired resources cannot bring in the amount of money necessary to 
continue in operation (to engage in further exchange; to trade money for 
labor or to compete successfully with others trading for a type of labor), 
he has failed. The market’s notion of best may then be corrected down-
ward by new educated bids, which reflect the fact that the previous level 
was too high to enable successful transformation of the resource into the 
profit necessary to continue in exchange. Individuals, then, receive signals 
from market activity.

A market’s acceptance of an alternative as best is supposed to depend 
upon that alternative representing in the long run the most productive use 
of the resource in question. The higher one’s bid for a resource, the more 
productive its use must be, in order to cover the cost. Best, then, takes on a 
systemic meaning; it results from many interactions evaluated over a period 
of time, interactions that tend to make individual calculations conform to 
the experientially derived highest worth of a resource. Viewed in this systemic 
fashion, resources are in equilibrium when bid away to their highest (most 
productive) use. As such, the amount successfully offered for a resource, 
or its price, tends to coincide in the long run with its opportunity cost, or 
best alternative use. It is thus the system that is rational, not necessarily the 
individuals in it.

Returning to the seventh element of opportunity cost, we find that pre-
diction resulting from market observation takes on a broader significance. 
The ranking of alternatives has resulted from a large number of trials; it is 
objective in that it tends to be widely agreed upon by those exchanging in a 
market. Agreement is based on the fact that the market price is the price; the 
individual may not accept it as the price he anticipated, or an ideal price, but 
it is the terms on which a resource can be acquired. With this agreement, 
it becomes possible for the economist to predict the product displaced by 
any production decision—to predict the reduction in output elsewhere that 
comes about as a result of using resources in any particular way. The next 
highest price offered for the resource required is, of course, the measure 
of the best alternative foregone. Thus, although the concept of cost is not 
necessarily tied to a market, measurement efforts usually are, as we seek to 
make use of data on whose interpretation agreement is broader.

Market Price and Other Concepts of Worth

The argument for market price effectively reflecting value, either as util-
ity or intrinsic merit, is similar. In the market, if the price of a good falls 
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below its value to some people, those who value it will, presumably, offer 
more for it, which will eventually raise the price to this higher figure. If 
the price is greater than the value of the good to others, consumption 
will (in theory) fall off until the price returns to a level more in line 
with consumers’ valuation. Von Wieser, once again, offers a philosophi-
cal argument as to why price equals value. He presents the case of some-
one who values an item more than its market price, and thus retains it 
for personal use. Here, it appears, is an irrefutable counterexample: if 
goods have intrinsic (only the insensitive would say sentimental) value, 
equilibrium will not operate, the market will fail to clear so as to maxi-
mize national income, and economics is undermined. Have no fear; Von 
Wieser is equal to the task. One need only imagine a situation (tragic, 
but true to life) of financial disaster in which conditions compel our for-
merly sentimental man to revert to his underlying real self as economic 
man. Price, or value as price in exchange, is like death and taxes: hard to 
avoid in the long run.39

Although overall value-in-use does conform to market price, individu-
als do not have to enter the market to sell goods, and, therefore, do often 
implicitly value things at more than their market price. Only when there 
is agreement to trade would anyone who valued something at less than its 
market price and still retained possession be irrational.

In the economy, to be sure, an economic loss ensues when values are 
not maintained. The market price can thus be viewed as an aid to calcula-
tion for the individual, in that it provides him with a clear alternative to his 
valued use of a good, an alternative he is certainly free to reject if it fails to 
meet his personal valuation. How free, of course, depends on his overall 
resource position, a personal consideration of little interest to theorists of 
economic markets, until, as we shall see, they enter the social realm.

Opportunity Cost as the Best Indicator of Worth

Thus worth as forsaken alternatives is a crucial concept. Like price, it 
involves an interactive mode of analysis, it is competitive (and thus allows 
for the possibility of failure), and therefore it is broader and richer in 
evaluation than concepts of merit or utility, which are more subjective 
and hence self-protective. Opportunity cost is also broader than price, 
for although we can speak of alternatives forsaken without reference to 
price (I think I’ll go swim instead of taking a nap), we can’t really think of 
prices without referring to alternatives (prices being derived from alterna-
tive offers in the market).
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As the individual starts to use market signals as part of his subjective 
evaluation (he may know that he wants a recording until he finds out that 
it is quite expensive), we begin to get at the concept of alternatives in a 
more objective or social sense, reflecting more widely agreed-upon estima-
tions. And, continuing in this direction, we arrive at the primary value of 
economics as a social subject exclusive of any decision-maker. Economics 
studies and estimates the best alternative use of resources that is foregone 
by any production decision. Though there are difficulties in calculation, 
the principle is unbending. Even Buchanan accepts this view, commenting 
that “cost is objective in any theory that involves genuine prediction.”40

In general, evaluation of any activity is best accomplished by multiple, 
external, independent, and repetitive analysis, and the determination of 
the opportunity cost of resources by market interaction meets these cri-
teria, as (multiple) individuals (independently) react, repetitively, to the 
(external) prices that result from market exchange. With this contribu-
tion, attempts by economists to preserve the range of market activity are 
understandable—the more alternatives the market allows individuals to 
collectively value, the more information results.

cosT in THe Public secTor

In view of its seemingly successful approach, it is tempting to embrace 
market price as a model for determining opportunity cost in any activity. 
Yet, the market is able to ignore effects (pollution, for example) that its 
offers do not capture. One need only recognize that it owes success to the 
simplicity of its goal—efficiency—to realize that transplanting the market 
mode of evaluation to other areas of decision-making may be unfortunate.

Recognizing this difference between private and public costs may lead 
to challenging the correspondence of price to opportunity cost, so that, 
Edwin Mansfield says,

The social costs of producing a given commodity do not always equal the 
private costs, which are defined as costs to the individual producer. For 
example, a steel plant may discharge waste products into a river located 
near the plant. To the plant, the cost of disposing of the wastes is simply the 
amount paid to pump the wastes to the river. However, if the river becomes 
polluted, and if its recreational uses are destroyed and the water becomes 
unfit for drinking, additional costs are incurred by other people. Differences 
of this sort between private and social cost occur frequently.41
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These social costs are frequently called externalities (having effects on 
individuals external to the consumer), and are not usually sold in the mar-
ket, resulting in their possible neglect. Evidently, if we are to accept the 
results, these social costs must be reintegrated into market considerations.

The market’s difficulty in recognizing values as derived from consid-
erations other than those based on efficiency is similarly limiting. In the 
private sector, as Frank Knight observes, “Price ‘tends’ to coincide with 
value, but the notion of value also involves a norm to which price would 
conform under some ideal conditions.”42 The conditions necessary for 
perfect operation of the market are rarely present; lack of information, 
subsidies, and trade restrictions, among other influences, result in prices 
that are not perfect reflections of value.43

Arguing that the market is better at allocation than valuation, is a view 
that implicitly equates price with opportunity cost, but not with worth.44 
Phillip Klein emphasizes that preferences may be distorted by corporate 
concentration of power. Goods may move to their most productive use, 
but the decisions on production are seen as derived from consumer pref-
erences, manipulated by advertising. If preferences are manipulated, or if 
markets are not ideal, two things are to be done: one is to reform markets 
so that they do a better job of forming preferences, and the other is to 
manipulate markets in a better way; the doctrine of social wants seeks 
improvement whereas merit wants, as we shall see, tries manipulation.

More alarming is the market’s failure to embrace at all issues other 
than efficiency—such as distribution of income, which raises the broader 
question of whether we can claim market results to be objective for soci-
ety if they are not for the individuals in it. Economic rationality does not 
always know best; it may be efficient to execute all criminals instead of 
jailing them, but the moral consequences of such a policy far outweigh 
the strictly economic calculus. Though it is never wrong to be rational, 
it can be dangerous to follow one rationality when another is the more 
appropriate.

In attempting to transplant the principle of opportunity cost to the 
public sector we encounter further resistance. In the private sector, as we 
have noticed, the cost of a good is usually conceived of (and almost always 
measured as) the price paid for it in market exchange. But government- 
produced goods (public goods) are not traded on the market; provision 
is determined by politics. A decision is made that we need some good or 
service the market is failing to supply, or supplying in less than an opti-
mal quantity, and the government invokes the power to transfer resources 
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necessary to produce it. Thus there is no market allocating mechanism to 
assist us in arriving at an efficient level of production, nor to bestow an 
objective (collective) value on the goods. And although we frequently can 
price what we put into public goods, this price is obviously not the same 
as the value of the benefits bestowed; inputs are not necessarily outcomes. 
The salary paid to a teacher is not necessarily an indication of ability to 
teach reading, and certainly is no indication of improvement in the educa-
tional ability of students.

Obviously the concept of public expenditures requires a broader under-
standing of cost than economists have come to embrace in private- sector 
analysis. Social values, such as liberty and equality, are often deemed 
more important than any specific dollar expenditure. And, where they 
conflict, more of one may mean less of another. How might economists 
using opportunity costs contribute to policy analysis in this complex social 
framework?

The existence and recognition of alternatives makes a contribution to 
the evaluation of any decision, public or private. Allowing for alternatives 
permits competition, failure, and hence learning and regeneration.

For public-sector analysis, then, the opportunity-cost doctrine offers 
two clear principles. First, if a private market price exists, even if it is for 
only a portion of the resources required to produce the public good, it has 
to be recognized as at least a minimum cost to be outweighed by some 
other value. Thus the cost of a police-community relations program may 
be greater than the salaries of the officers (crime and private property loss 
may go up on beats abandoned by the newly assigned officers), but we 
must initially recognize and accept that we are valuing the better com-
munity relations at least more than, say, the one million dollars in salary 
reallocated. With the difficulty not only of measuring, but even of identi-
fying alternatives, we should make whatever limited use we can of market 
information, that widely agreed-upon measure of alternative cost, price. 
Second, whether or not relevant prices exist, the logic of cost as alterna-
tive dictates we recognize that, subject to budget constraints as we are, 
the cost of any government program is other programs foregone by use of 
resources. The cost of adding teachers in a vocational school may be the 
number of new textbooks that could alternatively have been purchased, 
or it may be two jobs in the private sector for the school’s graduates, jobs 
produced by leaving tax resources in the private economy. The cost of 
a syphilis-eradication program may be a gonorrhea-eradication program, 
or it may be a new public tennis court. This approach obviously involves 
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complex problems of conceptualization and calculation, because the mar-
ket is not likely to offer an alternative, but that is all the more reason for 
the analyst to be worried about alternative uses of resources (trade-offs 
of economic growth for income redistribution, for example) involved in 
policy. With Mancur Olson, we agree that here microeconomic theory 
becomes, “more nearly a theory of rational behavior than a theory of 
material goods.”45

econoMics in THe Public secTor: Public gooDs 
anD MeriT wanTs

Economists have approached public policy issues in many ways, often 
moving from a predictive position (such and such will happen if you do 
such and such) to a normative one (government should do this). A discus-
sion of two such proposals, that government should provide social wants 
(or public goods) and merit wants is in Richard Musgrave’s classic pub-
lic finance text, in a chapter entitled “A Multiple Theory of the Public 
Household”; other economists have reflected the views held by Musgrave. 
We now turn to these two “economic” considerations in an attempt to 
decipher just how much economics there is behind them—that is, we ask 
how closely to the market and the principle of cost as alternatives foregone 
do these concepts adhere.

Social Wants (Public Goods)

Discussing the allocative role of government, Richard Musgrave defines 
“social wants” as

those wants satisfied by services that must be consumed in equal amounts 
by all. People who do not pay for the services can not be excluded from 
the benefits, that result, and since they cannot be excluded they will not 
engage in voluntary payments. Hence the market can not satisfy such wants. 
Budgetary provision is needed if they are to be satisfied at all.46

Nonrival goods (my enjoyment of the service does not reduce yours) 
and nonexclusive goods (it is difficult to prevent others from enjoying 
all or part of the service provided) present pure social want. As Musgrave 
points out, though, the distinction between private and social wants is 
usually not of an absolute sort; it is essentially one involving the degree 
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to which costs or benefits of some activity affect those other than the 
direct “consumers.” Smith’s education helps him get a job, and, because 
he is able to find work, I do not have to help subsidize him by an income-
transfer program. Part of the benefit of his education accrues to me in 
the form of tax savings.

When satisfaction of a want creates large “spillover” benefits for other 
members of society, it tends to be underproduced by those who value only 
their own gain. Because all share a want, whether they pay or not, they 
lack incentive to pay the full cost. Members of society who benefit from 
such spillovers may not express their true preference for the service in 
question, fearing that they will be forced to pay more for it. Mancur Olson 
names this the “free-rider problem,” in which the weak often exploit the 
strong: knowing that others must support an activity, they can get away 
with not paying their share. Unions seek closed shops in part to make such 
free riders pay. Inefficiencies occur because benefits cannot be related to 
costs. The difficulty is not that individuals are exploited by society or that 
they are not able to calculate their interests correctly but, knowing their 
interest all too well, they share public goods without paying for their pri-
vate benefits. Economists suggest that in such a situation the government 
must step in if an optimal amount of the public good—what individuals 
would want if they had to pay—is to be provided.

Opportunity cost is alive and well in this discussion as Musgrave explic-
itly states his feeling for alternatives: “The central issue in the theory of 
public expenditures, and, indeed, in the theory of public finance, is how 
to determine the proper level and pattern of public services. Putting it 
differently, the question is how available resources should be divided 
between the satisfaction of ‘private’ and ‘social’ wants.”47 He desires to 
correct inefficiencies, the potential loss if public goods remain solely in 
the private domain.

The analysis itself relies on opportunity costs. The normative theory of 
public goods begins with consumer preferences as obtained and expressed 
in market interactions, accepting the alternative chosen by members of 
society. There is competition and hence failure of alternatives to gain accep-
tance. The standard for evaluation is initially whether or not  members of 
society are willing to pay for any amount of the good, qualified by a pre-
diction as to the likely undervaluation of the good by individuals. Such a 
prediction results from estimating the amount of benefits that spill over 
because some pay for this good and partly from observation of rational 
behavior in the market: avoid paying when you can.
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Based as it is on the idea of alternatives as reflected in market operations, 
the concept of social wants for public goods is arguably economic. Markets 
are imperfect, not immoral. Consumers are entitled to their preferences. 
Although they do not usually claim to give precise information on the amount 
of a good the government should produce, economists can argue that cor-
rective policy is required to secure an allocation of resources that is (hypo-
thetically, at least) in line with consumer preferences. Real markets are giving 
way to imaginary ones but, in conception, they are still markets. The next 
temptation is to substitute intellectual imagination for market interaction.

Merit Wants

Social wants, which would reflect real preferences if a market were avail-
able, give way to merit wants, which are good, according to Musgrave, 
precisely because peoples’ preferences are not preferable.

A different type of intervention occurs when public policy aims at an alloca-
tion of resources which deviate from that reflected by consumer sovereignty. 
In other words, wants are satisfied that could be serviced through the mar-
ket but are not, since consumers choose to spend their money on other 
things. The reason for budgetary action in this case is not to be found in 
the technical difficulties that arise because certain services are consumed by 
all. Separate amounts of individual consumption are possible. The reason, 
then, for budgetary action is to correct individual choice. Wants satisfied 
under these conditions constitute a second type of public wants, and will be 
referred to as merit wants.48

In short, merit wants “become public wants if considered so meritorious 
that their satisfaction is provided for through the public budget, over and 
above what is provided through the market and paid for by private buy-
ers.”49 Instead of following consumer preferences, merit wants seeks to 
shape them. As examples of government services aimed at merit wants, 
Musgrave offers publicly provided school luncheons, subsidized low-cost 
housing, and free education, and as an example of discouraging an unde-
sirable (“demerit”) want, penalty taxation of liquor.

So defined, five elements of merit wants may be distinguished: prefer-
ence distortion, consequent under- or overproduction of the merit good, 
knowledge of a correct or better preference that represents altruistic con-
sumption for others and hence justifies preference interference. Let’s exam-
ine each in a little more detail.
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Preference distortion. In the first major review of the merit goods idea 
in the economic literature, John Head stressed that in Musgrave’s treat-
ment “preference maps of individuals are no longer taken as given, but are 
themselves subject to critical scrutiny.”50 Merit wants analysis thus turns 
its back on consumer preferences in markets, the argument being that 
these preferences in some instances are distorted by incomplete or inac-
curate information (consumers don’t know their own minds), or worse, 
irrationality (people don’t know what’s good for them).51 Musgrave sug-
gests that “In the modern economy, the consumer is subject to advertis-
ing, screaming at him through the media of mass communication and 
designed to sway his choice rather than to give complete information.”52 
Because all that follows depends on distortion of preferences, its existence 
is the essential element of merit wants.

We observe that when specific merit wants are discussed, they often 
involve redistribution of income. The distortion of preference may not be 
by the direct consumers of the good, but by those, namely, taxpayers, pro-
viding it. Poor people may want to buy housing, but lack the resources, 
which could come from government subsidies. When it is said that prefer-
ences are distorted, the statement may sometimes be taken to mean that 
poor people want things they can’t have but would get if they had more 
money.

Under- or Overproduction of Merit Goods. Because the preferences of 
consumers are distorted, the market is unable to provide the merit good; 
it doesn’t receive the signals it would need to respond correctly. The good 
may be underprovided (a merit good) or overprovided (a demerit good). 
Discussion is on either the level at which the good is provided, or, in some 
cases, on whether it should be provided at all.

Knowledge of a Correct or Better Preference. Someone must know what 
a correct preference is so that distortion in others can be recognized. Who 
that might be and how they might legitimate their claims raises the most 
intriguing questions about merit wants.

Altruistic Consumption. That an individual or a group of individuals 
would want to interfere in the preference patterns of others requires that 
they have something to gain by doing it and that they believe in the inter-
est of these others. Pulsipher argues that merit goods have externalities, 
like social goods, but that they are “psychic.”53 This is an example of what 
economists call “interdependence of utilities,” meaning that the individ-
ual who interferes with the preferences of others derives satisfaction from 
their consumption of the merit goods. This psychic consumption must be 
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altruistic, for otherwise it would not differ from suppression by oppres-
sion. Interference is justified on the grounds that some people know what 
is best and also want to do what is best for others. Again cogitation is 
elevated over interaction.

Preference Interference. “The implementation of such wants,” Elisha 
Pazner writes, “involves to some extent imposing on individuals choices 
that they would not otherwise make.”54 Such imposition is intended to 
raise or lower the consumption of a good. There must be, therefore, some 
kind of institutional ability to provide or constrain consumption.

How close, then, is merit wants to opportunity costs? About as far as 
you can get.

How does merit wants deal with resource scarcity? It doesn’t. If goods 
are intrinsically meritorious, they ought to be provided by government. 
How are alternatives to be generated? By people who know better than 
we do. By what standards would goods be judged meritorious? Automatic 
acceptance of markets gives way to uncritical acceptance of government. 
How failure in government is recognized and corrected receives no dis-
cussion. Failure must be what we do now, because it has not led to provi-
sion of goods and services that are meritorious. When someone tells you 
that a thing is good for you, you want to know why. Yet no general prin-
ciples are offered for judging which preferences are distorted and which 
are meritorious. In a word, if we are told to leave it all to politics, why do 
we need economics?

What, then, is a successful application of merit wants? One situation 
Musgrave suggests—“interference in the preference patterns of families 
may be directed at protecting the interest of minors”—presents the prob-
lem: without standards, how does one know what is “in the interest of 
minors?” Baumol’s complaint (echoing Mill) must be considered: “I want 
badly to be protected from those who are convinced that they know bet-
ter than I what is really good for me, and I want others to receive similar 
protection.”55

People might choose correctly if they knew what was good for them, so 
that it is difficult, without experience, to say what they would have done 
had they known better. Were people compelled to experience situations 
contrary to their preferences, they might learn to like it. Something of 
the sort is suggested in the Musgraves’ text when they say that “Given 
incomplete consumer information, temporarily imposed consumption 
choice may be desirable as part of a learning process, so as to permit more 
intelligent free choice thereafter.”56
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The predictive part of opportunity costs, built on preferences, gives way 
to a different sort of calculation: what would people really like, even if they 
don’t know it yet? This compulsory learning led Cuyler to consider and 
reject “ex post” evaluation by a merit-good coerced individual, who would 
be compelled to make complex calculations about past occurrences and 
feelings, which because of time and distance are not likely to be accurate.57 
It remains true, of course, that past policies shape future preferences; new 
experiences do matter. But who is to decide what sort of experience we 
now think we wouldn’t like would be good for us? Would people prefer to 
expand their horizons by, as it were, being forced to be free?

Two ways come to mind of correcting the distorted preference by 
injecting a clearer conception of alternatives into merit wants. Charles 
McLure mentions one: if imperfect information is the problem, why not 
provide more information in place of a merit good?58 Educating the con-
sumer might prove less costly than having government provide the good, 
and further would result in consideration of a wider range of alternatives 
and a subsequent refinement of ideas about the good in question. If lack 
of resources is part of the problem (as with low-income housing), a sub-
sidy could be given along with the relevant information.

The idea of alternatives can be injected into consideration of merit 
wants in another way. If the interdependence of utilities is important in 
providing merit goods (if my imposition of preferences on you makes me 
feel good), then the cost of not providing them is an unhappy element in 
society. Merit becomes a payment to buy off discontent. When redistribu-
tive aspects are involved in provision of a merit good, it could be argued 
that the alternative is a less stable society. Back again to politics, to man 
acting as a collective as opposed to an individual being. In sum, because 
the concept of merit wants ignores cost, rejects consumer preferences, and 
has no standards of applicability, it is appropriate to ask who is to deter-
mine the provision of merit wants, for we have no other questions left.

Merit Wants: Who Decides?

How do we allocate the right to coerce? Musgrave is on both sides of this 
issue. When discussing social wants, his reliance on the political system 
is always clearly relayed: “A political process must be substituted for the 
market mechanism, and individuals must be made to adhere to the group 
decision.”59 “Budgetary provision for social goods does mean that the 
supply of such goods and the assignment of their cost must be determined 
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through the tax-expenditure process of government.”60 “It is thus left to 
the ‘art’ of politics to establish a workable system of preference determina-
tion and tax assessment.”61

But in discussing derivation of merit wants, Musgrave does not explic-
itly refer to governmental processes, and seems to indicate that the “choos-
ers” may come from a group overlapping (but not necessarily coterminous 
with) government, so long as they are leaders in an otherwise democratic 
society. Musgrave writes, “while consumer sovereignty is the general 
rule, situations may arise, within the context of a democratic community, 
where an informed group is justified in imposing its decision upon oth-
ers.”62 Searching for an acceptable political principle, Musgrave associates 
determination of social goods with ‘majority rule,’ adding, “in the case 
of merit wants, however, the very purpose may be one of interference by 
some, presumably the majority, into the want pattern of others.” If this 
sounds like a Supreme Court justice trying not to extend a right too far, 
the Musgrave and Musgrave text confirms the elusiveness of the arbiter: 
“even a democracy such as ours has aspects of an autocratic society, where 
it is considered proper that the elite (however defined) should impose its 
preferences.”63

If Musgrave isn’t exactly sure who will make the merit-goods decisions, 
others, extrapolating from his work, have ideas. Head spends a great deal 
of time analyzing reasons why political elites (party leaders, and others) 
would rarely arrive at the right decisions (too busy winning elections, for 
instance),64 Cuyler sarcastically suggests an elite “possessing some distin-
guishing characteristic (such as great intelligence, sensibility, compassion, 
party membership, race) ought to impose its preferences,”65 and Pazner 
finds that for analysis it is best to postulate “a perfectly informed elite 
on the shoulders of which rests the responsibility of social policy.”66 Two 
thousand years of political theory are thus abridged without going beyond 
(or indeed, doing as well as) Plato, who was far more aware of the pos-
sibilities of elites ruling in their own interest.

Although presented on the subject of social-discount rates and not 
merit wants, Turvey’s reasoning suggests the dangers:

My personal feeling is that the value judgments [of economists on discounts 
rates] are, by and large, better than those by non-economists. My assertion 
about value judgments is not as arrogant as it sounds. For one thing, it 
applies only to the sort of value judgments involved in public investment 
decisions, and even here it does not apply to all of them.… The point is 
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simply that the people who are experienced at systematic thinking about a 
problem are usually those who make the best judgment about it. Thus what-
ever their theory of aesthetics, most people are prepared in practice to accept 
the judgment of an art critic about the merits of a painting.67

Looking at a modern museum, the consequences of this abandonment of 
choice to experts are clear enough. But Turvey, at least, is trying to find a 
place, if not for economics, at least for economists.

Aside from the observed fact that politicians rarely allow economists to 
decide for them, why should anyone think that judgments about the cost 
of money, the interest rate that asks how we value the future compared 
to the present, should be turned over to professors who do not represent 
the people? There must be a better way to delimit the domain of applica-
bility so that economics, à la Musgrave, is not turned into politics or, à la 
Turvey, becomes a substitute for it.

Conclusions for Policy Analysis

We have argued that economic contributions to policy analysis can best be 
judged by the degree to which they adhere to opportunity costs. Economics 
provides information on at least one aspect of the alternatives involved in 
removing resources from the private sphere—their price. Economics can 
make adjustments to some prices, and derive others by proxy to allow a 
better representation of the costs of some government activities, although 
the further such analysis gets from price, the direct result of market activ-
ity, the less accurate it becomes. (As Steiner says, expressing a caution 
that should be a universal with economists toiling in the public sector, 
“I would rather measure only what I have confidence in measuring with 
some accuracy and leave ‘incommensurables’ to be decided upon by 
explicit choice.”) Where no prices exist, or where those derived receive 
little agreement, economics has little to offer to policy analysis beyond 
the principle of cost as alternatives foregone, a principle urging decision- 
makers to recognize that the cost of maximizing any one value (such as 
redistribution) may be minimizing others (stability). Prices may be merely 
economic; alternatives are the essence of rationality. Without alternatives, 
recognition of error would be irrelevant, for there would be no means of 
correction. Rejecting consumer preferences, analysis of merit wants loses 
the very foundation of its science—sequential modification of error—and 
its emphasis on externalities of consumption and interdependence of utili-
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ties reflects merely a jargonized description of politics. Yet, as politics, the 
proposition that some wants are more meritorious than others has neither 
theoretical foundation nor operational implications.

How do we agree on what is meritorious? It is better to ask people what 
is right for them, better to rely on social interaction in markets to set up 
institutions for that expression, better, we feel, to rely on political bargain-
ing than on planning, as if through intellectual cogitation we could imag-
ine what people should want and how to give it to them. Giving thorny 
questions technical auras does not solve them, as we shall see in studying 
the differences over social structure that shape environmental policy, it 
merely postpones the prick of the thorns.
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CHAPTER 8

Economy and Environment Rationality 
and Ritual

The Delaware River Basin Commission mounted a massive attack on pol-
lution in their estuary,1 “hailed by many as representing one of the few 
triumphs of American environmental policy.”2 The effort was (and is) 
the largest aimed to clean up our rivers. The work involves five states, 
hundreds of millions of dollars, and extensive attempts at the most mod-
ern technical analyses of costs and benefits. In its economic rationale and 
political procedures this large-scale attack on water pollution is typical of 
environmental policy-making. It is also a failure. Of course, the river will 
be cleaned up somewhat, except that, for the most part, the Delaware 
will remain unswimmable, unboatable, unsightly, and only slightly more 
fishable, smellable, and spotable. That is not much gain for approximately 
three quarters of a billion dollars, not much, that is, if you value results. 
But if the cleaning is what you value, if your aim is the ritual of purifica-
tion, then the whole thing is a rip-roaring success.

This outlandish behavior, which is intentionally rational but function-
ally absurd, is inadequately explained by economic profit, political gain, 
technical imperatives, organizational abuses, or legal hubris. Although 
each of these explanations has merit in its own sphere, they are like an 
unfinished skyscraper whose spaces are illuminated at night but whose 
superstructure, the grid that gives groups of spaces their meaning, is 
blacked out.
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The Delaware river Basin ProjecT’s Failure

A helpful rule to follow in analysis is that no instrument of policy or mea-
sure of results is good for everything. If one decides to build roads for the 
lowest cost per square mile consistent with safety, flat desert areas will win 
out and there the roads will be built, which may not be exactly where they 
would be most useful. The environmental equivalent is to relate dissolved 
oxygen (DO) to the biochemical oxygen demand of a river. This DO, like 
any other overly simple measure, does have an advantage. Immediately 
one can see that the river between Philadelphia and Wilmington suffers 
the most severe lack of oxygen. Would raising the DO from 1 part per 
million (ppm) to 2 or 4 ppm, the most that could be done without vastly 
increasing expenditure, enable urban dwellers to swim in the river or view 
its beauties? Yes, said the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC), 
judging by cost-benefit studies done by the technical staff that produced 
the Delaware Estuary Comprehensive Study (DECS). No, say the authors 
of a book on the subject: color would probably change from muddy 
brown to impenetrable green; swimming, unless municipalities were pro-
hibited from pouring in sewage after heavy rainstorms, would be positively 
harmful. Besides, the shoreline is occupied by heavy industry and chemical 
plants. Even if it were not potentially fatal to do so, would you want to 
swim there?

“Instead of taking a consumer’s perspective,” Bruce Ackerman and his 
coauthors write, “the DECS suffered from a characteristic form of plan-
ner’s myopia.”3 Instead of considering whether consumers had other and 
better locations for swimming, boating, or fishing, the staff confined them-
selves to the estuary for which they were responsible. The fact that people 
might prefer to go to the Poconos, or the Jersey or Delaware shore, was 
ignored in favor of considering recreation opportunities within the highly 
industrialized Delaware estuary.

Time was troublesome also. The DECS study was based on a steady- 
state model, but the river refused to conform: at intervals sewers let go 
with massive discharges, and the level altered radically under different con-
ditions at times. If it rained, a promised DO level of 4 ppm might drasti-
cally decrease. The authors complain that the staff should have told (but 
did not tell) decision-makers about these limitations.

By playing down variability in the river and by narrowing the range 
of recreation facilities available to residents of the estuary area, the study 
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 considerably overestimated recreational benefits. By arbitrarily deciding 
that each fisherman needed ten feet of shoreline to be attracted to the area, 
and by failing to mention that less than a third of fishing capacity, even 
before cleanup, was being utilized, DECS predicted that full advantage 
would be taken of new opportunities, as if some natural law demanded 
that fishermen align themselves at the approved interval at all times.

The cost of reducing pollutants poured into the river and of clear-
ing the wastes already there began to rise so fast that eventually esti-
mates were suppressed in the interest of furthering the project. Even 
Ackerman’s $750 million estimate, however—two to three times the 
original sum—would not have deterred those who believe that no price 
can be too high for preserving life forms. If one accepts the desirability of 
maintaining a broad spectrum of nonhuman life, the DRBC program still 
is insufficient. For one thing, the river would not support diverse forms 
of fish or animal life even after being cleaned. For another, the main 
life form in question, the Atlantic shad, had many other more favorable 
habitats, but still ran in portions of the estuary, and in any event would 
not have expanded its numbers there by much more than 10 per cent. 
When the project is completed, these will be among the most expensive 
fish in the world.

The main contention of the Uncertain Search for Environmental Quality, 
which I have been reviewing here, is that investing enormous sums in an 
effort to improve the Delaware’s DO profile was wrong because:

 1. It did nothing to control the discharge of poisons that may threaten 
the health of those who depend on the water for drinking.

 2. It did little to improve the recreational opportunities open to resi-
dents of the region.

 3. It did little to improve the environment of nonhuman forms of life, 
especially considering the probable results of spending a similar sum 
on preserving and developing areas as yet relatively untouched by 
urban industrialism.

 4. It did little to minimize the long-term ecological risk to mankind’s 
continued existence compared to probable results of spending like 
sums on other pollutants and in other river basins.4

In other words, even if the tactical moves suggested by the cost-benefit 
analyses were right, still the strategy would have been wrong; instead of 
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spending large amounts to improve a bad area marginally, it would have 
been better to spend the same sum in an area capable of being restored or 
maintained for high-priority use.

The Root of the Problem

The punishment must fit the crime; the reward must be related to desired 
behavior. Bringing in outside parties, who must act like dei ex machina, is 
a sign that relationships among the participants are not structured to offer 
sufficient incentives. If the DRBC had a study prepared that was only half 
good, it might be because DRBC was only half interested, which in turn 
just might be because the states paid less than half the cost. If all costs of 
the study had been borne by the authorities who benefited, DRBC might 
have been more cautious about estimating benefits at twice as high and 
costs at half as much. In the same way as the organizational separation of 
procurement from production in the Department of Defense might do 
more to end abuses than would endless castigation, so too, payment of 
full costs by state and local governments—who could then hire anyone, 
including federal bureaus, to do a job—might encourage better studies 
and more efficient execution of projects.

In recent times, we can pursue the same point in another area of policy: 
state and local governments have discovered that their pension plans are 
woefully underfunded. A major explanation is that because fringe benefits 
are not part of wages, the real future cost of employing people is eas-
ily understated. As governments are faced with finding the money, they 
suggest new procedures designed to force future settlements out into 
the open by requiring adequate provision for funding “up front.” This is 
wise and long overdue but is hardly self-enforcing. Imagine, instead, that 
governments contracted out for sanitation or highway or other services. 
Though this approach is subject to other abuses, such as corruption in let-
ting contracts, by its very nature—the contracts include all expenditures, 
leaving pensions, health insurance, and other matters to the suppliers—
this arrangement shows the true cost year by year. There is a difference 
between ordering people to do good and making good behavior part of 
the institutional arrangements for their interaction.

To test the notion that faulty technical studies prejudiced the result, we 
need look no further than the politics that resulted in the DRBC decision 
to choose an expensive proposal. Would that decision have been substan-
tially different if the analyses had been better? Not likely.
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The DECS Proposes

Table 8.1 shows the estimated cost and estimated range of benefits of five 
proposals made by DECS. No doubt it is standard practice to frame the 
“real” alternatives with evidently unsuitable alternatives I (in which costs 
are so high they exceed benefits) and v (in which costs are so low they do 
not produce benefits) arranged for quick disposal.

One might think that the choice among second, third, and fourth alter-
natives would be fairly obvious. Compared to alternative Iv, alternative II 
is expected to cost $165 million more while estimated benefits increase 
only $20 to $40 million, depending on whether the figures are too high 
or too low. The third alternative raises estimated costs $45 million over Iv 
but benefits rise only from $10 to $30 million. One would have expected 
the DRBC to judge unanimously alternative Iv (the winner on points) 
to be the title contender. Instead, the winning alternative was number 
II, whose highest estimate of benefits barely exceeded costs. (At the mid-
point, costs would exceed benefits by almost $50 million.) Why?

Not only is the political story instructive, it has a charm of its own.  
I believe what happened may be explained as a form of coordination by 
ideology. “more environmental than thou” appears to have been the deci-
sion rule used not only by top officials but by lower echelons as well. All 
actors knew that action in favor of the environment was good but they did 
not necessarily know how good. They resolved their uncertainty by going 
one step further than their predecessors. Think of this as a poker game 
whose pot is not provided by the players: everyone gains by upping the 
ante. If analysis suggests plan Iv, the underlings say III, and the overlords 
decide on II. The importance of the staff analysis lies in the fact that, had 
number I not been ruled out because costs vastly exceeded benefits, the 
political bidding might well have arrived at that pristine number.5

Table 8.1 Cost-benefit analysis of DECS pollution plansa

Objective set Cost High estimate-low estimate of benefits

I $490 million $355–155 million
II $275 million $320–135 million
III $155 million $310–125 million
Iv $110 million $280–115 million
v $30 million –

aThe benefits referred to in the table are for recreation above existing use, and the costs are those above 
the amount incurred before the study started
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About the only thing the technocrats could have done to reverse the 
result was to load the deck against environmental action. Here the DECS 
may have a just complaint. Its technocratic analysis may well have been too 
good (rather than not good enough) for the uses to which it reasonably 
could have been put. Had it suggested there was no point in cleaning the 
Delaware Estuary, the DECS staff might well have been fired, accused of 
failing to do the job. As it was, the staff may have felt that it stuck its neck 
out by recommending a less expensive program than would come from 
the political process.

Trying to develop political consensus for whatever alternative was pre-
ferred, the DECS staff formed a Water use Advisory Committee (WuAC) 
composed of four subcommittees—two representing the polluting munic-
ipalities, and two representing conservationist and so-called public- interest 
groups. Conservationists predictably came out for alternative I, which 
promised the most benefits regardless of cost. The public-interest people 
came out for alternative III, which was equidistant between the contending 
sides. The two classes of polluters, however, made the interesting choices. 
municipal officials, whose cities would have had to pay by raising sewer 
rates, thought large expenditures futile. These officials opted for the least 
costly alternative (Iv) short of doing nothing. Industrial polluters refused 
to perform their role: they believed their answer should be “no,” but they 
said “yes.” On cost-benefit grounds the industrial polluters preferred to 
do nothing; but, to appear “responsible,” they, like the municipalities, had 
to choose something, which meant alternative Iv. leaders in this indus-
trial group, however, desiring a better public image for industry on the 
pollution issue, asked for negotiating flexibility up to alternative III. That 
is how, for industry, v became III. The next step, explored below, is how 
III became II for the DRBC.

The DRBC Decides

When the DECS got the four subcommittee chairmen together, the DECS 
project director strongly recommended alternative III because he believed 
that “unquantifiable” benefits justified going beyond a strict economic 
calculus. By this time, congressmen and conservation groups were urging 
number II. As for the DRBC, its executive director came out for number 
II because ordinary cost-benefit calculations in no way reflected the real 
benefits of cleaning up the estuary. For DRBC’s director, as for others in 
the environmental movement, “a clean stream, similar to a beautiful park, 
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reflects the conscience of a community and is an attribute far beyond mon-
etary benefits that may be assigned.”6 To take this position, it should now 
be clear, is not really to reject quantifying aesthetic benefits7; the DRBC 
position is that aesthetic benefits count for more than any conceivable 
financial cost. Here, in truth, is a decisive quantitative calculus.

Of the various state agencies interested in pollution, only one, Delaware, 
considered the DECS cost-benefit analysis and recommended number III, 
one beyond the place to which the numbers pointed. Elsewhere no atten-
tion was paid to analysis because the other states had already committed 
themselves to widespread adoption of standard facilities for treating wastes 
and welcomed the additional federal subsidies. Besides, the other states 
wanted, as the commercial has it, “an extra margin of safety.” Knowing 
that plans for abatement of pollution frequently fell short of their tar-
gets, those states preferred doing more—alternative II—in order to get as 
much as promised in the less-expensive plans.

If one side demonstrates its noble nature by recommending a more 
expensive alternative than it would otherwise prefer, and if the other 
believes it must bid higher to secure the next level of achievement, the 
results are predictable: the chosen plan will be twice removed (from Iv 
to II) as well as twice as expensive ($275 to $110 million) as the best 
alternative. This is known as the hidden hand of altruism. Once the 
industrial polluters settled for alternative III, the municipalities couldn’t 
be less “responsible” and so went along. Once the polluters turned the 
other cheek, it remained only for politicians to walk that extra mile to 
alternative II.

The Secretary of the Interior, according to the Water Quality Control 
Act of 1965, had to approve the objectives of the DRBC before the goals 
could become legally effective. The secretary was not only one of DRBC’s 
five voting members but also its Pooh-Bah—final judge—and, if it came 
to that, its Koko—lord High Executioner. But there was nothing to fear, 
for all winds were blowing in the same direction. It was easy for Secretary 
Stewart udall to move from alternative III, recommended by DECS, to 
alternative II. udall could show his bona fide credentials as an environ-
mentalist only by proposing to do more. A Democrat, udall felt he could 
not allow liberal Republicans to take over the issue. If the Department of 
Interior ruled that a rich area like the Delaware valley could not support 
a large effort, it could hardly expect poorer ones to act with vigor. The 
Democratic administration could not expect to lead an antipollution cam-
paign without followers.
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Similar considerations prevailed with Governor Rockefeller of 
New York. As Ackerman sees it, “While Rockefeller would incur no politi-
cal costs by voting for high standards, he would obtain political benefits 
on both the state and national levels.”8 So long as there was a national 
Democratic administration, he wanted the initiative (upping the ante) 
taken by Republicans at the state level.

Pennsylvania was critical. Although Philadelphia and its environs would 
pay a substantial share of the cost, most state benefits would be reaped 
downstream in Delaware. Nevertheless, Governor Shafer, who wanted state 
initiative in this area, went for alternative II. The fact that Shafer accepted 
the view of his state advisors—that doing more was required to achieve a 
lesser objective—suggests analysis would not have mattered. What is more, 
udall, Rockefeller, and Governor Hughes of New Jersey had previously 
agreed that even if Pennsylvania wanted the modest program of alternative 
III, they would insist on the more ambitious objective. Only Governor 
Terry of Delaware cited the DECS analyses in support of doing less. The 
DRBC voted 4 to 1 for doing more. Ackerman and company conclude:

Our interviews with the leading politicians on the DRBC and their close 
political assistants provide an outstanding example of decision by cliché. To 
all of the leading decision makers, it was “obvious” that “pollution” was a 
“bad thing” and that the Delaware was a badly polluted stream. It followed 
from this simplistic perception that the thing to do was to “clean up the river 
as much as possible.…”9

The cliché to which they refer is noneconomic thinking—cleanliness is 
priceless; more of a good thing is necessarily better than less; money is no 
measure of morality.

Economists and Environmentalists

The exasperation with which devotees of economic thinking regard the 
behavior of environmentalists and their political allies would be fully justi-
fied if everyone agreed the goals could be expressed according to economic 
rationality. Then the means to this end would indeed be perverse—spend-
ing much to gain little; satisfying fewer people in fewer ways rather than 
more people in more ways; focusing on the condition of the water instead 
of on the uses to which people would put it. But it is precisely this mode of 
thinking in terms of opportunity costs to which environmentalists object.
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Some things, after all, must be sacred. Environmentalists are trying to 
move the boundaries by which men distinguish between the profane—
money, the economic calculus—and the sacred—man’s relation to nature. 
God is not dead, only immanent in nature. We are not dealing with the 
usual organizational phenomenon—substitution of process for purpose. 
The process of cleansing is the purpose.

If purification is what you are after, more is better than less and you 
would expect to pay more for each increment. Confusion enters because 
the transactions occur between two worlds, so that homage must still be 
paid to the old economic costs and benefits whereas choices are predicated 
on quite different environmental values.

How else can one explain the extraordinary language of the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972: “It is the national goal that the dis-
charge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by 1985”?10 
This task might require all of America’s national income or all its wealth.11 
Could Congress have been serious? Perhaps the politicians were escap-
ing from the problem by pretending to solve it. Perhaps the legislators 
thought that by trying to get it all, the country stood a better chance of 
getting half. But then again, as is customary in many countries, progres-
sive legislation may be a substitute for program implementation. Perhaps 
Congress meant it wanted to come clean and adopt a new morality but did 
not yet know what that was to be.

Are we dealing with a cognitive lack—politicians would be economi-
cally rational if they understood how—or with a phenomenological 
change—an alteration in the way the world of nature is conceived in rela-
tion to mankind? Is it that environmentalists cannot or will not speak the 
language of economic rationality?

alTernaTives For conTrolling waTer PolluTion

under the “legal-orders” model, a governmental agency issues orders tell-
ing polluters what they must do to comply with the law, or face legal sanc-
tions. This approach seems straightforward—if behavior is odious, compel 
the offender to cease his nuisance—but its implementation is complex. 
There are too many polluters to treat as individuals, and the differences 
among polluters are too great for convenient grouping. Equity is elusive 
because the criterion of equal effort among polluters conflicts with mini-
mizing cost to the public. Naturally, polluters do not remain inert, but 
push back politically to place themselves in a less expensive zone. The 
results of DRBC regulatory efforts were neither fair nor efficient.
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Alternative modes of regulation include market models, such as efflu-
ent charges, with polluters paying for their discharge, and exchanges of 
property rights. Though Ackerman et al. like the idea of effluent charges 
better than legal orders, they find it wanting in numerous respects. For 
one thing, the notion of effluent charges creates difficulties in charging 
the correct amounts and applying them to specific classes of polluters. The 
polluters do have an incentive to consider the costs of pollution, but it is 
difficult to determine whether the charge will be fair in assessing burdens 
among polluters.12

The strong preference of the authors, a preference I share if pollution 
is a difficulty rather than a taboo, is to auction off rights to pollute within 
an allowable limit. This is a real market solution. By creating a market in 
pollution, citizens would soon discover how much pollution was worth to 
all—polluters themselves and the government bodies that wished to buy 
back rights. Efficiency is ensured because, insofar as information permits, 
the price of the right to pollute will equal the capitalized marginal cost of 
treating an extra pound of pollution. Equity is approximated among pol-
luters regardless of size or location or political pull, because each polluter’s 
bid must reflect its own interests.

Can anyone imagine a president surviving a proposal to vest prop-
erty rights in pollution? He would be accused of paying people to pol-
lute when he should be prohibiting it. Economists understand they are 
being thwarted but cannot understand why. Environmentalists find it par-
ticularly offensive to allow a polluter to continue to emit waste simply by 
paying a fee. It is not clear how this fact alone distinguishes an effluent 
charge from any method of control that does not contemplate immediate 
cessation of pollution. Why is polluting in return for money worse than 
polluting for nothing under the legal-orders model?13 Why, indeed, might 
anyone think this way?

money repels environmentalists who find it a repulsive symbol. To 
environmentalists money has become a stigma, the invocation of the dol-
lar sign, an emblem of the fall from grace. money has become associated 
with man’s lower functions, the odor of corruption following its appear-
ance. Properly used, cash might nurture nature, making man at one with 
the land. But money has become a source of idolatry; mankind worships 
its own feces.

Environmentalists wish to change humanity’s moral relationship to 
nature. Without law, there can be no sin, without sin no crime, with-
out crime no punishment, and without punishment no repentance. For 
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 environmentalists the symbolic level is the real one. Ackerman et al. find 
this approach “inexplicable,” because they think that environmentalists 
confuse the appearance of legal orders with the result of reducing pol-
lution equitably and inexpensively. Actually, it is this assumption—it is 
wrong to pollute—that environmentalists value.

It is hard to avoid the implication that Ackerman, like many others 
thinking in an economic framework, regard extreme environmentalists as 
irrational. I am trying to find some way to call environmentalists ratio-
nal. Only if environmentalists think they are talking in ordinary language 
to workaday people with prosaic interests in allocating limited resources 
would environmentalists be irrational, for then environmentalists would 
deliberately be choosing the most expensive way of doing the least good. 
Everyone knows what people are called who prefer pain to pleasure. That 
is why I wonder whether environmentalists are operating on a different 
level of rationality. There must be some other level of discourse into which 
an explanation can be made to fit.

The risky environmenT

Who deals with decidedly different schemes of values? Anthropologists, 
among others. The problem is that if environmentalists want a better pol-
icy, they are going about it in a peculiar way. Their arguments remind me 
more of mary Douglas’s Purity and Danger than they do of any specific 
discussion of the environment. Therefore I turn for enlightment to her 
seminal work.14

“Nature” as a Verbal Weapon

Anthropology, Professor Douglas argues, may be regarded as a kind of 
phenomenology, the study of how people in various societies arrive at their 
beliefs. Once there is a consensus on a moral order, it determines, within 
wide limits, how a community experiences physical conditions. This per-
ception is then enforced by methods of social control. “Among verbal 
weapons of control,” mary Douglas continues, “time is one of the four 
final arbiters. Time, money, God and nature, usually in that order, are 
universal trump cards plunked down to win an argument.”15 There is no 
time or insufficient money, God is against it, and it is contrary to the laws 
of nature. In many tribal societies, dominant males enforce chastity among 
wives by finding a sanction in nature that applies only to women: they will 
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miscarry if adulterous. The Cheyenne outlaw a man who murders one of 
his own tribe by contending that the buffalo, upon whom they depend 
for food, will not react to the murder of men in other tribes but will be 
offended by the smell of fratricide.

Charges of pollution are levied against those who seem to threaten the 
moral values that sustain a society. That which is to be considered risky in 
the environment is determined by a normative scheme of how social rela-
tions ought to be structured. The right to define pollution, in this sense, 
is power; those who can make the charge stick succeed in imposing or 
maintaining a social hierarchy they regard as favorable.

Economists say there is not enough money to do it all or to do it 
all at once. Therefore, we must choose among doing everything in one 
place, nothing in another, or something between the two elsewhere. 
Environmentalists say there is no time. We must act now, for it will be too 
late tomorrow. Both economist and environmentalist brandish nature as 
a threat: spending too much on nonproductive endeavors will cause the 
economic system to run down until it no longer supports society; failure 
to clean up the environment will cause the polluted world to produce can-
cer, deformation of babies, a new ice age, destruction of the ionosphere 
until the sun burns us to a crisp, and other evils too numerous to mention.

The Idea of System

Douglas observes “the deepest emotional investment of all is the assump-
tion that a rule-obeying universe exists.… Hence the most odious pollu-
tions are those which threaten to attack a system at its intellectual base.”16 
She repeats the tale of an Eskimo girl who was banished to die for insisting 
on eating caribou meat in winter instead of summer, because this broke 
the fundamental moral distinction between things fit for the two seasons. 
The girl was condemned for a pollution that ignored a distinction without 
which the society would imperil itself by running out of meat.

Are these strange-sounding stories really so remote from our own 
experience? The radio pours forth proposals for segregating smokers from 
nonsmokers—the pure from the defiled—in restaurants. People mutter 
about tampering with the atmosphere that produces unusual weather pat-
terns. Implicit theories about the interpenetration of biological and natu-
ral systems appear in the news. The papers report reluctance in Alaska, 
California, and the eastern seaboard to have the ocean bottoms penetrated 
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by money-mad oil companies who would profit by pumping their vital 
fluids to other parts of the country (or, worse still, abroad). Oil inside the 
ecological system is sweet; oil outside is foul.

The idea of system, Douglas suggests, is not only exhilarating but 
frightening. System can take hold with a death grip. System is a seamless 
web: know one part, know it all; eliminate one element and the entire 
economy or ecology collapses, or so it seems.

The media convey the contention that by eating grain-fed beef, 
Americans deprive starving people of the staff of life. Economically speak-
ing, the allegation is absurd. Wheat is not a depletable resource. The grain 
would go elsewhere if recipients could pay the cost of raising, transport-
ing, and distributing it. A handout is not a right. Americans pay for what 
they produce. Americans return what they take from the land. Surely the 
real polluters are those who take but do not give. If, instead of a world of 
nation-states, there were a universal world ecosystem—both physical and 
animal—then overconsumption by one element might well take place at 
the expense of others.

The price of oil at the Persian Gulf increased over eleven times between 
1970 and 1978, and four to five times from 1973—when it was raised 
as an instrument of coercion during the October war in the middle 
East. These increases destroyed the possibility of economic development 
in most poor countries for at least a decade and perhaps likely longer, 
generated an unprecedented flow of arms to the area, increased disper-
sion of nuclear materials from which bombs may be made, and otherwise 
reduced standards of living, while increasing inflation in the united States. 
meanwhile, these price increases have benefited mostly reactionary feudal 
regimes, military dictatorships, or royal absolutisms.

Yet, these developments have been greeted, if not entirely with appro-
bation, at least with evident satisfaction by environmentalists who welcome 
restraint in exploiting the earth’s resources. Environmentalists know this 
much about economics: a rise in price means a decrease in use; less fertilizer 
also means fewer cars and less pollution. Relating man to nature requires sac-
rifices. So, too, I noticed when rummaging among the British Cabinet papers 
of the early thirties, did kindly ministers harden their hearts in order to lower 
payments to widows and orphans. In the fearful grip of a deflationary eco-
nomics, those ministers believed society could recover its health only if expen-
ditures were cut. No primitive people sacrificing youth to appease a vengeful 
god were more in the grip of system. Now it is the environmentalists’ turn.
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“System” as Compulsion

“If the study of pollution ideas teaches us anything,” Professor Douglas 
asserts, “it is that, taken too much at face value, fears about rules of nature 
tend to mask social rules.”17 Disagreements about population policy 
among rich and poor nations, for instance, Douglas attributes to “a social 
problem about the distribution of prestige and power.…”18 If that prin-
ciple applied to the differences between those who (for want of better 
names) we have called environmentalists and economists—the two great 
systems-makers of our time—what would be their differences over status 
and power? Status distinctions are well known: rich versus poor coun-
tries—the developed who can afford to slow down and the developing 
who cannot; and, among the wealthy, the upper-middle versus the lower 
economic classes—those who wish to preserve the pastoral pleasures of 
the rich, versus those who wish to become rich before sacrificing growth 
to preservation. Power differences are appearing: the new contestants are 
the professional upper-middle class, who value power more than money 
and whose care for control is represented well by Common Cause and 
other “public interest” lobbies; versus an alliance of corporate manage-
ment, labor unions, and minorities, whose immediate interests and mutual 
accommodation are best served by sharing the monetary rewards of eco-
nomic growth. Common Cause, after all, wants to “clean up” political life. 
Its favorite disinfectants are the aptly named “sunshine laws” that require 
open meetings of political bodies, disclosure of campaign contributions, 
and limitations on lobbying. These weapons are aimed at every interme-
diary organization—political party, labor union, trade association—that 
attempts to mediate between government and society. These intermediar-
ies are polluted by contamination with money. So long as conflict must 
be carried on by time and talk, surplus resources among the professional 
classes, instead of money or numbers, which corporations and unions can 
use best, the outcome is ensured. The movement of citizen lobbies into 
environmental issues in a big way—a pox on politicians who condone pol-
lution—may confidently be expected.

If everything is allowed, nothing is sacrosanct; there can be no culture, 
only nothingness. Professor Douglas wants to make sure we realize that 
there can be no knowing without principles that tell us what is polluted 
and what is safe:

In essence, pollution ideas … protect a system of ideas from challenge.… If 
this guideline and base is grossly disturbed, knowledge is at risk.
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… Pollution is the black side of Plato’s good lie on which society must 
rest: it is the other half of the necessary confidence-trick. We should be able 
to see that we can never ask for a future society in which we can only believe 
in real, scientifically proved pollution dangers. We must talk threateningly … 
if we hope to get anything done.…

Our worst problem is the lack of moral consensus which gives credibility 
to warnings of danger. This partly explains why we fail so often to give proper 
heed to ecologists. At the same time, for lack of a discriminating principle, 
we easily become overwhelmed by our pollution fears. Community endows 
its environment with credibility. Without community, unclassified rubbish 
mounts up, poisons fill the air and water, food is contaminated, eyesores 
block the skyline. Flooding in through all our senses, pollution destroys 
our well-being. Witches and devils ensnare us. Any tribal culture selects this 
and that danger to fear and sets up demarcation lines to control it. It allows 
people to live contentedly with a hundred other dangers which ought to 
terrify them out of their wits.19

Making Choices

By which principle ought we to live, then—economy or environment, 
growth or restriction, abundance or limits? Have we too little or too much 
money? Has time run out or is it on our side? On which side are God and 
nature?

The trouble about answering these questions is that the “us” is not 
one but many. uneven rates of development between countries and con-
tinents, among regions and within cities, signify that what is good for 
“us” is not necessarily good for “them.” The age of affluence that for the 
first time has freed large portions of society from the need to worry about 
material maintenance arrived just as untold others were awakening to pos-
sibilities that were being rejected by their predecessors. Just as “the pill” 
undermined the dangers attached to pre- or extramarital intercourse, so 
affluence undercut the rationale for putting up with pollution in order to 
promote production.

By suggesting a Nature Preservation Trust to protect “areas still rela-
tively untouched,” Ackerman and his colleagues recognize that their con-
trols would be extremely unpopular because places not yet exploited are 
also poorest—mostly because unexploited areas lack development. “Thus 
the antidevelopment policies of the Trust may be seen by many residents 
of proposed nature reserves as an effort by rich urban centers to frus-
trate the efforts of their country cousins to develop an industrial base that 
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will permit the newly developing to share more fully in the delights of 
twentieth- century life.”20

uneven rates of development are paralleled by unequal acceptance of 
heretofore prevailing paradigms. The Great Depression dealt a death blow 
to the “inexorable” and painful requirements of “system” in the economy. 
Because elements in the economic system were no longer believed to be 
tightly linked, governments had discretion to act to ward off suffering. 
unemployment no longer was inevitable. If government could manipulate 
the economy at will, however, the possibility was raised of intellectually 
repealing economic laws, to secure the greater good without having to 
suffer the systematic consequences in lowered living standards.

A sense of liberation from the old limits is captured nicely in provisions 
of the latest amendments to the 1972 Water Quality Control Act, stating 
that if applying the “best available” technology does not ensure adequate 
wildlife, something better than the best-available technology must be used 
to clean up the river. “Having driven their commitment to cleanliness at 
any price to the point of semantic absurdity,” Ackerman and company 
comment, environmentalists will find that “the larger social failure cannot 
be evaded by invoking newspeak. Billions will have been wasted in a spuri-
ous war on pollution … that could have been devoted to constructing a 
sounder relationship between industrialized society and the natural envi-
ronment.”21 But how, caught between Herbert Spencer’s Social Statics 
and John maynard Keynes’ General Theory, are we to choose? Wise men 
differ among themselves not only about the political economy but about 
the scientific validity of the sanctions—lethal explosions in atomic energy 
plants, erosion of money’s value—invoked to justify pushing the economy 
or the environment beyond their customary limits.

The different perspectives that absorb us are obscured because they 
favor restrictiveness and expansion at different levels. Environmentalists 
want conservation of the resources that make up the world’s interde-
pendent and fragile ecosystem. Although natural resources must be hus-
banded, “unnatural” ones, presumably money, may be expended without 
limit, else one would be favoring the unnatural over the natural. The 
expansive view urges that we save to spend. Decisions are economically 
rational so long as they increase national income. uneconomic decisions 
may be justified on other grounds, such as charity or defense, but not so 
far that the economy ceases to produce wealth. A government budget may 
be in deficit but an economy cannot run permanently at a loss. Therefore, 
thrift—abstention from current consumption to provide a surplus for 
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investment—is encouraged. If the economy were socialist, the state would 
be advised to accumulate; in capitalist America, private persons are urged 
to do the same. The difference, then, is between who (government or 
private enterprise) is encouraged to be restrictive or expansive, and which 
purposes (preservation or use) are considered desirable. Even chiliastic 
visions of last things run in parallel: if you do violence to the principles of 
system, economic or ecological, time and resources will run out because 
God and nature will punish these pollutions.

Economists may object that they have been taken too literally. They 
are flexible enough to give priority to environmental values, including 
among them a new class of “merit wants” for which government has 
 special responsibility. I think this would be a mistake. The essence of eco-
nomics would be given up in favor of nonproductive criteria. If, like Saul 
Bellow’s Henderson the Rain King—who spreads havoc across Africa as 
he cries, “I want, I want”—economics gives up its comparative advantage, 
 flexibility can be carried so far that no discernible shape remains. Better 
to have an economic economics that yields to other considerations than a 
noneconomic economics that is not even worth displacing.

Polluting the Social Environment

mary Douglas believes, correctly I feel, that we should “recognize each 
environment as a mask and support for a certain type of society. It is the 
value of the social form which demands our scrutiny just as clearly as the 
purity of milk and air and water.”22 Now we are at the nub of our dilemma: 
if, by environment, social relations are implied, is the goodness of environ-
ment the converse of the hatefulness of society? Is, in fact, the negative 
impulse—condemnation of American society—stronger than the positive 
principle—preference for protecting the environment?

How, otherwise, are we to interpret the accusations leveled at America’s 
gas guzzlers, that they are sucking vital fluids from the ecosystem? The 
economic system signaled to us (by a low price) that oil was plentiful. Why 
should we not enjoy the benefits of cheap resources? Otherwise, the only 
rule for decision would be “abstain”! But who wants to live in a celibate 
society that looks but does not touch, whose guiding metaphor would be 
the cloister rather than the lifeboat?

The very affluence that makes possible the modern environmental 
movement (not merely preservation but restoration) is used to condemn 
ordinary Americans for enjoying the fruits of their labor. The wheat-meat 
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vendetta—that Americans, by their gruesome gluttony, literally take food 
from the mouths of babes—is condemnation without cause. The implica-
tions are that in a world of limited capacity all should share equally, not 
merely selling what other people can afford to buy, but giving it away. If 
this were admitted, that would be the end of environmentalism, because 
ecology would be equivalent to sharing misery equally; and it is not yet 
clear that many Americans are prepared to take vows of perpetual poverty 
or, if they are, that enough would be left over to maintain, restore, and 
improve the natural environment.

Suspended as we are between restriction and abundance and threat-
ened by conflicting pollutions—do, don’t consume; do, don’t produce; 
do, don’t spend—the danger is nihilism. There is no virtue and no truth 
and it does not matter what we do. Common sense suffers because there 
is no common understanding to support it. Where self-hatred rules, there 
will be neither restriction here nor abundance there, but only flagellation 
everywhere.

economics For environmenTalisTs

Reconciliation between environment and economy still is possible. Each 
limits the other; wealth is limited by the available environment, which 
itself is hemmed in by economic capacity. The two systems can also inte-
grate their perspectives. With a particular environmental goal, economic 
methods can be used to choose among alternative means; environment 
can provide limits within which economic goals may be pursued. Both 
systems, after all, profess a consumer bias. Economics claims to be based 
on (and to satisfy) consumer preference by social interaction. By intel-
lectual cogitation, study of ecology is supposed to show what is better for 
humanity in relation to nature.

The condition for this accommodation is the understanding—essen-
tial to modern, self-conscious humanity—that system is a probabilistic 
metaphor, not a deterministic theory. System is supposed to be scientific; 
 system virtue is not a dogma but discovery; system keeps its part in order 
by not trusting any part to work all the time.23 Should system become an 
end in itself, it will attempt to absorb its parts. Placing too much confi-
dence in each part of each system leads to systematic frustration, which we 
recognize in the ritualized hatred of actors for the imperfections of society, 
that is, for the error in themselves. That is why the actors find the imposed 
order of foreign systems an antidote to their own poison pollution.
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Half a symbol may be better than none but it is not easy to cut a symbol 
in half. It bleeds. If symbol is system, and system is supple, it can bend; if 
system is rigid, it can only break. The virtue of system is that the whole 
may be more reliable than its parts. This presumably was the intent of our 
founding fathers when they consciously sought to create, by cogitation, 
a strong constitutional system out of weak elements—self-interested indi-
viduals and self-aggrandizing institutions would, by mutual interaction, 
reduce each others’ errors and excesses—the larger justice of the whole, as 
Watergate made us aware, rising from the smaller injustices of the parts.

Environmentalism now uses technology. An instrumental device, cost- 
benefit analysis, appears in the service of an expressive ideology. The pure 
symbol will not go down, and so it is overlaid with meliorative measures, 
stripped of its severity, made a matter of more or less rather than all or 
nothing. No doubt management of impressions plays a part; the appara-
tus is for show, not for real. Environmentalists mean to get it all in due 
course. As environmentalists move up the ladder from “person-blame” 
to “system-blame” to “system-substitution,” they raise no more hackles 
than strictly necessary. To appear reasonable may not be to act responsibly, 
but it is a start. Imitation may be instructive. Such postures may teach 
environmentalists more than they think. “It is de rigueur,” Harrod writes 
in his biography of Keynes, “to pretend to understand the merits of the 
opposite point of view; one ends by really doing so, and thereby becomes 
an educated man.”24 Still, there is more than that; economics may not be 
a science, but neither does it need to be all dismal. Economics has its uses, 
even for environmentalists. For years, proponents of federal public works 
succeeded in imposing an absurdly low interest rate (preferring the pres-
ent to the future) to support pet projects. Environmentalists just recently 
have realized that by fighting for an economic rate of interest (if not cur-
rent market rates then at least a higher rate) they would, ipso facto, be 
leading government to build fewer dams, spoil less scenery, uproot fewer 
people, and so forth.

Economics may hold more meaning for environmentalists than they 
realize. Consider the controversy over direct governmental regulation 
of pollution versus effluent charges. The donnybrook does not decline, 
because the cost of staying on the current path is about to become stu-
pendous so that the symbol of surmounting pollution will not survive. 
A longer look might convince environmentalists that effluent charges—by 
diffusing the cost of reducing pollution among consumers of products 
whose production produces pollution—might also permit hugely higher 
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expenditures. Putting the central government in the position of paying 
for pollution all at the same time and in the same places makes the cost 
prohibitive. market methods aid decentralization, which is not only more 
efficient economically, but likely also to prove more palatable politically. It 
is not necessary to raise revenues at the same time, in the same place, and 
in the same way.

Regulation is for the regulated. legal orders are for lawyers. Regulation 
matters most to industries that have more lawyers to protect them than 
the public has to serve it. Regulatory agencies are training grounds for 
lawyers who later serve the regulated, or, as it may chance, organized envi-
ronmentalists. The connection between legal training and bureaucratiza-
tion is more evident in Europe because law is still the main entry-way into 
civil service. lawyers are fond of regulations for the same reason that they 
dislike no-fault insurance or prohibition of speculative fees in medical mal-
practice—it is good for business. learning (and manipulating) regulations 
is their chief legal stock-in-trade.

Businessmen today, of course, also are bureaucrats, not market men. 
Businessmen no longer believe in capitalism as competition. When put 
on committees to study regional problems, businessmen almost always 
choose hierarchy—regional government—over markets—competitive 
political arenas in which numerous jurisdictions compete to supply ser-
vice. Corporate executives may be affected by markets, but they would 
rather not be. They prefer the routinized, negotiated bureaucratic order 
of government-sponsored oligopolistic cartels (with all of its red tape and 
regulation) over the relative spontaneity of the economic market in which, 
alas, anything might happen. Businessmen, as everyone knows, now spend 
their lives in large bureaucracies and come to prefer tame milieus. How 
regulation benefits business interests is clear; why alleged enforcers of 
environmental equity should prefer similar solutions is the great mystery.

To environmentalists, markets are immoral as well as impersonal. 
Once effluent charges were set, for instance, it would be relatively easy to 
 monitor performance: are pollutants down to the required amounts and 
are affected industries paying the necessary price? Evasion, though by no 
means impossible, would be awkward; negotiation, though not out of the 
question, would be more questionable; postponement, though conceiv-
able, would be harder to conceal.

Bureaucratic bargaining is an activity for which environmentalists are 
well suited by training and temperament. Public participation, moreover, 
meaning environmentalists’ personal participation in public, goes along 
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with revision of regulations. Setting effluent charges is not exactly a heroic 
public enterprises; what is worse, charges do not have to be revised con-
tinuously; worst of all, effluent charges are difficult to divide up for politi-
cal bargaining. These comparative qualities—invisibility, indivisibility, and 
immutability—are serious disadvantages of economic (over bureaucratic) 
modes of decision-making about pollution.

viewed in another way, to be sure, leaders of environmental groups 
have given their followers just what was wanted—symbols. And the price 
was right. The meaty amendments to the Water Quality Act were salted 
with tantalizing tastes of federal dollars for cities and sanitary engineers 
who—like the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation 
before them—believe that bigger is better and more is marvelous. Without 
the federal largesse to make all this possible (and if the states had to pay for 
the project as I suggested) there would have been no automatic agreement 
on the most expensive alternatives either in the Delaware River basin or 
elsewhere in the country.

Behavior so far does not show that economic is opposed to environ-
mental rationality, but that both may be opposed to bureaucratic ratio-
nality, to the detriment of the lasting legitimacy of politics. At the end of 
their brave book, Ackerman, Ackerman, Sawyer, and Henderson strike a 
note of alarm:

What is disappointing, even alarming, is the prospect of government, frus-
trated by the difficulty of structuring a coherent response, embarking on an 
urgent quest to achieve a poorly defined goal without institutions present to 
raise the right questions, and without the regulatory tools to achieve objec-
tives either fairly or efficiently.25

Spilling seed on the ground, a form of wasting human resources, at one 
time was considered a kind of pollution.

Our problem is not any pollution, but which pollution. If nothing is 
pure, everything is polluted. System there must be, whether provided by 
economy, environment, or some new amalgam of both. The antithesis of 
order is disorder; mary Douglas tells us, “When … there is no pollution 
and no purity and nothing edible or inedible, credible or incredible … 
there is no more meaning,”26 nor, I should add, morality. Disagreements 
over degrees of environmental protection are not about relative costs and 
benefits but about the validity of economics itself as a form of interac-
tion—its basis in exchange, cost, and cash—as a measure of the way we 
ought to relate to one another.
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PART III

Dogma Versus Skepticism

In the attempt to achieve a conceptual formulation of the confusingly 
immense body of observational data, the scientist makes use of a whole 
arsenal of concepts which he imbibed practically with his mother’s milk; 
and seldom if ever is he aware of the eternally problematic character of his 
concepts. He uses… conceptual tools of thought, as something obviously, 
immutably given; something having an objective value of truth which is 
hardly ever, and in any case not seriously, to be doubted. How could he do 
otherwise? How would the ascent of a mountain be possible, if the use of 
hands, legs, and tools had to be sanctioned step by step on the basis of the 
science of mechanics? And yet in the interests of science it is necessary over 
and over again to engage in the critique of these fundamental concepts, in 
order that we may not unconsciously be ruled by them.…

In contrast with Leibniz and Huygens, it was clear to Newton that the 
space concept was not sufficient to serve as the foundation for the inertia 
principle and the law of motion. He came to this decision even though 
he actively shared the uneasiness which was the cause of the opposition of 
the other two: space is not only introduced as an independent thing apart 
from material objects, but also … acts on all material objects, while these 
do not in turn exert any reaction on space.

The fruitfulness of Newton’s system silenced these scruples for sev-
eral centuries.… Today one would say about that memorable discussion: 
Newton’s decision was, in the contemporary state of science, the only 
possible one, and particularly the only fruitful one. But the subsequent 
development of the problems, proceeding in a roundabout way which no 
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one then could possibly foresee, has shown that the resistance of Leibniz 
and Huygens, intuitively well founded but supported by inadequate argu-
ments, was actually justified.

It required a severe struggle to arrive at the concept of independent and 
absolute space, indispensable for the development of theory. It has required 
no less strenuous exertions subsequently to overcome this concept.

Albert einstein, introduction to max Jammer,
Concepts of Space: The History of Theories of Space in Physics
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1969), pp. xii–xvi.

Skepticism depends on dogma; however one puts it: if most things are 
to be challenged, some must remain accepted; if some things are to be 
challenged, most must be beyond criticism. The skepticism prized in a 
self-conscious society must rest on a substratum of dogma. Drawing the 
line between dogma and skepticism, between what will be open to criti-
cism and what not, is a primary task, even a presupposition, of policy anal-
ysis, for it involves relating our notions of desirable social relations to the 
values and beliefs that sustain them. Redrawing the line between dogma 
and skepticism is the creation of culture.

Dogma also depends on skepticism. Science is often described as orga-
nized skepticism. It is said to involve a structure of social relations in which 
multitudes of independent scientists, working apart from one another, are 
rewarded for criticizing theories by replacing them with more attractive 
alternatives. But were the model of skepticism fully followed, every bit 
of odd data and peculiar theory would have to be tested, so dissipating 
energies that progress would hardly be possible. Science operates within 
accepted professional standards of good craftsmanship and current wis-
dom, which may well be mistaken. michael Polanyi says,

Both the criteria of plausibility and of scientific value tend to enforce confor-
mity, while the value attached to originality encourages dissent. This internal 
tension is essential in guiding and motivating scientific work. The profes-
sional standards of science must impose a framework of discipline and at 
the same time encourage rebellion against it. They must demand that, in 
order to be taken seriously, an investigation should largely conform to the 
currently predominant beliefs about the nature of things, while allowing 
that in order to be original it may to some extent go against these. Thus, the 
authority of scientific opinion enforces the teachings of science in general, 
for the very purpose of fostering their subversion in particular points.…1
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To say that this “scientific opinion” is authoritative, that is, not ordinarily 
open to question, also says that it is dogmatic.

markets are made to be skeptical. If competitive conditions prevail, no 
bid need be accepted merely because it is made. on the contrary, each par-
ticipant is motivated to be skeptical of the other by responding to the best 
possible opportunities. All this skepticism, however, depends on dogma 
about the reliability and desirability of markets. Without an unchallenged 
belief that transactions made today will be valid tomorrow (witness “runs” 
on banks when depositors lose confidence and all demand money at once), 
markets would collapse. Without the belief that markets are moral, that 
they measure and give real value, participation in them will decline until 
they cannot contain enough transactions to be meaningful. Faith may not 
be able to move mountains, but it is indispensable for maintaining markets.

Democratic politics is also an institutional embodiment of skepticism. 
The rules are that there must be more than one political party, each inde-
pendent of the other(s), which compete for control of government by 
seeking votes of citizens who are able to choose among them. This com-
petitive redundancy (a useful duplication) is reinforced in the united States 
by overlap within branches (separation of powers, checks and balances) 
and among levels of a federal government. By requiring consent, criticism 
is encouraged and protected. Yet if this criticism reaches to fundamental 
features of government, and if the desirability of the system and hence 
the authority of its governors were constantly challenged, consent would 
give way to coercion either because of collapse from insufficient power—
nobody obeys—or transformation because of excessive power—everyone 
has to obey. citizens have a stake in substantive rationality, karl mannheim 
called it, in correct choice; they also have a stake in political rationality, in 
maintaining legitimacy so as to be able to make future decisions.

Institutional arrangements such as federalism, separation of powers, 
checks and balances, have been part of America’s unchallengeable or at 
least unchallenged dogma. The function of keeping these questions rela-
tively closed is clear. The civil War, bloodiest of the nineteenth century, is 
an example of how far reopening discussion of these issues might lead. If 
every opinion were given equal weight or every policy, like social security, 
were subject to reversal, the political process could not cope. exhaustion 
would be the complement of negation. With everything at stake in every 
throw of the political die, citizens would refuse to play the game. Deviant 
opinions must find it difficult to mobilize, and issues on the public agenda 
must be limited, to protect a political system against chaos.
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Who can say when values become so divergent no bridge can span 
the divide? Without a substratum of trust no one need believe anyone 
about anything. Without agreement on primitive terms of discourse left 
undefined and, for a time, unexamined, communication breaks down. So 
extreme a situation is mirrored in more moderate moments when, in effect, 
we decide how much of our social relations to take for granted and how 
much subject to searching scrutiny. The balance we seek between dogma 
and skepticism reflects the paradoxical state of social self-confidence: the 
greater the consensus, the easier it is to examine differences, whereas the 
wider the gulf, the more fundamental the issues, the greater the need for 
self-examination, the less willingness to enter a dialogue.

At stake is resetting the conventional web of relations that enables citi-
zens to maintain some reliability in their dealings with one another, both 
as rulers and as ruled. For human interactions to be understandable, they 
must be dependable. The totality of possible connections between actions 
and outcomes is staggering. People, even politicians, would go crazy if 
they were required to pay attention to all possible connections. Therefore 
selection is unavoidable. Dependability and predictability are achieved by 
selecting from all the varied human experiences a limited number of pos-
sible connections. Thus a web of relations that is not too complicated is 
generated and maintained. This is a conventional activity. We know that 
good arguments can be made for a different selection, but, at any time, we 
restrict the agenda of issues to make possible at least some kind of sensible 
choice.

A free society requires free men and women who know what they are 
doing, who can make sense of their public lives by learning how to take 
effective action. of what, then, does this rational action by citizens con-
sist? Rational choices require that the universe of public policy be seen 
as intelligible, with actions connected to probable outcomes, so that the 
citizens can habitually infuse their communal life with meaning.2

Social interaction in political arenas and economic markets may be 
thought of as continuous and cumulative testing of hypotheses about 
this universe with, one hopes, the most persuasive interpretation of the 
evidence prevailing, though only for a time. For we disagree over the 
meaning of meaning: who has the authority to certify what makes sense? 
established regimes seek to conserve meanings, revolutionaries to destroy 
them, and radicals to substitute new ones. Whether larger meanings can or 
should last indefinitely is doubtful. Nevertheless, at any moment, citizen-
ship implies a capacity for rational choice, which depends on a framework 
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of intelligibility, in which some things are now taken for granted and oth-
ers are open to question, in which citizens can distinguish the trivial from 
the important, and improve their performances. If citizens are not ana-
lysts, in this sense of rational action in a sensible context, self-government 
is merely self-delusion.

Trust reduces the need for anticipation. Planning, almost by defini-
tion, is a product of mistrust. After all, if social interaction were sufficient 
there would be no need to plan. The ordinary injunction—plan ahead—is 
as mistaken as can be. one should never decide earlier (unless long lead 
times are indispensable as in sewer systems) when one could act later with 
much better information. only if one fears that social interaction will pro-
vide the wrong signals or delay them until it is too late (witness the worry 
that the world will suddenly run out of oil), would we wish to act so far in 
advance. Analysis is about activity now to affect the future. It is not neces-
sarily making next decade’s decisions in this one.

If planning is optimistic about human intellect, it is pessimistic about 
human relations. Planning assumes society will not be able to cope with 
the future so that this future must be appropriated into its past in the 
present. The same is true for the argument that the needs of future gen-
erations should be paramount in making current choices. of course, if we 
care about our progeny, we plan to leave them better off. The usual impli-
cation, however, is that future generations will be less resourceful (the idea 
of progress turned on its head) so that we must take care of them in the 
present. Part of this pessimism is fear of failure, the feeling that one must 
not leave things out when one could put them in. comprehensive calcu-
lations embody the principle of perfection: remember everything, forget 
nothing. Part of this principle is pure mistrust. The more social trust, the 
more confidently we can deal with whatever is in store for us, the less we 
need to wrap up all our uncertainties now for fear they will overwhelm us 
later.

Trusting implies relying on others’ actions that one does not control or 
necessarily understand, or even while one does not pay attention. macbeth 
violated this implicit understanding. He murdered the sleeping king who 
was a guest in his house. By doing so, macbeth established a style of poli-
tics: always be alert, leave nothing to others, trust no one. This way leads 
to ruin. macbeth himself can never again sleep. “Sleep no morel macbeth 
does murder sleep.” equally out of step with the life-restoring rhythm 
of waking and sleeping is Lady macbeth, who feels no remorse. She is 
pure “dogma.” She cannot do anything but sleep, even while her eyes are 
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open. Lacking self-awareness, she cannot trust herself even while sleeping. 
She kills herself. A viable realm is restored by the murdered king’s son, 
malcolm, who is oriented to tradition.

What are the manifestations of social distrust? Is its lack of respect for 
the competence or integrity of others among them? Do we fear that indi-
viduals will be unable to deal with the dangers and risks to which they are 
subjected? A prescribed first-year curriculum may be required of students 
who are thought incompetent to make an informed choice. Auditing is 
instituted to expose people who use public funds for personal purposes. 
But these are judgments about individuals. We face the more difficult task 
of locating trust and mistrust in social institutions. our interest as stu-
dents of policy analysis is that social roles will be performed so that we can 
count on a modicum of trustworthy and hence predictable and acceptable 
activity. markets will clear transactions between buyers and sellers. Prices 
will signal relative scarcities so that expensive resources will be conserved 
and cheap resources consumed so as to increase total value. competition 
among parties and politicians will produce policies that are broadly accept-
able and substantially rational. Social stratification allocates statuses so as 
to serve society. In a word, it is social processes (interaction, we have called 
it) that are trusted or mistrusted, not only persons.

To the extent that social relations are deemed desirable, their prod-
ucts deserve approval. Interaction is acceptable. But when social relations 
are deemed defective, cultural change becomes imperative, and the values 
supporting patterns of action are challenged. cogitation is called upon to 
restructure interaction. But cogitation as a mode of choice is itself suspect 
of intellectual hubris and social stultification; because it cannot compe-
tently replace social interaction, it enforces social conformity. Dictatorship 
replaces democracy. The competitive redundancy of social interaction, 
with its hurly-burly diversity, its upsetting almost-anarchy, is replaced by 
the monominded uniformity of intellectual cogitation.

Here—at the intersection between skepticism and dogma—lies a 
dilemma of policy analysis. Social interaction institutionalizes skepticism 
but depends on some palpable yet imprecise minimum of social trust. 
Intellectual cogitation institutionalizes dogma in finding correct solutions 
but depends on a real but unknown intensity of self-criticism. Interaction, 
whose primary principles are skeptical, needs dogma, and cogitation, 
whose first principles are dogmatic, needs skepticism. Answers to the 
 question of how much dogma and how much skepticism, therefore, can-
not be answered a priori but depend directly on the domain of applicability. 
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one question, how much does it need? is countered by another, what does 
it lack? As we await deeper understanding of these matters, my recipe for 
policy analysis is: mix and season to taste.

The tension between skepticism and dogma is built into the rival needs 
for organizational change and organizational stability. When they try to 
speak truth to power, policy analysts, who perform a critical function, inter-
nalize this tension. our ideal model of organized skepticism,” The Self- 
evaluating organization,” must also learn to live with this contradiction.

one can be dogmatic about some things and skeptical about others. 
The combination of too little skepticism about procedures and too much 
about policies led President carter into distress. comprehensive calcu-
lations (zero-based from the ground up) did not enable him to devise 
coherent or acceptable solutions, across the board, to major policy prob-
lems. more calculations on fewer areas of policy should improve the prod-
uct of public policy.

When citizens do their part as analysts, they subject policy dogma to 
scrutiny, they distinguish the more from the less important, they relate 
their desires to those of other citizens, and they figure out what their par-
ticipation is worth not only to themselves, but to others. For citizens to 
be something more than ciphers, they must be able to convert their every-
day activity into usable evidence for making choices about participating in 
public policies that connect them to other people.

 Notes

 1. michael Polanyi, “The Republic of Science: Its Political and economic 
Theory,” Minerva, Vol. 2, No. 3 (Spring 1964), pp. 58–59.

 2. I am indebted to Hermann van gunsteren’s essay on “Responsibility” for 
this and the next paragraph.
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CHAPTER 9

The Self-Evaluating Organization

Why don’t organizations evaluate their own activities? Why don’t they 
seem to manifest rudimentary self-awareness? How long can people work 
in organizations without discovering their objectives or determining how 
well they have been carried out? I started out thinking it was bad for 
organizations not to evaluate, and I ended up wondering why they ever 
do it. Evaluation and organization, it turns out, are somewhat contradic-
tory. Failing to understand that incompatibility, we are tempted to believe 
in absurdities, much in the manner of mindless bureaucrats who never 
wonder whether they are doing useful work. If instead we asked more 
intelligent questions, we would neither look so foolish nor be so surprised.

Who will evaluate and who will administer? How will power be divided 
among them? Which ones will bear the costs of change? Can evaluators 
create sufficient stability to carry on their own work in a turbulent envi-
ronment? Can authority be allocated to evaluators and blame apportioned 
among administrators? How does one convince administrators to collect 
information that might help others, but can only harm them? How do 
we obtain support on behalf of recommendations that anger sponsors? 
Would the political problem be solved by creating a special organization—
Evaluation Incorporated—devoted wholly to performing the  analytic 
function? Could it obtain necessary support without abandoning its ana-
lytic mission? Can knowledge and power be joined?



Evaluation

The ideal organization would be self-evaluating. It would continuously 
monitor its own activities so as to determine how well it was meeting its 
objectives or even whether these objectives should continue to prevail. 
When evaluation suggested that a change in objectives or programs to 
achieve them was desirable, these proposals would be taken seriously by 
top decision-makers who would institute the necessary changes without 
vested interest in continuing current activities. Instead they would steadily 
pursue new alternatives to better serve desired outcomes.

The ideal member of the self-evaluating organization is best conceived 
of as a person committed to specific modes of problem-solving. He believes 
in clarifying goals, relating them to different methods of achievement, cre-
ating models (sometimes quantitative) of the relationships between inputs 
and outputs, seeking the best-available combination. His wish is not that 
any specific objective be enthroned or that a particular clientele be served. 
Evaluative man wants to choose interesting problems and to apply maxi-
mum intelligence toward their solution.

To evaluative man the organization matters only if it meets social needs. 
Procedures matter only if they help accomplish objectives encompassing 
these needs. Efficiency is beside the point if the objective being achieved 
at lowest cost is inappropriate. Getting political support doesn’t mean that 
programs devised to fulfill objectives are good; it just means that they had 
more votes than the others. Both objectives and resources, says evaluative 
man, must be modified continuously to achieve the optimal response to 
social need.

Evaluation should lead not only to finding better policy programs to 
accomplish objectives but also to altering objectives themselves. Analyzing 
the effectiveness of policies leads to considering alternatives that juxta-
pose means and ends embodied in alternative policies. Objectives as well 
as the means for attaining them may be deemed inappropriate. But men 
who have become socialized to accept set goals resist innovation so as to 
preserve those social objectives. The difficulties are magnified once we 
realize that objectives may be attached to the clientele—the poor, farmers, 
lumberjacks—with whom an organization’s members identify. The objec-
tives of the organization may have attracted them precisely because they 
see it as a means of service to people they value. They may regard changes 
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in objectives, therefore, as proposals for “selling out” clients they wish to 
serve. In their eyes evaluation then becomes an enemy of the people.

Evaluative man must learn to live with contradictions. He must reduce 
his commitments to the organizations in which he works, the programs 
he carries out, and the clientele he serves. Evaluators must become agents 
of change acting in favor of programs as yet unborn and clienteles still 
unknown. Prepared to impose change on others, evaluators must have 
enough stability to stick to their own work. They must hang onto their 
own organization while preparing to abandon it. They must combine 
political feasibility with analytic purity. Only a brave individual would pre-
dict that these qualities can be found in one and the same person and 
organization.

obstaclEs to Evaluation

Before the passion for formal, focused evaluation of outcomes (people in 
society are forever engaged in evaluative behavior), came other forms of 
evaluation, although it is not now common to think of them as such. One 
was a determination of legality. Some effort was spent to ascertain whether 
repetitive activities were carried on efficiently. The internal conflicts 
generated by these earlier modes of evaluation have received abundant 
documentation in the administrative literature. The legal staff considers 
adherence to statute and regulation a prime responsibility; violations of 
law are anathema to them. Yet legality may interfere with action and pur-
pose; program personnel complain endlessly that they are hamstrung by 
excessive requirements for paperwork and by delays caused by matters 
they think of as legal niceties. The overhead units responsible for efficiency 
may insist that a central stenographic pool and infrequent mail service 
cost less to do the same amount of work. The program officials, who 
value responsiveness to their own needs, want service on their own sched-
ules. These traditional organizational conflicts are magnified manyfold by 
efforts to evaluate the desirability of different objectives compared to the 
costs of achieving them.

The original cost-benefit studies in water resources were an effort to 
appraise the value of projects before they were undertaken, so as to select 
the best. Based on the doctrine of opportunity costs, cost-benefit analy-
sis was designed to measure the alternative economic value displaced by 
a proposed investment. Evaluation consisted of applying the criterion 
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(increase to national income) to alternative projects. This before-the-fact 
evaluation has now been supplemented, or superseded, by during-and- 
after studies whose purpose is either to build in evaluation as programs are 
initiated, or appraise them after they have been started. The change may 
signify that the newer social programs are considered more important, or, 
if one prefers, deserving of greater suspicion. But it is having profound 
consequences for the character of evaluation by making it coextensive 
with policy analysis. If evaluation takes place not only before a program is 
begun, and after it is finished, but during the entire life, program evalua-
tion and prescriptive policy analysis become one and the same.

Another result of having evaluative studies that are carried on during 
the life of a program is that evaluators and program personnel must live 
(uneasily, as we shall see) side by side. The result of periodic evaluation 
after the program has been established is that one group of people are 
making statements about the worth of activities to which another group 
of people are devoting their lives.

Uncertain Objectives

To know whether objectives are being achieved, one must first know 
what they are supposed to be. Yet, the assumption that objectives are 
known, clear, and consistent is at variance with all experience. We know 
that objectives invariably may be distinguished by three outstanding 
qualities: they are multiple, conflicting, and vague. They mirror, in other 
words, the complexity and ambivalence of human social behavior. The 
classic case is the multiple-use concept in natural resources that posits 
equal value for both preservation and use. “Conservation,” according to 
Gifford Pinchot, a father of the movement, “implies both the develop-
ment and the protection of resources, the one as much as the other.” 
Development means consumption of resources, and protection means 
just the opposite. You can’t keep nature forever wild and still harvest the 
trees. You can’t provide power by damming a river and still preserve the 
valley in its unspoiled state. Even when the dominant use is considered 
to be development or preservation, conflicts still arise within the catego-
ries. Should water be used for irrigating farm land, or for urban water 
supply? Should wilderness areas be restricted to backpacking, or should 
roads and trails be built to open the areas to less energetic nature lovers? 
The advantage of multiple and vague objectives is that attention can be 
shifted from one to the other as interest and opinion change without 
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appearing to sacrifice principle. Orris Herfindahl, from whose perceptive 
article these examples are taken, concludes,

This indifference to clarity of definition rests in considerable part on the exis-
tence of deep underlying conflicts among various interest groups in the area 
of conservation policy.… Clear definition might lose all the advantage to be 
gained from using so fine sounding a word as “conservation” or the related 
“develop and preserve.” Clarity about real intentions might unnecessar-
ily antagonize those who otherwise would not press home to the real meaning 
behind generalities.1

Public policies are full of similar disguised conflicts—institutional change 
versus political stability in community action, jobs for minorities versus 
economic development for its own sake, full employment versus inflation.

Evaluation cannot ordinarily proceed, then, by determining how well 
the unknown objectives of a program are being achieved at whatever cost. 
The first element of evaluation, therefore, which often proceeds simulta-
neously with program operations, must be a search for objectives against 
which to evaluate the program. Yet program personnel cannot be expected 
to take kindly to the suggestion that they do not know what they are 
doing. (If they did know, presumably they would be able to specify pre-
cisely their current objectives.)

Objectives are not just out there, like ripe fruit waiting to be plucked; 
they are manmade, artificial, imposed on a recalcitrant world. Inevitably, 
they do violence to reality by emphasizing some activities (hence organi-
zational elements) over others. Thus the very step of defining objectives 
may be considered a hostile act. If they are too vague, no evaluation can 
be done. If they are too specific, they never encompass all the indefin-
able qualities that their adherents insist they have. If they are too broad, 
any activity may be said to contribute to them. If they are too narrow, 
they may favor one segment of the organization over another. Strategically 
located participants often refuse to accept definitions of objectives that 
would put them at a disadvantage or in a straight-jacket should they wish 
to change their designation of what they do in the future. Arguments 
about which really, but really and truly, are the objectives of the organiza-
tion may stultify all future action.

The objectives people have, the goals they seek to achieve, are a func-
tion not merely of their desirability but also of their feasibility. What we 
try to do depends to some degree on what we can do. If the funds for the 
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Model Cities program evince a drastic decrease, either because Congress 
appropriates less or because other contributing federal agencies refuse to 
provide their share, the goals of the program in a city must be revised. 
Often the simple act of lowering one’s sights will not do, because the 
original objectives cannot be achieved at all, and the new one might be 
attainable. Although both acquiring new park lands and maintaining pres-
ent facilities may be pursued at higher levels of appropriations, the former 
may be sacrificed to the latter at lower levels.

The evaluators may first have to understand what effects a program 
causes before finding an objective that these causes achieve. In searching 
for objectives the evaluators may have the greatest difficulty in discovering 
precisely what difference the program has made. Failing to discover the 
consequences attributable to the program, evaluators cannot put dollar 
amounts on them. Talk of quantification is premature; no one can find 
causes for unknown effects.

An objective may be desirable, but no one may know how to achieve it. 
Evaluators must become skilled in changing objectives to those for which 
prevailing theory and resources are appropriate (feasibility is part of desir-
ability), so that the organization can actually accomplish them.

The objectives used by the evaluators, furthermore, may have little to 
do with the ostensible purposes with which the program began, but a 
great deal to do with the ease of computation. Objectives must not only 
be related to what programs actually do, they must also fit in with the 
available data and the known formulas for manipulating them. The need 
for evaluators to imbed objectives and data in a formula modeling a solv-
able problem means that their own requirements place them in conflict 
with elements of the organization.

Different Evaluations for Different Audiences

A critical aspect of evaluation is which level within the organization might 
conceivably use it. There is no sense in choosing variables that allegedly 
contribute to success or failure of programs, however defined, unless 
decision- makers at some level are able to manipulate them. The moral 
character of backpackers may be a significant variable in determining crime 
rates in the wilderness, but unless park or forest-service officials can screen 
them in that way, the knowledge is of no use. Similarly, a department sec-
retary might conceivably gain by learning that there are greater benefits 
in shifting resources from national parks to urban recreation. But the men 
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who run the parks and forests cannot use this information; they need to 
know about allocation of resources within parks.

Suppose that an analysis suggests that program B is better than pro-
gram A. The adherents of program A are certain to say that the evaluation 
is improper, not merely because they disagree with its conclusions and 
therefore with the operations that went into it, but also because it is, in 
their words, destructive, not constructive. They will argue that evaluation 
should tell them which elements of their program are most successful and 
which variables are responsible for that success. Such knowledge would 
enable them to transfer resources from one project or program element 
to another. Program administrators, if they are to look upon analysis as an 
aid rather than a detriment, want to be told how they might shift resources 
within their program and not that cancer research would be better than 
white-water canoeing or that boating in Kansas has higher payoff than 
dune buggies in Arizona. The rub comes when one realizes that every 
program must have some elements in it that are better than the others, 
however awful they may all be, and that you can always find “success” if 
you look for it hard enough. Evaluation can be made more welcome and 
relevant at the cost of vitiating its essential character.

Self-Perpetuating Policies

Suppose a policy does not appear to work. It does not seem to be accom-
plishing the goals set for it or it does so at excessive cost. Citizens are 
dissatisfied with the services they receive or they feel they are paying too 
much for them. Instead of the good consequences that were expected 
there are unexpected consequences that are bad. The obvious conclusion 
is that the policy has failed and should be replaced by another. But there 
are always competing explanations about why policies fail that may leave 
decision-makers uncertain over whether to abandon them. One hypoth-
esis is that the theory behind the policy is bad and the more that is done 
the worse things will get. The other hypothesis is that the critical mass 
has not been reached. If more of the same thing were done then the 
policy would ultimately show good results. Were these arguments applied 
to the American bombing of North Vietnam, it would be easy to conclude 
that the second explanation is self-serving. Observation reveals, however, 
that these alternative explanations are universal. Do poverty programs fail 
to achieve their objectives? The answer must be that insufficient funds 
have been devoted to them. Does health research fail to find the cures 
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it is  seeking? The answer must be that the critical mass has not yet been 
reached. Do our schools fail to show a relationship between increased 
resources and educational outcomes? The response is that not enough has 
been done. When complaints about national parks rise in proportion to 
increased expenditures, the reply is not that policies must be changed but 
that more money must be spent.

If the ostensible purpose of a policy has not been achieved or does not 
seem worth the cost, one can usually discover other collateral objectives 
that have, in fact, been accomplished. Going to the moon is not only 
desirable in itself, but creates technological fallout of benefit to society. 
The Head Start preschool nursery program for disadvantaged children 
may not lead to lasting improvement in their school performance, as origi-
nally predicted, but does appear to serve as a focal point for mobilizing 
their parents on behalf of other community goals. Should the program 
be abandoned or should the organization merely decide that the newly 
discovered goal of community organization justifies the expense and the 
effort? Evaluators from the national organization and local operators are 
likely to disagree about how the question should be answered.

 Decentralization
The popularity of decentralization further deepens the potential conflict 
between evaluators and program managers. Decentralization, if it is more 
than a current slogan, means that field officers diverge considerably in 
their ways of implementing national programs. What is done must neces-
sarily differ from one place to another. Imagine, then, the travail of the 
evaluator who discovers that the one program he is supposed to appraise 
turns out to be a dozen different ones, without his being certain precisely 
how large the differences are. Naturally he insists on standardization, and 
naturally local personnel do not like that.

One might think a variety of subprograms would be welcomed by eval-
uators who might conceive of them as natural experiments. But premature 
joy soon gives way to unalloyed gloom at the research programs thus cre-
ated. Evaluation costs money and must itself be appraised for any benefits 
it might bring. The cost of evaluating a variety of subprograms rises dra-
matically as the coverage of each separate subprogram requires more data 
and personnel, and the relationships among the programs add enormously 
to the complexity of the analysis.

Field personnel, in addition, are notoriously uninterested in data col-
lection that does not serve their immediate purposes. Their task is to make 
things happen, not to stop and think of what forms should be filled out 
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so that some other fellow can later make suspect use of them. Were local 
personnel to feel differently, they would still have trouble appreciating the 
need of evaluators for consistent and disaggregated data that can later be 
recombined to serve new purposes. The local official, who must consult 
his own convenience, is likely to record data periodically as time permits 
and to aggregate them into larger lumps so that they will be easier to 
collect and store. His data practices, which seem quite sensible from his 
perspective, are likely to drive future evaluators wild with frustration.

Time

Evaluation requires a minimum of stability; changing the program month 
by month makes it impossible to get a fix on it of sufficient duration to 
perform any study. Yet social programs, which are supposed to adapt to 
rapid shifts in the environment, change frequently in time and in the sub-
stance of their orientation. Therefore, evaluators become an interest group 
within the organization pleading for stability enough that they can learn 
what is going on. If evaluators want to begin soon after a program has 
been established, the officials in charge may plead that too little time has 
elapsed for the program to take hold and for its effects to be sufficiently 
distinctive to show up in measurements. By this time, however, evaluators 
have learned that if they don’t get in at the start, the program will have 
changed and they will again be told that not enough time has elapsed to 
study the new orientation.

Impatience grows at the operating level because evaluators have dif-
ficulty in meeting programmatic needs at the appropriate time. Although 
evaluators may be pressing and operators resisting early evaluation, the 
tables may quickly be turned when events force a sudden program review. 
At that time the operators may ask for immediate analysis and evalua-
tors may be unable to perform. Realizing the weaknesses in their analysis, 
evaluators are likely to ask for more and better data and much more time. 
But operators need information now, and not at some later date when 
opportunities for change may have passed them by. Thus each side is likely 
to accuse the other alternatively of being too fast and too slow, of wanting 
too much and not enough data, and of ignoring immediate problems and 
being too responsive to passing fancies.

 The Obstacle of Dealing with Obstacles
Standing back from these experiences, evaluators may try to devise 
strategies for overcoming their most severe disabilities. Knowing what 
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 programs are likely to change rapidly, they may seek a broader range of 
data so that they will have something to go on when people change their 
minds. Realizing that data are not likely to occupy a high priority in the 
early stages, they may seek participation in determining what kinds should 
be collected at what intervals and in what form. They may seek outside 
sources of information from the Census Bureau or the Social Security 
Administration, so that they do not depend entirely on the response of 
their own organization. The price they pay is in overcollecting data that 
no one (including themselves) is certain they will ever use. By collecting 
anything and everything in sight, they can guard against the prospect that 
variables, unforeseen in the initial stages, will turn out to have profound 
importance later on. They will then have difficulty explaining why they 
want these data. Indeed, program personnel may begin to suspect that 
the data are wanted for some arcane academic purpose, such as adding to 
a publication record, rather than for improving operations. It will not be 
easy to marry evaluation and operation.

Evaluation and organization may be contradictory terms; organizational 
structure implies stability but evaluation suggests change. Organization 
generates commitment and evaluation breeds skepticism. Evaluation 
speaks of the relationship between action and objectives, whereas organi-
zation relates its activities to programs and clientele. No one can say for 
certain that self-evaluating organizations can exist, let alone become the 
prevailing form of administration. We can learn a good deal about the 
production and use of evaluation in government, nonetheless, by consid-
ering what is involved in achieving so extraordinary a state of affairs—a 
self-evaluating organization.

thE Policy-administration dichotomy rEvisitEd

Organization demands the division of labor. No one person can do every-
thing. Who, then, will carry out the evaluative activity and who will admin-
ister the programs for which the organization is responsible?

The Self-Evaluating Organization

Almost every organization has a program staff, by whatever name called, 
that advises top officials about policy problems. It is relatively small and 
conducts whatever formal evaluation does go on. Its members may exert 
considerable power in the organization by persuasiveness and access to 
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the top men, or they may be merely like a benign growth that can be seen 
but has little effect on the body. Insofar as one wants to further analytic 
activities, one must think of strengthening them in relation to other ele-
ments. The idea of the self-evaluating organization, however, must mean 
more than this: a few men trying to force evaluation on an organization 
hundreds or thousands of times larger than they are. The spirit of the self- 
evaluating organization suggests that, in some meaningful way, the entire 
organization should be infused with the evaluative ethic.

Immediately we have to deal with the chain of command. How far 
down must the spirit of evaluation go to ensure responsiveness in the 
organization as a whole? If all personnel were involved there would appear 
to be insuperable difficulties in finding messengers, mail clerks, and secre-
taries to meet the criteria. If we move up one step to those who deal with 
the public and carry out more complex activities, the numbers still may be 
staggering. These tens of thousands of people certainly do not have the 
qualifications necessary to conduct evaluative activities, and it would be 
idle to pretend that they would. The forest ranger and the national-park 
officer may be splendid people, but they are not trained in evaluation and 
they are not likely to be. Yet evaluational activity appropriate to each level 
must be conducted if evaluation is to permeate an organization.

There has long been talk in management circles of combining account-
ability with decentralization. Organization subunits are given autonomy 
within limits for which they are held strictly accountable to their hierarchic 
superiors. Central power is masked but it is still there. Dividing the task so 
that each subunit has genuine autonomy would mean giving each a share 
in decisions affecting the entire organization. Decentralization is known 
to exist, we have learned, only so far as field units follow inconsistent and 
contradictory policies. One can expect the usual headquarters-field rival-
ries to develop, one stressing appreciation of local interests, the other fear-
ing dissolution as the sum of its clashing units. Presumably the tension will 
show up in rival analyses. The center should win out because of its greater 
expertise, but local units always will be specialists in their own problems. 
They will have to be put in their place. We are back, it seems, to hierarchy. 
How can the center get what it wants from the periphery without overfor-
malizing their relationship?

One model, the internalized gyroscope, is recorded in Herbert 
Kaufman’s classic on The Forest Ranger. By recruitment and training, for-
est rangers are socialized into values that they carry wherever they go, 
and learn to apply in specific circumstances. Central control is achieved 
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 without apparent effort or detailed instruction because rangers have inter-
nalized the major premises from which appropriate actions generally may 
be deduced. The self-evaluating organization, by contrast, demands prob-
lem solving divorced from commitments to specific policies and organiza-
tional structures. The necessary skill is considerably higher and the locus 
of attention lies in inculcating problem-solving skills among its officers 
(rather than issuing predetermined instructions to them).2 But their orga-
nizational identification is far more intense than can be expected elsewhere.

The Administration Group

Suppose that most organizational personnel are too unskilled to engage 
in evaluation. Suppose it is too costly to move around hundreds of thou-
sands of officials who carry out the work of government. The next alter-
native is to forge the entire central administration into an evaluative unit 
that directs the self-evaluating organization. Several real-world models are 
available. Individuals in the “administration group” in Great Britain illus-
trate one type of central direction. Chosen for qualities of intellect that 
enable them to understand policy and of behavior that enable them to get 
along with their fellows, they move among the great departments and seek 
(with the political ministers) to direct activities of that vast bureaucracy. At 
the apex stands the Treasury, an organization with few operating commit-
ments, whose job is to monitor activities and introduce necessary changes 
in the bureaucracy. Economic policy, special preserve of the Treasury, is 
supposed to undergo rapid movement; its personnel are used to chang-
ing tasks and objectives at short notice. Though somewhat divorced from 
organizations in which they share responsibility with the political minis-
ters, top civil servants also do belong by virtue of their direct administrative 
interests. Complaints are heard increasingly that these men are too conser-
vative in defense of departmental interests, too preoccupied with immedi-
ate matters, or too bound by organizational tradition to conduct serious 
evaluation. Hence, the Fulton Report claimed, they adapt too slowly (if at 
all), to changing circumstances. Steps have been taken,  therefore, to estab-
lish a Central Policy Review Staff to do policy analysis for the cabinet and 
otherwise to encourage evaluative activity. Departments, however, remain 
successful in warding off outside scrutiny.

Germany and Sweden have gone considerably further in the same 
direction. Departments in Sweden have relatively small groups of men 
connected with policy questions, but administration is delegated to large 
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public corporations set up for that purpose.3 The state governments in 
Germany (the Länder) do more than 90 per cent of the administra-
tive work, central-government departments presumably being engaged 
with larger questions of policy. The student of public administration in 
America will at once get the picture. The policy-administration dichot-
omy, beloved of early American administrative theorists—thoroughly 
demolished, it seemed in the forties and fifties—now has reappeared 
with new vitality.

History of the Policy-Administration Dichotomy

The policy-administration dichotomy originated with Frank Goodnow 
and others in efforts to legitimate the rise of the civil service and with it 
the norm of neutral-competence in government. Civil servants were to 
be expert but not partisan. They tried to save good government from the 
evils of the spoils system by insulating it from partisan politics. Congress 
made policy; the task of the administrative apparatus was to find appropri-
ate technical means to carry it out. Administrative actions were thought to 
be less general and more technical so that well-motivated administrators 
would be able to enact the will of the people as received from Congress or 
the president. Civil servants then could be chosen on technical merits, not 
partisan or policy politics.

An avalanche of criticism, begun in earnest by Paul Appleby’s Policy and 
Administration, overwhelmed these arguments. Observation of congres-
sional statutes showed that often they were vague, if not contradictory. 
There were no clear objectives to which administrators could subordinate 
themselves. Observation of administrative behavior showed that conflicts 
over the policy to be adopted continued unabated in bureaus and depart-
ments. Administrators made important decisions that deeply affected the 
lives of people. Choice abounded and administrators seized on it; indeed, 
they were often themselves divided on how to interpret statutes or how 
generally to frame policies under them. Interest groups made strenuous 
efforts to get favorable administrative enactments. Moreover, no one had 
sufficiently precise knowledge to determine the best way to carry out a 
general objective in many areas. With such large areas of uncertainty and 
ignorance, the values and choices of administrators counted a great deal. 
Taken at this level not too much could be said for maintaining the dis-
tinction between policy and administration. Nevertheless, nagging doubts 
remained.
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Were politics and administration identical? If they were, then it was diffi-
cult to understand how we were able to talk about them separately. Or was 
“politics” simply a cover name for all the things that different organs of the 
government did? If politics and administration could be separated in some 
way, then a division of labor might be based on them. No doubt the legis-
lative will, if there was one, could be undermined by a series of administra-
tive enactments. But were not these administrative decisions of a smaller 
and less encompassing kind than those usually made by Congress? Were 
there not ways in which the enactments of Congress were (or could be) 
made more authoritative than the acts of administrators? Overwhelming 
administrative discretion did violence to democratic theory.

A New Understanding of the Policy-Administration Dichotomy

We are seeing significant efforts to rationalize the policy- administration 
dichotomy. The dissatisfactions of modern industrial life are being poured 
on the bureaucracy, and, though it seems to weigh more heavily, human 
satisfaction does not increase proportionally. Bureaucracy has become 
identified with red tape and resistance to change. Yet no one can quite 
imagine doing away with it because of the ever-increasing demand for 
services. Thus politicians who feel that the bureaucracy has become a 
liability,4 clientele who think they might be better served under other 
arrangements, taxpayers who resent the costs, policy analysts who see 
organizations as barriers to the application of intelligence, will join in seek-
ing ways to make bureaucracy more responsive. How better do this than 
by isolating its innovative functions from the mass of officialdom? Instead 
of preventing administration from being contaminated by politics, how-
ever, the purpose of the new dichotomy will be to insulate policy from the 
stultifying influences of bureaucracy.

Who Will Pay thE costs of changE?
Although most organizations evaluate some policies periodically, the self- 
evaluating organization would do so all the time. These evaluative activi-
ties would be inefficient, costing more than they are worth, unless they 
led to change. Indeed the self-evaluating organization is purposefully set 
up to encourage just that.

The self-evaluating organization will have to convince its own members 
to live with flux. When they first join the organization, they may think 
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they love constant upset but experience is likely to teach them otherwise. 
Man’s appetite for rapid change is strictly limited. People cannot bear to 
have their cherished beliefs challenged or their lives altered continuously. 
Anxiety is induced because they cannot get their bearings, and have trou-
ble knowing exactly what they should be doing. The ensuing confusion 
may lead to inefficiencies in the form of hesitation or random behavior 
designed to cover as many bases as possible. Cynicism may grow as the 
wisdom of the day before yesterday gives way to some new truth, which in 
turn is replaced by a still more radiant one. Leaders of the self-evaluating 
organization will have to counter this criticism.

Building support for policies within an organization demands internal 
selling. Leaders of the organization must convince members that what 
they are doing is worthwhile. Within the self-evaluating organization the 
task at first may be more difficult than in more traditional bureaucracies. 
Personnel who evaluate are accustomed to question policy proposals and 
to demand persuasive arguments in their support. If the initial campaign 
proves successful, however, enthusiasm can be expected to reach a high 
pitch after all policies have been evaluated, new alternatives have been 
analyzed, and evidence has been induced in favor of an alternative. The 
danger here is overselling. Convinced that “science” is on their side, that 
their paper calculations are in tune with the world, evaluators are a bit too 
self-confident. They are set up for more disappointment than those who 
expect less. How much harder it is, then, when continuous evaluation sug-
gests the need for another change in policy. Now two internal campaigns 
are necessary: the first involves unselling an old policy, the second, selling 
the new one. Past virtues have become vices and last year’s goods now 
seem hopelessly shoddy. Perpetual change is costly.

Maintaining higher rates of change depends on the ability of those who 
produce it to make others pay the costs. If the change-makers themselves 
are forced to bear the brunt of their actions, predictably they will seek to 
stabilize their environment. That is the burden of almost the entire socio-
logical literature on organizations from Weber to Crozier. The needs of 
members displace the organization’s goals. The public purposes that the 
organization was supposed to serve give way to its private acts.

Rather than succumb to the diseases of bureaucracy, the self-evaluating 
organization will be tempted to pass them on to others. It can split itself 
into “evaluating” and “administering” parts, making lower levels pay the 
costs of change, or it can seek to impose them on other organizations in 
its environment. We shall deal first with difficulties encountered in trying 
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to stabilize the evaluative top of the organization while the bottom is in 
continuous flux.

Let us suppose that an organization separates its evaluative head from 
its administrative body. People at the top do not have operating functions. 
They are all, in administrative jargon, staff rather than line. Their function 
is to appraise the consequences of policies, work out better alternatives, 
and have the new policies they recommend carried out by the administra-
tive unit.

Who would bear the cost of change? One can imagine evaluators run-
ning around merrily suggesting changes without having to implement 
them, anxiety being absorbed by the administrators, supposedly those 
who should change gears and smooth out the difficulties. But administra-
tors will not stand still for this arrangement. Because their belief about 
what is administratively feasible and organizationally attainable must be 
part of the policy that is adopted, they will bargain with evaluators.

Administrators can bring significant resources to this struggle. They 
deal with the public. They collect the basic information that is sent upward 
in one form or another. They can drag their feet, mobilize clientele, hold 
back information, or otherwise make cooperation difficult. Evaluators 
have their own advantages. They have greater authority to issue rules and 
regulations. They are experts in manipulating data and models to justify 
policies or denigrate them.

Held responsible for policy but prohibited from administering it 
directly, evaluators have an incentive to seek antibureaucratic delivery 
systems. They will, for example, prefer an income to a service strategy.5 
Evaluators can be pretty certain that clients will receive checks mailed 
from the central computer, whereas they cannot be sure that the services 
they envisage will be delivered by hordes of bureaucrats in the manner 
they would like. Giving people income to buy better living quarters has 
the great advantage of not needing a corps of officials to supervise public 
housing. Evaluators do not have the field personnel to supervise innu-
merable small undertakings; therefore they will prefer large-investment 
projects over smaller ones. Also they can make better use of their few 
people on expensive projects that justify large amounts of analytic time. 
Contrariwise, administrators will emphasize far-flung operations providing 
services that call for large numbers of people.

There are circumstances, of course, in which administrators and 
evaluators will reverse their normal positions. If evaluators feel there is 
not enough government employment, they may seek labor-intensive 
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 operations. Should administrators feel already overburdened, they may 
welcome policies that are easily centralized and directed by machines per-
forming rote operations. It is more likely, however, for administrators and 
evaluators to expand into each other’s domain. Each can reduce the bar-
gaining powers of the other by taking unto itself some of its competitor’s 
advantages. Thus administrators may recruit their own policy analysts to 
compete with the evaluators who, in turn, will seek their own contacts 
within the administrative apparatus to ensure a steady and reliable flow of 
information. If this feuding goes far enough, the result will be two orga-
nizations acting in much the same way as the one they replaced, but with 
additional problems of coordination.

Evaluation, incorPoratEd

From separating evaluation and administration it is but a short step to the 
idea of teams of evaluators. A rough equivalent of a competitive market 
can be introduced by letting teams of evaluators compete for direction of 
policy in an area. The competition would take place in price (a specified 
objective accomplished at a lower cost), quality (better policies for the same 
money), quantity (more produced at the same cost), maintenance (we can 
fix things when they go wrong), experience (see our proven record), val-
ues (our policies will embody your preferences) and talent (when it comes 
down to it, you are buying our cleverness and we are superior). The win-
ning team would be placed in charge until it left to go elsewhere or was 
successfully challenged by another team. The government might raise its 
price to keep a talented team or it might lower it to get rid of an incom-
petent one. The incentives for evaluators would be enormous—restrained, 
of course, by ability to perform lest they go bankrupt or lose business to 
competitors. The first task of the new enterprise would be to establish its 
own form of organization. What organizational arrangements are neces-
sary to make competition among evaluators feasible?

Evaluators, like all consultants, must either be assured of employment 
somewhere, or engage in other dispensable occupations from which they 
can be recruited at short notice. A handful of evaluators always could be 
recruited by ad hoc methods. But teams of evaluators, large enough to 
direct major areas of policy, would be hard to assemble at short notice. 
They would all be doing different things instead of working together, 
which itself is part of the experience necessary for success. They could not 
even form a team unless all promised to be on the job at an arranged time 
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if their bid were successful—yet, at the same time, they must have other 
jobs to fall back on if turned down.

In the previous model—evaluators generating new policies, and admin-
istrators carrying them out—these bureaucrats shouldered the major 
burden of uncertainty. Under the new model this imbalance is redressed 
because evaluators have to worry about employment security. Few people 
like to shift jobs all the time; fewer still enjoy the idea of periodic unem-
ployment alternating with the anxiety of bidding to get jobs, and perform-
ing to keep them. We can be sure mechanisms will be found to reduce 
their uncertainty to tolerable size.

Evaluators may choose to work within administrative organizations, 
accepting a lower status and learning to live with disappointment in return 
for job stability. This pattern already is used. Evaluators may go to private 
industry and universities on the understanding they will be able to make 
occasional forays into government as part of a tiny group of advisors to 
leading officials; this also is done now. Both alternatives do away with the 
idea of competition; they merely graft a small element of evaluation onto 
organizations in a catch-as-catch-can way.

For self-preservation, evaluators who are in a position to compete for 
the direction of policy will have to form stable organizations of their own. 
Like the firms of management consultants they resemble, these evaluators 
would bid on numerous projects; the difference would be that they would 
do the policy work as part of the public apparatus rather than make rec-
ommendations and then disappear. Evaluation, Incorporated, as we shall 
call it, would include numerous possible teams, some working and others 
prepared to go to work. The firm would have to demand substantial over-
head to provide services for the evaluators, to draw up proposals, and to 
compensate those members who are temporarily (they hope) out of work. 
Keeping Evaluation, Inc. solvent by maintaining high employment will 
become a major organization goal.

Evaluation, Inc. is an organization. It has managers intent on sur-
vival, members who must be induced to remain, and clients who must 
be served. Therefore it will constitute itself a lobby for evaluation. When 
the demand for services is high, it will be able to insist on the evaluative 
ethic; it will take services to those who are prepared to appreciate (by 
paying for) them. But when demands are low, Evaluation, Inc. must trim 
sail; it has a payroll to meet. Rather than leave a job when nonanalytical 
criteria prevail, it may have to swallow pride and stay on. Its managers 
can easily convince themselves that survival is good not only for them 
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but for society also, which will benefit from the good Evaluation, Inc. 
will be able to do in better times.

If their defects stem from their insecurities, the remedy will be appar-
ent; increase the stability of evaluators by guaranteeing them tenure of 
employment. Too-close identification with party or policy, in any event, 
proved a mixed blessing. They feasted while they were in favor and fam-
ished when they were out. Apparently they require civil service status, a 
government corporation, say, devoted to evaluation.

Perhaps the General Accounting Office (GAO), which is beginning to 
do analytic studies, will provide a model of an independent governmental 
organization devoted to evaluation. Because it has a steady income from 
its auditing work, it can afford to form, break up, and recreate teams of 
evaluators. Its independence from the Executive Branch (the Accountant 
General is responsible to Congress and serves a fifteen-year term) might 
facilitate objective analysis. But the independence of GAO has been main-
tained because it eschews involvement in controversial matters. If a new 
General Evaluation Office (GEO) were to issue reports that increased con-
flict, surely there would be a strong impulse to bring it under regular polit-
ical control. The old auditing function might be compromised because 
objectivity about a program one has sponsored is difficult to maintain, or 
because public disputes lower confidence in its operations. Opponents of 
GEO policy positions might begin to question its impartiality in deter-
mining the legality of government expenditures. Yet protection would be 
difficult to arrange because the new GEO would not have a political cli-
ent. By imagining the dilemma of an organization that supplies evaluation 
to others, we hope to illuminate the dilemmas of any organization that is 
serious about engaging in continuous analyses of its own activities.

Evaluation, which criticizes some programs and proposes to replace 
them with others, is manifestly a political activity. Though not political in 
the sense of party partisanship, it is political in the sense of policy advo-
cacy. Without a steady source of political support, from somebody out 
there in society, it will suffer the fate of abandoned children; and the self- 
evaluating organization is unlikely to prosper in an orphanage.

adjusting to thE EnvironmEnt

The self-evaluating organization uses its own programs in order to alter or 
abolish them. The ability to make changes when its analysis suggests they 
are desirable is an essential part of its capacity to make self- evaluation a living 
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reality. Yet the ability of any organization to make self- generated changes 
is limited by the necessity of receiving support from its environment.

The leaders of a self-evaluating organization cannot afford to leave 
the results of their labors up to the fates. If their “batting average” goes 
’way down, they will be in trouble. Members of the organization will lose 
faith because evaluation does not lead to changes in actual policy. Those 
attracted initially by the prospect of being powerful as well as analytical 
will leave to join more promising ventures, or old clients will become dis-
satisfied without new ones to take their place. As the true believers depart, 
personnel who are less motivated by the evaluative ethic will move into 
higher positions. Revitalization of the organization via promotion and 
recruitment of professing evaluators will become impossible.

In order to avoid that deadly cycle, leaders of the self-evaluating orga-
nization must seek some success. They must select organization activi-
ties, not only with an eye toward their analytic justification, but with a 
view toward receiving essential support. Hence they become selective 
evaluators. They must prohibit the massive use of organizational resources 
where they see little chance of success. They must seek out problems that 
are easy to solve, and changes that are easy to make, because they do not 
involve radical departures from the past. They must be prepared to hold 
back the results of evaluation if the times are not propitious; they must be 
ready to seize the proper time for change whether or not evaluations are 
fully prepared or wholly justified. Little by little, it seems, the behavior of 
the leaders will become similar to that of officials of other organizations 
who seek also to adapt to their environment.

The growing conservatism of the self-evaluating organization is bound 
to cause internal strains. Disagreements about whether the organization is 
being too cautious are sure to crop up. No one can prove that the leaders 
have correctly appraised opportunities in a rapidly shifting environment. 
If they try to do too much, they risk failure in the political world. If they 
try to do too little, they may betray their own beliefs and lose the support 
of their most dedicated members. Maintaining a balance between efficacy 
and commitment, between the instrumental and the expressive, is not easy.

Now the self-evaluating organization need not wring its collective 
hands. It can work to mobilize interests toward favored positions; it can 
seek to neutralize opposition; it can try to persuade current clientele that 
they will be better off, or instill a wish to be served on behalf of new ben-
eficiaries. One fears that its reputation among clientele groups may not 
be the best, however, because, as a self-evaluating organization, it must 
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be prepared to abandon (or drastically modify) programs and with them 
the clientele they serve. Clients will recognize such a marriage of conve-
nience. Seeing the self-evaluating organization always eager to consider 
more advantageous alliances, clients will have to measure their affection 
according to the exact amount of service rendered. The self-evaluating 
organization cannot expect to receive more love than it gives. In fact, it 
must receive less.

Evaluation never can be fully rewarded. In the nature of things, there 
must be other considerations that prevail over evaluation, even if the 
powers that be want to follow its dictates. Preferred policies of the self- 
evaluating organization never are the only ones being contemplated by 
the government; multitudes of policies are always in being or about to be 
born. Some are bound to fly in the face of evaluative precepts. Consider 
the influence of fiscal policy upon analysis. Suppose the time has come 
for financial stringency; the government has decided that expenditures 
must be reduced. Proposals for increases may be disallowed no matter 
how good the justification. Reductions may be made whether indicated 
by analysis or not. Conversely, a political decision may be made to increase 
expenditure. The substantive merits of various policies clearly will have 
been subordinated to their immediate financial implications.

Evaluation may be wielded as a weapon in the political wars. It may 
be used by one faction or party against another. Government may use 
evaluation as a means of putting down the bureaucracy. A two-step rule 
for decision may be followed: the recommendations of evaluation may 
be accepted when they lead to reduction but rejected when they sug-
gest increases in expenditure. Before long, members of the organiza-
tion become reluctant to provide information that will be used only in 
a biased way. The evaluative enterprise depends on common recogni-
tion that the activity is being carried out somehow in order to secure 
better policies, whatever these may be, and not in support of a prede-
termined position. If this understanding is violated, people down the 
line will refuse to cooperate. They will withhold their contribution by 
hiding information or by not volunteering to find it. The morale of the 
self-evaluating organization will be threatened because its members are 
being asked to pervert their calling.

It’s the same the whole world over: the analytically virtuous are not 
necessarily rewarded nor are the wicked (who do not evaluate) punished. 
The leaders of the self-evaluating organization, therefore, must redouble 
their effort to obtain political help.
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joining KnoWlEdgE With PoWEr

To understand the requirements necessary for a self-evaluating organiza-
tion is to realize why they are rarely met. The self-evaluating organization, 
it turns out, would be susceptible to much the same kinds of anti- evaluative 
tendencies as are today’s organizations. It, too, must stabilize its environ-
ment, securing internal loyalty and outside support. At best, evaluation 
will remain only one element in administrative organizations. Yet no one 
can say today that it is overemphasized. No flight of fancy should lead 
anyone to believe that a rush to evaluation is on the horizon. We have 
just come back to asking how a little more rather than a little less might 
become part of public organizations. How might analytic integrity be 
combined with political efficacy?

Putting Knowledge to Work

Evaluative man does seek knowledge, but he also seeks power. His desire 
to do good is joined with his will to act powerfully; one is useless without 
the other. A critical incentive for pursuing evaluation is that the results 
become governmental policy. Without knowledge it would be wrong 
to seek power. But without power it becomes more difficult to obtain 
knowledge. Why should anyone supply valuable information to someone 
who can neither help nor harm him? Access to information may be given 
only on the condition that programmatic goals are altered. Evaluative man 
is doing well when he can pyramid resources so that greater knowledge 
leads to enhanced power, which in turn increases his access to informa-
tion. He is in bad shape when the pursuit of power leads to the sacrifice of 
 evaluation. His own policy problem is how to do enough of both (and not 
too much of either) so that knowledge and power reinforce rather than 
undermine one another.

The political process generates a conflict of interest within the evalu-
ative enterprises. Evaluators see analysis as a means of deciding on bet-
ter policies and selling them to others. Clients (elected officials, group 
leaders, top administrators) view analysis as a means of better under-
standing available choices with which they can control decisions. Talk 
of “better policies,” as if it did not matter who determined them, only 
clouds the issues.

The evaluative group in an organization would hope that it could show 
political men the worth of analytic activities. Politicians, in turn, hope to 
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learn about the desirability of the programs under evaluation. But their 
idea of desirability manifestly includes the support which programs gener-
ate for them and the organizations to which they belong. Hence evalua-
tion must lead to programs that connect the interests of political leaders to 
the outcomes of governmental actions; otherwise, they will reject evalua-
tion and the people who do it.

A proposed policy partly determines its own success; the support it 
gathers or loses in clientele is fed back into its future prospects. By its 
effect on the future environment of the organization, a proposed policy 
affects the kind of work the organization can do. Pure evaluative man, 
however single-minded his concentration on the intrinsic merits of pro-
grams, must consider also their interactive effects on future ability to pur-
sue his craft. Just as he would insist on including the effect of one element 
in a system on another in his policy analysis, so too he must consider how 
present recommendations affect future ones. A proper evaluation includes 
the effect of a policy on the organizations responsible for it.

Consider in this organizational context the much-discussed problem 
of myriad government programs that may contribute to identical ends 
without anyone being able to control them. There may be redundancy, 
in which programs overlap, side by side with large areas of inattention, to 
which no programs are directed. More services of one kind (and less of 
another) are provided than might be strictly warranted. Without evalua-
tion no one can really judge if there are too many or too few programs 
or whether their contents are appropriate. In any event an evaluation that 
did all this would get nowhere unless it did result in different institutional 
methods for handling the same problems.

Even on its own terms, then, evaluation should not remain apart 
from the organizations on which it depends for implementation. 
Organizational design and policy analysis are part of the same govern-
mental process. If an organization wishes to reduce its identification with 
programs (and the clients who support them), for example, so that it 
can afford to examine different types of policy, it must adopt a political 
strategy geared to that end.

Diversification and Competition

The self-evaluating organization would be well advised not to depend too 
much on a single type of clientele. Diversification is its strategy. The more 
diverse its services, the more varied its clientele, the less the self-evaluating 
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organization has to depend on any one of them, the more able it is to shift 
the basis of its support. Diversity creates political flexibility.

Any organization which produces one product, which engages in a lim-
ited range of activities, is unlikely to abandon them willingly. Its survival, 
after all, is bound up in its program. If the program goes, the organization 
dies. One clear implication is that the traditional wisdom about govern-
mental organization badly needs revision.6 If the basic principle of orga-
nization is that similar programs should be grouped together, as is now 
believed to be desirable, these organizations will refuse to change. On the 
contrary, agencies should be encouraged to differentiate their products 
and diversify output. If they are not faced with declining demand for all 
their programs, they will be more willing to abandon or modify a single 
one, and much more open to change.

No matter how good its internal analysis, or how persuasively an orga-
nization justifies programs to itself, something is unsatisfying about allow-
ing this self-judgment. The ability of organizations to please themselves 
must ultimately (at least in a democratic society) give way to appraisal by 
outsiders. Critics of organizations must, therefore, recognize that their job 
is essential; opposition is part and parcel of evaluation. The goal would be 
to secure a more intelligent and analytically sophisticated level of advocacy 
on all sides. Diverse analyses might become, as Harry Rowen suggests, 
part of the mutual partisan adjustment by which creative use is made of 
conflicts among organized interests.

Competition itself, however, need not lead to fundamental change. 
Organizations may go on the offensive by growing bigger instead of bet-
ter—that is, by doing more of the same. The only real change in which 
they are interested is magnitude. We are all familiar with the  salesmanship 
involved in moving to new technologies or larger structures in which 
internal dynamism and grandiose conceptions are mistaken for new ideas. 
Motion may be a protection against change.

Competition, if it is to lead to desirable consequences, must take place 
under appropriate rules specifying who can make what kind of transaction. 
No one would advocate unrestrained competition among economic units 
without a market that makes it socially advantageous for participants to 
pursue private interests expecting mutual gain. Where parties are affected 
who are not directly represented in the market, rules may be changed to 
accommodate a wider range of interests. Competition among rival poli-
cies and their proponents also takes place in an arena that specifies rules 
for exercising power on particular decisions. Evaluators, therefore, must 
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 consider how their preferred criteria for decision will be affected by the 
rules for decision in political arenas within which they must operate.

 The Politics of Evaluation
It appears we have returned to politics. Unless building support for poli-
cies is an integral part of designing them, their proponents are setting 
themselves up for disappointment. To say that one will first have a great 
idea and then worry about how it might be implemented is a formula for 
failure.7 A good evaluation specifies not only desirable outcomes but sug-
gests institutional mechanisms for achieving them.

If you don’t know how to make an evaluation, it may make trouble 
for you but not anyone else. If you do know how to evaluate, it becomes 
a problem for others. Evaluation is an organizational problem. Although 
the occasional lone rider may be able to fire off an analysis now and then, 
eventually evaluators must institutionalize their efforts if they are to pro-
duce a steady output. Most evaluation takes place within organizations. 
Rejection of evaluation is done mainly by the organizations that ask for 
it. To create an organization that evaluates its own activities evidently 
demands an organizational response. If evaluation is not done at all, if it is 
done but not used, if used but twisted out of shape, the place to look first 
is not at the technical apparatus but at the organization.

Organization is first but not last. Always it is part of a larger society that 
conditions what it can do. Evaluation is a social problem also. So long as 
organizational opposition to evaluation is center front, we are not likely to 
become aware of the social background. Should this initial resistance be 
overcome, and individual organizations get to like evaluation, however, it 
would still face multiple defenses thrown up by social forces.

Evaluation as trust

For the self-evaluating organization all knowledge must be contingent. 
Change for the better is possible always though not necessarily yet 
attained. It is the organization par excellence that seeks knowledge. The 
ways in which it tries to do this, therefore, uniquely define its character.

The self-evaluating organization would be skeptical rather than com-
mitted. It would continuously be challenging its own assumptions. Not 
dogma but scientific doubt would be its distinguishing feature. It would 
seek new truth instead of defending old errors. Testing hypotheses would 
be its main work.
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Like the model community of scholars, the self-evaluating organization 
would be open, truthful, and explicit. It would state its conclusions in 
public, show how they were determined, and give others the opportunity 
of refuting them. Costs and benefits of alternative programs for various 
groups in society would be indicated as precisely as available knowledge 
would permit. Everything would be above board.

Are there ways of securing the required information? Can the necessary 
knowledge be created? Will the truth make men free? Whatever the answer 
to these questions might be, each depends on trust among social groups 
and within organizations. Acceptance of evaluation requires a community 
of shared values.

The Necessity of Experimentation

An advantage of formal analysis, in which the self-evaluating organization 
specializes, is that it does not depend entirely on learning from experience; 
ordinary organizations can do that. By creating models that abstract rela-
tionships from the areas of the universe they wish to control, evaluators 
try to substitute manipulation of their models for events in the world. By 
rejecting alternatives their models tell them will work out badly (or not as 
well as others), analysts save scarce resources and protect the public against 
less worthy actions. Ultimately, however, there must be an appeal to the 
world of experience. No one, not even evaluators, should try theoretical 
notions on large populations without more tangible reasons to believe 
that recommended alternatives would prove efficacious.8

Because the defect of ordinary organizations is that they do not learn 
well from experience, the self-evaluating organization seeks to order that 
experience so that knowledge will be gained from it. The proof that a 
policy is good is that it works when it is tried. But because not everything 
can be tried, experiments lie at the heart of evaluation. They are essential 
for connecting alleged causes with desired effects amid limited resources.

The ability of the self-evaluating organization to perform depends on 
a climate of opinion that favors experimentation. If severely constrained 
resources make for reluctance to try new ventures, the self-evaluating orga-
nization cannot operate as advertised. Should there be strong feeling that 
everyone must be treated alike, experimentation would be ruled out. Take 
the “More Effective Schools” movement in New York City. The idea was 
to run an experiment to determine whether putting more resources into 
schools would improve the performance of deprived children. To qualify 
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as a proper experiment, More Effective Schools had to be established in 
some places but not in others, so that there would be control groups. The 
demand for equality of treatment was so intense, however, that mass pick-
eting took place at school sites. Favored treatment for some schools was 
taken as prima facie evidence of discrimination. It became apparent that 
More Effective Schools would have to be tried everywhere or nowhere. 
Unless groups trust each other, they will not allow experiments to be con-
ducted, and if they are conducted anyway, will not accept the results.

The Collection and Selection of Information

Although ways of learning without experimentation may be found, no 
evaluation is possible without adequate information. But how much is 
enough? Organizational hierarchies exist in order to convert data into 
information. If the people at the top had to consider all the bits of data 
available in the far-flung reaches of the organization, they would be 
over-whelmed.

As data are weeded and compressed on their way through the hierar-
chy, however, important bits may be eliminated or distorted. One of the 
most often voiced criticisms of organizations is that the people at the top 
do not know what is going on. Information is being withheld from them 
or is inaccurate so that they make decisions on mistaken impressions. The 
desire to pass on only good news eliminates information that might put 
the conveyer in a bad light. Top officials, therefore, may resort to such 
devices as using overlapping sources of information or planting agents at 
lower levels. There are limits to these efforts, however, because top people 
have only so much time to digest what they have been told. Therefore 
they vacillate between fear of losing information and of being unable to 
struggle out from under masses of data.

How might the self-evaluating organization deal with biased informa-
tion? The organization’s members would have to be rewarded for passing 
on bad news. Those responsible for the flow of information must not, at 
least, be punished for telling the truth. If they are also those in charge 
of administering policy, it will not be possible to remove them for bad 
performance, because if that were done, their successors would be moti-
vated to suppress such information. Top people must be willing to accept 
blame themselves, though they may not feel this is their responsibility and 
though their standing may be compromised. The hierarchy itself may have 
to give way to a system of shifting roles in which superior and  subordinate 
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positions are exchanged so that each member knows he will soon face 
similar difficulties. Clearly, the self-evaluating organization calls for an 
extraordinary amount of mutual trust.

The spread of self-evaluating organizations could enhance social trust 
by widening areas of agreement about the consequences of policies and 
the likely effects of change. Calculations as to who benefited, and to what 
degree, presumably would aid in political cost-benefit analysis. The legiti-
macy of public institutions would be enhanced if they came out of a more 
self-consciously analytic procedure that was increasingly recognized as 
such. Evaluation would be informative, meliorative, and stabilizing in the 
midst of change. It sounds idyllic.

Trust as the Basis of Interpretation

More information by itself does not lead unerringly to greater agreement, 
however, if the society is wracked by fundamental cleavages. As technol-
ogy makes information more widely available, the need for interpretation 
will grow. Deluged by data, distrustful of others, citizens actually may 
grow apart as leaders collect more information about how bad things are 
compared to what they ought to be. The more people trust group lead-
ers rather than governmental officials, the greater the chance that differ-
ences will be magnified rather than reconciled. Clarification of objectives 
may make it easier to see the social conflicts implicit in the distribution of 
income, or cultural preference on the environment, or differing styles of 
life attached to opposing views of the ideal society. Evaluation need not 
create agreement; perhaps it presupposes agreement that social processes 
are basically benevolent, and that, therefore, policy evaluation will serve 
their interests.
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CHAPTER 10

Skepticism and Dogma in the White House: 
Jimmy Carter’s Theory of Governing

“Seek simplicity and distrust it”
Alfred North Whitehead

Dogma and skepticism are not necessarily universal tendencies to be 
applied regardless of subject. It is possible to be skeptical about some 
things and dogmatic about others. Indeed, unless dogma is to become 
utter rigidity, and skepticism sheer disbelief, there must be some com-
bination that varies by object and degree—one trusts science more than 
astrology, family more than statesmen. There are contexts in which skepti-
cism may be misplaced. Perhaps there are even experiments showing that 
assuming a posture of scientific skepticism toward loved ones (“How are 
you?” “What do you mean exactly?”) is counterproductive (though some 
relationships may last as long as an hour under this onslaught). It is impor-
tant, therefore, to differentiate the object of skepticism and the degree of 
dogma.

It should also prove useful to show that these special categories are 
relevant to daily political life. President Carter is a good subject for this 
purpose (Why not begin at the top?) precisely because he appears to treat 
some aspects of his work as variables (subject to condition and context) 
and others as constants, fixed firmly as guiding stars in the administrative 
galaxies. President Jimmy Carter, according to our hypothesis, is skeptical 
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about the contents of public policies but dogmatic about the administra-
tive procedures for arriving at those policies.

President Carter is not an ideologue of policy; he has flexible views on 
substantive policies, such as tax reform, medical care, and busing. Like 
most of us, as the times and conditions change, he can and does change his 
mind. Carter’s basic beliefs are about procedures for making policy, about 
which he speaks with passion, determination, and consistency. He cares less 
about the goals than the need for goals, less about the content of policies than 
about their ideal form: simplicity, uniformity, predictability, hierarchy, and 
comprehensiveness.

Therefore, if there is a danger for President Carter, it is not that he will 
support unpopular policies, but that he will persevere with inappropriate 
procedures. The question is whether he views his procedural criteria merely 
as rough guidelines for formulating public policy or as immutable princi-
ples of good government. If they are hypotheses about governing, subject 
to refinement or abandonment in the face of contrary evidence, we have 
no reason for alarm; but if he does not allow his theories of governing to 
be refuted by experience, we all are in for hard times.

Of all the Democratic presidential candidates in the primaries, Jimmy 
Carter was criticized most for his alleged vagueness on policy. Actually, 
his campaign staff put out numerous papers outlining his proposals on 
issues ranging from abortion to busing to welfare.1 The problem was not 
so much that he did not say specific things about issues as that he placed 
greater emphasis on methods, procedures, and instruments for making 
policy than on the content of policy itself.

The response of Stuart Eisenstat, Carter’s chief “issues” advisor, 
to a question about which issues would dominate the campaign, will 
illustrate. Eisenstat grouped the issues into three types: one was the 
lack of long- range federal planning; a second emphasized openness; a 
third dealt with government reorganization.2 The emphasis of all three 
was on administrative instruments, not on policy outcomes. (Long-
range planning, like openness and reorganization, is not a policy but 
an instrument used to produce policies.) If faith in intellectual ability 
to put it all together is any sign, Carter on public policy is more of a 
planner than a politician.

In Carter’s own words, a major purpose for reorganizing the federal 
government is to “make it simple.” He favors “drastic simplification of 
the tax structure,”3 “simple, workable, housing policies,”4 “simplification 
of the laws and regulations to substitute education for paper-shuffling 
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grantsmanship,”5 simplification of the purposes of the military,” and a 
“fighting force that is simply organized.”6 Rather than the “bewildering 
complexity” we now have, he wants to create a “simplified system of wel-
fare.”7 His praise goes out to the state and local governments that have 
devised “simple organizational structures.”8

How does he intend to simplify? When Carter became Governor of 
Georgia he reduced state agencies from 300 to 22. He proposed a similar 
nine-tenths reduction in the number of units at the federal level, from 
1,900 down to around 200.9 His general rationale seems to be, the fewer 
agencies the better. Carter, it is fair to say, does not manifest a bias toward 
federalism.

According to Eisenstat, another way Carter will simplify administrative 
structure is “to make sure that duplicating functions are not performed 
by one agency and that, in fact, we don’t have a situation whereby dupli-
cating programs are being administered by more than one agency.”10 
Carter repeatedly has stated that one of the purposes of his proposal to 
introduce “zero-base budgeting” (as he did in Georgia) is “eliminating 
duplication and overlapping of functions.”11 In restructuring the defense 
establishment, Carter would like to “remove the overlapping functions 
and singly address the Defense Department toward the capability to 
fight.”12 Described by our words, Carter favors intellectual cogitation 
over social interaction.

Uniformity

Another way in which President Carter intends to simplify policy is by 
uniformity. He plans to reform the welfare system by providing a uni-
form, national cash payment varying only according to cost of living.13 
He intends to standardize the tax structure by eliminating loopholes, 
treating all income the same.14 To create uniformity, Carter would 
grant a direct subsidy for new housing.15 Also he would standardize 
medical treatment—“We now have a wide disparity of length of stay in 
hospitals, a wide disparity of charges for the same services, a wide differ-
ence in the chances of one undergoing an operation”—and make crimi-
nal justice uniform by “eliminating much of the discretion that is now 
exercised by judges and probation officers in determining the length 
of sentences.”16 By now the President has learned that uniformity is 
almost as much a chimera as simplicity. Why? One reason is uncertainty 
about public policy.

 UNIfORMITy 
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Predictability

“There’s just no predictability now about government policy,” Carter has 
complained, “no way to tell what we’re going to do next in the area of 
housing, transportation, environmental quality, or energy.”17 He believes 
in “long-range planning so that government, business, labor, and other 
entities in our society can work together if they agree with the goals 
established. But at least it would be predictable.”18 And: “The major 
hamstring of housing development is the unpredictability of the federal 
policies.”19 In agriculture, the greatest need is a “coherent, predictable, 
and stable government policy relating to farming and the production of 
food and fiber.”20 In foreign affairs, other nations are “hungry for a more 
predictable and mutually advantageous relationship with our country.”21 
Unpredictability led Carter to condemn Henry Kissinger’s policy of no 
permanent friends and no permanent enemies with these words: “I would 
… let our own positions be predictable.”22

If only we agreed on long-range goals, according to Carter, we could 
work together to make our policies predictable. The format of his think-
ing is: long-range planning entails explicit delineation of goals; once goals 
are known (and agreed upon), policies become predictable. This predict-
ability reduces conflict and increases cooperation. Notice that for Carter, 
predictability does not come from intensive interaction about continuous 
adjustment of policies but by intellectual agreement on original goals.

cogitation

Carter’s theory of conflict shows how he would expect to deal with a 
recalcitrant cabinet: “The best mechanism to minimize this problem is 
the establishment of long-range goals or purposes of the government and 
a mutual commitment to these goals by different Cabinet members.…” 
By getting early agreement, “I can’t imagine a basic strategic difference 
developing between myself and one of my Cabinet members if the under-
standing were that we worked toward the long-range goals.”23 Obviously, 
if there were only one correct means to an agreed end, they would search 
together to find it. Asked how he would resolve differences with the 
Congress on foreign policy, Carter answered: “I hope that my normal, 
careful, methodical, scientific or planning approach to long-range policies 
… would serve to remove those disharmonies long before they reach the 
stage of actual implementation.”24 That was before he started to screen 
speeches so his cabinet members would not continue to contradict him.
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A major Carter campaign criticism of President ford was that ford 
“allowed the nation to drift without a goal or purpose.”25 By contrast, as 
governor of Georgia, Carter’s administration had tried to identify long- 
range goals: “during the first months of my term, we had 51 public meet-
ings around the state, attended by thousands of Georgians, to formulate 
specific long-range goals in every realm of public life. We spelled out in 
writing what we hoped to accomplish at the end of two, five, or even 20 
years.”26 Only if government has clearly defined goals, believes Carter, 
will people be prepared to “make personal sacrifices.” One of his favorite 
quotations from the New Testament is: “If the trumpet gives an uncertain 
sound, who shall prepare himself for the battle?”27 But suppose others pre-
fer to march to different music? How would Carter contend with conflict?

Openness may not be a form of godliness for President Carter, but 
it must come close. He has proposed an “all-inclusive ‘sunshine law’ … 
[whereby] meetings of federal boards, commissions, and regulatory agen-
cies must be opened to the public, along with those of congressional 
committees.”28

In his own mind Carter connects openness with direct access to peo-
ple. He favors giving the people access to governmental decision-mak-
ing, and as president, to speak directly to them. Carter values openness 
“to let the public know what we are doing and to restore the concept 
in the Congress that their constituents are also my constituents. I have 
just as much right and responsibility to reach the people for support as 
a member of Congress does.” Also Carter planned revival of franklin 
D. Roosevelt’s “fireside chat”;29 he expected to accept “special respon-
sibility to by-pass the big shots,” and to act, as it were, as the people’s 
lobbyist.30 Should his policies be thwarted by special interests, Carter 
said he would go to the people—at times identifying himself as the 
people. In reviewing experience with consumer legislation in Georgia, 
Carter said: “The special interest groups prevailed on about half of it. 
I prevailed—rather the Georgia people prevailed—on the other half.”31 
Suppose all interests are special to someone: how can any President rule 
unless someone special supports him?

comPrehensiveness

What is consistent in these proposals? It is Carter’s opposition to the inter-
mediate groups, lobbyists who stand between government and citizen or 
a palace guard that stands between a president and cabinet. They fracture 
Carter’s idea of comprehensive policy-making.

 COMPREHENSIvENESS 
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President Carter prefers to make changes comprehensively rather than 
“timidly or incrementally.” As he says:

Most of the controversial issues that are not routinely well-addressed can 
only respond to a comprehensive approach. Incremental efforts to make 
basic changes are often foredoomed to failure because the special interest 
groups can benefit from the status quo, can focus their attention on the 
increments that most affect themselves, and the general public can’t be 
made either interested or aware.32

The same theory stands behind efforts at government reorganization:
The most difficult thing is to reorganize incrementally. If you do it one 

tiny little phase at a time, then all those who see their influence threatened 
will combine their efforts in a sort of secretive way. They come out of the 
rat holes and they’ll concentrate on undoing what you’re trying to do. But 
if you can have a bold enough, comprehensive enough proposal to rally the 
interest and support of the general electorate, then you can overcome that 
special interest type lobbying pressure.33

In a word, “the comprehensive approach is inherently necessary to make 
controversial decisions.”34 That was before the President asked himself 
where he would get support if all he generated was controversy.

Part of Carter’s political theory, then, is to change everything at once. 
Comprehensive change enables one both to identify the public interest 
by considering the merits of opposing claims and to serve that interest by 
making opponents fight on all fronts simultaneously, diluting their forces 
while concentrating one’s own. The bigger the change, the greater the 
public attention, and the more likely it becomes that the public interest 
will prevail over private interests.

Primary in Carter’s comprehensive reforms is their inclusiveness. A 
characteristic phrase of Carter is “a complete assessment of tax reform in a 
comprehensive way.” He wants to “establish comprehensive proposals on 
transportation and energy and agriculture”;35 he favors a “comprehensive 
nationwide mandatory health-insurance program,” and a “drastic reorga-
nization of the health-care services in the U.S.”36 Although we could go 
on, one more foreign-affairs example must serve: because “the old inter-
national institutions no longer suffice,” Carter feels, “the time has come 
for a new architectural effort.”37

Because “those who prefer to work in the dark, or those whose private 
fiefdoms are threatened” care only about themselves, such special interests 
will prevent inclusive decision-making.38 To avoid this pitfall, Carter wants 
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to restructure the federal bureaucracy, the health system, the welfare sys-
tem, the tax system, the criminal-justice system, and international institu-
tions. Thus policy analysis, which is based on disaggregation of large into 
small problems, is not in favor.

According to Carter, the comprehensive approach offers a final, decisive 
solution to problems. from experience with government reorganization 
in Georgia, he has become a leading advocate of the “one-step” process.39 
Carter aims at achieving an “ultimate and final and complete resolution 
of New york City’s problems, fiscally.”40 In the Middle East, he wanted 
to devise an “overall settlement rather than resuming Mr. Kissinger’s step- 
by- step approach.”41 President Carter contends that with Soviet coopera-
tion we can achieve “the ultimate solution” there.42 But if the ultimate 
is impossible, does that also mean the proximate or merely meliorative is 
undesirable? Evidently not, since the hero of Camp David has sought and 
received acclaim essentially for trying to arrange a separate peace between 
Egypt and Israel.

incomPatibility

Who can object to making governmental policy predictable so that people 
know what to expect? Predictability is preferable, but is it possible? To be 
more precise, is predictability for one agency (and its clients) compatible 
with predictability for others?

Is predictability consistent with uniformity, another managerial quality 
that President Carter seeks? One could get broad agreement on smooth-
ing out the economic cycle by maintaining a steady low level of unem-
ployment. A major instrument used to accomplish this objective is to vary 
government spending; but it becomes evident immediately that predict-
ability in employment (assuming that it could be achieved) and predict-
ability in expenditure policy are mutually exclusive. Similarly, predictability 
for recipients of government subsidies means that all who meet the quali-
fying conditions would receive the guaranteed sum. Predictability for 
governmental expenditures (and, quite possibly, for taxpayers), however, 
requires fixed dollar limits, not open-ended entitlements. yet if there are 
limits, potential beneficiaries cannot know in advance how much they will 
get. All policy results cannot be predictable, and decisions about whose life 
will be predictable and whose won’t are political as well as administrative.

The same holds true for uniformity and simplicity. Uniformity on 
one criterion—say, population—means diversity on other criteria, such 
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as wealth or race or geography. Imagine that President Carter wishes to 
make good a promise to subsidize the arts, an intention we would like to 
see realized. Will money be allocated by population (which favors urban 
density), by area (which favors rural folk), by need (which favors those 
who do the least), or by past performance (which means that those who 
have will get more)? All these differences cannot be taken into account 
simultaneously with a uniform policy.

Comprehensiveness, in the sense of fundamental and inclusive change, 
often contradicts predictability and simplicity. fundamental changes, pre-
cisely because they are far-reaching, are unlikely to be predictable. That is 
how the cost of the food-stamp program grew from an expected few hun-
dred million dollars to more than $8 billion; and also how indexing social 
security against inflation had one unanticipated consequence (among oth-
ers): threatening to bankrupt the system. Thus, acting inclusively, so as 
to consider all (or almost all) factors impinging on a problem at a specific 
time, is by its nature opposed to predictability, which requires that pro-
grams established in the past not be undone in the near future. But zero- 
base budgeting, the epitome of comprehensiveness, requires reexamining 
all major programs every year; this is the very opposite of predictability.

Uniformity also lives uneasily with comprehensiveness. Programs that 
are both uniform and comprehensive may be too expensive. If public 
housing must be provided everywhere by the same formula or not at all, 
there may be no public housing. Similarly, a desire to establish uniform 
benefits in all welfare programs for all eligible citizens might lead to a 
choice between much higher taxes or much lower benefits. “Cashing out” 
all benefits from food stamps to medicaid and medicare might add up 
to so large a sum that it would be voted down by Congress. Hence, the 
choice might be a variety of disparate programs, or much lower bene-
fits. Upgrading all eligibles to the highest benefits will increase costs, and 
downgrading all to the lowest will increase anger. Thus uniformity may 
come at too high a price in suffering or in opposition.

A word about the relationship between uniformity and individuality. 
We do not always equate fairness with being treated like everybody else; 
on occasion, we would like to be treated as individuals. To be uniform, 
regulations must place people in large and homogeneous categories. 
Every effort to take account of special characteristics in the population 
leads to further subdivision of categories and to additional provisions in 
the regulations. This effort to treat people according to their individual 
characteristics makes for proliferation of rules and regulations.
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President Carter’s desire for uniformity has led him to advocate a prin-
ciple of organization whereby administrative agencies are formed by func-
tion or purpose.43 Carter would have all activities involving education or 
health or welfare or crime, to mention but a few, in the same large orga-
nization. As a general rule, one can say confidently that no principle or 
criterion is good for every purpose. Suppose that reducing dependency on 
welfare is a major purpose of the Carter administration. Should education 
for employment, rehabilitation in prisons, improvement of health, mitiga-
tion of alcoholism, and Lord knows what else therefore be administered 
under welfare?

toP-light and bottom-heavy

Carter’s straining toward simplicity has led him to advocate reorganiza-
tion of the federal government. Leaving aside campaign rhetoric about 
the 1,900 federal agencies (a sum that equates the tiny and trivial with 
the huge and important), to reduce the number of agencies at the top 
of the hierarchy necessarily would increase the number at the bottom. If 
there were only ten big departments, each could have 190 subunits; and 
if there were ten subunits at each level, an issue would have to go through 
nineteen bureaus before it was decided. The president might find this sim-
pler because fewer people would be reporting directly to him. But Carter 
might discover also that finding out what is going on is more difficult. 
Gigantic departments make it hard for anyone—Congress, secretaries, 
interest groups, citizens—to see inside. Conflicts between departments 
about overlapping responsibilities, and conflicts revealing important dif-
ferences are submerged under a single departmental view.

One of the few things that can be said about organization in general is 
the very thing President Carter denies—namely, that a considerable quan-
tity of redundancy (yes, overlap and duplication) must be built into any 
enterprise.44 When we want to make sure an activity is accomplished, as in 
our lunar missions, we build in alternative mechanisms for doing the same 
thing so that one can take over when other mechanisms fail. Efficiency, the 
principle of least effort, must be coupled with reliability, the probability that 
an act will be performed. A naive notion of efficiency would suggest that 
elderly and infirm persons be provided with either a visiting service or an 
office to which they can come or call. The more we wish to ensure actual 
delivery of services to the elderly, however, the more we must invest in mul-
tiple methods. Of course, there must be a limit to redundancy; but if we 
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ever  succeeded in eliminating all overlap and duplication, most things would 
work only once and some things not at all. It is ironic that, in the public 
sector, administrative reforms often aim at monopoly or concentration of 
power, but reforms in the private sector often aim at competition or disper-
sion of power.45 Our constitutional mechanisms for coping with abuse of 
power, separation of powers, and checks and balances, after all, are forms of 
redundancy. The House and Senate and presidency overlap in jurisdiction 
and duplicate functions. That is why they quarrel and why we have been safe.

Carter’s criteria cannot guide choice. The proverbial character of the 
criteria (look before you leap, but he who hesitates is lost) becomes appar-
ent when they are paired with other equally desirable criteria: eliminat-
ing overlap and duplication detracts from reliability; predictability must 
go with adaptability; uniformity is worthy but so too is recognition of 
individual differences. President Carter’s criteria for decision-making, we 
conclude, are individually contradictory and mutually incompatible.

The overwhelming emphasis that the president puts on procedural 
instruments could leave his administration vulnerable to massive displace-
ment of goals by having success defined, at least within the administration, 
as degree of governmental effort rather than as degree of social accomplish-
ment. Prisons are an example: the amount agencies spend, the number of 
new programs initiated, and the uniformity of procedures could replace as 
measures of success increase in rehabilitation or reduction in crime.

belief

If our views have any credence, why, then, has Carter come to hold unten-
able beliefs about procedures for making policy? Perhaps they were incul-
cated at Annapolis; but one could just as well argue that Carter chose 
to go there because he wanted an instrumental approach to decision- 
making.46 No doubt his father’s influence was important (“My daddy … 
was a meticulous planner like me”),47 but this could have become mere 
compulsiveness instead of a well-developed pattern of work. No candi-
date since Herbert Hoover, the Great Engineer,48 would have thought it 
important to talk to the public about so arcane a subject as zero-base bud-
geting, going so far as to include it in five-minute television spots in 1977.

Public Confidence

Let us remove the burden from Carter and place it where it belongs, on 
ourselves, by asking why a highly intelligent political executive might 
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 interpret his experiences so as to reinforce his personal belief in an 
instrumental- cum- technological view of public policy-making. Why, to us, 
does Carter seem to know worse rather than to know better?

Scientists love surprise. The more unusual a theory (the more conse-
quences differ from cause, that is), the more surprising the conclusions, 
the better the theory. The further the theory leads us from what we know, 
the more important and promising it is considered. Good theories maxi-
mize surprise. Businessmen and politicians prefer predictability; things 
should be as they seem and surprises are nice if they happen to the compe-
tition. The attraction of planning (private and public) is that this element 
of the unexpected has been domesticated, its will subject to our own, at 
least in a plan on paper.

yet as mistaken in his procedural approach as we think he is, Carter 
may be on solid ground in an area that we have not covered—public con-
fidence. Our president recognizes (and has emphasized) that citizens have 
a right to understand their government if they are being asked to support 
it; simplicity and predictability of governmental activity could help achieve 
that support. Carter’s feeling for how government looks to the people 
might motivate him to prefer procedures that enhance this appearance. 
(After Watergate, no one should look down upon efforts to improve the 
appearance as well as the performance of government.)

The Carter recipe for controlling conflict is to make it boil over; com-
prehensive change will force opposing interests into public arenas where a 
president can confront and overcome battling parties. But how often can 
this be done? Agitating some interests some of the time is not the same 
as upsetting most interests most of the time. Interests are lots of people 
who depend on government, the very same people to whom Carter must 
appeal for support. If Carter can space his appeals out so as not to be fight-
ing on every front at once, there may be a chance for success; but if Carter 
has to fight simultaneously on many fronts, he (and the nation) are in for 
a difficult time.

“he-the-PeoPle”
President Carter has promised to go directly to the people, both to incor-
porate and to transcend group interests. Incorporation works by including 
nearly all groups in the initial stages of policy formation. By co-optation, 
Carter hopes to commit most groups to support his programs (or at least 
not to oppose programs vigorously). Transcendence works by investing 
hierarchy with morality. In order to reflect the people’s will, the best way 
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to organize government is to make it democratic at the bottom and cen-
tralized at the top.49 President Carter, then, as chief hierarch and ultimate 
definer of the public interest, leaps over group interests by direct contact 
with the populace. “He-the-people” Carter would rather cogitate cor-
rectly the inchoate desires of the mass of people than bargain over who 
gets what the government offers.

Carter’s theory of governing suggests opportunities for leadership but 
also obstacles to success. To reorganize the Executive Branch, the presi-
dent will have to overcome both its clienteles and their elected representa-
tives. To put through major reforms, Carter will need financial support 
from a Congress accustomed to making its own budget. Should presi-
dential initiatives falter, private interests may appear to have triumphed 
over the public’s interest. According to his own philosophy, Carter will be 
compelled to appeal to the people to protect his programs. But in the end, 
even the people may prove ungrateful; for if citizens fail the president, it 
will appear that people have given in to private interests instead of stand-
ing up for public duties.

The most worrisome aspect of Jimmy Carter’s theory of public pol-
icy making is his assumption that discussion will lead to agreement 
on long term objectives, and that agreement will ensure support for 
present programs. Carter’s views on conflict could survive only if all 
needs were compatible and past objectives were to determine future 
administration. This view of policy politics is untenable because inter-
ests do differ because the price of agreement is likely to be vague-
ness, and because administration involves altering ends by changing 
means. When specific acts call for choice between how much inflation 
versus how much employment, or how much preservation of natu-
ral resources versus how much consumption, it becomes evident that 
agreement in general need not mean (and often has not meant) agree-
ment in particular. Objectives must be related to resources, including 
the consent to continue.

Postscript

Observers of President Carter’s first year of office agree that he has 
attempted to implement these procedural principles. Although he has 
changed course on numerous policies, from tax reform to housing, Carter 
has remained steadfast in attempting comprehensive solutions through 
hierarchic organizations; zero-base budgeting and reorganization of the 
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Executive Branch are attempted along with comprehensive reform of 
energy, welfare, and a host of other policy areas.

Within the Carter administration, as vice President Mondale says, 
there is general agreement that Carter has attempted to do too much too 
soon.50 None of the president’s proposals remains intact. Grave difficulties 
have come with congressmen who feel they should be doing more than 
implementing the president’s program. There are strains with the media 
of information amid numerous calls for the public to punish the special 
interests who have been thwarting the president. Opinion polls suggest 
declining confidence in the president’s competence, though there remains 
considerable approval of his personal warmth and decency. There is time 
to grow and to learn and to give the nation the respected and competent 
president it wants. Carter’s apparent success in the Middle East peace talks 
has improved his popularity for the time being.
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CHAPTER 11

Citizens as Analysts

Citizenship has been studied from almost every standpoint except that 
of participation in public policy. The influence of citizens on the making 
and changing of policy, citizens’ power (or the lack thereof) over public 
officials who make and administer policy, and the ability of the general 
public to hold these elites accountable, even citizens’ ability to create and 
dissolve government itself, have been subject to scrutiny. But participation 
as part of policy (with the exception of Michael Lipsky’s “Street Corner 
Bureaucrats”) has been neglected.

Modern democratic theorists stress that citizens hold some power 
because elites must compete for citizens’ favor. Free periodic elections, 
with the ability of citizens to switch support, has much to commend it for 
avoiding the worst excesses and for motivating politicians to take an inter-
est in promoting citizens’ preferences. Certainly any alternative is worse. 
No one claims, however, that citizens in a large state can exercise direct 
choice over policy or that it is usual for elections to constitute mandates 
in favor of specific policies. That a candidate is elected does not necessarily 
mean that most citizens prefer all or even most of that official’s policies. 
Whether interest groups close the gap between citizen and government 
depends on whether such groups speak for their own members rather 
than their bureaucrats, whether those who need representation get it, and 
whether the balance of power among all these contenders improves upon 
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or worsens defects in the entire system. Doubts have been expressed on 
all sides. To register preferences properly would require constant refer-
enda, which would weaken government without improving representation 
for even the most wary citizen. Caught between infrequent elections and 
undesirable plebiscites, democratic theory has languished.

Would participatory democracy be an improvement? Aside from an 
evident elitist character (who else has the time and skill at communica-
tion to engage in endless meetings or understand the meaning of voting 
on this, that, and the other thing?) participatory democracy is proce-
dural politics writ small. In no way does it differ from other politics, 
with its discussion about candidates, factions, and votes, except that 
participatory democracy is less visible to most citizens and more manip-
ulable to the few who get to meetings or turn out for special elections. 
In order for citizens to participate in the operation of policy, they would 
have to understand what is in it for them, recognize the differences 
between small and large changes (so as to know whether and how much 
participation was worthwhile), and be involved continuously so that 
they could learn from experience. This chapter, therefore, is not about 
how citizens relate to the state, but about what it takes for citizens to 
participate in policy.

All the discussion of power and powerlessness—who originates, vetoes, 
or modifies policies—has avoided the subject of interactions within policies 
themselves. In everyday life, aren’t postal patrons, doctors and patients, 
prisoners and parole boards, students, parents, and teachers involved in 
policies? Yet direct modes of activity have not been considered as part and 
parcel of public policy but as what happens after the exciting parts are over. 
Citizenship in public policy (after the party is over, as part of everyday life) 
is our subject.

Citizenship as Moral DevelopMent

The bad reputation of citizen participation in public life is deserved. Most 
of us do little and know less; most people are not interested in most public 
issues most of the time. Why should they be? To take an interest means 
having to spend on politics time that might be more profitably devoted 
to the job or a hobby. Individuals in the United States can get wonderful 
jobs, marry, have happy families, and do creative work without ever taking 
an interest in the public realm. Primary satisfactions for most citizens do 
not ordinarily lie in political life; basic needs are met or thwarted on the 
job, in the home, among friends, and the like.

 11 CITIZENS AS ANALYSTS
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Apathy

To be interested in some issues some of the time is one thing; to be inter-
ested in most issues most of the time is quite another. If time were free 
and unlimited, people with an inclination to be interested might gorge 
themselves. But it does not happen, and even the most avid partisan of 
public affairs must be selective. What, then, can we say of the many who 
are unlikely to involve themselves, even when they are confronted with 
a confusing array of subjects about which they conceivably might know 
something?

The fact that individuals do vary enormously in the strength of their 
interest has profound implications for political life. If interest is a necessary 
condition for influence, then the uninterested cede the right to consider-
ation and power is concentrated in the small population that does care. 
Yet this minority of interested citizens is large compared to the number of 
people who are active.

The factors that limit political activity are of cardinal importance in 
understanding public affairs. Activity is costly. It eats up time and energy. 
To be active on strategic problems in nuclear politics or on the operations 
of a municipal electric plant is not a matter of a few moments of reflection; 
many hours must be spent. One must attend meetings, listen to or par-
ticipate in discussion, write letters, attempt to persuade (or be persuaded 
by) others, and engage in other such time-consuming labors. This means 
devoting less time to the job, to the children, and to hobbies. Yet these 
private activities are the primary interest of most people, and so the cost of 
participation in public affairs seems greater than the return.

Without denying the unflattering image of citizens painted in much 
social-science literature, I believe the implications of such portraits for 
public policy have not been considered with sufficient care. One response 
has been to rejoice that apathy keeps away those people least capable 
of making wise choices. So far as this position suggests that democracy 
remains possible even with an apathetic citizenry, one hopes it is correct. 
But to celebrate apathy hardly seems appropriate for a democratic society. 
Another view is that citizens do not participate because politics seems a 
sham; there is nothing in it for them. So far as people can live well without 
feeling compelled to participate, recognition of the right to be left alone 
speaks well of a society. But if citizens are left out of consideration in mak-
ing important decisions, to define life as democratic would be deception.

It is not clear from critiques of citizenship whether too much or too 
little is expected. Citizenship also represents a problem of allocating 
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resources for which policy analysis is appropriate. If citizenship is not to 
swallow citizens, demands in the public arena must be set in proportion to 
the rest of their lives. The question, of course, is what proportion?

Involving Citizens in Public Policymaking

None of these criticisms addresses how to make sense of citizenship in 
modern life. Can we differentiate types of knowledge from technical pro-
cedures (like multiple regression, which only experts know) to citizens’ 
preferences (which only individual actors know)? By helping make what 
citizens learn in their daily lives part of what they need to know, analysts 
can improve both citizenship and public policy.

Under what conditions, then, can citizens (who know next to nothing 
about policy) make sensible choices? When their actions and reactions are 
part of policy so that they can:

 1. compare efforts and results;
 2. learn from personal experience;
 3. distinguish more-important from less-important policies.

Though humankind may indeed be a political beast, most people pre-
fer not to be politicians. Because general citizens’ interest is limited, they 
must be able to tell the difference between big and little choices. How 
might they do so?

Many policies stand a better chance of success, I feel, if citizens have 
real choices and the right to choose. An exaggerated view of citizen par-
ticipation—in everything, all the time—should not be countered by an 
exaggerated view of elites who often lack knowledge and almost never 
agree on objectives. Severe strain is imposed on mutual trust by the 
demand for heroic feats of participation from citizens and intellectual 
genius from elites. The demand for interaction by citizens and cogita-
tion by elites should be diminished. To be able to bring resources and 
objectives together is even more important among citizens than within 
policies. Whatever else policy analysts may be, therefore, I believe they 
should be advocates of citizen participation. Being limited in influenc-
ing  policymaking does not mean that citizens cannot make their will felt 
within policies. Designing policies that facilitate intelligent and effective 
participation is an essential task of policy analysis.
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How we think about policy analysis depends on what is important to us. 
Here I propose to conceive of analysis as one way to enhance the capacity 
for moral development on public purposes, which I call citizenship. The 
first requisite of citizenship is autonomy, the ability to undertake indepen-
dent action. Autonomy is a necessary (though not a sufficient) condition 
for giving to others. The second requisite is reciprocity, the willingness to 
share. The third requisite is learning, the ability to test and alter preferences 
(here, about public policy). In judging among alternative programs, there-
fore, we want to know which relate people so that each one’s preferences 
take into account those of others who are relevant. Which policies not only 
allow individuals to choose but assist them in forming and changing pref-
erences as to what is desirable? Citizenship is not only about allegiance to 
government but also about moral development, that is, enhancing capacity 
to make choices that take account of other people’s preferences.

Analysts should take their moral meaning from Piaget, who defines 
“ethical education” much as I would describe citizenship:

We have stated that the two correlative aspects of the personality are indepen-
dence and reciprocity. In contrast to the individual who has not yet reached 
the stage of “personality,” and whose characteristics are to be oblivious of all 
rules and to center on himself whatever interrelations he has with his physical 
and social environments, the person is an individual who situates his ego in 
its true perspective in relation to the ego of others. He inserts it into a system 
of reciprocity which implies simultaneously an independent discipline, and a 
basic de-centering of his own activity. The two basic problems of ethical edu-
cation are, therefore, to assure this de-centering and to build this discipline.1

When analysts cultivate citizenship, I believe, they promote better public 
policy.

The place to begin our discussion is a model (or caricature) of the ideal 
participatory citizen. We will then discuss strategies for those who wish to 
serve as citizens and yet survive as whole people.

Mr. anD Mrs. MoDel Citizen

What would life be like, we may ask, if citizens fulfilled even minimally the 
endless injunctions to be involved in public affairs? Where would they find 
time for family activities, for social life, for hobbies, and reading, and for 
just plain relaxation?

 MR. AND MRS. MODEL CITIZEN 
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Imagine the family life of Mr. and Mrs. Model Citizen, who obey all 
the commands about participation. Monday and Tuesday nights they 
attend meetings of the local sewer-service board because it is clear that 
without adequate sanitation the community cannot exist. Wednesday and 
Thursday evenings are spent dealing with police problems; public safety, 
after all, is essential for the good life. Fridays are reserved for pollution, 
so threatening to our way of life. Saturdays go to mental health, because 
if people don’t think straight they can’t do anything else. Caucuses on 
lack of participation usually happen on Sunday. The week has left Mr. and 
Mrs. Model Citizen deeply unsatisfied, of course, because they have had to 
stand by while the Middle East deteriorates, national forests are cut down, 
and the United Nations withers away.

The next week promises to be equally hectic as mother rushes off to a 
meeting of the Council on Juvenile Delinquency. She had failed to notice 
that daughter had not been home for two days and had just been caught 
in a drug raid. Father was to be absent from work again, because no moral 
man could afford to miss the meeting at which the Welfare Council decides 
how to deal with indigent families. The Geratsco Fertilizer Company, 
however—callously indifferent to Mr. Model Citizen’s public service—
insists that he pay more attention to his job or consider joining the unem-
ployment rolls himself. Father had planned to take his son on a hike, but 
there was too much to be done to preserve the ecological balance of his 
region; left to himself, the boy starts running around with a juvenile gang 
and gets picked up for burglary. With both children in jail, Mother and 
Father Model Citizen console themselves with the thought that now they 
will have more time (and incentive) to spend on problems of penal insti-
tutions. To sacrifice private life on the altar of citizen participation seems 
excessive; helping society by contributing to its social problems seems cdd. 
No wonder there are few truly political people.

a strategy of speCialization

Because these comments may seem sacrilegious coming from a person 
who devotes his life to the study of public affairs and who might be pre-
sumed to rejoice in total citizen participation, I hasten to assure the reader 
that I do teach and advocate citizen participation. My point thus far has 
been that the usual exhortations to do everything are impossible to follow. 
Actually, such advice inculcates guilt or a sense of futility facing the mag-
nitude of the task. Advocates of participation are more likely than not to 
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harm the cause they set out to advance by setting sights so high that more 
manageable goals are not even attempted. If we are interested not merely 
in the amount of participation but in its effectiveness and its reasonable 
relationship to the whole life of the individual, then we must suggest a 
goal and appropriate strategies that take into account both genuine inter-
est and competition from other essential activities.

The goal I propose is to become a specialist and the strategy is to spe-
cialize.2 It is vain to think that any of us can become generalists. We don’t 
have the time, and even if we did we probably wouldn’t be willing to 
devote those free hours solely to public life. But it is possible for most 
people to become effective issue-specialists. This goes for issues as far apart 
as disarmament and whether to sell the local electric plant. The first ques-
tion is how to decide on which issue to specialize.

Choosing an Issue

All of us can find the time to read a decent newspaper and perhaps a good 
supplementary weekly for local affairs. If such a paper is not locally avail-
able, it is easy enough to get a subscription to a national publication such 
as Christian Science Monitor or any of the news magazines. By making a 
quick day-by-day survey of the news, aided now and then by news broad-
casts, citizens can decide what interests them most. Soon they build up a 
small fund of information on a variety of issues that should better equip 
them to choose their specialty.

Gathering Information on an Issue

Having chosen a specialty, the next problem is how to become sufficiently 
informed to develop personal preferences about what needs to be done. It 
is not easy to learn where to begin because citizens usually do not have the 
background to pinpoint the literature that best meets their needs. There 
are, however, a number of ways to proceed that may help to cut costs of 
information. Citizens who are fortunate enough to know someone whom 
they respect and regard as informed, can ask that person for recommenda-
tions about what to read, which almost always will include additional ref-
erences to other highly regarded works. Occasionally, citizens may develop 
a liking for a columnist or news commentator who suggests appropriate 
reading, or a foraging expedition to the local library may be indicated. 
The rule is to begin somewhere and keep at it. For there are few issues  

 A STRATEGY OF SPECIALIZATION 
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(and none of primary importance, in my opinion) that cannot be mastered 
once the citizen has discovered the relevant literature.

There is always the danger that our unwary citizen may feel inextricably 
submerged by a flood of material on a well-known issue. They will soon 
discover, however, that after two or three books and a half-dozen articles, 
the amount of repetition rises rapidly; the reader can get by more than 
adequately with a newspaper, a book, and a few articles every year. It is as 
necessary to know when to stop as when to begin.

Although it is difficult to imagine citizens doing this kind of research 
constantly, it is not utopian to believe that people can do it from time to 
time if only they will specialize. Suppose an emergency or an issue comes 
up requiring a decision immediately. Obviously, one should plunge right 
in. But a few plunges will prove tiring if not tiresome. The optimal strat-
egy is to specialize not only in specific problems—how reading should 
be taught, or when police should shoot—but in the broader area, like 
primary education or public safety. Then one will always have a store of 
information by which to judge specific events when they turn up.

Sharing and Acting on Information

Specialization increases the fund of information in many ways. Citizens 
will meet people who share their interests, who attend the same meetings 
and join the same organizations, and who welcome discussion. One par-
ticipant may pick up pointers from others. When some new development 
takes place, specialists whose interest had become established are more 
likely to be informed as a matter of course by public and private officials. 
The better acquainted with the material, the more agile the specialist is 
likely to become in making the required associations, increasing the effi-
ciency of his efforts to acquire information. There can be no guarantee, of 
course, that the preferences of citizens who actively specialize will actually 
be met. Nevertheless, in political systems where the prizes go to the inter-
ested and the active, specialists have great advantages.

Granted that specialization is a useful strategy for increasing citizen 
influence, does this mode of operation result in a political system that 
meets preferences widely held in society? It does and it does not. For most 
citizens most of the time most public affairs are not of active interest. Such 
people may know that things are going well from their point of view and 
see no reason to participate. It is more likely that the negative is true; even 
citizens who have reason to believe that things are not going well may find 
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it worth the cost in time and energy to do anything about the problem. 
From time to time events of great importance will occur that do lead such 
people to take an interest and perhaps participate sporadically. If citizens 
are able for the most part to bring decision-making into a responsive posi-
tion on such matters, so that particular preferences are taken into account, 
then government may be said to be ruled mostly in accordance with the 
wishes that are important to those citizens. This is not majority rule in the 
sense that all or most community decisions accord with the preferences of 
a majority of citizens; it is majority rule in the special sense that the minor-
ity who feel intensely about an issue make up a majority of those who will 
receive consideration and some satisfaction from the outcome. In this way 
specialization serves citizenship by contributing to a political system that 
comes a little closer to meeting a wide range of preferences.

What’s wrong with a strategy of specialization? Nothing for those who 
can use it, everything for those who cannot. Specialization has a special 
class bias; it works best for middle- and upper-middle-class people who 
have the requisite time, education, and skills in communication. For indi-
viduals who can’t, or who do not want to use their skills for this purpose—
categories that include most citizens on most occasions—specialization is 
not the answer: one might specialize but ordinarily one wouldn’t. Must 
the choice, then, remain between sporadic acts through mechanisms of 
mass mobilization—political parties, labor unions, interest groups—or 
none at all except, possibly, voting? Having ruled out perpetual participa-
tion and even specialization (however useful for limited numbers) for most 
citizens, for those who want more than the act of voting every few years 
(however important that is), what form of participation is left?

Citizenship in Daily life

If the citizen-analyst is hemmed in by constraints, with but one available 
action, there can be no citizenship because there is no choice. Only a sur-
plus of resources can create the alternatives that might lead to correctable 
errors. The economic basis of citizenship consists in creating that surplus.3 
Of course, without constraints there is no citizenship, for our acts either 
have no consequences, because resources are limitless, or they fall upon 
others whose fortunes do not matter to us, because they can do nothing to 
or for us. Unlimited resources would signify that interactions are unnec-
essary. This is Schiller’s meaning: “In error only is there life and [total] 
knowledge death must be.”

 CITIZENSHIP IN DAILY LIFE 
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Citizenship and Interaction

The social basis of citizenship is sharing: action taken in awareness of 
the consequences for others. A useful shorthand definition of power is 
to be taken into account by others, not only because they may want to, 
which is nice, but because they have to, which is nicer. Citizenship is 
socialized, then, when choices are structured so that others are part of 
the action. Just as autonomy is necessary for reciprocity, the object of 
social policy is to make interdependence a facet of everyday individual 
decision-making.

For citizenship to be effective it must be part of daily life. Citizens, 
with resources at their command—including their understanding of the 
processes linking themselves to others—must be able to estimate the con-
sequences of their actions. Otherwise, they could neither serve others, 
who must want what they are prepared to give, nor themselves, who must 
be satisfied to have done as well as possible. Our citizens must be able to 
make sense out of their day-to-day public lives without destroying their 
private existences by having to attend meetings day and night. A homely 
example from our common experience will illustrate.

As our choices are structured today, television repair is not amenable 
to the effective exercise of consumer citizenship. The consumer needs 
to know what is wrong with his set, how much it should cost to repair, 
whether the expense is worth it considering the life expectancy of the set, 
and whether it has in fact been repaired properly. The consumer being 
no technician, he is subject both to victimization by repair shops and to 
vicious reactions if he is wrong in blaming the serviceman for unsatisfac-
tory work.

As I see it, the problem is that the arena of repair is badly structured 
in that citizens are being asked to make decisions for which they lack 
information, and repair shops are not making choices that they are com-
petent to make. The solution (implied in the problem) is not to make 
every citizen consumer a television technician but rather to enable him to 
acquire appropriate data that he can convert into information. If television 
sets were rented instead of bought, and if all costs were covered in the 
rental agreement, consumers could decide which price was right—a deci-
sion they are used to making. Decisions to repair or to junk a set would 
be made by technicians in repair shops. Service should be superior because 
consumers can choose where to take their business. Potential anger is 
defused by comparison shopping; the shops meet unreasonable consumer 
demands by refusing service. Creativity consists of bringing the resources 
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of consumers and repair shops in line with their objectives so that aggrava-
tion is replaced by negotiation, and helplessness by mastery.

Bargaining is not bad, as if it implied the sacrifice of noble principles; 
bargaining is beautiful because it shows that each side is comfortable 
enough with its own interests to interact with others who expect to gain 
from the transaction. It is not bargaining but hierarchy—the imposition 
of commands—that circumvents citizenship, because hierarchy does not 
leave individual units free to calculate their own interests, nor the state 
with the collective capacity to understand interaction. For this reason 
the Ministry of Finance in Germany does not use econometric models of 
the economy to allocate resources to operating departments. (The worst 
aspect of these models is not their inaccuracy—which is considerable—but 
their overdetermination; if there is one, and only one, correct position, 
then departments must accept their assigned place.) What, then, do the 
Finance Ministry and departments talk about? To allow for give-and-take, 
the budget is subdivided and decisions about individual departments are 
negotiated.

Citizenship of this interactive kind is exemplified in the work of Kjell 
Eide of Norway, who asserts, “Our task as planners is not to define peo-
ple’s problems for them and calculate the ‘right’ solution. Our task is to 
help increase other people’s capability of handling their own problems and 
find their own solutions to them.” In allocating state subsidies to local 
education bodies, he rejected a complex equation designed to take numer-
ous variables and local variances into account, because it would rob local 
officials of autonomy. As he says,

Using the formula, however, would mean that no local education author-
ity would have a chance to calculate what subsidies they should have, or to 
understand why they get the amounts allocated to them. In practice, there-
fore, I have advocated the use of a very simple formula, according to which 
450 local superintendents can easily calculate what their local authorities 
are due from the state, and which they can freely protest against as being 
inappropriate for the allocation of government money. The loss in abstract 
“justice” is more than compensated for by the fact that 450 superintendents 
have not been made just cogs in a machine.4

Educators who do not understand what they are getting cannot determine 
what they ought to give. And without reciprocity between local educators 
and central administrators, they cannot learn whether what they got was 
what they should have wanted.
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Citizenship and analysis are united by the desire to bring people 
together so that interaction will facilitate learning. If the purpose of policy 
analysis—whether done directly by analysts or indirectly in the interaction 
among contending interests—is to perfect preferences, changes may be 
judged better or worse by the degree to which they allow participants to 
learn whether what they once thought they wanted was what they now 
ought to have.

An Illustration: The Problem of Primaries

An illustration is a remarkable phenomenon that occurred in 1976 dur-
ing the Democratic Party’s selection of a presidential candidate. As party 
choice converged upon a candidate, the cry went out that nobody (well, 
hardly anybody) knew him. Who is Jimmy Carter? That was the question. 
Is he competent? Is he wise? What programs does he believe in? What is he 
likely to do? A man about to be nominated for president by a major party, 
a man likely to win election, appeared to be unknown. How could that 
happen? Because we planned it that way.

Since the turn of the century, and with ever-increasing speed in the past 
decade, the proportion of convention delegates chosen by primary rather 
than by party caucus has increased to more than two-thirds. The idea has 
been to take control of conventions from party leaders (bosses, they were 
sometimes called) and give it to citizens by letting them choose among 
candidates during the nominating procedure. What, to stick to our theme, 
can we say about primaries as a mode of learning if they leave people won-
dering who it is they are about to nominate for president?

voters in primaries know only a few other voters. What is more, none 
is likely to know any voter who knows the candidate personally. All must 
depend on the candidate’s presentation of self as filtered through the 
media—which can’t have been of much help, or voters wouldn’t have 
been wondering what the candidate was like. Once the vote is cast, more-
over, there is no opportunity to reconsider it against new information. 
Then the scene of action shifts to another state with a new set of voters 
and (depending on circumstances) a new set of candidates. The sequential 
staging means that voters in one have no chance to talk with those in oth-
ers. For contrast, consider a deliberative convention in which delegates, 
from long party association, either know each other or know someone 
who knows delegates who know the candidates. If their hypotheses about 
the candidates are tested and found wanting, they can try others.
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The immediate reaction is that one should prefer to participate directly 
in a primary instead of indirectly in a convention. The lack of trust in 
intermediaries, the well-known decline in support for political parties, 
helps explain the nomination of candidates whom nobody knows. Rather 
than trust people who can learn to act for us, we have chosen to act our-
selves, though we cannot use this experience to improve our own perfor-
mance. This dog-in-the-manger approach is not normally recommended 
as a basis for citizenship.

A counterargument would be that, by polling continuous cross-sections 
of citizens, primaries facilitate citizen choice. But does any primary rep-
resent either citizens in general or voters in the presidential election? We 
know they do not, skewed as each is to the better off, the highly educated, 
and those transiently attracted to an issue or personality. Besides, the ques-
tion asked in primaries (and not asked of themselves by voters) is not who 
would be most attractive to a majority of voters, as politicians would ask, 
but which candidate among those available the citizen prefers personally. 
It is no wonder, then, looking back at their individual preferences, that 
these often fail to make sense to citizens as part of their collective choices.

I do not argue here for a different nominating system but want to show 
that the present one does inhibit learning. Learning ability differs between 
a deliberative assembly and scattered strangers voting at different places 
and times. Learning requires an arena in which interested parties can com-
municate and test hypotheses, not a ballot on which their first preference 
also may be the last.

Whether we want to discuss the desirability of stability or the conse-
quences of change, our major aim should be the kind and character of 
relationships among people. Are these continuous or sporadic, profound 
or shallow, marked by ignorance or knowledge? If citizens are to establish 
important relationships, they must, to begin with, know which are impor-
tant to them and to others.

Distinguishing Big froM little Change

Although analysis may be discussed in such abstract words as “resources,” 
“preferences,” “objectives,” and even “facts,” the true subjects are human 
beings, likely to be more interested in their own particularity than in 
their statistical generality. Though quantification, where appropriate, 
may be helpful, possibly essential, policy analysis always involves relation-
ships among people. These interpersonal aspects do not signify merely 
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the obvious coming together of analyst and client, but also that elements 
of the analyses themselves make for changes in the way people relate to 
each other, so that their interactions will result in different outcomes. The 
human side of analysis is the most important because change takes place 
by alteration in social interaction. My analysis of basic change is designed 
to show that it implies radical revision in interpersonal (or interorganiza-
tional) relations.

When we assert that a proposed change in policy is basic or fundamen-
tal or radical, we imply that we have the truth—the base, not merely the 
superstructure; the center, not the periphery; the essence of things, not 
their deceptive outer appearance. The claim is powerful—I am right, you 
are not—even if not always forthright. I mention this to alert readers that 
changes I call basic, fundamental, radical, and so forth may not be so to 
them.

The Traditional Criteria

The commonly proposed criteria for distinguishing fundamentally impor-
tant changes from lesser ones are not always useful for policy analysis. 
No doubt irreversibility is a sufficient sign of basic change. But in public 
policy irreversibility—inability to undo a horrible mistake—is one of the 
least desirable qualities. How can error be corrected if changes cannot be 
made? Amitai Etzioni, commenting on the energy crisis, says:

The likelihood that unexpected vectors will intervene to throw off our fore-
casts suggests that we should be ready to recommit our resources and efforts 
as we move into the future and find, alas, that we have again erred.… We 
should not permit setups that lock us in, of the sort exemplified by the 
Highway Trust Fund, which still pours billions into highway construction 
when clearly a higher priority should now go into public transit.

Similarly, we ought to favor those changes in homes, offices, and factories 
which can be readily made and then unmade if necessary (e.g., taxes on gas 
and oil, which can be reduced by a stroke of a pen) rather than those which 
are difficult to reverse (e.g., conversion of home heating systems from gas 
to electricity).5

As a criterion of basic change, the magnitude of departure from past policy 
also has flaws. After all, the Great Flood certainly solved the problem of 
human wickedness (at least for a time), but was not the sort of thing one 
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would usually wish to recommend. Size alone, moreover, seldom serves 
selectivity: arming agencies with the right to withhold pensions from mil-
lions of people proved unusable in enforcing positions in disputes with 
states over administrative practices. Pouring money over programs has not 
always led to progress. Size may make waves without changing how we 
sail or where we go. Human behavior is (or should be) our goal. We want 
to locate change in human relationships that are subject to further altera-
tion so that it is possible to learn by anticipating or living through them. 
A focus on human relations also permits specifying whether and how well 
the norms of autonomy and reciprocity have been satisfied: are choices 
really independent and do they relate choosers to one another?

A New Criterion: Changing Relationships (PROD)

For these purposes, I have adopted this criterion of change: altering the 
pattern of relationships between participants which leads to outcomes that 
are different. Having chosen this criterion—personal relationships whose 
outcomes differ (PROD)—it is then possible to judge if or when a basic 
(though, of course, not necessarily a better) change has taken place. When 
these interpersonal relationships can be specified accurately, the point at 
which the relationships between the participants shift to another plane 
(different modes of interaction leading to different outcomes) can be 
ascertained.

An example from budgeting, where this definition was first formulated,6 
will show why basic change is qualitative, altering interpersonal (or inter-
organizational) relationships. Changes that are incremental are regular 
repetitions of what has happened in the past. A 5 per cent increase a year 
from the budgetary base meets this test. If incremental changes occur with 
great frequency, say, once a week, their cumulative influence can also be 
very large, but the pattern of relationships (the agency asks for 10 per cent 
and Congress gives it 5) does not change. If the agency asked for a 1,000 
per cent increase each year, and Congress responded by giving it 500 per 
cent, the financial figures would be different but the pattern still would be 
stable. But if the agency requests 100 per cent more and is cut 10 per cent 
below the previous year’s base, this would be a radical change evidencing 
a new pattern, qualitatively different from before. Its outcome—a substan-
tial cut from an outrageous request—also would be different.

A PROD change is not only radical but also right if new patterns of 
relationships increase individual autonomy and social reciprocity. The task 
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of policy analysis is to create incentives (a structure or pattern of relation-
ships) that generate information the people affected can use—not, to be 
sure, to control the decisions affecting their lives (for that would destroy 
the autonomy of others), but to bargain over outcomes intelligently.

Thus, by comparing what they put in to what they take out, citizens can 
hope to learn from their own experience. And this learning will include 
not only what they wish to receive but what others want them to give. 
Does this need for some stability signify that, for policy analysis, only 
small or incremental changes are possible? I think not. By conceptualizing 
change as patterns of interpersonal relations that alter outcomes within 
areas of policy, I hope to have (1) separated regular from radical changes, 
(2) shown how such alterations advance or hinder citizens’ learning about 
preferences, and (3) advanced an argument against an exaggerated view of 
decision-making by elites in a democracy.

If objectives were indeed immutable, agreed upon or unalterably 
imposed, then citizens might leave public policy to technicians. But if 
objectives were open, as they are, if they varied with resources, as they do, 
then experts on preferences, namely citizens in a democracy (even prison-
ers in a bureaucracy), would (and do) have the most valuable expertise 
going. The more choices citizens make as part of ordinary activities, and 
the more often they make them the better the public policy.

proD Change

To avoid bias, I shall illustrate PROD change with a private-sector, a 
public- sector, and a mixed-sector proposal to improve public policy.

A Private-Sector Proposal

Consider a private-sector reform of the United States Post Office. The usual 
complaint is that rising costs and ever-larger subsidies are accompanied by 
deteriorating service. The usual remedies suggested are modernization, 
which costs still more; exhortation, which gives you back only the hot air 
you put in; and re-organization (from a regular department to a quasi-auton-
omous corporation, and back again). The basic problem, as I understand it, 
is that there is little or no effective pressure for performance (1) because 
there are no true alternatives, and (2) because government through its tax-
payers makes up the deficit. Lack of competition, fortified by government 
subsidy, means that one cannot tell what it should cost to mail letters.
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A PROD solution would consist of abolishing the monopoly of the 
post office department on first-class mail. With the entry of competitors 
we would know at last how much mail costs, that is, the lowest price for 
which at least one company could deliver it. But how about the rural and 
remote? If government wishes to subsidize people living in these areas it 
can ask for competitive bids. If the subsidy appears too large, specifications 
of the bid could be changed to cover less frequent service or longer trips 
for residents to collect mail. A radical change in relationships between ele-
ments in the postal system—from subsidy by government to competition 
among private and public suppliers—would transform the relationships 
among producers and consumers.

My claim is not necessarily that everyone would get better service 
at lower cost. Perhaps not. Rather, I claim that producers would want 
to seek support from consumers who, in turn, would be motivated to 
decide what they were willing to pay for which sort of service. No longer 
would consumers think only of service, without considering (for failure 
to understand the relationship between taxes and subsidies) the neces-
sary resources; no longer would producers think largely of resources with-
out worrying about consumers (who have no place else to go). In other 
words, competition in mail service should lead to mutual accommodation, 
because producers and consumers will know what they can get compared 
to what they want, and not to mutual hostility, because neither has learned 
to relate objectives to resources. The good system lets participants, in 
their daily interaction, internalize an informal policy analysis; the bad sys-
tem leaves them fixated at a level either of resources or of objectives, but 
not of both together.

A Public-Sector Proposal

Now let us look at a public-sector solution. The combination of cost infla-
tion and decreased access to health services is caused by (see page 288) 
the Law of Medical Money: because the medical system absorbs all inputs, 
expenditures rise to the level set for insurance and subsidy. The Great 
Equation (medicine equals health) being false, increased inputs into medi-
cine cause increased use and higher costs, but bring no change in the rates 
(morbidity and mortality) by which health is measured. The objects of 
health policy, therefore, ought to be limiting financial inputs consistent 
with equity in access. The private market has been rejected because it dis-
criminates against poorer people, so that it has been supplemented by 
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public subsidy for the poor and aged. But subsidy exacerbates the effects 
of the Law of Medical Money by increasing inputs.

A radical solution, abolishing private insurance and state action, would 
be to transfer all medical spending to the central government. The amount 
would be so large (around $180 billion at current prices) that politicians 
would have to compare carefully the amount devoted to medicine with 
such other large national purposes as environment, welfare, defense, and 
income left in private hands. The collective choice of the people’s repre-
sentatives undoubtedly would add up to less than the sum of individual 
choices, because the former calls for allocating limited resources and the 
latter does not. The connection between an individual’s taxes and insur-
ance and his use of the medical system is so remote—because it is dif-
fused among so many policyholders and taxpayers—that possible benefits 
from increased use almost always seem greater than that of self-restraint. 
Competing with other collective purposes, however, as it has in Great 
Britain, medicine may seem less important, especially because it does 
not seem to have improved health rates. The contemporary criticisms of 
Britain’s National Health Service—shortage of hospital beds, antiquated 
equipment, long queues for operations—when properly viewed from the 
perspective of reducing inputs by rationing services so as to limit demand, 
really are its best features. Because results are the same within wide limits, 
cost effectiveness must be improved by limiting inputs of resources.

The contrast between PROD changes and those which merely tinker 
with tendencies should show up in the contrast between centralization 
of medical service and further diffusion through the newly established 
local or regional Health System Agencies. The idea is to lower costs and 
increase access to quality medical care by giving a consortium of provider 
and consumer representatives the right to deny certificates of need to con-
struct or acquire new medical facilities. The predictable result will be an 
even faster rate of inflation (and rate of utilization) in the most expensive 
medical technology. Why? Because each participant still is allowed to pass 
on costs to other (insurance company and governmental) parties. Services 
are available locally, but spending and taxing go on far away at the state 
and national level. Following normal political logic—cooperation is better 
than conflict if other parties pay—medical providers will logroll with con-
sumer representatives; the one gains greater facilities, and the other wins 
more services, because there is no direct connection between their use of 
medical facilities and the price they pay. Were all monies paid from the 
same source, by contrast, medical expenditures would have to compete 
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with others (including private incomes, by taxation). Whereas now each 
individual cannot see the connection between use and cost in the medi-
cal sector—which means the relationship is between atomized individuals 
and an amorphous collectivity—the reformed relations would be between 
partisans of different policies competing for shares of a public pie. If the 
shares of that pie are not fixed finally, they will expand only at the tax-
payer’s expense and, even then, will have to be divided among numerous 
claimants. If individuals no longer are the chief actors, they necessarily 
take their chances with the bureaucracy, which may or may not be benevo-
lent. After all, I promised only to illustrate PROD change, not to abolish 
choice or to eliminate pain.

A Mixed-Sector Proposal

Sometimes all that can be done is to let people convince themselves they 
are doing their best. Because elementary and high school education now 
is compulsory, the chief complaints are that children (especially among 
the poor) do not learn, and have behavioral problems that interfere with 
teaching. Increasing inputs (more teachers, higher salaries, better equip-
ment) into schooling does not appear to improve cognitive performance. 
Without a teaching technology to link school efforts with student achieve-
ment, no financially feasible effort is likely to help. There is no reason to 
believe that any of the endless alterations in the organization of teaching 
will have the desired effect of significantly reducing socially stratified dif-
ferences in learning.

The only really radical reform in schooling therefore (save to abol-
ish it) is the voucher plan; its main promise is parent acceptance rather 
than child performance. Under this plan each parent and child would 
be given a voucher that could be used at any school in the area. (These 
vouchers could vary in size, with retarded or hyperactive or other diffi-
cult children getting more resources.) Under the current system, parents 
cannot leave schools without leaving neighborhoods. The voucher plan 
would eliminate this monopoly. Because parents could switch support to 
other schools, teachers would have to seek their patronage; and if schools 
were allowed to refuse pupils, parents would have to work on problems 
of behavior. Thus students and schools (after the first round of “musi-
cal chairs”) would have an interest in mutual accommodation. Students 
and their parents would learn to accept the best schools they could get 
and teachers and school administrators would adjust their expectations to 
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the best students available under prevailing conditions. Parents no longer 
would dream of the perfect school (either because they were in one or 
could not hope to find one) and teachers would no longer dream of well-
behaved little geniuses, because their real choice would be to have the 
best they could get or none. Of course, organized school personnel may 
resist these changes successfully, and it may take time for parents to realize 
they actually can exercise choice. The point is not that the voucher (or any 
other) proposal is perfect or costless—teachers might lose jobs because 
their schools lacked patronage, and minorities might do worse if vouchers 
were priced too low—but that this idea, unlike the plethora of proposals 
for the appearance without the substance of change in education, could 
actually alter interpersonal relations—who bargains with whom over what 
with how much power—in the educational system.

Choice and Change

The outcomes of bargains may be altered by changing the players as 
well as the rules of systemic interaction. The formation of prisoners’ 
unions already is having that effect. Just a few years ago, prisoners did 
not speak; they were spoken for. The self-appointed spokesmen for pris-
oners supposed that prisoners wanted (because they would supposedly 
benefit from) group therapy. The spokesmen supposed also that prisoners 
 preferred shorter sentences and longer probations, rather than the reverse, 
and that probation might assist rehabilitation. Evidence to the contrary 
did not lead to change; but when prisoners’ unions protested against com-
pulsory therapy and indeterminate sentencing, they found allies among 
prison authorities. True, the recidivism rate remains unchanged because 
no one knows how to change it, but human dignity (especially important 
when people are in prison) has been protected, and the public purse, once 
thought of as a public trust, has been guarded. By introducing a neglected 
interest, hitherto unrepresented, the information available to each partici-
pant in the penal political arena has been improved.

I have suggested that in any number of areas of policy, running from 
television repair to postal service to prison activities, citizenship is better 
served when people are freer to make more choices. These choices may 
come from self-interest, but interaction with others increases mutual inter-
est. Each participant is better able to learn something no amount of study 
will provide: what other people prefer and are willing to give up (shorter 
sentences, perhaps) to get it.
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It is not the motives of the actors acting alone that matter for public 
policy, it is the relationships among the motives of the various actors. I 
need not claim that the motives of prisoners to instigate unions are pure 
in order to judge that adding these organizations to the political pro-
cess would improve it. This is true also about the motives of doctors and 
teachers. If teachers need students in order to work, it is not the teachers’ 
motives (as if they were immutable), but their relationship with others 
that undergo change. By focusing on patterns of interpersonal relations 
induced by public policy, we can evaluate relationships formed in, by, and 
through policies. Programs (ends and instruments together) therefore, 
make up the unit to which moral criteria should be applied.

Yet it is commonly held that to consider objectives and resources 
together, as if one could know them simultaneously, violates a doctrine 
known as the separation of fact and value. I have been arguing not only 
that it is possible, indeed essential to learn about preferences, and not only 
that what happens to these preferences makes no sense without facts, but 
also that relating values to fact is at the heart of the effective intelligence I 
have been calling policy analysis. Examining this relationship is important 
because difficulties with ideas often mask disputes about action. If citizens 
cannot discourse intelligently about values, this inability implies either that 
elites (experts, analysts, the “vanguard” of the proletariat) are better able 
to do so or that these values must be handed down by convention or 
imposed by revolution.

The controversy over values and facts may be interpreted as a decline in 
willingness to accept as desirable that which is conventional. As more of 
what had been taken for granted becomes questionable, accepting current 
objectives becomes objectionable. Conflict in society becomes transmuted 
into disputes over philosophy. Both the beliefs about the world (“facts”) 
and the norms of appropriate conduct (“values”) that support social struc-
ture in the world have become problematical. When one man’s conven-
tion becomes another’s catastrophe, disagreement as to what are means 
and what are ends is only part of their lack of trust.

faCt anD value: Convention or Constraint?
Philosophic disagreement over facts and values today is so strong because 
the differences between disputants measure how much people who take 
opposing positions favor social relations the way they are. The less stake 
people feel, the fewer facts they certify, the more they may be willing 
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to take their chances on different future values. In the end, trust in its 
benevolence, are likely to prove decisive. For the present, however, we 
can rest on this: if objectives and preferences are screened from scrutiny, 
it is not possible to think interesting thoughts about policy. Being neither 
sluggish nor stupid, but adaptive and intelligent, citizens like us change 
our preferences by learning. But it is not possible to learn about prefer-
ences if preferences are values and if mankind can know only about facts. 
My rationale for resurrecting this ancient argument is the same as for the 
rest of this study: to advance analysis as moral development.

Convention vs. Constraint

The contemporary condition that gives rise to the dichotomy between 
fact and value is unfortunate but understandable. If all is flux, where can 
we stand? By separating objectives from resources in public policies, the 
appearance of stability is given to uncertainty; humanity can control its 
fate and the evidence appears in plans, national goals, and lists of objec-
tives. Now these objectives, though part of the past—in which lies the 
experience from which they were conceived—point to the future, that 
time horizon along which they will be realized. By seeming to place objec-
tives in front of us, the future is appropriated to the past, as if we had lived 
through it already, and therefore is made to look more orderly. This neat-
ness, this apparently systematic quality, is what gives way when facts affect 
values and resources alter objectives. For if programs combining ends and 
means were subject to test by experience, they might fail, whereas objec-
tives alone, protected from contact with the world, cannot. The “triumph 
of the will” occurs when all facts are reduced to values, or, in other words, 
the assertion of values in itself becomes the only body of facts.

I have no quarrel with those who say that, for conceptual purposes, one 
may wish to talk separately about “facts” and about “values.” We do it all 
the time. It is (do I give myself away if I add “in fact?”) a useful conven-
tion to avoid discussing everything at once. Karl Popper writes,

The fundamental maxim of every critical discussion is that we should stick to 
our problem, and that we should subdivide it, if practicable, and try to solve 
no more than one problem at a time, although we may, of course, always 
proceed to a subsidiary problem, or replace our problem by a better one.

While discussing a problem we always accept (if only temporarily) all 
kinds of things as unproblematic: they constitute for the time being, and 
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for the discussion of this particular problem, what I call our background 
knowledge. Few parts of this background knowledge will appear to us in all 
contexts as absolutely unproblematic, and any particular part of it may be 
challenged at any time, especially if we suspect that its uncritical acceptance 
may be responsible for some of our difficulties. But almost all of the vast 
amount of background knowledge which we constantly use in any informal 
discussion will, for practical reasons, necessarily remain unquestioned; and 
the misguided attempt to question it all—that is to say, start from scratch—
can easily lead to the breakdown of a critical debate. (Were we to start the 
race where Adam started, I know of no reason why we should get any fur-
ther than Adam did.)7

I agree also with those (sometimes the very same people) who say that in 
action (or “real life,” as people who disparage thought are wont to say), 
fact and value are usually intertwined, so it is often difficult to disentangle 
them.

The confusion may arise from failure to distinguish between a conven-
tion and a constraint. In ordinary language we may speak of an objective 
as fixed, and discuss which of several alternatives will best achieve this 
objective. In itself, this practice does no harm. But if it leads to the belief 
that objectives or preferences are beyond argument because they comprise 
“values,” whereas one can quarrel about resources or constraints because 
they are made up of “facts,” I must dissent. This would mean that the 
most important part of learning from experience—finding out what one, 
under specific circumstances, ought to prefer—would be denied. Surely, 
when Eve ate fruit from the tree of knowledge she usurped the function 
of her Maker by attempting to know the difference between good and 
evil, not by debating over a subject that was impossible to discuss. (It was, 
and she lost.) If we can reason about means but not ends, if humanity is 
doomed to apply reasonable means to nonrational (that is, uninspectable) 
ends, there can be no policy analysis because the analysis involves changing 
preferences as well as potential actions. To commend a program means to 
recommend a new combination of both means and ends.

Where, then, do facts fit in? Where experience teaches us what to want. 
Henry Rowen says:

In short, to many participants the analytic process will contribute to beliefs 
about facts and relationships and will help in the construction of value 
preferences. The phrase “construction of value preferences” is deliberately 
chosen. This reflects the view that preferences are generally built through 
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experience and through learning about facts, about relationships, and about 
consequences. It is not that values are latent and only need to be “discov-
ered” or “revealed.” There is a potentially infinite number of values; they 
are not equally useful or valid, and part of the task of analysis is to develop 
ones that seem especially “right” and useful and that might become widely 
shared. Because value preferences are formed through a process of choice 
in specific cultural and institutional settings, and because, as Laurence Tribe 
observes, avoidance of dissonance causes us to prefer what we have chosen, 
the factors that influence our choices get imbedded in our values. Those 
that are fuzzy, fragile, not immediately useful, are likely to be excluded and 
therefore are not built into the value system that we are constantly con-
structing and reconstructing.8

It is this reconstruction that makes learning part of policy analysis.
Now let us go back to what we realize we must have been saying when 

we agreed, for the moment, to accept an objective. No doubt we did not 
mean just any old objective apart from any new consideration of resources. 
After all, if we had only $1,000, four people, and no scientific training, 
we wouldn’t dream of trying to go to the moon even if that had been 
authorized as an official government objective. No, we meant that we had 
entered into tacit agreements not to upset most past objectives, though 
we might do so if we were prepared to pay the price.

Our usage was conventional; as anyone who did not want his days 
clogged with disputes would see, we recognized the constraints in the sit-
uation—pathways blocked, behaviors forbidden, wealth unobtainable—
by adopting the convention that most former constraints be preserved 
as of the present. Such a convention may be adopted for many reasons: 
the potential gain would not be worth the actual cost; or the one act, 
though small in itself, might set in motion a series of others, dependent 
on it, whose alteration would have incalculable consequences; or leav-
ing these objectives undisturbed may be the understood exchange for 
changing others; or we might even be ruled by just plain inertia. None of 
these implies the immutability of the status quo. It is possible always for 
potential change to compete with the status quo. The “facts” to which 
we are so fond of referring, and the desired “values” of which so much 
is said, therefore, do not, in reality, exist apart from each other. They are 
embedded in past, present, and potential analyses, from which we learn 
what we prefer in part from what we’d rather not change. To be sure, 
in isolation we might prefer to pluck a leaf of pleasure from the tree of 
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life, provided we didn’t have to give up our whole branch for it. Paul 
Feyerabend says it:

Both the relevance and the refuting character of decisive facts can be estab-
lished only with the help of other theories which … are not in agreement 
with the view to be tested. This being the case, the invention and articula-
tion of alternatives may have to precede the production of refuting facts. 
Empiricism, at least in some of its more sophisticated versions, demands 
that the empirical content of whatever knowledge we possess be increased 
as much as possible. Hence the invention of alternatives to the view at the 
centre of discussion constitutes an essential part of the empirical method.9

When the conventional becomes desirable, it turns into tradition; that is, it 
seems obligatory to do something in a particular way because it has been 
done that way all along. When most decisions are conventional, the remain-
ing few can be analytical, in the sense that it is possible to know something 
about what one is giving up and what one is getting. If most choices are 
unconventional, and one can no longer assume but must predict responses, 
almost all become unanalytical in that neither costs nor benefits can be esti-
mated. When the political system is under attack, so that its legitimacy varies 
along with all the policies it helps produce, the ability to understand what 
is happening, let alone to predict what is likely to follow, declines precipi-
tously. If it is not to swallow up the life of the citizen, citizenship—learning, 
understanding, choosing as part of ordinary activity—requires stability.

Policy analysis is an effort to use thought to aid interaction; alternatives 
that might otherwise have to be experienced may be carried through in 
thought so that one can imagine actively how they might turn out. Even 
in thought, however, the few variables one can intelligently manipulate are 
immeasurably exceeded by those one cannot. When all or most variables 
vary simultaneously, thought gives way and only actions carry their own 
consequences. Without convention to remove most matters from conten-
tion, all facts become values and analysis as an aid to action is replaced by 
action. Moral development, acting to consider the consequences for oth-
ers, declines and so too does citizenship.

That something (probably nearly everything) has to be taken for 
granted in order to apply intelligence to public policy does not mean citi-
zens cannot discourse about values. It may mean, rather, than a smaller 
range of values can be discussed with greater discernment. People who 
are not (and do not wish to be) full-time politicians, namely most citizens 
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most of the time, are especially vulnerable to disruption; if everything is up 
for grabs, they will be less likely to participate in anything. Restricting the 
scope of analysis, however, inevitably has a conservatizing effect; the more 
that is left out of analysis, evidently, the less that is subject to change. This, 
I contend, is a price we pay for thinking before we act; but it is a price we 
should consider carefully.

Why analysis is Conservative

Advocates of permanent revolution believe that there should be no terra 
firma, only terra incognita. Stability is their enemy, flux their friend. They 
wish (if this is not a contradiction) to institutionalize continuous change in 
authority relations. Asking how we get from here to there, or whether it is the 
right place to go, is inappropriate for them because they reject the “here” to 
start with, and the “there” to end with; thus anyplace revolution stops obvi-
ously is wrong. Doubts have been expressed about whether Mao Tse-tung, 
the major modern exponent of permanent revolution, implicitly assumed 
his own permanence as repository of historical legitimacy, thus limiting the 
scope (rejection of communism) and hence the danger (undermining the 
political system) of change.10 But it is clear that, for real radicals, meliorative 
moves justify the status quo; they take for granted (accept, for the moment, 
as “fact”) the structure of social and political relations other than that implied 
in the substantive policy being reviewed at a particular time.

Descending from the heights of permanent revolution to more mun-
dane matters, the radical position–that what is taken for granted is far 
more important than what is questioned in any analysis—undoubtedly 
is correct. Not only do most analyses of health or crime or education or 
whatever fail to consider fundamental alterations in policies, but nearly 
all assume the continuance of social and political relationships. Radicals, 
therefore, reject as conservative any analysis that does not conceive of 
social relationships as problematic. I shall try to illuminate the contrast 
between radical and conservative natures of analysis by briefly recapitu-
lating these positions in the disputes about community power structure 
(inevitably unresolved) that were a staple of controversy in the sixties.11

Monism and Pluralism: A Misleading Controversy

To oversimplify an already simple-minded controversy, in the fifties a monis-
tic view of political power appeared to challenge the validity of democratic 
institutions. C. Wright Mills seemed to imply that a single economic elite, 
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acting outside the national political system, made all the important deci-
sions, cumulatively heaping up resources that increasingly disadvantaged 
ordinary citizens. And Floyd Hunter saw the same in the city of Atlanta, 
Georgia. To challenge these propositions about power, Robert Dahl and 
his associates put forth a pluralist alternative. They claimed their studies 
of actual decisions in New Haven showed that different people exercised 
power in different areas of policy. Dahl theorized that inequalities in the 
distribution of resources, such as wealth, public office, and expertise, were 
not cumulative, so that it was at least possible for outsiders to become insid-
ers; this made good an implied promise of democratic political life. The 
debate was about whether local communities, being the most numerous 
and easiest to study, were governed by the many or the few, were monist or 
pluralist. New champions, including this author,12 entered the lists without 
notably enlightening a rapidly dwindling audience. The contest ended in 
less mutual understanding in more mutual exhaustion. Who was right? The 
greater wisdom is in asking what went wrong with the debate.

The question was uninteresting: it led nowhere. Pluralists did not set 
up their research designs to add to knowledge about political decision- 
making but mostly to refute monism. By studying decisions on various 
policies, and observing who appeared to initiate, modify, or otherwise 
control them, they were able to show that being in office made a big dif-
ference; the identity of powerful people, and their policy preferences, it 
turned out, differed from one issue to the other.

Unfortunately, the criteria for pluralism are so broad that it is difficult 
to imagine a community of any size not meeting them. Even the Soviet 
Union is likely to have factions in the Communist Party (bureaucratic 
and professional interests, city officials and local factory heads in conten-
tion), so that its cities might be considered pluralist. The conditions for 
monism are so severe—a small, cohesive, all-powerful group outside the 
public political process, able to control all deviations—that no one has 
successfully pointed to an example. If all cities are pluralist, then pluralism 
does not discriminate between categories of cities, so that it is impos-
sible to inquire into the conditions for predicting pluralism compared with 
monism or anything else.

Reexamining the Controversy: A Question of Approach

More important than this methodological mirage, comparing a theory 
that is not worth challenging with one that is unchallengeable (irrefut-
able, therefore empty) is that monists and pluralists were trying to answer 
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fundamentally different questions, with very different implications for 
public policy. And each side came up with different answers. For monists, 
the question was one of fundamental freedom or life-chances: why are 
some people poor or worse off and other people rich and better off? With 
this understanding, how can we improve the life-chances of the worse off 
so that their position in all important values—health, welfare, income, and 
the rest—would be the same as for the better-off? The Rousseau-like over-
tones of the monist question (why are some men born free and others in 
chains?) suggest a historical-development approach. Humankind has not 
reached its sorry state overnight; inequalities have accumulated over long 
historical periods. Thus it becomes important to find out how inequalities 
have persisted and who (the power elite) is responsible for maintaining 
these inequalities by resisting radical change. Overcoming the historical 
residue of inequality (or any other evil) in one stroke in one moment sug-
gests drastic remedies. Radicals want the present to overcome, not merely 
modify, the past.

Pluralists, by contrast, are more interested in building on than in reject-
ing the past. They take a cross-sectional approach: what instruments of 
policy can be manipulated right now to achieve which improvements? By 
accepting the past, by accepting a reading of history that does not consider 
inequalities in resources increasing as time passes, pluralists can concen-
trate on policy improvements. A decisional approach, to ask about the 
exercise of power in various types of issues, is useful for reaching the next 
decision in the near future. A cross-sectional, current-decision approach 
is not useful for substituting wholly new methods of decision designed to 
produce wholesale change dramatically so as to reverse a persistent pattern 
of prior wrongs.

What difference would it make if policy analysis took a historical- 
developmental, not a cross-sectional approach? Suppose you are inter-
ested in abolishing the requirement that prisoners take therapy before 
being considered for parole or, as prisoners’ unions desire, that indeter-
minate sentences give way to fixed jail terms. A cross-sectional approach, 
emphasizing the instruments best suited to secure that next intended 
effect, omits considering how prisons and prisoners became what they are, 
or how things might be reversed or transformed. Answers, even if they 
were forthcoming, would not help resolve the present problem. Theory 
about large-scale social change over the years, assuming that the change 
is knowable, cannot be transferred easily into questions about who might 
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be moved to take the next step in prison reform. Would it be appropriate, 
then, for the analyst to say that if the prisoner’s lot cannot be radically 
changed—by transforming the society and the political processes through 
which it acts—then nothing is worth doing? Prisoners may be excused for 
believing that their desires are worth achieving, even if most other things 
remain the same. It is certainly true that making therapy voluntary is not 
going to eliminate prisons or drastically alter their functions.

That most things will remain the same at any time is not incompat-
ible with some things changing some of the time. Radical change (as 
when social welfare changed places with military expenditures) can result 
from the rapid cumulation of more modest changes. The quality of these 
changes, not their sheer quantity, depends on whether the interpersonal 
relationships of people engaged in these programs discourage or encourage 
citizens in daily life to act as analysts, furthering their moral development.

Morality anD poliCy analysis

The rationale for analysis—avoiding experience by imagining what might 
happen if things worked this or that way—may be its ruin. The temptation 
of the analyst is to treat citizens as objects. By depriving people of auton-
omy in thought (their consciousness is false, their experience invalid), it is 
possible to deny them citizenship in action. The moral role of the analyst, 
therefore, demands that cogitation enhance the values of interaction and 
(not become a substitute for) it.

Why is citizenship important for policy analysis? Because, as I have 
argued, without participation by citizens:

 1. capacity for enhancing autonomy by learning will decline;
 2. damage will be done to human dignity by denigrating reciprocity;
 3. therefore, many difficulties won’t improve as much and as quickly as 

they should, and others will get much worse, faster than necessary.

The task of analysts is stated by Martin Landau:

to probe in the interest of error prevention and to learn in the interest of 
error correction. This is what Kenneth Boulding calls the “institutionaliza-
tion of disappointment”—a system of criticism which permits policies to be 
tested in such manner as to enable a self-correcting capacity.13

 MORALITY AND POLICY ANALYSIS 
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And, I should add, this testing cannot and should not be done only by 
policy analysts, but also (and primarily) by policy participants. The less 
necessary analysts make themselves, by enhancing the self-correcting char-
acteristics of the relationships within a policy, the more they have suc-
ceeded. The moral trap of the professional, as Max Weber knew, is “living 
off” instead of “living for” the troubles of their clients. Doing oneself out 
of a job is the best way to do analysis.

Analysis must deal with individual capacity to act, and collective capac-
ity to regulate the resulting social relationships. It is one thing to argue 
that citizens can be effective on the policies within which they participate; 
it is another to argue that the accumulation of these actions is intelligible 
(morally consistent) in accord with widespread preferences, and therefore 
rational.
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PART IV

Policy Analysis

The epoch that Cezanne certainly began is marked most clearly by the fact 
that each artist, each originator, institutes a new dimension of understand-
ing. The apparent arbitrariness of a continuous and unending process of 
redefinition, on the basis of a past which is itself in a perpetual state of 
rediscovery and revaluation, places some values in doubt. Cezanne dem-
onstrated, as he intended, that the process is rational and sensible never-
theless.… (p. 70)

Cezanne himself was well aware how problematic his standpoint would 
be found. He developed an uncharacteristic longing for exegesis and expla-
nation. A preoccupation with theory and with the status of theory filled 
his letters and his conversation. Posterity might have made better use of 
the lavish clues he offered. They are certainly needed. Contemplating the 
seminal works on which the twentieth century has depended so greatly, 
we are examining what aesthetic comprehension consists of in our age. 
We are considering what kind of sense we can claim to make of our own 
culture. (p. 56)

Lawrence Gowing, “The Logic of Organized Sensations,”
in Cezanne: The Late Work, by William Rubin,
(New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1977).

There can no more be only one approved mode of policy analysis than 
there can be only one way of loving and learning; it all depends on “where 
you’re at” and what you’re up to. The four analyses here, chosen for their 
diversity from among many in which I’ve participated, differ in the kinds 
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of questions they ask and the types of answers they give. Suppose, to begin 
at the beginning, we ask who posed the problem? Education and health 
are everyone’s interest, widely acknowledged, open to anyone who wants 
to “take them on.” The tax write-off for charity is also well known but only 
among interested elites—charitable executives, tax and budget reformers, 
legislators. The proverbial man on the street is probably unaware of urban 
outcomes. These are issues created by analysts, applying different criteria 
to the distribution of city services and bringing them to public notice. 
This is quite a range of problem posing: by everyone, by a few, by no one 
(except us analysts).

How about problem solving: how uniform are the solutions? The 
charitable scene is prescriptive and specific: the tax write-off should be 
replaced by a budget device subsidizing 38 per cent of contributions. 
Urban outcomes are prescriptive but general in that some directions are 
marked out—more money for books, less for library personnel, more for 
city streets and less for freeways—without attempting to stipulate the pre-
cise percentage of distribution. The prescription in education is even more 
general, calling for a change in process, which might or might not lead 
to a change in purpose, as parents, students, teachers, and administrators 
learn how to reach and keep agreements, whatever these may be. Where 
the purpose is to understand why problems persist, as with health policy, 
prescription may fade imperceptibly into description. Progressing from no 
prescription at all, to advising precisely what to do, with various interme-
diate steps is a fair range (indeed, almost all the range) of advice.

The four analyses also differ in the degree to which the difficulty is in 
objectives or in resources. In tax and urban services, objectives are related 
to resources only too well. The purpose of the analyses is to argue that 
objectives, such as making it easier for the rich (and harder for the poor) 
to contribute to charity, or the lowest cost of construction per freeway 
mile of traffic, lead to inequities or are otherwise inappropriate. Health 
and education policy present the opposite predicament; resources do not 
reach to objectives, which involve improving cognitive abilities or health 
rates. Finding problems in objectives, and finding them in resources, take 
up about all the space in which to locate them.

Corresponding variety occurs in calculations employed in attempting to 
solve problems. The proposed solution for education is procedural, replac-
ing cogitation, which frequently fails, with interaction, which may succeed. 
At the other end of the spectrum, interaction that leads to  in- efficiencies 
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in health policy may be followed by intervention based on cogitation (in 
the form of a national health service) that might at least keep costs down. 
Urban outcomes suggest introducing elements of cogitation because 
interaction over street repairs, library collections, and teacher assignments 
have consequences disadvantageous for poor people, sometimes uninten-
tionally, which are no longer acceptable. Cogitation is used to restructure 
rules for interaction—limiting transfer of teachers, expanding repair of 
streets in older neighborhoods, providing books by population as well as 
by use—so as to produce more acceptable outcomes. Now the only way 
of replacing cogitation with interaction in charitable giving would be (as 
the slogan says) to get the government out of the business of charity by 
providing no subsidy whatever. Unless philanthropy is to be doubly deci-
mated (once by inflation and once by government), only forms of cogita-
tion involving direct governmental subsidy are left. Therefore we come 
up with this straightforward advice to aspiring (or expiring, as the case 
may be) analysts: once a problem is posed, you may attempt to solve it by 
replacing interaction with cogitation, cogitation with interaction, cogita-
tion with cogitation, or interaction with … you guessed it.

Of what is being done now, how much should analysts take for granted 
and how much should they subject to criticism? In choosing between 
dogma and skepticism, one pays in principles. All four policies raise basic 
questions: should one accept the tradition of publicly provided educa-
tion and, if so, is it necessary to accept a monopoly by public providers 
or could users be given choices among any acceptable schools? Americans 
are apparently unwilling to abolish private or public medicine or to go 
without private insurance or public subsidy, for if they had not these inhi-
bitions, costs could be contained by relying solely on all-private or all-
public medicine. If government no longer subsidized philanthropy, the 
difficulties of government regulation would be replaced by diminution of 
philanthropy worth regulating. To me (though not necessarily to you), 
questioning the income-tax write-off, the monopoly of public education, 
and the desirability of medicine against improved personal health habits 
is more than enough of a challenge to the status quo. Those interested in 
immediate change should look elsewhere, though they need go no further 
than the distribution of urban services, whose outcomes are subject to 
alteration. Is there, then, advice to give on creating or solving problems, 
on how to relate resources to objectives, on how to calculate by cogitation 
or interaction, or on how skeptical or dogmatic to be? To the extent that 
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analysis is art, the answer is, not really, unless one considers restating the 
questions (benefits should exceed costs; choose the preferred solution) 
equivalent to an answer. So far as analysis is a craft, however, we might 
hope for useful rules of work. Let us first analyze the four policies and see 
whether they contain clues to craft.
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CHAPTER 12

Doing Better and Feeling Worse: 
The Political Pathology of Health Policy

According to the Great Equation, Medical Care equals Health. But the 
Great Equation is wrong. More available medical care does not equal 
better health. The best estimates are that the medical system (doctors, 
drugs, hospitals) affects about 10 percent of the usual indexes for mea-
suring health: whether you live at all (infant mortality), how well you 
live (days lost due to sickness), how long you live (adult mortality). The 
remaining 90 percent are determined by factors over which doctors have 
little or no control, from individual life-style (smoking, exercise, worry), 
to social conditions (income, eating habits, physiological inheritance), 
to the physical environment (air and water quality). Most of the bad 
things that happen to people’s health are at present beyond the reach of 
medicine.

Nobody says doctors don’t help. They mend broken bones, stop infec-
tions with drugs, operate successfully on swollen appendixes. Inoculations, 
internal infections, and external repairs are other good reasons for keep-
ing doctors, drugs, and hospitals around. More of the same, however, is 
counterproductive. Nobody needs unnecessary operations, and excessive 
drugs can create dependence or allergic reactions or merely enrich the 
nation’s urine.
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More money alone, then, cannot cure old complaints. In the absence 
of medical knowledge gained by new research, or of administrative knowl-
edge to convert common practice into best practice, current medicine has 
gone as far as it can. No one is saying that medicine is good for nothing, 
only that it is not good for everything. Thus the marginal value of one—or 
one billion—dollars spent on medical care will be close to zero in improv-
ing health. And, thinking of public policy, we are not worrying about 
the bulk of present medical expenditures, which do have value; our main 
interest should be proposed future spending, which is of dubious value.

When people are polled, they are liable to say, depending on what 
they are asked, that they are getting good care but that there is a crisis 
in the medical-care system. Based on the particular survey, three-quarters 
to four-fifths of the population are satisfied with their doctors and the 
care they give; but one-third to two-thirds think the system that produces 
these results is in bad shape. Opinions about the family doctor, of course, 
are formed from personal experience. “The system,” on the other hand, is 
an abstract entity—and here people may well imitate the attitudes of those 
interested and vocal elites who insist the system is in crisis.

People do have specific complaints related to their position in a class, 
however. The rich don’t like waiting, the poor don’t like high prices, and 
those in the middle complain about both. Everyone would like easier 
access to a private physician in time of need. We shall see a plausible expla-
nation for the widespread belief that doctors are good though the system 
is bad. That’s the trouble: everyone behaves reasonably; it is only the sys-
temic effects of all this reasonable behavior that are unreasonable.

If most people are healthier today than people like themselves have ever 
been, and if access to medical care now is more evenly distributed among 
rich and poor, why this talk of a crisis in medical care that needs massive 
change? If most of the population is satisfied with its medical care, why is 
there so much pressure in government for change? Why, in brief, are we 
doing better but feeling worse? Let us try to create a theory about the 
political pathology of health policy.

Paradoxes, PrinciPles, axioms, identities, and laws

The fallacy of the Great Equation is based on the Paradox of Time: past 
successes lead to future failures. As life expectancy increases and as for-
merly disabling diseases are conquered, medicine is faced with an older 
population whose disabilities are more difficult to defeat. The cost of cure 
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is higher, both because the easier ills have already been dealt with, and 
because the patients to be treated are older. Each increment of knowl-
edge is harder won; each improvement in health is more expensive. Thus 
time converts one decade’s achievements into the next decade’s dilemmas. 
Yesterday’s victims of tuberculosis are today’s geriatric cases. The Paradox 
of Time is that success lies in the past and (possibly) the future, but never 
in the present.

The Great Equation is rescued by the Principle of Goal Displacement, 
which is that any objective that cannot be attained will be replaced by one 
that can be approximated. Every program needs an opportunity to be 
successful; if a program cannot succeed in reaching its ostensible goals, 
sponsors may shift to goals whose achievement they can control. The pro-
cess subtly becomes the purpose. And that is exactly what has happened as 
“health” has become equivalent to “equal access to medicine.”

When government goes into public housing, it provides the actual 
apartments; when government goes into health, it can offer only medi-
cine. But medicine is far from health. The government can try to equalize 
access to medicine, whether or not that access brings improved health. If 
the question is, “Does health increase with government expenditure on 
medicine?” the answer is likely to be “No.” Just alter the question: “Has 
access to medicine been improved by government programs?” and the 
answer is most certainly, with a little qualification, “Yes.”

By “access,” of course, we mean quantity, not quality, of care. Access, 
moreover, can be measured, and progress toward an equal number of visits 
to doctors can be reported. But something has to be done about the dis-
tressing stickiness of health rates, which fail to keep up with access. Thus 
access to medical care is irrelevant to health—unless, of course, health 
is not the real goal but merely a cover for something more fundamen-
tal, which might be called “mental health” (reverently), or “shamanism” 
(irreverently), or “caring” (most accurately).

Any doctor will tell you, say sophisticates, that most patients are not 
sick, at least physically, and that the best medicine for them is reassurance. 
Tranquilizers, painkillers, and aspirin seem to be the functional equiva-
lents, for these are the drugs most often prescribed. Wait a minute, says 
the medical sociologist (the student not merely of medicine’s manifest, 
but also of its latent, functions), mental pain is just as real as physical pain. 
If people want to know somebody loves them, and today their preference 
is doctors of medicine over doctors of theology, they are entitled to get 
what they want.
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Once “caring” has been substituted for (or made equivalent to) “doc-
toring,” access immediately becomes a better measure of attainment. The 
number of times a person sees a doctor probably is a better measure of the 
amount of reassurance he has received than of his well-being or a decline 
in his disease. Therefore, what looks like a single goal substitution (access 
to medicine in place of better health) is actually a double displacement: 
caring instead of health, and access instead of caring.

This double displacement is fraught with consequences. It is hard 
enough to determine how much medical care is adequate but just about 
impossible to measure the sufficiency of “caring.” The treatment of physi-
cal ills is partially subjective; the treatment of mental ills is almost entirely 
so. If a person is in pain, he alone can judge how much it hurts. How 
much caring he needs depends upon how much he wants. In the old days 
he was most likely to take his tension to the private sector, and there he 
got as much attention as he could afford. But now, with government sub-
sidy of medicine so large, the question of how much caring he should get 
inevitably becomes a public worry.

By what standard should this public question be decided? One objective 
criterion—equality of access—inevitably stands out among the rest. For if 
we don’t quite know what caring is or how much of it there should be, we 
always can say that at least it should be distributed equally. Medicaid has 
just about equalized the number of doctor visits per year between the poor 
and the rich. In fact, the upper class is showing a decrease in visits, and 
the life expectancy of richer males is going down somewhat. Presumably, 
no one is suggesting remedial action in favor of rich men. Equality, not 
health, is the issue.

One can always assert that even if the results of medical treatment are 
illusory, the poor are entitled to their share. This looks like a powerful 
argument, but it neglects the Axiom of Inequality, that every move to 
increase equality in one dimension necessarily decreases it in another. 
Consider space. The United states has unequal rates of development. 
Different geographic areas vary considerably in such matters as income, 
custom, and expectation. Establishing a uniform national policy disre-
gards these differences; allowing local variation means that some areas get 
more unequal treatment than others. Think of time. People not only have 
unequal incomes, they also differ in the amount of time they are prepared 
to devote to medical care. In equalizing the effects of money on medical 
care—by removing money as a consideration—care is likely to be allocated 
by the distribution of available time. To the extent that the pursuit of 
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money takes time, people with a monetary advantage will have a temporal 
disadvantage. You can’t have it both ways, as the Axiom of Allocation 
makes abundantly clear.

“No system of care in the world,” says David Mechanic, summing up 
the Axiom of Allocation, “is willing to provide as much care as people will 
use, and all such systems develop mechanisms that ration … services.” Just 
as there is no free lunch, there is no free medicine. Rationing can be done 
by time (waiting lists, lines), by distance (people farther from facilities use 
them less than those who are closer), by complexity (forms, repeated vis-
its, communications difficulties) by space (limiting the number of hospital 
beds and available doctors), or by any or all these methods in combina-
tion. But why do people want more medical service than any system is 
willing to provide? The answer has to do with uncertainty.

If medicine is only partially and imperfectly related to health, it follows 
that both doctor and patient often will be uncertain as to what is wrong 
or what to do about it. Otherwise—if medicine were perfectly related to 
health—either there would be no health problem, or it would be very 
different. Health rates would be on one side and health resources on the 
other; costs and benefits could be neatly compared. But they can’t, because 
so often we don’t know how to produce the desired benefits. Uncertainty 
exists because medicine is a quasi-science—more science than, say, politi-
cal science; less science than civil engineering. How participants in the 
medical system resolve their uncertainties matters a great deal.

The Medical Uncertainty Principle states that there is always one more 
thing that might be done—another consultation, a new drug, a different 
treatment; the patient asks for more, the doctor orders more. The patient’s 
simple rule for resolving uncertainty is to seek care up to the limit of his 
insurance. If everyone uses all the care he can, total costs will rise; but in 
this domain as in so many others the individual has so little control over 
the total that he does not appreciate the connection between his individ-
ual choice and the collective result. A corresponding phenomenon occurs 
among doctors who can resolve uncertainty by prescribing up to the limit 
of the patient’s insurance, a rule reinforced by the high cost of malprac-
tice. Patients bringing suit do not consider the relationship between their 
own success and higher medical costs for everyone. The patient is anxious, 
the doctor insecure; this combination is unbeatable until the irresistible 
force meets the immovable object—the Medical Identity.

The Medical Identity states that use is limited by availability. Only 
so much can be gotten out of so much. Thus, if Medical Uncertainty 
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 suggests that existing services will be used, Identity reminds us to add the 
words “up to the available supply.” That supply is primarily doctors, who 
advise on the kind of care to provide and the number of hospital beds to 
maintain. But patients, considering only their own desires in time of need, 
want to maximize supply, a phenomenon that follows inexorably from the 
Principle of Perspective.

That principle states that social conditions and individual feelings are 
not the same thing. A happy social statistic may obscure a sad personal 
situation. A statistical equilibrium may hide a family crisis. Morbidity and 
mortality, in tabulating aggregate rates of disease and death, describe all of 
us but do not touch you and me. We do not think of ourselves as “rates.” 
Our chances may be better or worse than the aggregate. To say that doc-
tors are not wholly (or even mostly) successful in alleviating some symp-
toms is not to say that they don’t help some people and that one of those 
people won’t be me. Taking the chance that it will be me often seems 
to make sense, even if I have reason to believe that most people can’t be 
helped and that some actually may be harmed. Most people, told that 
the same funds spent on other purposes may increase social benefits, will 
put personal needs first. For this reason expenditures on medical care are 
always larger than any estimate of the social benefit received. Now we can 
understand, by combining into one law the previous principle and Medical 
Identity, why costs rise so far and so fast.

The Law of Medical Money states that medical costs will rise to equal 
the sum of all private insurance and government subsidy. They do so 
because no one knows how much medical care ought to cost. The patient 
is not sure he is getting all he should, and the doctor does not want to 
be criticized for doing less than he might. Consider the triangular rela-
tionship among doctor, patient, and hospital. With private insurance, the 
doctor can use the hospital resources that are covered by the insurance 
while holding down his patient’s own expenditures. With public subsidies, 
the doctor may charge his highest usual fee, abandon charitable work, 
and ignore the financial benefits of eliminating defaults on payments. His 
income rises. His patient doesn’t have to pay, and his hospital expands. 
The patient, if he is covered by a government program or private insur-
ance (as are about 90 percent) finds that his out-of-pocket expenses have 
remained the same. His insurance costs more, but either it comes out of 
his paycheck, looking like a fixed expense, or it is taken off his income tax 
as a deduction. Hospitals work on a cost-plus basis. They offer the latest 
and the best, pleasing both doctor and patient. They pay their help better; 
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or, rather, they get others to pay their help. It’s on the house—or at least 
on the insurance.

Perhaps our triangle ought to be a square: maybe we should include 
insurance companies. Why don’t they play a cost-cutting role in medical 
care as they do in other industries? After all, the less the outlay, the more 
income for the company. The simplest explanation is that insurance com-
panies make no difference because they are embedded in the health-care 
industry. The largest, Blue Cross and Blue shield, are run by the hospital 
establishment on behalf of doctors. After all, hospitals do not so much 
have patients as they have doctors who have patients. Doctors run hospi-
tals, not the other way around. Insurance companies unwilling to play this 
game have left the field. Yet Blue Cross and Blue shield do try to limit 
costs. An alternative explanation is that their cost-cutting efforts are over-
whelmed by trying to increase their share of the medical market; getting as 
many people as they can to join by offering the most comprehensive poli-
cies. If the Law of Medical Money is correct, larger numbers of policies 
with greater coverage, by pumping in more money, would tremendously 
increase medical inflation. Even if a few cost-cutting efforts are successful, 
therefore, they cannot compete against tens of millions of transactions 
whose inevitable aim is to use up the amounts made available.

What technique ultimately can limit medical costs? If the Law of Medical 
Money predicts that costs will increase to the limit of available funds, then 
that limit must be narrowed to keep costs down. Insurance may stop 
increasing when out-of-pocket payments exceed the growth in the stan-
dard of living; then individuals may not be willing to buy more. subsidy 
may hold steady when government wants to spend more on other things or 
when it wants to keep down its tax take. Costs will be limited when either 
individuals or governments reduce the amount they put into medicine.

No doubt the Law of Medical Money is crude, even rude. No doubt it 
ignores individual instances of self-sacrifice. But it has the virtue of being 
a powerful and parsimonious predictor. Medical costs have risen (and are 
continuing to rise) to the limit of insurance and government subsidy.

why there is a crisis?
If more than three-quarters of the population are satisfied with present 
medical care, why is there a crisis? surveys on this subject are inadequate, 
but invariably reveal two things: most people are satisfied, but (1) they 
wish medical care didn’t cost so much, and (2) they would like to be 
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assured of contact with their own doctor. For most people, then, the basic 
problems are cost and access. Why, to begin at the end, aren’t doctors 
where patients want them to be?

To talk about physicians being maldistributed is to turn the truth 
upside down: it is the potential patients who are maldistributed. For doc-
tors to be in the wrong place, they would have to be where people aren’t, 
and yet they are accused of sticking to major population centers. If distant 
places with little crowding and less pollution, far away from the curses of 
civilization, attracted the same people who advocate their virtues, medical 
practitioners would live there too. Obviously, they prefer the amenities 
of metropolitan areas. Are doctors wrong to live where they want to live? 
Or are rural and remote citizens wrong to demand that physicians come 
where they are?

Doctors can be offered a government subsidy—more money, better 
facilities—on the grounds that it is a national policy for medical care to be 
available wherever citizens choose to live. Almost all medical students are 
heavily subsidized, so that it would not be entirely unjust to demand that 
they serve several years in places not of their own choosing. The reason 
such policies do not work well—from Russia to the “Ruritanias” of the 
world—is that people who are forced to live in places they don’t like make 
endless efforts to escape.

Because the distribution of physicians is determined by rational 
choice—doctors locate where their psychic as well as economic income 
is highest—no special laws are needed to explain what happens. But the 
political pathology of health policy—the more the government spends on 
medicine, the less credit it gets—does require explanation.

The syndrome of “the more, the less” has to be looked at as it devel-
oped. First, we passed medicare for the elderly and medicaid for the poor. 
The idea was to get more people into the mainstream of good medical 
care. Following the Law of Medical Money, however, the immediate effect 
was to increase costs—not merely for the poor and elderly but for all the 
groups in between. You can’t simply add the costs of the new coverage to 
the costs of the old; you have to multiply both by higher figures up to the 
limits of the joint coverage. This is where the Axiom of Inequality takes 
over. The wealthier aged, who can afford to pay, receive not merely the 
same benefits as the aged poor, but even more, because they are better 
able to negotiate the system. Class tells. Inequalities are created imme-
diately within the same category. Worse still is the “notch effect” under 
medicaid, through which people just above the eligibles in income may be 
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worse off than those below. Whatever the cutoff point, there must always 
be a “nearly poor” who becomes more unequal. And so too is everybody 
else who pays twice, first in taxes to support care for others and again 
in increased costs for themselves. Moreover, with increased utilization of 
medicine, the system becomes crowded; medical care not only is more 
costly but also is harder to get. so there we have the Paradox of Time—as 
things get better, they get worse.

The politics of medical care becomes a minus-sum game in which every 
institutional player leaves the table poorer than when he sat down. In the 
beginning, the number of new patients grows arithmetically while costs 
rise geometrically. The immediate crisis is cost. Medicaid throws state and 
federal budgets out of whack. The talk is all about chiselers, profiteers, and 
reductions. Forms and obstacles multiply. The Medical Identity is put in 
place. Uncle sam becomes Uncle scrooge. One would hardly gather that 
billions more actually are being spent on medicine for the poor. But the 
federal government is not the only participant who is doing better and 
feeling worse.

Unequal levels of development within states pit one location against 
another. Benefits adequate for New  York City would result in coverage 
of half or more of the population in upstate areas as well as nearly all of 
Alaska’s Eskimos and Arizona’s Indians. The rich pay more; the poor get 
hassled. Patients are urged to take more of their medicine only to discover 
they are targets of restrictive practices. They are expected to pay deductibles 
before seeing a doctor and to contribute a co-payment (part of the cost) 
afterward. Black doctors are criticized if their practice consists predomi-
nantly of white patients, but are held up to scorn if they increase their (pub-
lic) income by treating large numbers of the poor and aged in the ghettos. 
Doctors are urged to provide more patients with better medicine, and then 
are criticized for making more money. The Principle of Perspective leads 
each patient to want the best for himself, disregarding the social cost; at 
the same time, doctors are criticized for giving high-cost care to every-
body who wants it. The same holds true for hospitals: keeping wages down 
exploits workers; raising them means taking advantage of insurance.

does anyone win?
Just try to abolish medicare and medicaid. Crimes against the poor and 
aged would be the least of the accusations. Few argue that the coun-
try would be better off without than with these programs. Yet, as the 
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programs operate, they generate smoke so dense that their supporters are 
hard to find.

By now it should be clear how growing proportions of people in need of 
medicine can be getting it in the midst of the condition that is universally 
called a crisis in health care. Governments face phenomenal increases in 
cost. Administrators alternately fear charges of incompetence for failing to 
restrain real financial abuse and charges of niggardliness toward the needy. 
Patients worry about higher costs, especially as serious or prolonged ill-
nesses threaten them with financial catastrophe. That proportionally few 
people suffer this way does not decrease the worry, because medical disas-
ter can happen to anyone. Physicians fear federal control, because efforts 
to lower costs lead to more stringent regulations. The proliferation of 
forms makes the practitioners feel like bureaucrats; the profusion of review 
committees threatens to keep doctors permanently on trial. New com-
plaints increase faster than old ones can be remedied. specialists in public 
health sing their ancient songs—you are what you eat, as old as you feel, 
as good as the air you breathe—with more conviction and less effect. True 
but trite: what can be done isn’t worth doing; what is worth doing can’t 
be done. The watchwords are malaise, stasis, crisis.

If money is a barrier to medicine, the system is discriminatory. If money 
is no barrier, the system gets overcrowded. If everyone is insured, costs rise 
to the limit of the insurance. If many remain underinsured, their income 
drops to the level of whatever medical disaster befalls them. Inability to 
break out of this bind has made the politics of health policy pathological.

curing the sickness of health

Health policy began with a laudable effort to help people by resolving the 
polarized conflict between supporters of universal, national health insur-
ance (“socialized” medicine) and the proponents of private medicine. 
Neither side believed a word uttered by the other. The issue was success-
fully sidestepped by implementing medical care for the aged under social 
security. Agreement that the aged needed help was easier to achieve than 
consensus on any overall medical system. The obvious defeat was that the 
poor, who needed financial help most, were left out unless they were old 
as well and covered by social security. The next move, therefore, was med-
icaid for the poor, at least for those reached by state programs.

Even if one still believed that medicine equaled health, it became 
impossible to ignore the evidence that availability of medical services was 
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not the same as their delivery and use. seeing a doctor was not the same as 
doing what he prescribed. It is hard to alleviate stress in the doctor’s office 
when the patient goes back to the same stress at home and on the street.

“Health delivery” became the catchword. One approach would see ser-
vices brought to the poor at neighborhood health centers. The idea was 
that local control would increase sensitivity to patients’ needs. But experi-
ence showed that this “sensitivity” had its price. Local “needs” encom-
passed a wider range of services, including employment. The costs per 
patient visit for seeing a public doctor or social worker were three to four 
times those for seeing a private practitioner. Achieving local control meant 
control by inside laymen rather than outside professionals, a condition 
doctors were loath to accept. Innovation both in medical practice and 
in power relationships proved an unbearable burden for distant federal 
sponsors who thus tried to co-opt the medical powers by getting private 
medicine to sponsor health centers. The price was paid—higher costs and 
lower local control. Amid universal complaints, programs were maintained 
where feasible, phased out where necessary, and forgotten where possible.

As neighborhood health centers (NHC’s) were phased out, the new 
favorites, health-maintenance organizations (HMO’s), came in. If the idea 
behind the NHC’s was to bring services to the people, the idea behind 
the HMO’s is to bring the people to the services. If a rationale for NHC’s 
was to exert lay control over doctors, the rationale for HMO’s is to exert 
medical control over costs. The idea is ancient. Doctors gather in a group 
facility. Individuals, or groups such as unions and universities, join the 
HMO at a fixed rate for specified services. By efficiencies in division of 
labor and features such as bonuses to doctors for less utilization, down-
ward control is exerted on costs.

Because the main method of cutting costs is to reduce the supply of 
hospital beds and physician services (the Medical Identity), HMO’s work 
by making people wait. Physicians are on salary, and must be given a quota 
of patients or a cost objective against which to judge their medical efforts. 
Both incentives may affect patients adversely. Health-maintenance patients 
complain about how hard it is to build up a personal relationship with 
a doctor who can be seen quickly if the need arises. Establishing such 
a  relationship requires skills in communication most likely to be found 
among the middle class. The patient’s ability to shop around for differ-
ent opinions is minimized, unless he is willing to pay extra by going out-
side the system. Doctors are motivated to engage in preventive practices, 
though evidence on the efficacy of these practices is hard to come by. 
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Doctors are motivated also to engage in bureaucratic routines to mini-
mize patients’ demands; physicians may divert patients into one another’s 
assigned quota. In a word, HMO’s are a mixed bag, with no one yet quite 
sure what the trade-off is between efficiency and effectiveness. Turning the 
Great Equation into an Identity—where Health = Health Maintenance 
Organization—does, however, solve a lot of problems by definition.

The HMO’s may be hailed by some as an answer to the problem of 
distributing medical information. How is the patient-consumer to know 
whether he is getting proper care at reasonable cost? If it were possible to 
rate HMO’s, and if they were in competition, people might find it easier 
to choose among HMO’s than among myriads of private doctors. Instead 
of having to know whether all those tests and special consultations were 
necessary, or how much an operation should cost, the patients (or better 
still, the sponsoring organizations) might compare records of how well 
each HMO was able to judge. Our measures of medical quality and cost, 
however, still are primitive. standards for treatment are notoriously sub-
jective. Health rates are so tenuously connected to medicine that they are 
bound to be similar among similar populations so long as everyone has 
even limited access to care.

If health is only minimally related to care, less expertise may be about 
as good as more professional training.

Enter the nurse-practitioner or the medical corpsman or the old 
Russian feldsher—medical assistants trained to deal with emergencies, 
make simple diagnoses, and refer more complicated problems to medical 
doctors. These medical assistants cost less, and actually make home visits. 
The main disadvantage is an apparent challenge to the prestige of doctors, 
but it could work the other way around: doctors, who deal with the more 
complicated matters, might be elevated higher yet. But the success of the 
medical assistant nonetheless might raise questions about the mystique 
of medical doctors. In response, doctors might deny that anyone else can 
really know what needs to be done, and might agree to use assistants 
as additions to (but not substitutes for) physicians’ services. That would 
mean another input into the medical system and therefore an additional 
cost. The politics of medicine is just as much about the power of doctors 
as it is about the authority of politicians.

Now we see again, but from a different angle, why the medical system 
seems in crisis, even though most people are satisfied with the care they 
get. At any one time, most people are reasonably healthy. When people 
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do need help, they can get it; the quality of care generally is impressive; 
or, whatever ails the sick goes away of its own accord. But such com-
ments apply only to the mass of patients. The elite participants—doctors, 
administrators, politicians—are frustrated. Anything this group turns to 
rebounds. Administrators are blamed for everything from malpractice by 
doctors to overcharges by hospitals; doctors find their professional pre-
rogatives invaded by local activists from below, and by state and federal 
bureaucrats from above. From the left come charges that the system is 
biased against the poor because they cannot get or keep control of medi-
cal facilities, and because the rates by which health is measured are worse 
for the poor than for the better off; loss of health is tied to lack of power. 
From the right come charges that the system penalizes the professional 
and the productive; excessive governmental intervention leads to lower 
medical standards and higher costs of bureaucracy, so that costs go up but 
health does not. Damned if they do and cursed if they don’t, the profes-
sional medical community feels that any future position is bound only to 
be less uncomfortable. Things can always get worse, of course, but it is not 
easy for doctors to see that.

Why should government pay billions for health and get back not even 
token tribute? If it is going to be accused of abusing the poor, neglect-
ing the middle classes, and milking the rich; if government is to be con-
demned for bureaucratizing the patient and coercing the doctor, all that 
can be managed without spending billions. slanders and calumnies are 
easier to bear when they are cost-free. spending more for worse treatment 
is as bad a policy for government as it would be for any of us. The only 
defendant without counsel is the government. What should it do?

The Axiom of Inequality cannot be changed; it is built into the nature 
of things. But government can choose the kinds of inequalities with which 
it is prepared to live.

The Principle of Goal Displacement succeeds only in substituting access 
to care for health; by no means does the principle guarantee that people 
will value the access they get. Equal access to care will not necessarily be 
equated with the best care available or with all that patients believe they 
need. Government’s task is to resolve the Paradox of Time so that, as 
things do get better, people will see themselves as better off. The gov-
ernmental interest is not only for people to get better but to feel better. 
Which type of medical system would help government get gratitude, not 
ingrates?
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alternative health Policies

In the future, this nation probably will move toward (and vacillate 
between) three generic types of health-care policies: (1) a mixed public 
and private system like the one we have now, only bigger; (2) total cover-
age through a national health service; and (3) income-graded catastrophic 
health insurance. It will be convenient to refer to these approaches as 
“mixed,” “total,” and “income.”

The total and income approaches have weaknesses. The income- 
catastrophic approach might encourage a “sky’s the limit” attitude toward 
large expenditures; the good side of the coin is that resources would flow 
to the chronically or extremely ill people who most need help. The total 
approach would strain the national budget, putting medical needs at the 
mercy of other interests, such as tax increases; on the other hand, mak-
ing medicine more political might have the advantage of providing more 
informed judgment on its priority. The two approaches, however, are 
interesting more for their different strengths than for their weaknesses.

The income approach would stick with individual choice until the level 
of catastrophic cost was reached. Holding ability to pay relatively constant, 
each person would be able to decide how much (measured by what money 
can buy) he is willing to give up in order to purchase medical services. 
There would be no need to regulate the medical industry on cost and 
service: supply and demand would determine the price. Paperwork would 
be minimized. And so would bureaucracy. Under- or over- utilization 
could be dealt with by raising or lowering percentage limits at each level 
of income, rather than by dealing with tens of thousands of doctors, hos-
pitals, pharmacies, and the like. The total approach, by contrast, could 
promise a kind of collective rationality in that the government would make 
a more direct determination of how much the nation wanted to spend on 
health (versus other desired) expenditures.

How might we choose between an essentially administrative and a pri-
marily market-oriented mechanism? Would intellectual cognition provide 
a better bureaucratic allocation of resources than would social interac-
tion in medical markets? Each is equally political, but they come to their 
 politics in different ways. An income approach would be simpler to admin-
ister and easier to abandon. A total approach could promise more, because 
no one under current programs would be worse off (except taxpayers), 
and everyone with insufficient coverage would come under a comprehen-
sive umbrella. The backers of totality fear that the income approach would 
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preempt the health field for years to come. The proponents of income 
grading fear that, once a comprehensive program is begun, there will be 
no getting out of it—too many people would lose benefits they already 
have, and the medical system would have unalterably changed its char-
acter. The choice (not only now but in the future) really has to be made 
on fundamental grounds of a modified-market versus an almost entirely 
administrative approach. Which proposal would be not only proper for 
people but also good for government?

market versus administrative mechanisms

Going with either the market or the administrative approach consistently 
would be better than mixing them up. Either would give government a 
better chance to know what it is doing and to get credit for what it does. 
Expenditures on the medical system, whether too high or too low for 
some tastes, would be subject to overall control instead of to sudden, 
unpredictable increases. Patients would have a system they could under-
stand and would therefore be able to hold government accountable for 
how the system was working. Under one approach patients would know 
that care was comprehensive, crediting government with the program but 
criticizing it for quality and cost. Under the other, people would know 
they were being encouraged to use discretion, but within boundaries 
guaranteeing patients protection against catastrophe. Under the present 
system, few can figure out what’s going on, or why their coverage is inad-
equate, or why, because there is no effective government control, there 
are yet so many forms to fill out. Mixed approaches will only exacerbate 
these unfortunate tendencies, multiplying ambiguities about deductibles 
and co-payment amid startling increases in cost. If we want our future to 
be better than our past, let us look more closely at the bureaucratic and 
market models for medical care.

What do we know about medical care in a bureaucratic setting? 
Distressingly little. But just enough knowledge may have been collected 
from studies of HMO’s (and of systems in other countries, especially 
Britain) to provide a few clues. Doctors in HMO’s work fewer hours than 
do doctors in private practice, which is no surprise. One of the attractions 
of HMO’s is the limit on the hours doctors can be put on call. Market 
physicians respond to increases in patient load by increasing the hours 
they see patients; physicians working in a bureaucratic context respond 
by spending less time with patients. Two consequences of a public system 
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are immediately apparent: more doctors will be needed, and less time will 
be spent listening and examining. Patients’ demands for more time with 
the doctor will be met by more, rather than longer, visits. But will doc-
tors be distributed more equally over the nation? The evidence suggests 
not. Britain has failed to achieve this goal in the quarter-century since the 
National Health service began. The reason is that not only economic but 
also political allocations are subject to biases—one of which, incidentally, 
is called majority rule. The same forces that make for medical concentra-
tion in some places are reflected in the political power necessary to supply 
funds to keep doctors in those places.

surely the ratio of specialists to general practitioners could be bet-
ter controlled by central direction than by centrifugal market forces. 
Agreed. But one should recognize the price. The much higher propor-
tion of general practitioners in Britain is achieved by a class bias that val-
ues “consultants” (their “specialists”) more highly than ordinary doctors. 
(Consultants are called “Mister,” as if to emphasize their individual excel-
lence, but general practitioners are given the collective title “Doctor.”) 
The much higher proportion of specialists in America may stem in part 
from a desire to maintain equality among doctors—a nice illustration of 
the Axiom of Inequality. More equality for doctors may mean less equal-
ity for patients. One result of the British custom is the lowered quality of 
general practice; another is that general practitioners are denied access to 
hospitals. They lose control at the portal, their patients are without the 
comfort necessary in a stressful time and these sick people are subjected to 
a bewildering maze of specialists and subspecialists, none of whom may be 
in charge of the whole person.

Would a bureaucratic system based on fixed charges and predetermined 
salaries put more emphasis on cheaper prevention than on more expensive 
maintenance, or on outpatient rather than hospital service? Possibly. (No 
one knows for sure whether preventive medicine actually works.) In any 
event, doctors do not cease to be doctors once they start operating in a 
bureaucratic setting. Cure is intrinsically more interesting than prevention 
to doctors; it is also something they know they can achieve, whereas they 
cannot enforce measures such as “no smoking.” If it were true, moreover, 
that providing ample opportunities to see doctors outside the hospital 
would reduce the need to use hospitals, then providing outpatient services 
should hold down costs. The little evidence available, however, suggests 
otherwise. A natural experiment for this purpose takes place when patients 
have generous coverage for both in- and outpatient medical services. Visits 
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to the doctor go up, but so too does utilization of hospitals. More fre-
quent visits generate awareness of more things wrong, for which more 
hospitalization is indicated. The way to limit hospital costs, if that is the 
objective, is to limit access by reducing the number of beds.

The great advantage of a comprehensive health service is that it keeps 
expenditures in line with other objectives. The Principle of Perspective 
works both ways: if an individual is not an aggregate, neither is an aggre-
gate an individual. Left to our own devices, at near zero cost, you and I 
use as much as we and ours need. At the governmental level, however, 
it is a question not of personal needs and desires but of collective choice 
among different levels of taxation and expenditure. Hence, our collective 
choices should be less than the summed total of individual preferences.

At first glance it might appear strange for national health insurance 
(whether through private intermediaries or direct government operation) 
to be conceived of as a method for limiting costs; but experience in prac-
tice, as well as deduction from theory, bears out that conception. The usual 
complaint in Britain is that the National Health service is being starved for 
funds: hospital construction has been virtually nil; the number of doctors 
per capita has hardly increased; long queues persist for hospitalization in 
all but emergency cases. Why? Because health care accounts for a sizable 
proportion of both government expenditure and gross national product 
and must compete with family allowances, housing, transportation, and 
all the rest. Although there are pressures to increase medical expenditures, 
they are counterbalanced by demands from other sectors. In times of 
extreme financial stringency, all too frequent as government expenditure 
approaches half of the GNP, it is not likely that priority will go to medicine.

The usual complaint about the market method is money; poor people 
are kept out of the medical system by not having enough. No one disputes 
it. And whatever evidence we have suggests also that the use of deductibles 
and co-payments exerts a disproportionate effect in deterring the poor 
from getting medical care. Therefore, to preserve as much of the market 
as possible, the response is to give additional funds to the poor that can 
be used for any desired purpose, including (but not limited to) medical 
care. This response immediately raises the issue of services in kind versus 
payment in cash. Enabling the poor to receive medical services without 
financial cost to themselves means they cannot choose alternative expen-
ditures. A negative way of looking at this is to say that it reveals distrust 
of the poor: presumably the poor are not able to make rational decisions, 
so that government must do the deciding. A positive approach is to say 
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that health is so important that society has an interest in ensuring that 
the poor receive access to care. I almost said, “whether they want it or 
not,” but, the argument continues, the choice of seeking (or not seeking) 
health care is neither easy nor simple: the poor—because they are poor, 
because money means more to those without enough, because the poor 
have so many other vital needs—are under great temptation to sacrifice 
future health to present problems. This alleged shortsighted psychology 
requires that the poor be protected against themselves.

If anyone had cultural explanations for the lesser use poor people made 
of doctors, these have been decisively refuted. Presumably, the culture of 
the poor was unlike the rest of society. They didn’t value good health or 
they lived only for the moment or were too scatterbrained to get to a doc-
tor. The alternative hypothesis—money is a real barrier—has been tested 
by medicaid and medicine, and has not been found wanting: the longer 
these programs are available, the more often the poor see doctors.

The difficulty is not with the intellectually insubstantial (though politi-
cally potent) arguments that medical care is a right and that money should 
have nothing to do with medicine. The Axiom of Allocation assures us 
that medical care must be allocated in some way, and that if it is not 
done at the bottom through individual income, it will be done at the top 
through national income. If medicine is a right, so too are education, 
housing, food, employment (without which other rights can no longer 
be enjoyed), and so on, until we come back to the same old problems of 
allocating resources. The real question is whether care will be allocated by 
governmental mechanisms, in which one-man, one-vote is the ideal, or by 
the distribution of income, in which one-dollar, one-preference is the idea, 
modified to assist the poor.

The problem for market men is not to demonstrate scarcity of resources 
but to show that one of the essential conditions of buying and selling is 
in force. I refer to consumer information about the cost and quality of 
care. The same problems crop up in many other areas involving technical 
advice: without knowing as much as the lawyer, builder, garage mechanic, 
or television repairman, how can the consumer determine whether the 
advice is good and the work performed properly and at reasonable cost?

The image in the literature is amateur patient versus professional doc-
tor: the patient is not sure what is wrong, who the best doctor is, and how 
much the treatment should cost. Worse still, doctors deliberately withhold 
information by making it unethical to advertise prices or criticize peers. 
should the doctor be less than competent or more than usually inclined to 
run up a bill, the patient can do little.
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This picture has elements of reality, as all of us will recognize, but it is 
exaggerated. People can and do ask others about their experiences with 
various doctors; mothers endlessly compare pediatricians, for example. 
The abuses we are thinking of are more likely to happen to patients who 
lack a stable relationship with at least one doctor, and when there is no 
community whose opinions the doctor values and the patient learns to 
consult.

Nevertheless, it is obvious that patient-consumers do lack full informa-
tion about the medical services they are buying. so too, in fact, do doctors 
lack full knowledge of the services they are selling. How, then, improve 
the imperfect medical market? Would some alternative provision of medi-
cal services ensure better information?

Because all costs would be paid by taxpayers, government would have 
an incentive to keep the expenditures on a national health service in pro-
portion to spending for other vital activities. The very feature that has so 
far made a national health service politically unpalatable (it would take 
over tens of billions of now private expenditures, requiring a massive tax 
increase) immediately would force financial responsibility on the govern-
ment. Under a total governmental program, central authorities would 
have to determine how much should be spent and how such funds should 
be allocated to regional authorities. Basing the formula on numbers would 
put remote places at a disadvantage; basing it on area would put populous 
places at a disadvantage. How would regional authorities decide to divide 
money among hospital beds, outpatient clinics, drugs, and long-term 
care? There are few objective criteria. Would teams of medical special-
ists make the decisions? Professional boundaries would cause problems. 
Would administrators? Lack of medical expertise would make trouble. 
Administrative committees would have to decide who receives how much 
treatment, with the limited resources available from the central authority. 
Would the collective judgment of committees be better or worse than that 
of individuals negotiating with doctors and hospitals? No one knows. But 
something can be said about the trade-off between quality and cost.

suppose the question is: under which type of system are costs likely to 
be highest per capita? The answer is: first, mixed public and private; sec-
ond, mostly private; third, mostly public. Costs are greater under a mixed 
system because potential quality is valued over real cost; it pays each indi-
vidual to use up his insurance and subsidy, because the quality-cost ratio is 
set high. Under the mostly private system, the individual is motivated to 
keep his costs down. Under the mostly public one, the government has an 
incentive to keep costs within bounds. Because each individual regards his 
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personal worth more than his social value, however, a series of individual 
payments will add up to something more than the payments determined 
by the very same people’s collective judgment. At the margins, then, the 
economic market, preferring quality over cost, would produce somewhat 
larger expenditures than would the political arena.

Who would value a public medical system? Those who want govern-
ment to exert maximum control over cost. The word “cost” here may be 
used in two ways—financial and political. Government does more, can 
allocate more resources, and has more chance to give support for what it 
does. Citizens who care more about equality than quality of care—though, 
of course, people want both—also should prefer public financing, which 
ensures reasonably equal access, and also places medical care in the context 
of other public needs. Doctors who value independence, and patients who 
value responsiveness, would be less in favor of a public system.

Who would prefer a private system, providing the effects of income 
were mitigated? People who want less governmental direction and more 
personal control over costs. These include doctors who want less govern-
mental control, patients who want more choice, and politicians who want 
more leeway in allocating resources and less blame for bureaucratizing 
medicine.

I would prefer the income approach, because it is readily reversible: 
errors can be corrected. It also requires less bureaucracy and provides 
more choice. The total approach, however, could be infused with choice: 
under a single national health service, there could be three to six com-
petitive and alternative programs, each organized differently. There could 
be HMO’s, foundation plans (under which individual doctors contract 
with a central service), and other variants. Patients could use any of these 
programs, all of which would compete for their favor. The total sum to 
be spent each year would be fixed at the federal level, and each service 
would be paid its proportionate share according to the number and type 
of patients enrolled. Thus, we could take the edge off the worse features 
while maintaining the strengths of a bureaucratic system.

thought and action

Let us summarize. Basically there are two sites for relating cost to qual-
ity—that is, for disciplining needs, which may be infinite, by controlling 
resources, which are limited. One is at the level of the individual; the 
other, at the level of the collectivity. By comparing individuals’ desires 
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with personal resources, through the private market, the individual inter-
nalizes an informal cost-effectiveness analysis. Because incomes differ, the 
breakeven point differs among people. And if incomes were made more 
nearly equal, individuals still would differ in how much medical care they 
selected over other goods and services. These other valued objects would 
compete with medicine, leading some persons to choose lower levels of 
medicine and reducing the inputs into (and cost of) the system.

At the collective level there is a choice between some public services, 
such as medicine, and others, such as welfare, and between resources left 
in private hands and those devoted to the public sector. The fatal defect 
of the mixed system—a defect that undermines the worth of its other-
wise valuable pluralism—is that the mixed system does not impose strict 
enough discipline at either the individual or collective level. The individual 
need not face the full costs, and the government need not carry the full 
burden.

But we-the-people don’t want either a purely private or a gigantic gov-
ernment medical system. To our credit, no longer will we let money be the 
main mechanism of access to medicine. Because of our desirable devotion 
to freedom of choice, we will not forbid the private practice of medi-
cine. Thus a mixed system is inevitable. Truly it reflects our willingness to 
embrace contradictions: more medicine at lower cost and higher quality. 
We-the-people call the tune, but are unwilling to pay the piper. Therefore 
we insist government do more, but when it does, we like it less.

What else can government do that has not yet been done? send our 
medical problem children on a visit to distant relatives by turning the 
problem (though not, of course, the money) over to regional or local 
authorities. As the old joke has it, “Let his mother worry.” Does this 
approach appear flippant? Don’t worry. We have a plan.

Planning healthsystem agencies

Planning, as I have said, is being able to control the future through pres-
ent acts; the more future results one controls, the more one can be said 
to have planned effectively.1 Control of the future demands knowledge 
(understanding what one does) and power (compelling others to accom-
plish one’s will). But to have planning does not require a plan. Any process 
of decision that affects behavior, whether it is a market or an adminis-
trative mechanism, may be thought of as a plan, insofar as it provides 
incentives for generating one sort of future behavior rather than another. 
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Normally, the planners’ problem is that they lack both power and knowl-
edge; they cannot control the behavior of others and, if they could, the 
desired consequences would not ensue. When knowledge is missing and 
power is absent, planning becomes a word for the things we would like to 
do but do not know how to do or are unable to get others to do. Planning 
need not be a simple solution; it can be, and often is, a convoluted way 
of restating the problem: can we increase quantity and quality of medical 
services while decreasing costs? The answer is, we can’t, as the National 
Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1974, establishing 
health-system agencies (HsA’s), will prove once again.

The main power of some two hundred HsA’s being established is nega-
tive: by refusing to approve certificates of need (or otherwise objecting), 
HsA’s can delay or prevent construction of regional medical services. 
Toward this end, HsA’s are given administrative funds of their own and 
a local power base, in that HsA membership must comprise at least one- 
third medical providers and perhaps one-half consumer representatives.

The 1974 act is a plan in that it creates incentives to encourage some 
types of behavior. But the plan is perverse. The HsA’s are mandated to 
reduce costs and improve delivery of health services. Actually, HsA’s will 
increase costs and transfer ineffective delivery of service from the have- 
littles to the have-nots. Why? Because health-systems agencies do nothing 
to affect the Law of Medical Money—that expenditures and costs rise to 
the limit of insurance and subsidy; on the contrary, HsA’s enhance the 
force of that law by creating incentives to increase rather than decrease use 
of medical resources. Every decision will be paid for elsewhere by someone 
else—patients, insurance companies, taxpayers. No HsA’s will limit inputs 
into the medical system because the actors are not in charge of any fixed 
sum of money that would have to be allocated. All actors will continue to 
make internal decisions, secure in the knowledge that the costs generated 
ultimately will be passed on to others and that these others—because costs 
will diffuse over so many people—will lack requisite understanding and 
interest in these decisions to exert a restraining influence.

The HsA’s immediately will espouse the Doctrine of the Three 
Increases: more professionals, more lawyers, more data. It is self-evident 
that establishing HsA’s will lead to an enormous increase in demand for 
health professionals, thereby bidding up their price. As with all other major 
policy initiatives in recent decades, lawyers will be involved here too in 
greater numbers (and with enhanced authority). These lawyers will (prof-
itably, no doubt) straighten out conflicts among previous acts and among 
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new regulations, particularly criteria and procedural safeguards made more 
complex by interaction with various private and public agencies at differ-
ent levels of government. The HsA lawyers will generate countervailing 
action on the part of providers and consumers, making more work for all. 
What will they produce? More data. There will be vast proliferation of data 
on efforts, because that is what will be produced, but not, of course, on 
effects, because there won’t be any—at least none relating to changes in 
health rates. The rationality of effort will again prevail over the rationality 
of results. Like the Humpty Dumptys they resemble, HsA’s cannot put 
the great equation—medical care equals health—back together again. To 
do that they would have to do less, whereas they are designed to do more.

In the beginning, one can imagine, various providers will be directed 
to join with their neighbors in combining facilities judged to be in over-
supply. The HsA’s will issue orders but these orders will not be obeyed. 
The HsA’s can say “no.” but they cannot mandate “yes”; they cannot 
command, so that they will have to bargain. What will HsA’s give up to 
get what they want? The answer is the same as that given investors who 
want to reduce risks—other peoples’ money. The HsA’s, in effect, will 
levy a toll on taxpayers and holders of medical-insurance “policies”; in 
“real life,” those persons will pay for the increased availability and use of 
medical goods and services by other people.

The self-evident fact that administrative expenses will increase is not the 
main reason for expecting a substantial rise in individual costs and total- 
system expenditures. For this conclusion my case rests on HsA incentives 
for resolving internal differences—the time-honored political method of 
logrolling (or, you scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours). If there were a 
fixed sum to distribute among applicants, of course, more for one would 
mean less for another. But there is not, so that the interests of the main 
parties will lead them to resolve their differences by providing more rather 
than less largesse.

First the Providers

It will be hard for providers of medical services to maintain a united front 
if such resources as beds are taken away from providers and given to (or 
left with) others. A better way of solving this problem will be found by 
trading beds for machines and other facilities. I don’t know how many 
CAT’s (Computerized Axial Tomography) equal how many beds or kid-
ney machines or heart units, but talented professionals will find a common 
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currency as well as a common language. Costs will be spread around by 
increasing bed rates, by the usual practice of cross-subsidization (in which 
simpler forms of surgery pay for the more complex kinds), and by finding 
more treatments for which such devices can be used. Despite innumerable 
administrative controls, cost overruns will not be curtailed because some-
body else has to pick up the tab.

Next the Consumers

Health-system agencies believe the people they represent need health 
services and that health delivery could certainly be improved. With this 
providers will agree. But consumers are not likely to have accurate cost 
information or know how to interpret it or, worst of all, feel its effect 
directly on themselves. Faced with a choice between fighting for lower 
costs for all, with its implication of lesser services for their clients, and 
agreeing to support superior services for worrying about others, consum-
er’s representatives will invariably choose the path of least resistance. The 
HsA’s will negotiate with providers for larger packages in which constitu-
ents can get more services, and perhaps jobs as well, in return for going 
along with the latest provider interests. Why should producer and con-
sumer conflict when they can coalesce: you co-opt me and I’ll co-opt you 
and we will all co-opt each other.

Alain Enthoven tells an instructive story:

… About a man who left the presidency of a medical products company to 
become a professor of management. One day he decided it would be fun to 
see some of his old associates from business days, so he organized a lunch 
at a nice restaurant. At the end of the meal, from habit, he reached for the 
check, but his successor as company president took it and said, “Let me have 
it; for us it’s a deductible expense and the government will pay half of it 
through reduced corporate profits tax.” But the local hospital administrator 
took it out of his hand saying, “No, let me take it; this will be an allowable 
conference expense, and we can put the whole thing in our overhead and 
get it back from Blue Cross and Medicare.” But his neighbor took the check 
from him and said, “Let me have it; after all, I’ma cost-plus contractor to the 
government and not only will we get the cost reimbursed, but we’ll get a fee 
on top of it.” But the fifth man at the table got the check: “Look friends, 
I’m from a regulated industry, and we’re about to go in for a rate increase. 
If I can put this lunch in our cost base, it will help justify a higher rate not 
only this year, but projected on out into the future.”
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The moral of the story is that regulation is taxation, taxation with repre-
sentation to be sure, but still a hidden form of taxation.

Consider the HsA’s combination of logrolling with barriers to entry. 
Naturally, HsA’s will be composed of providers and consumers who are 
already there. They can be expected to give future providers and con-
sumers a hard time. The most likely losers will be new proponents of 
health-maintenance organizations, who either will be denied certificates 
of need—because everything necessary ostensibly is being done by those 
already there—or (if HMO’s cannot be resisted) who will be added onto 
what already exists. Every innovation that challenges existing interests 
either will be attached as unnecessary, or added on to keep the peace. One 
cannot say exactly what will happen except that we know in advance the 
one important thing that will not happen: old services will not give way 
to new ones.

The trouble with failure is that it can happen to anyone. In the past, old 
facilities may have died when their usefulness was outlived; this no longer 
will be allowed. Providers will know that their mutual interest is in insur-
ing against failure by agreeing to bail each other out at public expense. 
Medical providers and their customers may not be able to improve mortal-
ity rates of the population but they certainly will work at mutual survival.

Who Wins?

It is obvious, at least in the short run. But who loses? The answer depends 
on which group is least able (1) to pass on costs or (2) to lobby effec-
tively for subsidy. To no one’s great surprise, the nearly poor once again 
will get it in the neck. The upper class will find ways to reduce taxes and 
the middle class will improve their insurance; the poor will get a superior 
subsidy. Both the top and the bottom exert influence, though in different 
ways. Only the nearly poor lack both a governmentally protected program 
and market leverage. Hence HsA’s will transfer income from the nearly 
poor to the officially designated poor.

Presumably HsA’s are designed to take the heat off the central govern-
ment—don’t harass your congressman; picket your local HsA instead—by 
adopting the time-honored methods of diffusing conflict over large areas. 
And, presumably, this may go on for a while if only because the confusion 
will be so great, the actors so numerous, the consequences so elusive, that 
most energies will be absorbed in figuring out whether HsA’s work. When 
it becomes clear that they don’t and won’t, the conclusion is unlikely to 
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be that collective regulation is bad but that private or pluralistic medicine 
has failed. By loading the medical market with the burden of regulation—
capture by the interests most immediately affected, delay in adaptation to 
new conditions, passing the price of monopoly on to others—it will be 
condemned for high cost and lack of responsiveness. The lesson will be 
that the private market has failed and that only public administration can 
save us. The lesson should be that doctors should do less, and that we-the- 
people should do more, about our own health.

the future

My purpose has been not to assess current political feasibility but rather to 
look for longer-range ways to political virtue. The proposals I believe to 
be the worst for sustaining government legitimacy at present are the most 
popular. Proposals that deserve the most zealous attention are ignored. 
False assumptions about the excessive cost of total care and a false belief 
in the inequality of the income approach have made impossible serious 
consideration of such proposals. Perhaps this is the way it has to be. But I 
am sure there remains time in which to change our ways of thinking about 
medical care. Medicine is by no means the only field in which how we 
think affects what we believe, in which what we believe is the key to how 
we feel, and in which how we feel determines how we act.

If politicians did not believe that greater effort makes for better health, 
could they justify pouring billions more into the medical system? It could 
be argued that faith in medicine (doctor as witchdoctor) is so deeply 
ingrained that no contrary evidence would be accepted. Maybe. But this 
argument does not touch the question of politicians as non-believers.

suppose citizens were told that additional increments devoted to medi-
cine would not improve their collective health but could give them more 
opportunity to express their feelings to doctors. Would people pay more 
for this “caring”? As much as $10 billion? Would people pay so much if the 
program contained no guarantee (and none do) that doctors would care 
more or be more available?

In any event, after the mixed approach fails, as it surely will, this coun-
try inevitably will face the same old alternatives—putting together the 
pieces administratively through a national health service, or dismantling 
what we have in favor of a modified market mechanism.

It could be, of course, that in the future, worst will turn out to be 
best. The three systems I have separated for analytic convenience—private, 
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public, and mixed—in practice may not reveal such unmixed purity. A 
national health service, for instance, might quickly lose its putatively pub-
lic character as numerous individuals opt for private care. In scandinavian 
countries, even those convinced supporters of public medicine in the pro-
fessional strata often prefer to use private doctors. By paying twice, once 
in taxes and once in fees for service, these scandinavians raise the cost of 
medicine to society. Would not such a public system, actually 20 or 30 per 
cent private, be in reality a mixed system?

Consider an income-graded catastrophic system. To begin with, this 
system would have to pay all costs for those below the poverty line. As time 
passed, political pressure might increase the proportion of the subsidized 
population to 25 or 30 per cent. Costs would increase, and administrative 
action might be undertaken to limit coverage of expensive long-term ill-
ness. How different, then, would this presumably private system be from 
the mixed system it had been designed to replace?

The present as future may be replaced by the future as future only 
to be superseded by the future as past. First the mixed system (the 
present as future) will be intensified by having billions injected into 
it. When that fails, an income-graded catastrophic plan or a national 
health service (the future as future) will be tried. Efforts to make the 
former system wholly private will be unfeasible, because the public 
balks at rationing medical care solely by money. Efforts to make the 
latter system wholly public will fail, because a prohibition on private 
fees for service will appear to citizens as an intolerable restraint on 
liberty. Then we can expect the future as past; by the next century, we 
may have learned that a mixed system is bad in every respect except 
one—it mirrors our ambivalence. Whether we will grow up by learning 
to live with faults we do not wish to do without is a subject for a seer, 
not a social scientist,

Health policy is pathological because we are neurotic, and we insist 
on making our government psychotic. Our neurosis consists in knowing 
what is required for good health (Mother was right: Eat a good break-
fast! sleep eight hours a day! Don’t drink! Don’t smoke! keep clean! 
And don’t worry!) but not being willing to do it. Government’s ambiv-
alence consists of paying both coming and going: once for telling citi-
zens how to be healthy, and once for paying people’s bills when this goes 
unheeded. Psychosis appears when government persists in repeating this 
self- defeating play. Maybe twenty-first-century people will come to cherish 
their absurdities.

 THE FUTURE 
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If the dilemma in health is that we know what to do but are not willing 
to do it, the difficulty with education is that we are willing to act but we 
do not know what to do. If the solution of health problems might lie in 
education, the solution to education problems lies in learning how to live 
with what we don’t know.

 note

 1. This section is adapted from my Davis Lecture, “Can Health Be Planned? 
Or, Why Doctors should Do Less and Patients should Do More: Forecasting 
the Future of Health-system Agencies,” delivered at The University of 
Chicago, April 23, 1976 (Chicago: Center for Health Administration 
studies).
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CHAPTER 13

Learning from Education: If We’re Still Stuck 
on the Problems, Maybe We’re Taking 

the Wrong Exam

The Cleveland mayoral election of 1975 was fought between incumbent 
Mayor Ralph Perk and Arnold Pinkney, President of the School Board.1 
According to the Oakland Tribune of November 3, “Pinkney … cites 
what he says is a high rate of street crime under Perk and … Perk … says 
crime is bred in the schools where Pinkney has jurisdiction.”

Not only can’t the schools get Johnny to read or Mary to count, it 
appears, but the schools also are responsible for breeding crime. That’s a 
long way down from the once-upon-a-time when education seemed to be 
the golden road leading Americans to the top.

Neither these present allegations nor those old fantasies have much 
substance; but something basic is bad about public education—or, at least, 
some very bad things seem to be happening on the sites that our schools 
occupy. We do not know how educators are performing; even less do we 
agree on any viable criteria for measuring that performance or lack of it. 
As far as they can be discovered, practices and policies seem inconsistent, 
evanescent, and wishy-washy; and we want reassurance about our kids 
when they are out of our direct line of sight.

Also we can sense that something else is going on, that a large part of 
the turbulence is a function of other forces. The question, “Is education 
being made into, or accepting the role of, the fall guy?” should be fer-
vently discussed.
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Compensation Without eduCation

Let me begin with Milbrey McLaughlin’s excellent short book, Evaluation 
and Reform.2 Her thesis is simple to state: The requirements of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), “the first major piece 
of social legislation to mandate project reporting,” led to “little more than 
an annual ritualistic defense of program activities … used selectively to 
support policy positions suggested by political or economic constraints, 
not by new information” (pp. vii and ix). The story is both familiar and 
depressing. Whether it can also be made instructive remains to be seen.

Senator Robert Kennedy thought that the way for poor people to find 
out how well their children were doing in school was to test students 
in reading and mathematics periodically and compare their achievement 
with that of others in the same school and with children in other schools 
around the country. In this way, parents could hold educators accountable 
for disparities in student achievement.

The trauma for Title I officials is understandable: what do you say when 
you have no progress to report? Their first and second annual reports 
therefore told about stimulating children with a new outlook on life, with 
vibrant and responsive classrooms, and so on. But this kind of obfusca-
tion soon became prevarication. Professor Robert Dentler, long-term 
observer of the education scene in New York, wrote a piece called “Urban 
Eyewash” in Urban Review (February 1969), showing that the unpub-
lished individual evaluations of Title I uniformly reflected failure although 
the glossy federal report suggested success. Everyone could agree on one 
thing; the data were inadequate for any analytic purpose. Neither local 
educational officials nor their state associations wanted to collect data that 
would place them in a bad light. Beyond this, Evaluation and Reform is 
about what happens when you try to persuade people to collect and report 
data at one level that will be used to hurt them at another.

The now-famous cost-benefit analysis of the contemporary educa-
tion aspects of Title I by the TEMPO Division of the General Electric 
Company raised at once the question of the level at which data collected 
might be useful for making decisions. Senator Kennedy’s idea, parents 
using data to hold school boards accountable, no longer applied; if the 
information could be used at all it would have to be by federal decision- 
makers in a position to decide which aspects of the program were more 
or less effective, or whether the program should continue at all. To serve 
the federal client, however, the data would have to relate inputs of Title I 
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funds to outputs in achievement scores. But local reporting was so skimpy 
and sporadic that TEMPO could be certain neither that it was dealing 
with a Title I population nor that these schoolchildren had been subjected 
to a Title I program. Hence, measurements of achievement were at best 
debatable; and, insofar as any evidence at all appeared, there was little or 
no achievement to report. Why so?

Part of the answer is in our failure to discover marvelous new teaching 
methods in the sixties; more important, perhaps, is the suggestion, from all 
available evidence since the turn of the century, that school inputs have lit-
tle effect on student outputs. After all, as McLaughlin reminds us (p. 39), 
Rice showed in 1897 that the ability of students to spell hardly varied with 
the amount of time devoted to that subject in school; and in 1915 Merriam 
found a regular growth in knowledge of some school subjects despite the 
absence of instruction in these areas. Why expect that something so much 
more difficult—measurable improvement in cognitive abilities of poor chil-
dren could be achieved by the mere application of money? For that was 
all Title I did—add money. If money would not do that job, what would? 
Perhaps the data base might be changed. Answers to the questions posed 
thus far were to be sought not in reneging on the original promise, but 
by designing a bigger and better survey instrument to gather baseline data 
against which to measure progress by compensatory activities.

By this time, the analytic staff wondered if noncompensatory activities 
could be justified at all. Such thoughts were profoundly disturbing to the 
Council of Great City Schools and the Chief State School Officers (the 
main lobbies on Title I programs), lobbies whose cooperation was essen-
tial for collection of data and maintenance of funds. As one chief state 
school officer stated, “I’ll never let you into my state to draw comparisons 
between schools” (p. 54). Why should a state add to its already substantial 
data-reporting requirements if the state did not know what use might be 
made of the data or, even worse, if it knew exactly what would happen? 
Thus a compromise was arranged: the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) 
agreed “(1) to make no state-by-state comparisons; (2) not to aggregate 
pupil data by school or state; (3) to clear for release all federal reporting 
forms through the Chiefs” (p.  54). As a result response to the survey 
improved, but nevertheless “out of 180,000 questionnaires mailed, only 
about 8,000 to 10,000 were returned with usable achievement data, and 
the data that were reported were not representative of the national sample, 
either in terms of pupil performance or in terms of type of compensatory 
participation” (p. 56).
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It took a year for the head of the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary 
Education (BESE), which sponsored the study, to find ways in which 
compensatory education could be made to appear either educational or 
compensatory. The BESE’s report is, of its kind, a work of art. It con-
tains such statements as “all disadvantaged children live in a public school 
district somewhere in the Nation,” and that, “for participating and non- 
participating pupils, the rate of progress in reading skills kept pace with 
their historical rate of progress” (pp. 58–59). In truth, next to no prog-
ress had been made and, where it had, improved achievement clearly was 
related to higher socioeconomic status. That there was no Title I program, 
only dollars, and that the money was not always spent on the disadvan-
taged, may account for part of the problem but not all of it.

Another report, undertaken in 1969, was even more negative; this 
report showed that increased hours spent in remedial reading did not 
improve performance on standardized reading tests. Having failed to 
accomplish its main purpose for USOE—to provide positive data for 
Congress—“the report,” McLaughlin writes, “has been, for all practical 
purposes, suppressed” (p. 61).

After a quixotic effort to mount a follow-up study to Professor James 
Coleman’s report (another which showed that schools didn’t have much 
effect), USOE’s Office of Program Planning and Evaluation at last hit 
on the right idea and, even better, on the right slogan for its program—
“It Works.” Only those with a feeling for the symbolism of acronyms 
might have worried about hiring AIR (American Institute for Research) 
to do a study of exemplary programs in order to understand what went 
into making successful ones successful. In the “It Works” series of case 
studies, AIR described such successful compensatory program strate-
gies as active involvement of parents, careful planning, material closely 
related to objectives, and high intensity of treatment. (As a famous 
student of guerrilla warfare is reported to have remarked upon seeing 
 figures purporting to demonstrate the pacification of whole areas of the 
Vietnam countryside: “Interesting, if true!”). Congressmen loved the 
idea that “It Works,” because it justified legislative investment. Alas, as 
McLaughlin reports, “Follow-up studies conducted by AIR … found 
that only a small portion of the original ‘It Works’ projects were still 
‘working’ in following years. Whatever it is that makes a program ‘work’ 
appears to be in large part unstable or unspecified or an artifact of mea-
surement error” (p. 88). If school districts and their teachers, parents, 
and administrators really knew what would work and what wouldn’t, 
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at what cost, and refused to put these successful strategies into effect, 
they would deserve condemnation. But because they don’t know what 
needs to be known (nor does anyone else), these well-meaning people 
are reluctant to expose themselves to ridicule in return for promises that 
evaporate into, shall we say, air?

At first these new compensatory programs, and the information systems 
that supported them, had as clients the parents of poor children and local 
school districts; next came high USOE officials; and then Congress. The 
only potential client left out was Aunt BESE, which moved into the gap as 
soon as an administrative entrepreneur arrived on the scene. This entrepre-
neur’s idea was to concentrate in his bureau federal programs dealing with 
elementary and secondary education, so that at least a stab could be made 
at running them; and it occurred also to this administrator that he might 
sponsor creation of the ultimate information system to serve all needs.

This joint (federal-state) coordinated effort at evaluation became known 
as Belmont (in honor of the house where officials met to work up the new 
management, evaluation, and reporting system). In addition to reducing 
overlap and duplication, Belmont's objectives included providing data 
for decision-making to Congress, USOE, and state and local education 
agencies, as well as to all state, local, and federal planners and evalua-
tors. Finally, Belmont would supply all other federally required statistics 
and evaluations on elementary and secondary education. Thus, Belmont 
involved not only a Management Information System Project and a Master 
Data Analysis Plan and a Consolidated Program Information Report, as 
well as an Elementary School Survey, a Secondary School Survey, Anchor 
Test and New Cognitive Measures, and Common Status Measures; but 
also User’s Guides and something called Preparing Evaluation Reports: A 
Guide for Authors. Whew!

Belmont did succeed in reducing staff in other USOE programs. In all 
other respects, however, this mind-boggling array of instruments, mea-
sures, and reports did not fulfill its ostensible purpose. McLaughlin calls 
Belmont “a very expensive flop,” estimated at around $40 million, though 
no one knows the true cost. Moreover, she reports, no one ever has used 
the material. Data from the 1970 survey took the form of some 1,200 
tables whose hieroglyphics could be interpreted only by those who had 
the rather elusive code books. It will surprise no one now to learn that 
otherwise valuable data on student background and condition of schools 
were useless because Belmont was no more effective than other groups in 
collecting data on student achievement.
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In part, Belmont was devised as a way, at last, of winning the coop-
eration of state and local educational authorities. This was not achieved, 
however, because no one agreed on the objectives for which the data 
ostensibly were being collected and analyzed. The state people were too 
sophisticated to believe that they would never again be asked to make 
another report. There has been no feedback in analysis to the states, per-
haps because no analysis has been done. All this explains the comment of 
a staff member associated with the Belmont project: “The data question-
naires were never designed with use in mind” (p. 106).

According to Milbrey McLaughlins succinct Evaluation and Reform,

The Title I experience has shown how resistant the educational policy system is 
to assessment of achievements … and also that a number of obstacles to this con-
firmatory style of reporting are inherent in the system itself. The structure and 
control of the nation’s educational system hampers all reporting, and it may 
preclude the accountability and impact reports reformers wanted. The obstacles 
to the successful implementation of evaluation policy are symptomatic of the 
barriers to the implementation of all categorical federal policy. In a federal 
system of government, and especially in education, the balance of power resides 
at the bottom, with special interest groups. Accordingly, the implementation of 
federal initiatives relies in large measure on the incentives and preferences of 
local authorities.… Thus a federal evaluation policy that conflicts in funda-
mental ways with local priorities is unlikely to succeed. Specifically, data on 
the relative effectiveness of teaching strategies or allocation of resources will be 
difficult to gather not only because of the unsystematic and decentralized data- 
collection practices existing at the local level, but also because local programs 
have little interest in these data and are disinclined to collect them or furnish 
them. Federal evaluators, then, are faced with a specifically political dilemma 
generated by their inability to insist upon accurate information on school effects 
and program impact.…

… Evaluation is just one input into a complex process that, inherently 
and predominantly, is not rational.…3

Is that all there is to say—that local and state school officials refuse to play 
the losing game of delivering achievement data that will represent them as 
incompetent or worse? Why label “nonrational” their efforts to stay alive? 
How, for instance, would analyses of data from local and state levels help 
in reallocating resources, or otherwise redirecting their energies? Without 
a technology for substantially improving the cognitive abilities of deprived 
children, what can schoolmen do to improve performance? How can offi-
cials in one area emulate the successes of other schools, when there are 
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none; or if there is success, if no one knows how it was achieved? If the 
data at hand cannot be converted into information to improve decisions, 
what basis for action do educators have?

Inability to improve cognitive performance is not, however, the only 
blow that educators have suffered. In the past, schoolmen might have 
consoled themselves with the thought that schools were at least essen-
tial for certification. Graduation was required for degrees that would lead 
to jobs that were seen as improving the life-chances of schoolchildren. 
Students from high-status families could confirm their positions, and stu-
dents from low-status families could move up. Formal education was the 
gateway to social mobility. Now, unfortunately, at the same time as edu-
cators are afraid they are not educating, that very relationship between 
schooling and achievement has been questioned.

eduCational opportunity Without soCial equality

Wider access to education decreases its social and economic value. This 
thesis—that, without draconian measures, increasing equality of educa-
tional opportunity cannot lead to a corresponding increase in social mobil-
ity or decrease in social inequality—is enunciated in Raymond Boudon’s 
Education, Opportunity, and Social Inequality.4 Boudon creates a model 
that predicts these results with demonstrable support by data from both 
capitalist and socialist countries.

A virtue of Boudon’s superb work is that his model explains the appar-
ent paradox in the relationship between educational opportunity and 
social achievement. He writes:

Lower-class youngsters over time obtain more education (both absolutely 
and relatively). … But this … merely prevents the social expectations of the 
lower-class youths from declining over time; it does not make them more 
favorable.5

Comparison over time, Boudon explains, shows why a decrease in inequal-
ity of educational opportunity (IEO) cannot be expected to produce a 
decrease in inequality of social opportunity (ISO):

Although the average level of educational attainment increases more rap-
idly in the lower than in the middle class, … the educational levels associ-
ated with a given structure of status expectations are simultaneously moving 
upward.… Individuals demand progressively more education over time, … 
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however, the individual return tends to be zero.…—if we suppose a society 
in which middle- and higher-class people, but not lower-class people, were 
to demand more education over time, the status expectation of the latter 
would become increasingly less favorable over time.6

Lower class individuals must continue to obtain more education simply to 
stay in place. If not, they will lose ground as long as upper and middle class 
individuals also continue to obtain large amounts of education.

What are the policy implications of Boudon’s model for education as an 
instrument for reducing social inequality? One conclusion Boudon draws 
is that “no manipulation of the educational variables is likely to have more 
than a moderate effect on either IEO or ISO.”7 Whereas increasing equal-
ity of income does exactly that, increasing educational opportunity does 
not necessarily increase economic equality because all, not just some, are 
made better off. Since equality is relative, only policies that make some 
better off than others will achieve results.

According to Boudon, even a fairly large increase in educational oppor-
tunity would not greatly affect social and economic outcomes for the least 
favored, but even moderate income redistribution would have a consider-
able effect on decreasing social and educational inequality.

Observation of most industrial societies since WWII, supports Boudon’s 
conclusion. Although there has been an increase in equality of education, 
there has been little reduction in economic inequality.8

There is one way to make access to education equivalent to social equal-
ity: limit the supply of graduates; deny middle- and upper-class families 
access to higher education and allow only lower-class children to attend. 
This way is so drastic, however, that so far as we know, even China has 
not tried it, and the Soviet Union approximated it for only a few years in 
the thirties. Where political revolution is too weak, why should we expect 
educational innovation to be strong?

If Boudon’s model is correct, even if presumed cultural differences in 
school achievement are eliminated, differences in social expectations still 
would eventually lead to class-biased consumption of education. Now, if 
schools are supposed to compensate for the negative effects of a country’s 
social and economic structure, we may be better able to understand why 
schools do not succeed and why even accomplishment appears as failure.

Here is the heart of our lost hope: education cannot significantly 
improve the cognitive abilities of its most challenging children; and, when 
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these children do make it through higher education, that education can-
not guarantee to improve their life-chances. No one should be surprised, 
therefore, if educators (like others we have talked about) seek to substitute 
possible objectives for those which are unattainable.

the objeCtive of having objeCtives

Just define the input as the output, and by definition objectives are met. 
If an aim of Title I of the ESEA was to redistribute income to schools 
with low-income students geographically, then providing and using funds 
does accomplish this purpose. The policy equation has become an identity, 
q.E.D. Actually, according to McLaughlin, congressmen initially cared 
less about evaluation of pupils’ achievement than about distribution and 
honesty. So long as the money went to the right districts and students, 
and was spent honestly, congressmen were satisfied. But control of expec-
tations slipped from politicians’ hands and went instead to evaluators of 
students’ achievement.

Perhaps it is not purely fortuitous, then, that efforts have been made 
to substitute equality of inputs for quality of outputs as the major issue in 
state educational decision-making. I refer, of course, to Serrano v. Priest, 
in which the Supreme Court of California decided that, to the extent 
that educational resources are raised locally, there should be, in effect, an 
equal tax base behind each child; this opinion is not yet fully implemented 
because of the large transfers of income (higher taxes) involved. Thus, the 
focus shifts from what children learn to how much their school district is 
able to spend on them.

Leaving aside consideration of whether it is appropriate for courts 
to direct legislatures to allocate resources, or whether education ought 
to have a preferred place in constitutional interpretation, the emphasis 
on equality does have attractive features. Although they would not be 
able to guarantee achievement, educators still could show moral intent 
by  spending more on the poor. School districts might equalize per-dollar 
expenditures per pupil. States might equalize resources among school dis-
tricts. And the federal government might provide compensatory funds to 
do more for those who need it most.

If effort were accepted as a substitute for accomplishment, schools could 
show how hard they were trying—dollars per pupil spent, hours taught, 
materials used, size of class. quality of education would be measured by 
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educational process (which can be shown to the doubtful) rather than 
by educational achievement (which cannot). How, then, divert attention 
from test scores to educational effort?

When goals cannot be attained there is always a temptation to try 
more of the same. “Now that we have lost sight of our objectives,” the 
bureaucratic folk saying goes, “we must redouble our efforts.” Students 
in districts that spend as much as three or four times more than others, 
however, do little better on measures of achievement. The greatest part of 
new expenditures goes into teachers’ salaries. Why should anyone believe 
that paying those same teachers more to do more of the same will lead 
to appreciably better results? Parents and taxpayers, who have come to 
believe it less and less, have become reluctant to pay more and more.

Postponement of gratification once was a time-honored norm among 
the middle classes. Resuscitating it and applying it to education, one might 
argue that present effort is supposed to lead to achievement in future gen-
erations. Because past deprivation is responsible for present disabilities, 
future improvement will take an equivalent amount of time; as deprivation 
took decades, so too will achievement. Holding the line in one generation, 
therefore, is essential for progress to begin in the second and to be passed 
on in the third. There is achievement now, this line of attack continues, 
that our instruments are too insensitive to capture; we need optimism 
about the future, to counterbalance pessimism about the present.

The delay of delight, alas, is not a strong point of our consuming cul-
ture. People may be willing to buy now and pay later, but the reverse 
apparently is unacceptable. The educational community—students, par-
ents, teachers, administrators—needs visible signs, not only for its succes-
sors there and then, but for the community here and now.

The last decade, predictably, has witnessed increased emphasis on pro-
cesses rather than products of education. The voucher plan, under which 
students and their parents are able to choose among public schools, is 
one example. By vesting financial support in the student rather than in 
the school, advocates of vouchers hope to increase choice and quality by 
stimulating competition. Because schools would have to compete for stu-
dents, there would be an incentive to improve their teaching. Students 
with special problems presumably could be given more expensive vouch-
ers to motivate schools to deal with such problems. If schools insisted on 
higher payments, we could learn something about the real costs of educa-
tion for different kinds of students. Whether this would merely “prove” 
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that the poor are dumb or would impel poor citizens and their schools to 
do better by each other is what the controversy over vouchers is about.

The objection to vouchers, other than fear of unemployment, is that 
simulating a private market in education will undermine public policy. 
The worry is that schools will be resegregated not only racially but also 
along class (and possibly even ethnic or religious) lines. Although devices 
could be invented to temper these effects, our interest lies in the “pure” 
voucher, because it makes public that which is otherwise private, namely, 
the desire of different customers for different goods at different prices.

These latent conflicts become manifest when the twin issues of decen-
tralization and community control are raised. The initial dispute in the 
Ocean Hill-Brownsville area of Brooklyn was unfortunate in that the 
attack on teachers’ prerogatives obscured the underlying effects of com-
bining decentralization with community control. Community control in 
Brooklyn has differentiated primary schools according to their local clien-
tele by class, ethnicity, race—or by whatever attributes community repre-
sentatives seem to care most about. If ethnicity is given a positive value, as 
in the Berkeley, California schools, similar results can be achieved without 
neighborhood control. Under the notion “alternative schools,” Berkeley 
students can choose among a variety of more or less academic, or more or 
less ethnically oriented, programs. The new rationale is different from the 
old tracking-by-ability-and-aspiration approach, but the results are similar. 
Differentiation is reintroduced into education under a different guise.

But process rather than product as solution has its pitfalls. Is there no 
surer way to link schooling and success? One response to the gloomy 
prospect of connecting education to achievement is to act directly on the 
economy through the polity; by assigning job quotas to biological groups, 
the waiting line imposed by the social structure can be cut short. By this 
token the only guarantee that education will not keep people down is to 
make who you are more important than what you know. Thus, the argu-
ment undercuts the very rationale of education.

But if, as Christopher Jencks points out, there is a general lack of cor-
respondence between educational attainment and financial reward,9 why 
should any but the students study? Because schools do not contribute 
much to either education or advancement, in his view, though society 
insists on keeping children cooped up in them, they should be prisons that 
are as pleasant as possible. If the true function of primary and secondary 
education is to keep the kiddies out of the home for most of the day and 
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out of the job market for as long as possible (or both) schools should, on 
humanitarian grounds, make children happy while they are there.

But happiness can be hell. Students might feel better, initially, if they 
were given tasks they already did well. Presumably, students talented in 
athletics, music and arts, or science would be allowed to luxuriate in those 
subjects. If reading and arithmetic had to be taught to the unwilling, then 
the unwilling could learn at their own pace, which would mean a form of 
tracking. Such schools would be remarkably like those old-fashioned ones 
attacked by modern movements as segregated—biased by class and sex, 
inhibiting equality of opportunity, and placing students in nonacademic 
pigeonholes from which they cannot later escape. Education would come 
full circle, from forcing students into limited roles to encouraging them to 
create their own stereotypes.

What is most characteristic of education in our times? The very act of 
changing objectives. The history of contemporary education can be writ-
ten off as the search for objectives that would permit educators to legiti-
mate their function by reconciling promise with performance. Goals have 
been displaced. Inputs have been defined as outputs; effort has been used 
as an index of accomplishment. The present has been made hostage to the 
future, and process substituted for purpose. Goals have been misplaced. 
Educational objectives have been replaced by moving from achievement 
to filling ethnic or social quotas.

Clarification of objectives turns into confusion. The voucher plan 
to increase competition is discussed while districts are consolidated to 
decrease it; efforts to equalize expenditures coexist with compensatory 
funding; test scores are simultaneously emphasized and ignored. To speak 
of displacement of one objective by another is, in this respect, misleading. 
No one objective literally is lost; all are found in uneasy proximity.

By now (back to a dominant theme) it is clear why objectives, even 
when they are not vague, are multiple and contradictory. The causes are 
as narrow as individual ambivalence and as broad as social differences. 
Either the collective “we” want different things or, if we do agree, our 
individual “I’s” differ on how to get those things. Vagueness or contradic-
tion are the price of agreement. The more numerous the objectives, the 
more  valued the objects that fall within them, the more interests those 
objectives encompass, and the larger the coalition that can be created 
to support them. And, by the way, the less important any one interest 
(and hence objective), the less important is any one measure. Multiplicity 
 overcomes specificity.
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Not much more can be done in education than has been done already—
try anything, try everything. What, then, do educators have to offer? 
Change, or at least its semblance. Not knowing what else to do, educa-
tors offer change for its own sake. Everyone, in a manner of speaking, 
gets what he wants. Everything anyone desires is being done somewhere. 
Innovation becomes obfuscation as the assertion of multiple objectives 
becomes an excuse for failing to achieve any one. No one can accuse edu-
cators of inertia; they are always in motion. Changing objectives becomes 
the object of change. And the more things change.…

It may well be that there are not only too many but also too few objec-
tives. Education has economic objectives, from producing job-related 
skills to minimizing costs. Education has social objectives, from increas-
ing respect for various subcultures to increasing interaction among social 
strata. Education has ethical imperatives: equalize expenditures, compen-
sate for past defects. Education even has educational objectives.

What is missing? Politics. Strangely enough, for an arena that has been 
in perpetual upheaval, education has not tried to use the consent of the 
governed: what will the parties give and take, school by school and district 
by district, so that each group will feel it has done its best and is prepared 
to support a common enterprise?

politiCization Without politiCs

That which confuses observers about educational politics—its simultane-
ous ubiquity and elusiveness—also is its quintessential contemporary char-
acteristic. Education is the most accessible public institution, yet also the 
most remote. Everything (and nothing) we want seems to go on there. 
Faddishness is in vogue. Excessive (almost instantaneous) responses to 
surface discontents stand side by side with bureaucratic procedures and 
deep-seated resistance to institutional change.

Elementary and secondary education, however, is more than a cacoph-
ony of contradictions; it is the example par excellence of politicizing with-
out politics. The choice of counselors, use of materials, hiring of cafeteria 
help, transfer of teachers, selection of contractors, and too much more 
to mention have become politicized; meanwhile fleeting forces outside 
the schools express only intermittent, if intense, interest in the outcomes. 
Schools have become sites for games other people play—overemploy-
ment, ethnicity, culture, sex, equality. As the outer walls of the school 
system have become permeable, however, the inner sanctum has become 
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impenetrable. Professionalization provides protection. The school loses its 
sense of community; it is no longer in touch with its surroundings. There 
is no permanent politics because there is no arena for action in which par-
ticipants cannot only express but also alter their preferences in expectation 
of having to deal with the same people and problems in the future. For 
politics to be give and take, not merely hit and run, there must be a place 
for stable patterns of interaction, a political arena.

How can there be a local politics of education if there is no local politi-
cal arena? Changes in boundaries, whether due to state-government pres-
sure for consolidation or to federal pressure for integration, mean that the 
participants are constantly shifting. Boundary changes, moreover, almost 
always lead to increasing size. Thus, parents find that the seat of power is 
always moving, and usually moving farther away. Parents and students take 
part also in the mobility of American life, and become also a moving target 
for educators. Both producers and consumers of education are shifting 
their sites in relation to each other.

Aside from the difficulties that parents and teachers have in finding 
each other, both groups must contend with outsiders who affect what 
they do to each other. State and federal financial incentives for teaching 
this and doing that mean that, to maximize income, local districts must 
alter priorities. When a school adds an extra period of kindergarten and 
proposes to cut a period of high school, it does not mean that this school 
values one activity over the other but only that a state law offering a bonus 
for kindergarten but no financial loss for one less period of instruction in 
high school. This temptation to tinker with local education is enhanced 
by the fact that state and federal officials are not, in the last resort, held 
responsible for what happens; judges may order busing, but cannot be 
held accountable for the consequences. Central authorities can neither 
operate local education nor quite bring themselves to let the locals run 
it. The center cannot devise acceptable trade-offs for each school district, 
and the localities are inhibited from trying. Whose priorities prevail? Both, 
to some extent, and neither entirely. Who is ultimately responsible? The 
answer is the same: both and neither.

If accepting responsibility for the consequences of one’s actions (or 
inactions) is the mark of an adult, then education has been turned over 
to grown-up children. Who believes that federal action and inaction 
in education would not change if congressmen had to send their own 
children to public schools in the nation’s capitol? The way it works, 
of course, is that wealthier and more mobile parents shop around for 
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suitable schools, leaving the poorer and less mobile to confront each 
other. The latter bear the brunt of race relations and of the circuses 
(experiments, I believe they are called) designed to divert the less 
advantaged from their educational bread. At once, educational poli-
tics is made more stressful (by pitting black against white, have-nots 
against have-littles) and less resourceful (by removing the more afflu-
ent). More and more parents who can afford to, send their children to 
private schools. Rich parents pay double tuition—once for public and 
once for private schools; and those left behind suffer a double defeat—
once for their own difficulties and once for knowing they have to bear 
the burden of others. Now you see it, now you don’t: the center wants 
control without responsibility, and the local district gets responsibility 
without control. How can the two be brought within hailing distance 
of each other?

The specter of community control—neighborhood schools of, by, and 
for neighborhood people—has obscured another questionable hypoth-
esis, that larger schools encourage pupils’ achievement. There has been a 
movement, in California as elsewhere, for consolidating schools. The idea 
is to facilitate economies of scale, push specialized services, and equalize 
tax resources by bringing poorer and richer districts together. The belief 
that bigger is better until recently has gone unchallenged. Studies of other 
kinds of municipal service, however—aside from water and sewers—fail 
to reveal any economies of scale whatsoever. Now Levy and Niskanen, in 
a study of school districts in California,10 show that, beyond a minimum, 
increasing size goes hand in hand with decreasing pupils’ performance. 
One possible explanation is that bureaucracy increases with size, and 
that having a large proportion of staff outside regular classrooms reduces 
the importance of good teaching. The larger the bureaucracy, the more 
its members deal with each other and the less interested those teachers 
become in pupils. Another explanation is that the smaller the district, the 
larger its visibility to parents and pupils, and the deeper the integration 
between teaching staff and the surrounding community. Social pressure 
substitutes for dehumanized economic incentives in motivating teach-
ers and students to improve performance. The greater the  congruence 
between community and school values, this hypothesis suggests, the more 
consistent the message to teachers and students, the more they learn 
together. If there were integration of school and society then the constant 
consent schools could receive for the good they did accomplish might 
overcome some  unavoidable everyday evils.

POLITICIzATION WITHOUT POLITICS 
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How, then, assuming that a local political arena could be reestablished, 
would such consent be consummated between educational adults? Let us 
face up to the two most difficult problems—the presence of busing and 
the absence of achievement.11 In effect, one set of people is taxed in hard 
cash to provide another group with soft symbolic support. What is in it 
for the providers? What do the receivers get except a longer ride? These 
unanswered questions swell discontent.

Suppose compensatory funding, in larger amounts than provided today, 
were traded for cessation of compulsory busing. Government would 
encourage desegregation by facilitating transportation for students who 
wished to go to a school they thought better in another neighborhood, 
for example. Government might subsidize “magnet” schools, whose spe-
cial facilities would attract interested students. But government would not 
mandate busing. Parents would understand that their taxes go to keep 
neighborhood schools, and that such payments make it more worthwhile 
for those with lower incomes to stay in their own neighborhood schools. 
quid pro quo. Alternatively, schools that contributed to desegregation 
could be offered financial gains.12

Race (when class also means race) tension is at the heart of the mat-
ter. With each side acknowledging the advantages of the bargain struck, 
race relations might be healthier than they are now. As things stand, only 
a small number of whites strongly favor busing; and, again, even many of 
this group escape the consequences by sending their own children to pri-
vate schools. The majority of whites hate busing; and most blacks hate the 
idea that, amid all the upset, black children do not benefit. What we need 
now is a mechanism to decommit people from past positions so that they 
can make arrangements better suited to present preferences.

ClarifiCation of objeCtives as a soCial proCess

Decommitment from outrageous objectives is desirable; abandoning the 
essential rationale for education is not. For educators, that is now the 
point: What is peripheral and what is central? What is impossible and what 
is merely difficult?

To concentrate on busing (pro or con) is easier than to improve the 
cognitive abilities of children; but ease is not a sufficient reason for ignor-
ing learning. Yet, in multiplying and diffusing objectives, educators are in 
danger of doing just that. Educators who continually say that they deal 
with the whole child apparently feel that they are not then responsible 
for any particular part. Yet, of course, no one can deny that the cognitive 
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mode stands alone. There are also, at least, parts that educators call the 
affective mode (feelings, emotions, intuitions) and the psychomotor 
mode, (physical coordination and sports). There was a time when a good 
basketball team and the school chorus made up for a multitude of sins. But 
this won’t work any more. Few people believe that schools are (or can be) 
effective in inculcating moral values or that there is always sufficient agree-
ment on what such values should be. Also, sports generally are accepted 
and encouraged, but they provide avenues of mobility for only a few stu-
dents. The (extracurricular) motor mode cannot substitute for education. 
The cognitive, mode is critical, at least for those who most need it. To 
abandon cognition is not a displacement, but a misplacement, of objec-
tives. How could it happen? Educators, urged to return to basics, deny 
ever having left the three R’s. Besides, educators are quick to see that, if 
society’s demands overwhelm the school, what teachers do doesn’t mat-
ter. Apparently educators can do harm but not good. By failing to provide 
an atmosphere favorable to study and by slighting cognitive skills, educa-
tors may inhibit learning. But with the best intentions, schools seemingly 
cannot guarantee learning. So be it.

If economic class is related to educational achievement (the essential 
meaning of “family background” as it is used in education), it would be 
reasonable for educators to take this fact into account when clarifying 
objectives. For evaluation, educators could divide schools and classrooms 
into economic categories and try to achieve the highest level within each 
economic grouping. The only reported experiment of this kind, which 
took place in Atlanta, Georgia, suggested that no participant in the school 
system used data on relative internal achievement.13 Schools that paid real 
attention to their own potential would have better grounds for resisting 
imposition of unattainable objectives. To encourage this requires either 
structural change (institutionalizing competition among schools for stu-
dents) or social stability (encouraging small schools to connect education 
with expectation).

As usual, it is likely that we will not so much solve our present problems 
as move on to future predicaments. For instance, the value orientation of 
schooling—from prayers to pollution to consumption and capitalism—
might once again dominate the educational stage. Whether children learn 
respect for God, Country, Nature, and Money may matter more to a wor-
ried nation than whether Johnny can read or Mary can add. That children 
learn to try to satisfy more interesting wants may become more important 
than knowing how to satisfy current wants. Until then, however, educa-
tion needs a stable political arena.

CLARIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES AS A SOCIAL PROCESS 
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Remember that clarification of objectives is a social phenomenon that 
takes place in a political context. Applying analysis can help; knowing 
what cannot be done, à la Boudon, puts tough limits on policy propos-
als. Delivery of data also can aid in clarifying aims; knowing what is not 
being accomplished, à la McLaughlin, is essential. But converting data 
into information through analyses that affect choice requires being able 
to relate resources and objectives. The different objectives and the vary-
ing resources are attached to social forces whose participation is neces-
sary both to legitimize and also to formulate policy. Without constraints, 
the number of possible combinations of resources and objectives would 
be too great to allow practical thinking about policy. Without patterned 
interaction of aims and resources it would be impossible to maintain the 
tension between promise and performance, between what we would like 
and what we can have, which makes policy acceptable to its publics. Just as 
prices are improper apart from markets, so settlements are strained when 
stable political arenas do not exist. There can be no one optimal policy; 
there must be a range whose acceptability is born of the ability of social 
forces to make and keep bargains. Inevitably, however, there are constit-
uencies—officials at different levels, minorities, teachers’ organizations, 
financial reformers—who will oppose reinstating a local politics of schools; 
these groups fear loss of gains won from state and national actions. Indeed, 
even parents who wish further decentralization must look to the state. The 
task of policy analysis in education in the years ahead will be to create 
incentives for building political arenas (and institutional structures, such as 
competition by vouchers) that participants will be encouraged to support.

If we can’t learn from education or make health from medicine, what 
can we do? Try to convert difficulties with which we cannot deal into 
problems we can solve. The trouble is that past solutions quickly turn into 
future problems. Supporting charity via the income tax is a good example.
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CHAPTER 14

A Tax by Any Other Name: The  
Donor- Directed Automatic  

Percentage-Contribution Bonus, a Budget 
Alternative for Financing Governmental 

Support of Charity

This is an analysis of the merits of four alternatives for providing gov-
ernmental support to charity—the tax write-off now on the books, a tax 
credit, a sliding matching grant, and a percentage-contribution bonus.1 
After searching for an appropriate budget mechanism (a five-year fixed-sum 
authorization and appropriation), we apply some wide-ranging criteria—
equity, legitimacy, efficiency, reciprocity, controllability, and others—to 
each of the four alternatives. In brief, the present tax write-off is grossly 
inequitable among donors, poorly controlled by government, and is part 
of a tax system that citizens increasingly feel is illegitimate. The advantages 
of the write-off are that it produces predictable amounts of income at low 
administrative cost without overtly raising questions of constitutionality. 
Its disadvantages would be mitigated by a tax credit in proportion to the 
amounts contributed by taxpayers. But the credit does not reach people 
who do not file returns and may significantly decrease income to charitable 
agencies. The sliding matching grant (under which the government pays 
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to charity in proportion as the individual gives of his income) provides a 
form of equity for taxpayers but is deficient in other respects. The contri-
bution bonus—a percentage of each dollar contributed paid to charity by 
government—is wholly equitable, includes all givers, sustains reciprocity 
with recipients, is controllable by government, and is legitimate in treat-
ing expenditures as expenditures and not as tax dodges. It also raises the 
possibility of increasing the government’s contribution. The defects of the 
bonus are higher administrative costs and potential doubt about consti-
tutionality. We conclude in favor of a percentage contribution bonus set 
high enough to provide marginally more income for charity and reduce 
financial uncertainties during the transition. Appraisal of political feasibil-
ity suggests that supporters of charity are likely to be worse off unless they 
come up with a more defensible approach.

When mankind was in a state of nature, clean and unspoiled, or at least 
there was no income tax, large fortunes, once made, were easy to retain 
and pass on for charitable purposes. Giving could avoid government. And 
so long as the same low tax was paid on all incomes, regardless of size, 
charities could remain innocent of favoritism. But when taxes were made 
progressive, it became difficult for charities to act likewise, unless govern-
ment was to get most of the money. Therefore money headed in charitable 
directions was treated as taxable at a much lower rate. So far so good—and 
bad. To make more money available for charity, the rich were treated bet-
ter because they were in higher tax brackets. Which evil, then, would one 
prefer, income-tax rates that are equal for rich and poor, or equal consid-
eration in charitable giving?

Once government intervened to increase giving by providing a tax 
break, charitable causes became dependent on gifts designed with the 
tax advantages in mind. If tax advantages were mostly the same to all 
charities it wouldn’t matter so much, but it happens that the poor give 
more to charities and the rich to universities and museums. Any effort to 
convert the lesser evil into the greater good by restoring equity among 
givers therefore runs into this hindrance: because poor and rich give to 
different types of charities, any change to a fairer form of government aid 
to charities is bound to hurt worthy causes. Fair one way is unfortunate 
another.

How do we undo the deleterious effects of the original intervention 
in policy without making things worse in order to improve them? The 
tax write-off, the current method for government support of charitable 
contributions, is profoundly inequitable and provides a limited amount to 
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charity. Our problem is to determine if any other means would be more 
just, provide more revenue, and maintain the private character of charity.

Budget AlternAtives

If government support of charitable contributions were to be financed 
through budget rather than tax mechanisms, which types of expenditure 
would be more appropriate? Each budgetary device comes with different 
conditions. Whether the amount of money is fixed by government or flows 
automatically as a consequence of action by givers, whether the money is 
available for one year or for many years or until the legislation is changed, 
all depend on the device that is used. The type of budget provision affects 
monetary considerations not only directly but also indirectly because of 
its association with a pattern of decision-making. How the money comes 
determines who will be giving it. Under some provisions the money goes 
through appropriations committees: under others it passes only through 
some legislative committee. And the kind of committee considering the 
matter in Congress is likely also to determine which executive-branch 
agency will be in charge of charity. A lot is at stake in choosing the form of 
financing—who will get how much under what conditions.

There is more than one budgetary process. The classical types, which we 
usually think of as budgeting, begin with a legislative committee’s authori-
zation to spend and then getting the permission to spend from appropria-
tions committees. Let us call this simply appropriations budgeting.

The second method (think of food stamps or housing allowances or 
agricultural price supports) begins with a mandate to spend from the 
Treasury (through trust funds, loans, or direct disbursements), originat-
ing with a legislative committee; it proceeds directly to the floors of the 
houses of Congress without stopping at the appropriations committees. 
Let us call this Treasury budgeting.

What would happen if the federal government financed its portion of 
charitable contributions by appropriations or treasury budgeting? Let us 
start with the strictest possible regimen, annual authorizations and one- 
year appropriations. Presumably the purpose of such a device would be to 
encourage frequent consideration of how much the government should 
give to which charitable purposes. Immediately, new political and consti-
tutional problems would be created. To treat religious organizations in 
a manner different from other groups would mean running afoul of the 
constitutional provisions and court rulings on separation of church and 
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state. The executive and legislative branches would have to take positions 
on which charities or charitable purposes were more desirable than others. 
Although it is not possible to say with certainty which executive depart-
ments and congressional committees would have jurisdiction, a likely result 
of emphasizing the substance of charitable allocation would mean lodg-
ing the task in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, whose 
jurisdiction covers the largest part of philanthropic endeavor (outside of 
religion). Naturally the new Bureau of Charities (would “Philanthropies” 
sound better?), like all other bureaus would be asked-to make its recom-
mendations part of overall departmental activities. Charity might come to 
be looked at as a supplement to whatever was felt to be lacking in hospitals 
or schools or mental-health services. Federal contributions might well be 
seen as a lever to direct larger amounts of private money in desired direc-
tions, “freeing” other departmental funds for different purposes.

Although this “parade of horribles” might seem exaggerated, we think 
it is not far from the truth. The Bureau of Charities undoubtedly would 
wish to raise the amount of governmental contributions, but could do 
so only by promising programmatic results by directing the monies. Yet, 
if there is any principle that one would suppose particularly applicable 
to charitable giving—apart from allowing givers to direct money as they 
choose—it is that charity should operate on its own principles no matter 
what rules, forces, and objectives guide government policy. Otherwise, it 
would become evident that charities are merely a convoluted way for gov-
ernment to carry out activities proposed or already under way.

Predictability could be improved substantially by going to both multi-
year authorizations and appropriations. However difficult the initial fund-
ing decisions might be, charitable organizations would know how much 
they were going to get from the government for at least three to five years. 
The political battle would be periodic, not continuous.

What is the likelihood, a worried charitable agency might ask, that 
Congress would go along with a multiyear appropriation? “Mighty slim” 
would have been the answer in the past. But now members of appro-
priations committees have expressed willingness to give up annual review 
in selected cases. The reason is that Treasury budgeting, promoted on 
grounds that stability in funding is required, threatens to undermine the 
appropriations process. The new budget reform is one response to this 
challenge. Another is to undermine the rationale of “backdoor (Treasury) 
spending” by providing needed stability through the front door (of 
appropriations).
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The question of how government contribution would be dispensed 
remains to be answered. Charitable organizations could submit a certi-
fied total of contributions received and have the amount supplemented 
at the going rate; or, individuals might submit lists of their contributions 
of which a specified proportion would be directed to charities. Either way 
would result in larger administrative expenses. This increase applies espe-
cially because all individuals who make contributions—though outside the 
tax system, or who take standard deductions—would be included under 
any supplement scheme. But now we have left budgeting to go on to 
other criteria for judging alternatives by which to finance philanthropy. 
The time has come to state our criteria and apply them to alternative ways 
of supporting charity through government.

ProPosAls, CriteriA, And ConsequenCes

The principal means for government support of charity is the tax write- 
off. Contributions to charitable organizations can be deducted from an 
individual’s taxable income. Two proposals, one a tax expenditure and the 
other a budget expenditure, have been suggested as alternatives to the tax 
write-off. The tax expenditure takes the form of a tax credit.2 Taxpayers 
receive a fixed rebate for each dollar they give to charity. More recently, 
McDaniel has proposed a budget expenditure in the form of a sliding 
matching grant. The percentage of the federal match increases on a slid-
ing scale as the proportion of one’s income given to charity increases.3 
To these two alternatives we have added a third, a budget expenditure, in 
which charitable organizations receive a government supplement as a fixed 
proportion of the private contributions they receive. We call this alterna-
tive the “donor-directed automatic percentage-contribution bonus” (or 
“percentage-contribution bonus” or just “bonus” for short) because the 
government adds to each dollar contributed to a charity. Are these alterna-
tives better or worse than the present tax write-off as a method for public 
support of private charity? No one can say because there has never been a 
comparative analysis of the leading alternatives.

We describe the consequences of each of the four alternative propos-
als—tax write-off, tax credit, contribution bonus, and the sliding matching 
grant—by a number of criteria that encompass critical issues related to gov-
ernment support of philanthropy. Though we cannot prove that our stan-
dards are better than any others, we hope to persuade the reader that these 
criteria are plausible and appropriate. And although people  undoubtedly 
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will differ as to which criteria deserve priority, we shall try to convince oth-
ers that criteria that matter to us ought to matter to them also.

The initial criteria are those which determine whether the charitable 
enterprise can be carried on at all. Of these the first is targetability—the 
ability of private donors to give money to their chosen charity. Otherwise 
private charity would be public, and there would be no reason why what-
ever yardsticks apply to government expenditure in general should not 
be valid also for this class of expenditure in particular. It would be bet-
ter for government to contribute nothing than to control everything. 
Constitutionality also is critical. If an alternative is found to contravene 
separation of church and state, it would not only violate deep and widely 
shared values, it would also be declared null and void.

Our middle-level criteria can be described by more or less, rather than 
all or nothing. Charity can be more or less certain or equitable and still 
remain charity. These standards raise questions of trade-offs—how much 
certainty for charitables versus how much controllability for government. 
Thus, we group criteria by the major interests connected with them—
donors, charitables, and government.

Donors, in our view, are affected most by pluralism, equity, and reci-
procity. The more donors whose contributions are subsidized by govern-
ment, the more pluralistic (by including a diversity of interests) the policy 
alternative under which government acts. The more each donor’s dollar 
is treated equally by government, the more equitable the policy. The less 
the donor’s contribution is affected (or afflicted) by evident self-interest, 
such as tax advantages, the more the donor can expect the recipient to 
reciprocate.

Charitable organizations care about the total they receive, its predict-
ability, and its distribution among them according to major purpose. 
The question of how each alternative for governmental support of char-
ity affects the incentive of donors to give is subsumed under the crite-
rion of total amount. Incentives matter only if they affect the size of the 
contribution.

Charity is a government matter because government money is being 
used to generate additional private contributions. Government watches 
the controllability of its subsidy to charity, the efficiency with which 
that money is employed, and the legitimacy of the institutional channels 
through which the money is distributed. views about how much govern-
ment money should go to charity undoubtedly will vary with time. But 
the government has a permanent interest in being able to determine what 
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the amount will be. With regard to efficiency, government must consider 
two distinctly different uses of its money. One is the cost of administering 
the program—administrative efficiency. The other is the incentive effect 
government money has in encouraging private donations—allocative effi-
ciency. Legitimacy requires further elucidation.

The government has an interest in managing its affairs so as to inspire 
citizen’s confidence. When they feel fairly treated, that confidence is 
enhanced. When citizens see that governmental processes are proceed-
ing in an open and straightforward manner, respect is maintained. Any 
governmental procedures may be judged, then, by how much they inspire 
citizens’ confidence that activities are being performed in a legitimate way. 
People who make money, for instance, should be seen to pay taxes appro-
priate to their income.

Whether something can be done is an integral part of whether it will 
get done. An alternative must be politically feasible or the best-laid plans 
will come to naught. But political feasibility must not be the sole determi-
nant of our analysis; if so, we examine only what is possible at the expense 
of prematurely forfeiting what might be best. An assessment of political 
feasibility will help us guide desirable means to productive ends.

Tax Write-Off

The tax write-off decreases the charitable donor’s tax bill by (depend-
ing on his tax bracket) reducing his liability. The major charge leveled 
is that the tax write-off leads to substantial inequities among income 
groups. Inequities stem from two factors. First and foremost, the write-off 
is worth more to the high-income than to the low-income taxpayer. Its 
value increases in direct proportion to the marginal tax rate. A person in 
the 70 per cent tax bracket can reduce his tax bill by an amount equal to 
70 per cent of his contribution. This is tantamount to an individual writ-
ing a $30 check to a selected charity, and the government kicking in $70. 
In contrast, a person in the 14 per cent tax bracket must pay $86 to his 
charity to get government to contribute $14. The high-income person 
nets, in effect, $2.23 for every dollar, whereas the low-income person 
receives only $0.16.

For the amount contributed to charity high-income persons get a dis-
proportionate share of tax expenditures in the form of reduced tax bills. 
As Table 14.1 indicates, in 1970 people with high incomes (more than 
$100,000) contributed an average of slightly more than $13,600, reducing 
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their taxes an average of more than $11,000. Low-income people (less 
than $5,000) contributed an average of $209, reducing their taxes an 
average of only $9. Although the average high-income taxpayer gave 65 
times more than the average low-income person, the average high-income 
individual received a tax reduction 1,250 times larger than that received 
by the average low-income taxpayer.

Second, the tax write-off provides no benefits for those who take the 
standard deduction, or for those outside the tax system (who do not file 
returns). These people are poor or nearly poor. In 1972, 86 per cent of 
nonitemizers taking the $2,000 standard deduction had adjusted gross 
incomes below $5,000. Nonfilers also included a large proportion of low- 
income people, primarily those with incomes too low to be taxed.

Inequities in the opportunity to contribute to charity affect other values 
basic to philanthropy. Pluralism is cited as a cornerstone of philanthropy. 
The belief that multiple approaches are better than unitary approaches; 
that voluntary action, unencumbered by rigidities of government or unre-
stricted by the profit motive of the private sector, can lead to creative solu-
tions to social problems; that private individuals can best direct their own 

Table 14.1 For the amount contributed to charity, high-income persons receive 
a disproportionate share of tax expenditures

Adjusted gross 
income

Number of 
persons 
taking 
write-off

Government 
tax 
expenditure 
(‘000’s)

Total 
contribution

Average 
tax 
expenditure 
per person

Average 
contribution 
per person

$ $ $ $

Under $5,000 3,910,667 35,000 817,610 9 209
$5,000–$10,000 10,937,788 319,000 2,739,605 29 250
$10,000–$15,000 10,206,268 503,000 3,203,956 49 313
$15,000–$20,000 4,815,864 416,000 2,000,226 86 415
$20,000–$50,000 3,297,558 771,000 2,362,016 234 716
$50,000–$100,000 339,736 426,000 748,482 1,254 2,236
Over $100,000 75,715 855,000 1,020,839 11,291 13,615
Total 32,669,067 3,325,000 12,892,734
Average per person 102 395

Estimates based on data from the United States Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income —1970 
Individual Tax Returns, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 120; and Annual 
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of Finances for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1973, 
“Estimated distribution of selected items of tax preferences of individuals by adjusted gross income, cal-
endar year 1971,” pp. 349–354
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assets to meet social needs—these beliefs all are vital to philanthropy. But 
the tax write-off is not consistent with pluralism through philanthropy. 
The pluralism of the tax write-off is not plural; benefits are confined 
mainly to upper-income groups. Worse, the write-off is part of a larger 
series of special provisions that have brought the tax system into disrepute.

Legitimacy is the heart of political institutions. Watergate showed that a 
president not only must be legitimate, but also must appear to the people 
to be legitimate. The tax write-off substantially reduces the appearance of 
(and hence erodes the basis of) legitimacy. When some people are allowed 
to decrease their tax bills substantially by charitable contributions, the 
public loses confidence in the fairness of the tax system.

In philanthropy, reciprocity is important in linking donors and recipi-
ents. If giving is not to deteriorate into either exploitation or mere market 
exchange between them, then there must be reciprocity. Whether and how 
one reciprocates is affected by how one perceives the motives of a donor.

Primarily because each donor faces different tax incentives, buried in 
the intricacies of provisions for deduction, the recipient has much dif-
ficulty in deciding precisely why his charity was given the gift. In philan-
thropy, it is not uncommon to hear the recipient asking, “Are they really 
trying to help me or are they more interested in getting their tax advan-
tages?” The tax write-off obscures the donor’s motives and, in so doing, 
discourages reciprocity.

Supporting charity through the tax system also increases government 
expenditures that are not controlled by Congress. The tax write-off truly 
is uncontrollable. The amount is not subject to annual or periodic con-
gressional review and the tax system does not limit what a taxpayer can 
receive. The subsidy is concealed. Reform of neither taxation nor of bud-
geting is furthered by treating an expenditure as a tax deduction.

The financial inequity inherent in the tax write-off has been widely 
recognized:4 its denial of a broad form of pluralism, its erosion of the 
legitimacy of our tax institutions, and its inhibiting effects on reciprocity 
are less known but equally damaging. But these formidable defects, taken 
alone, do not provide sufficient grounds for doing away with the pres-
ent system. Perhaps, despite its deficiencies, the write-off brings benefits 
that cannot be obtained by other methods. What benefits are gained from 
inequality of opportunity to give to charity?

A possible rationale is the efficiency of government subsidies in encour-
aging philanthropic contributions. If the current distribution (among vari-
ous income groups) of the government tax write-off provides a substantial 
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incentive for contributions, then this inequity may be necessary to raise 
funds. What does the empirical evidence reveal? For every dollar in tax 
expenditures (revenue foregone by the Treasury), how many additional 
dollars go to charity?

The evidence is far from conclusive; but four studies (by Taussig, 
Schwartz, Brannon, and Feldstein) are relevant.5 As each author and his 
critics point out, these studies are substantially burdened with limitations 
that qualify the conclusions. But, as the best available, they are instructive. 
Taussig finds efficiency near zero, approximately 5 per cent. For every 
$1,000 reduction in Treasury income, charitable contributions increase 
by $0.05. Feldstein finds efficiency exceeds 100 per cent; the write-off 
increases the amount received by charities by slightly more than the reduc-
tion in revenue to the Treasury. Schwartz and Brannon find the efficiency of 
the write-off between the estimates of Taussig and Feldstein. If we assume 
the worst of all possible worlds—the tax write off is totally inefficient—
then inequities in the opportunity to contribute cannot be condoned. If 
we assume the best—the tax write-off is 100 per cent efficient—then such 
inequities may be condoned, but only if there is no other feasible alterna-
tive that does not have these inequities and is equally efficient.

The tax write-off involves only small administrative costs to the IRS and 
the taxpayer, none to the charitable agencies. For itemizers, contributions 
are listed, receipts appended, forms filed, calculations made, and tax bills 
reduced. For nonitemizers, standard deductions are taken, calculations 
made, and tax bills reduced. All is done as part of the standard operating 
procedures of the income-tax system. Administrative simplicity is a key 
virtue of the tax write-off.

Although supporting philanthropy (which inevitably includes religious 
organizations), the tax write-off so far has not offended the constitu-
tional requirement for separation of church and state. Mainly because the 
government subsidy to philanthropy is directed to the contributor and 
remains concealed within the tax system, the constitutionality of the tax 
write-off has not been and is unlikely to be gravely challenged.

 The Tax Credit
The credit works through the income-tax system by returning to each 
charitable donor an amount equal to a percentage of his or her contribu-
tion. The tax credit is substantially more equitable than the tax write-
off. An individual’s marginal tax rate no longer dictates the size of the 
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government subsidy that he receives. Because all taxpayers itemizing con-
tributions get a fixed percentage of charitable contribution in the form 
of a tax credit, the size of the donation is the only important variable. 
For a $100 contribution, lower-income taxpayers get the same tax credit 
as those with higher incomes. But those taking the standard deduction 
receive no tax credit. In 1972, these were two-thirds of the taxpayers, 
nearly all of whom had incomes below $15,000. In addition, those out-
side the tax system, often the very poor, of course, can receive no tax 
credit for their contributions. But, despite these limitations, the tax credit 
does eliminate inequities within the group of those itemizing charitable 
contributions. Thus the tax credit expands pluralism, enhances legitimacy, 
and strengthens reciprocity, but back-door spending through the tax sys-
tem is not eliminated. Uncontrollables remain uncontrollable. Reciprocity 
improves as philanthropic motives for giving are not entirely obscured by 
differential tax advantages.

The administrative simplicity of the write-off is true also for the tax 
credit. Once the reimbursement rate is established, the IRS can issue tax 
credits as easily as it reduces taxable income. But we don’t get something 
for nothing. What are the costs of reducing inequities? Who incurs these 
costs? Charities won’t get more and there is reason to believe they might 
get considerably less. Assume the government had implemented the tax 
credit in 1970 and had been willing to expend the same $3.3 billion in 
credits as it did on tax deductions. Because tax itemizers gave $12.9 billion 
in that year, the average government subsidy would be about 35 percent.6 
As a result, those who received a 35 percent matching subsidy under a tax 
write-off would be likely to go on contributing the same amount with a tax 
credit. Repeal of the write-off and enactment of the tax credit increases the 
government subsidy for all those in a tax bracket below 35 percent. On the 
other hand, government subsidy decreases for all those in brackets above 
35 percent. If the tax credit is to maintain a flow of charitable contribu-
tions at least equal to the write-off, then any decrease in contributions by 
the wealthy must be compensated by increases in contributions from the 
poor. This is unlikely to happen because the poor have less money.

Not only may the flow of philanthropic contributions be reduced by 
a tax credit, but also internal distribution of donations is likely to be 
affected. More will go to charities of the lower income (religion) and less 
to those preferred by the wealthy (education, museums, orchestras). How 
money is called affects who will be chosen.
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Percentage-Contribution Bonus

Under the contribution bonus, the federal government makes a direct 
expenditure to a charitable organization at a fixed proportion of the amount 
voluntarily contributed by an individual. The bonus has a number of advan-
tages over both tax write-off and tax credit because the government subsidy 
goes directly to the charitable organization at the initiative of the contributor.

The significance of these advantages in equity, efficiency, and total con-
tributions illustrated by the distribution of private and public costs for the 
write-off versus the bonus. In 1970, the Treasury allowed taxpayers to 
write off $3.3 billion in taxes. Individuals made $12.9 billion in charitable 
contributions. Another $1.5 billion was contributed by those taking the 
standard deduction, making a total of $14.4 billion in individual contribu-
tions to philanthropy. Table 14.2 shows (by income class for contributors) 

Table 14.2 The tax write-off: The rich (1 percent of contributors) pay 5 percent 
of the private cost ($0.5 billion), give 14 percent of the charitable contributions 
($1.7 billion), but receive 39 percent of the write-off ($1.3 billion)

(1970 contributions, in ‘000’s of dollars)

Adjusted gross income 
group

Number in the 
group

Private cost of 
contributiona

Gov’t subsidy 
(tax 
write-off)b

Total flow of 
contributions 
to charitiesc

$ $ $

Under $5,000 3,910,667 782,610 35,000 817,610
$5,000–$10,000 10,939,788 2,420,605 319,000 2,739,605
$10,000–$15,000 10,206,268 2,700,956 503,000 3,203,956
$15,000–$20,000 4,815,864 1,584,226 416,000 2,000,226
$20,000–$50,000 3,297,558 1,591,016 771,000 2,362,016
$50,000–$100,000 339,736 322,482 426,000 748,482
Over $100,000 75,715 165,839 855,000 1,020,839
Total for tax itemizers 32,669,067 9,567,734 3,325,000 12,892,734
Total for nonitemizers 1,510,000
Total individual giving 14,402,734

aPrivate cost is calculated by subtracting the government subsidy from the total contributions for each 
income class
bEstimates from Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of Finances for Fiscal Year 
Ending June 30, 1973. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973. See Appendix D, 
“Estimated distribution of selected items of tax preferences of individuals by adjusted gross income class, 
calendar year 1971,” pp. 349–354
cBased on data from the United States Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income—1970 Individual 
Tax Returns. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 120
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who got how much of the government subsidy, who contributed how 
much of the private cost of philanthropy, and who donated how much to 
philanthropy.

In short, the rich as a group (more than $50,000) are about 1 percent 
of the contributors, pay 5 percent of the private costs ($0.5 billion), give 
14 percent of the charitable contributions ($1.7 billion), but receive 39 
percent of the government write-off ($1.3 billion).

Table 14.3 indicates the consequences of repealing the tax write-off 
and instituting a 35 per cent bonus. Here we assume that all contributors 
will give at a level equal to their private costs under the tax write-off. A 
wealthy person in the 70 percent tax bracket who gave $100 under the 
tax write-off will reduce his contribution to $30 under the contribution 
bonus, a person in the 14 percent tax bracket will reduce his contribu-
tion to $86; nonitemizers and those outside the tax system will contribute 

Table 14.3 The 35 percent contribution bonus: An equitable government sub-
sidy maintains the flow of charitable contributions

(1970 contributions, in ‘000’ s of dollars)

Adjusted gross income 
group

Number in the 
group

Private cost of 
contributiona

Gov’t subsidy 
35% contrition 
bonusb

Total flow of 
contributions 
to charitablesc

$ $ $

Under $5,000 3,910,667 782,610 273,913 1,056,523
$5,000-$10,000 10,939,788 2,420,605 847,211 3,267,816
$10,000-$15,000 10,206,268 2,700,956 945,332 3,646,282
$15,000-$20,000 4,815,864 1,584,226 554,479 2,138,705
$20,000-$50,000 3,297,558 1,591,016 556,856 2,147,872
$50,000-$100,000 339,736 322,482 112,868 435,350
Over $100,000 75,715 165,839 58,043 223,882
Total for itemizers 32,669,067 9,567,734 3,348,702 12,916,430
Total for nonitemizers 1,510,000 503,333 2,013,333
Total individual giving 11,067,734 3,852,035 14,929,763

Assumption: It is assumed, with repeal of the tax write-off and enactment of the percentage contribution 
bonus, that all contributors will give at a level equal to their private costs under the tax write-off
aThe private cost of the contribution for each income group is assumed to be the same under the 
percentage- contribution bonus as under the tax write-off
bThe government subsidy directed by each income group is calculated by taking 35 per cent of the private 
cost of the contribution for that income group
cBased on data from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, 1970 Individual Tax Returns. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 120
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the same amounts. The contributions of every individual generate a 35 
percent bonus. The wealthy person who gives $30 of his own money will 
generate a bonus of $10.50 from the government. The flow to the char-
ity (private contributions plus government bonus) will be $40.50. The 
poorer person will give $86 of his own money and generate a $30 bonus 
from the government. The flow to the charity will be $116. Nonitemizers 
who gave $1.51 billion in 1970 will generate a 35 percent bonus resulting 
in a flow to charities of $2.01 billion. Likewise, the 35 percent bonus will 
increase (no one knows by how much) the contributions made by those 
outside the tax system.7

We have assumed that all individuals will reduce charitable contribu-
tions by the amount equal to the government subsidy now received under 
the tax write-off. This assumption is critical to our conclusions. Have we, 
then, loaded the dice in our favor? No, we have assumed the worst, for 
if the tax write-off has a 100 percent incentive effect on contributions, 
then the percentage contribution bonus must equal the largest amount 
produced by its competitor. Because repeal of the write-off might mean a 
decrease in charitable contributions of $3.3 billion in 1970, a contribution 
bonus of at least that amount should ensure that the total flow to chari-
tables will be maintained.

It should but it might not; despite assumptions that seem safe to us 
analysts, people do not always behave the way we think they will. Suppose 
some individuals give less than their private costs and the slack is not 
taken up by others; or, despite current evidence, presume that the tax 
write-off is substantially more than 100 percent effective; or, suppose 
the enactment of the percentage contribution totally “turns off” a num-
ber of large contributors who then give nothing to charity. For these 
expected contingencies and for others that might be unanticipated in 
transition from the tax write-off to the contribution bonus, it is advisable 
to increase the percentage bonus to, say, 38 percent. The government 
subsidy would be $3.6 billion, costing the government and the taxpayers 
$0.3 billion more, but also it would guarantee at least the same flow of 
contributions. This inducement adds a little more to the hedge against 
uncertainty.

Legitimacy is enhanced and pluralism broadened by the contribu-
tion bonus. Charitable tax loopholes are driven from the tax system and 
back-door spending now passes through the front. Reciprocity likewise is 
encouraged. The donor’s contribution is a clear expression of his philan-
thropic feeling for charity. The government subsidy is above board.
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But the contribution bonus has inherent problems with (1) adminis-
tration, and (2) constitutionality. The contribution bonus means higher 
administrative costs to government and the charitables. Although we 
cannot set forth a detailed administrative system, here is one possible 
approach: the donor would make contributions to selected charitables. 
Charities would report their total income to the government, and govern-
ment would issue quarterly checks containing the percentage-contribution 
bonus. Periodic audits, of course, would be made to verify the accuracy 
of the reports.

Government may be unable to get the new bonus to each charitable 
organization at the same time as the charity received its old private con-
tributions. But just as government makes quarterly appropriations to its 
agencies so that a steady flow of revenues can be maintained, the govern-
ment might pay out a proportion of its past bonus to each charitable in 
advance of calculations. Then, after charities submitted their totals and 
audits were made, the rest of the money could flow in.

Although this system decreases administrative costs to donors, because 
they no longer have to itemize deductions and attach receipts when filling 
income taxes, it increases such costs to government, which must process 
incoming certification forms, calculate the percentage bonus, periodically 
issue checks to the charitables, and monitor a selected number of donor- 
recipient transactions to ensure that abuses do not occur. But this cost 
will be reduced slightly because charitable deductions are eliminated when 
calculating taxable income. Charitables also will incur increased adminis-
trative expenses; additional form filling will be required to ensure receipt 
of the federal bonus.

The contribution bonus raises a perplexing constitutional obstacle—
the separation of church and state. No doubt, the form of a tax write-off 
is substantially different from a contribution bonus. But the write-off and 
the bonus have a significant and fundamental characteristic in common. 
Neither is initiated or directed by either state or the church. Instead, the 
bonus, like the write-off, can be triggered only by the donor. Bonus and 
write-off alike support the voluntary initiative taken by a charitable con-
tributor. No governmental discretion on who will receive how much is 
required. The U.S. Supreme Court decision to uphold federal grants to 
church-related colleges for construction, but to forbid any grant for con-
struction of facilities “to be used for sectarian instruction or as a place for 
religious worship”8 may not be as directly relevant here.9 For the facts in 
this decision indicate that the federal grant is initiated by the religious 
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institutions and administered by a government agency. In contrast, the 
contribution bonus is not a grant in the normal sense of the word, for 
power to initiate the gift lies not with the government, or with the church, 
but solely and exclusively with the charitable contributor. Church and 
state are separate. Or so we think, but no one can guarantee the courts will 
uphold our logic; the percentage-contribution bonus ought to be consid-
ered constitutional, but it may not happen.

Sliding Matching Grant

To date, the only matching-grant scheme put forward in the literature 
calls for government to match individual contributions in proportion to 
the percentage of income contributed.10 This proposal is similar to the 
contribution bonus in the problems it solves and the questions it raises. 
The sliding matching grant reduces inequity, enhances pluralism and legit-
imacy, and improves reciprocity. We will focus only on the most signifi-
cant component, which distinguishes this proposal from the contribution 
bonus.

The provision that the sliding matching grant would vary according 
to the proportion of income contributed demands that administration of 
the proposal be linked to the filing of income-tax returns. Contributions 
as a proportion of income must be calculated by the IRS. Therefore, the 
initiative (for declaring the contribution to generate a government grant) 
rests entirely with the contributor. But contributors have little incentive to 
report contributions to the IRS if they no longer receive direct personal 
benefits in the form of a tax write-off. As a result, not all contributions 
will be reported, not all matching grants will be made, and charitables are 
likely to be shortchanged.11

To overcome the problem of failure to report all contributions, the 
charitables conceivably could report to IRS the contributions received. 
But donors still would have to report contributions to the IRS through 
the tax system so that the government’s share could be calculated as a per-
centage of the proportion of income contributed. This approach appears 
to involve extremely high administrative costs and may be unworkable.

We also do not see why the proportion of the income devoted to char-
ity should occupy a special place of merit in governmental policy. Equity 
requires that each person be treated equally by the government, not that 
the government discriminate against those who, for whatever reason, con-
tribute a lower proportion of their income. If effort is to be the criterion, 
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much more would have to be known about each taxpayer than the govern-
ment could (or should) want to know.

Through our analysis of the four alternatives we have made some 
assumptions about the incentives each gives various classes of donors for 
increasing or decreasing contributions. At first blush the question may 
appear unworthy. Is anyone suggesting that altruism is infected with inter-
est? Precisely. Unless people have unlimited amounts to give, the dona-
tion must be based on how much those persons can afford as well as how 
much they would like to contribute. Had government not entered the 
game, givers would need to consult only their own capacities and con-
sciences. But once a government subsidy is available (tax write-offs have 
been around since 1917), any prudent person would consider how the 
government’s contribution affected his own.

How can we calculate this subtle consideration? It is a little like children 
asking what would you do if.… Without replaying the reel of history, it 
is not possible to know for certain how people in different income brack-
ets might have behaved if things had been different. Without trying vari-
ous alternatives in practice, no one can say for sure; we need analysis to 
improve our guesswork. One way to proceed is to ask how sensitive each 
alternative is to different assumptions about incentives for giving.

WhAt differenCe does A government suBsidy mAke? 
A sensitivity AnAlysis

Four separate studies of the incentive effects of the tax write-off upon 
charitable contributions have led to three separate conclusions: near zero, 
about half, and more than 100 percent. The substantial divergence in 
these estimates (using a Ouija board could hardly produce a wider spread) 
makes it difficult to draw precise conclusions about incentive effects. But 
precise conclusions may be unnecessary to choose among policy alter-
natives for supporting philanthropy. Our analysis reveals that it does 
not make much difference which incentive estimate is assumed for the 
percentage- contribution bonus, but it does make a difference for both the 
tax credit and the write-off.

Let us illustrate these conclusions by assessing the consequences of the 
percentage-contribution bonus and the tax credit, making assumptions 
about the incentive effects of the tax write-off. As shown in Table 14.4, 
a tax write-off costing the Treasury $3.4 billion resulted in total flows 
to charitables of $14.4 billion in 1970.12 If the incentive effect of the 
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write- off is 100 percent, then repeal of the write-off reduces contributions 
by the full $3.4 billion. Total flow will be $11.0 billion. If the contribution 
bonus is instituted, with the government share equal to the amount spent 
under the tax write-off, then the total flow is $11.0 billion plus $3.4 (the 
original $14.4 billion). If the incentive effect of the tax write-off is only 
50 percent, then repeal of the write-off reduces contributions by one-half 
of the subsidy ($1.7 billion) reducing total flow to $12.7 billion. To enact 
the contribution bonus would increase the flow by $3.4 billion (adding 
$3.4 to the new base of $12.7) and result in $16.1 billion going to phi-
lanthropy. If the tax write-off has no effect on contributions, then repeal 
would leave contributions unchanged at $14.4 billion. Enactment of the 
contribution bonus increases the flow by $3.4 billion to $17.8 billion.

Table 14.4 Repeal of the tax write-off with a 100 percent incentive effect and 
substitution of the percentage-contribution bonus with a 0 percent incentive effect 
maintain total flows to charitables

Policy alternatives Assumptions re incentive effects of government subsidy

Taussig 0% Schwartz 50% Feldstein 100%

Total flow to charitables

$ $ $

Tax write-off 14.4 14.4 14.4
Eliminate tax write-off of 
$3.4 billion

14.4 12.7 11.0

Institute percentage contribution bonus of $3.4 billion. Assume incentive effect to be:
0% 17.8 16.1 14.4
50% 19.5 17.8 16.1
100% 21.2 19.5 17.8
Institute tax credit of $3.4 billion. Assume incentive effect to be:
0% 14.4 12.7 11.0
50% 16.1 14.4 12.7
100% 17.8 16.1 14.4

Source. Total contribution data are for 1970. Total charitable flows are from Giving USA, 1974 Annual 
Report, a publication of the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc. The Government sub-
sidy is estimated from the Annual Report of the Secretary of Treasury on the State of Finances, for Fiscal Year 
Ending June 30, 1973. Washington, D.C.: U.S.  Government Printing Office, 1973. Appendix D, 
“Estimated contribution of selected items of tax preferences of individuals by adjusted gross income class, 
calendar year 1971,” pp. 349–354
aAlthough the government subsidy in the form of a tax write-off is estimated to be $3.325 billion in 1970, 
we have rounded it to $3.4 billion for ease in computation. The rounding in no way affects our 
conclusions
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What about the tax credit? Table 14.4 shows that if the tax write-off 
has no incentive effect, then its repeal and substitution of a tax credit 
(also with a zero-incentive effect) leaves the flow unchanged at $14.4 
billion. For each of these three assumptions we have assumed also that 
the bonus has no incentive effects of its own. If the bonus does induce 
additional giving, then repeal of the tax write-off and enactment of the 
bonus results in increased contributions. Therefore, we conclude—for all 
reasonable assumptions about the incentive effects of the tax write-off and 
percentage- contribution bonus—that substituting the bonus for the tax 
write-off will mean the same or greater total flow to charitables.

As for the tax write-off itself, its desirability is extremely sensitive to the 
presumed incentive effect. For if the incentive really is near zero, many 
other advantages, such as low administrative expenses, become meaning-
less. Obviously the choice among alternatives should be decided by con-
sidering not one but many criteria.

Although a single fatal defect might be decisive, it is most likely that 
each of our patients suffers from several minor and major maladies. Our 
task is not to provide a cure-all but to determine the disease with which 
we are prepared to live.

hoW muCh of WhiCh ProBlems Are We PrePAred 
to live With? An AnAlysis of CriteriA

No alternative can be all things to all people.13 There are trade-offs on the 
criteria both among the groups who supply charity (the donors, the chari-
tables, and the government) and within them. To analyze these trade-offs 
and their implications for selecting among alternatives, it is useful to start 
with what each group most desires. Meeting all the desires of one group 
will affect how well the desires of other groups can be met.

Perspectives: Donors, Charitables, Government

The donor wants public support for charity to be equitable, pluralistic, 
and encourage reciprocity. If these criteria for the donor are to be met, 
then the government must abandon the tax system as its means of sup-
porting charity. Neither a tax write-off nor a tax credit is satisfactory. 
Donor equity, pluralism, and reciprocity are ensured if tax expenditures 
are replaced by budget expenditures in the form of a contribution bonus. 
Government legitimacy is enhanced. Because the bonus is directed to 
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charitable organizations rather than to donors, government cares little 
about allocative efficiency—the incentive effect of its subsidy. The criti-
cal test of efficiency is administrative—the amount of the administrative 
costs that are sure to rise, with the exact level unknown. Because govern-
ment subsidizes charity through a budget expenditure, we see increased 
government controllability in determining how much of its money should 
go to charity. Because government has greater leverage over the size of 
its subsidy, all interests of the charitables cannot be met. Although total 
flow to the charitables is maintained at current levels or perhaps higher, its 
distribution among charitable organizations is altered. Government con-
trollability conflicts with charitable predictability.

What about the outlook for the charitable agencies and for donors? If 
high flows with high predictability and unaltered distribution are main-
tained among charitable organizations, then donors suffer in reduced 
equity, pluralism, and reciprocity. The tax write-off means benefits for the 
charitables, but levies costs on donors. For the government, legitimacy 
may be low, but so too are administrative costs.

What about the governmental perspective? Suppose government wants 
to be legitimate and efficient, and control the size of its subsidy. Is this 
possible? No. To be legitimate, government can adopt the contribution 
bonus that ensures controllability but reduces administrative efficiency. 
To be administratively efficient, government can adopt the tax credit but 
legitimacy and controllability suffer. In contrast to donors and charitables, 
no alternative gives government all it wants (Table 14.5).

 Trade-Offs
Let us examine how the sacrifice of one government yardstick affects other 
government criteria as well as the interests of charitable organizations and 
donors. We will start by sacrificing controllability. If government wants 
to control the size of its subsidy to charity, then the contribution bonus 
should be instituted. If control is sacrificed, a tax credit can be instituted 
(which still means back-door tax expenditures), but unlike the tax write- 
off, the size of the subsidy can be regulated by changing the percentage 
rate of reimbursement. Sacrifice in control, however, affects legitimacy 
and efficiency; government cannot be legitimate, for the tax system con-
ceals government expenditure and excludes nonitemizers and nonfilers 
from tax benefits; negative effects on donors and charitables, moreover, 
are substantial. Although there is equity for itemizers in the tax system, 
pluralism is narrow, excluding nonfilers and nonitemizers. For charitables, 
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total flows are likely to be reduced and their predictability decreased. For 
donors, the system is inequitable and lacking in pluralism and reciprocity. 
For charitables, the flows are predictable and high, but perhaps not as high 
as they could be.

If government decides to give up its legitimacy the effects are similar 
to sacrifices in controllability. Small sacrifices in legitimacy result in a tax 
credit that, for charitables, reduces flows and certainty and provides equity 
only to tax itemizers. Large sacrifices in legitimacy result in a tax write- 
off, which provides predictable and high (although not the highest) flows 
to charitables, and penalizes donors with inequity, narrow pluralism, and 
little reciprocity.

And if government decides to sacrifice its efficiency by increasing 
administrative costs by instituting a contribution bonus? Legitimacy and 
controllability can be maintained at high levels. Spending on charity by 
back-door tax expenditures is eliminated and government has greater 
control over its charitable subsidy. The effects on donors are beneficial 
because the bonus means an equitable and pluralistic system and enhanced 
reciprocity. Charitables maintain high flows, increased perhaps with expe-
rience, although predictability of the flow is reduced and distribution 
among charitables is altered. On balance, the contribution bonus, though 
calling for sacrifice in administrative efficiency for government, is the pre-
ferred public means for supporting private charity.

But is it feasible? Feasibility should not preempt desirability. Feasibility 
should be used to guide reason in the choice of means to desired ends or of 
ends as closely related to the desirable as possible under the circumstances.

PolitiCAl feAsiBility

Feasibility depends on fact: who will be helped or harmed by alternative 
policies? The tax write-off favors the rich over the poor and moderate 
income groups. The tax credit takes from the rich to extend equity to 
those with moderate income but not to the poor. The bonus favors the 
poor and nearly poor, leaves the middle income people even, and penalizes 
the rich. Charitables would be best off under a high-contribution bonus, 
next best off under the current tax write-off, and worst off under a tax 
credit. Governmental control of charitable contributions and the legiti-
macy of governmental processes works best with a contribution bonus, 
next best with the tax credit (under which it could at least set the rate), 
and worst with the write-off.

 14 A TAX BY ANY OTHER NAME
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The political feasibility of the four alternatives depends on future 
events—strength of partisan forces, proclivities of presidents, rise and fall 
of inflation, importance of tax reform, mood of congressional budget 
committees, and much more—which no one is in a position to predict. 
But it is possible, in a general way, to lay out the main lines of future 
development that would affect government’s role in assisting charitable 
contributions. We shall, therefore, specify three main constructs in which 
the impetus for tax and budget reform that relate to charitable contribu-
tions are least and most likely. Then we shall try to assess which of the four 
proposals would do best under each of those conditions.

It may be that the present impetus for reform will prove overwhelm-
ing. Growing disenchantment with the tax system may make all sorts of 
income deductions (“loopholes”) suspect. Though charitable deductions 
may be the least venal, they yet may be caught up in a wave of whole-
sale change. The combination of unemployment and inflation, as well, 
may lead government to rationalize tax and spending activities by seek-
ing clearer separation and greater control over each of them. The new 
congressional budget committees are institutions with a collective stake 
in seeing to it that a tax is a tax and an expenditure is an expenditure, and 
that they help determine what the difference will be. Under these circum-
stances, the precise nature of governmental contributions to charity would 
be up for grabs and the preferences of charitables might be buried under 
an avalanche of reform.

There may be reform, but moderate and mixed. The tax system, with 
its progressive base overburdened with numerous exceptions, may be kept 
but intensified. Resistance to sweeping away all deductions may be so 
great that the attack is selective rather than comprehensive. There may 
be a far more progressive income tax with fewer deductions on income, 
or at least different kinds of deductions. The more progressive the tax, to 
be sure, the less each higher-income person actually pays toward his con-
tribution to the national treasury, and the greater the disparities between 
subsidies given various income groups in the population. Incentives would 
be increased for wealthier individuals and decreased for those who would 
no longer pay taxes, or would pay only small amounts.

Perhaps the present tax system will remain essentially unchanged. 
Today’s economic uncertainty may make various interests fight all the 
harder for the privileges they have. It may be not so much that the present 
system is considered desirable as that it is hard to find alternatives on which 
people and politicians can agree that would maintain the equilibrium. 

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY 
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Undoubtedly there would be sharp attacks on some practices and attempts 
to modify particular ones—as has happened about every four to five years, 
for charity—but the result would not look very different.

If we were asked to make educated guesses about these three states of 
affairs, we would consider holding to the current system as least likely, with 
radical reform (through a flat-rate tax with elimination of deductions) as 
slightly more likely, and a mixed picture with emphasis on steeper tax rates 
(as well as selective attacks on various, but not all, deductions) as most likely. 
Objections to the present system are so strong, we believe, that it is only 
a matter of time before the system is subjected to substantial change. The 
question for those in charitable fields is how to accommodate that change.

Other people’s assessment may differ from ours. A few may feel that 
radical change is just around the corner. If those persons turn out to be 
right, then charitables would be more strongly advised in their own interest 
to advocate an equitable mechanism, such as the percentage- contribution 
bonus, which would let charities prosper in this new era.

An alternative assessment, always worth considering because it is always 
plausible, is that the future will bear a remarkable resemblance to the pres-
ent. Tax rates, after all, have gone down, not up in recent years. And it is 
anybody’s guess whether loopholes are larger or smaller than they used to 
be. Why then should not the same forces that have lessened the severity of 
a nominally progressive income tax operate in the future—talk of progres-
sivism and practice of exceptionalism. But where would this projection of 
the present into the future leave our charitables? Safety first would suggest 
going along with the write-off: inequality in return for security. We think 
charitables would be better off now in trying to combine social equity with 
financial opportunity. If the future is to be like the present, charitables 
interested in maximizing their resources still would be best off with the 
percentage-contribution bonus.

The distribution of income to charitables is shifted by eliminating the 
write-off and instituting the contribution bonus. On one hand, the effect of 
this shift is not as substantial as a first glance might suggest. Under reason-
able assumptions, philanthropic support to higher education in 1970 would 
have been reduced by about $136 million (9 percent), from $1.53 billion to 
about $1.39 billion.14 By raising the government bonus a couple of percent-
age points and by actively pursuing the broader base of potential contribu-
tors (about 71 million tax filers below the 40 percent tax bracket), the $136 
million could be made up and higher education could be kept whole.

Elite institutions, which depend on big contributions for a very large 
part of their income, have reason to worry about the contribution bonus. 
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Just as there are no free lunches, there is no painless way to deprive people 
of things they never should have had. No one, given a choice today, would 
choose deliberately (or would publicly defend) subsidizing the rich a lot 
and the poor a little or not at all. But the beneficiaries have gotten used to 
being benefited. Our “inequity” is their “security.” The problem, then, is 
how to move them from a position they know to be bad to one we believe 
to be better without threatening their future. That is why we recommend 
a “buyout” of the affected interests to permit a voluntary transfer from an 
unjust and illegitimate method, the income-tax write-off, to a just and legiti-
mate one, the donor-directed automatic percentage-contribution bonus. In 
effect, by insuring potential losers against loss, by giving them time to see if, 
in fact, they might not actually do better for themselves, we might facilitate 
an integrative solution. virtue would become, at long last, its own reward.

It may be that our ideas as to what is desirable have affected our judg-
ment as to what is feasible. Were a method for securing governmental 
support of charity being designed today, however, we do not believe 
that anyone would even consider the tax write-off. The choice would be 
between a tax credit and a contribution bonus, the former being easier 
to administer, the latter being more equitable. If government also had 
a negative income tax, so that everyone was covered by the system, tax 
credits would become much more desirable.

But we all live in a world we never made and must proceed from where 
we are rather than from where we would like to be. Even so, nothing 
appears in the percentage-contribution bonus to raise unmanageable 
political obstacles, whereas there is a great deal in the system that should 
call forth protest.

To get charitables to prefer the contribution bonus as the best of all 
feasible alternatives, it would be helpful to test its constitutionality and 
its effects on administrative costs. What would such a test look like? How 
can we experiment while leaving open the option to disregard the bonus 
should it be unconstitutional or ill designed to serve the requirements of 
charitables?

testing the PerCentAge-ContriBution Bonus

Any test must run the gauntlet between the rigors of scientific inquiry and 
the realities of institutions. The test must be designed to tell us what we 
need to know, but not to upset institutional processes; if so, the test no 
longer covers what we don’t know but only demonstrates what we want 
to prove.

TESTING THE PERCENTAGE-CONTRIBUTION BONUS 
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The most effective way for the government to test the contribu-
tion bonus is to try it on a small scale, while leaving the tax write-off 
untouched. An amount of anywhere from $0.5 billion to $2.0 billion 
could be appropriated for each of three years. This fixed sum, directed 
by the contributions of private individuals, would go to charitables as a 
bonus, each charitable getting a share of the bonus depending upon the 
amount of private contributions it received—the more private contribu-
tions, the greater the bonus for that charity.

This experiment would allow the constitutionality of the bonus to 
be tested in the courts. If the bonus is deemed unconstitutional, the 
test could be dropped with the tax write-off remaining operative and 
undisturbed. If the bonus is deemed constitutional, then administra-
tive costs for government to implement the percentage-contribution 
bonus could be determined accurately in a real-world setting. But 
the proposed test certainly will lead to inequities over the three-year 
period. Some contributors will have control over two bonuses—the 
tax write-off plus a percentage bonus allotted to their favorite charity. 
Other contributors (nonitemizers and nonfilers) will control only the 
percentage bonus.

But this three-year transitional inequity is the price that must be paid for 
more lasting equity among charitable contributors. Any test that attempts 
to apply the contribution bonus only to a particular group—nonitemizers, 
nonfilers, or both—suffers four severe problems. First, the results of the 
test for determining administrative costs would be applicable only to that 
group of contributors. We would remain uninformed about the admin-
istrative costs that would result from contributions by those now taking 
the tax write-off. Second, the cost of separating people who could direct 
the contribution bonus to charitables from those who could not would 
be prohibitive. Charitables would have to maintain separate lists of dona-
tions according to whether or not contributors used the write-off. Third, 
constitutionality would be in greater jeopardy precisely because particular 
groups had been singled out for special treatment. Fourth, and last, the 
validity of this experiment would be questioned on the grounds that it was 
not applied to everyone the way the percentage contribution bonus would 
be “in real life.”

We think the percentage-contribution bonus is good enough now to 
become the vehicle for governmental support of charity. If others disagree, 
however, they can support a small-scale, time-bound test that should help 
all of us go from where we are to where we ought to be.
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lion/$9.6 billion).
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 9. Boris I. Bittker, “Charitable Contributions: Tax Deductions or Matching 

Grants?” Tax Law Review, vol. 28, No. 37 (1972).
 10. Paul R.  McDaniel, op.  cit. The percentage of the federal match ranges 

from 5 percent for persons giving 2 percent of their incomes to charity to 
50 percent for those giving more than 10 percent.

 11. The necessity of a personal incentive to ensure that contributions are 
reported should not be underestimated. Even with the tax write-off, in 
which personal gains from reporting can be realized, it is unlikely that all 
possible contributions are itemized. Some people just forget. Certainly the 
Bank of America appears to recognize this: they have introduced personal 
checks with a tax-deduction reminder that allows the individual to check 
off the appropriate deduction on the front of the check.

 12. As previously indicated, the actual cost to the Treasury was $3,325 billion, 
but for ease in calculation we have rounded ahead to $3.4 billion. This 
rounding in no way affects our conclusions.

 13. A special word about the sliding matching grant. Table 14.5 provides a 
comparison of the sliding matching grant and the contribution bonus. On 
all criteria for each of the three groups, the sliding matching grant per-
forms at the same level as or at a lower level than the bonus. Under the 
sliding matching grant, donors are worse off in equity, pluralism, and reci-
procity; charitables may have smaller total flows, government legitimacy is 
less, and its efficiency is reduced because of higher administrative costs. 
Because the sliding matching grant is constantly outperformed by the con-
tribution bonus, it will be excluded from further analysis.

 14. In 1970, higher education received about $1.53 billion in contributions. 
Julian Levi and Sheldon Steinbach, Patterns of Giving to Higher Education, 
1970–1971 (Washington, DC: American Council on Education). The con-
tribution bonus affects only about $434 million, that portion which is 
given by individuals in the form of cash. About 75 percent of the individual 
cash donations ($326 million) came from wealthy contributors (over the 
38 percent tax bracket) and the remaining 25 percent ($108 million) from 
the middle- and lower-income groups. If about 60 percent of the flow 
from the wealthy is a tax subsidy then their private costs are $130 million 
($326 × 40%) and for the middle- and lower-income group, if about 20 
percent is a tax subsidy, then their private costs are about $86 million 
($108 × 80%). Each dollar contributed gets a 38 percent bonus, hence the 
flow of cash contributions to higher education from the wealthy is $179 
million ($130 + ($130 × 38%)) and from the middle income group $119 
million ($86  +  38%)). Total flow of cash contributions is $298 million 
($179 + $119). The cash reduction to higher education is about $136 mil-
lion ($434—$298) and therefore the overall reduction in revenues is about 
9 percent ($136/$1,530 × 100%).
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CHAPTER 15

Distribution of Urban Services

Are policy analysts “hired guns”? Do they sell themselves to the highest 
bidder, and recommend whatever their clients desire? By the very nature 
of the craft, this task actually is not easy to do. Analysts, when asked to 
help solve a problem, are likely to reformulate it: this problem cannot be 
solved within our limitations, but here is one like it that we can do some-
thing about. By altering the means, the ends are altered, whether that is 
acknowledged or not.

The client may insist on a specific solution, which a heroic analyst 
believes to be wrong: “Don’t do it,” this analyst will insist. Suppose, how-
ever, that other analysts do identify with the interests of their clientele, or 
that analysts believe that carrying out orders in the present will lead to 
good results in the future. Or suppose our analysts have families and can-
not afford to be unemployed; nobody ever said life was easy.

In practice, analysts as experts are more likely to follow their own values 
than to have preferences imposed upon them. For one thing, analysts—
usually familiar with the tendencies of clients—as often as not choose to 
go where values seem compatible. For another, clients often are in doubt 
about which policies will serve their purposes. One reason why clients may 
want analysis is to find out how to connect opportunities with interests.

The more productive question for us, therefore, is not how innocent 
analysts can be corrupted, but how their own values enter into the mak-
ing of policy. Now, the difficulties the public policy is to alleviate can be 
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found somewhere out there in society. People experience distress, which 
is a subjective state of individual citizens, reflecting an implied contrast 
between experienced reality and expectations. These difficulties usually 
are not defined by analysts but experienced by people, and, if the political 
system works well, communicated to politicians. In a democracy, citizens 
and not analysts define individual difficulties.

When difficulties are confronted by potential solutions, however, the 
connections between individual experience and social action become 
problematic. What is or is not a problem depends on whether it is pos-
sible to forge a link between the difficulty and the instruments available 
for overcoming it. Ideology enters. For actions to be considered appro-
priate depends both on whether those deeds are technically possible and 
seen as desirable. Plague indeed is a difficulty, but it is not a problem for 
public policy unless there are known ways of attacking it. The inequitable 
distribution of income is a problem only if government is able to alter it 
and if it is considered permissible for government to make the attempt. 
Deciding, then, whether a problem is or is not considered one of public 
policy involves not only public reaction to events but also conflict about 
the propriety of the government’s stepping in.

Many of the most important decisions are not so much made as 
recorded. They are not so much individual decisions as systemic results. 
The results of individual choices may be added up but that is not the same 
as directly doing what is desired. Making something that had heretofore 
been a resultant, a cumulative consequence of social interaction, into a 
matter of conscious social choice is a major undertaking. Up till now, 
the difference between federal taxes imposed on citizens in various states 
and the federal expenditures made there has been a resultant. Either this 
disparity has been ignored or it has been treated as the mere addition of 
amounts due to population movement (old people moving to Florida to 
collect social security), or climate (aerospace engineers liking California), 
or efficiency (consolidation of services in Georgia), and so on. Now, how-
ever, senators from the Northeast and Midwest have begun to coalesce 
around the question of regional distribution, converting a former resul-
tant into conscious choice. If problem finding is part of problem solution, 
as I have argued, analysts, at least part of the time, are in the business of 
creating the problems to which they then will propose solutions. Criteria 
can create problems. Applying yardsticks such as equity or efficiency or 
equality of opportunity to government programs may point up dispari-
ties between the actual and the desirable, for which remedies may then 
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be proposed. Whether or not citizens or officials previously recognized 
these disparities, the gaps between actual and possible may then become 
problems for which solutions are sought.

The act of analysis—asking not only how things work now but how 
they might work better (according to criteria supplied by the analyst as 
well as the client) in the future—is one of creating problems as well as 
solving them. True enough, about some problems citizens’ or officials’ 
knowledge is so sharp that it remains only to apply clear and consistent 
criteria to dependable data, but naturally these are not the most important 
or interesting examples. For reasons that will become evident—contradic-
tions among goals, fuzziness in formulating and applying criteria, doubts 
about relevance of data—analysts often become finders of their own prob-
lems, as well as solvers of other people’s problems.

There is a difference between problems as presented, and as transmuted 
through the search for answers. My colleagues and I in the Oakland 
Project (I hereby introduce our illustrative analyses) did try to provide 
solutions for problems in libraries, education, and streets, about which 
Oakland officials were aware.1 We did try to supply mechanisms through 
which the cost of circulating books could be decreased, the school budget 
increased, and street repair improved. In this attempt, however, we had to 
grapple with causes—unresponsive professional personnel in libraries, the 
unfortunate interaction of rules on external spending with internal school 
administration, unintended deprivation of older and poorer areas in street 
repair—causes with consequences that inexorably came to matter to us. 
Our use of different criteria, or our new approach to applying standards, 
or the different weights we gave to criteria all became part of the problem, 
because we were enmeshed in the solutions.

Consider government as a decision-making mechanism. The decisions 
produce outputs. Officials dispense these outputs to citizens and we define 
the activity as a distribution of outputs, and the pattern of distribution as 
allocation of resources. When anyone evaluates this distribution or pat-
tern, we refer to outcomes. To inquire about an outcome’s effect is to ask 
how the lives of individual citizens will be altered by governmental action 
in the future.

We concentrate here on the government’s distribution of goods and 
services to the citizens of Oakland, California. We wanted to find out how 
such agencies as schools, libraries, and streets allocate their outputs among 
groups in the city, and what made any agency allocate its outputs in a 
particular way. We asked how the distribution of agency outputs produced 
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outcomes that affect different kinds of people, and how to alter those 
outputs so as to change those outcomes. But before doing so we had to 
distinguish among decisions, outputs, outcomes, and influences of public 
organizations.

Decisions are choices among alternative courses of action. Who made 
a decision, and how? We can try to understand why one choice was made 
and others were not, by focusing on officials who made decisions and the 
procedures that bring about their choices. Or we may shift from decision 
to outputs—from organizational choice to organizational production. The 
question then is: what do particular choices lead an organization to produce?

This interest leads naturally to identifying outputs, that is, goods and 
services that the organization produces: the number of books available or 
taken out, students who graduate with high school degrees, miles of city 
streets resurfaced. Outputs, then, are the way to classify goods and services 
supplied by a public agency and received by (or directed at) the public. 
Thus one can be reasonably objective about outputs. People may disagree 
about which outputs are important, but agreement should be general on 
what an output is, how it is measured, and what the quantities are (within 
a reasonable margin of error).

But our investigation will go further, to the uncharted territory of out-
comes, and focus instead on the citizen-consumers of goods and services.

Our evaluation of outcomes includes a subjective element because 
human preferences are involved. We are the evaluators, studying the dis-
tribution of outputs precisely in order to make normative judgments. 
Should outputs be distributed in other ways or in different proportions? 
Are consequences of these outputs good (or bad) for various people dif-
ferently situated? Should people who are worse off be made better off? 
The appearance of “should” signals going beyond “facts” into “values.” 
We will make our criteria for judgment as clear and explicit as possible, and 
argue for them as persuasively as we know how, but there is (and must be) 
plenty of room for disagreement; other yardsticks might result in different 
valuations. Or the applicability of several criteria to the same distribution 
of outputs might lead to varying appraisals of how the combined conse-
quences of using these criteria should be evaluated.

We want to explain outcomes by their most immediate causes, at least 
partly because the more remote the causes, the harder they are to dis-
entangle. Our other main interest is to suggest how outcomes might be 
altered. Organizational change demands that active participants be able 
to manipulate variables they can control. The variables should be on hand 
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and available in the present. For the same reason, we recognize (but find 
irrelevant) causal factors beyond anyone’s immediate control, or too 
“lumpy” or highly aggregated for anyone to manipulate. The idea is to 
make the study of outcomes relevant to potential change in public policy.

We will focus on four questions: What are the patterns of resource dis-
tribution? Why do agencies distribute resources as they do? By what crite-
ria are agencies to be judged? How might outcomes be altered?

Patterns of resource Distribution

There is an adage that the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, but in 
our work we found a pattern of distribution that favored both extremes. 
Some mechanisms were biased toward the rich; others favored the poor. 
We discovered no examples of mechanisms that benefit the middle.

The distribution of outputs follows a pattern that lends itself to graphic 
display. The three graphs in Fig. 15.1 demonstrate.

Benefits (teachers per student, dollars of street-repaving funds per 
neighborhood, books per student) are placed on the vertical axis, and 
income class or percentage white (of the school or neighborhood or 
library-area residents) are placed on the horizontal axis.

Some output distributions benefit mostly the rich—the J shape of (a); 
some benefit primarily the poor—the L shape of (b); and some benefit both 
the rich and the poor but not the people between—the U shape of (c).

With specific reference to schools, in 1969 and 1970 the observed 
distribution of salary dollars versus neighborhood income level had a U 
shape. Upper-income, predominantly white schools enjoyed a relatively 
high level of salary dollar per student. Class sizes in these schools were 
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Fig. 15.1 Alternative distributions of benefits by income class
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average, but in experience and degrees the faculty were substantially 
above average. Their high qualifications resulted in high average salaries. 
Low-income schools also receive a high level of salary dollars per stu-
dent. Teachers there had relatively little experience and degree attain-
ment, which brought relatively low salaries. But the low salaries were 
out-weighed by small class sizes provided through compensatory pro-
grams. Schools between these two extremes—those neither rich enough 
to attract teachers with long experience nor poor enough to qualify for 
compensatory programs—had to make do with relatively few salary dol-
lars per student.

In 1970 and 1971 a new policy on allocating Oakland’s teachers equal-
ized salary dollars per student in all schools before compensatory resources 
were considered. When compensatory personnel were added, the distribu-
tion had an L shape: high salary dollars per student in the poorest schools; 
lower, but equal salary dollars per student in all other schools.

In searching out the allocation procedures of the street department, 
again we asked: do upper-income neighborhoods receive more resources 
than lower-income neighborhoods? Second: how does the allocation 
between neighborhood streets compare with the select street system of 
major arterial highways?

Both construction and resurfacing disbursements were analyzed. Two- 
thirds of Oakland’s street mileage were classified local (not select), but 
between 1960 and 1971 these received only 6 percent of improvement 
expenditures. Why? Because much of the money for reconstructing streets 
comes from the state’s apportionment of gasoline-tax revenues, which are 
earmarked for select streets. Besides, the professional standards of street- 
department engineers favor such allocation. Hence the rich hill areas 
received new construction money because the land was under develop-
ment, and some poor areas received federal money through urban-renewal 
projects. Result: very little money for the rest of the city, and a U-shaped 
distribution curve.

The investigation into library procedures resembled the inquiry into 
schools: poor versus wealthy receipt of resources. And, peculiar to the 
library system: do branch libraries get more or less in resources than the 
central library?

We concluded that the library left all users worse off. Also, casual read-
ers were disadvantaged compared with users of specialized collections; 
branch users in poor neighborhoods fared worst of all.
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Compared with other large California cities, Oakland spent a relatively 
high proportion of its library budget on personnel, relatively little on 
acquisition of new books. In fact, after the initial work on the study was 
completed, a new head librarian began reallocating budget money toward 
books and away from overly-professionalized staffing.

The library formerly had allocated new acquisition funds by circula-
tion. Upper-income branch libraries carried books their clients liked to 
read, hence high circulation and share of funding. It was the opposite for 
lower-income branches, which did not stock black-history books and civil- 
service exam manuals; hence low usage and low funding.

Indeed, the outlook of the staff itself promoted this pattern of resources. 
Library personnel felt their purpose was to serve the walker-in, not to pro-
mote service (“huckstering”), even less to reach out to the potential user. 
The resulting distribution had a J shape, favoring the well-to-do, especially 
the scholarly.

three Patterns: the More, the More; 
coMPensation; anD resultants

Three patterns of outputs became particularly noticeable. One of them 
David Riesman calls “the more, the more.” New library acquisition funds 
go to those who already read. Roads go only where the cars already travel. 
Experienced teachers transfer to the well-to-do schools. It is as the scrip-
tures say: “For to every one who has will more be given, and he will have 
abundance; but from him who has not even what he has will be taken 
away” (Matt. 25:29).

A second, opposite pattern is compensation. The poorest schools 
receive extra resources from the state and federal governments. Streets in 
the poorest neighborhoods are repaved as part of an urban-renewal proj-
ect. A Chicano neighborhood, Fruitvale, gets funds for its own Spanish- 
language library.

A third pattern we shall call resultants, patterns that no one intends. We 
may like some of the patterns we see. We may dislike others. But many of 
these patterns do not represent conscious policy choices. They result from 
a multitude of influences that interact in unforeseen ways: bureaucrats 
pursuing their own immediate objectives, federal and state legislators pass-
ing special programs, local agencies chronically short of money; the list is 
endless. Even where straightforward discrimination is seen there often are 
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no villains, just a number of professionals, administering other people’s 
intentions along with their own, and unaware of the consequences of 
these professional actions. To examine the issue of discrimination, let us 
look again at the street engineers.

The broader social implications of emphasizing construction of major 
streets were beyond the engineers’ competence. Street personnel did not 
object to neighborhood improvements; they just did not think it was as 
important as moving traffic through. So far as we can tell, the engineers 
did not consciously discriminate. If they turned down repair of streets in 
ghetto areas, they objected also to providing “frills” for Broadway mer-
chants that did not also enhance the flow of traffic. Traffic circulation was 
the master for Oakland’s street engineers and they served it well.

How can we explain the apparent discrimination in favor of richer 
dwellers in the hill areas? Hill dwellers were in a better position to benefit 
from the major streets favored by the street department. They got more of 
the limited paving funds, partly because they were better at making phone 
calls, partly because the street department let the utilities influence paving 
decisions. Individual procedures all were neutral; only the outcome was 
discriminatory.

The poor are not alone as objects of discrimination. How might one 
explain to the nearly poor or working-class parent that his children are the 
worst off in resources devoted to education? No one intends to disadvan-
tage these children but it happens anyway. Children from upper-income 
families get experienced teachers, and parents supplement the schools’ 
supply budget. The very poorest students receive substantial compensa-
tory inputs from federal programs especially designated for that purpose. 
When the state required these funds to be concentrated, with each child 
receiving $300 of additional resources, the motivation was understand-
able. The state did not want compensatory funds dissipated by giving just 
a little more to each poor student. But the overall shortage of funds meant 
the district had to reduce the number of students in the program. Those 
who were needy, but not the most needy, were hurt. Restrictions on out-
side funds are responsible for pure anomalies. Suppose an Oakland citizen 
learned that the school district was increasing the length of kindergarten 
sessions and proposing to decrease the high school day. Suppose that per-
son learned that the district was reducing maintenance expenditures in 
regular schools and simultaneously planning an elaborate rehabilitation 
of two dropout-prevention schools. In each situation, our citizen might 
reasonably conclude that these decisions represented preferences of school 
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administrators: that an increment of time spent in kindergarten was worth 
more than the extra high school period, that dropout-prevention schools 
were in more need of repair than other schools.

Nothing of the sort would be true. The school department wanted 
resources to distribute; the state gave a bonus for increasing the kindergar-
ten day and provided a restricted tax to fund dropout-prevention schools. 
Reduction of the high school day and cutting down general maintenance 
gave the district badly needed money for other purposes. Naturally, a deci-
sion once made must be defended at least partially on substantive merits. 
The original confusion is compounded by efforts to rationalize a decision, 
made to maximize income, by arguments about desirable educational pol-
icy that belong to an entirely different realm.

It would be nice to say that if these patterns do not reflect local prefer-
ences, at least they do include state and federal preferences. Yet we know 
that often they do not. Outside money (for agencies that can obtain it) 
comes from various sources. Each source dates from a different era and 
has different rules attached. The original motivation behind any individ-
ual program is easy to understand. The federal government or the state 
legislature wants to specify a result—to emphasize arterial highways, to 
lengthen the kindergarten day. By making incentives sufficiently advan-
tageous, or penalties sufficiently onerous, governments can and do get 
their way; passionate beliefs of the moment pass into legislation. But each 
program interacts with others and conditions change. The result here is 
that the seventh- and eighth-grade tax financed high expenditures for two 
grades in a time of financial crisis for the rest of the system; and that 
restricted gas-tax revenues expanded major arterial streets in an era of 
interest in ecology and mass transit.

an exPlanation

Our analysis of these patterns starts with the names we have given them—
compensations, resultants, the more, the more—but to complete the 
explanation we must observe the government official. Our bureaucrat, like 
all of us, watches over his own welfare, and views his agency’s policies as 
affecting that welfare. This official is interested in agency clients primarily 
as those clients affect the agency and, through the agency, his own welfare. 
Our bureaucrat cares about his profession, another aspect of the outside 
environment, as a source of guidance for internal conduct and as a means 
of furthering his mobility, thus increasing his welfare. Other people may 
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be directly connected with distribution of an agency’s resources in the 
city; not so our bureaucrat, to whom the shape of the resource distribu-
tion is a by-product of pursuing personal objectives.

What are this bureaucrat’s goals? He wants to serve the public during 
a secure career free from a lot of personal conflict. This official expects a 
stable, perhaps advancing income for the foreseeable future and personal 
gratification for meeting public needs. Our bureaucrat’s personal goals 
cannot be reconciled unless the organization is stable. If not, neither the 
economic nor the psychic income of this individual is likely to increase; 
actually, one may have to be sacrified to the other. The bureaucrat’s 
professional values link his own income with service to the citizen. Our 
bureaucratic everyman does good by acting professionally, is rewarded 
by promotion, and receives a portion of the surplus the organization has 
accumulated.

The bureaucrat must make some sense of his organizational environ-
ment, which exists to absorb, process, and reduce data to manageable 
form. Yet this official often must act without theory specifying relation-
ships between inputs and outputs or criteria informing him of what is rel-
evant. Our bureaucrat deals with this uncertainty by vastly oversimplifying 
his view of the environment, and by devising operational procedures that 
greatly decrease the need for information. This bureaucrat accordingly will 
limit the agency’s actions to clients who present actual demands—a small 
portion of its potential clients.

Our bureaucrat, then, loath to stimulate his environment, will try to 
keep his relationships with it as quiet and as stable as possible. He will 
rely upon what we will call Adam Smith rules: when a customer makes 
a “request,” take care of that client in a professional manner; otherwise, 
leave him alone. We place the word “request” in quotes because we use 
it in the sense that high book circulation is a request to libraries, and 
heavy traffic, a request to the street department. Adam Smith rules do not 
require our bureaucrat to have more contact with the public than neces-
sary to advance objectives. Together with professional standards, Smithian 
rules also serve the organizational imperative to simplify decision-making 
and reduce uncertainty.

Now, organizations might seek to shape their environments—bureau-
crats long have been accused of being empire builders. But the desired 
growth must be clearly understood. Is it growth that will increase the 
resources of the organization in step with the demands placed on it? That 
is good. Or does growth increase clients and services without providing 
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corresponding resources? That is bad. Advancement within an expanded 
organization must not be pursued at the risk of collective impoverishment 
from which all members will lose.

The agencies we describe are not notably heroic. Bureaucrats often are 
shrinking violets who prefer to adjust to conflict with the environment.2 
Why should they struggle? Their appropriations do not, in general, depend 
upon the number of people they serve. Even though a bureaucrat wants 
his agency to grow, he does not see increasing his clientele as a means to 
that end. Hence that official has no particular incentive to drum up more 
business. At any rate, the more people agencies service, the more it costs 
to provide that service, and the more professional quality is threatened, 
the more undesirable it is to take on more customers.

Professional standards have the additional advantage of appearing to be 
fair. Hiring qualified librarians, moving traffic, and setting equal class sizes 
all seem reasonable and appropriate. Such criteria orient professionals to 
apparently worthy goals (quality libraries and safe roads) within their com-
petence. The public should be well served. Yet somehow these benevolent 
norms and the Adam Smith rules, which ought to help everyone, end up 
helping some more than others.

Adam Smith rules, like so many “neutral” decision rules, are not truly 
neutral, but have a class bias. To understand this bias, we must recognize 
that the rules themselves are part of the professional and organizational 
norms. Professional norms set convenient standards of competence and 
quality performance but organizational norms provide a means for the 
agency to adjust to its environment. Operationally, the norms converge 
when the bureaucrat uses a rule to allocate the city’s resources; and use of 
these rules encourages the pattern of “the more, the more.” Now that we 
see the bureaucrat as a twentieth-century Adam Smith, let us reconsider 
the behavior of our three agencies.

aDaM sMith in action

How would our bureaucrat function in the libraries? To secure his own 
career, he wanted the library to grow. But in practice this official could 
do little about it. The municipal budget for libraries was fixed. There was 
little chance for our bureaucrat to increase it either by appeals to the city 
council or by obtaining outside funds (which generally were unavailable). 
But also the budget was safe; there was no real fear the city council would 
cut it just because circulation was lacking.
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Our bureaucrat also would want to do his job in the “right” or 
professional way. In fact, Oakland libraries were almost a pathologi-
cal case of such professionalization. The head librarian, an aggressive 
personality, tried to impose professional standards by maximizing his 
own internal discretion. His main interest came to be hiring librarians 
with appropriately certified qualifications. Once in the system, those 
employees would apply the head librarian’s own brand of professional 
standards to decisions such as selection of books, division of resources 
between central and branch libraries, and the professional qualifications 
of staff at branch libraries. The criteria allowed the library to keep up its 
specialized collections and keep out disturbing influences. Even in the 
branches, books of a “flighty” or temporary character were not allowed 
to enter the system, because branch personnel were unlikely to order 
them, and supervisory personnel would not have approved the requests. 
In any event, personnel who observed these norms imperfectly were 
screened out.

The library’s handling of the environment is an excellent example of an 
Adam Smith rule: allocate new acquisition funds to the branches with the 
highest circulation. The initiative lies with the customer, as library patrons 
“vote” with their cards. The more books they take out, the more money 
their branch receives.

We can imagine different rules. The library could have allocated funds 
for new acquisitions equally per capita. Or the system could have allocated 
funds by circulation and unfulfilled requests. Under this system, branches 
in poorer neighborhoods, with many unfulfilled requests for civil-service 
manuals and black-history books, would have gotten better treatment. 
Branch libraries in poor neighborhoods might then have done more in the 
way of letting the neighborhood know where the library was and what it 
had to offer.

But all these strategies (“market research”) would have gone against 
the professional attitudes of top staff. From the time the libraries were 
founded, librarians assumed that people either were—or were not—moti-
vated to read. People who already used the library—people of quality—
would benefit from the professional standards applied to book selection; 
librarians value what people like themselves read. Among their peers, 
librarians at the top no doubt took pride in their specialized collections 
and “quality books.”

The library was able to rely so heavily on professional norms and Adam 
Smith rules because it was left alone. Nobody really bothered it, including 
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its own commission of governing citizens; for many years, the library 
was free to be its own client, allocating resources by referring to national 
standards rather than to preferences of Oakland citizens, which were not 
strongly expressed.

How would our bureaucrat behave in the street department? He would 
find it easy to pursue his goal of agency growth. Unlike librarians, street 
engineers have access to substantial amounts of outside money on which 
the agency can expand. The most prominent source is the state gasoline- 
tax fund. Other funds include county road-building revenues and federal 
urban-renewal monies. The engineers also have clear professional norms 
that they wish to impose. These people simply want to move the largest 
number of cars at the highest speed possible, subject to considerations of 
safety.

Hypothetically, outside funds and professional norms could have 
clashed. In fact, they meshed. The major source of street-department 
monies—gasoline-tax revenues—completely coincides with professional 
norms. The legal restriction that limits those funds to the “select street 
system” ensures that the money will be spent only on streets with heavy 
traffic. The same reasoning holds for the way in which the county dis-
tributes its gasoline-tax funds. Only allocation of urban-renewal funds, a 
minor exception, runs against the engineers’ norms. A good portion of 
those funds goes for rebuilding streets in poor urban-renewal areas where 
traffic will not be heavy after the renewal is completed.

Once again, Adam Smith is at work: put the money where the cars are. 
Traffic flow will be maximized by improving roads already heavily traveled. 
With this norm for justification, engineers can remain confident that they 
are making essentially professional decisions, and can look back to miles of 
physical accomplishment. Those people can point to impressive statistics 
about the number of vehicles moved. Moreover, that set of norms is rein-
forced by the restrictions placed upon the gasoline-tax money. This Adam 
Smith rule, too, has an allocational bias.

Maximizing traffic flow in Oakland provides well-to-do commuters 
(including those who live outside Oakland) with routes from their homes 
to their offices. The poorer citizens are left with transportation that does 
not improve over the years. By using this Adam Smith rule, the engi-
neers can circumvent the question of who needs to get from one place to 
another. Street personnel simply take for granted that traffic already is in 
the right place. Citizens with the most mobility go farther and those who 
have least mobility get left behind.
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Sometimes the poor do benefit because of Adam Smith. When a major 
facility, such as the airport, was located in a poor area, the more, the 
more principle worked for the poor. New streets were built and old ones 
repaired to service those facilities. The business section did not get the 
street modifications it wanted because downtown streets didn’t have the 
necessary traffic. Once a neighborhood has something, for whatever rea-
son, it gets more. The trick, apparently, is to get more earlier so that one 
can get more later.

The street department allocated its resurfacing resources also by using 
Adam Smith rules. One rule was simple: resurface streets that caused most 
complaints to the street department and the city council. Another rule was 
more involved. Because it was undesirable for a street to be resurfaced and 
then broken up again for utility work, the two activities had to be related 
in some way. The street department achieved coordination by sending 
the public utilities a list of possible resurfacing projects. The utilities then 
crossed off those projects in locations where they expected to work in the 
next five years. We call this an Adam Smith rule, for again the agency let 
someone else take the initiative for a decision.

Like other examples of Adam Smith rules, the resurfacing priorities had 
some allocational bias. Despite talk about organizing the poor, well-to-
 do neighborhood streets generated more complaints than similar streets 
in poor neighborhoods. Similarly, utility facilities in the poor areas were 
older and subject to frequent breakdown. The utility company therefore 
was more eager to work on those streets in the immediate future, making 
it unwise to resurface streets that would have to be torn up again. Giving 
the utilities a veto limited the resurfacing that could be done in poor areas.

We have saved the schools for last because they are our most complex 
story. Hiring a new school superintendent between 1969 and 1970 and 
1970 and 1971 marked a change from an administration that had relied on 
Adam Smith rules to an administration that explicitly cared about  distributing 
resources and designed allocation policies with such distribution in mind.

In the schools, our bureaucrat would have had ample opportunity 
to pursue a goal of expanding the agency. Federal compensatory funds, 
state compensatory funds, and numerous special programs and override 
taxes all provided revenue for growth without increasing the number 
of students. Our bureaucrat wanted also to impose specific professional 
norms. But these norms often were overriden through the constraints 
imposed by sources of funding. In the middle sixties, the Oakland school 
administration favored a variable class size ranging from thirty-four in 
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high- achievement elementary schools to twenty-seven in schools with low 
achievement. But class sizes all were about thirty (excluding compensatory 
programs) shortly after the state passed its bonus regulation for class sizes. 
The seventh- and eighth-grade override tax set up an incentive for the city 
to spend substantially more on these grades while cutting back sharply on 
expenditures at all other levels.

Adam Smith rules were used in allocating supplies, teachers, and other 
personnel. If parents want to make direct contributions to the schools, 
let them. By the late sixties, the district’s own supply budget had shrunk 
much; parental allocations then became important. The decision to let 
parents contribute to their children’s schools meant that the distribution 
of supplies was being determined substantially not by the administration 
but by parental initiative. Teachers, as it were, allocated themselves. The 
policy of unrestricted transfers before 1970 and 1971 created a situation 
in which assignments were determined mostly by teachers’ preferences. 
Like most agencies, the schools also did try to take citizens into account. 
Parental protest caused a number of security-guard positions to be added 
in the later sixties; parents also led the district to use its own funds to 
replace a compensatory program for Spanish-language students curtailed 
in 1969.

In 1970 and 1971 a new administration came in and adopted poli-
cies specifically aimed at evening out distribution of resources. The new 
administration substantially reduced the number of transfers approved, 
and adjusted the student-to-teacher ratios in poorer schools so that sal-
ary dollars per student (excluding compensatory personnel) were equal 
throughout the system. Distribution of supplies, however, remained 
unchanged.

JuDging outcoMes

We have seen how Adam Smith rules work in determining patterns, such 
as the more, the more, but still we need a convenient handle for address-
ing the totality of agency performance. Where several patterns of distrib-
uting resources are followed, how should agencies be judged?

Because the issues were so complex, widespread expression of opinion 
by citizens about resource allocation within agencies was unlikely. The 
patterns of resource distribution are not self-evident to either citizen or 
bureaucrat; added to which, citizens’ preferences are not likely to be on the 
same level as the allocation decisions bureaucrats make. Although citizen 
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and bureaucrat can agree that more money should be spent on schools, 
the question is how much and for what specific purposes. No citizens’ 
preference is there to serve as a criterion for judging agency allocations 
within those margins normally considered by decision-makers. Therefore, 
in our capacity as policy analysts, we will concentrate here on some stan-
dards of efficiency and equity that do permit discriminating judgments.

Efficiency

Our discussion of efficiency begins with a simple definition: an agency is 
inefficient if it can (but does not) produce more outputs for its budget. 
Are Oakland’s agencies inefficient by this definition? By no means entirely, 
but in some areas they are, or were. Our answer depends, of course, on 
how we define an output. With that in mind, here are examples of alloca-
tive inefficiencies.

Consider the libraries. One output of the library system is circulation. 
A key to circulation is a lively, up-to-date stock of books. New books cost 
money, which could be found by reallocating funds in the budget. Our 
analysis of library staffing showed significant overqualification among the 
personnel. Many branch libraries had a staff of two or more professionals 
where one professional with a paraprofessional could have handled the 
work. High-salaried professionals often did clerical tasks. If staffing poli-
cies were adjusted to the actual work load, the savings in salary could be 
put toward new books.

The street department is another example. The department’s engineers 
play down the use of cost information in decision-making. Costs are used 
as an engineering refinement after (but not before) most decisions on 
allocation are made. Assume that the output of the street department is 
as claimed by the engineers: maximizing the flow of traffic. Implementing 
the goal raises a number of questions about allocation: Is it cheaper to 
repave a street in an early state of deterioration, or should repaying wait 
until deterioration is more advanced? Will traffic flow in the city be max-
imized by doing one large project or several smaller projects? Without 
heavy reliance on cost information, these questions have no answers.

So far, we have talked about inefficiency that flows from internal deci-
sions. Inefficiencies also can be imposed from the outside, like the seventh- 
and eighth-grade tax and the four override taxes, which finance employees’ 
health and pension benefits. The first tax distorts allocations among grade 
levels; the others distort bargaining settlements toward fringe benefits. 
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School allocations would be improved if these monies were given to the 
district without restriction as to use.3

The definition of efficiency we have been using covers an increase in 
output—not recipients of that increase. That would be a question of 
distribution, which is contained in the economist’s criterion of Pareto- 
optimality. For the agencies that interest us, Pareto-optimality implies 
allocation of resources so that nobody can be made better off without 
somebody else being made worse off. If there is reallocation of resources 
so that one person could be made better off and nobody made worse off, 
the agency is said to be Pareto-inefficient.

Suppose we apply Pareto-efficiency to the library and suppose we accept 
technological and political factors as settled. Libraries would be improved, 
in the sense of getting more output out of their input, if less funds went 
for personnel in the central library and more for new books in the branch 
libraries. But in each reallocation, some people—personnel or users of the 
central-library collection—clearly would lose. Although many arrange-
ments may not benefit the majority of people, they are made because in 
each instance somebody does benefit. It is easy to talk about compensating 
losers but difficult to imagine how this would be done. The overall output 
of the library system might increase so much that the professionals who 
were thrown out of work could be compensated for their loss of employ-
ment. In practice, however, there are no mechanisms for accomplishing 
this sort of compensation.

By this reasoning, the libraries and our other agencies already are Pareto- 
optimal. There is no easy way out, in which no one ever gets hurt. There 
is little to suggest Pareto-inefficiency, meaning that some citizens could 
be better off and no one made worse off. If there were enough for every-
one, there would be no need for allocation. Under Pareto-optimality, also, 
 politics would have ended as soon as it had begun looking like the Polish 
Diet, where every member had an absolute veto. Only if we keep efficiency 
and distribution as simultaneous but separate criteria can we approach poli-
tics as we know it: people bargaining over expected gains and losses.

Equity

The second standard we shall apply to the distributions is one of equity. As 
with efficiency, equity has a number of specific meanings. In casual conver-
sation, equity or fairness usually describes whether rich citizens get more 
than poor, or white citizens more than black. When we try to develop 
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equity as a norm, the issue becomes more complex. Three possible stan-
dards of equity will illustrate our discussion.

The first standard we will call market equity. Under market equity an 
agency distributes resources to citizens in proportion to the taxes they 
pay. The agency’s function is to produce services but not to engage in any 
redistribution. The agency’s allocation resembles what would occur if the 
service were provided in the private market—say education produced by 
private schools—except that in this “market” the municipal agency may 
hold a monopoly position.

Figures for 1970 show that a family making from $5,000 to $15,000 
pays about 6 percent of its income in property taxes, but a family making 
from $16,000 to $25,000 pays about 5 percent.4 Suppose a family mak-
ing $5,000 received one unit of a government service. The standard of 
market equity would specify that a family making $10,000 receive two 
units of the good, a family making $25,000 receive 4.2 units. Schools in 
poor neighborhoods would receive fewer dollars per student than schools 
in rich neighborhoods, and streets in poor neighborhoods would receive 
less repaving than streets in rich neighborhoods.

We will call a second equity standard equal opportunity. Here the 
agency distributes an equal dollar amount of resources to each citizen 
regardless of what he has paid in taxes.5 Each neighborhood receives the 
same amount of street repaving, all schools enjoy the same expenditure 
per child, each library has the same staffing and new-acquisition allowance 
as every other in the city.

With property taxes roughly proportional to income, equal expenditure 
per person implies some redistribution. This redistribution is contained in 
the idea of equal opportunity and can be justified in a number of ways. A 
community may feel that education is an important socializing agency and 
that all children should be exposed to the same education even if upper- 
income families bear a disproportionate share of the cost.

The third standard is known as equal results: when the agency dis-
tributes its resources, the outcome is equal for each citizen. For libraries, 
equal results means dividing resources among branches so that all have 
equal per capita circulation. Similarly, the street department allocates its 
funds in such a way that all neighborhoods have streets in equal condition, 
and schools disperse their funds so that all children finish with the same 
reading ability.

Equal results involves more redistribution than does equal opportu-
nity, because equal opportunity requires only that current inequalities be 
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remedied, but equal results also calls for diminishing the effects of past 
inequalities. Equal results in education means that a child has to be com-
pensated for his parents’ inferior education (transmitted to the child in 
preschool years) or even for lack of parents. Equal results in streets means 
that the state would have to change its apportionment formulas of the gas 
tax so that older cities with older streets could get more money, rather 
than go on distributing money by population.

The conflict between equal opportunity and equal results has been 
prominent in the civil-rights movement.6 When civil rights first gained 
national attention in the late fifties, the movement’s goal was equal 
opportunity. Civil-rights advocates wanted everyone to be judged on 
ability, not on color, race, or national origin. Within this goal was the 
assumption that equal opportunity would produce equal results: if jobs 
were assigned for ability and not by criteria such as color, the propor-
tion of blacks in any type of job would reflect their proportion in society 
at large.

By the middle sixties it became apparent that equal results did not 
flow automatically from equal opportunity. In education, children from 
poor families (which included most Negro families) came to school per-
forming far below children from rich families.7 Even when a school 
spent equal dollar amounts on all children throughout their educa-
tion, the performance gap remained relatively constant and increased 
absolutely.

When those in the civil-rights movement began to realize that equal 
treatment did not make for equal results, demands shifted. Some demands 
still focused on means to an end, such as compensatory-education pro-
grams. Other demands struck directly at the ends, as in the call for hiring 
by racial quotas to ensure minority representation.

Equal results; the idea raises perplexing problems. Often it is not clear 
how the standard, even if adopted, could be enforced. It is impossible to 
accomplish objectives if one does not know how. If teachers knew what 
school inputs lead to an improvement in reading, they could calculate 
how much it would cost to raise the poor readers to equal the best; policy 
choices then could be made. The fact is, however, that the knowledge 
does not exist.

If equality of results in education cannot now be achieved by boosting 
the lower group up, it can be achieved by holding the higher group down. 
But who would suggest that the advantaged be held back deliberately 
in order to let the others catch up? Equal library circulation might be 
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obtained by cutting down circulation (perhaps by letting the book stock 
become out of date) in upper-income areas. Compensatory education 
is one thing; preventing children from realizing their potential is quite 
another. Problems also are created by the way in which equal results mesh 
(or do not mesh) with other goals. The push for minority quotas in hiring 
suggests that if employers searched only for the most-qualified people, 
minorities would be underrepresented. Perhaps many of the best-qualified 
people would have been overtrained for the job so that appropriate minor-
ity employment would represent no falloff in job performance. But in 
many areas performance and proportional hiring conflict. Despite these 
difficulties, equal results has become one important standard by which to 
judge an agency’s performance.

The equity standard a person chooses to measure is crucial in his judg-
ment of an agency’s performance. Consider two parents looking at cur-
rent allocations in the Oakland school system. A well-to-do parent might 
look at the present allocation of funds and suggest that, if anything, it 
overfavored poor neighborhoods. Student-to-teacher ratios are lowest in 
low-income schools; these schools have specialists and extra supplies pur-
chased with federal funds. By contrast, the richest schools have somewhat 
larger classes, fewer specialists, and practically no teacher aides. Any sup-
plies they have beyond the small district allocation come through direct 
parental contributions. Thus the well-to-do parent concludes that the sys-
tem is biased in favor of the poor.

A poor or minority citizen might come to a much different conclu-
sion. This parent might acknowledge that dollar expenditures per pupil 
were higher in the poorest schools; yet he might feel that expenditures 
are a poor measure of outcomes. The poor citizen could argue that a 
more appropriate measure would be reading ability on standardized tests, 
claiming that as long as poor children read at lower levels than rich chil-
dren (which is currently true) the allocation of resources favoring the low- 
income schools is insufficient.

As his standard, the rich citizen uses equality of opportunity; the poor 
citizen is using equality of results. By applying different yardsticks, these 
two parents arrive at opposite conclusions as to how the agency is per-
forming with the same allocation.

For judging the performance of the three Oakland agencies, we sum-
marize the three standards of equity in Table 15.1. Market equity implies 
the least redistribution. Equal results implies the most.
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Where does each agency lie on this spectrum? The schools lie some-
where to the right of equal opportunity, and the street department to the 
left; the libraries lie somewhere to the left of the street department.

The rankings of the agencies in Table  15.1 reflect the influences of 
compensation and Adam Smith rules. The more access an agency has to 
restricted funds for compensatory treatment, the more its allocations will 
approach equal results. The more an agency relies on Adam Smith rules 
to distribute its resources, the more its allocations will approach market 
equity.

The library is least redistributive because it was extreme on both counts. 
The library system had less access to compensatory funds than either of 
the other two agencies. The library allocated its own budget by a com-
bination of professional standards and Adam Smith rules, which clearly 
favored the well-to-do.

Before 1970, the school system was a kind of paradox. It had access 
to money for large compensatory programs, which shifted its allocations 
toward equal results. But the district allocated its own resources by Adam 
Smith rules, including rules for teacher assignments and supplies. These 

Table 15.1 Three standards of equity for judging outcomes

Market equity Equal opportunity Equal results

Increasing redistribution

Schools The per child expenditure 
in each school should be 
proportional to the taxes 
paid by the neighborhood

Each child should 
receive equal dollar 
expenditure

Each child should 
receive enough 
expenditure so that all 
children read at the 
same levela

Libraries The per resident 
expenditure in each branch 
should be proportional to 
the taxes paid by the 
neighborhood

Each branch should 
receive equal per capita 
expenditure

Each branch should 
receive enough 
expenditure so that 
circulation per capita 
is equal in an branches

Streets The per resident 
expenditure on streets in 
each neighborhood should 
be proportional to the 
taxes paid by that 
neighborhood

Each neighborhood 
should receive an equal 
per capita (or per mile) 
expenditure

Each neighborhood 
should receive enough 
expenditure so that 
the condition of all 
neighborhood streets 
in the city is equal

aIf not exactly the same level, at least an equal mean level for racial and income groups
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rules shifted the allocation back toward market equity. Beginning in 1970, 
a new administration eliminated these rules as they applied to teacher 
assignments. The result was a definite shift of the allocations toward equal 
results.

altering outcoMes

Before answering our final question–how might outcomes be altered?—
let us briefly review where we have been. Our argument is shown in 
Table 15.2, where we see that decision rules, such as Adam Smith behav-
ior and constraints on federal and state funds, lead to decisions on alloca-
tion that favor major streets, the central library, and experienced teachers 
for some (but not other) Oakland schools. From these decisions, we 
discerned a number of patterns of resource distribution (particularly the 
more, the more), which we then evaluated as outcomes. Oakland’s out-
comes, we concluded were inefficient, had a class bias somewhere between 
the standards of market equity and equal opportunity, and were responsive 
to yesterday’s demands. To alter outcomes, we must know first in what 
direction to proceed: therefore we state our preferences.

Table 15.2 Outcomes in Oakland

Stages of government activity Administrative behavior

Rules Adam Smith rules
Professional norms
Federal and state funds
Clientele requests

which lead to Decisions Major versus minor streets
Central versus branch libraries
Parent contributions

analyzed as patterns of 
Outputs

Several distributions (U,J,L)
The more, the more
Compensation
Resultants

to be evaluated as 
Outcomes

Inefficient
Class bias
Between market equity and 
equal opportunity
Responsive to yesterday
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Our Preferences

Bureaucrats have to deal with the world as they find it and not as one 
might wish it to be. The decision-makers of today began their careers when 
public service meant simply doing an efficient job of handling the busi-
ness that came to them. If asked why they did not seek equality of results, 
these decision-makers could say rightly they never had a mandate from the 
electorate or their administrative superiors to alter outcomes in favor of 
selected social groups; that is, to remake society. If some people use cars 
more than others or like to go to libraries, that is the way of the world; 
when patterns of income and reading habits change, Adam Smith rules will 
favor new users as much as they did the old. These rules are fair for citizens 
fortunate enough to have resources to make use of those rules. As society, 
in its mysterious ways, benefits larger numbers of citizens, citizens will then 
get a bonus in the shape of greater returns from municipal services.

This argument, however understandable in its time, is no longer accept-
able. Oakland is a changing city. In 1940, racial minorities added up to 
less than 5 percent of its population. By 1970, the number had risen to 
41 percent. Though some minority residents are in the middle-income 
group, many are poor. Poor citizens do not, in general, need libraries for 
scholarly research. This changing constituency should affect our agencies, 
and ultimately, public services have to serve the public.

Where, then, along the range from market equity to equal results, 
should these agencies attempt to place themselves? In offering our answer, 
we should remember that agencies do different things; we cannot expect 
the same prescription to fit each group.

The street department differs from libraries and schools in that it sup-
plies all the output the citizen receives. Libraries and schools are supple-
mented by the home; the government is, for practical purposes, the sole 
supplier of roadways. If a neighborhood’s streets are bad, it is because the 
department has let them deteriorate. This suggests that current depart-
ment policy should be adjusted for past failures and move to something 
that approaches equal results. Streets, however, are an adjunct to the car, 
a consumer good that is bought in the market. It would not be unreason-
able, therefore, for the street department to service citizens in proportion 
to auto ownership. To the extent that cars are unequally distributed, the 
street department then would favor the better off.

We have no easy way to resolve this conflict. But we can say that at least 
the street department should compensate poor neighborhoods for past 
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inequality, and bring such shabby streets up to standards justified by their 
use. This means allocating both repaving funds and some new construc-
tion funds—judging by deterioration, not the number of complaints or 
the plans of the utility company. There would not be full equal results, for 
allocations ultimately would be based on traffic, and car users would still 
be favored over nonusers or lesser-users; but the street department would 
not be inculcating any bias that was not already present. (The irony is 
that as aesthetic standards change, having streets that attract traffic is fast 
becoming a detriment. By the time the poor get equal treatment, they may 
not want it.)

If the citizens of poor neighborhoods do not want improved streets for 
increased traffic, then the money could be spent in other ways. A number 
of neighborhoods in Oakland would be upgraded by sidewalks, curbs, and 
storm drains. Usually such situations are handled by special assessment 
levied on property owners, but, with absentee owners and poor tenants, 
such improvements are not forthcoming. With some changes in state and 
local law, the street department could start moving toward equal opportu-
nity, and at the same time take these citizens needs into account.

Securing equal results in libraries—equal circulation per citizen or 
size of neighborhood—is beyond anyone’s present ability. The minimum 
requirement is to ensure equality of opportunity in access to reading mate-
rial desired by different kinds of citizens. Beyond this, one can ask only for 
efforts to stimulate demand. If totally unsuccessful, libraries could retreat 
to the goal of equality of opportunity. If partially successful, libraries could 
push their efforts in some neighborhoods so far that services would begin 
to deteriorate for other citizens.

The schools are our simplest example, for current allocation there most 
resembles the kind of allocation we desire; this, however, calls for more 
substantial explanation.

To promote discrimination within a school district justified by a stan-
dard of market equity is wrong. Even if education influences life-chances 
less than previously thought, it should not hold people down. Letting 
market equity prevail would perpetuate the disadvantageous socioeco-
nomic situation of some students.

A policy directed toward equal results presents different dilemmas. A 
primary problem is lack of knowledge; at this time no one knows how 
to improve the performance of low achievers significantly even if huge 
resources are made available. When we obtain this knowledge, we will 
face a second problem; in a world of limited resources, what we give low 
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achievers is taken from high achievers. How do we balance this allocation? 
Often the question has racial overtones, but it need not. In any classroom, 
there is a substantial spread of abilities, typically larger than the spread 
between the average ability in rich schools and that in poor schools. How 
should a teacher allocate time in such a classroom? Is he or she to spend 
all the time with the poor readers and let the rich achievers fend for them-
selves? Is that teacher to divide time equally among all children? There are 
no easy answers.

If both market equity and equal results are suspect, a standard of equal 
opportunity probably is indicated—that is, equal expenditure per child. 
Equal opportunity has strong intuitive appeal as being fair on its face; it is 
a value shared by many citizens.

How should we resolve our uncertainty about the effect of compensa-
tory measures: by doing less, because we see no hope of improvement? 
Or by doing more assuming that future evidence may provide room for 
more optimistic conclusions? We would do more if we thought it helpful. 
At least, favoring the worst off does not show that the best off are hurt by 
getting a little less. We can afford to chance a little more than we might if 
anyone obviously were being harmed.

Under conditions of risk, when a probability distribution of outcomes 
can be specified, we can make rational judgments relating proposed invest-
ments to likely returns. Under uncertainty, there are no such probabilities. 
Rather than not act at all, we need a reasonable way of hedging our bets. 
Experimentation immediately comes to mind. Why throw a large sum 
away if new knowledge could be gained by spending lesser amounts in a 
series of experiments? We agree; but there is more to it than that. Good 
experiments are not cheap, and an experiment usually requires a sizable 
control group. The whole idea (recall Sinclair Lewis’s Arrowsmith) is that 
most do not get the serum or the new educational technique. Experiments 
impose high political costs because often they deprive people who already 
have less. For most of these persons, such experiments mean only that they 
go on not getting what they didn’t have. Their usual reaction is annoyance 
at being guinea pigs.

Not merely the structure, but also the time horizon of these experi-
ments works against the deprived. The idea behind each longitudinal 
study is to determine whether varying curriculum or class size produces 
lasting effects on reading or mathematical ability. The emphasis is on “last-
ing.” Years must go by before the results, if any, are known. In the mean-
time, the way the deprived see it, nothing is happening. Worse still, the 
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experiment is used as a justification for not doing more until the evidence 
is in and analyzed.

Despite the vogue for experimentation, some critical hypotheses cannot 
be tested, at least not right away or all at once. Suppose a tutorial read-
ing program has not altered abilities over a three-to-five-year period. One 
hypothesis is that the theory or practice of the program leaves much to 
be desired. Another is that the subjects are recalcitrant. A third is that the 
program was not in operation long enough. A fourth is that more inten-
sive effort—more aid or hours per student—would have paid off. Some of 
these hypotheses may be tested simultaneously (varying aid versus hours, 
for instance), but others (the longer-time theory), only by letting the pro-
cess work its way into the future. How long, then, must the deprived wait?

Several kinds of experiments have been tried and others are now going 
on. A reasonable hedge against adversity would be to widen the distribu-
tion of resources modestly beyond equality of opportunity. In this way, 
as experiments go on, children who most need help will be getting some, 
and the other students, so far as anyone can know, will not be harmed. 
Maybe we ask too much of social policy too soon. Perhaps improvements 
will show up only over several generations.

It seems that we are back to the earlier distinction between outcomes 
and influences. Outcomes can be determined; we can discover whether 
equality of opportunity is being approximated. But compensatory action 
demands causal knowledge of effects—how does policy ultimately affect 
citizens?—that few can discover. We speak of outcomes precisely because 
the influence of policy is so difficult to discern. If we had to talk about 
influences, we could say only that we didn’t know.

Another lesson is encapsulated here too. Amid the vagaries of the world 
it is well to do a little more than necessary now, on the off chance that it 
may turn out to be good policy in the future. When in doubt, as the old 
politicians used to say, do right. And, we now add, do a little more.

Looking at the question of equality from the vantage point of level of 
government, there is good reason to choose a division of labor in which 
the locals move to equality of opportunity and the federals move toward 
compensation. The obligation of local government is to afford each citizen 
genuine equality where local effects would be locally produced and felt. 
When local efforts are insufficient, it is desirable for the federal government 
to enhance the general equality of citizenry. That is what extra help is about.

Many advantages lie in using the federal government as a mecha-
nism for redistribution. Disparities in relation to taxes paid and benefits 
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received, and inequalities in expenditures per citizen, are far more evident 
at the local level. The greater distance between government and taxpayer, 
as well as the increased difficulty of connecting taxes with specific pro-
grams, make redistribution more feasible at the federal level. No citizen, 
unless willing to leave the country, can escape the reach of the federal 
government. But the citizen can move freely from one locality to another 
to escape conditions considered onerous or unfair. It is difficult for one 
city to engage in redistributive policies (which means taking resources 
from some citizens to give to others) unless other cities in that area do 
the same. The federal government, at least in theory, could take account 
of the anomalies among cities; no municipality could do so. Of course, it 
is easy to urge the federal government to redistribute; it is another matter 
to accomplish it.

Citizens and Bureaucrats

To alter outcomes it is necessary to change the stimuli to which bureau-
cratic actors respond. Bureaucratic stimuli can be changed in several areas. 
Work can be done to rationalize constraints on outside funding. The State 
of California already has relaxed some of the constraints that limit the rise 
of gasoline tax funds, but the state can go further in giving more discre-
tion to local officials. Anomalous override taxes such as the seventh- and 
eighth-grade tax could be combined into the general fund. This would 
offer administrators additional flexibility in making allocative decisions, 
and would also make it easier to hold administrators responsible for what 
they have done.

Bureaucratic stimuli also can be changed by better citizens’ political 
organization. Citizens predictably are interested in small variances that 
affect their immediate vicinity. When they protest against such variances, 
they are likely to be heard. The cost is little; the protesters are neigh-
bors; and the demands on the city council or the board of education are 
couched as appeals of immediate interest to the parties. The school board 
(and the city council as well) likes to meet visible citizen demands that are 
limited both in scope and in financial commitments.

Citizens best able to understand city procedures and to organize them-
selves are in the best position to take advantage of this opportunity to seek 
redress of grievances. If every citizen adversely affected demanded special 
treatment, the broad line of policy might be modified enough to increase 
the general welfare.
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Unfortunately, we know that few citizens seek and use these opportu-
nities. Although the benefits gained are undoubtedly important to this 
minority, such benefits cannot change the overall patterns of allocations 
drastically. The street department accommodates itself to demands by 
altering its schedule, but not by changing basic priorities. More substan-
tial changes might be secured if citizens were related to a major institu-
tion (such as the Redevelopment Agency) with sufficient muscle to alter 
allocation by its own activities. Institutions which can reduce costs by con-
tributing funds to purchase rights-of-way or which can impose costs by 
increasing traffic will get their way.

Agencies are aware of public demand. Officials spend full time mak-
ing decisions, collection information, finding out what other agencies are 
doing. The advantage of being an official appears in each of our stud-
ies. Take streets. The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) is able to get street 
work done near the Oakland Airport because its people know what is hap-
pening and because FAA personnel can hint that traffic otherwise might 
be diverted to the rival San Jose airport. County officials, who distribute 
part of the gasoline-tax revenue, make their will felt by tugging on the 
purse strings. The Redevelopment Agency, acting through the city man-
ager, claims additional land for new projects. It can do so only because 
the agency has a staff alert to the opportunity and because the city man-
ager has an interest in helping it out. Political organization helps both by 
increasing the responsiveness of elected officials and by creating or sup-
porting new agencies.

We have seen examples of citizens’ protests keeping open imperiled 
small library branches. In schools, parents persuaded officials not to cut 
the sixth period out of the high school day and to retain an English-as- 
a-second-language program at a Chicano school even after federal funds 
for the program were cut. Oaklanders on Fifty-first Street, by playing the 
county against the city, first prevented and then expedited construction on 
that street as needs changed. Organizing citizens is not easy, but it does 
pay dividends if only because part of the course of least resistance for gov-
ernment is to take them into account in providing services.

Officials should be made aware of the way in which agency outputs are 
distributed. Calling for changes in attitude might be dismissed as Utopian. 
Yet, we have witnessed movement in this direction. Beginning in 1970, the 
new school superintendent focused explicitly on distributing experienced 
teachers throughout the system. He cut down transfers drastically and 
reduced class sizes in schools that had less experienced staff. Experience 
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was either allocated more evenly by class and race of school children, or 
they were compensated by lower pupil-to-teacher ratios. When the new 
city manager and head librarian were presented with criticisms of current 
allocations, these officials approved a budget that substantially increased 
expenditure on books while cutting back on staff. The street department 
engaged in discussion with the utilities, which could improve synchroni-
zation of their schedules, and reduce the likelihood of so many repaving 
projects being vetoed.

Professional norms are so important in determining outcomes that 
those of us responsible for educating these professionals may want to take 
a second look at the ways in which these norms are developed. Professional 
engineers do not have to be so single-minded about circulation of traffic, 
but can be educated to understand that neighborhoods are important. 
Both educators and librarians can be exposed to assumptions about equal-
ity that will be part of their future work. Once we understand outcomes, 
there is less reason to let them go on as unintended consequences.

Even if bureaucratic behavior changes, even if all Adam Smith rules are 
abolished, it is unrealistic to expect agencies themselves to find substantial 
compensatory allocations. All these city agencies are on tight budgets, 
and beset by demands. We have seen that minor and modest (though not 
unimportant) changes can be made by citizens. Yet citizens who want 
drastic changes in allocations for streets or education could hardly do so 
at the local level alone. People would have to be organized at national and 
state levels as well so that citizens could press for changes in the rules for 
distributing funds. No one can imagine such changes taking place over-
night. Long years of preparation would be needed during which argument 
and fact were marshaled and political power mobilized to change the val-
ues officials bring to bear on these subjects. Few could predict with confi-
dence the cumulative effect of proposed changes. No doubt each change 
will bring with it a train of consequences that would be evaluated for their 
effects; adaptation would be made using existing knowledge. Which is to 
say that we are not dealing with small local stuff, but with a society slowly 
altering fundamental notions of distributive justice.

Dilemmas of Redistribution

We have spent more time with what the government can do for the citi-
zen as President Kennedy put it, than with what the citizen ought to do 
for himself. Placing the onus on government is understandable. This is, 
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after all, a story about the activity of municipal agencies; citizens figure 
chiefly as they attempt to influence government, not as individuals who 
might wish to take personal responsibility for their affairs. Let us for a brief 
moment, therefore, change our focus to the citizens with civic obligations 
as well as civil rights.

It is wrong for any citizen to place a special burden on the state if that 
individual can manage alone. The state, in this respect, represents people 
contributing in the form of tax dollars for common purposes. The poor 
support their fellows along with the rich. How might our citizen take care 
of himself in the services provided by the three agencies we have been 
discussing?

The maintenance and repair functions of the street department create 
no difficulties for our citizens. All residents are entitled to fair distribu-
tion of available effort, and the poor have been getting proportionately 
less. Citizens in the hills, with higher incomes, get more and need it less; 
those should get less than in the past. The division of funds between 
arterial highways and city streets seems to rest more on general cultural 
change than on class divisions. Most citizens, including many poor ones, 
have cars and use freeways. The change that is needed is not reallocation, 
which would transfer advantages to different citizens, but consideration of 
whether most people might be better off if everyone put less emphasis on 
the automobile.

Libraries could put a larger burden on citizens than they have hereto-
fore been willing to assume. Poor citizens could use libraries more exten-
sively than they do. The advantages of education and reading have been 
publicized sufficiently to make library use attractive. Somewhere, however, 
is a point beyond which spending money to offer citizens inducements to 
do what is good for them anyway lacks an acceptable rationale. It is not 
only up to librarians to search out citizens, but also up to potential users to 
come forward. Librarians, whatever their defects, are trying to help, not to 
harm. The Adam Smith rules that help branches whose patrons read many 
library books also will help others if those people show initiative.

Poorer citizens who need the most help in schooling should get more. 
But as we are aware, schools do not know how to secure equal results in 
performance, much of which appears to have its roots in the home. Is it 
clear that all parents of poor students are doing what they can to reinforce 
learning in the home? Is it evident that communities from which deprived 
students come are mobilizing citizen self-help and making these children 
see that good books and good performance go together? The errors of 
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commission by public agencies should not be overlooked, but neither 
should the faults of omission by citizens.

The onus, to be sure, may be aimed in the opposite direction. By what 
principle can inequality be justified? This profound question has agitated 
political philosophers from Rousseau to Rawls (indeed, long before them 
and no doubt long after).8 Rousseau appears to have found the answer in 
elevating the idea of the community. By abdicating his sovereign will in 
favor of the general will expressed in the social contract, no one will have 
an incentive to be more equal than any other. A false sense of individual 
liberty gives way to true moral community.

To Rawls inequality appears accidental or unmeritorious. No individ-
ual should win blame or praise for making use of natural endowments 
or advantages that have come to him through inheritance. A man does 
what he does because of what he is. So, too, the least fortunate are as life 
has made them. Because men cannot be made equal in experiencing the 
vicissitudes of life, Rawls prefers to make use of that inevitable inequal-
ity in behalf of the less equal. His guiding principle is that no inequality 
in wealth, position, or status is justified unless it works to the benefit of 
people who have lost out. Talent is not to be rewarded so much as social-
ized in the interest of the poorer strata, who bear no guilt for their cultural 
impoverishment.

This is not the place (and we are not the ones) to make substantial 
contributions to this eternal debate. Our sole wish here is to point out 
some unexamined consequences of treating the individual as if he were 
powerless. As a practical matter, the better off (the more equal) are in little 
danger from this line of argument. The condition of the well off testifies to 
accomplishment—or so it must seem in a society in which subtle distinc-
tions in thought are likely to be so subtle as to be invisible. It is the worse 
off (the less equal) who are in danger of being considered an amorphous 
and inert mass, capable of no spontaneous or self-generating motion, fit 
to be acted upon but not able themselves to act.

Having started down this slippery slope it is but a short ride until 
one talks about the less equal as culturally impoverished. If their cultural 
blood, not merely their income, is poor, evidently such citizens must need 
transfusions from a richer source. The financial helping hand (the com-
pensatory act) cannot be enough; a responsive clasp, not a dead weight, 
is needed. Now culture is the broadest of categories. Who is to say that 
many people whose income is low cannot be superior in other ways? It 
seems odd to justify remedying inequalities by an argument better suited 
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to rationalizing imperialism, for what do we have but a sophisticated ver-
sion of the white man’s burden? Perhaps we could afford to sacrifice a little 
equality for a lot more dignity.

Rawl’s position could lead to perverse recommendations on policy. No 
doubt his worry about the worse off induces sympathy. But it also leads 
to a rule of allocation in which less is given to the best off, no matter how 
well that money would have been used, and more is given to the worst off, 
regardless of the consequences. We see no compelling rationale of justice 
or even charity for adopting a rule at once so arbitrary and counter to the 
dictates of good sense. It is a virtue of Rawls’s argument that we are made 
to face up to the consequences of moral choice.

The dilemmas of redistribution are severe because we insist upon prom-
ising equal results, which we do not know how to achieve. But what is 
wrong with raising so noble a standard? Should not our reach exceed our 
grasp? Well, there are dangers. If the poorest elements in the population 
find themselves not much better off under the banner of so-called equal 
results, those citizens will reject efforts ostensibly made on their behalf. 
Observing dissatisfaction on the part of those receiving extra resources, 
the people who pay are likely to cry ingratitude. The political result would 
be disastrous: rising discontent on the part of people who pay the costs, 
as well as those who get the benefits. The have-littles will be plunged into 
conflict with have-nots because compensatory mechanisms fail to help the 
one, and do not stretch far enough to reach the other.

The problem of the nearly-poor must be considered. The nearly-poor, 
who have a bit more with which to begin, and greater skill in using what 
they have, are more easily helped. As the not-quite impoverished see extra 
resources going to the very poor—most in need, but least likely to bene-
fit—such persons cannot help but wonder at being left out. Dissatisfaction 
with government is bound to rise among the nearly-poor. And so too is 
government dissatisfaction with itself, for officials are asked to aid those 
least able and to sacrifice the more able. Governmental performance 
depends not only on its ability to solve problems but also on selecting 
problems government knows how to solve.

Even when government knows how to deliver, policy-makers cannot 
simply act on a standard of equality that may do violence to the prevail-
ing and often fragile consensus. Even at the level of expectations, if not 
performance, equality of results implies some visibility of results, because 
it is likely to clarify who wins, and who loses or pays, and therefore cuts 
down on the ability of policy-makers to finesse a conflict-ridden situation. 
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Whatever the merits of different standards of equality, those criteria did 
allow policy-makers discretion to pursue a measure of redistribution.

“Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof” is one proverb and “Strike 
while the iron is hot” is another and, as usual, conflicts over the extent 
to which society should be run by conscious choice pose a dilemma that 
cannot be resolved in an easy way. Government may become overloaded; 
citizens may become superheated by confronting wide differences all the 
time; social evils may fester if not directly addressed. Finding a balance 
between decisions and resultants is a wisdom that goes beyond what analy-
sis can provide.

Turmoil among the citizenry could easily be matched by consterna-
tion within the bureaucracy if that bureaucracy is expected to respond 
to inconsistent demands. Consider the trade-offs between experience and 
responsiveness among teachers. The schools may be criticized because the 
most experienced teachers, with the highest salaries, gravitate from poor 
and black schools toward rich, white schools. At the same time, however, 
the schools are required to have teachers responsive to poor black stu-
dents. Now if such teachers by and large are younger and less experienced, 
one cannot usually have experienced and responsive teachers; insisting 
that the schools provide them will lead only to flight, withdrawal, or other 
neurotic behavior.

Another dilemma is that redistribution policies that aim at equality 
invariably create inequality, and are certain to set off doctrinal disputes. 
By compromising other values (such as equal treatment of all citizens), 
redistribution policies undermine the legitimacy of those political institu-
tions which were to have been enhanced. Certainly universal application 
and equal treatment are prime conditions for maintaining the approval 
of citizens. Yet securing equal results depends precisely on not handling 
all people in the same way; the pipe dream of universally valid rules has 
to go. If the object in each area of policy is to provide special advantages 
for a specific minority, there will have to be a different rule for allocating 
resources for each group.

When we pursue redistribution policies by providing services to some 
and not to others, we assume that there is a foolproof way to measure 
progress toward equality. Certainly streets can be graded for their condi-
tion, and students can be tested for their reading achievement, but do 
these objective measures suffice? Even people who agree to similar mea-
sures or criteria may come to different conclusions, because programs 
often have differential effects. A substandard street may slow traffic for 
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some citizens; for others, it may enhance the rustic character of the neigh-
borhood. Equality of results, as a goal, is not clear enough to enable 
bureaucrats to administer programs and allocate resources.

Suppose you want to benefit citizens in poor areas by improving their 
streets more often. For that purpose the criterion could be that more 
funds go where more people live. Heavily populated poor neighborhoods 
should benefit. A per capita grant also would help the poor with branch 
libraries. The identical rule for schools, however, would leave the poor 
disadvantaged.

Suppose the criterion is “use.” Allocating resources according to use of 
freeways and libraries would not help the poor. The poor would do better 
in education (because more of them use the schools) but not well enough, 
because compensatory devices are not allowed.

There is a real difference between Adam Smith rules (neutral in con-
tent if not in consequence) and other rules that are deliberately skewed 
to alter outcomes. The economist’s idea that every benefit has associated 
costs must be applied also to bureaucracy. The more distributive justice for 
some groups becomes a bureaucratic aim, the less government will be able 
to manifest traditional virtues; rules that have applied equally to all citi-
zens will have to go. Responsiveness to political leaders will be lessened by 
commitment to clienteles. Favoritism will be not de facto but de jure. Due 
process increasingly will be sacrificed to desirable outcomes. And bureau-
cracy will become a more dangerous and problematic element in society.

Now we can see why students of public policy in recent times increas-
ingly have come to prefer “income” solutions. A “Karl Marx” bureaucracy 
might be worse than an “Adam Smith” one. If people who have more get 
more, if prevailing allocations of resources in specific areas are difficult 
to change, then increasing the income of poor people should have cor-
responding multiplier effects. Instead of trying directly to improve ser-
vices for the poor, why not put them in a better position to make use of 
the Adam Smith rules, which work for those who have more to begin 
with? The more social interaction works in the desired direction, the less 
intellect will have to design direct control. We are sympathetic—but not 
entirely, because government will have to make choices even on income. 
Government will continue to provide services. There is no escape from 
either the empirical question—how do prevailing distributions affect citi-
zens?—or the moral question—what should government do about meth-
ods of allocation? Assuming that we have good reason to act, of course, we 
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would prefer to alter the incentives for interaction rather than try to figure 
out how every actor should be performing.

How far should government go in seeking to remedy inequalities? To 
say “as far as possible” is not satisfactory. Suppose it took tens of millions 
to secure equality of result for one individual. However much society val-
ues equality and the individual, the cost would undoubtedly be considered 
too great considering alternative uses to which the money could be put. 
The example is absurd but not entirely. So long as equality is not “price-
less,” so long as there is some price beyond which government ought not 
to go, the problem is converted from one of absolute values to one of 
relative costs. Government should go as far as equality of opportunity, but 
not far beyond that unless compensatory spending will result in greater 
actual equality. When government knows how much a modicum of equal-
ity will cost, officials will be able to make explicit trade-offs between the 
costs to some and the benefits to others—tradeoffs that include the sup-
port necessary to maintain the redistributions engaged in. The question is 
not only one of economic rationality—which action will contribute most 
to national income—or of ethical rationality—which actions will best sat-
isfy criteria of distributive justice; the problem involves political rationality 
too—strengthening the respect in which government is held by increasing 
governmental ability to act effectively with the consent of the governed. 
Should equality of result, then, be pushed against the intense preferences 
of a substantial majority of citizens? The very form of the question sug-
gests that we would be better off thinking in a different line.

Perhaps a more modest interpretation of equal result would require 
only that we benefit the poor more, and keep the rich as they are. The 
present position of the better off would not be attached but, as a richer 
society generates more resources, these resources would be diverted to the 
worst off. Such was our position on libraries. Resources in the branches in 
the well-to-do neighborhoods would be maintained at current levels, and 
any increase of funds would be channeled to branches serving the poorest 
people. An attempt would be made to gain knowledge through decentral-
ization that would encourage varied approaches.

This approach smacks of tokenism. So what if a few more streets get 
paved in poor areas? So what if branch libraries have (and poorer residents 
read) a few more books? Suppose the reading ability of poor children does 
go up a little? If outcomes change only a little, does a progressive realloca-
tion of resources over the years matter?
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We should not overlook the desirability of ultimately making good on 
the traditional American idea (no matter how often it is violated) about 
equality of opportunity. (There would be no need for hypocrisy if equality 
did not matter.) To know that substantial efforts are being made may help 
to build the social cohesion upon which the aspirations of a free society rest.

A free society requires free men and women who know what they are 
doing; that is, who can make sense out of their public lives by learning 
how to take effective action. Of what, then, does this rational action by 
citizens consist? Rational choices require that the universe of public policy 
be seen as intelligible, so that the citizens in it will be motivated to make 
it sensible to themselves and to others. Social interaction in political are-
nas and economic markets may be conceived as continuous and cumula-
tive testing of hypotheses about this universe, with the most persuasive 
interpretation of the evidence prevailing. But only for a time. There is 
disagreement over the meaning of meaning: who has the right to certify 
what makes sense? Establishments seek to conserve meanings and revolu-
tionaries to destroy them and possibly to substitute new ones. Whether 
larger meanings can (or should) last indefinitely is doubtful. Nevertheless, 
at any moment citizenship implies a capacity for rational choice, which 
itself depends on a framework of intelligibility in which this is now taken 
for granted and that is open to question, in which citizens can distinguish 
the trivial from the important, and improve their preferences. If citizens 
are not analysts, in this sense of national action in a sensible context, self- 
government is merely self-delusion.

 notes

 1. See Frank Levy, Arnold Meltsner, and Aaron Wildavsky, Urban Outcomes 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1974).

 2. See Arnold J.  Meltsner, The Politics of City Revenue (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1971), pp. 86–131; and Anthony 
Downs, Inside Bureaucracy (Boston: Little, Brown, 1987), pp. 216–217.
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 4. Each program serves a broad constituency. Removing restrictions on fund-

ing is different from removing them from, say, a compensatory-education 
program spending a large amount of money on a small constituency. In this 
first instance, recipients of benefits after reallocation will be about the same 
as the recipients before reallocation. In the second example, the recipients 
are likely to change drastically.
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CHAPTER 16

Analysis as Craft

His mutations of color originated as much in theory as in observation. When 
one of his visitors was puzzled to find him painting a gray wall green, he 

explained that a sense of color was developed not only by work but by 
reasoning.… “He began on the shadow with a single patch, which he then 
overlapped with a second, and a third, until these patches, hinging one to 

another like screens, not only colored the object but molded its form.
… He deduced general laws, then drew from them principles which he 

applied by a kind of convention, so that he interpreted rather than 
copied what he saw. His vision was much more in his brain than in his 

eye. (pp. 57, 58, 59)
The move toward a disintegration of the object in some of the most 

memorable works of a painter so passionately attached to objects is the 
attraction and the riddle of Cezanne’s last phase. The element that 

usurped its place, the patch of color in itself, had a history of its own in 
his art, one that is worth tracing. In the middle 1860’s, when Cezanne 
for a time built pictures out of paint that was applied with a knife, in 
patches shaped by the knife-edge, his handling had an originality which 

has not always been understood. Among the Aix painters it is said to 
have caught on like an epidemic, and Pissarro appreciated it 

immediately; pictures like his still life at Toledo, painted with the knife 
in the following year, show how well he understood its meaning. Earlier 
in the century knife-painting had been the mark of an attachment to 
what was actual and physical in a subject. It was so for Goya and for 

Constable and, in particular, for Courbet who was Cezanne’s 
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inspiration. But only Cezanne realized that in the new context a 
picture that was touched with the knife should be painted with the knife 

throughout. He instinctively understood that in the new age the 
handling was the picture.…(p. 56)

Lawrence Gowing, “The Logic of Organized Sensations.” in Cezanne: 
The Late Work, ed. by William Rubin (New York: Museum of Modern 

Art, 1977).

A lot of “stake claiming” goes on in defining policy analysis. The landscape 
of our knowledge is surveyed and boundaries that delimit the domain of 
each discipline are drawn: “this belongs to political science, that belongs to 
economics.” Over past centuries, the great empires of theology, geometry, 
and natural history have broken up, spawning a multitude of disciplinary 
fiefdoms. New alliances, formed on marginal lands, claim independence: 
econometrics, social psychology, political economy. Subdisciplinary groups 
coalesce, border disputes flare, while intrepid basic researchers of each dis-
cipline fan out in search of virgin territory on which to plant their flags. 
Explorers bearing the ensign of policy analysis seem bewildered by this 
scramble for territory. They expropriate lands claimed by political scientists 
decades ago and more recently by planners and public administrators. They 
skirt the edges of economics, law, organizational theory, and operations 
research. Some seek refuge in these disciplines. Others wait for a Moses to 
lead them out of the wilderness to the promised land of professionalism. 
Still others, being more nationalistic, want to carve out a “policy analytic” 
domain. But where? Establishing a discipline in the interstices of disciplines 
already distinct is risky; the new map is likely to reveal an impossibly ger-
rymandered state composed of marginal lands already contested by others.

The cartographic approach to defining policy analysis will not get us far. 
For one thing, the map is not the territory. And even if it were, surveyors’ 
monuments are shifting so quickly that maps of the professions are soon 
outdated. Disciplinary skeptics dismiss policy analysis as nothing more 
than, say, “old public administration in a refurbished wardrobe.”1 It would 
be more fruitful to ask what these policy analysts do than where they 
reside. The short answer is that policy analysts create and craft problems 
worth solving. The long answer explains what “create and craft” means.

Economists tell you what you get for what you give up. Political sci-
entists tell you who gets what and why. Far from being contradictory or 
incompatible, politics and markets are twin forms of competitive redun-
dancy that complement one another by learning from social interaction. 
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By heeding much of this advice, policy analysts create conceivable solu-
tions that enables us, as citizens, to learn what we ought to want in rela-
tion to what’s available to get it with. (Of course, as life teaches us and the 
preceding chapters show, problems are not so much solved as alleviated, 
superseded, transformed, and otherwise dropped from view. “Solved” is 
shorthand for an activity that aims at improvement.) Because the task of 
analyzing policy is to try to alleviate practical problems, the analytic enter-
prise, Martin Landau rightly argues, “cannot recognize the limits of any 
field. … By its nature, it must follow problems wherever they go. It can-
not ignore anything that may be relevant to a solution.”2 Following our 
metaphor, these analytic explorers must be denizens of all domains, free to 
cross borders and trade for the offerings of each discipline.

Landau goes on to state that “with so extensive a domain of inquiry, the 
enterprise is bound to be disordered.… No field of inquiry, no specializa-
tion can be built upon an unrestricted and indefinite domain.”3 I agree. If 
policy analysis is everything, then it is nothing. To tell people that all their 
problem-solving activity to date has actually been a form of policy analysis 
is just as revealing as telling them that they have been speaking prose all 
their lives.

Policy is a process as well as a product. It is used to refer to a process of 
decision-making and also to the product of that process. Policy is spoken 
of as what is and as what ought to be:4 policy is perverting our priorities, 
and policy should serve the public interest. Each usage makes sense within 
its own domain but, by the same token, circumscribes what can usefully be 
analyzed. Limiting oneself to policy as product encourages a narrow view 
of rationality as presentation of results, a view that squeezes a disorderly 
world into the familiar procrustean formulation of objectives and alterna-
tives.5 Restricting oneself to process, however, may lead to the opposite 
evil of denigrating reason, of being unable to account for either the cre-
ation of projects or their rationalization as public arguments. Bismarck, I 
believe, can be credited with the notion that to have respect for politics 
and sausage one must not see how they are made. This quip conveys the 
spirit that engulfs the disorderly world of public policy, where a thin casing 
of policy constrains and hides the kernel of controversy inside. It is easy 
to describe as messy the political process that tames controversy and then 
to elevate the seamless casing of public representation as the epitome of 
reason. Rationalization of results becomes rationality.

I will state my conclusions here. As a discipline, policy analysis (“prob-
lem creation—problem solution—problem supersession”) does not fit 
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neatly into the disciplinary map. As an activity, however, policy analysis 
has some structure. That structure lies less in discovery (how policy analy-
sis is created) and more in justification (how we distinguish better from 
worse analysis).

I find the distinction between discovery and justification useful 
because it permits work on the latter without worrying unduly about the 
former. If a book about policy analysis were to deal with the invention 
of new alternatives, that is with creativity, there would be little to say. 
Yet I am not persuaded, whatever may be said in the philosophy of sci-
ence, where this distinction originated, that an impassible line separates 
creating and persuading. Students of public policy have reason to sus-
pect that how policies originate affects how they are justified. We know, 
for example, that welfare programs that enter early, historically speak-
ing, are, by the usual modes of incremental increase, advantaged over 
their successors. Just as policy may be its own cause, or agencies may 
alter objectives to fit better with resources, policies may take on a life of 
their own independent of their origins. When we take into account the 
impact of policies on other policies, we are ipso facto dealing with acts 
of creation. More has been said about the logic of discovery than has 
been admitted. Perhaps, in an activity that is supposed to be susceptible 
to political pressures, where social forces do not have to be smuggled in 
through the back door of justification, a more holistic view of change 
may be possible.

Problem solving for the policy analyst is as much a matter of creating 
a problem (1) worth solving from a social perspective and (2) capable of 
being solved with the resources at hand, as it is of converging to a solution 
when given a problem. Consider comprehensive welfare reform as an illus-
tration. Part of the reason for replacing the myriad programs, each with 
its unique clientele and type of benefit, with a uniform “negative income- 
tax” scheme was the desire to replace problems our government knows 
little about—improving the welfare of its citizens—with problems about 
which it has come to know more—levying taxes, even “negative” ones 
designed to redistribute income. The parameter of the problem changed 
from “establishing a list of subsidized food purchases” to “calibrating the 
marginal tax rates so as to discover the breakeven point for maintaining 
a work incentive.” The modes and locus of calculation also change as the 
policy design shifts from direct provision of services to cash payments that 
open up access to commercial markets. The government no longer decides 
the mix of food, healthcare services, and housing that would benefit each 
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recipient. Instead, the burden of calculation shifts to the recipient. Rather 
than one mind making the calculation, millions of minds assist in the inter-
actions that determine the outcomes.

Two sides of analysis are in flux at the same time: defining the problem 
by comparison with our resources and constructing the solution to fit the 
problem posed. In the language of operations research, policy analysis 
must go beyond the task of calculating the best solution, considering the 
constraints and the objective, to the task of selecting the constraints in 
the first place and formulating a statement of the objectives. Whereas the 
first task requires technical competence, the second requires an equally 
rare composite of intelligence, judgment, and virtue. Anyone can make 
objectives commensurate with resources by drastically lowering expecta-
tions. Anyone can behave irresponsibly by proposing objectives incapable 
of being realized at least within the bounds of decency. But not just any-
one can create problems more worthy of trying to solve (although perhaps 
failing) than the preceding problems.

That problems have the same status as solutions (neither having greater 
claim to performance or preference than the others) is the basis for cre-
ativity in analysis (and the cause for anomie within the profession). That 
analysts can say with good reason why some problems cum solutions are 
better than others is a basis for objectivity. What is accepted as evidence 
depends on how persuasive others find our analytic arguments.

In discovery, analysis as problem solving is more art than craft, more 
finding new ways than persuading others of their feasibility and desirabil-
ity. In justification, analysis is more craft than art. Not that I prefer one 
to the other. Without art, analysis is doomed to repetition; without craft, 
analysis is unpersuasive. Shifting the frame of discourse, so that different 
facts become persuasive, suggests that art and craft are interdependent.

Policy analysis is creating and crafting problems worth solving. What is 
the clay of which recalcitrant experience is shaped into problems and how 
is the form of the problem determined? By understanding the material 
with which analysts work, we can better understand the limits and poten-
tials of the craft.

Problems in policy are fashioned of creative tension, drawn between 
different poles depending on the context of discourse. If we are talk-
ing in everyday language about the government, its policies, and its 
 organizations, the tension is drawn between our resources and our objec-
tives. Programs mediate the two, and policy analysis compares programs, 
each of which is itself composed of objectives and resources.
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If we switch the mode of discourse again, this time to culture, the cre-
ative tension that drives analysis arises between the historical pattern of 
social relationships and our evolving preferences for new patterns. The 
tensions between social interaction and intellectual cogitation, between 
asking and telling, between politics and planning, which have so much 
occupied us, measure the degree to which we are willing to accept what 
people think they want or intervene so that they will want what we think 
they ought to have. Policy analysis creates culture by restructuring social 
interaction and, consequently, the values we express by our participation 
as citizens in public policy.

If we switch the discourse to epistemology (what we claim to know and 
how we come to know it), tensions arise between our current knowledge 
and the experience we seek to shape to find answers to our inquiries. By 
testing hypotheses the analyst mediates between the two, and the essence 
of policy analysis is learning to recognize and correct errors. Balancing 
between dogma and skepticism, we continually reweave our conceptual 
fabric to make sense of our experience, at times explaining away the sur-
prises, at other times revising the expectations that made us vulnerable to 
surprise. Just as our values, beliefs, and social structure appear malleable 
but not infinitely plastic, so we suspect culture is negotiable but do not 
know how much. It is difficult to say whether what we consider a policy 
problem is in us or in society. Certain events, like wars, depressions, and 
famines, appear to force themselves on us, whereas other happenings are 
highlighted because we seem to choose to focus on them. All I can say 
here is that our rationalizations, once made, are just as real as our other 
creations.

If policy problems arise from tensions, policy solutions are the tem-
porary and partial reduction of tension. Solutions are temporary in that 
the conditions producing the initial dislocation change in time, creating 
different tensions. Solutions often carry their own tensions with them, 
and acting as their own cause give rise to different problems. More and 
more, policies respond to past policies (as fixed sentences do to inde-
terminate ones or medical inflation to medical subsidy) rather than to 
events rooted in social life. Why, for instance, has the federal govern-
ment mandated more and more forms of insurance? Not because physi-
cal risks are greater but because its own disaster programs have become 
so expensive that requiring insurance is a way of passing the costs back 
to individuals. Solutions are partial in that tension, a product of multidi-
mensional pulls and tugs, is rarely discharged in full. To satisfy tensions 
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in one direction fully is to exacerbate tension in the others. Predictability 
for one sector (say corporate taxation) is often achieved at the expense of 
unpredictability of others (say balanced government budgets). Problem 
solving is iterative. We Hope, though it is not necessarily true, that our 
future unsatisfactory solutions will be less unsatisfactory than they were 
in the past.

To fragment this view, to say that changes in public policy involve neither 
our conceptual knowledge of the world nor the structure of social interac-
tion, would lead to poorer rather than richer policy analysis. Suppose we 
conceive of the United States as a country peopled by responsible adults 
who are fully capable of understanding and accepting their own risks with-
out imposing these risks on others. Social relations as they are would be 
sufficiently reliable to produce timely warnings of danger; future genera-
tions would act as wisely as those past, having learned to trust one another 
to do right. Prices would then measure real scarcities, so that when the 
price of oil was low this meant consumption was “okay”; should relative 
scarcities change, steeply higher prices would precede oil shortages in time 
to permit exploration for more oil or to switch to alternative sources of 
energy. The energy problem did not need to be problematic; we made it 
so by failing to follow the usual processes. This is the distrustful, short-
sighted, irresponsible image of a society that produces current safety laws 
and regulations. First an effort was made to make seat belts mandatory; 
when that regulation was revised, effort went into making inflatable air 
bags mandatory. On-the-job safety devices worn by workers have given 
way to mandatory engineering controls applied to entire plants. In both 
cases, cheaper options exercised by individuals have given way to expensive 
requirements imposed by government. These new policies reveal worlds of 
difference about responsibility for resources, social trust, and recognition 
and correction of errors. Let’s examine the problems and solutions at each 
of these levels in more detail.

SolutionS aS ProgramS

We are fortunate when what we should have is what we want and what we 
can get. For the most part, however, the spheres of wants and resources 
do not overlap, and these incongruities form the difficulties analysts 
address. With the discrepancies, we can make unilateral adjustments, such 
as  lowering our expectations to match our resources, or redoubling our 
search for resources with steadfast commitment to an objective. Analysis 
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works at both ends, and compromise amid the pulling and hauling is 
inherent in any solution.

Wants are often conflicting. They conflict not only at the basic level, as 
in economic growth versus environmental integrity, but among “second- 
order” characteristics of program design: we want programs that are easy 
to implement, inexpensive, simple, sophisticated, flexible, not arbitrary, 
and so forth.

It is no help to forget subjective “wants” in order to concentrate on 
“objective” needs. There are few absolute standards of needs, and the idea 
is as elusive as “benefits.” Suffice it to say that a rule for decision such as 
“the government should allocate resources to satisfy needs” will not see us 
far when needs conflict.

Limited resources force compromise and choice. With a finite supply, 
spending resources one way means they can’t be spent another. Foregone 
opportunity is a ubiquitous cost. Were our resources to exceed our wants, 
and were all our wants compatible with one another, there would be no 
tension, hence no need for choice, and no need for analysis of policy. If 
discrepancies are the problems, programs are the solutions. Policy analy-
sis translates the choice among wants and resources into choices among 
programs. Something is lost in the translation, as they say, and programs 
as embodiments of compromises are often imprecise, arbitrary, and imper-
fect. Programs structure decisions as political parties structure presidential 
elections. In the end, we as citizens vote for candidates who result from 
the bargaining and brokering in their parties. Rarely does any candidate 
match the ideal of all citizens, because each has different conceptions of 
the ideal. Similarly, no program will completely resolve all the tension. 
We seek an Aristotelian balance among extremes; to completely resolve 
the tension in one direction, say devoting one-hundred times the current 
amount to primary education without any hope of changing pupils’ per-
formance for the better, involves producing absurd results in the others.

Programs as solutions, like candidates, come in discrete chunks. We 
are fortunate when program characteristics are quantifiable (the mini-
mum level of income guarantees, the monthly medicare premium) for 
these programs can be continually modified, usually by splitting the dif-
ference between the high and the low. More often we are faced with an 
array of integral units, and selecting any one means a compromise among 
compromises. Programs are solutions, solutions are compromises, and 
 compromises are more often feasible than optimal, satisfactory than per-
fect and tolerable than desirable.
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Programs as solutions are also temporary. Resources change, along 
with perceptions of wants. A subtler and more interesting form of realign-
ment of tensions results, not from changes in the system but by the very 
presence of programs within the system. Programs distort the field and 
“bend” objectives and resources into accommodating configurations. 
One evolutionary path leads to rejection of the program and a different 
attempt at resolution. Another path is taken when the program, imbued 
with life of its own, acts as its own cause. Self-protective behavior sets in. 
Programs retreat from objectives which could not be attained, and substi-
tute those which can. Clients who can be satisfied replace those who can’t. 
Performance is measured by inputs instead of outcomes. Solutions in the 
form of programs, create problems, in the form of new tensions. Old ten-
sions are negated rather than resolved.

This retreat on objectives is neither intrinsically desirable nor undesir-
able. It can be welcomed when, faced with objectives attainable only at 
exorbitant political, economic, or social cost, we as citizens learn to pose 
better problems, obtain a more honest match between resources and objec-
tives, and, by bumping up against constraints, increase comprehension of 
our environment. Analysts should value policies by the extent to which 
they permit learning, the ease by which errors are identified, and the moti-
vation produced by organizational incentives to correct error. A variety of 
postal letter services (both private and public) would permit recognition 
of error (what it should cost to mail an ordinary letter reliably from one 
place to another in a specified time) and correction of error (choosing the 
least expensive service). Moreover, the choice would be repetitive, experi-
ence would be more objective, and results would be reversible (by switch-
ing to another carrier), thus increasing the ability to learn. The capacity 
to propose solutions to more interesting and consequential problems that 
teach us about our preferences and our circumstances are the hallmarks 
of worthwhile policies. Food stamps and housing allowances can be spent 
only for the indicated purposes, but a general income supplement of the 
same amount would allow the individual to learn about the consequences 
of choosing among goods and services. Solutions, like scientific theories, 
should be valued not only for the old difficulties they purport to end, but 
also for the interesting new difficulties they begin.

“Too many scientists,” Robert Axelrod warns us, “tend to think in 
terms of what economists call ‘consumer sovereignty.’ This has the effect 
of an underemphasis on the potential of leadership, persuasion, and educa-
tion.”6 This argument can be extended: past actions affect future choices. 
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They do so, among various ways, by creating institutional arrangements. 
When the actions involve electoral arrangements, say proportional versus 
winner-take-all voting, it is immediately clear that voter preferences are 
shaped by such considerations as whether votes for a candidate will be 
wasted if that candidate has little chance of winning a majority, or, if citi-
zens may vote for several candidates, if one’s vote will count toward the 
final decision. The same reasoning applies to those policies which, like 
social security, have been established earlier and preempt resources, or, like 
aid to dependent children, create new relationships difficult to undo, or, 
like medical insurance, alter people’s preferences by changing their view of 
who will pay how much.

Preferences do and should change. One should even concede, from 
universal experience, that we often do not choose wisely or act in ways 
that are good for us. Failure to follow healthy habits is ample testimony 
to that. Yet we may still hold that no one else knows enough to impose 
their views about what is in our own interest. Even if we ultimately come 
to the conclusion that someone else once knew better, that entitles them 
only to argue with us, not to overcome us, for then we could not learn 
from our mistakes. Then we would lose autonomy, because others know 
better, and reciprocity, because they do not have to take us into account. 
When we citizens are deprived of our errors we also lose our capacity for 
self-correction, for self-improvement by moral development.

SolutionS aS HyPotHeSeS

Policy analysis has its foundations for learning in pragmatism and empiri-
cism. We value what works and we learn what works from experience, 
particularly experience that magnifies error and failure. The impetus for 
analysis flows from the clash between expectations formed from prevail-
ing theory and our interpretation of experience. When predictions do not 
pan out we attempt to reimpose order on the confusion by suggesting 
new hypotheses about the world or by reexamining the claims to “facts.” 
Inventing these hypotheses and discarding current theory for better the-
ory are the learning analogues to establishing new government programs 
when faced with failures of current ones. We hope that new hypotheses 
expand into theories that better explain the world, just as we hope that 
new programs form better matches between resources and objectives.

Progress in public policy, however, is not inevitable; learning does not 
occur automatically. A new hypothesis is not always better than any old 
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hypothesis, any more than a new program is always better than an old 
program. Why is learning from error so difficult to accomplish?

For one thing, error recognition and error correction are not always 
compatible. Without recognition, to be sure, there is unlikely to be cor-
rection. The trouble is that what facilitates recognition often inhibits cor-
rection.7 To be readily recognized, error should be conspicuous and clear. 
The larger the error and the more it contrasts with its background, the 
easier it is to identify. Easy correction of error, however, depends on mis-
takes that are small in size (and hence in cost) and are necessarily close to 
what has gone on before. But small errors are likely to lack sharp reso-
lution, merging imperceptibly into their backgrounds. Because they are 
cheap and reversible, these errors would be correctable if only they were 
detectable. Alternatively, big policies generate giant mistakes, which make 
them simple to spot but difficult to reverse, because the cost of changing 
past practice soars. If only big mistakes can be recognized, we would be 
able to detect only the errors we cannot easily correct. A combination 
of better detectors (to see through the bureaucratic jungle) and smaller 
errors (to gain experience in continuous correction) would be ideal. The 
conditions under which this combination is feasible remain to be studied.

Error identification means persisting with current theory (being dog-
matic) because we want confirmed instances of contradiction, not anoma-
lies that can be explained as once-in-a-lifetime quirks or paradoxes that can 
be resolved eventually within current theory. If dogma is the antithesis of 
learning, can there be virtue in dogma? The first time an anomaly appears, 
it is likely to be ignored. The second and third time, it may be certified as 
truly “paradoxical.” It may take a fourth and fifth time before it is deemed 
a bona fide “contradiction.” We ignore anomalies, live with paradoxes, 
and permit contradictions while retaining prevailing theory. Recognizing 
contradictions, we don’t discard bad theory for no theory, we reject bad 
theory for better theory (or more accurately, bad theory for hypotheses 
that promise to become better theory).8

Learning by error correction is a gamble, and the odds favor the status 
quo. We weigh performance of theory that is manifestly adequate against 
performance of a hypothesis that is speculatively better. The burden of proof 
falls on the hypothesis, and all but the most sturdy sink under its weight.

It is hard to strike a balance between dogma (everything is immune 
from scrutiny) and skepticism (everything is up for grabs) conducive to 
learning. We want enough “dogma” to make crucial experiments pos-
sible. We agree to hold some things constant while we vary others so that 
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experience is focused on one part of our conceptual web of beliefs, not on 
the whole network at once. Maintaining these conventions depends on 
trust, first that the parties to any transaction will do as they say and, sec-
ond, that what they say will actually come about. When proof is demanded 
rather than presumed, cash in advance, capacity to produce convincing 
evidence is rapidly exhausted. The insistent demand (show me!) is evi-
dence of a lack of trust. This refusal to accept conventional responses may 
be met either by increasing trust so that the demands diminish or by pro-
ducing evidence of effectiveness.

But we also want enough skepticism to preserve the legitimacy of 
questioning any of our beliefs, to hold nothing immune from scrutiny. 
Skepticism allows us to question the integrity of supposedly crucial experi-
ments. But when to be dogmatic and when to be skeptical ordinarily is 
known only after the fact. We make the decision; if it works we were right, 
if it does not, we were wrong. When skepticism is organized, it does not 
depend on the proclivities of this or that person but on social arrange-
ments—referees for publications; incentives for catching other people’s 
errors; rewards for new theories, which often require criticism of the old. 
Organized skepticism, as it is called, is the institutionalization of distrust. 
Trust in social interaction designed to detect and correct error reenforces 
reliance on individual integrity.9

Solutions to problems, scientific and practical alike, both reflect and 
create social constructs. The creative interpretation of the histories of poli-
cies involves policy analysis with social structure. Starting with public pro-
grams and treating them as social artifacts, analysts reconstruct not only 
a conceptual world view (that which society perceives as truth and error), 
they also recreate a structure of values. By proposing new programs, the 
policy analyst suggests new hypotheses, and hence new values that codify 
social relations. “Retrospection” is more than retrospective rationalization 
because it can help the past justify the future.

SolutionS aS Social artifactS

When policy analysts propose solutions, they propose not only a mix of 
resources and objectives, not only an implicit causal model of a segment 
of reality, but also a structure of social relationships. The more the pre-
vailing structure of social interaction shifts (Personal Relationships whose 
Outcomes Differ, or PROD as I called it earlier), the more radical the 
change. Thus we look for change by alteration in outcomes as a result of 
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different relationships among citizens. In the winter of 1978, for example, 
most consumers were not aware that the federal government was actu-
ally subsidizing the price of imported oil. The lower price of domestic 
oil spoke louder (use me!) than exhortations about conservation. Raising 
the domestic price substantially to reach the international price (either 
by removing the subsidy or by imposing a tax as President Carter recom-
mends) would lead to higher domestic production and lower consump-
tion of foreign oil. By permitting people to face the real cost of oil, by 
changing the values they put on their transactions, their social relations 
would produce different outcomes. When we can specify how constraints 
and incentives act on individual behavior to reinforce or modify patterns 
of social structure, we have related policy to society through culture.

If culture is conceived as values and beliefs that bind social relation-
ships, then policy analysis is intimately involved with culture in two ways: 
(1) solutions to policy problems reflect and are limited by the moral con-
sistency of historical social relationships; (2) solutions to policy problems, 
by changing the structure of social relationships, alter the values and 
beliefs that support the social structure. As with any cycle (the chicken 
and the egg), causal directions are difficult to disentangle. Do we begin 
with deep intuitive values (such as compassion for the poor) from which 
we design our public programs (such as medicare, food stamps, Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children), and then work through the politics 
of implementation, or do we start with political compromises, rationalize 
them by imposing a grand design (such as the war on poverty), and only 
later internalize these norms as cultural values? The appropriate position 
to take on the causal role of conscious intent in the evolution of culture 
seems to be to accept the totality of a cycle rather than the bifurcation of 
“cause or effect.”

The expansion of American social-welfare programs reflects a pattern 
of rules embodying values not immediately obvious at the political level. 
These include the preference to err on the side of giving to the  undeserving 
rather than withhold from the deserving. Policies mirror changing values. 
Policies are the operational embodiment of what we believe when we must 
choose the sort of error—too much or too little consumption of food or 
oil or housing—we would prefer to make. Physical pollution is imbued 
with cultural significance, and the debate over the integrity of our physical 
environment complements the debate on so abstract a word as culture. 
I suggest a small experiment: talk to convinced environmentalists about 
whether there is a physical shortage of oil in the world. If there isn’t, 
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you will soon discover, there ought to be. Soon you will see that they 
rightly love the idea of shortage, for if the supply is running out all sorts 
of changes from installing solar- energy converters to outlawing large “gas 
guzzling” cars may be mandated. In a word, the controversy over energy 
policy is a dispute about how we should live.

Values, as embodied in social structure, also limit the scope of change. 
Policy analysis, far from being a presentation of utopian scenarios, must 
remain anchored in the current pattern of social relationships. History is 
the base; modifications in the direction of changing preferences are solu-
tions. The conservatism implicit in treating history as the base holds not 
only at the organizational level, where policy analysis must acknowledge 
the organizational disincentives to change, but at the broader cultural level, 
where social disincentives to change are abundant. The analytic enterprise 
depends on social trust, on common recognition that the analytic activity 
is being carried out to secure more desirable outcomes. The limits to this 
common recognition are the limits to policy analysis, for it is by common 
consent that we distinguish facts from values. This distinction in turn is 
necessary before errors can be identified and subsequently corrected.

The balance struck epistemologically between dogma and skepticism 
must also be struck socially between convention and anarchy, and between 
debates over facts and values. Without temporary agreement to limit the 
scope of analysis (recall that this was one of the virtues of dogma), no 
amount of argument could settle differences, for with no “facts that mat-
ter” there is no evidence, and with no evidence, no hope for contradiction 
and error identification. Learning through error ceases. Negation replaces 
contradiction.

When programs fashion objectives after their own images, policy acts 
as its own cause. Theory, which acts as its own cause by dismissing new 
hypotheses out of hand, is called dogma. History, acting as its own jus-
tification, is called tradition. These tendencies support each other. The 
virtues of dogma—limiting the scope of the debate, starting with initial 
presumptions—are the virtues of tradition. Similarly, the vices of dogma 
are the vices of tradition. These include shifting the burden of proof to 
the challenger and inhibiting learning by preventing rectification of errors. 
When tradition rules, recognition of error becomes anomalous, and policy 
acts to perpetuate itself.

The tensions around which this book is organized have their moral 
sides. Relating resources to objectives so that the promise of public policy 
can be kept is the mark of the responsible analyst. It is irresponsible to put 
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resources to inferior uses, depriving others of their opportunities, or to 
promote objectives that cannot be achieved at all or at acceptable cost. To 
be held responsible, as if one could control results, depends on possessing 
relevant resources, for otherwise accountability is a sham. Social interac-
tion is efficacious only when autonomous individuals establish recipro-
cal social relationships. Individual moral development requires a balance 
between autonomy and reciprocity, citizen and community, which, at the 
public level, is the task of policy analysis.

tHe craft of Problem Solving

good analysis compares alternative programs, neither objectives alone nor 
resources alone, but the assorted packages of resources and objectives, 
which constitute its foregone opportunities. good analysis focuses on out-
comes: what does the distribution of resources look like, how should we 
evaluate it, and how should we change it to comport with our notions of 
efficiency and equity? good analysis is tentative. It suggests hypotheses 
that allow us to make better sense of our world.

good analysis promotes learning by making errors easier to identify and 
by structuring incentives for their correction.

good analysis is skeptical; by disaggregating the verifying process—
evaluations should be external, independent, multiple, and continuous—
no organization is required or allowed to be sole judge in its own case.

good analysis is aware of its shortcomings and so it hedges its recom-
mendations with margins of sensitivity to changes in underlying conditions.

good analysis works with historical contexts so that error stands out 
ready for correction.

Most important, good analysis remembers people, the professionals in 
the bureaus who must implement the programs as well as the citizens 
whose participation in collective decision-making can be either enlarged 
or reduced by changes in the historical structure of social relationships. 
A focus on cognitive problem solving alone uproots man from context, 
viewing objectives as derived from personal experience rather than social 
structure. Social interaction by itself accepts rather than corrects social 
relations.

It would be a mistake to look at good policy analysis as if it were already 
here instead of what we would like it to be when it does get here. Do not 
ask “What is policy analysis?” as if it were apart from us. Ask rather “What 
can we make analysis become?” as if we were a part of this art and craft.
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Craft is distinguished from technique by the use of constraints to direct 
rather than deflect inquiry, to liberate rather than imprison analysis within 
the confines of custom. Consider cost inflation in hospitals. Once it is 
understood that money will no longer be allowed to ration access to medi-
cine, and that deterioration in quality is not publicly acceptable, inflation 
becomes rampant because we prefer it to the alternatives of relaxing con-
straints on access and quality. Of course no one wants inflation; it is just 
that when push comes to shove we want other things more. With this 
understanding, it becomes possible to evaluate the difficulties we have, in 
effect, chosen today compared to those (like grossly unequal access) we 
experienced yesterday and others (like providing something less than the 
most expensive care) we are likely to face tomorrow.

Manipulation of constraints can help make the feasible desirable. 
Temporary acceptance of a cognitive constraint in education—no technol-
ogy for improving reading among the worst off—allows us to consider a 
temporary interactive solution. By facilitating bargaining in stable political 
arenas, parents, students, and teachers should learn to accept what they 
cannot change as the best they can do. Later, as technology changes, it 
may become possible to ask how much it is worth paying to improve cog-
nitive accomplishment.

To recognize a constraint, to be sure, is not necessarily to accept it. 
Philanthropic agencies are unable to agree on reform of the income-tax 
write-off, despite its acknowledged unfairness, because of its differen-
tial effect. Universities and museums depend more on the rich who use 
the write-off than do churches, which depend more on poorer people. 
Changing to a more equitable mode of governmental subsidy of charity 
depends on getting around this constraint by assuring one or the other 
type of charitable agency that their income will not be drastically reduced. 
Charities don’t want to take a vow of poverty to help the poor. By easing 
the transition from a worse to a better place, “buying out” other peoples’ 
causes—paying them off to ease the transition - has general applicability as 
a mechanism for increasing the feasibility of proposed policies.

The improvement of urban services requires removal of constraints. 
Showing that what appear to be constraints are merely customs opens 
up new directions for public policy. If all (or even most) library employ-
ees do not need professional skills and credentials, it becomes possible to 
fund additional book purchases out of savings on salary. The cumulative 
effect of special state funding formulas can be challenged so as to allow 
local school districts to spend in ways that reflect their own priorities. And 
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“lowest cost per safe mile” need not continue to be the only rule for deci-
sion in building and maintaining streets. Preserving neighborhoods can 
be part of street programs, though it may take more time to reeducate 
professionals than to change laws. Error is most difficult to correct when 
it has become a way of life.

Learning from mistakes requires a criterion of correspondence separat-
ing error from accomplishment. Criteria should be sharp enough to have 
a cutting edge. Criteria may also conflict, so that it is useful to know when 
cutting one way means undercutting another. If equity and efficiency 
conflict (the tax write-off for charity is efficient but not equitable), one 
may try to find a program (treating each dollar equally by a percentage- 
contribution bonus) that makes the two complementary. When criteria 
cannot be made compatible, trade-offs among them (so much quality for 
so much cost in medicine, so many ineligibles for welfare let through ver-
sus so many eligibles screened out) help illuminate choice.

Suppose criteria cannot be accomplished? Then change from a criterion 
of correctness to one of agreement, that is, from cogitation to interaction. 
When one doesn’t know how to accomplish what one wishes directly, one 
can set up procedures to search out a better result sequentially. This hap-
pened when we turned from reading scores as indicators of accomplish-
ment to vouchers as forms of interaction designed to create a market in 
education. Just as we don’t say that a presidential candidate is the correct 
but rather the popular choice, just as the market price is not virtuous but 
only viable, so a criterion of choice need not be correspondence with a 
prior standard but only agreement on the programmatic activity itself. The 
acceptable may not be the desirable but then we started all this to get away 
from educational outcomes that were neither desirable nor acceptable. 
Working with conflict is better than ignoring it.

For the policy analyst, which assumption is best: congruence or conflict 
of interests in society? Conflict is correct, analytically as well as empirically, 
for, by assuming conflict, analysts are led to calculate losses and gains by 
each major separable interest (doctors, patients, hospitals, governments, 
donors, charities, teachers, parents, students). Instead of lumping them 
all in a big blob, analysts are led to uncover interests and discover their 
degree of (in) compatibility. Interests may also be mutually supportive or 
unrelated, but that is something to learn, not assume. There is safety in 
assuming diversity.

Should analysts spend their time uncovering what they don’t know or 
discovering what they do? Both, obviously, but if it is a question of priority, 
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of allocating time (the most important personal resource), my inclination 
is toward self-interrogation. Analysts are themselves their most important 
instruments. Taking a fundamental view, making what one can of events 
from basic social theory, asking what Adam Smith or Karl Marx or James 
Madison would say, is in my experience superior to searching for all the rel-
evant data or fantasizing that hitherto secret material will reveal all. If you 
wanted to know what price OPEC would be charging for oil, the hypoth-
esis of profit maximization under monopoly (stop raising prices when a 
higher price constricts demand sufficiently to reduce income) would pre-
dict the current price almost exactly. Asking why it is alleged that doc-
tors rather than patients are maldistributed, when economic theory tells us 
people locate to their best advantage, helps orient inquiry into what data 
to collect on the dispersal of doctors. Knowing that there has to be varia-
tion as well as constancy in social relations allows analysts to appraise claims 
about simultaneously increasing predictability for all interests, including 
economic stabilizers as well as agency spenders. The costs of change and 
who will bear them is a prime consideration in any historical period.

It is always relevant to ask how the participants in public policies 
resolve uncertainties because these choices probe weaknesses (no one ever 
knows enough) and reveal priorities by signaling the side on which error 
is tolerated. If doctors and patients reduce uncertainties by doing more, 
the consequences for cost are evident. The repeated decisions to resolve 
uncertainty about the size of school districts in favor of bigness suggest 
that ease of interaction among administrators rather than responsiveness 
of schools to students and parents had the highest priority. The use of pro-
fessional standards in place of empirical inquiry in urban services suggests 
that professional presuppositions should be a major source of skepticism.

But what about analysts: how should they resolve their uncertainties? 
By prayer, for not all can be reduced; by theory, which may or may not 
be the same thing; and by studies that test the sensitivity of key variables 
to large changes. If a subject won’t matter when giving advice on policy, 
then we analysts don’t have to know about it. That, at least, is our excuse 
for ignorance. Knowing what you don’t have to know can be valuable. So 
too is knowing what isn’t known, like how to use medicine to significantly 
improve health or how to decrease crime or how to encourage deprived 
children to use libraries. Negative knowledge, knowing what doesn’t 
work, may suggest research to overcome ignorance or encourage trial and 
error. Insofar as it is the task of analysis to substitute for experience (if we 
were willing and able to try everything there would be much less need for 
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analysis) mental experiments have much to commend them. Could we act 
effectively, for example, if we decided that limiting inflation of hospital 
costs was our highest priority? Evidently, by nationalizing or privatizing 
medicine, we could. Therefore it isn’t that we can’t but that we won’t, 
which, to me at least, is informative. Hypothetical history: what would 
happen if…, is another way of doing policy analysis.

SPeaking trutH to Power

In large part, it must be admitted, knowledge is negative. It tells us what 
we cannot do, where we cannot go, wherein we have been wrong, but not 
necessarily how to loosen these constraints or correct these errors. After 
all, if current efforts were judged wholly satisfactory, there would be little 
need for analysis and less for analysts.

The truth is that this or that cannot now be done. How do we know? 
Craftsmen are judged by how they use their tools. Their handiwork is 
done individually but judged collectively. Are the data accurate, appropri-
ate, and manipulated according to prevailing standards? Is the evidence 
believable, coming from diverse sources, and tested for credibility? Are the 
arguments persuasive and balanced rather than onesided? Does the analyst 
have a reputation for doing careful, accurate, and, if called for, imaginative 
work? Do other analysts with different viewpoints, and other audiences 
who must be persuaded, find this analyst believable? Craftsmanship is per-
suasive performance. Among the advantages that policy analysts yield to 
medical practitioners, in addition to knowledge and power, two stand out: 
patients take their doctors’ advice as much as half the time and doctors 
occasionally bring good news. Like would-be prophets, analysts cry out 
their ill tidings in a policy wilderness.

With all the evident errors in social policy, and with the immense effort 
involved in correcting them, only to learn that these recent corrections 
lead to new errors, it hardly appears that our society suffers from a surfeit 
of constructive criticism. Nevertheless, it is understandable that this view—
criticism is more confusing than enlightening—might gain currency.

The truth that analysts claim today is not always the same truth they 
will claim tomorrow. There are tides in the affairs of analysts as well as 
ordinary mortals. There are fashions too. The nurse who spent the first 
twenty years of her life walking up tenement steps to tell mothers they 
must under no circumstances breast-feed their children, has now spent 
the last twenty years advising the opposite. The people (present company 
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included) who speak so confidently of the ineffectiveness of schooling or 
the irrelevance of medicine or the hopelessness of rehabilitating criminals 
may, for all they know now, be singing a different song in the next decade. 
It has happened before.

Before, though, it was possible to ignore this rabble’s babble, this 
cacophony, these mutterings of never-satisfied intellectuals, with their 
stepwise regression and backward foolishness, who sow confusion among 
the multitudes. Now, it appears, analysts cannot be ignored, they must be 
taken into government. It takes one to beat one, if only to counter those 
who are everywhere else—in the interest groups, the congressional com-
mittees, the departments, the universities, the think tanks—ensconced in 
institutions mandated by law to evaluate everything and accept respon-
sibility for nothing. Political leaders will not be believed without policy 
analysts and, with them, can hardly believe themselves. What happens to 
the simple political verities when they have to be so qualified as to be no 
longer so simple? What happens to social progress when it appears the 
bugle sounds the retreat before it sounds the charge? Isn’t caution, hence 
conservatism, the inevitable result of knowing more about what not to do 
than about what to do?

Indeed it is. If you just want to rush ahead, acting beats thinking 
every time. Blaming the messenger for the bad news is an old story. 
Blaming knowledge for ignorance also has ancient antecedents. Here is 
Millindapanha’s second-century colloquy:

  The King said: “Venerable Nagasena, will you converse with me?”
    Nagasena: “If your Majesty will speak with me as wise men converse,
  I will; but if your Majesty speaks with me as kings converse, I will not.”
    “How then converse the wise, venerable Nagasena?”
    “The wise do not get angry when they are driven into a corner,  
kings do.”10

The charge of philosophy corrupting youth is not without foundation. 
It is time to recognize that the greek root from which the word “analy-
sis” comes also means to undo or to unloose. To be knowledgeable, to 
be sure, is not necessarily to be wise. Wisdom and foolishness, fortunately 
for us analysts, are properties not only of individuals but of institutions. 
The rules for encouraging evaluation do not begin by directing, as intel-
lectual cogitation might, “Appoint a wise man,” but instead cover the 
desirability of diversity, independence, and multiplicity, which cannot be 
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characteristics of individual’s alone, but only of individuals in collectivities. 
And this collective consciousness has been recognized from the earliest 
times. The Prophet Samuel was displeased when the Israelites asked him 
to appoint a king over them so that they might be like other nations. But 
the Lord understood that this was not a rejection of Samuel, but of Israel, 
that is, of self-government. For the Lord had Samuel discourse on the 
manner of kings: “He will take your sons … take your daughters … take 
your fields … take … take … take … and ye shall be his servants.”11 But 
the Israelites were servile and the Lord let them serve. It was the institu-
tion of kingship that was defective, not merely the individual kingly mani-
festation, as subsequent history was to show.

To be ruled by another, paradoxical as it may appear, requires no faith, 
only forbearance. To be a subject requires only being an object: the rulers 
substitute force for faith, the ruled acquiescence for initiative. To rule one-
self, however, is not only to affirm but also to subdue the self, because reci-
procity as well as autonomy is required for self-government. Citizens owe 
allegiance to others before they receive results for themselves. Citizenship 
is, first, an act of faith (a willingness to act in the absence of things seen) in 
political processes. These are forms of interaction, whose results must be 
approved before they are known; otherwise economic markets and political 
arenas would collapse before they got started. The skepticism inculcated 
in these institutions stands on a substratum of dogma. No wonder there is 
uneasiness over policy analysis undermining the eternal verities on which 
analysis itself rests without putting anything solid in its place. Skepticism is 
a solvent; it may corrode ideals at the expense of worshipping a false god, 
namely itself. In the final analysis, few will rally to skepticism as a faith.

Hence we expect to hear doubts about being doubtful. If our society 
is so smart, as the saying goes, why aren’t we so wise? One of the latest 
laments comes from historian Barry Karl:

It is perhaps one of the greatest paradoxes in the history of democratic 
thought that, as the available methods of rational communication have 
expanded, faith in democratic government seems to have diminished. 
greater education in the process of government and more constant percep-
tion of its daily operation produces disillusionment and cynicism. Yet those 
who govern today are better educated in general and better trained to gov-
ern than they have ever been. If one looks at the history of southern politics, 
for example, one would expect to find the hard-drinking, loud- talking Billy 
Carter as the successful politician in the Carter family, not Jimmy—even as 
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recently as twenty years ago. American society is as ready for the tests of 
participatory democracy as any society has ever been, yet “populism” still is 
looked upon suspiciously in intellectual circles. Nonetheless, to argue that a 
highly technological society cannot be a highly democratic one is to argue 
that knowledge cannot produce self-government, that knowing thyself is no 
longer the place to begin.12

Just as knowing what (which is hard) is different from knowing why 
(which is harder), that differs from knowing how (which is hardest), com-
bining commitment with doubt is not easy.

The conditions for craftsmanship include plenty of practice at detecting 
and correcting error. No one has said this better than Sir William Osler:

Begin early to make a three-fold category—clear cases, doubtful cases, mis-
takes. And learn to play the game fair, no self-deception, no shrinking from 
the truth; mercy and consideration for the other man, but none for yourself, 
upon whom you have to keep an incessant watch. You remember Lincoln’s 
mot about the impossibility of fooling all of the people all of the time. It 
does not hold good for the individual, who can fool himself to his heart’s 
content all of the time. If necessary, be cruel; use the knife and the cautery 
to cure the intumescence and moral necrosis which you will feel in the pos-
terior parietal region, in gall and Spurzheim’s center of self-esteem, where 
you will find a sore spot after you have made a mistake in diagnosis. It is 
only by getting your cases grouped in this way that you can make any real 
progress in your post-collegiate education; only in this way can you gain 
wisdom with experience.13

In an aspiring democracy, the truth we speak is partial. There is always 
more than one version of the truth and we can be most certain that the lat-
est statement isn’t it. This is not only democracy’s truth, it is also democ-
racy’s dogma.

Error must be the engine of change. Without error there would be 
one best way to achieve our objectives, which would themselves remain 
unaltered and unalterable. The original sin, after all, was to eat of the tree 
of knowledge so as to distinguish between good and evil. However great 
our desire, however grand our design, we ordinary mortals can only play 
at being god.

I have written this book to show that policy analysis is about learn-
ing what to like; analysis is less about the realization of preferences than 
about their transformation. This is my quarrel with the present paradigm 
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of rationality: it accepts as immutable the very order of preferences it is 
our purpose to change, and it regards as perfectly plastic the recalcitrant 
resources that always limit their realization. Individual analysts, to be sure, 
may accept objectives as given, as not subject to modification by them at 
that time. But policy analysis as a social process of relating objectives to 
resources by interaction as well as by cogitation, constrained by dogma as 
well as criticized by skepticism, inevitably changes preferences as well as 
possibilities.

Public policy remains a world we never made, consciously or entirely. 
Policies, acting as their own causes, drive as well as being driven. Like 
ideas or theories, policies, once promulgated, exist independently of 
their origins. Long after their causes fade away, their consequences 
carry on unless intervention alters them. Learning that it is easier to 
re-allocate financial resources than to reintegrate the human persona, 
which is roughly our common experience in the last two decades, it is 
only reasonable to retreat from these objectives. Whoever said wholesale 
changes in hearts (a negation of criminality) or minds (an affirmation 
of understanding) or bodies (a cultivation of health) would be simple 
or speedy? No one, at least not out loud. Now that the secret is out, we 
can perhaps proceed to perfect our preferences until old problems are 
superseded by new ones.

Wait! Why, if policy preferences are so important, have we spent so little 
time on their origin and development? In a limited way, I have tried to do 
exactly that: explain the development of American public policy as com-
promises among types of tensions. But I have not—nor, so far as I know, 
has anyone else—tried to locate these policy preferences in social struc-
tures and in their sustaining values and beliefs, i.e., in culture. If  public 
policies have a life of their own, they are also an expression of who we are 
as public people. When it becomes clear that people (re)make their social 
structure much like they (re)make their policies, the next stage in the 
study of public policy analysis as a social process will have begun.

In the meantime, I shall end as I began by answering one question with 
another. What is this power to which policy analysts speak their truth? 
And what is this truth they seek to speak? “All power to the analysts” is 
not a slogan I expect to hear in the near future. Policy analysis and policy 
analysts in a democracy never will (and never should) be that powerful. In 
the United States, where the ubiquity and the influences of interest groups 
is matched only by ever-present hostility and efforts to undermine them, 
where the long-sought power of the Presidency has been enhanced only to 
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become the problem for which it was supposed to be the solution, where 
the fragmentation of power has always been both a problem and a solu-
tion, pretenders to power, especially those who claim not social support 
but intellectual improvement, have never had an easy time. (The saga of 
the American Adams—John, Charles, Francis, Henry, and Brooks—shows 
as much.) Nor should they. For the truth they have to tell is not necessar-
ily in them, nor in their clients, but in what these cerebral prestidigitators 
often profess most to despise, their give and take with others whose con-
sent they require, not once and for all, as if the social contract were for-
ever irrevocable, but over and over again. This policy process is certainly 
exhausting, hardly exhilarating, but hopefully enlightening.

If power is in pieces, which resist picking up, and truth is partial, resis-
tant to being made whole, the reader may well ask, what is to be gained 
by policy analysis? Using the time-honored tools of the trade, let’s turn 
the question around: if power were unitary and knowledge were perfect, 
analysis would be either supreme (appearing as the one correct policy) or 
superfluous (no need for error correction if there are errors to correct). 
Nor do I believe policy analysis is a waste of time, because no one cares 
about what is true and beautiful but only about what is popular and pref-
erable. Popularity in a democracy is no mean recommendation; a policy 
that is marginally preferable has much to commend it compared to one 
that is perfectly impossible. Besides, I try to remind myself that this won’t 
be the last time I was wrong. If, like any aspiring analyst, I have succeeded 
in converting conundrums that cannot be queried into questions with 
controvertible answers, my mission is over.
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The early history of the Graduate School of Public Policy illustrates the 
twilight world of policy analysis.1 Even if objectives are not multiple and 
conflicting, they are pretty sure to be vague. When I was asked to become 
dean in the late spring of 1969, Chancellor Roger Heyns told me what 
kind of school he wanted for preparing students for public service: “A 
good one.” What was good? Finding that out, he made clear, was why he 
was hiring me. Although the chancellor knew what he wanted, I didn’t 
know how to give it to him. I decided it was a good idea to think small. It 
should be made easy to disband the school. For that reason, prospective 
faculty were invited to join the school only if their talents were sufficient 
to guarantee them jobs elsewhere.

Our objectives were vague, and we had no information on how to 
achieve them; no one knew how much we might be able to get, compared 
to what we wanted. Pat Hayashi (later a student in our school, but then 
assistant to the campus budget officer) remembers that, when asked to 
provide figures for financing the school, he hunted for data but could find 
only this minute from the Board of Regents: “Berkeley campus is autho-
rized to establish graduate schools of journalism and public affairs.” Later 
he discovered that a Chancellor’s Committee several years earlier had sug-
gested a ceiling of one hundred master’s and twenty doctoral students. 
“I couldn’t find anything that could be used as a basis for planning,” he 
recalled. “Fine,” he was told, “why don’t you just use those figures as a 
basis for a projection? … Draw on your experience as a student.” Hayashi 
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protested that he had taken “only one course in Poli Sci,” but he was told 
that it would have to do—and it did.2

Vague objectives and absent information weren’t the only problems; 
coordination was another. We knew nothing about efforts to establish 
schools of public policy elsewhere; no one called to tell us what they were 
doing, and we didn’t know whom to ask. Look at it this way: after World 
War II, the united States, aware of other countries’ difficulties, established 
numerous centers to study foreign areas: by the late sixties people realized 
the united States had problems too; thus they started schools of public 
policy.

In such circumstances, one is as likely to react against what has gone 
before as to favor something new. It seemed that schools of substantive 
policy had collected vast numbers of facts about general areas of interest 
but had run into trouble identifying solutions relevant to problems. Some 
schools, it appeared, had suffered from teaching courses on subjects (such 
as classifying personnel position) that students would learn on the job 
anyway, or on other subjects (such as leadership or creative management) 
that nobody ever had understood. A school of public policy, by contrast, 
would emphasize analysis of problems by constantly moving from one area 
of policy to another. The hope was that problem solving, rather than fact 
grubbing, would predominate. The school would emphasize skills that (1) 
could be taught and yet (2) were not easily learned on the job. The skills 
covered in microeconomics and quantitative modeling courses met these 
criteria. But they would not be enough. Informal examination of the fate 
of policy analyses revealed that most analytic studies had been rejected by 
the organizations for which they were intended. Because political feasibil-
ity tends to overwhelm analytic contributions, analysts had become embit-
tered. Getting organizations to use policy analysis was a major part of the 
solution, and courses on that subject had to figure in the curriculum.

The first issue was a home for the school. To the people in charge of 
allocating campus space, a space was a space was a space; they wanted 
to give us the number of cubic feet to which we were entitled in a way 
that would fit in also with their plans for accommodating other units. 
Generously they offered us space on two floors on three levels in a recently 
renovated portion of a marble mausoleum in the center of the campus. To 
them, here was a central location, sufficient cubic feet, and modern facili-
ties; what else could anyone want? What else, indeed—a home, a place 
to which students and faculty would like to come and stay. The trouble 
with their space was that, even when you were there, you would never 
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know where you were. How would it be possible to create this new thing 
we-knew-not-what if faculty and students were insulated in egg-carton 
compartments without opportunities for chance encounters or even a cen-
tral meeting place? It might be difficult to create whatever it was under 
the best of circumstances, but it would be impossible with cold space. I 
refused, then, to accept the deanship until the school finally got the most 
appropriate form of housing—an old fraternity house with lots of warm 
wood paneling, fireplaces, beamed ceilings, and central meeting halls.

Such minor dramas in the history of a small school may be of no inter-
est to those who haven’t lived through them; they are recalled here in 
their particularity and peculiarity so that the reader will know in what spirit 
to take the abstract statement of principles for a school of public policy 
that follows. The buyer sufficiently beware of the element of interest in 
human affairs—“every man at his best state is altogether vanity” (the 39th 
Psalm)—will know that nothing exactly like that actually happens, at least 
not in precisely the same way or in as clear-cut a manner.

structure of the school

Make direct, 100 percent-time appointments in the school, or, if you can’t, 
hire full-time faculty for each area of the required curriculum. The main 
structural feature of the Graduate School of Public Policy is that no faculty 
members have joint appointments.

A faculty shared between two sets of students and two sets of faculty 
committees was a faculty shared also between two sets of quarrels. under 
that arrangement, we would not have enough time to develop a new pro-
gram. As Dean, I would be making requests to faculty who would be 
unable to fulfill them. In fields with a well-developed tradition or with 
clearly structured principles that can be built into a curriculum, part-time 
appointments might work; for fields in the stew of creation, a part-time 
faculty would be half-baked.

It may be, nevertheless, that on some campuses a school of pub-
lic policy cannot be established without joint appointments. A full-time 
appointment for each area of the required curriculum would still be desir-
able. Why? A good job demands intense commitment. If faculty mem-
bers’ future prospects depend even in part on a different department 
(very probable with a joint appointment), this potential conflict bodes 
ill for the future. The dean, when recruiting, is faced with having to get 
two sets of approvals from two groups of people who may see the world 
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quite differently; termination of appointments, when necessary, is no fun 
either. Energy is diverted from positive problems of policy (what should 
be taught and who should teach it) to negative notions of noninterference 
(what can be done with faculty hired because they raised the least difficult 
problems of competing constituencies).

Space should promote the interpenetration of perspectives in a program 
that draws necessarily from diverse disciplines. Programmatic structure 
will be shaped by physical space. The people you talk to may be more 
important than your plans in determining program content. Space may 
separate when it should attract. In fact, “interdisciplinary teaching and 
research” is usually more a slogan than a reality. Like a stamp on a letter, 
faculty may be only superficially stuck to each other, never really coming 
together. If the whole is to be greater than the sum of the parts—a major 
objective in schools of public policy—then opportunities for interaction 
must be created.

Faculty from different disciplines should be encouraged to occupy 
offices next to each other, to teach together, and to work on parallel proj-
ects. Barriers to effective collaboration are enormous—disciplines differ 
not only in content but also in modes of thought and ways of working—
and success is never guaranteed.

A public-policy school should follow a single-class system: the Master 
of Public Policy degree for practitioners should be the sole entryway for the 
Doctorate of Philosophy in Public Policy. The chief teaching accomplish-
ment at the Graduate School of Public Policy has been to legitimate the 
primary interest of top-drawer academic professionals in masters students. 
In some fields, such students are second-class citizens, the degree often 
being given as a booby prize for failing to make the doctorate, or, at best, 
being seen as secondary to the “real thing,” the Ph.D. Were there sepa-
rate entry qualifications for doctoral and master’s programs, faculty might 
concentrate on students who would assist them in research. Because all 
students must take the master’s program, because that’s where the action 
is, faculty also want to get into (instead of, as so often happens, out of) the 
required curriculum.

The most important thing about the required curriculum in policy analy-
sis is that there be one. Within limits, what is in a school program for the 
year is less important than the fact that there is a program. For that year, 
at least, the meaning of analysis is defined by the requirements, which sig-
nifies that there is sufficient agreement among the faculty to carry on the 
enterprise so that students will know what is expected of them.
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Analysis should be shown, not just defined. nothing is more stultifying 
than a futile search for Aristotelian essences that starts with “I don’t know, 
either, but it must be around somewhere.” Analysis is taught by teaching 
its components, by having the students do it, and by showing through the 
work of faculty members and practitioners how it can be done. By their 
analyses shall ye know them, the bible of Policy Analysis would undoubt-
edly say, if there were one. We don’t have an old or a new testament, but 
we do have a journal, Policy Analysis. Its main purpose is to exemplify the 
best in the field.

Schools of public policy, unless they have abundant resources, should use 
teaching time to develop a single series of core courses in policy analysis. The 
reverse also applies: do not engage in peripheral activities.

fAculty

Choose economists interested in politics, political scientists interested in eco-
nomics, and sociologists, lawyers, historians, philosophers, and so on, interested 
in both. It is hard enough to create a common perspective—a political 
economy, let us say, of policy analysis—when the people already do value 
the work of their colleagues. Obstacles become insurmountable if econo-
mists bewail intrusion by irrational political factors; political scientists see 
rational choice as fit only for robots; and sociologists explain that neither 
group understands the latent function of its own stereotyped combat.

A useful rule of thumb is that faculty should include people who have had 
practical experience in doing (as opposed to merely talking about) policy 
analysis. Whether or not it is possible to hire a few policy analysts, there 
should be an active policy of giving the faculty frequent leaves to perform 
policy research. A faculty strong on theory thereby will not lose touch with 
practical problems.

Political scientists and organization theorists who can apply their dis-
ciplines to the analysis of policy problems are hard to find. Passive under-
standing will not do. Appreciation of political and organizational processes 
is not enough. Active manipulation of refractory political and organiza-
tional variables is required.

Hire analysts, not just economists. Economics and economists are so 
obviously indispensable that it is easy to get the wrong kind of faculty. 
Among social scientists, economists have had by far the most experi-
ence applying their theory to practical problems. The very abundance of 
well- trained economists—people who have done cost-benefit studies or 
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 investigated price theory—may be a snare for the unwary. The elements 
of microeconomics are well known; creativity lies in the ability to apply 
them to policy problems. It follows, therefore, that technical competence, 
statistical expertise, formal elegance (all desirable) are not as important as 
the ability to conceptualize a solution, find an appropriate model for it, 
develop data that suit the task, and come out with useful information or 
advice. For recruiting, a prospective faculty member’s analysis of a prob-
lem can tell more about his or her suitability than can discussion of regres-
sion techniques.

Modeling is an art; hire an artist. The last of the indispensable posi-
tions is in quantitative modeling. Any number of people have the techni-
cal qualifications to explain quantitative models, to use statistics normally 
associated with them, and to run the data through them using computers. 
The key consideration is: Who is best at constructing the simplest model 
to do the job?

Do not choose people who cannot meet traditional criteria of academic 
excellence. If you do, the school will lose status; and with status, students; 
and with students, faculty; and with faculty, administrative support. There 
is no place for second-class citizens in a university. The faculty’s work may, 
in some instances, be atypical in character, but whatever the work, it must 
be recognizable as intellectually superior.

curriculum

Core courses are school courses; they belong to the school as an institution and 
not to the individual instructor. This is not to say that courses are formu-
lated by committees; the faculty member who teaches the course prepares 
the curriculum, but in doing so he or she follows general principles for-
mulated by the school.

Where suggestions for improving the content of ordinary courses 
might, by custom, be regarded as intrusive, here such comments are taken 
as an expected part of everyday academic life.

Don’t overload the curriculum! What should be taught in a school of 
public policy? The answer, naturally, is AE (Almost Everything). Who is 
to say that history, philosophy, anthropology, law, some scientific subjects, 
geography, linguistics, and many other things ought not to be standard 
equipment for the policy analyst? Probably no one would include all these 
subjects, but collective choice almost guarantees that faculty members will 
conclude their bargains by agreeing to let the others have what they want, 
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which means more courses. Soon enough, it becomes clear that not every-
thing can fit, even into an enlarged curriculum. Compromise is in order. 
Amid much dickering, it is agreed that half of almost everything (½ AE) 
will have to do. The results are predictable: ½ AE = T(ex), or total exhaus-
tion on all sides. Then comes the annual student revolt and informal bar-
gaining to reduce the workload from 100 to something more like 60 or 
70 hours a week. It is a school’s task to decide not the maximum, but the 
minimum that must be included in the curriculum.

Seek creative redundancy in the curriculum. There are only a few sim-
ple questions in policy analysis: What is a problem? How is a problem 
distinguished from a puzzle? What are various criteria of choice? How 
should they be applied? How can implementation be attended to in policy 
design? How can estimates of political feasibility be used to guide change 
rather than stultify action? Cutting into these questions at different times 
in different ways and from different perspectives helps develop people who 
think of themselves not as problem avoiders but as problem solvers.

A first-year curriculum should be required. If the faculty does not know 
what students should be studying, it should give up its position in favor 
of faculty who do. Indecisiveness among the faculty is followed rapidly by 
anxiety among the students. If we don’t know what we ought to be doing, 
students’ reason, neither will they.

Courses should stress not passive appreciation but active manipulation. It 
is appropriate for a course in political science to convey an understand-
ing of the political process; a related course in public policy would stress 
modes of intervention. We use knowledge of what is to move closer to 
what ought to be; the emphasis is on change.

Whereas scholars in the liberal-arts tradition want to understand their 
material as fully as possible (whether or not anybody can do anything 
about the situation), a policy analyst would rather figure out who can 
change what with how much effort.

One cannot overemphasize political and organizational factors, because, 
although students love to talk about politics, they apply economics. The 
theory that comes with the handy applicator is the one they will try to use. 
Besides, economic solutions seem more practically proportioned to the 
kinds of problems they think they will be asked to solve—failure of public 
nursery-school services, financial crisis in a local housing authority—than 
do estimates of the political feasibility of major programs. Students claim 
that no one will ever ask them to estimate political feasibility. In a literal 
sense, to be sure, this is true. no one is likely to call for a study by that 
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name. But, as our graduates learn in their first jobs, the ubiquitous ques-
tion—is it worth doing analysis on x or y?—amounts to asking about fea-
sibility. In the meantime, back at the school, it is necessary to push harder 
for attention to political and organizational variables, precisely because 
their importance is not yet matched by ease of application.

Try to inure students to disappointment, but not discourage them 
entirely. Out in the real world, most analyses are not accepted; and, for 
those which are, many factors may intervene to prevent successful imple-
mentation. A lean budget year, promotion or resignation of a key figure, 
fear of change, among many things, may make application of intelligence 
irrelevant. A person who demands continuous evidence of success cannot 
function as an analyst. By making students aware of the odds against them 
(or, rather, against their enterprise), one hopes to harden them against the 
considerable likelihood of failure. Telling truth to power has never been 
terribly popular.

Warm the curriculum! It’s cold out there, and students come in to the 
school to warm themselves with the thought that they will go on to make 
useful contributions to society. It is wise, therefore, to engage them early 
about larger as well as smaller questions, about questions of virtue as well 
as questions of power.

Always take the high ground: emphasize moral aspects of public policy. 
Every analyst faces problems of whether to work for clients whose prefer-
ences differ, or of whether or when to quit if the work is being misused. no 
definitive answer can (or should) be supplied, but students need practice 
in identifying the relevant considerations with a balanced, tough-minded, 
and resilient faculty member. Also, life throws up many moral dilemmas 
in public policy—from the death penalty, to abortion, to police strikes, to 
affirmative action. Being right may well be more important than being 
effective, but effectiveness sometimes does increase the capacity to get 
Tightness taken seriously. Striking a balance between the two is connected 
to the growth of moral consciousness. I should add that the criteria for 
decision embodied in many analyses (such as equity, efficiency, and equal-
ity) are essentially moral, and the ability to decide which are appropriate 
under different circumstances is an important part of an analyst’s moral 
education.

Emphasize analysis, not subject matter. Keep moving from one substan-
tive area to another—from health, to welfare, to transportation, to energy, 
to whatever. Analysis, of course, depends on subject matter; you can ana-
lyze only in particular. A feeling for contingency, for how particular facts 
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alter circumstances, is important to an analyst. Learning little stories about 
education or welfare or transportation, however, would defeat the aim of a 
program dealing with general recognition and solution of problems. If our 
students are hired to work on health and, after two weeks or two months 
or two years, they are asked to work on welfare, we would be grossly dis-
appointed if they claimed either technological or temperamental incapac-
ity to move from one field to another.

Analysis is a stance, not a technique: no one set of operations can be 
taught as the essence of analysis. But there is a way of looking at things 
in terms of opportunity costs, or what must be given up to do whatever 
one wishes, or problem solving and a “can-do” view of the world. By the 
spring of the first year, the students’ work should begin to take on ana-
lytic form. A story is told, a dilemma is outlined, and a problem stated. 
There is a model, a structure of resources and objectives with a criterion 
for choosing among alternatives. Confidence grows. yet students can’t 
help wondering if what they’re learning to do will have any bearing on the 
world outside.

With one or two exceptions, our graduates are working in public policy, 
but in widely diverse settings and activities. Only a few work exclusively 
as staff analysts. Most perform in a context that includes gaining access to 
agency managers, fitting a recommendation to organizational dynamics, 
and building feeling for adoption and implementation of policy into the 
study itself. They help agencies define issues, identify relevant trade-offs, 
and negotiate with the constituencies affected by a program. Most also 
are involved in management: the capacity to evaluate one’s own program 
constantly in order to correct errors may not be all a manager needs to 
know, but it does beat working hard to do the wrong things more effi-
ciently. Some students do deep analysis, spending lots of time working on 
one problem; others will move from one problem to another with skill 
and, we hope, with calm. Some students will do analysis; others, who may 
work with a high-ranking official or legislative committee, may monitor or 
manage analysis, or order it or consume it, but not necessarily do the thing 
itself. A person who understands analysis and can interpret it to others or 
act as a broker of ideas is every bit as valuable as the person doing direct 
analytic work.

At the master’s level, the program in policy analysis should be inclu-
sive; at the doctoral level, it should be exclusive. Because so many more 
outstanding students apply for admission to the master’s program than we 
can accept, a good deal of selectivity occurs at the entry point. Those we 
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admit we try to keep, because if they go on to graduate, they will contrib-
ute much to the analytic talent so essential to the world of public policy, 
and we are eager to provide tutoring, counseling, and encouragement to 
ensure that students who persist do end up with a master’s degree. We 
assume that our task is to help them succeed; a student resignation is also 
our failure. nevertheless, there always are a few dropouts.

Because there is no point in adding to the nation’s social difficulties 
by swelling the ranks of those who should not have doctoral degrees, we 
operate on the assumption that only people with unusual creativity should 
be admitted to the Ph.D. program. The purpose of our doctorate is to 
advance the field of applied policy analysis. The number of people capable 
of generating new knowledge is small, so that we actively try to discourage 
from our Ph.D. program any student who does not show both a gift and a 
calling. Recall that entry to the Ph.D. is possible only through the master’s 
program: students learn much about themselves in the first year or two of 
that program; many who initially intended to go on for a Ph.D. find that 
they are attracted more to the arena of action than to a life of theory and 
abstraction and therefore do not go beyond the master’s.

Unless a student obviously is wrong, we assume that, like the customer, 
he is always right. But we reject criticism that denies the essential nature 
of the program to which the student has applied. If students find the 
required program too restrictive; if they wish to specialize during the first 
year; if they find quantitative considerations dehumanizing, or resource 
allocation a pact with the devil, then we do not want to act on their objec-
tions. Students either must accept the best we have to offer or choose 
another program. For the most part, however, we assume with reason 
that much of whatever criticism appears is directed toward getting us to 
fulfill the promise of our program. The complaint that courses are insuf-
ficiently applied, for example, usually means not that the student hates dis-
cussions of fundamental principles but that the instructor—casting about 
in a new field without an established body of literature—is having trouble 
finding real examples of the principles. Although one student who does 
not understand how a consideration is relevant may be having a personal 
problem, we recognize that a complaint voiced by many students usually 
signals a failure on our part.

Teach students that their instructors also need to learn. Once everyone 
understands that we are all in this together, any feeling that the faculty 
is holding out on the students should dissipate. Teaching is not merely 
teaching but a mode of learning, because no one knows it all—or nearly 
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enough. Education must be mutual, because policy analysis is a work of 
discovery and not a gold mine ready to be exploited. The mother lode has 
yet to be found.

AdministrAtion

The administrative sin of meritocratic universities is the absence of his-
torical reciprocity. no one ever deserves to keep anything until they have 
proved themselves anew. Past accomplishment is what got you here, but 
it’s not what’s going to keep you here, and so we want to know why you, 
among our many other prima donnas, should lay claim to scarce resources. 
Claims may be levied only on the future.

My first month in Berkeley, in the fall of 1963, drove the point home. 
Curiosity impelled me to a meeting of the Faculty Senate. Sitting in the 
back, I overheard two men bad-mouthing another whose name I rec-
ognized as that of a nobel laureate. Half incredulous, I wondered out 
loud whether this wasn’t the famous scientist who had won a nobel prize. 
“yes,” was the reply, “but what’s he done lately?” A true story, I swear.

The administrative philosophy of the Graduate School of Public Policy 
is deliberately designed to counter the worst effects of this meritocratic 
ethos. Every effort is made to create a nurturing environment in which 
students, staff, and faculty are assumed meritorious unless proved other-
wise. Between periods scheduled for appraisal of merit, members of the 
school are presumed to have it and are entitled to draw upon reserves of 
reciprocity.

A supportive environment is one in which the administration always 
says “Yes” unless it has strong reason to say “No.” Before saying that some-
thing cannot be done, an effort is made to do it. nor do we go behind 
(why one wants to do) anything unless it is clearly contrary to school pol-
icy. Any request to avoid teaching at least one course to undergraduates, 
for example, is clearly unacceptable; but requests for teaching or research 
assistance, for travel, for exceptions to this or that rule, and so on, are 
pushed to the limit of available resources. In a word, everything not spe-
cifically prohibited is permitted.

Make minimal the cost of being turned down. School members (staff, 
students, faculty) accustomed to rebuff may avoid bringing up matters 
that trouble them, or making reasonable requests unless they have little 
to lose. But even when rebuff is not the usual response, they are unlikely 
to approach a dean (their last resort) first. At our school, therefore, the 
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associate dean maintains a completely open-door policy; he gets the word 
around that he is available to try things on. At worst, the members of the 
school get an expert explanation of why they can’t (or shouldn’t) have 
what they want; at best—and it happens more often than not—they get 
something close to what they want.

Correcting errors when things go bad is easier if you help school mem-
bers when things are good. Administration and staff usually meet when one 
needs something from the other—a committee assignment or exemption 
from a rule. It is desirable, therefore, for administrators to ask members 
how things are going, and to offer assistance, outside of a specific need 
to ask for or grant a favor. The idea that somebody out there cares, that 
administration is there to help as well as to harass, is best reinforced when 
nothing evident is at stake.

Never have more rules than the number of people involved. When we 
originally conceived of our Ph.D. program, we planned to do what every-
one else does, namely, to write rules defining student qualifications for 
the doctoral degree in public policy. When we realized, however, that we 
were likely to have no more than ten to twelve students passing through 
all stages of the doctoral program at any time, it seemed fruitless to set 
up a list of rules longer than the roster of students who would be asked 
to conform to them. Instead, after passing the required qualifying exami-
nation, each doctoral candidate must form a committee of three faculty 
members within the school and one outside to work with on an individual 
program. This is likely to include specialization in a substantive policy 
area, advanced work in methodology, and exploration of an interdisciplin-
ary field such as political economy or political sociology. Each student’s 
abilities and needs are the controlling factors.

Our last report to the Ford Foundation, which provided financial sup-
port to help develop our program, for example, expressed worry about the 
slow development in creating an applied subfield in public-policy analysis. 
For, if knowledge of the generic aspects of policy analysis fails to cumulate, 
the best minds will leave the enterprise as soon as the current fad (and it 
is, in part, a fad) is over. The first Ford report, written on the heels of our 
initial experience with designing and implementing a curriculum in policy 
analysis, bristled with complaints. There were these from the faculty: the 
courses were “extremely expensive of faculty time,” “basically bookish,” 
requiring “a greater emphasis on … real problems”; “we tended to be 
over-general and over-abstract”; “I don’t think what we were teaching was 
sufficiently tested by experience or susceptible to application”; “we lack a 
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suitable methodology”; “there was a sense of lost momentum and discon-
tinuity in teaching styles, methods, and substance.” And these came from 
students: “the readings were not directly applicable to public policy”; 
“the students preferred more frequent problem sets”; “the students have 
a desire … to learn the application of various kinds of quantitative tech-
niques as opposed to learning detailed solutions to mathematical prob-
lems”; and there is “frustration about the problems of addressing these 
questions without first having a sufficient background in the techniques 
and knowledge needed to perform policy studies.” Knowing that things 
were tough for everyone made it easier to keep going and to have frank 
discussions of what could be done to improve the situation.

Afterword

It would be a pity if the principles I have tried to explicate about this 
school, were, without consideration of controlling conditions, raised to 
generality. Most schools of policy that I know are more like each other 
than they are different, possibly because we all end up doing what we 
know how to do. But the beauty of the current efforts to teach policy 
analysis, in my opinion, lies in the diversity they do have. One school 
concentrates on undergraduate education, another on only doctoral can-
didates. Our school provides a minimum of quantitative skills, another 
is devoted mostly to constructing large-scale quantitative models. One 
school is located in a research institute, another is in a business school, and 
yet another is trying to integrate public and private management. There 
is much to be learned from these experiences about underlying condi-
tions and their consequences. Careful comparison, not fixation on one (no 
doubt idiosyncratic) model, is the key to learning about schools of policy.

How much of this account is to be believed? Analysts are taught to be 
skeptical.

 notes

 1. The idea of a Graduate School of Public Affairs, our predecessor, appeared 
in the early sixties under the leadership of Professor Frederick C. Mosher. In 
retrospect, the School of Public Affairs appears to mark a transition between 
education in public administration (as evidenced by the former Master of 
Arts of Public Administration degree in the Political Science Department) 
and current instruction in policy analysis. Public Affairs, according to 
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 documents dating to the fall of 1966, was to give a year’s master’s degree in 
one of three programs—Public Administration and Public Policy; 
International and Comparative Administration; and Regional, Metropolitan, 
and urban Affairs. The plans included mid-career training for civil servants 
and service courses both for students from professional schools interested in 
governmental careers and for recent graduates aspiring to top-level positions 
in public administration. The orientation was to be interdisciplinary. The 
flavor shows in such tentative course titles as “Public Administration,” 
“Administrative Decision Making and Leadership,” “Research in Public 
Affairs,” and “Social Science and Administration.” Reflecting the way things 
go in universities, the Graduate School of Public Affairs was not formally 
established until 1968, with its first dean appointed in the summer of 1969. 
In 1971 we asked the regents to change the name to Public Policy (not 
merely because affairs are private and policies are public, as local wags would 
have it, but also because the change would better reflect the new emerging 
emphasis on policy analysis). We feared that a School of Policy Analysis, the 
most accurate name, might lead to misunderstanding, as in psychoanalysis. 
This has not stopped us from calling our new journal Policy Analysis. The 
truth will out.

 2. Pat Hayashi, “The Birth of the School of Public Affairs,” paper submitted 
for a course entitled, “Policy in Higher Education,” taught by Clark Kerr 
and Martin Trow in the Graduate School of Public Policy (Berkeley, CA, 
1971).
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Are things different elsewhere? Have the Europeans had any more success 
with their social policies than we Americans? Are they doing better, or just 
not telling us about doing worse?

The discussions in the previous chapters identify certain organizational 
behavior patterns, such as goal displacement, and program characteristics, 
such as open-ended entitlements, in American social policy, and failures 
and successes. American policy is also infused with a pattern of problem 
succession, wherein yesterday’s solution becomes tomorrow’s problem. 
Are these tendencies truly universal? If so, they will appear in polities other 
than the American. The only way to find out is to look.1

Obviously, the level of health or the incidence of crime will vary from 
one society to another. The questions raised here are whether whatever 
levels exist are affected by public policies. Can any government improve 
cognitive abilities through school or rehabilitate criminals through 
incarceration?

The ability of each state of the united States to act as a laboratory 
for social experimentation has long been one of the features of American 
Federalism most cited by those who hold Federalism dear. If this is true for 
the American experience, how much truer is it for European nations with 
their diverse histories, languages and, indeed, entire cultures? European 
nations taken collectively lack a supra-national government enforcing a 
layer of homogeneity over such diversity as does exist. The discovery of 
those hypothetical constants amid the greater variety of European social 
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policy would be a better indicator of validity than their appearance only in 
the state and national policies of our homogeneous union.

welfAre And sociAl security

There has been a revolution, albeit a quiet one, in American social policy 
in the last two decades. The revolution has seen defense spending decline 
as a share of the Federal budget while spending for social welfare, social 
security, education, and other social programs (hereafter called simply wel-
fare) has increased; in fact, welfare has replaced defense as by far the largest 
category. That this revolution has slipped by unnoticed is remarkable, but 
what is even more remarkable is that this coordinated shift in national pri-
orities had occurred without conscious coordination by the nation’s policy 
makers. How, then, without apparent coordination, did this pattern of 
increased welfare expenditure, take place? It occurred when decision mak-
ers acted according to moral imperatives that facilitated budgetary growth 
and designed programs with built-in characteristics that permitted them 
to grow more rapidly than intended. These are the moral imperatives:

 1. It is better to give to the undeserving rather than withhold from the 
deserving. More coverage is better than less coverage. It is better to 
include rather than exclude potential clients even if this means dupli-
cation and overlap of services.

 2. Give too much rather than too little. One of the goals of welfare 
policy is that those in need have enough to maintain their existence. 
But how much is enough? Better give more, just to make sure of 
giving enough.

 3. The need justifies the cost. The goal of providing welfare benefits is 
considered more important than cost considerations. Therefore 
benefits have been increased and coverage broadened despite 
increased costs.

While moral imperatives do much to shape the size and cost of social 
programs before they are implemented, certain program characteristics 
do much to increase the cost of these programs once they are in business. 
These are the program characteristics:

 1. use of commercial markets. Many early social welfare programs 
began as direct services to the poor. Surplus food was directly 
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 provided to improve nutrition and public housing to provide decent 
shelter. These programs were supplanted by those which supple-
mented the poor’s ability to purchase these necessities in the mar-
ketplace. Benefits no longer limited by the slow pace of bureaucratic 
payment in kind could now expand at a faster rate.

 2. Automatic scale. Benefits delivered by social welfare programs were 
once set by legislative action and raised periodically. Today the level 
of benefits is adjusted automatically to increase with the consumer 
price index or some other economic indicator.

The development and expansion of European social policy occurred 
much earlier and has progressed further than in the united States. Thus 
the basic difference is that in the united States the welfare state is younger 
and less complete than in Western Europe. If policy is partly its own cause, 
as we have seen, older systems should differ from younger ones. Thus I 
do not expect Europe and America to be alike. What I do expect is that 
many of the mechanisms driving up the costs of welfare in the united 
States will also be found at work in various European nations. Evidence 
exists to demonstrate that the moral imperatives and program charac-
teristics outlined above are operational in Britain and on the Continent 
as well as in the new World. Europeans have had their war on poverty 
too. Sandwiched between two world wars, the Franco-Prussian War and 
assorted minor imbroglios has been a struggle to improve the quality of 
life of Europe’s poor.

Probably the first compulsory social insurance program was miners’ 
insurance, established by the Kingdom of Prussia in 1854. Bismarck, 
attempting to pre-empt Social Democratic thunder, instituted a more gen-
eral compulsory social insurance scheme in the 1880s. By 1889 Germany 
had a complete contributory pension insurance program. Great Britain, 
starting from a different point, was the first nation to develop compulsory 
unemployment insurance (1911) which marked “the first direct entry of 
British social policy into the life of the ordinary able-bodied workman.”2 
Sweden followed suit in 1922. France had traditionally resisted the need 
for compulsory social insurance despite the actions of its neighbors. 
However, “it was only the acquisition of Alsace-Lorraine by France in 
1919, following the First World War, that made the enactment of social 
insurance legislation imperative, since the populations of these two prov-
inces did not want to give up the social insurance program that had oper-
ated under German rule, and the other provinces could not be denied 
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the same privileges.”3 It was not until nine years had passed that a limited 
form of social insurance was passed by the French legislature. By 1930, 
a comprehensive scheme had been adopted by the French. Actually, the 
decade between 1920 and 1930 was one of national consolidation or con-
vergence for European social policy. While starting from different direc-
tions Britain and Germany arrived at the same place. Marshall notes that:

Germany’s first programme of social insurance included pensions and sick-
ness but excluded unemployment; Britain’s included sickness and unem-
ployment (on a limited scale) but excluded pensions. It was natural that 
both countries, as they gained experience, should fill the gaps. Britain made 
unemployment insurance general in 1920 and introduced contributory pen-
sions (at 10s. a week) in 1925; Germany added unemployment insurance 
to her system in 1927. After that the two systems matched very closely.4 
(emphasis added)

The emphasis was added to show the belief, current among many com-
mentators, that the gradual broadening of welfare coverage was part of a 
natural process of growth. In Marshall’s view the first frail tendril of social 
insurance, fertilized by competition between political parties, irradiated 
by the sunlight of the affluent society, had blossomed as naturally as any 
other flora into today’s comprehensive European social security systems. 
Wilensky views this growth differently5 as the result of “economic devel-
opment and its universal social and political correlates.”6 This is to say 
that nations facing similar problems produced by industrialization have 
developed essentially similar responses to these problems. These similar 
responses include the three moral imperatives and two program character-
istics outlined at the beginning of the section.

The net effect of these moral imperatives is growth through time. This 
is certainly true of Europe where all of the selected nations and the united 
States have shown steady and significant growth in the portion of their 
gross national product which they devote to social welfare expenditures. 
Between 1955 and 1970 the average of percent increase in social welfare 
expenditures as a percent of GnP of the selected European countries went 
from 13.4 percent to 21.9 percent while that of the united States between 
1955 and 1965 went from 5.4 percent to 7.7 percent. It can be seen from 
these figures that the expansion of social welfare spending’s share of gross 
national product has been as implacable, although at a declining rate, in 
Europe as it has been in the united States (see Table B.1).
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The imperative which states that it is better to include rather than 
exclude can be restated to say that benefits once awarded cannot be 
taken away—even when these benefits were impressed on a captured 
people by an army of occupation. The example of Alsace-Lorraine 
shows this clearly. not even the fact that the citizens of the captured 
French provinces first experienced social insurance as unwilling subjects 
of Imperial Germany prevented them from demanding similar benefits 
when the lost provinces were reclaimed by France in 1919. Of course, 
not all sections of the social policy grow at the same pace. As the national 
policy space becomes more crowded, large programs begin to bump into 
one another operationally and to compete with each other financially. 
Given the incremental nature of national budgeting, those organizations 
which began early thrive while those which come afterwards do not do 
quite as well. The only exception has been the national Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, which arrived late but did very well. But it is a 
special program.

In the early 1960s when President Johnson began his war on poverty, 
41 percent of the Federal budget went for defense while social welfare 
expenditures were held to less than 14 percent. Ten years later defense 
expenditures amounted to less than 25 percent of the federal budget while 
social welfare expenditures had climbed to more than 38 percent of the 
budget—and a much larger budget at that. In real dollar terms defense 
spending had fallen slightly and welfare expenditures had more than dou-
bled between the early 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s. The money 
promised to the newly created “great society” programs came from reduc-
ing the military establishment’s share of an expanding national budget. 

Country 1955 1965 1970

France 16.0 18.3 20.9
Germany (West) 17.4 19.0 22.6
Great Britain 10.9 14.4
Italy 11.2 16.4 21.1
Sweden 11.6 16.3
united States 5.4 7.7 12.0b

aAs a percent of Gross national Product
bSource for this figure is The Economic Report of the President, 
1978

Table B.1 The rapid rise in 
welfare and social security 
type spendinga in selected 
European countries and the 
united States, 1955–1970
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Even in a period of economic expansion there were not the  financial 
resources to expand social welfare, maintain military spending and keep 
take-home pay rising.

Military spending has declined between 11 and 37 percent of GnP in 
selected European countries (see Table B.2) since the end of the initial 
period of reconstruction after the Second World War. France decreased 
its military spending from an average of 9.0 percent (1950–1954) to an 
average of 5.4 percent (1966–1970), or 37 percent. Overall the selected 
European nations reduced their 1950–1954 and 1966–1970 military 
expenditures at an average of 30 percent. During this period the GnP 
of these nations was rising at rates between 2.8 percent (Britain) and 6.0 
percent (Germany) per year. Clearly, while the absolute amount of money 
spent on defense was increasing, the share of the nations’ wealth devoted 
to national defense was decreasing and these funds were used to finance 
the expansion in social welfare programs taking place at the same time.

While additional funds were available from reduced military spending 
and the general expansion of the economy, there was still not enough 
to fully finance the entire range of social programs. In the united States 
those programs which started early tended to do better financially while 
those that came later had a more difficult time. The same advantages also 
seem to adhere to being among the first-born in Europe. As Wilensky says:

If a country early invests a great deal in public health service, it is unlikely 
to have generous pensions by the measure of earnings replacement rates 
(u.K. and, if we can trust impressions of observers, the uSSR). Or, if a large 
fraction of its total social security spending goes to both health services and 
pensions, its family allowances will appear late and remain meager (Sweden, 
West Germany).7

Table B.2 The decline in defense spending as a percentage of GnP for selected 
European countries

Country August, 1950–1954 August, 1966–1970 Percent decrease

Britain 10.0% 6.4% 34%
France 9.0% 5.4% 37%
Germany (West) 5.5% 4.2% 23%
Italy 4.9% 3.3% 32%
Sweden 4.7% 4.2% 11%
Average 6.8 4.7 30%
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Inflationary pressures provide a strong stimulus to program growth. In 
the united States inflation stimulates spending because of certain program 
characteristics. They are indexing, which automatically adjusts benefit lev-
els to the cost of living index; triggering, which initiates new benefits or 
extends old benefits in response to some social or economic indication; 
and open-ended programs wherein the number of eligibles determines the 
eventual size of the program.

These three winches of program growth, indexing, triggering and 
entitlement, can also be found in European social policy. Italy, France, 
West Germany, and Sweden have automatic indexing of pension benefits 
to wage or price indexes or even both.8

The open-ended program based on the “right” or the “entitlement” 
approach was brought about by a shift in emphasis from social insurance 
to social security. The former is an amalgam of contracts covering enumer-
ated risks, while social security is comprehensive shielding against loss of 
subsistence. While the insurance concept is based on individual contribu-
tion to establish eligibility, social security (in the European sense) is “based 
on ‘a right directly accorded to the individual by virtue of the protection 
owed him by society.’”9 This emphasis on “right” or entitlement as the 
determinant of eligibility has led to the massive, essentially open-ended 
European social programs of today.

Social problems are rarely solved. Indeed, as I have argued, they 
are superseded. Social problems are not puzzles to be solved once and 
for all, but are links in an endless chain of problem-solution-problem- 
solution, etc. Each solution generates new problems for which new solu-
tions must then be found. This holds true in Europe as well. During the 
period of debate over Sweden’s adoption of superannuation rather than 
flat rate pensions, opponents of the latter demanded a twenty-year tran-
sition period before full benefits became payable. During the twenty-
year interim it was projected that a sizable fund would be accumulated 
to soften the financial strain of the new program. “By the end of 1973, 
fund assets exceeded 55 billion krona ($11 billion) and were projected 
to surpass the resources of all Swedish banking, insurance and credit 
institutions by 1978.”10

The old problem—flat rate pensions—was solved through the scheme 
of superannuation. This permitted pensions to reflect the differential eco-
nomic rewards earned by workers during the period they contributed to 
society. But this new solution, while alleviating the personal injustice of 
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flat rate pensions, has introduced a new problem of what to do with the 
huge capital amassed by the superannuation fund, an excellent example of 
yesterday’s solution becoming tomorrow’s problem.

After the general alteration, expansion and (in the case of West 
Germany) recreation of European welfare programs following the 
Second World War, the prevailing climate of opinion seemed to hold that 
“the welfare state had been created in some final and enduring sense.”11 
This was, of course, not so. In all countries social policy continued to 
be revised throughout the post-war years and benefit expenditures con-
tinued to rise. Even with this growth in programs and their benefits, 
complacent attitudes towards problems of poverty, welfare and economic 
insecurity and inequality, if they did exist, did not last. By the 1970s 
Europe, from Wales to Westphalia, resounded with cries for revision and 
reform of social policy. In Britain, Labor demanded a more egalitarian 
society. The Conservative government countered with a negative income 
tax and a more egalitarian tax structure for those with higher incomes. In 
Sweden the Social Democrats advocated further and more comprehen-
sive efforts against all forms of inequality.12 In France and West Germany 
the question of the rights of minorities and “guest workers” was widely 
discussed13 while the Italians struggled to improve the economic condi-
tions of the mezzorgiorino. All of the cries for reform were proposals for 
new solutions to problems developing from older solutions to still older 
problems.

The first solution to the problem of financial security in old age was 
voluntary private insurance. This became a public problem in France 
in the 1850s when many of these private insurance societies failed and 
private pension insurance was outlawed. State guaranteed public sav-
ings banks were established to replace the disbanded private insurance 
funds. Italy soon adopted this practice. The nature of the problem-
solution-problem chain becomes clear when one realizes that the insur-
ance schemes were instituted to keep “old people from falling into the 
clutches of the Poor Law”14—an early solution to the problem of pov-
erty which had become a new (in the 1850s) problem. So the chain 
becomes: poverty-Poor Law- private insurance-public insurance-state 
pension-superannuation- superannuation fund. It must be admitted, 
however, that having a problem with a large superannuation fund is bet-
ter than having a problem with a large number of aged poor. But a better 
problem is still a problem.
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heAlth

The most general conclusions of this study are that medical systems in 
rich countries are more alike than different, and that the differences that 
do exist are attributable more to idiosyncratic historical events than ideol-
ogy, social structure or grand economic trends. In the Western European 
countries studied, traditional problems of health—communicable disease, 
infant mortality, maternal mortality and epidemic disease—have been sat-
isfactorily addressed by public sanitation, improved nutrition, immuniza-
tion, antibiotics and general conditions of prosperity. The resources of 
these nations’ health systems are directed towards major illnesses (heart 
disease, cancer, mental illness) which reflect the characteristic conditions 
of life in industrial society, and towards the chronic illnesses of the aged. 
Such problems, as I said in Chap. 12, although nominally difficulties of 
health, are only partially amenable to medical intervention. The impacts 
on general health of such factors as pollution, stress, self-destructive per-
sonal habits and behaviors, are well established. In Europe, as here, there 
have only been limited attempts to seek basic solutions to these types of 
health problems through social interventions.15 There, as here, institu-
tions and traditions check extra-medical treatments of pathology.

none of the countries studied can provide a fully comprehensive, soci-
etal health program. However, in each, medical care has come to be seen 
as a matter of citizen right. The provision, supervision or regulation of 
medical services has become a legitimate function of government. In turn, 
the characteristic difficulties with each system are similar. There is, first, 
the issue of equity in providing for access to medical care and services. The 
principle of “equal access” is now firmly established in each country but de 
facto access varies from locale to locale depending upon formulas affecting 
public/private funding, cost sharing, insurance coverage, and payments 
practices. Second, each country faces the classic budgetary problem of con-
trolling costs in a major system that provides services for which there are 
potentially unlimited demands. Third, in each country the detailed func-
tioning of the system generates politically sensitive issues. Those turn on 
the need to ration certain critical resources by administrative means, such 
as exclusions, delays for “nonessential” procedures, and explicit or implicit 
priorities. Such expedients can conflict with expectations regarding ease 
and convenience of access, location of services and courtesy in treatment. 
Of course, the detailed procedures within the system can imply significant 
differential impacts for particular social strata and for particular locations.
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At the most general level of description, we observe the following simi-
lar characteristics in each system (though we should note that there are 
significant differences among these systems, as well).

 1. A mix of public and private funding and control.
 2. A degree of government regulation.
 3. An insurance component in the funding of services.
 4. A system of administrative control in which physicians are an 

extremely strong element.16

 5. A commitment to the principle of medical care as a citizen’s right.

Most services are based on some form of comprehensive, national or 
nearly-national compulsory health insurance. (The united Kingdom, with 
a national health service, is the exception.) In none of the countries is 
there a purely private (market driven) health sector or a purely public 
(administered) one. needless to say, no system is ideal in the sense of pro-
viding totally equal access to care that is convenient, unrationed, equitably 
distributed geographically and socially, at modest cost. Such objectives can 
only be approximated.

In principle, a health system can provide nearly equal access for all resi-
dents—but at the price of administrative rationing, degradation of ser-
vices, or exceedingly high fiscal burdens. Consequently, fiscal burdens can 
be controlled to a degree, but the tradeoff must be limited access or lesser 
services. What adjustments are tolerable for a particular system depends 
on the perception of equity in service needs in the client population, on 
the degree of self-limitation in making demands on the system, and on 
self-restraint in seeking compensation on the part of providers of service. 
Expenditures appear to be determined more by per capita income (what is 
available) than by perceived need (what is desired).

Within these broad lines, there are important organizational and politi-
cal differences in the structure of each national system, and these influence 
the degree to which outcomes meet the ostensible goals of the medical 
system. More effective cost control, for example, can be obtained through 
a variety of mechanisms. If the organization of a medical service includes 
an effective structure for negotiations between providers and consumers 
(or third party payers) prices will be lower than in systems where providers 
set the rates.17 All European systems include negotiations, but not about 
all components of cost. In the Federal Republic of Germany, for example, 
physicians’ fees are set by adversary bargaining; drug rates and hospital 
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rates are not. Consequently, drug prices and hospital rates have gone up 
faster than physicians’ incomes. In Italy doctors set their own fees. They 
charge what the market will bear. In the united Kingdom, hospital rates 
are controlled through government ownership, drug prices are negotiated 
with producers, and physician salaries are controlled through regulation 
and negotiation. not surprisingly, costs are better controlled in the united 
Kingdom than elsewhere. In contrast, in the united States fees and prices 
for medical services are essentially set by the providers. In the absence of 
overall resource limits or adversary procedures for negotiating fees, dra-
matic cost inflation is inevitable.

In all European countries, the most vulnerable portion of the popula-
tion is covered either by comprehensive service or by compulsory insur-
ance. The entire population in Sweden is covered by compulsory health 
insurance, as are 98 percent in France and nearly 90 percent in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. In Italy, 95 percent of the population is covered, 
55 percent by national health insurance. The entire population has gov-
ernment insurance against catastrophic illness in the netherlands, while 
70 percent of the population is covered only for routine services (though 
all persons below an income threshold have full compulsory insurance, 
while insurance is voluntary for those with higher incomes). By contrast, 
health insurance is not compulsory in the united States. The poor and 
the aged have Medicaid and Medicare, and many unionized workers have 
job-related insurance. But packages of services vary considerably. The self- 
employed and those in marginal or competitive sectors must often see to 
their own insurance.

A third significant difference between American and European coverage 
is in the range and comprehensiveness of benefits. All European insurance 
provides cash sickness benefits, ranging from 70 percent to 90 percent of 
wages and extending for an indefinite period (except in France where the 
benefit period is three years, and Italy where the limit is 180 days). Health 
care in the united Kingdom is provided as a service, not through insur-
ance, and there are no sickness benefits per se; income maintenance is pro-
vided through other authorities. Rarely are cash sickness benefits a feature 
of American insurance coverage; long-term illness can result in depen-
dence on private resources or public assistance. Provision of cash benefits 
or income maintenance out of insurance (to which employers, employees 
and government contribute in some mix) is a qualitatively different solu-
tion from reliance on public assistance as a backstop. The relevant pro-
gram for the medically indigent who do not fit in federally- financed aid 
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categories is also most subject to variations in benefits and administrative 
restrictions.

A fourth significant difference is in catastrophic coverage. All European 
systems feature some form of catastrophic coverage, either through gov-
ernment ownership of hospitals and nursing facilities (Britain and Sweden); 
insurance for long term costs (Germany and France); or specific provision 
for catastrophic illness (netherlands). Italy, again, is an exception; after 
180 days of coverage, the patient becomes a public charge.

Finally, comprehensive coverage is a feature of all European insurance 
systems (i.e., coverage including costs of hospitals, nursing care, physi-
cians’ services, ambulatory care, and drugs). Some systems also cover 
dental care and psychiatric services. The usual private insurance package 
in the united States includes hospitalization and major medical costs. 
Government and civil service employees, along with subscribers to health 
maintenance organizations, may be covered for ambulatory services. Plans 
that cover drug costs and expenses of dental or psychiatric care are rare.

A synoptic view is provided by Table B.3 which presents salient ele-
ments of the medical systems in five European countries (Britain, Sweden, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France and the netherlands). Separate out-
comes are given for coverage, benefit structure, administration, relation-
ship to other government programs, financing, standards and controls, 
methods of reimbursing providers and costs. The range of coverage and 
benefits, and access to care is clearly broader in most European countries 
than in the united States. We also find that the European systems pos-
sess a wider variety of mechanisms to ensure controls over program costs. 
Whether the system is a national health service, or some form of univer-
sal or nearly universal health insurance, these conclusions appear to hold 
true.18

nonetheless, the propositions developed in Chap. 12 for the united 
States appear to obtain in Europe. Everywhere the goal of “delivering 
health” is unachievable, and there is evidence that this broad objective is 
displaced in the direction of providing equality of access to medical ser-
vices. Equal access is approximated, but not entirely achieved. The axiom 
of inequality appears to hold—equalizing money (or access) does result 
in various forms of inconvenience and rationing. Costs do rise to exhaust 
the full amount of private insurance and government subsidies. However, 
each of the medical systems studied has built into it some mechanisms for 
at least partial control. Which aspects turn out to be effectively control-
lable seems to depend upon degrees of public acceptance of particular 
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Table B.3 Federal Republic of Germany

Subject Provisions

General concept 
and approach

Decentralized health insurance system under government regulation 
which covers virtually all medical expenses of covered population, as 
well as extensive income replacement during illness

Coverage of the 
population

About 90 percent of population is covered. Membership is obligatory 
for all manual workers and for self-employed and white collar workers 
earning below a stipulated ceiling (DM 22,500 per year)a

Benefit structure Comprehensive medical and dental services including hospital care and 
drugs. nominal cost-sharing element principally for prescriptions and 
dental work. Cash benefits amount to 75–85 percent of wages if illness 
extends beyond 6 weeks; before that time employer must pay full wages

Administration General supervision by Ministry of Health. Administration of 
contributions and benefits by 1,900 sickness funds. Funds organized 
mainly on a geographical basis, managed by elected representatives of 
insured persons and employers, and united into State and national 
federations

Relationship to 
other government 
programs

no other significant program other than government arrangements 
for welfare recipients and war victims. under regular program, 
old-age pensioners are assessed reduced premiums which are paid by 
the pension funds. Miners also receive special benefits

Financing Both medical care and cash benefits under the system are financed by 
payroll contributions averaging about 9 percent of wages (half is paid 
by employer and half by employee)

Standards and 
controls

Ministry of health sets standards for physicians and hospitals. 
Regional Physicians’ Associations monitor their members for 
overcharging or overprescribing

Reimbursement of 
providers of service

Physicians: Physicians’ payments derived from lump-sum fund 
negotiated on a quarterly basis between Regional Physicians’ 
Associations and Sickness Funds. Each physician receives a varying 
share of lump sum. Depending on services provided members, 
weighted according to national standard fee schedule guidelines 
Hospitals: Hospitals are paid directly by Sickness Funds on Sat rate 
per patient-day basis negotiated according to government guidelines. 
Hospital physicians are normally salaried employees

Costs In addition to cash benefits, the governmental health insurance 
system pays for virtually all of the real cost of members’ medical care, 
or about 60 percent of the total national health bill. In addition, the 
Government, mainly through its public health efforts and hospital 
subsidies, pays for about a fourth of total national health expenditures

France
General concept 
and approach

A national health insurance system, supervised by the Ministry of 
Public Health and Social Security and administered through local 
sickness funds

(continued)
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Table B.3 (continued)

Subject Provisions

Coverage of the 
population

Over 98 percent of the population is covered under the national 
health insurance system or other specialized governmental systems

Benefit structure Medical and hospital benefits provide the individual with partial 
reimbursement of ordinary expenses (physicians’ fees, hospital costs, 
dental care, and prescription drugs) and full coverage for the 
expenses of costly or prolonged illness. Cash sickness benefits are paid 
for up to 3 years and cash maternity benefits for up to 14 weeks. 
Some additional income maintenance comes from family allowances

Administration Registration of insured, payment of cash benefits, and reimbursement 
of medical expenses are primarily administered by 122 Primary (local) 
Sickness Insurance Funds, coordinated by 16 Regional Funds under a 
national Sickness Insurance Fund. Each level subject to governing 
boards with representatives appointed from labor and management. 
Entire health care delivery is under the general supervision of the 
Ministry of Social Affairs

Relationship to 
other government 
programs

Sizable special systems for agricultural employees, miners, and others 
with somewhat different and financing and benefit levels. Additional 
income maintenance from family allowances which continue during 
illness

Financing Costs are basically met through payroll contributions, which for the 
average worker total 3.5 percent of his earnings and an additional 
12.45 percent from his employer. These funds not only support 
medical care and cash benefits but also disability benefits. In addition, 
social security covers health care expenses of pensioners who are 
exempt from contributions. System has often required transfers from 
other revenue sources to bring its operations into balance

Standards and 
controls

Physicians are subject to standards established by professional 
associations. Private hospitals and pharmaceutical must meet 
prescribed standards set by the Government and insurance 
mechanisms to qualify for reimbursement of fees

Reimbursement of 
providers of 
services

Physicians: Both generalists and specialists, as well as dentists and 
pharmacists, are generally paid by the patient who then receives 
partial reimbursement from the insurance system according to a 
fee-for-service schedule or pharmaceutical reimbursement lists
Hospitals: Fees are usually composed of a basic daily rate approved by 
local authorities plus the charge for physicians’ services as set down in 
the fee-for-service schedule. These fees are usually paid directly by the 
insurance system to the hospital, except for the deductible which is 
paid in most cases by the patient. Most hospitals are public 
institutions but a number of privately owned hospitals also adhere to 
the agreed rate structure. Public hospital physicians are salaried. 
Those attached to private hospitals ordinarily receive payment directly 
on a fee-for-service basis

(continued)
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Table B.3 (continued)

Subject Provisions

Costs The social security health insurance programs pay about 60 percent 
of the nation’s total personal health care costs and the private 
individual pays about a third through cost sharing directly and 
through premiums to mutual societies

united Kingdom
General concept 
and approach

universal health care delivery system through a national health 
service

Coverage of the 
population

All residents are eligible. Visitors are also eligible in most instances

Benefit structure Comprehensive medical care including drugs and dental care. Small 
amount of cost sharing for prescriptions and dental treatment. 
Extended-care facilities under expansion. Home nursing care services 
provided under public health features of program

Administration Overall supervision by Department of Health and Social Security. On 
April 1, 1974, a unified scheme replaced three separate jurisdictions 
for (1) physician and allied services, (2) hospital services (including 
specialist treatment), and (3) public health programs

Relationship to 
other government 
programs

none for medical care. Public health features are more important 
than in most countries particularly with respect to home nursing. 
Cash benefit program is administered separately as part of overall 
pension branch of social security. (A typical worker making the 
average wage is entitled to a benefit corresponding to about 70 
percent of his wages)

Financing System is financed mainly by general revenue. Approximately 15 
percent is financed by cost-sharing features and weekly payroll 
contributions. The small compulsory Oat-rate contributions amount 
to 0.18 pound weekly for a male worker and about 0.08 pound from 
his employer (totaling less than 1 percent of the typical worker’s wage)

Standards and 
controls

The Department of Health and Social Security supervises hospitals 
through Area Health Authorities. Physicians’ standards are supervised 
by the Area Authorities and Family Practitioner Committees. Their 
prescribing procedures are subject to special scrutiny by Regional 
Medical Officers

Reimbursement of 
providers of 
services

Physician receives payment on capitation basis with supplements. 
Specialists are normally salaried hospital employees. Hospitals are 
governmental institutions with budgets funded from government 
appropriations

Costs The national Health Service finances, including receipts from cost 
sharing, account for at least 90 percent of total national health care 
costs. There is still a small private medical sector which accounts for a 
large part of the remainder

(continued)
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Table B.3 (continued)

Subject Provisions

Sweden
General concept 
and approach

A modified health insurance system relying heavily upon facilities 
funded and operated by various levels of government. The system 
provides nearly all necessary and medical services to the whole 
population, but involves a significant degree of cost sharing by the 
patient for ambulatory care

Coverage of the 
population

Health insurance is compulsory for all residents. Coverage for cash 
sickness benefits includes virtually all gainfully employed and, on a 
voluntary basis, most housewives and students

Benefit structure All necessary medical and hospital services with a newly expanded 
dental care program. Includes nursing home coverage and a 
well-developed system of home nursing and home help arrangements. 
Cash sickness benefits of unlimited duration generally pay about 90 
percent of earnings to the typical worker

Administration Much of the administrative work connected with benefits and 
contributions is performed by about 600 government-operated local 
funds which are also active in other areas of social insurance. The 
local funds are supervised by 26 regional offices under a national 
Social Insurance Board and the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs. 
Operation and fiscal management of health facilities are mainly by 
local county governments with planning shared with the central 
government

Relationship to 
other government 
programs

Health insurance is administered as part of overall social insurance. 
Local governments are directly responsible for providing most health 
services

Financing Compulsory contributions to health insurance by insured are paid 
along with income tax. (Approximately 2 percent of earnings from 
average worker and an additional 3.8 percent of earnings paid by his 
employer.) However, health insurance funds pay for only about 10 
percent of the total national health bill. The rest comes primarily 
from general revenues and cost sharing. About 70 percent of health 
insurance funds are utilized to pay for cash benefits

Standards and 
controls

Standards for health services provided by local governments regulated 
by national statutes. national planning provides for norms and 
standards of new and expanded facilities. Patients may lodge 
complaints with Ombudsmen who act as a watchdog committee for 
Parliament

(continued)
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Table B.3 (continued)

Subject Provisions

Reimbursement of 
providers of 
services

Physicians: Most physicians are salaried as public employees either in 
district medical offices principally in rural areas or as hospital staff. 
Patient pays 12 kronor for each visit and health insurance pays local 
government 48 kronor.b About a fourth of ambulatory care is 
provided by private physicians who are paid directly by patient who in 
turn receives partial reimbursement from the insurance system. 
Hospitals: Hospitals are financed by the county budgets. Inpatient 
hospital services are essentially free to the patient but the health 
insurance system pays 15 kronor per day on his behalf

Costs Health insurance funds play a relatively small role in meeting total 
national health costs. Local and central government funds pay for 
most of the remainder. Somewhat less than a fifth of the total is met 
by patient fees

netherlands
General concept 
and approach

A governmental insurance plan designed to cover most of the 
population, except for higher income brackets. Parallel systems cover 
the whole population for catastrophic illness and all workers for cash 
sickness benefits

Coverage of the 
population

70 percent of population is covered for ordinary medical care. On a 
compulsory basis membership includes workers earning below a 
stipulated ceiling and their families. Voluntary membership is open to 
self-employed and pensioners with income below the ceiling. Entire 
population covered for catastrophic costs and special medical care. 
Whole working population also covered for cash sickness and 
maternity benefits

Benefit structure Insured receives comprehensive medical and dental services including 
hospital care, nursing home care, and drugs. Whole population, in 
cases of catastrophic illness, is generally entitled to full cost of medical 
care after 1 year of illness and for certain types of institutional care 
before that time
Cash benefits amount to 80 percent replacement of earnings for an 
unlimited time

Administration Administered by about 90 private insurance funds under supervision 
of Government’s Sickness Funds Council

Relationship to 
other government 
programs

Special system for miners, railway employees, seamen, and public 
employees. Cash sickness pays for every incapacity during first year, 
including work connected illness and those which elsewhere would 
be covered by disability pensions. Some additional income 
maintenance comes from family allowances

(continued)
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Table B.3 (continued)

Subject Provisions

Financing Employers and the insured each contribute 4. 75 percent of earnings. 
An additional 2.6 percent is paid by employer for catastrophic 
coverage. These funds are essentially adequate to finance all medical 
care extended to the insured. Minor subsidies are paid by the 
Government to help defray the cost of medical care for pensioners 
and low-income groups. Cash benefits are financed by payroll 
contributions of 1 percent by employee and 6.4 percent by employer 
on earnings up to a stipulated ceiling

Standards and 
controls

The sickness funds keep statistics on prescription practices by the 
physicians and on referrals of patients to specialists. In cases where 
significantly above-average frequencies or cost in either category can 
be attributed to a physician’s practice the funds’ medical adviser may 
ask the practitioner for an explanation and, in some instances, funds 
may impose and fitness or suspensions. Medical complaints against 
physicians may be lodged with the netherlands Medical Association
Although most hospitals are private their operations are subject to 
review by a variety of governmental authorities; expansion is 
controlled by the central government

Reimbursement of 
providers of 
services

Reimbursement procedures for physicians cover a wide spectrum of 
methods: General practitioners are paid on a capitation basis, while 
specialists are reimbursed by methods utilizing salary, fee-for-service, 
or case-payment approaches. Some of these procedures have been 
devised in an effort to discourage prolonged and unnecessary 
treatment of the patient
The typical hospital is a private institution paid directly by a sickness 
fund primarily utilizing a schedule of fees set by the union of 
Hospital Associations under government guidelines, but also taking 
into account annual budget considerations of the specific hospital. 
Some hospitals bill separately for hospital physicians’ services

Costs Virtually all of the nation’s total medical costs are covered by health 
insurance expenditures, except for routine medical expenses of 30 
percent of population not covered by system and small cost-sharing 
element. Government subsidies total about 13 percent of insurance 
expenditures and remainder comes from payroll contributions. In 
combination, public insurance and other public funds pay for more 
than two-thirds of the nation’s total health bill cash benefits are 
financed entirely from payroll contributions

Source: M. S. Mueller & R. M. Gibson, national Health Experience, Fiscal year 1975, Social Security 
Bulletin 39(2), 6 January 1976, pp. 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8. u.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
a1 mark equals £0.25
b1 kroner equals £0.11
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control mechanisms, specific structural characteristics of system organiza-
tion, and the relative power of actors and agents in the system.

Additional insights can be gained if we look at the manner in which 
systems can be altered. When new proposals are under consideration, it 
appears that the determining factors (once resource limits are assigned) 
concern the range of inequities that are judged to be acceptable. A typical 
issue would concern acceptability of provisions which emphasize equality 
over range and quality of services or willingness to accept some differen-
tials in convenience based on a flexible fee structure. From such broad 
public inferences flow specific recommendations on insurance mecha-
nisms, public and private mix, bargaining structures among actors, points 
for regulatory or administrative control, comprehensiveness of service, 
types of fees and payments, and patterns of reimbursement.

As regards the resolution of issues, it does not appear to matter whether 
the funding is largely private as in France, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the netherlands, or public, as in the united Kingdom and Sweden. 
What does count is the ability to set or influence prices and fees.

Planning, however, is at issue. Italian national Health Insurance went 
into effect before difficulties with the first stage of partial coverage were 
ironed out. There was an unanticipated increase in demand which caused 
increases in costs, severe payment problems for third party carriers, prob-
lems so severe that eventually responsibilities for hospital care previously 
borne by third party payers have been assigned to twenty regional state 
governments.19

Pure market regulation of costs is not a relevant consideration in terms 
of politics. The ability of medical providers to set rates can be limited in 
a variety of ways. In Holland and the Federal Republic third party payers 
(Sick Funds) negotiate fee structures, while in Britain, Sweden and France 
there is direct governmental negotiation. These mechanisms for control 
can include regulation, negotiation or adversary procedures.

Access to the medical services must be limited in some way or costs 
become uncontrollable. The most obvious control is exclusion on the 
grounds of inability to pay for coverage. This, of course, is the logic of vol-
untary insurance. Another, more subtle form of exclusion, depends upon 
stipulation of reimbursement mechanisms relying on the fact that the poor 
are generally less able to finance fees in advance of reimbursement. A third 
control is de facto provider limitation of service resources and facilities. 
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The fourth control is, of course, restriction of categories of population 
eligible for benefits.20

Although there is nominally equal access to all services in the Federal 
Republic, the equality of the services themselves is less clear (i.e., Sick Fund 
patients have longer waits than private patients). In France, the system 
ostensibly provides for equality of access, but in practice, reimbursement 
mechanisms act as an exclusionary filter for some services. The French 
also prefer private clinics and this reduces pressures on public hospitals. 
Although public hospital physicians are salaried, physicians at private clin-
ics are paid on a fee-for-service basis. Hospital fees are paid directly by 
insurance, where there is a patient deductible.

Equal access to medical care is an established right in both Sweden 
and the united Kingdom. However, even in these countries, “equality of 
access” must be qualified. In the united Kingdom, the existence of a pri-
vate market and private insurance plans permits those in the upper strata 
to “jump the queue” to see private specialists directly or obtain rationed 
services without the usual wait. In Sweden, the individual who pays a 
(modest) fee for ambulatory care can also see a specialist directly.

Axiom of Inequality

The attempt to control costs while maintaining some semblance of 
equality of access must result in other distortions. That is, the Axiom of 
Inequality obtains. In Britain, for example, where access is relatively equal 
and costs are fairly well contained, adjustments are made in the priori-
ties assigned to “non-essential” services, such as elective surgery, and in 
subordinate priorities for certain services, such as maternity and child-
birth. Certain categories of the population are assigned lower priorities 
(women’s health services are comparatively poor) and there is consider-
able geographic variation in the quality. Services tend to be best in places 
that are attractive for physicians to locate and that possess well-established 
teaching and research facilities. Services are reported to be poorest in the 
northern industrial areas and in many rural areas. Although the national 
Health Service stipulates payment incentives for physicians to locate in 
less desirable areas, regional maldistribution still persists. In this context 
it is not entirely clear how the existence of a small private sector affects 
the system at large. The fact that those who can afford private care receive 
significant privileges acts as an irritant to the general public. However, the 
private sector can be categorized as a safety valve—keeping specialists in 
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the system and preventing a “brain drain.” As Douglas-Wilson comments, 
“Individual aims will be achieved only through collective agreement. 
Advances in one area will depend on restraint in another.”21 And M. H. 
Cooper and A. Culyer say, “The nHS has removed ‘price barriers,’ but 
has been slow to appreciate the extent and importance of other barriers.”22

In Sweden the level and range of services is excellent; there is little 
geographic maldistribution and waiting time is minimal. Thus, service 
inequities have been effectively restricted, but the cost is high. The rate of 
inflation of medical costs is approximately twice the general inflation rate. 
This cost has been acceptable in the past, but it may be less so in the future. 
If so, alterations in accessibility or convenience are inevitable. Mechanisms 
for control already embedded in the system can be emphasized and elabo-
rated. Patients already pay a fixed fee for ambulatory care; hospital care 
is subsidized, but a patient receiving cash sickness benefits must usually 
relinquish part as payment toward hospital expenses. Employees pay a 2 
percent wage premium for national Health Insurance; employers pay 3.8 
percent. Individual and employer contributions may be increased.

In the netherlands “adequacy,” as opposed to “equality,” appears to 
be the primary value. The Dutch run the most “private” of the European 
systems, and voluntarism and variety are evident at all levels. For example, 
there are three distinct types of insurance: commercial plans, cooperative 
insurance and policies issued by associations that participate only in hos-
pital coverage. General practitioners are usually paid by insurance funds 
on a capitation basis, while specialists tend to be paid on a fee-for-service 
basis, receiving most of their income from private patients. Fees permitted 
for physicians for private patients in third-class hospital accommodations 
are three times those for sickness fund cases; fees are six times as high in 
second-class accommodations; and higher still for first-class.

Contributions to financing take equally varied forms. About 70 percent 
of the population is compulsorily insured through payroll plans and pro-
grams that include government subsidy. Voluntary plans for higher income 
persons stipulate contributions that vary from fund to fund. Special pro-
grams service groups, such as old persons with low incomes, who are per-
mitted to join the government scheme on a voluntary basis. Controls over 
service conditions and fees originate with sickness funds, but hospitals are 
subject to review by several levels of government authority.

In short, inequalities appear to be built into the Dutch system, yet lev-
els of care and fairness of the system are generally perceived to be good.  
It is possible that the system works because of a tacit agreement among 
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most participants to use it with moderation and draw on it with restraint. 
The spirit of accommodation is exhibited in willingness to accept less than 
the full entitlement of services and a willingness of providers to moderate 
salary demands. There is a tendency to perceive benefits as privileges and 
act accordingly. Moderation and a tradition of cooperation and volun-
tarism allow the system to operate fairly successfully, in terms of blurring 
the distinction between public and private and mitigating potential con-
flict between the two spheres.

The French medical system is different, characterized by adversary 
and defensive procedures, most evident in endless rounds of negotiations 
between physicians’ organizations, sickness funds and other involved par-
ties. Costs are ostensibly met through payroll contributions, covering 
medical care, cash sickness benefits and some disability benefits. Although 
the system is meant to be self-supporting, in practice transfers from other 
revenue sources have often been necessary. The system imposes financial 
disincentives on the use of services. Formulas stipulate deductibles, pre-
payment cost-sharing, and differential reimbursement for categories of 
service. The French medical system clearly operates with something less 
than equal access and optimally distributed services. Characteristic dif-
ficulties in France appear to be similar to those in the united States: geo-
graphic maldistribution of physicians, shortages of physicians in general 
practice and significant difficulties in controlling costs. As in the united 
States, physicians have great influence on fees and insurance rates. Visible 
mechanisms for cost control are inadequate and the less visible ones may 
redistribute costs unfairly. Lacking also is the self restraint, cooperative cli-
mate and tolerance of some inequality which characterizes the Dutch. In 
France, unlike Britain, considerable centralization and fairly strong gov-
ernment presence at planning and policy stages do not appear to have the 
desired effects.

Summary

The propositions stated earlier appear to apply to the European health 
systems as well. In each system it is necessary to make fundamental choices 
about what system attributes should be stressed. Tradeoffs among stan-
dards of cost control, access or convenience cannot be avoided. The man-
ner in which these strategic choices conform with specific situations in 
each country largely determines both the acceptability of the medical sys-
tem and its functioning.
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educAtion

American policy-makers tend to look toward Western Europe for guidance 
in their attempts to chart a national health insurance policy for the united 
States. The search for experience and information goes in the opposite 
direction in education policy. Most Western European countries are pres-
ently going through a period of extensive educational reform. These 
reforms are both structural and substantial. Frequently European experts 
look towards American models, considering that information, research and 
reform are more advanced in the united States than abroad. In fact, the 
direction of reform in European school systems follows American practices 
and structures. Comprehensive education and “democratic” social aims 
have long been a feature of American education. We, however, have not 
been able to devise and implement an educational system that improves 
the cognitive ability of our most disadvantaged children, or which sub-
stantially improves their life chances. European education is beginning to 
direct itself to these same aims. It is not surprising, therefore, that some 
problems which seem intractable here are emerging in Europe as well. In 
health, we know what to do but are unwilling to do it. In education, we 
simply don’t know what to do. neither do the Europeans. Each country, 
by definition, has a most challenging group of pupils. This may be either 
the lowest achieving group (the largest proportion of whom are found 
among rural or working class children) or some specific category, such as 
the children of immigrant workers in Germany or Sweden, of West Indians 
or Pakistanis in Britain, north Africans in France or of caravan dwellers 
and bargees in the netherlands.

nowhere is great success in improving the cognitive abilities of these 
children reported. French education, for example, despite massive reform 
efforts, continues to be characterized by low output and persistent regional 
and social inequities. It is estimated that up to 12 percent of the school 
population is “difficult or maladjusted,” and the percentages rise regularly. 
Similar findings are reported for most countries. What data are available 
show little change. In addition, data available are unclear, and thus sub-
ject to varied interpretation; data sources are multiple and uncoordinated, 
and resistance to passing along potentially harmful information exists at all 
levels. It is not surprising, therefore, that reforms such as the expansion of 
pre-primary education and the extension of comprehensive education have 
not resulted in desired outcomes. These reforms have not so far led to 
either significantly improved cognitive ability or decreased social inequality.
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European educational systems have had better results in achieving eco-
nomic objectives, particularly in Germany and the netherlands. However, 
these achievements have been based on high economic growth rates and 
the consequent demand for workers. As growth slows, there has been sub-
stantial unemployment among young people leaving school. The value of 
their vocational training is increasingly being questioned.

The absence of political arenas in which to work out the politics of edu-
cation is even more striking in Europe than in the united States. This is 
most notably true in those countries where education is highly centralized; 
but even where there is a degree of local authority, education has been 
firmly placed in the hands of “professionals.”

In the past thirty years (particularly in the past ten years), the educa-
tional systems of most European democracies have changed profoundly. 
This change has been instituted in response to widespread dissatisfac-
tion with traditional education as unresponsive to social and economic 
requirements. Traditional European educational systems (legacies from 
the nineteenth century) were dualistic in nature. What amounted to two 
distinct systems existed. One was directed towards the acquisition of basic 
literacy and number skills for working-class children, and the channel-
ing of these children into various occupations. Middle- and upper-class 
children were directed towards university and the professions. nearly all 
traditional European educational systems were rigidly streamed and led to 
early (and nearly irrevocable) occupational and life choices. Most systems 
provided a course of up to eight or nine years’ schooling for working-class 
children who were destined, usually, to become manual workers. A sec-
ondary school system for middle- and upper-class children fed by prepara-
tory schools provided a six or seven year course leading to university and 
the professions. ultimately these two parallel systems broke down and an 
integrated public system, in which the primary level led directly to the sec-
ondary, emerged. A variety of junior, secondary and middle level schools 
provided vocational training for those not destined for university.

Reforms implemented since World War II include:

 1. An extension of compulsory, comprehensive schooling directed 
towards deferring early school leaving and premature occupational 
choices.

 2. A reorganization of secondary education aimed at breaking down 
the barriers between various forms of tracking and occupational spe-
cialization at the secondary level.
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 3. The establishment of technical colleges and other types of post- 
secondary educational institutions in order to provide both improved 
technical education and lateral forms of entry to university.

 4. An expansion of pre-primary education aimed at compensating for 
the social background of the most disadvantaged children.23

All of the countries observed have similar general objectives in educa-
tion, including:

 1. Equal access to free, compulsory education for all children.
 2. Appropriate vocational or professional training for all children.
 3. Mental, moral, physical and citizenship training.
 4. Training for a modern, technologically oriented world.

However, each government has specific aims which are related to 
requirements and specific situations.

In France, “the nation guarantees equal access of children and adults 
to education, professional training and culture.”24 Specific objectives are 
the extension of compulsory education, the possibility of choice and a 
program of constant guidance.

The Federal Republic of Germany addresses the right of individuals to 
education, but stresses the family’s obligation to provide “mental, spiri-
tual and physical education.”25 Also, the duties of students to the state 
are emphasized: “youth is to be educated in reverence before God, in 
the spirit of Christian love of one’s fellow men, in the spirit of fraternity 
between all men and of the love of freedom, in the love for their people 
and home country, towards moral and political responsibility, towards 
meeting professional and social demands, and towards a liberal and demo-
cratic spirit.” This may be supplemented from the Constitution of Bavaria: 
“Schools should not only convey knowledge and skills but should also 
train spirit and character.”26

In the netherlands, the limitations on government interference in edu-
cation are stressed. Traditionally, in Holland, the rights of various groups 
(particularly religious groups) to organize and supervise education accord-
ing to their own tenets has been guaranteed. Education in the netherlands 
is generally based on the wishes and initiatives of a specific community. 
Social, political, religious and cultural bodies are continually developing 
new ideas that have their roots in the historical and philosophical origins 
of the groups themselves. In view of the political and educational structure 
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of the netherlands, these ideas largely determine the aims, arrangement 
and content of Dutch education. Consequently, parents are free to send 
their children to either public or private schools, both of which the gov-
ernment funds. “Freedom of education” is constitutionally stipulated, and 
means that the government confines itself to providing facilities and estab-
lishing minimum standards that allow individuals considerable freedom in 
methodology and content.

A basic democratic value premise is included in Swedish educational 
objectives: “Social Democracy is against income differences arising from 
social and economic privileges and power positions.”27 The aims of the 
school are to meet the differentiated needs of each pupil and to strengthen 
and safeguard democracy. Therefore the educational system aims at elimi-
nating early differentiation, and makes no distinction between particularly 
gifted and other children. The program of “rolling reform” is intended to 
constantly monitor reform for consistency with stated social aims and to 
allow for change as those aims change.

Although the role of the central government in policy-making and 
supervision is firmly established, among the aims of English education 
is support of local control. Since the government also regards education 
policy as an instrument of social and economic policy, there have been 
conflicts with local areas in terms of compliance with procedures aimed 
at achieving social and economic aims. Local option, for example, has 
obstructed full implementation of comprehensive education.

The achievement of full literacy, and the related aim of bringing the 
educational system of the south up to the standard of the north, underlies 
Italian education policy.

Problems which beset American education also apply to European edu-
cation. The aims of most European educational systems are, as are our 
own, unclear, multiple and contradictory. The fundamental aim of all sys-
tems, to provide equal access to education, is a substitute for achieving 
equality of life chances. However, the fact that this is a substitution, and 
not an equivalence, does not seem to be universally understood. Equal 
access does not mean equal ability to profit from education, and the dis-
parity in ability and outcomes is assigned to many factors. In the main, 
most European systems have opted for equal access to schooling as the 
operative definition of equality, with the presumption that equal access 
leads to equalization of life chances. Most current evidence, however, does 
not validate this presumption. The persistent poor achievement of lower- 
class children forces a focus on questions about causal factors in cognitive 
ability. At present, these are not answerable questions.
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Structural and organizational changes have taken place, but they have 
not been based on real knowledge of how to bring about desired outcomes. 
Consequently, organizational changes in education have brought with 
them a number of conflicting tendencies. The fact that national education 
systems have (in some countries) become the largest item in the budget 
has meant marked demands for public accountability. Where educational 
policy has been used as an instrument of social engineering (as in Britain), 
the necessity that local interests be served continues. Administrative ten-
dencies, therefore, have been both centripetal and centrifugal. Pressure 
groups have sprung up, whose objectives, usually favorable to reform, 
are not always in agreement with those of the government, or compat-
ible with the methods selected to achieve them. In order to address these 
problems, a regrouping of responsibility into three  centralized areas has 
occurred. One is planning, supported by government planning depart-
ments. A second is implementation carried out by the educational bureau-
cracy itself—those who are responsible for achieving policy objectives. 
Those with financial responsibility usually act as arbiter between the first 
two groupings.

When the aims of the educational system are not consistent with the 
structure and practices of the larger society, these aims are generally not 
achievable. Equality of access to education does not lead to equalization 
of life chances unless the larger society incorporates other policies aimed 
at the same objective. This is borne out in analyses of the class base of 
entrance to higher education throughout Europe. university entrants 
come overwhelmingly from middle and upper classes. The proportions of 
lower-class students entering university continue to be low, and relatively 
unchanged over time. The social advantage inherited wealth confers is also 
not weakened through educational intervention; extreme inheritance tax 
policies, such as those in Britain, apparently do not sufficiently weaken the 
influence of deeply established class differences.

Available resources, too, shape the objectives sought. These resources 
are always limited, but the degree to which they are limited and the pro-
portionate mix in which they are available is critical. In the united States, 
money for education is limited by the way in which education is financed 
(largely at the local level, and through property taxes). State and federal 
authorities act to “equalize” financing, but these inputs and their policy 
outcomes are restricted by the federal and fragmented nature of the politi-
cal framework.

In most countries, educational research is supported and carried out 
in three different ways: by the staff of universities and teacher training 
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institutions; by research divisions of government departments or minis-
tries of education; and by independently controlled organizations specifi-
cally established to undertake such research. Despite a formidable array 
of changes in all aspects of the educational process, and a rapid growth 
in educational research, “no country has yet succeeded in finding a way 
of systematically improving the effectiveness of education in relation to 
its new role in society,”28 and “… moreover, no country appears as yet to 
have found a satisfactory solution to the problem of relating Research and 
Development to policy objectives.”29

The consequences of this lack of relationship between research and pol-
icy objectives is apparent in the outcomes of schooling. In France, despite 
great structural reform, accompanied by the establishment of a variety 
of research facilities, which were supposed to support reforms, outcomes 
have changed little. The proportion of children who leave school early has 
not substantially changed. Variation in university entrance (largely rural 
versus urban) remains. The class structure of university entrants is substan-
tially unchanged. In Holland, “on all levels there appears to be a virtual 
taboo on the application of any other than moral criteria to the apprecia-
tion of education.”30

To sum up, the major aim of Western European educational systems has 
been equalization of life chances for all children. This aim is not achievable, 
at least through the agency of schools. A proxy objective has been substi-
tuted—equalization of access for all students. Equality of opportunity has 
been substituted for equality of outcomes. Despite considerable structural 
reform aimed at lessening streaming and increasing comprehensive educa-
tion, however, striking differences in the social distribution of the length 
of schooling (even in Sweden) remain. Attempts at compensatory educa-
tion, particularly the expansion of pre-primary education (compensating 
for the disadvantages in the home and social environment at an early age), 
have had disappointing results.

crime

The incidence of crime varies greatly from nation to nation throughout 
the world. What has not varied has been the inability of each nation’s 
criminal justice system to reduce crime within its own borders. A major 
indicator of this failure has been the number of prisoners returning to jail 
as soon as they are released.
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The nations of Western Europe, faced with the common problem of 
criminal behavior, have evolved somewhat similar systems for dealing with 
its effects. Indeed, whatever international cooperation there does exist in 
the administration of criminal justice “… has been based on a wide rang-
ing similarity not only of crime problems but of the laws, their enforce-
ment, and the methods of dealing with offenders.”31

The last category—the methods of dealing with offenders—has 
changed more than the other two combined. The treatment of criminals 
at any particular place and time depends on what the society deems prefer-
able and what is possible. The potential multitude of such responses can 
be organized into a continuum ranging from rehabilitation to retribution. 
Both impulses, the humane and the punitive, exist together in most social 
systems as can be seen from the simultaneous creation of “penitentiaries 
and societies to mitigate their effects.”32

Regardless of the way offenders were handled, however, virtually all 
societies viewed the main function of their criminal justice systems as the 
control of crime. Today this is no longer true. The goal (no pun intended), 
displacement, which has been a recent feature of the administration of 
American justice, has begun to appear in Western Europe as well. Indeed, 
Scandinavian commentators hold that “it has become increasingly rare to 
set the minimization of crime as the central objective of criminal policy.”33 
Instead, the minimization of the costs and suffering related to crime and 
the just distribution of these costs have become the aim of criminal justice 
policy. Once again, what can be done—mitigate the effects of crime—has 
become what should be done—control its cause.

Recidivism (the tendency of a criminal to return to a life of crime) 
as a measuring rod will soon recede into the distance. Some European 
commentators hold that all but the most feeble measuring rods will soon 
wither away entirely.

One or more researchers in almost every one of the half dozen correc-
tional systems which conduct the most extensive evaluative research have … 
informed me of the suppression of the research reports.

There have been two styles of research suppression in correctional agen-
cies. One style not only prohibits release of the report, but cancels further 
research as “dangerous” to the agencies’ “public image,” or as the British 
express it, “embarrassing to the Minister.”34

The second style of suppression involves researching a project to death. 
More and more work is always needed before the results can be released. 
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But whatever the style, the result, in Europe, is the same as in the united 
States. Research reports indicating that added expenditures for treatment, 
or smaller case loads, or more psychiatrists, do not reduce post-treatment 
criminality have trouble reaching the light of day.35

This is not to say that the difficulties associated with the administration 
of criminal justice have gone unnoticed in Britain or on the Continent. 
Great Britain experienced a relatively constant crime rate until 1955 when 
it began to increase. “This continual increase led many people to talk of 
a “crime wave, and has resulted in considerable attention being focused 
on all aspects of the prevention, deterrence and detection of crime.36 In 
Stockholm “the most significant trends are the dramatic increases in the 
rates of acquisitive crime, which began in the 1940s.... Violent crime also 
posted an increase during that period, but a less drastic one [than the sev-
enfold increase in acquisitive crime].”37

Crime rates in France, Italy and West Germany have also gone way up 
since the 1950s.38 not only were acquisitive crimes on the upswing but 
these were also “the years of youth violence and, in a much more politi-
cized sphere, the violent explosion of the student movement….”39 This 
period also witnessed kidnapping for politics and profit, political assassina-
tions, kneecapping and a general increase in terrorist activity culminating, 
so far, in the murder of a potential Italian president.

Those behind bars have not been quiet either. French,40 Italian41 and 
West German42 prisoners have struck, unionized and rioted in attempts 
to ameliorate their conditions. They demand better food, more exercise, 
paid work, conjugal visits, educational opportunities, the right to orga-
nize, work release programs, etc.

In sum, France, Great Britain, Italy, Sweden and West Germany have 
had similar difficulties with crime since the Second World War. Although 
starting from different bases, all have experienced surges in the level of 
non-political criminal activity. There have been increases in both acquisi-
tive and violent crimes, in crimes committed by the young and the old, the 
rich and the poor, and by first timers and recidivists. In addition, and it is 
a major addition, France, Italy, and West Germany have experienced large 
doses of political unrest, terrorism and assassination, which have tended to 
complicate analysis of changes in their criminal justice systems.

Administrators of the criminal justice system in the united States have 
begun a retreat from unobtainable objectives. They were unobtainable 
because society’s reach exceeded its grasp. More is known about how 
to measure crime than to decrease it. Discovering that many cherished 
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societal goals require the drastic modification of citizen behavior, which 
was beyond the ability of democratic governments to induce without 
unacceptable levels of coercion, agencies sought new attainable goals or 
new clients that could more readily reach the old objectives. In some cases 
organizations dismissed both goals and clients by giving responsibility for 
the problem area to some other agency. Decentralization is sometimes a 
form of an organization “getting out from under” unsolvable problems. 
The organization can also stress internal processes instead of external per-
formance. If in trouble, according to the prevailing pattern, standardize 
procedures, equalize outputs, change goals and/or clients and then, all 
else failing, decentralize and escape.

The criminal justice systems of Europe show these symptoms in the 
areas of decriminalization and decarceration. “There is scarcely a sin-
gle ill-advised recommendation of the President’s Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice,” James Q. Wilson tells us, 
“that the British Home Office and its various advisory councils do not 
seem determined to repeat.”43 While the actual population of British pris-
ons is increasing, the rate at which convicted criminals are being sent to 
prison is going down. This is in keeping with the “major objective of 
English penal policy … [which is] to keep as many offenders as possible 
out of prison.”44 This new goal was implemented by the Criminal Justice 
Act of 1972 which strongly urged that sentences for non-violent offences 
not in excess of six months be suspended. The policy of decarceration has 
been supported by both Labor and Conservative governments. The result 
of decarceration and non-custodial sentencing is that many persons with 
long records of five or more convictions have never or only once been in 
prison.45 The Murder Act of 1965, the Criminal Justice Acts of 1967 and 
1972, and the Courts Act of 1971 combined to create, in American terms, 
a revolution in the administration of criminal justice. yet, despite these 
massive changes, the crime rate continues to rise and “… there has been 
little disposition by most political figures or experts to treat rising crime as 
a crisis worthy of (social and economic) programmatic attention.”46 Such 
a lack of heroic response may not be altogether bad since the etiology and 
treatment of crime is so poorly understood that we don’t know if the pro-
posed changes will make the situation better or worse.

Decentralization and decarceration have long been features of Swedish 
criminal administration. Although narcotics users and drunken drivers 
have been subject to stiffer sentences in recent years, penalties for petty 
theft and shoplifting have been reduced and police regulations amended 
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to discourage the prosecution of minor shoplifting. Offenses involving 
sexual morality were generally decriminalized between 1918 and 1944. 
Laws prohibiting abortion have been gradually relaxed until today abor-
tion in the first trimester is available on demand.

A similar reduction in legally defined criminality occurred in the sphere 
of public protest as laws were gradually liberalized. However, “the most 
significant changes in the recent history of the Swedish criminal Justice 
system have occurred in the area of corrections.”47 Actually, the history of 
Swedish correctional administration has been one of a gradual reduction 
of incarceration as the principal weapon in the treatment of offenders. 
“As long as the fundamental goal of Swedish criminal justice remains the 
reintegration of the offender in society, custodial facilities will continue 
to accommodate only those members of society viewed as dangerous or 
incorrigible.”48 While statistically dubious data does exist to show that 
the rates of recidivism of the 1960s are marginally lower than the rates 
of the later nineteenth century, it is certainly clear that the world’s most 
advanced decarceration policies have had little impact on slowing, let 
alone reducing, the rapid escalation of the crime rate, while also doing 
little to discourage recidivism.

It seems that the retreat from objectives that is taking place in the 
criminal justice system of the united States and England today had been 
accomplished by the Swedes some time before the turn of the century. 
Crime is not to be reduced, its effects—costs and suffering—are to be 
minimized and “justly” (perhaps some day equally) distributed. The goal 
of treatment is no longer the rehabilitation of the individual but his “rein-
tegration into society.” But how long will it be before a growing percent-
age of these individuals will be in front of a magistrate again?

The Swedish criminal justice system has also succeeded in ridding itself 
of some of its most troublesome clients by functional rather than spatial 
decentralization. “A distinctive feature of Swedish correctional practice 
was the use of institutions outside the criminal justice system to cope with 
behaviors dealt with elsewhere by courts and prisons.”49 This functional 
decentralization permitted the criminal justice system to divest itself of 
two of its most difficult clients—chronic alcoholics and juveniles—and 
allow other agencies outside the system to absorb whatever criticism exists 
for continuing difficulties. Drunkenness still plagues the Swedes and, of 
course, juvenile crime is very much on the increase. Decriminalization 
is only a semantic approach to crime. The frequency of the decriminal-
ized act does not decrease. Indeed, it may increase. Therefore the social 
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costs—wrecked lives, lost productivity, reduced standard of living—remain 
the same or perhaps increase.

In sum, then, “the numerous innovations in crime control strategy 
implemented since 1930 have had no impact on crime per se ….”50 The 
Swedish criminal justice system has responded to its failures to reach the 
traditional objectives of crime control by goal displacement, decriminal-
ization, decarceration, and decentralization. The retreat goes on!

France, West Germany, and Italy represent a different and more com-
plex set of conditions than do Sweden and Great Britain. All of these 
nations have been plagued by large increases in their crime rates in the last 
twenty years. But Italy, France and West Germany have also experienced 
a rapid escalation of politically related crimes—kidnapping, terrorism, and 
assassination. The addition of an overlay of terrorism atop the rise in con-
ventional criminal activity has tended to blur what would otherwise be 
clear cut responses similar to those of the united States, Sweden and Great 
Britain. While decriminalization, decarceration, and goal displacement are 
taking place with respect to conventional criminality, stricter, more direct 
measures for dealing with terror-related crimes are either being urged or 
adopted.

“Decriminalization of certain behaviors, mainly victimless crimes, has 
become a major trend in Western legal systems in the last few years and 
should proceed at an accelerated pace as matters of personal morality 
become of less concern for legal systems.”51 The theme of liberalization 
and decriminalization continues. West Germany has completed “relax-
ation of sex laws [homosexuality, pornography!.”52 Both France and Italy 
have seen some decriminalization and have proposals for even more.53

While enhancement of the authority of Italian police and magistrates 
continues under pressures (of which the assassination of Aldo Morro was 
but the latest and most sensational) there is also a move toward decriminal-
ization and decarceration led by parties of the Left. But political violence 
has discredited efforts to abandon the traditional goals and methods of 
the Italian criminal justice system and, therefore, slowed the retreat from 
objectives that characterizes the united States, Great Britain and Sweden. 
A critic of West German criminal justice went so far as to complain that 
“if the Baader-Meinhof group accomplished anything at all, it certainly 
contributed to the updating of police methods and technology.”54 The 
tactical adjustments made by administrative organizations in less troubled 
times to ensure their own survival, disappear in the greater number of 
changes made to reach the larger goal of terrorist suppression, much as 
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the sound of a single instrument is lost in the richness and complexity of 
a symphonic coda.

This brief survey has shown that the strategic retreat from objectives 
in criminal justice is alive and well in Great Britain, Sweden, France, Italy 
and West Germany. The retreat was born in Sweden and has turned into a 
rout. In France, Italy and West Germany, signs of goal modification can be 
found, but their full effects are masked by efforts against terrorism.

conclusion

Our all too brief survey of European social policy has revealed that factors 
influencing American policy are at work there as well. Goal displacement is 
prevalent in criminal, educational, and medical policy. After twenty, thirty 
or fifty years of welfare “states” and welfare “societies,” new welfare prob-
lems still follow from old welfare solutions. The answer to our original 
question Are things different elsewhere?—is yes, but, no, not really.

Criminal policies are different in each European nation, but the inabil-
ity of each nation’s criminal justice system to reduce crime is the same 
as in the united States. Each European nation deals differently with the 
problem of recidivism and each European nation fails as does the united 
States.

While each European nation has a compulsory, comprehensive health 
delivery system, none of these systems actually delivers health. At best they 
can be said to deliver imperfectly equal access to medicine. While such 
access is equal in theory it is actually restricted by different mechanisms 
in each nation. Costs do rise, as in the united States, to exhaust the total 
amount of insurance and subsidy available. The Law of Medical Money 
seems to apply everywhere.

The problems which beset American education also apply to European 
education. The goals of all educational systems seem multiple, unclear and 
contradictory. They have not, as the united States has not, been able to 
raise the cognitive ability of poor or disadvantaged children despite the 
expenditure of enough money to make education the largest expenditure 
in certain countries’ budgets.

European welfare policy shows the same expansionist tendencies as the 
united States. The appearance of profound differences is generated by age 
European programs have been around much longer—and by conviction 
the desirability of comprehensive programs has much greater acceptance. 
But as American programs mature and as European opinion becomes 
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more sceptical, differences may be expected to decline. The moral impera-
tives of “more and more” operate in each program. Indexing, triggering 
and entitlement cause rapid and unplanned growth of welfare programs. 
new solutions become newer problems as policy becomes its own cause. 
yes, life is different, but, no, public policies do not operate differently.

The social forces released through industrialization have created social 
problems common to all nations. Solutions to these problems are beset 
by organizational and programmatic constants seemingly independent of 
the society in which they operate. If crime is not understood anywhere, 
it is not understood in Europe as well as America. understanding policy 
and policy analysis in the united States, therefore, has more than limited 
applicability outside its borders. And the same would be true if one began 
in Western Europe and tried out hypotheses derived there on the united 
States.
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